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_]_ PREFACE
?..,.
This volume includesplans and eventsknown to the authors through January 1987. Compilation
of the informationbeganin 1967,concurrentwith a period of majorexpansionof facilities and
personnelat the National SpaceScience Data Center(NSSDC). As noted in the acknowledgments,
there have beenten primarycontributors. The satellite informationis recorded in an Automated
Information Management (AIM) system,which was initiatedat NSSDC in 1967. It is a tool that
has proved extremelyuseful for maintaining,revising,and reproducingthis satellite and experi-
ment information. A largeportion of this volume consistsof selectedextracts from this AIM file.
This revision of the compendiumincludesnew and updatedmaterialon satellites and experiments,
a rearrangementof materials,pagination,and indexing which is more amenableto updating, and a
different approach to preparationof the bibliography. It includes summaryinformationon
programs of all nations sponsoringmeteorologicalexperiments. Punching for a standard three-
ring notebookhas beenprovided to simplifytheadditionof material to keel:,the informationup to
date.
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Explanatory Notes
This publication evolved from work accomplished primarily by the authors and meteorologists
noted in Acknowledgments while assigned to the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC),
located at NASA/Goddard Space Fight Center (GSFC), Greenbelt, Maryland. This document is
intended to serve two purposes:
• As a historical record of all satellites and instrumentation that has been usefal for meteoro-
logical research or operational uses
• As a working document to be used to assist meteorologists in identifying meteorological
satellites, locating data from these satellites, and understanding experiment operation which is I
Irelated to satellite data that may be of interest to themThe material presented in this document was compiled from documents by, and from personal
interviews with, those directly involved with the various meteorological satellite programs. •
Frequently, source material pertaining to spacecraft included in this document was obtained from a
_1_ wide variety of publications that were sometimes vague or conflicting. Some judgment was _:
' required to evaluate these sources in order to be technically consistent. It is felt that the information
i appearing here represents the most accurate and comprehensive unclassified collection of '
information about meteorological satellite experiments available at this time. Every effort was
made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of all information presented; nevertheless,
corrections to, and suggestions for, improvements in this document are solicited.
Summary information of all" "own launched satellites for all countries and their experiments,
which were concerned with meteorological operations or research, are included. On reviewing the
numbers of satellites and experiments noted in Table 1, bear in mind that experiment definition is
often somewhat ambiguous. This is because several sensors may constitute one instrument, an
instrument may be operated in any of several modes to obtain different kinds of data, the
instrument function may be operational or truly experimental--or a combination of operational and .
experimental--and it is possible for several instruments to be involved in one experiment. In spite
of these complications, the experiments (or instruments) counted in Table 1 are intended to be
analogous to those experiments desc.,'ibed in the text. For these reasons, it is not advisable to
compare these numbers with similar experiment enumerations in other references without first
G understanding and accounting for differences in the definition of an experiment.
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TABLE 1 _ I
O t
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL SPACE PROGRAMS, ',
SATELLITES, AND EXPERIMENTS
PROGRAM SATELLITES* EXPERIMENTSt COUNTRY
t
AEM 2 2 (2) U.S.
Apollo 14 10 (22) U.S. ,,
ATS 5 6 (6) U.S.
Bhaskara 2 2 (4) India
Cosmos§ 55 .... U.S.S.R.
Discoverer 6 3 (6) U.S.
DMSP 23 9 (42) U.S. _.
DOD (other) 5 2 (5) U.S. "
DODGE 1 1 (1) U.S.
EOLE 2 1 (2) France/U.S. :
ERBE 3 2 (4) U.S.
ESSA 9 6 (13) U.S.
Explorer 2 2 (2) U.S. _
Gemini 10 4 (23) U.S.
GMS 3 1 (3) Japan
' GOES/SMS 9 2 (9) U.S.
i INSAT 3 1 (3) India
• IRS 1 1 (1) India
, Landsat 5 3 (10) U.S.
Mercury 6 1 (6) U.S.
Meteor 1 31 5 (119) U.S.S.R.
Meteor 2_ 15 .... U.S.S.R.
Meteosat 3 2 (6) ESA
Molniya 8 1 (8) U.S.S.R.
MOS 1 4 (4) Japan
Nimbus 7 27 (42) U.S.
NOAA (1-5)/ITOS 6 6 (20) U.S.
NOAA (6, 7, D)/TIROS-N 4 2 (8) U.S.
NOAA (8-10, H-J)/ATN 6 4 (18) U.S.
Salyut 6 5 (7) U.S.S.R.
* Satellites or other spacecraft carrying meteorology.related observing equipment.
? The number of different experiments for each program is shown followed by the total number of
experiments in parentheses. This accounts for exl_dments which are duplicative or nearly duplicative, but
ondifferentspacecraft. O
, § Lackofcompleteinformation.
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_. TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PROGRAMS,
SATELLITES, AND EXPERIMENTS (concluded)
_A,T,g_.h.!d_TF_" EXPERIMENTS t COUN.TR
Seasat 1 5 (5) U.S.
Shuttle I 6 5 (10) U.S.
Shuttle II: Spacelab 1 2 (2) U.S.
Skylab 1 5 (5) U.S.
Soyuz 19 1 (19) U.S.S.R.
"HROS 10 5 (20) U.S.
TOPEX 1 1 (1) U,S.
Vanguard 1 1 (1) U.S.
Voskhod 2 1 (2) U.S.S.R.
Vostok 5 1 (5) U.S.S.R.
Zond 4. _ 1 (4) U.S.S,R,,
Total 41 304 >143(>470) >6
t
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Note that the words "experiment" _d "instrument" arc used interchangeably in the following text. ,_
,0Also note that there arc experiment descriptions that are more closely related to aeronomy. Some
of the aemnomy experiments included observed atmospheric aerosols, sun and earth radiation, and
other parameters designed for climate studies. Such experiments are included in the primary text
only if they have readily apparent appli,.'ations to meteorological forecasting and research related to
understanding the atmospheric circulations on time scales shorter than a few weeks.
The major portion of this volume consists of the space program, satellite, and experiment
descriptions in Section II. This section is arranged alpha..,fically by program common name and
paginated only within each program. It is hoped that this scheme will provide a simple means of
indexing, while also allowing the addition of updating material without disturbing the fundamental
organization of the material.
|
At the beginning of each program in Section II, there is a brief program description intended to I
highlight the similarities and differences between satellites and experiments in that program. It is
also intended to provide some perspective on the nonmeteorological aspects (if any) of that pro- i
gram, and on interrelations with other programs. Following each program description are the
satellite and experiment descriptions. Within each program, satellites are arranged in order of their .Q
chronology of launch date (or planned launch date); experiments follow the appropriate satellite and 41l' !
' are ordered alphabetically by the principal experimenter's last name.
Some of the experiment and satellite descriptions are quite duplicative, especially in the case of
operational satellites in the same program, because there often is considerable duplication in the _"
satellite and experiment design. In several programs, there is very little information available about i
the specific equipment, or differences in equipment, on different satellites in the program. In both
instances, we have often replaced duplicative experiment and/or satellite descriptions with tabular
listings and included at least a sample of the known descriptive information in the program
description. This occurs primarily with some U.S.S.R. programs, with operational programs, and
with the manned programs.
Appendix A in Section III lists all known proposed and planned satellites that are directly related to
or have some application to meteorology. Due to lack of information and/or human resources, no
intensive effort was made to provide descriptions of these future launches. Certain words,
phrases, and acronyms used in this volume are defined in Appendixes B and C, respectively, For
convenient access to records of interest, three sets of indexes are included in Appendix D.
6
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_t All satellites have been known by more than one identification. A common scheme is to use aname and a letter (e.g., TIROS-A) for a pxelaunt.n identifier, and the same name and a number for
the postlaunch identifier (e.g., TIROS 1), For a variety of reasons, the letters and numbers often
do not correspond (e.g., ITOS-B became NOAA 1). We have selected what we believe are the
most commonly used identifiers for the satellites and satellite programs for primary indexing use
he_'e. Other known identifiers are listed in the indexes to provide some cross-reference.
There are only two standard and complete satellite identifiers (each including all satellites) in use,
but unfortunately they have not proved very popular. This is due in part to the fact that they are not
assigned until after the successful launch. The most used identifier is one established by the
Committee for Space Research (COSPAR), a subordinate unit of the International Council of
Scientific Unions (ICSU). Used in all NSSDC records, this identifier consists of the year of
launch, the serially assigned number of the launch during that year, and a letter designating the
various spacecraft resulting from that launch. Thus, 1967-008B designated the second satellite (B)
resulting from the eighth successful launch during 196L The NSSDC standard identifier used for
their records is a modification of the COSPAR identifier. The leading 19 is omitted, and a _"rial
experiment number and data set letter are appended Ce.g.,66-008B-03F) as needed. Note that
prior to 1963 a Greek letter was used instead of the launch serial number, followed by a number.
NSSDC has renumbered these early satellites in accordance with the standard identifier. This
NSSDC identifier is used _,nall indexes and references to spacecraft throughout the volume.
The other identifier, the "NORAD object number" (or more commonly known as just "object
number") is a 5-digit serial number assignment made by the North American Defense (NORAD)
satellite tracking facility. These are assigned when, and in the order of when, the tracking facility
first identifies the satellite. These numbers are in common use primarily for Department of Defense
(DOD) satellites that are initially classified, and then subsequently have unclassified or declassified
results published in the literature. Some "object numbers" are included in the spacecraft brief
descriptions.
Orbital parameters provided are approximate, with epoch date usually _.few days after launch. The
parameters given here are intended only to provide a crude description of the satellite path. They
show considerable variation with time as expected, and also with.resource of information. Two
primary sources are the NORAD and the NASA tracking fac;.lines.
it
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Bibliography .:3
For many reasons, no bibliography is included here. The primary reasons are thatit would be very
lengthy, would soon be out-of-date, and would require considerable additional effort, resulting in
further delay of this publication. It is suggested that library machine listings, such as the NASA
Scientific and Technical Information Facility (STIF) arid the NSSDC Technical Reference File
(TRF), be used to search for desired material. Combinations of satellite program name and any of
several words related to meteorology need to be used to reduce the bibliography listings to man-
ageable size. When listings of reasonable size cannot be obtained in this way, a manual scan of
titles will usually eliminate items unlikely to be of use.
ltistorical Notes
The ability to obtain images of the earth from artificial earth satellites is the culmination of many l
years of various attempts by man to increase his perspective of the world in which he lives. The tfirst high-level photography (beyond that of climbing high towers or mountains) was accomplished
by a noted French photographer, Gaspard F. Tournachon, who began photographic balloon
ascents over Paris in 1858. The value of the increased visual coverage was quickly realized, and
several countries used balloons for military reconnaissance during the remaining years of the nine- _8
teenth century.
The first few years of the twentieth century saw balloons equipped with panoramic cameras
ascending to heights of several thousap.d feet. Balloons were soon followed by rockets and
airplanes that served as platforms for ifigh-altitude photography. In 1905 Alfred Maul (Germar.y)
began firing solid-propellant rockets equipped with cameras, and by 1912 photographs were being
obtained from heights of 0.8 km.
The outbreak of World War I and the rising popularity of the airplane as a reconnaissance platform,
in addition to its use as a combat vehicle, caused the work with rockets to slow down considerably.
Balloons, however, continued to be used as reconnaissance platforms.
In the years following World War I, balloons were designed to attain even greater heights. In
1935 Albert Stevens took the first photograph showing the curvature of the earth from the National
Geographic Society Explorer 2 balloon at an altitude of 22 kin. The onset of World War II,
however, brought the use of high-altitude balloon flights to a virtual standstill. A
8
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During World War II, a German group working at Peenemunde applied the pioneering work of
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, Hermann Oberth, and Robert H. Goddard to produce the V-2 rocket.
This event revolutionized the technology of high-altitude probes and, in the post-war years, greatly
extended the heights from which photographs could be obtained.
The study of the atmosphere and its weather systems from high altitudes began in earnest after
World War II. During the late 1940's and early 1950's, many modified versions of captured
German V-2 rockets equipped with cameras were launched from White Sands, New Mexico. In
1947 the first successful photographs of a large expanse of cloud cover were taken from a V-2
rocket at altitudes between 110 and 165 km. Many additional photographs were soon obtained
from outside the atmosphere by V-2's, Viking rockets, Aerobee rockets, and various military
ballistic missiles equipped with cameras. (See Table 2.)
Such flights demonstrated the feasibility and value of high-altitude photography for making
synoptic observations of cloud systems and storms that would not have been detected by
conventional ground-based observing networks. The desire for increased coverage established the
need for a more permanent high-altitude monitoring platform, i.e., the meteorological satellite. The
_. initial research-and-development satellites very quickly paved the way for the low-altitude, sun-
synchronous 1 satellites. Continued development of technology paved the way for the earth-
synchronous 2 satellites. They now provide high-resolution imagery for many purposes from an
altitude of about 36,000 km above the equator. At present, both low- and high-altitude satellites
work together on a global basis to provide useful information to the weather services of many
nations.
The 1981 launch of NASA's first Space Transportation System, more commonly known as the
Space Shuttle, marked a new era o_"mar.,led space exploration. The Shuttle and the Spacelab (a
joint venture with European countries) have contributed significantly to meteorological research.
Instruments to be flown on operational weather satellites have been calibrated, and these earth
l Sun-synchronous:Withsatelliteorbitinclinationsbetween105degand 180degandan appropriate
altitudebetween185kmand5900kin,a satelliteorbitwillmovein thesamedirectionandrateas the
earth'srotation,i.e., 15deglongitudeperhour. Forsuchan orbit,observationsof theearthduring
eachhalforbitwillbe at thesamesolartime,sincethe positionof thesatellite(foranygivenlatitude)
willappear,toan earthobserver,fixedrelativetothesun.
2 Earth-synchronous:Withsatellitealtitudesnear37,000km, the satelliteorbitwill movein the same
directionandrateas the earth'srevolutionaboutthesun,i.e.,360degperyear. Forsuchan orbit,
C observationsof the earth continuous the of theearth. In theare ovel" same generallongitudinalregion
casewithorbit inclinationof zero,thesatellitewillappearto hoverovera fixedequatoriallongitude.
9
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TABLE 2 _
EARTH PHOTOGRAPHY FROM EA.RLY ROCKETS
r
ROCKET ROCKET LAUNCH SPONSORING
FLIGHTS TYPE SITE t AGENCYt
NSSDC Rocket ID ,g_
(RYYMM-DDSS)*
R4610-2401 V-2 WSMR APL
R4612-0501 V-2 WSMR NRL :
R4702-2001 V-2 WSMR ARDC ;
R4703-0701 V-2 WSMR NRL
R4704-0101 V-2 WSMR APL ,-
R4704-0901 V-2 WSMR APL :
R4705-1501 V-2 WSMR NRL
R4707-2901 V-2 WSMR APL
R4712-0801 V-2 WSMR ARD_ v
R4805-2701 V-2 WSMR APL ___i
R4807-2601 Aerobee WSMR APL _':
R4807-2602 V-2 WSMR APL
R4808-0501 V-2 WSMR NRL
R4901-2801 V-2 WSMR NRL ,_b _
R4902-1701 V-2 WSMR APL ,,J •
R4903-2204 V-2 WSMR ARDC _.
R4905-0301 Viking WSMR NRL
R4906-1402 V-2 WSMR ARDC :
fR4909-0601 V-2 WSMR NRL __
R4912-0201 Aembee WSMR ARDC _.
R5002-0901 Viking WSMR NRL :
R5010-1201 Aembee WSMR ARDC _
R5011-2101 Viking WSMR NRL
R5102- 0601 Aembee WSMR APL
R5107-2501 Aerobee WSMR ARDC :"
R5205-2001 V-2 WSMR SCEL :
R5212-1501 Viking WSMR NRL _'
R5405-2401 Viking 11 WSMR NRL ..
R5502-.0401 Viking 12 WSMR NRL
R6010-0521 Unknown Ft. Churchill GSFC :
R6012-1901 Mercury Atlas CPKF NASA/MSC
R6105-0502 Mercury Atlas CPKF NASA/MSC _,,b.
p-
• R = Rocketfiledesignator i:YY -- yearoflaunch
MM = monthof launch
DD = dayoflaunch '_"
SS = sequencenumber
t SeeAppendixB: AbbreviationsandAcronyms (_ [
ii
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observation capabilities will be expanded when NASA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric I
Administration (NOAA) collaborate on the Space Station polar platform activities during the
1990's. Observations will be made in high-altitude, sun-synchronous polar orbits to view the
entire planet. Instruments such as medium-resolution imaging radiometer, infrared sounder, and tmic owave sou der are being pl nned for th e pr grams.
l
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APPLICATIONS EXPLORER MISSION (AEM) PROGRAM¢
The Applications Explorer Mission (AEM) spacecraft were relatively low-cost spacecraft built to
meet individual particular space observation needs regarding the earth and its atmosphere. Three
satellites have been launched since April 1978: (1) AEM-A, the Heat Capacity Mapping Mission
(HCMM); (2) AEM-B, the Stratospheric Aerosol Gas Experiment (SAGE); and (3) AEM-C, the
Magnetic Field Satellite (Magsat). A fourth satellite, the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS),
was originally designated as AEM-D but is no longer part of the program. Each of the three
launched spacecraft carried only one instrument. Although each was designed for 1 year of life,
HCMM operated between April 1978 and September 1980, and SAGE remained in operation for
2 1/2 years, from May 1979 to November 1981. Since Magsat did not produce any meteor-
ological data, it is not discussed here.
The pri.:aary purpose of the HCMM mission was to estimate the thermal inertia of the earth's surface
at the time of daily maximum and minimum temperatures. The spacecraft was launched into a 620-kin
circular, sun-synchronous orbit, covering the areas between 85 deg N and 85 deg S. The instrument,
the Heat Capacity Mapping Radiometer (HCMR), operated in visible to (0.5 to 6.micrometers) and IR
(10.5 to 12.5 micrometers) channels. The radiometer had a scan angle of 60 deg to produce a swath
_1: width of 720 km with a ground resolution of 500 m for the reflectance channel, and of 600 m for the IR
channel.
It acquired data from both channels during the day and only thermal infrared data during the night.
Although the HCMM mission was designed for earth resource studies, the derived apparent
albedos, earth surface temperatures, and snow cover can be used for meteorological studies. The
disadvantage of the HCMM data was that the spacecraft did not possess an onboard tape recorder
system. Only data within the receiving range of ground stations were collected, mainly in North
America (including Alaska), Europe, and eastern Australia.
The main objective of SAGE was to detemfine the global distribution of stratospheric aerosols and
ozone from 79 deg S to 79 deg N. The spacecraft was launched into a 55-deg-inclined, 600-km
circular orbit. The onboard SAGE experiment measured the extinction coefficients of the solar
wavelengths (0.38, 0.45, 0.6, and 1.0 micrometer) through the earth's atmosphere during
spacecraft sunset and sunrise. Earlier models of the sensor were flown on the Apollo/Soyuz Test
Project in !975 and the Nimbus 7 in 1978. The data are used toward a better understanding of the
role of aerosols and ozone in the radiation balance of the earth's environment on a global scale.
¢
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Both HCMM and SAGE suffered power problems because of early deterioration of the batteries. ,_
Data are available from NSSDC.
%
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lilliliiliilillileillliliall _illliillillilililalilleeilllil mvollable from NSSDC and Esrthnet Users $orvl¢os, vie Osllloo
Golllei, C,P. 64, 00044 Frasceti, Italy.
SPACECRAFT COMMONNAHE- HCNN eaiisiliamlamiiaalsiaiillmas _N_asilaaalMlaiiiiilllilalailiiia
ALTERNATE NAMES- SATS, APPL EXPL MISSION AHEAT CAPACITY HAP HSN, AF_A|0818 SPACECRAFT COMHON NAHE- SAGE
ALTERNATE NAHE$- AEH-B, STRAT AERO A¼D GAS EXP
NSSDC ID- 78-04|A APPL EXPL HISSION B, 11270
LAUNCH DATE- 04126178 HEIGHT- 117. KG NSSDC ID- 79-013A
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB, UNITE0 STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT-F LAUNCH DATE- 02/18/79 HEIOHT- 148.7 KG
LAUNCH SITE- NALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER* UNITED STATES
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY LAUNCH VEHICLE- $COUT-F
UNITED STATES NASA-OSTA
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INITIAL ORBIT PARAI_TERS UNITED STATES NASA-OSTA
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/2?/78
ORBIT PERIOD- 96.7 WIN IHCLINATION- 97,6 mEG INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
PERIAPSIS- _58. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 646. KN ALT ONBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/19/79
ORBIT PERIOD- 96.8 HIN INCLINATION- 54.9 mEG
PERSOHN[L PERIAPSIS- 547.5 KH ALT APOAPSI_- 660.2 _H ALT
PH - C.M. MACKENZIE NASA-GSFC
PS - R.E. MURPHY NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
PS - J.C. PRICE{NLA) NASA-GSFC PH - C.H. MACKENZIE NASA-GSFC
PS - R.S. FRASER NASA-GSFC
BRIEF D_SCRIPTION
Tha Heat Copactty Happing Mission (HCHN) spacecraft was BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the first of • series of Applications ExPlOrer Mlsslons IAEM}. The Stratospheric Aerosol end Gas Experiment (SAGE)
The obJactive of the HCMH was to provide comprehensive, spacecraft was tho second of the Applications Explorar Hlsstons
iccurlte, htsh-spettal-rasolution thermal surveys of the (AEM). The small, versatile, lob-cost spacecraft was made of
surface Of the mirth. The HCHH spacecraft was made of tWO tWO dlstinct parts: (1) the SAGE Instrument module contatnin9
distinct moduless (1) an Instrument moduZe, containing the the detectors and the associated hardware, and (2) the bale
heat coPecity mapping radiomatsr and lts supportin9 9ear, end module containing the necessary data handllnD, power,
(2) • base module, containing the data handling, power, communications, commondo and attitude control subsystem to
communlcatlohe, command, and ettituda uontrol subsystems support tha instrument mode. Tha ohiectlve of the SAGE mission
required to support the instrument moduZo. The SOlCecrlft was wes tO obtain stratospheric aerosol and ozone data on a global
apln stabilized ot a rate of 14 rpm. The HCHH clrculer scala for a better understanding of the esrth'a environmental
sun-sYnchronous orbit allowed the spacecraft to sense surface quelltY end radiation budder. The spacecraft sos des19ned for
temperatures near the maximum and minimum of the diurnal cycle, a 1-year life tn orbit. The spacacraft experienced power
The orbit had a dayltsht ascending node with nomlnal equatorial problems after May 15, 1979. Spacecraft operations continued
¢rOsslnS time of 2:00 p.m. Since there was no inclination until November 19. 1981. Tha s19na1 from the spacecraft was
adtustment capacity, the spacecraft drifted from thls crossing Zast Pecelved on January 7, 1982, when the battery felled. For
time by about 1 hour eorller per year. There was no on-board more detailed information, see "Satellite studies of the
data storage capability, SO only real-time data were stratospheric aerosol" by H. P. HcCormlck, et oZ., Bull. Am.
transmitted when the satellite came within reception ran9e of Mataorol. SOt.* V. 60, pp* 1058-1046, 1979.
seven ground stations. The repeat cycle of the spacecraft was
16 dlys. Day/night coverage over l given area between tha ...... SAGE, HCCORMICK .....................................
latitudes of 85 de9 N and 85 des S occurred at intervals
ranging from 12 to $6 h (once every 16 days). During February INVESTIGATION NAHE- STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS EXPERIMENT
21-25, 1980. the HCMM orhttal altitude was lowered from 620 km (SAGE)
to 540 km to stop the drift of the orblt plane to unfevorahle
sun angles which tn turn reduced the power collection NSSOC ID- 79-013A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
¢apeh111ty of tha solar Panels. The operations of the CODE EE, APPLICATIONS
spacecraft were terminated on SePtember 30, 1980. More
detailed lnformltion can be found In the **Heat CaplcltY HaPping INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(SJ
Nlssion Users' Guide" (TRF B_0282), avallabla from NSSDC. UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
HETEOROLOGY
...... HCHH, BARHES- .....................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAHE- HEAT CAPACITY HAPPING RADIOHETER PI - M.P. MCCORMICK NASA-LARC
OI - D.M. CUNNOLD GEORGIA INST OF TECH
NSSDC ID- 78-041A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH OI - G.N. GRAMS GEORGIA INST OF TECH
CODE EE. APPLICATIONS OI - B,M. HERMAN U OF ARIZONA
OI - D.E. HILLER METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI - D,G. MURCRAY U OF DENVER
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEV OI - T.J. PEPIN U OF WYOMING
METEOROLOGV 01 - N.G. PLANET NOAA-NESDIS
OI - P.m. RUSSELL SRI INTERNATIONAL
PERSONNEL
PI - N.L. BARNES NASA-OSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Experiment (SAGE) were to determine tha spatlil distribution of
The ob_ecttvas of the Heat Capacity Mapping Radiometer stratospheric aerosols end ozone on a 91obal scale. Specific
(HCHR) were (1) tO produco _hormel maps it the optimum times obiectiues were (1) to develop a satellite-based remote-sensing
for mektn9 thermal-Inertia studlas for d_scrlmlnstion of rock technique for stratospheric aerosols and ozone measurements,
types end minerll resources location. (2) to measure (2) to DIp aerosol end ozone concentrations on a time scale
pleat-canopy temperatures It frequent intervals to determine shorter than ma:or stratospheric changes, ($) to locate
the trlnsplratlon of wirer end plant life, ($) to mlesurl stratospheric aerosol end ozone sources and sinks, (4) to
soll-meistul'e effects by obsarvtn9 the temperature cycle of monitor circulation and transfer phenomena, (5) to observa
soils, (4) to mop thermal effluents, both natural end man-made, hemisphere differences, and (6) to lnvoc*lssta tha optical
(S) to lnvasttsata the feasibility of geothermal source properties of aerosols and assess their effects on 91obml
location bY remote aenslng, end (6) to brovide frequent cltmate. The SAGE instrument was a radiometer consisting of •
coverage of snow fields for water runoff prediction. The HCNR Gregorian telescope end a detector subassembly which measured
transmitted analog data in real tlme to selected receiving the attenuation of solar radiation at four wavelengths (0,385,
stations. The radiometer was stmtlsr to the surface 0.45, 0.6, and 1.0 micrometer) during solar occultation. As
composition mapping radiometer (SCHR) of NImbUS S (72-097A). the spacecroft emerged Prom the earth's shadow, the sensor
The HCHR hid I small lflltlntineous saometric field of slew Of scanned the elrth's etffiosphern from the horizon up, and
0.85 mrld, high radtometrtc accuracY, and i wlde ?16-km s_lth leisured the Ittenuatlon of solar radiation by different
Coulrege on the ground SO that selected ereoa ware covered itmospherlc leyors, This procedure was repeated during
wlthln the 12-h period corresponding to the maximum and minimum spacecraft sunlit, TwO vertical scanntngs were obtained during
of temperature observed. The instrument uperettd In two ooch orblt, wlth eeoh aeon redUirlns ipproximataly 1 mln of
ohennels, |0.S to |2.S micrometers fIR) end 0.SB tO 1.1 ttma to cover the Itmosphera above tha troposphere. The
mtcromoters (visible). The spatial resolution ale instrument had I field of view of approximately 0.15 mrsd which
approximataly 600 m st nadir for the IR chonhal, end SO0 m for resulted In a vortical _esolutton of about 1 km. Spatial
tha vtstblo channel. Thl Instrument Utilized • radiation coveroDe extended from obout ?9 des N to 79 des S latitude lad
oooler to cool the two Hg-Cd-Te detectors to IIS K. The thus complemantad the covereDa (64 des N to 80 do9 N ond 64 des
experiment included bn sell09 multiplexer thor i¢cePtPU the S to 80 dad 5) of the SAH IS on Nlmbus 7. The lnetrument
InllCg outputs of the detectora anU multiplexed them in s form performed satisfactorily, Deceuse of power problems, the data
suitable for transmission by the speceoraft S-band tronsmittero collection was ltmlted to eunset events after June )9?9, ihd
The instrument performed Sltllflotortly until the specacreft was eventually terminated Oh November 18. 1981. Both NSSDC and
operations terminated On September 30, 1980. Hore 0etstlod the Horld Ozone Dota Center, Atmospheric Environmantal
information con be found In the "Heot Cepacltv Mapping Nlsalon Services, 4909 Duffins St., Downsvlew, Ontario, H3H ST4 Canada,
Users' Outde x (TRF B$0282), ovetlable from NSSDC. Data aro _*ve _ota.
tE
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APOLLO PROJECT
Apollo 1-7, 9, and 18" were placed in earth orbit (1-3 were suborbital), and of these only the last
three (7, 9, and 18) were manned. All of them were launched by the Saturn 1B configuration,
with the exception of Apollo 4 and 6, for which the Saturn 5 was used. All of these flights were
primarilyto test andevaluate equipment to be used for the lunarflights, except for the scientific-
political flight of Apollo 18. Apollo 10-17 were all manned lunar flights. Apollo 8 and 10 were
test flights with a test of the lunar module. Apollo 11-17 were planned lunar landing missions. Of
these seven landers, only Apollo 13 failed to land due to an inflight explosion; however, the flight
pathcircumnavigating the moon andreturningto earthwas successfully accomplished. An earth
photography experiment was included on Apollo 6-18. All photographs were taken by means of
hand-held Hasselblad 70-mm andMaurer16-mm cameras with the exception of the unmanned
Apollo 6, on which a fixed mount, sequencing camera was used. The Apollo pictures were used
for a variety of purposes including: initial development of stereo techniques from satellite
photography, storm case studies, and optimizing techniques, altitudes, and observing equipment
for meteorological imaging experiments and operational sensors. An excellent, somewhat detailed
summary of all Apollo photographic instrumentationmay be found in NSSDC Publication 77-2
,_ (p. 5, pp. 54-89). All Apollo earth photographs are available through the EROS Data Center.
Table 3 is a listing of all Apollo launches with the major characteristics of each flight noted.
Ill
Apollo18andSoyuz19(1975-065Aand1975-066A),morefrequentlyreferredto asApollo$oyuz,were
launchedindependentlyandthendockedinorbit.Thecrewsjointlyaocom_lishedvariousobservationsandtests,
undocked,andmadetheirseparatedescents(alsorefertotheSoyuzProjec0.
APO-3
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TABLE 3
APOLLO PROGRAM _'_
Apollo Vehicle Number
NSSDC ID
Launch Date (MMDD)
Launch Vehicle (1B=Satum 1B, 5=Saturn 5)
Orbit (S=Suborbital, E=Earth, L=Lunar)
Module
Lunar Landing
Rover
Earth Photography
Crew/Remarks
m m m m m m m
1 (1966) 02-26 1B S LV and SC test
2 (1966) 07-05 1B S LV and SC test
3 (1966) 08-25 1B S LV and SC test
4 67-113A 11-09 5 E X LVandSCtest
5 68-007A/B 01-22 1B E Hardware and Systems Test
6 68-025A 04-04 5 E X Hardware and Systems Demonstration
7 68-089A 10-11 1B E X Schirra, Cunningham, Eisele
8 68-118A 12-21 5 L X Borman, Lovell, Anders
9 69-018A 03-03 5 E X McDivitt, Scott, Schweickert
10 69-043A 05-18 5 LX X Stafford, Young, Cernan
11 69-059A/C 07-16 5 LXX X Armstrong, Aldrin, Collins
12 69-099A/C 11-14 5 LXX X Conrad, Bean, Gordon
13 70-029A/C 04-11 5 LX X Lovell, Swigert, Haise
14 71-008A/C 01-31 5 LXX X Shepard, Mitchell, Roosa
15 71-063A/C/D 07-26 5 LXXX X Scott, Irwin, Worden
16 72-031A/C/D 04-16 5 LXXX X Young, Duke, Mattingly
17 72-096A/C 12-07 5 LXXX X Cernan, Schmitt, Evans
18 75-066A 07-15 1B E X Stafford, Slayton, Brand
S
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iNIINNIIIINNmlIINNIIIIMINIIN _kOOLLO 8llllNallalllPNallallJllll were completed. _.J_ the LM did not lend because thio was In
eartn-eir¢lJng mission. T.* LH had Its own p. opulslon.
communication, and 11fa support :_stems. All oystems worked
SPACECRAF ._MON NAME- APOLLO 8 nearly normally.
ALTERNATE NAHES- PL-684M* 05626
....... APOLLO 9* ALLENBY, JR.- ...............................
NSSDC ID- 6G-118A
INVESTIGATION NAMF- 70-MM HASSELBLAD SPECTRAL TERRAIN
LAUNCH DATE- 12/21/GB HEIGHT- 9979. KG PHOTOGRAPHS _m
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. UNITED STATES
,jLAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN 5 N_SDC ID- OD-018A-OI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAMCODE EE, APPLICATIONS
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UN|TEF STATES NASA-OHSF INVESTIGATIGH DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL P1 - R-J, ALLENBY, JR. HASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This spacecraft was the first of the Apollo series to The 306S muIttspectr•l terraAn photography experiment was
auccesafully orbtt the moon. The mission achieved operational designed (I) to obtain multlsPectrel photographs from space
experience and tested the Apollo command module systems. The over selected land and ocean areas, (2) to determine the
crew photogrlphed the 1unit surface, both flroide lad neerslde, usefulness of this type of photography for earth resources, and
obtaining information on topogrophy and landmarks as well as (3) to define future multlspectral photographic systems. A
other scientific Inform|elan necessary for future Apollo total Of $84 plctures were obtalned by four electrically
landin9s. The spacecraft was launched on December 21. 1966. drtven, model S00-El Masselblad cameras, each with dlfferen"
end was placed In In el!lptical lunar orbit at 69 h 8 min film-filter combination> and fitted with Zelss f/2.8 80-mm
ground elapsed time for two orbtts. It was later placed in O plsnar lenses. The cameras were operated simultaneously, and a
near-circular lunar orbit of 110.4 bY 112.3 km for eight manual lntervslometer was used to obtain systematic overlapping
orbits. Tno mission was considered nomtnel and was completed (stereo) photographs. The cameras were mounted coaxtally on a
on December IT, 1968, it 147 h after launch, metal bracket designed to ftt the circular command module hatch
window. The cameras were preset, and thus no Idiustments were
....... APOLLO 8, ALLENBY, JR.- .............................. made by the craw. The shutters were trig£ared simultaneously
at predetermined intervals (between S end IO sac) bY a manual
INVESTIGATION NAHE- APOLLO 8 PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES electric switch controlled by In istronaut, Film-filter
combinations (lad number of photos obtained) were as follows -
NSSDC ID- 6B-ll8A-Ol INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM (11 1offered Ektachrome type SO-180 color IR film - Photar 15
CODE EL filter sensitive to BID to 900 mu (159)* (2) Penetomtc-X type
3400 black end white pancnromntlc film - Photor 58 filter
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(SI sensitive to 460 to 610 mu (1S9), (3) infrared aerographtc type
SO-246 bleak and white Infrared ¢11m - Photar 89b filter
PERSONNEL sensitive to 700 to 900 mu (127), and (4) Panatomlc-K type 3400
PI - R.J. ALLENBY. JR. NASA HEADQUARTERS black Ind whlta oanchromatlc ftlm- Photar ZGA filter sensitive
tO S60 mU Into the IR region (1S9). The regions photograohed
BRIEF DESCRIPTION included the Southwestern United States (south of 34 des N
The Apollo 8 mission utilized two 70-mm Hasselbled zeal. Northwestern Mexico. the South Central sqd Southeastern
cameras wlth two 80-mm lenses, a 2S0-mm lens. and associated United States. Southern Mexico. and the Csrtbbean-Atlontlc
equipment such as ¢llters. rtngslght, spotmeter, and an region. The h_ndhald photography was obtained simultaneously
lntervelometer for stereo strip photography. It also carried I with the four-camera multlsPectral photo9raphY. The experiment
16-mm Maurer camera with 200-. 7S-. IS-. lad S-mm lenses, a was very successful as to quantity and quality of photogrLphs
right-angle mirror, and 8 boreslDht bracket. Thg purpose of obcained. A more complete description of this experiment ls
this photographic equipment wss (11 to acquire vertical and available tn "Apollo g multtspectr•l photographic information."
oblique overlapping photographs of the lunar ferslde, (2) to NASA TH X-19S7, Aprll 1970.
photoDroph **Largeis of Opportunity**' and (3) tO record
operational activities. Seven magazines of 70-mm fllm and five mm,_MN1,,,m,,,m,,m_,l,m,,,,u APOLLO IO,,u,e,_e,,,,,,,,,,aau,u,
magszines of 16-mm film Ware used for lunar photography. A
complete description of the experiment can be found in a Data
Announcement Bulletin, NSSDC 69-06, available at NiGer by SPACECRAFT COHMON NAME- _POLLO 10
request. ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-692F, 03941
ammn,NuunHuawamaulmHmm,,v APOLLO 9,,waumlawR.,mM,H,np,nMe N$SDC ID- 69-043A
L_UNCH DATE- 0B/18/69 HEIGHT- g979. KG
SPACECRAFT COMMCJNNAME- APOLLO 9 LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-691M, BA-504 LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN
03769
SPONSORIHG COUNTRY/AGENCY
NSSDC II_ 69-018A UNITED STATES NASA-OHSF
LAUNCH DATE- 03/03/69 HEIGHT- 11205. KG
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. UNITED STATES PERSONNEL
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATI_N PN - S.C. PHILLIPS NASA HEADQUARTERS
SPONSORIN0 COUNTRY/AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION
UNITED STATES NASA-ONSF Thls spacecraft was the second Apollo mlosion to orbit
the Boon, check out the Apollo systems In the vicinity of the
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS moon, lad Obtllfl numerous photograPhS of the lunar aur_ace.
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05/04/69 Apollo l0 accomplished lunar orbit 4 days after the Hay 18.
ORBIT PERIOD- 88.64 HIM INCLINATION- $2.B7 PEG 1969 launch. Both the command service module (CSH) end the
PERIAPSI$- 203. KM ALT APOAP$1$- 22g. KM ALT lunar module (LM). which undocked and came within S0.O00 ft
(15.400 m) of the lunar surface, performed successfully. The
PERSONN(L conmand _odule (CN) and crew returned to ear th on May 26, 1969.
PH - N*C. SCHNEIDER(RETIREDI NASA H_EADQ_ARTERS
PM - C.N, HATHEWS(RETIREDI NASA HEADQUARTERS ...... APOLLO 1O. ALLENBY* JR.- ...............................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INV_T|OATION HAHn- APOLLO I0 PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES
Apollo 9, which _es composed of I ¢omBand module (OH), I
commend a_rvice module (CSH}. a lunar nodule (LH). lad in NSSIX; ID- 61-045A-0| INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAN
Instrument unit IIU). wee launched hv O Saturn V rocket on COB[ EL
Hlrch 3, 1969, from Cope Kennedy lnto a nominal orbit of 102.$
by 103.9 n.m. (166 bv 166 hi). The crew were commander J.R. IHV[STIGATI_i DISCIPLIN((S)
NcDlvitt. ON pilot D.R. Scott. nnd LH pGlot R.L. Schweikarto
The vehicle rocket hod three stages, S-It, S-el, and S-IVB. PERS0_L
The CH. a cone-shaPed craft about 390 CM In diameter at the PI - R.J. ALLENmv. J_ NASA HEADQUARTERS
18rpe end, served el a command, control, and communications Ol - J,H. $A$_;_ NASA-J,*;_
center. Supplemented hv the aN. It provided ell life Support
elPmenta for the three cre_en. The CH _•s capable of attitude IIRIEF D(BCRIPTION
control •bout three axes and •oil lateral lift trlnslntlon. It Apollo 10 clrried photosrephSo equipment o,d le_erllll to
permitted LN attachment and CNILN Ingress end egress end served (I) obtain phetosreoha of the trenoposltlon, dockinG, lunar
81 I buoyant vessel 8t sam. The CHS provided the Ilia IodUll a_ectlon mlnauver, end LN rendezvous sequence from both
propulsion and laneuverSn| capability, It was _ottlaonod lust the commend and lunlr modules, (2) obtain photoI of the lunar
before CN reentry. The CSHwqs e cylinder 390 ca In diameter, around track and of landing site no, 2 from the low point of
The LN via • tve-ltlle vehicle that accoNodeted two Ben end the LN Q|llht path. (51 record operational activities of the
could tr|nqport them to the lunar surface. On Apollo 9 the CN trey, end L4) obtain Ions-distance earth and 1unit terrain
O and LJ4 were 8operated and some meneuvgra, Including dockind, _hotesropha. CO,Or8 oqulPmemt eerriqd ebgdr4 ApeIIe 10
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consisted of two 70-mm Has_•lblod cam•ton, •nch fitt•d wJth HSSDC ZD- 69-099A
80-am f/2.8 Zatns pliant liNISS, n 250-1_ teliphuto 1•no stowed
aboard th• corJlnnd module, _nd os•ocint•d souipm•nt (flit•to, LAUNCH DATE- 11/14/69 I_IGHT- 288S0. KG
rJngsluht, o•otm•ter, ond On Jntervslom•to:' for stereo •Or1• LAUI_H SITE- KENtIEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES
• hoto|r3phY). For motion •lctur•s, two |6-mm Hnur•r dat• LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN
IcquisltlPn c|m•rns COnS In tho CSH and ono tn Oh• LN), wtth
v•rlsble frnm• sp•gd selectJono were us•d. Hotlon plcture SPONSORING COUHTR_/AGENCY
cam•re acc•ssorl•s lnolud•d b•yonot-mounted 1arises of 75-, 18-, UNITED STATES NASA-OtdSF
end S-Im focal length•. I r%Sht-ansle mirror, • rolim•nd mPdul•
boreotsht brick•t, s powsr cab1•, and •n ode_tsr for nhootlns
throush Oh• sextant. A Plts Announcom•nt Bull•tin prnsenttns PERSONNEL
Oh• •hotosro•hic cov•rnse end form•t of avail•hie d•t• can be PN - R. PETRONE NASA HEADQUARTERS
obtelneU from NS$DU by requ•stln| NSSDC Publlcition 6S-14. PS - H.N. HOLLOY NASA HEADQUARTERS
n,umaaamamnimianvvmaaaN,nn APOLLO 11CSN,mnmwnnmaM,a,aua,,n BRIEF DESC£1PTION
Th• Apollo 12 ;pet•creSt w•s pert of Oh• second mtiilvn
In which m•n l•nd•d on Oh• moon nnd returned to earth. Thr
SP_:ECRAFT CGI_ NAHE- APOLLO 11CSH spicier•St constst•d o; throe modules -- i comm•nd module [CH).
AL'ERN_T_ NAHES- PL-695H, SA-506 a command osrvtc• modul• (CSH), and a 1unit modul• (LH). Tha
04059 lunar modul• 1undid two man on Oh• surface Of tha moon tn the
vlctntty of SuPv•yor 3, while Oh• p11ot•d command module
NSSDC ID- &9-OSU_ continued ]n orbit. An A•ollo lunor surfo¢• exp•rtments
neck|so (ALSEP) was placid on in• lunar surf_c•, s•mplsn of the
LAUNCH DATE- 07/16/69 k_IGHT- 28860. KQ lunar tart•In w•r• •squired, •nd v•rJous photour•Phs of |6-,
LAUNCH SITE- KEHNEDY SPACE _MTERt UNITED STATES 35-, •nd 70-mm fllm stz•s were exposed from the lunnr nnd
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN commond modul•n sad bY Oh• •stron|utn durlns 1unit surface
activities. The A•ollo 12 spicier•St was launched on Hov•mber
SPONSOR|NO COIJHTRY/AOENCY 14, 1969, •rid w•s l_•cted into lunar orblt on Nov•mh•r 18.
UN|TEU ST_fES NASA-OHSF Th• LH (69-0_9C) 1undid on Oh• moon on Hovemb•r 19 and return•d
to Oh• command module On Hov•mb•r 20. Th• COmmand module lift
lunar orbit On Nov•mb•r 22 and r•turnsd to •arth on Nov•mb•r
PERSOHNEL 24, 1969. P•rform|nce wig v•ry sood for o11 anp•cts of t.lP
PH - S.C. PHILLIPS NASA ItEADQUARTER3 mlsston.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... APOLLO 12 CSH, GOETZ- .................................
The A•ollo 11 •pscecrPft wan •oft Of th• ftrst mission In
which m•n l•nd•d on the 1unit surfac• nnd returned "_ snrth. INVESI:_ATtON NAi_- NULTISPECTRAL PHOTOS
Ths spot•or•St conslstad Of thr•• modul•s -- • command module
(CH), • lunar lodule (LN). Ind n command s•rvlc• modulo (CSH). NSSDC I9- 6_- _99A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
AStir the sp•c•craft orbited the moon, taw LH and C_H CODE EL
llpirltld. TWO lltrOnlUtS In the LH llnded On the Zunlr
lurfsc• it the SOl of tPlnqutllty (0.67 dis N latitude lad INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S1
23.49 dis E lonsltud•), while one PlmlJned tn lunnr orbit In
the commnr,d module. Scientific studlie wire performed, lad PERSOI_IEL
$otl •nd rock SlmPllS Werl lcqulrld bY Oh• ostronluti durtn9 • Pl - A.F.H.GOETZ NASA-JPL
moonwllk. Th• mln rlturnsd to the LH, docked the LH lad the
CSH, ned r•turn•d to Ilrth. The Apollo ]1 spnc•crnft was BRIEF DESCRIPTION
launched on July 16. 1969 lad w|s tn_•cted into lunar orbit on The S-158 multlsp•ctrll •xpertmen* clms_o Stoup consisted
July 19. Th• LH (69-059C) landed on the moon on July 20+ 1969 of four HlEselbZid clm•rlSo sld•-by-s:dl on I common mount, qi_
lad returned to the command module on July 21. Th• commlnd with fitted with I dill•rent fllt•r lhu type Of Slim. T_• 41modal• ZeSt 1unit orblt on July 22 sad returned _0 earth on ob_lctlva of in• experiment was to obtiln photosrsphs showtns
July 2_, 1969. A lls•r reasons retrorlflictor and n •Isslvl lunnr suffice color virtottons for use in slolo91c mlpptn9 nnd
setimosraph •xpsrJment w•r• lift on the moon. The p•rformlnce corr•lltJon wtth surface Ilmpl•s from b•ectPlZ rlf_*ctln¢o.
of the spit•craft wig •xcsZlent throughout the mlnsien.
i ....... APOLLO 12 CSH. NAPPINQ SCIENCES LAB ....................
....... APOLLO 1| CSH, NAPPItI3 SCIENCES LAB ..................
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NSSDC ID- IF-099A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
NSSDC |D" t_-0S_A-0| INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH CODE EL
CODE EL
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INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSOHNEL
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRZEP DESCRIPTION Apollo 12 ¢|rrl•d photosrlph_c squlpment I'd m•teriels to
Apollo 11 cirrled photosrnphl¢ oqulpment and materials to (1) oblate photosrsphs Of the _r•nsposttlon, _ocklns. lunar
(1) obtain •holograph• Of the trannposttJon, duckies, lunar module ot•ctlon mnhsuvor, sad [he LH r•ndezvous s•quenc• from
module o_ectlon mJneUUSr, and _h• LH rendezvous nequance froi both the command and lunor modulen. (2) obtoln •horus of the
both the coNwnd and lunar module&. (2) obtain •horus of tho lunor Sround tPJcV and Of Oh• 1india9 sit• from kh• low point
lunor bround track end of the 1•Idles site from ths _ow point Of Oh• LN+s fllsht path, ($) record the operations1 sctlvttl•o
Of ths LN'e fll|ht pith, ($) record ths opsr•tlonsl octlvltlos sf Oh• ores. (_| obtain lon$-dLntenc• north ond lunar terrain
of ths crew, (4) obtain 1soar-diet|non forth sad lunar tort|In •hoto_ro•hs wit6 ?O-mm st111 cimerP_+ _l_d (S) obtotn photos of
photosrsphs wlth ?0-1m st111 clmerl|l lad (S) obt&ln 1unit surface features and of kh• oct+villas Of Oh• sstro.iiuts
• hotogrophe Of lunar surface features and ef th• lctlvltlsn of who l•nded on ths moon. The clmerp Pqul•m•nt carried bY Apollo
the tWO lStrOnSUtS who Ipndld off the moon. The ¢llSri ]2 conL1ltid Of otis 70-mm HiSlllblid lllCtrlc Olllrli tiC
lqulpm•nt csrrled bY Apollo |1 COfllJlkld of one 70-III Hlllllb_ld dill ¢lmlrll, tWO li-lm MIUPIP dill lcaulllt|oh
Hnssslblld Ploctrlo ClllrI, two HllSl_+lld 70-11 _gnlr SUffice Slllrll, PAl S§-II_ ;unit lUrflCl ltlrlOlCU•IC CXOIIU• comers,
IUpIPWldI-In$_I Clllrll, OflP Hlllllbl+d E_ dill Clmlrl+ two lnd • fou¢-ClmSrl, lUltllplCtrll, S-|_ lXplrlmlnt+ VlrlOUl
16-m HlUrlr dill loqUlllt1on CIIIPII, lnd Phi _S-M _Unlr _lhllP WOPI UIId wlth Ohio• comers| fop s•Pclfl¢ types of
IUPflCl ItlrlOltOplP ¢lOllUP OlmlPl. VlriOUl _lhlll WlPl Ulld •hotOlrlphy, Ths photolrlphl Inc_Udld l+l{ +Pllll of 70-1m
w_th thlss COlitiS fOP lilClflo tO•IS of _hgtOSrlphy, The torpor, 69,S19 frill+ Of |i-mm fOrllt_ IS l_lrloscoplc •llrl_
• hot_Irlphl token Inc_udld InS+ frlllllll If 70,,,llm fOrllte _4_,]+4 lnl +SO frllll Of lPotOlrl•hM from ths _-I_B Ia•Irillflt. A
frills if |l-lm •hotO|Plpht, lfld 17 ltlrliltOPlO •liPS. A illril llCklSl ¢ontlJnins dltlilld IflferlltlOn lbout thl
USerS' llckliS thit ©Dailies dikilled lnformitlon ibout tht thotolriphlc elilpmiht end +overall Pvilliblllty if
• hotolriphlc llul•mlht lad COVIPI$I, iVllllbllltY Of end •hotolriphl, ordirlnl pro¢iduriJ, In_ •roof Printl ft, r thl
erdprlnl •riCldirll fOP •holoirslhy lad •roof prlntl for ins APollo 12 photolro•hY 11 I¥1|llhll frtl _. Rpquisterl
Alollo 1| photo•flint 1o I¥1111hll from _I. Rlqulltlrl Ihould Sll fpr ISDC 70-05.
Iholid Ilk for M_50¢ 70-01.
llllllailaallllllllliillliaa AP_(._O li CI alltalallalillillllli
alilaltlllllllllla•a•llliaul APOLLO ii _ll•llllilllllllSll•ll
SPA_.[CRdIFT COit4ON NAil- APGt.LO | $ CSH
3PACI[CRAPT COH)K]H HAIdE- APCI.LO |2 ¢_UN ALTERNATE NA_- PL-70|0, _A-SCm
ALTERNATE NMIEI- PL-dt||, $A-S07 0457|
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t
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ID- 70-029A _- APOLLO 14 CSM, EL-BAZ ........................ _2
LAUNCH DATE- 04¢11170 IEIGHT- 9979. KG INVESTIGATION NAME- ORBITAL AND SURFACE PHOTOGkAPHY !T
LAUNCH SlTE- KF.NNEDY SPAC_ CENTER, UNITEO STATF._
LAUNCH VEHICLE- _TURH NSSDC ]D- 71-008A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL !
SPONS_ ING COL_TRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATEr5 NASA-OHSF INVESTIGATION DI_CIPLII_(S]
PERSO_e_-L
PERSONNEL PI - F. EL-BAZ SHITII_ONIAH INST
PH - R. pETRONE NASA HEADQUARTERS
PS -- M.N. HOLLOY NASA If_UARTERS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Apollo 14 was equipped with photographic equipment and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION material• to (11 obtain photographs af the tronspo=ition,
Apollo 13 Was launched on April 11, 1970. on a •cheduled docking, lunar module (LM) electlan moneuver, and the LM
10-day lunar landing mtsstan. The purPo•e• of the mission wera rehdezvaus seuuence from the command and lunar moduleso (2) _;(l] to explore the hilly upland Fro Hauro rmslon af tha moon, obtain mopping type photos Of the lunar 9round track end af
I2) to perform selenologJcal tnspaction, •ulvey. and sompling potential landing site• from the low point of the LM'S flight _;
"f materl,1 In the Fro Hauro formation, IS) t: daploy and path, 13) record the operational activities of the crew, (4)
activste cn Apollo lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP). Obtain long-dJs_qce north and lunar terrain Photographs with
[41 to further develcp man's capability tc _ork In the lunar 70-am •till c_meras, and (5) obtain photos of lunar surface
onvirahment, and _5) to obtain 0hotoqraphs Of candidate lunar features end oct_vities after landing, The csmero equipment --_
exPlorotion sites. These gaols were to Pe carried out from a carried by ApO11_ 1_ consisted of two 70-mm Hasselblad electric
near-circular lunar orbit and on the lunar outface st S des S cameras, two Hasselblad date cameras, three I6-mm Haurer data
latitude. 17 dig H longitude. Because of a m|lfunction in the acquisition comereso one _S-mm lunar surface stereoscopic
command service module, which made tha command module (CMI camera, and one HYcon topographic mapping camera. Various _
unusable for the mission, the mission ham to be aborted. The lenses were used with these cameras for •Pacific types of
crew transferred to the lunar module and performed a photography. The performance for a11 the cameras was Seed
free-return trsiectory, returning tO the CH only prior to except for the Hy¢on camera, which experienced a shutter
entering the earth's atmosphere. Although the planned mission problem that resulted In aver-exposed film.
objectives were not rellized, • limited amount of ohotasrephi¢
data WaS obtained, aa_Wlmmmmummamiaummmmmuw_a APOLLO 1S CSHuuu_uun_a_n_=_
APOLLO 13 CSH. HAPPING SCI[HCES LAB k
SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- APOt-LO 15 CSN
INVESTIGATION NAH_- APOLLO 13 PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES ALTERNATE NAH_S- 059S1
NSSDC ID- 70-029A-0i IHVEiTiGATIV[ PROC_AH NSSDC 113- 7i-063A __
CODE EL
LAUNCH DATE- 07126171 N_iGHT- 57760. KG
ZNV_STIGATIONDISCIPLIN[(_) LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN
I
PERSONNEL
PI - HAPPING SCIENCES LAB NASA-JSC _POHSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OHSF
BRIEF D_SCRIPTION
The photographic objectives of the Apollo 13 mission were ORBIT PARAMETERS
ill to photograoh targets of opportunity (scientifically ORBIT TYPE- SELEHOCENTRZC EPOCH DATE- 07130/72
Interested9 sltas and potential Apollo landing sites), (2] ta DRBIT PERIOD- 119.0 HIN INCLINATION- 26. DFG
obtain vertical and oblique stereo =trips of nearside and PERZAPSIS- 90.0 KH ALT APOAP_IS- 115.0 KH ALT
farside raglans of scientific interest, (5) to record mission
a0erotionol activities, including the operations and Dsneuvers PERSOFANEL
of the command service module, the command module, sad lunar PH - R. PETROHE NASA H(ADQUARTERS
,_ module, and (_l ta obtain photos af lunar surface features.
before ind after landing, and long-distance earth photographs. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Tha ¢lmere equipment carried onbaard the spacecraft consisted Apollo IS was the fifth spocecraft (fourth accomplished)
of two 70-mm Hessalblad electrlc remoras, two 70-mm Hasselblad and the first af the J-series Apollo missions dest9ned to land
Jata Oamaras, two 16-mm Haurer O_¢d acquisition cameras, one men on the moon. The lunar landtn9 site for the 12-day
3S-m_ lunar surface stereoscopic closeup camera, and are Hycon scientific mlsslon wSS tha Hadley Rllle-Apenntne m0untaln
topographic camera. Because the mission was aborted, only the raglan aL 26 de9 06 min 54 sac N, S dog 39 ml: 30 sac E an the
two Hasselblod 70-mm electrlc camara= and the two Router data lunar surface. The lunar module (LM) carrying astronauts David
acquisition cameras were used, and photographic coverage Scott and James Irwln Dad the lunar rovl_9 vehlcla (LRV) landed
lncluded only I limited amount of lunar surface and photographs an the moan on July SI, 1971. Tha command module (CM) plloted
of misslon operations1 activities, This photographic coverage, by Alfred Herder remained In a slightly elliptical orbit at an
uhlch 19 of send ta fair quality, includes $84 frames of 70-mn altitude af 99 by 120 km with an inclination af 29 dog. The
photography and 22,075 frames af I6-m_ photosraphy, projects carried out on the surface tncludad _he deployment o c
tha Apollo lunar surface experiments parkman (ALSEP],
am_a_m_mma_uummuummuu_mu_au APOLLO ]_ C._Hm_mmmau_muumuauuuauum 9ealoglcol fleld exploration in three EVA excursions,
documenting photagrophy, Dad acquisition af samples of the
lunar terraln. Photographs using 16- and 70-mm film were
SPACECRAFT COF_ HAHE- APOLLO ]_ CSN abkalned from both the surface and from Orbit, and $5-[m and
ALTERNATE HAHES- PL-70_A, 0_900 two kinds of S-In. film photographs were obtained from orbit.
Spatial UV and dimllght photosrcphl¢ axperiments were performed
1_SDG ID- 71-008A durin9 orbit. Before laavln9 the lunar environment, u
subsutelllta with an experiments package _•s raleased from the
LAUNCH DATE- Ol/SI/Tl HEIGHT- 29290. KG command service module (CSH) an August 4, 1971, into an orbit
LALk_k._tSITE- KENI_DY SPAC_C_NTER, UNITED STALES X$5 bY 97 km. The LRV wet used to explore regions within 5 km
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN of the LM lending site. This was the first time a vehicle of
this type had been used, and Its parformsnce on the lunar
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AG_HCY terrain was very succassful. The CH and LM vehicles raloined
UNITED STATES NASA-OHSF an August _, 1971, performad furthar photographic experiments
tn orbit cround the moon for 2 dmvs. The LH WOS separated far
lunar impact, and the CSH was placed In esrthbauhd tra_actory.
PERSONNEL The servlce module was •eparated enrvute, and the CM returned
PN - R, PETRONE _ASA HEADQUARTERS to earth on August 7, 1971. More Information Off thl LH mew bl
[ UNKNOHN UNKNOHN found under spacecraft 71-0_$C.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ..... APOLLO 15 CSH, DOYLE ..........................
Thls spacecrlft was the third Apollo mlsslon to land men
on tha moon. On Fabrulry S, 1971, the lunor module {LH] landed INVESTIGATION NAME- HANDNELD PHOTOGRAPHY
two men lh the hilly uPlond region 2_ km north of the rim of
Fro Nouro crlter, while the piloted command module (CH) NSSDO ID- 71-06SA-01 INVESTIGATIVE FROGRAH
continued in a lurer oquatoricl orbit. The Apollo lunar CODE EL
surface experiments package (AL_P] was PllCl_ 0fl the surface
of the moon, end samPleS of tfla lunar surface were I¢qulred. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Vlrieul frlmel of It-i, |S-mm. 70-mm, lad S-In. mlpp|nl film
Were exdosed bY the aatronauts from the LH and CH and on the
lunar surface. Performance ill seed for most aspects of the
Ilsslefl, The APollo 14 lplce¢rlft was ]lUnChed on JlflUlry $1,
1971, dhd wos injected Into lun|r orbit on Fehrulry 4. The LM
(?|-00_C] llnded on the moon on February S ehd returned to the
commend nodule on February 6. The ¢omqsnd module left lunar
drblt en February 7 end rlturned td ddrth on February 9. 1971.
¢
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PERSONNEL perritted. The time-correlated stellar photographs were used
Pl - F.J. DOYLE US GEOLOGICAL SU_EY to provSde • reference for the determination of the laser
sltlmete¢ potntln9 vector and for the cartographic lens
BRIEF ]_SCRIPTION POinting vector for metric camera light-side photography. The
The photographic equipment for Apollo 15 _ncluded metric camera provLded 20-11 resolution photography from an
flssselblsd and MiuPer camera• that were used (1) to obtsLn orbltll altitude of 111 km. The ranges for the metric comers
photographs of the transposition, docklns, lun•." module wore (1) focal length. $ In* (76 Im). (2) field of view. 74 de9
otectlon 115neuver. end LH rendezvous sequence from both the by 74 des. ($) 1magi coverage (from 111.12 km). • 166 km sq
¢olmand end 1unit module•. (2) to obtaln photographs of the area. (4) Image size. 4.5 bY 4.5 in.. end (5) film capacitY.
lunar around trick end of future lsndln9 sltes. (3) to record 1500 ft of 5-1n. film. The mapping camera system wi• composed
the operational activities Of the crew. (4) to obtotn of two Individual camera subsystem• -- the metric (terraln
Tons-distance earth and lunar photographs for areas of mipplng) camerm, which performed the cartographic function, and
scientific Interest. and (5) to obtaln photo• of lunar surfoco the stellar ¢eaarm. These subsystems wire Integrated Into I
features an 14 of the activities of the astronauts after their single unit that had the optical axis relation•hip necessary to
landln9 on the moon. The camera equipment consisted of one sattsfy the precision mapping camera and the laser altimeter
?o-am Ho•selblad elictrlc camera, two Hasselblad data camera•, attitude (pointing) determination requirement. 7hls system
two 16-11m Master data acquisition cameras, and two TV clmeris, shared a gaseous nitrogen pressure vessel assembly with the SIN
V•rlous lenses wore used wlth these ¢lmeras for speclflc types panoramic cnmare to provide on there and prassurizeo atmosphere
of photography, wlthln the camera. The ¢smerl oPtl¢s system, film
dr I ve/expo•uro/t akeup system, and s removable cassette
---- APOLLO 15 CSH. DOYLE................ (containing both mmetric end stellar camera fllm) completid the
comers system. The film cos•mete was retrieved by a crewman
INVESTIGATION NAHE- PANORAHIC PHOTOGRAPHY during e¥i after photogrnohlc oparations were completed. The
mi0Plng camera system was mounted on the toP shelf In the CSN
NSSDO ID- 71-063A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH SIN bsy and was deployed on n rill-type mechanism In order to
CODE -EL provide on unobstructed fleld of vlew for the stellar camera.
This mechanism ensured that the •tar flild photographed was no _,
INVESTIGATION DlSC%PLINE(S) obscured by oither thi lunar horizon or the slm mold 11ne. A
cover attached to the slm shelf protected the mitric camera
PERSONNEL lens and laser altimeter opttc• from spacecraft contamination
PI - F.J. DOYLE US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY sources during relation control system ftrlngs and effluent
dumps. Tht• covar provided for multiple opening and closing
BRIEF GESCRIPTZON cycles. Camerl controls In the command module allowed the crew
The scientific Instrument module (SIN) ltek panoramic to activate or deactivate camera heaters end cImero functions.
camera oxperlment was designed to obtain high-resolution to actlvlte or deactivate the 1magi motion compInsatlon swltch
panoramic photograph• with stereo•topic and monoscoptc coverogi Ind Increment the ¢smeri velocitY-to-height control :;1sail
of the lunar surface. The panoramic camera, which was housed (five Incremental steps were possible before recyclln9], and to
In the command servlci module (CSM] and •canned the lunar activite and extel_d or retract the camera system on its
surface from lunar orblt, also provided supporting photographic deployment rills, over 2000 useful photographs were obtained.
data for the other CSH camera• and oxperlmints. The camera
provided photographs of 1- to 2-m resolution from un orbital ,,,,,,N,ww,m.,m,,,mu_,nxm,, APOLLO 16 CSH,,m,,,xm,_*m,,,,,,m,
Iltltude of 111 km. ThI rinses for thls camera wore (1) foci1
length. 2_ ln.. (2) fleld of vlew. 108 de9 cross-trick by 10.4
des along the track scanned. (3) 1magi coverage {from 111 km SPACECRAFT COHMON NAME- APOLLO 16 CSN
altitude). $$7 km bY 21.6 km. (4) Image size. 45.24 In. by 4.5 ALTERNATE NAMES- 06000
ln.. and [S) fllm capacity. 6500 ft for 1600 Frames. The
panoramic c3mera had four math components: (1) a roll frame NSSDC ID- 72-051A
assembly that rotated continuously in the cross-track scan
direction durln9 camera operation (panoramic scanning). (2) • LAUNCH DATE- 04/16/72 NEIGHT- 48606° KO
91mbo1 assembly that tilted fore and sft to provide stereo LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CEN_ER. UNITED STATES
coverage as well as forward marlin compensation. (3) the main LAUNCH VFHICLE- SATURN
frame. Ind (4) I 9l•eou• nltrogen pressure yes•a1 os•ambly
required For certain film roller 9I• bearings. The pressure SPONSORING COUHTRV/AGENCY
vessel assembly 11•o wig used by the Fiirchtld mapping camera UNITED STATES NASA-OMSF
experiment (Apollo 15A-05). The camera optics system, l
comers/film drlva and control system, ind a fllm ¢i•sette INITIAL ORBIT PARAHETERS
completed the panoramic camera system. The film cassette was ORBIT TYPE- SELENOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/20/72
retrlived by • crauman durln9 extravehicular ectlvity (EVA) In OROIT PERIOD- 120.0 NIN INCLINATION- 12.0 DEG
the trsnsearth portion of the mtsslon. The panoramic camera PERIAPSIS- 94.0 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 120,0 KH ALT
was mounted on structural beams In the CSM SIN boy between the
two SIH shelves. It kos designed to operate In lts PERSOHNEL
SIH-lnstalled posttioll without the use of a deployment PH - R. PETRONE NASA HEADOUARTE,_.S
subsystem. The camera lens was stowed face-inward to the slm
tO Protect It from CSN contamination sources. The camera BRIEF DESCRIPTION
automatically stowed lts lens when off-nominal lens thermal Apollo 16 was the fifth mJsslon In the Apollo series In
conaltlons were experienced. Command module camera controls which men landed on the moon. The el-day scientific mission
were available for the crew (1) to activate and deactivate begnn on April 1G, 1972, at 1754 UT, (The launch was postponed
rimers heaters, _2) to Supply or remove primary camera power, from the originally sche0uled mate, March 17, because of a
($) to select In operate or stindby operation mode, (_) to docking rtn9 _et¢lson malfunction.) Navy Capt. John H. Young
supply film roller torque to prevent fllm slack during the and Air Force _t. Charles H. Duke linded on the lunar surface
launch, translunar ln_ectlon, and service propulsion system in the lunar module (LM) on Apt11 21. Navy Lt. Thomas K.
powered fllsht phase•. (51 to activate the five-film frame Mattin91y ramslned in the command module (CH) performing
advance cycle required dally (if camera was not operated in a scientific expertmants while the CM wa3 in an equatorial orbit
24-h period) to prevent film set after film loading. (6) to aboJt the moon. The LM landed In the Descartes region of the _;._
increase or decrease the width of the camera exposure s11t, and moon at approximately 9 da9 S, 16 de9 E. An Apollo lunar
(71 to select a stereoscopic or monoscopic mode of ooeratton, surface experiments package (ALSEPI was dePlOYed on the
A CN display of the barbar palm/gray talkback type was provided surface, terrain samplas were Lcquired. and photographs weri
to onnblo the crew to verify camera operational status. Over obtained by the surface astronauts and from the CH using 16-.
1500 useful photographs wire obtained. 35-. and 70-mm film. 5- by 48-tn. panoramic film. and 5- by
5-1n. mapping film. The surfa¢l astronauts also tested the IL_
....... APOLLO 15 CSH, DOYLE ................................ second lunar roving vehicle to be taken to the moon by 1
exploring r*$1ons within 4 km of the LH landin9 site. A
INVESTIGATION NNE- HETRIC PHOTOGRAPNY subsatelltte carrying on experiment package was launched Into
lunar orbit on April 24. 1972. and impacted wl_.h the moon after
NSSDO ID- 71-063A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH 425 revolutions on May 29. 1972. The Apollo 16 spacecraft was
CODE EL launched on April 16. )972. end was Jn_ected Into lunar orbit
on April 19. The LH landed on the moon on April 21 and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S) returned to the CH on April 2_. The CH left lunar orblt on
Ape11 26 Ind returnlo to mirth on April 27. 1972.
PERSONNEL
PI - F.J. DOYLE U_ GEOLOGICAL SURVEY ....... APOLLO 16 CSM. DOYLE ................................... )-"
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- HANDHELD PHOTOGRAPHY
The Fairchild mlpplns'cimira expirtment was destsned to
Obtain high-quality metric photographs of the lunar surface end NSSDC ID- 72-051A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROORAN
stiller photographs e_posed simultaneously with the metric CODE EL
pflotogrlphs. The letr$c photographs were obtlinad using s
S-in, (?6 nun) cartographic lens, end photographs of the stir ;NVESTIGATZ0N DISCIPLINE(S) _.
field were obtained using n _5-mm stellar camera lens. The
mePPtn9 comers also provided subPontins photographic date fop
the scientific instrument module (SIN) panoramic camera and for
other command serutce module (CSN) photosrephir experiments.
The camera ecenned the lunar surface from the CSM during lunar _
orbit. The stellar camera was operated on the lunar dark-side IT*
In conjunction _lth i llser altimeter is the ft111 budget
"
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PI - F.J. DOYLE US G_0LOG|C_ SURVEY
BRIEF D£$CRIPTIOH SPACECRAFT COHMOH HAH[- APOLLO 17 CSH
_. The h•ndheld photography experiment Included three ALTERHATE HAJ_S- APOLITA, AP(X.LO I/A
cPmeras each on the command mo_ula and on the lunar module. On 0dI00
the CM there was a 70-mm H•sselblad electric camera (HEC), a
]4-8m data •cqul•ltton camera (DAC), and • 3S-im Nlkon camera. NSsDC ID- 72-0PdA ;_
For the lunar surface, there was a 16-mm data acquisition
camerp (LDACJ, end two 70-mm Hasselbled electrlc cameras (FEC), LAUGH DATE- 12/07/72 k_IGttT- 48406. KO
One with • 500-mm telephoto lens, end the other with u 60"-mm I.AL_CH SITE- KEHNEDY SPACE CENTER, LNdITED STATES
lens. The types Of fllm used in these cameras were el A-0 LAUNCH VEH|CLE- SATURN
(spectroscopic) for the $-177 UV photography experiment. So-368
and S0-168 color films, and 3414 (LBH), 2485 (VHBH), and 3401 SPOtdS(IRING COUNTRY/AGENCY
0lack sod whlte films. Photographic targets on the surface of UNITED STATES NASA-OHSF
the moon were core tune Samples, In sltu rock samples (some
stereoscopic), p•norom0s of the 1lOCi•3 sloe area sad INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
surroundlaSs, alsep Instruments after deployment, ere•ohm•, ORBIT TYPE- SELEHOCEHTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/12/72
Interesting craters, other surface features, and field ORBIT PERIOD- 118.0 HIH INCLIHATION- 159.9 DEC 3
relationships. From orbit, the photographic targets were the PERIAPSI_r- 1833.6 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 186_.4 KM ALT
earth end moon in qJV _experlment S-177), the lunar farside and .-'
eastern limb regions, the solar corona at sunset and sunrise PERSONHEL
times, the earth*s l|mb durln$ solar eclipse, • comet If PH - R. PETROHE HASA I_ADQUARTERS
available, the lunar ltbratJon reglono zodlacal light, the near
terminator regions of the lunar surface, and the lunar surface _IEF DESCRIPTIOH '_
tn aarthshine. The various cameras had sevocal different The Apollo 17 mission was the s|xtrt and last of the
lenses with different focal lengths. The il[C had lenses wlth manned l_.,er landing missions In the Apollo sorles. The
focal lengths of 60, 80, 105 and _S0 mm. The 35-mm camera hod ore•ten were commander Eugene A. Cernan, command module (OH) _.
• 55-mm focal length, end the 16-mm DAC had lenses of 18- an_ p1100 Runald E. Evans. and lunar module ELM) pilot (the flrst
10-mm focal length. SeventY-five percent of the scientist to go to the moon) H•rrlson H. Schmltt. The lunar
low-ltght-le,el target• were photographed. Thou•ands of useful module lm carrying astronauts Cernan and _chmltt landed on the
phct09rlphs ware obtlined, moon on the morning Of December I|, In t_e Taurus-Llttrow area
It 20 des 10 mln H 30 dig 48 mln E and, In a valley 11 km w|de
...... APOLLO 16 CSH, DOYLE.................................. 0etwetn mountains 1500 m his:e in +he north and _000 m hlgh In
the southwest. This locatlor 1s o, the SE rim of Hare
INVESTIGATIOH NAME- FANORAHIC PHOTOGRAPHY Serenitatls. The astronauts remained on the surface for 73 h.
Astronaut Evans remained In the £H lo orbit and conducted
HSSDC ]D- 72-031A-02 I_WESTIGATIVE PROGRAM expgriment$ while the other• were on the surface. Astronauts
CODE EL Cernao and Schmitt had a lunar rovlng vehlole (LRV) and rode to
distances up to about $ km frgm the LM. There were three
IHVESTIGATIOH DISCIPLINEI_) perlods of extravehicular activity (EVA) on the suffice In
Mhlch the altrOnlU_f deployed the Apollo lunar surface
,'_R$O_L experiments package (ALSEP) and conducted geolo$1¢•I studles of
PI - F.J. DOYLE US GEOLOGICAL. SURVEY a vnrlety of lunar features. Orange-colored material was found
for the first time on any of _he Apollo missions. The Apollo
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 17 spacecraft was launched on December 7* 1P72, and was
Thls experiment was a photographic task accomplished Sn_ected 1ned lunar olblt on Decemvir 10. The LM (72-096C)
Ibolrd the command service _odule (CSM) in the scientific landed On the moon o1_ December !1 and returned to the CH on
Instrument module bay (SIM baY). The Itek panoramic camera hid December 1_. The CM left lunar Orblt on December 16 and
610-mm (24 In.) focal length lens and used 127- bY 1219-Mm returned to earth on December 19, 1972.S- by 48-tn.) B/H $4|4 ftlm. The cam/re was operated
euto_itloilly lad provided stereo;copSe cover|am by tilting ....... APOLLO 17 CSH, DOYLE....................................
for•led lad aft on i 9Imbal. This motto• compensated for the
forwlrd motion of the SplCeoraft. _be purpose of the INVESTIGATIOH NAME- HAHDHELD PHOTOGRAPHY
experiment was to obtain high-resolution (l to 2 m) panoramic
._ photographs of the lunar surface It I00-km altitude with NSSDC 113- 72-096A-05 IHVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
stereoscopic and monosooplc covcrage. The experiment w311 help CODE EL
the principal Investigators for the other SIH experiments to
correlate thetr experimental data wtth lunar surface terrain IIW[STIGATIOt4 DISCIPLINE(S)
features. Targets included firslde feature•, eastern limb
areas, nelrside Harem, thk LN 1India9 site tn the Descartes PERSOHHEL
region, neaP-terminator raglans (under very lOW-BOgie P1 - F.J. DOYLE US GEOLOGICal SURVEY
Illumination providing high teller of the terrain), and
possible Apollo 17 landing •re•s. Over 1400 useful photographs BRIEF [_SCRIPTIOH
were obtained. The purposes of the handheld photography experiment were
(1) to obtain photographs of lunar surface feature• of
...... APOLLO l& CSH, DOYLE ............................ scientific |n_ere_t from lunar orbit end during translunar
OOISt and (2) to obtain low-brightness photographs cf
INVESTIGATION HAM(- I_TRIC PHOTOGRAPHY •stron_mlc•l and terrestrial sources. The lunar surface target
photographs tncluded speclflc segments taken In elrthshlne and
N$$DC ID- 72-05|A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM lo_ light levels near the termAnatoP to coiaplement the
CODE EL photographs obtained 0Y the panoramic end mettle (mapping)
cPmeres. PhotosPaphs of dim light phenomena such IS the
INVESTIGATIOH DISCIPLII_(S) diffuse 9alectlo 13ghL from selected ce,_stlsl sublects, the
solar corona, |nd the zodiacal light vere acquired from orbit.
PERSOH?dEL Comets In the •pproprlate combination Of trale¢tory end
Pl - F.J, DOYLE US G_OLOGICAL SURVEY celestlvl conditions were also to be photographed, the
oqulpm_nt used IncluDed • 16-mm data ocqul•ltlon camera (DAC)
BRIEF D[SCRIPT!ON with In I8-mm foam1 length lens (a sextant yes used with this
The purpose of this experiment WaS tO obtain high-quality camera for comet photography), I 70-IBm Hasselblld electric
metric photosPophs of the lunar surface taken simultaneously elmer1 with 80-mm and 25-mm focal length lenses, end e $S-mm
wtth photographs from the stiller camera, A leapt altimeter, Nlk_n camera wlth • 55-mm focal length lens. No comets were
which was used In contunctlon uith tha mapping ©amera, observed.
lCCUrltelY mllSUrad the d_ltanoe to the terrain being
photogr•phe_ for salenodetic purpose•. The stellar photographs ..... APOLLO 17 CSH, DOYLE .................................
provided a.¢urate splclcraft orient••ton (attitude) dltl. The
metric camera u•s ¢lplblO of 20-m resolution from In or0tt•l INVESTIOATIUN NAME- PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY
altitude of 100 Km. The metric clmern had I 76-mm (g-|n) focal Muq
length end used 3400 B/N film, and the f/2.8, 3S-am stellar NSSDC ID- 72-096A-06 IHVESTIOATIVE PROGRAM
Clmlrl USld 5401 BIN film, The elmira system wit mounted in COD_ EL
thl SIM bay Of the C_M lad operated automltJCllly. The targets
_ere the semi il thole for the plnOrlml¢ Clmerl--farslde INV[STIOATIGH DI$CIPLII_(5)
felt•rig, ilsterh limb Items, nelrstdo maria, the LH landln9
site, near-terminator reasons of low-soliD Illumination, and PERSOHN£L
pOSSlblg Apollo 17 Zlndtns Items. The photographs had 78 PI - F.J, DOYLE US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
percent overlap for lath frame and SS percent •1de overtop
botwesn consecutive revolutions. Over 2000 useful photolriphs BRIEF DESGRIPTIUN
were obtained. Tho purpose of the plnoremlc Clmerl photo•raphy
lXplrSmlnt tlS to oat•in htsh-resolutlon p|normm_c Photopr•phs
with stsreosoop|¢ •hd m0hOS¢Opl¢ COVer•am of the lunar |urfsce,
These photographl will •l_ thg prlnclpll lnve•tllltOrl of other
scientific ln•trumont module (SIH) experiments In correlating
Choir so•sot dltl with dltl on the 1unit surf•ca. The ¢lmlrl, ig_
which his I 24-1ha (610-mm) fo¢•1 lon$th, provldod 1- to 2-m _*
reoolutlon from Ih orbital sltltudo Of 110 km, Ths aim•r• hod
¢ i
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four min compose•to s Ill • roll frM* so•oNly th•t rot•tad pERSONNEL
continuously In the Cre•s-tr•ot •ca• dir•ctS•n, (2) • Jlmb•l PI - F. EL-IAZ ITEKOORP
P•semblY th•t tilted fore end aft to prooSdP stereo curer•me
mnd forw•rd notion cuaPensatton Ifacl, ($1 the main frsae, ••d gRIEF I_SCRIPTJ_N
(4) • s•eeous nStropen (ON2) pressure yes•e/ lliembly. The The •b_act|vo •f the e•rt_ •hservstlo•• and phutosrlphY _ ]
mPtl¢• sYstem, c•mer•/fllm drioe •nd control system, end film •xperlm•mt Of the APollo-$•yuz T•at Prol•ct we• to photosrmph _1_ _'
Cassette completed the elmer• •Yet_. The camera system w•s uor|ou• tprre•trl•l structures using ma• to visually study s_
mounted tn the i(_J4 SIN bay betw•a• the two SXN •helve•. It was north re•auras end phenomen•. Elovo• sappln9 sltos end 12
w|th the lens tnw•rd to proteot It from oont•minatio• visual •bservins •lt•s more ChOSe• In part from Input• pr•vldsdstored
• surds•. The photapr•phy Ms• •ue•matlc. but the cretmen ¢•uld bY •peal•lists lh the followl•s d|•clpll•est 9ea_oSy,
octluate* deactivate, m•d control the ¢l_era poxer end oceenosrmphy, de•art study, hydrolosy, end anvlrohme•tll
spar••lanai mode•. A cP•l_man ratrltved th• c•e•ett• with the ecleoco. Tho photosrophs of •he•roe•Ion end mlpp|ns sites were
pan comer• photasrPphy from the SIH bay o• o• EVA durlns lade with • aides taPe recorder (VTR), • ?0-1m H••selhlad
trlneeerth col•t. About IS00 photosraphs •f peod qu•lSty were riflex oomers IHRC), i ?0-1m H•s•elblsd date osmera [HI)C), 8
ohtatnod. $5-_ Nlkon comer•, end • |6-II dots •¢quisitlon comer• (DAC). :
R•al-tSme television transwSsslo•• were also m_hedulsd. The
_-- APOLLO |7 CSN, DOYLE- "Earth Observations 3oak" w•s the principal onboard sid, end it
was dlYided into three ma_or sections, laotian two portained
INVESTIGATION NAHE- HETRIC PHOTOGRAPHY to SPecific u|suel observations1 tarpets end was arranged
8coordln9 to aloe number. For each sit• there was • sulmory
NS30C ID- 72-096A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGP.AN paso with • map showins resolution Srou•d tracks followed hY •
EL pspe (one for each t•r9et) that included spe¢lflo questions,
• pproPriato dlosroma end photosraphs, and camera settlnss.
INVE_TIC_TION DI$CIPLINEIS) StUdieS aerformed lncludad obsarvcttons Of major octlue fault
zones, river deltas, voloanoos. Ocean eddies, curriers.
PERSONNEL lntarno| waves, eolian lendform, desert color, snowoover,
PI - F.J. DOYLE US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY dralnos• pattern•, cloud raptures, tropics1 storms, end source•
Of otmospharlc and water pollution. Further details and some
BRIEF DESCRIPTION r•sults ore contained In the report. NEsrth Observations And
The purpose of this exporiment ass to obt•ln high-quality PhotograPhy - Exparlment NA-]$4," bY F•rouk El-Baz and 0. A.
mettle photographs of tha lunar surface from lunar Orbit Nltche11, Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, Prellmlnsry Sole•re
comblnod wlth t|me-correlatad stiller photosrophy for Report, NASA-InCa TH-X-58175, pp. 10.1-10.6_, 1976.
selenodetlc/certosrophlc control. A liser altimeter was
, operetod w|th lt. The oqulpnent was • F•lrchlld ?_-ml ($-In.I _ /L_TP-APOLLO, PEPJ_ ..............
foam1 length lens and • 74 by 7_ •re-sac field-of-view camera.
Tha camera w•s orl•nted so that th• tart•in lens was polnted at INVE_TIGATZON NAHE- STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL HEASUREI4ENT
thO nadir, while the 35-1m stellar camera lens was pointed ot
tha stellar field st en •nolo of 94 des from the 1o¢11 vertlc•l N$SDC ID- 75-066A-19 iNVESTIGATIVE PROGRAN .-
and 90 des from the dlroction of fllght. Photographs were CODE mE, APPLICATIOk.%
tikes with 78 percent overl•P to provide stereoscopic 1memory.
Flve-ln. $_00 B/N f11m was used, storad in d cassette that was INtBESTIGAT|ON DISCIPLINE(S)
ratrIeved hy an •stronout In an EVA. The camera system, HETEOROLOGY
Operated sutomatlcally, was housed tn the SIH bey of the UPPER ATItQSPh_RE RESEARCH
aervlca module. The stellar photosrePhY* using $40| B/N film,
provldad accurate spococr•ft attitude Information. The mapplng PERSONNEL
camera provided 20-w resolution from its orbltnl height. The PI - T.J. PEP|N U OF NYOKING
rapists were the some as for the leek panoramic cnmer•.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
mmmnesllulmmmnnemmmmmmmmlSme ASTP-APOLLOigimnMmUNmmmwmmmlaaimmm The Stratospheric Aerosol _elsurement (SAMI experiment _-
WaS flown to demonstrate that solar occultation meesuraments hy
photometer ind camera con be used for detarmlnIn_ tha vertical
SPACECRAFT COHHON NANE- ASTP-APOLLO dlstr_butinn of stratospheric aerosols. The Instrument
ALTERNATE NAHES- APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROJ., $OYUZ APOLLO consisted of • photometer and associated electronics that
provldsd i Signal to the command module (CN) telemetry. Solar
NSSDC ID- 75-066A photosrophs, taken with the occomPanYln_ camera, corroborated
the refraction model used here and for slmlllr experiments on 4_LAUNCH DATE- 07/]S/75 MEIGHT- 148S6. KG future f119ht•. The photometer had • pln diode detector with a _
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES ]0-da9 field of view. A Hesselblad data camera equipped wlth • _ _'
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN speslol infrared film end filter was used to photograph m
series of timed spacecraft sunsets and sunrlsas. ImmediatelySPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY before •atelllt/ nlsht, IS the sPaceoraft approached the shadow
UNITED STATES NASA-0HSF of the earth, the line Of sight to ths sun pissed First through
the uppar layers of the stratosphere and then steadily down to
INITIAL ORBIT PARANETERS the lower lovers of the troposphere. Our$ns the ].S man
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/]8/7S required for the instrument line of sight to pass throush the
ORBIT PERIOD- 88.91NIN INCLINATION- 51.75 DEG lower IS0 Km Of the atmosphere, the sollr intensity was
PERIAPSIS- 217. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 25]. KH ALT recorded hy the photometer and solar disk shape chen9es were
recorded by the camera. The same measur|ng procedures were i
PERSONt_L followad when the spacecraft emersed from the darkslde. From
PN - C,H. LEE NASA HEADQUARTERS the measured varlottoe of solar Intensity es • function of
tote1 •tr mass distributed along the 11ne of sl9ht, the total
BRIEF DESCRIPTION extinction ¢oofflclent was determined, At the selective F
The UnlOad States and the U.S,S.R. launched eh Apollo wavelength of the photometer and photo9rephIc system, the
spacecraft and a Soyuz sp•¢ecraft, respsctlvely, as i Ioint extlncttnn Was produced principally bY atmospheric asrosols,
effort celled the Apollo-Soyuz Test Praiser (ASTP). Tha $oyuz and the measurements obtained were used to determine •aroma1
sp|cecr•ft was Z•unched first, wlth • two-men crew who ooncentratloas. To verify the spiritism of the SAN experiment,
mlneuvered their sPaCecraft Into • docking orbit. The Apollo ground truth data were obtained by a balloon-borne •arosol
spacecraft was launchad 7-]/2 h liter, vlth • three-man craw optlcel counter (dust-sonde) and • ground-based laser radar
who placed thatr spacecraft Into • proper configuration for (lid•r) system. Further details can be found 1_ "Stratospherdc
dockln$ wlth the Soyuz spacecraft, The ducats9 of the tuo Aerosol HelSUrement - Experiment NA-007" bY T. J. PepJn and Ha
spacecraft occurred on the th:rd d•Y, After darkens, crew P, HcCorml¢k, APollo-Soyuz Test Pro_ect, Prel|mtnary Sclence _-
transfers took place, with the Apollo ¢_v first visiting the Report, NASA-ale, TM-X-S8|?$, pp. 9.1-9.8, 1976.
Soyuz. The combined Apollo-Soyuz (,'ewS performed _olnt
experiments •nd presented radio ohd TV reports. After _otnt
experiments were completed, the spacecraft dlsensased and each
continued its separate ml•slon.
....... ASTP-APOLLO, EL-PAZ ...................................
INVESTIGATION NAHE- EARTH OBSERVATIONS AND PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ;D- 7S-046A-2! INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
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APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (ATS) PROGRAM
The Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) series of NASA R&D spacecraft was designed to test
new concepts in spacecraft design, stabilization, propulsion, and communication, and to conduct a
variety of technical applications and scientific experiments. Six ATS spacecraft were launched,
and most achieved a geosynchronous orbit; all except ATS 5 carried meteorological experiments.
On ATS 1 and 3, weather facsimile (WEFAX) communications experiments were operated. This
was a data relay system that retransmitted NOAA-processed satellite and facsimile products to APT
ground stations. On ATS 3, an Omega Position and Location Experiment (OPLE) was operated.
OPLE was designed to demonstrate the feasibility of using the Navy Omega Navigation System in
conjunction with a synchronous satellite to establish an operational global platform for a location
and data collection system. It was the forerunner of more sophisticated data-collection experiments
flown on Nimbus 3 and 4. The experiments previously reviewed in this section are considered as
weather-communications and data-location (navigation) experiments, hence are not included in the
following descriptions of individual meteorology experiments.
The prinaary meteorological experimentation operated by the ATS program involved high-time-
resolution cloud imaging. Important developments included techniques to obtain wind data from
_[_ cloud tracking, the study of mesoscale storm phenomena, and surveillance of tropical storms,
hurricanes, and typhoons. A Multicolor Spin-Scan Cloudcover camera (MSSCC) operated on
ATS 3, and its black-and-white predecessor (SSCC) operated on ATS 1. These cameras utilized
the spacecraft spin in the imaging system and every 20 minutes produced imagery of the complete
disk between approximately 55 deg S and 55 deg N. Observations from the MSSCC were made in
red, blue, and green, and were combined into a multicolor image. Both cameras were designed for
daylight operation. Two Advanced Vidicon Camera Systems (AVCS), one wide- and the other _.
narrow-angle, were flown on ATS 2; their design was similar to the AVCS flown on Nimbus 1
and 2. Due to a spacecraft failure to obtain the desired orbit, only a very limited operation was r
realized. _
_..
Imaging experiments on both ATS 4 and 6 were designed to have a day/night capability. The
image orth,.'concamera on ATS 4 was designed to obtain simultaneous cloud imagery in the vicinity _
of the terminator where both sunlit and dark conditions were present. Unfortunately, as in the case _
of ATS 2, the designed orbit was not achieved by the ATS 4 spacecraft. In addition, spacecraft _:
separation did not occur, and no data were obtained. A two-channel (visible and IR) i_
Geosynchronous Very High Resolution Radiometer (GVHRR) was successfully flown on ATS 6,
: t
" ATS-3 !:
; t'
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and a considerable amount of data were obtained. These data have been used for cloud studies and
sea surface temperature mapping. _
1
Q
r
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SPACECRAFT COHHON NAHE- ATS I SPACECRAFT COHNON I_HE- ATS 2
ALTF._NATE _- ATS-B. 02608 ALTERNATE NAHES- ATS-A, 02743
NSSDC ID" 66-110A NSSDC ID- 67-031A _._
LAUNCH DATE- 12/07/66 HEIGIeT- 552. KG LAUHCH DATE- 04/06/67 NEIGHT- $19.1! KG
LAUNCN SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VENZCLE- ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
ORBIT PARAHETERS INITIAL ORBIT PARANETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/I0/67 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/09/67
U'RBIT PERIOD- I456,1NIN INCLINATION- 0.] DEG ORBIT PERIOD- 218.g NIN INCLINATION- 28.40 DEG
DERIAPSIS- 357B2. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 35793. KH ALT PERIAPSIS- 178. KN ALT APOAPSIS- 11124. KH ALT
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
PH - R.J. DARCEYfNLA) NASA-GSFC PH - J.H. THOLE(NLA) NASA-GSFC
PN - C.N. HACKENZIE NASA-GSFC PH - R.J. DARCEY(NLA) NASA-GSFC
P$ - T.L. AGO•ON NASA-GSFC PS - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
AT• l IApPllCatlon• Technology Satellite) was designed AT• 2 (Applications Technology Satellite) was • medium
and launched for the purpose of (I) test/ms new concepts tn altitude, 9realtY-gradient-stabilized spacecraft designed to
spacecraft dest9n, propulsion, and stabilization, (Z) (I) test new concepts tn spacecraft design, propulsion, and
collecting hlsh-oualIty cloudcover pictures and relaytn$ stabilization, (21 take high-quality cloudcover pictures, ($1
processed meteorological data vie an earth-synchronous provide In site measurements of the aerospace environment, and
satellite, (51 providing In sltu measurements of the aerospace (4) test improved communication systems. The
environment° and (4) testing Improved communication systems, cylindricallY-shaped spacecraft measured ]42 cm tn diameter end _e_
The spin-stabilized spacecraft was cyllndrtcelly shaped end 185 em In length. The spacecraft structure conatsted primarily
measured 155 ca long end 142 cm In diameter. The primary of • corrugated thrust tube with honeycombed bulkhead• secured
structure1 members were s honeycombed equipment shelf and to each end, Equipment components and payload were externally
thrust tube. Support rods extended radially outward from the mounted on _he outer surface of the thrust tube •s well as on l
thrust tube. Solar Panels were afftxed to the support rods and structure that sl|d Into the Interior of the thrust tube.
formed the outer walls of the spacecraft. Equipment components Electric power was provided by two solar arrpys mounted on
and payload were mounted tn the annular space between the either end of the spacecraft'• outer shell and by two
thrust tube and solar panels, In addltlon to solar panels, the rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries. Extending radially
spacecraft was equipped with two rechargeable nickel-cadmium outward From the side of the spacecraft were four 28.2-m,
batteries to provide electrical power. Eight iS0-clP-lon9 VHF adjustable 9realty-gradient booms. The spacecraft telemetryexperiment whip antennas were mounted around the aft end of the system consisted of Four 2.I-N transmitters (two at 156.47 HHz
spacecraft, while eight telemetry and command antennas were and - two It 157.5S HHz), In addition to • microwave
placed on the forward end. Spacecraft guidance end orbital communications experiment. The second stage of the AT• 2
correction• were accomplished by 2.5-ks hydrogen peroxide end launch vehicle relied to ignite, requiting tn an unplanned
hydrazlne thruster•, which were •ctlveted by ground command, elliptical orblt. Stresses induced by this orbit eventually
The site!life was Initially placed at 151.16 des N longitude lnduced spacecraft tumbling. In spite of these conditions,
over the Pacific Ocean In a geosYnchronou• orbit. In general, useful data were obtained from some of the experiments, most
most of the experiments were successful. Data coverage was notably the cosmic-ray and particle experiments and the field
nominal untll about 1970, after which limited real-time data detection experiments. The satellite reentered the atmosphere
acquisition wig carried out bY NOAA until the Hay 1974 launch on September 2, 1969.
of SHS 1. Limited AT• 1 data acquisition was begun by NASA at
about that time for AT• ] - AT$ 6 correlative studies. The ....... AT• 2. OSTRON .......................................
spacecraft has served IS a communications satellite For I
number of state, federal° and public organization• up to the INVESTIGATION NAHE- ADVANCED VIOICON CAHERA SYSTEN (AVCS)
present. It ls planned to contlnue operations at 1is ftna_
longitude of 164 de9 E until September 1985 and then move the NSSDC ID- 67-051A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
spncecrsft out of the 9eostattonary orbit. CODE EC
....... AT• 1. SUOHI ................................... INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
HETEOROLOGY
INVESTIGATION NAH_- SPIN-SCAN CLOUDCOVER CANERA ISSCC)
PERSONNEL
NSSDC ID- 66-|10A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH PI - H. OSTRON NASA-GSFC
CODE BE. APPLICATIONS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) The AT• 2 Advanced Vtd'_on Camera System (AVCS) we• s
NETEOROLOGY modified version of the AVIS used on Nimbus I end 2. The
camera system WaS designed to provide nearly continuous
PERSOHHEL cloudcover picturee from l medium orbit,
PI - V.E. SUOHI U OF WISCONSIN gravity-gradient-stabilized spacecraft, The system consisted
el - NESDIS STAFF NOAA-NESDIS of a tape recorder and two cemerasx one Zow-rasolutlon, _
wide-angle (50 des) ¢amerP. and one h19h-resolutlon,
1
BRIEF DESCRIPTION narrow-ingle (5 des) camera. The wide-angle camera (12-mm
The AT• I Spin-Scan Cloudcover Camera (SSCC) was designed lens) was capable of vJewtn9 the full earth disk with a ground
tO provide nearly continuous observations of cloudcover resolution of •bout IS km It nadir from • planned satellite
patterns OVer the whole sunlit earth disk. The optlePl system height Of l],OOO km. The n•rrow-an$1e camera (200-mm lens)
consisted of • two-element Cassegratn-type telescope. Ltght viewed •elected sectlona of the earth wtth a ground resolution
enterin$ the •yatem was reflected from e l$.?-cm-dl•meter of •bout 1 km It nadir. Each camera was equipped wtth
(IS.4-cm focll length) primary parabolic mirror onto • fiat 2.54-cm-dlameter vldlc_ns. A vtdeo frame consisted of 6,25 s
secondary quartz m/traP to produce •n image on the face of an of •can (800 lines)° Concurrent with shutter lCtUltlon, e
apertuee plate. The light then passed through the 16-increment grey •epic was tncluded It the edge of each
O.02S-r_-dlameter aperture end I haze filter to Impinge on • picture Is b contrast check. The wide-eagle elmer• we•
photoc•thode In front Of • photomultiplter tube. The telescapl probremmed to take earth-cloud pictures it 10-mln lntervlla end ,.
photomultlplier assembly could be tilted in discrete steps from the narrow-angle clmerl at 5-m|n lnterva!•. The sequencing was
eT.S tO -7.5 des to produce e north-south scan, corresponding timid ao that only • single camera operated It any one ttme.
to •n earth coverage from 52 des N to 52 de9 S. The Data from both cameras were reed out either directly or stored
lost-to-west mean was provided bY the spin of the setelZlte on • four-track tape recorder (up to 56 pictures) for @"
Itself. Twenty minutes were requtred to loin one picture, and •ubsequent playback to e ground date acquisition station,
2 men to retrace It •t s nominal satellite rotation of |00 rpm, Because the second stage of the launch vehicle felled to
From its geosynchronovs orbit the elmira system had I ground Ignite. ATS 2 failed to achieve |is planned ctrco|er orbit,
resolution of better than 4 km It tire eubsitelllte point. The thus reaultSn| In a highly elliptical orbit and subsequantIv F
experiment was h|$hlY successful through October 16. 1972, For limiting the us•guinea• of the collected date. Onlv IS useful
• 11etln9 end description of the differeht form• of pictures were provided by the wide-angle camera, and 19 from
photographic duel eve|labia frpl thla experiment end their the nerrobP-sngle camera. The lest useful data were trlnsmittid
lOCltZOn, lee the "Heteorolo$1¢ll 4ate catalog for the on July 19, 1967.
Applications Technolo|y Satellites" (TRF B09264), pvelI•bla
through NSSDC,
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SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- ATS $ _.
ALTERNATE NAMES- ATS-C, 05029 INVESTIGATION NAME- MULTICOLOR SPIN-SCAN CLOUDCOVER CAHERA _(MSSCC) "
NSSDC II)- 67-111A _
NSSDC ID- 67-111A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
LAUNCH DATE- 11/05/67 NEIGHT- 365.0 KG CODE BE, APPLICATIONS _'
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATESLAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS INVESTIGATIOH DISCIPLINE(S) _-|
HETEOROLOGY
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA PERSONNEL
PI - V.E. SUOHI U OF NIRCONSIN
ORBIT PARAMETERS O] - R.S. PARENT U OF WISCONSIN
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/05/68
ORBIT PERIOD- 1456.8 HIN INCLINATION- 0.45 DEG BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERIAPSIS- 35776. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 35812. KM ALT The ATS $ Nulticolor Spin-Scan Cloudcover Camera (MSSCC)
represented • significant advance over a similar but
PERSONNEL monochromatic spin-scan camera on ATS I. The MS$CC was mounted
PM - C.H. MACKENZIE NASA-GSFC with Its optical axis perpendicular to the sp•eecraft°s spin
PS - T,L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC axis and viewed the earth through a special aperture In the
spacecraft's stde. The camera consisted of • hlsh-re$olutlon
BRIEF DESCRIPTION teloscopa, three photomultlpller 11she detectors Iced, blue,
ATS $ (Applications Technology Satellite) was one of • end 9Peon1. and i precision latitude step mechanism. Lt9ht
set/as of spacecraft designed to demonstrate the Utility and entarln9 the system was focused •1tern•relY on a sat of three
feasibility of a variety of tachnolo91¢•l and scientific 0.038-mm aperture plates and then passed through various
activities that could be carried out by an earth-sYnchronous filters to implnge on the appropriote photodetector. The _
spar•craft. Of the I] experiments on board, 8 ware telescope multiplier assembly could be ttltad tn discrete stepstechnological en91naertns experiments conceroed with to provide pole-to-pole coverage tn 2400 scan lines.
navigation, communications, and spacecraft operation and East-to-west scan M•S provided by the spln of the satellite
equipment. Tun of the remaining experiments Mere photographic ttself. A tot•Z time of 24 min was required to scan one frame
Imaging experiments that could produce near reel-Lime day119ht and 2.4 mln to retrace with • nominal satellite rotation of 100 _.pictures of the earth-atmosphere system. The remaining rpm. From Its 9eosynchronous orbit, the camera had • ground
experiment M•S •n ionospheric beacon. The spin-stabilized resolution Of better than 4 km st nadlr. The experiment Was _"
spacecraft Was cylindrically shaped and measured 180 cm In successful, with ATS $ being the flrst spacecraft to transmitlength and 142 cm In diameter. The primary structural members operational multlcolor earth-cloud photographs. Approximately
ware • honeycombed equipment shelf and thrust tube. Support 3 months after launch, however, the red and blue channel=
rods extended radially outward from the thrust tube and were falZad, and the system subsoquantly was 11ml_ed to producing
efftxed to solar panels which formed the outer waZZs of ths black-and-white pictures. Good quality bZack-and-whlte
spacecraft. Equipment components and payload _ere mounted In pictures were received daily until December 11, 1974, when _"
the annuZar space between the thrust tube and soIar panels. In operations were curt•tied to three ptctures• Meek. Experiment
• ddltto+_ to solar panels, the spacecraft was equipped wtth two operation was completeIy discontinued on October $0, 1975. For '_
rechargeable nlokel-cadmtum batteries to provide electrical a listing and description of the different forms Of _
power. Eight 150-cm VHF experiment whip antennae ware mounted photographic data, see the "Heteorolo91cal Data Cat•Zog for The
• round the aft end of the spacecraft, whlZe eight telemetry and Applications TechfloZo9Y Satellites" (TRF _092641, available
command whip anteflnae were placed on the forward and. from NSSDC. Data can be obt•ined throush SDSD.
Spacecraft guidance lad orbital corrections _ere accomplished _.
bY 2.S-kS hydrogen peroxide and flydrazlne thrusters, which were i,,u..x.,..mx.x=xxxx,_,_x.Ne ATS 4,,iN_xm_xx_,xJ_x.,,n,,.,.,a
activated by around command. Initially placed st 48 de9 N
longitude over the Atlantic Ocean In a Seosynchronous orbit, ,_
the sateZZlte posltton later varied between 45 and 95 des N SPACECRAFT COHHON NAME- ATS 4
longitude In support of meteorological operations. In 9eneral, ALTERNATE NAHES- ATS-D, PL-685A _ t
the various experiments have been successful. 03]44 _
....... ATS $, BRANCHFLONER.................................... NSSDC ID- 68-068A _
INVESTIGATION NANE- IMAGE DISSECTOR CAHERA IIDCI LAUNCH DATE- 08/101U8 NEIGHT- $05. KG
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES
NSSDC ID- 67-1|1A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS !..
CODE EC
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(_) UNITED STATES NASA-O$SA
METEOROLOGY
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS _-,
PERSONNEL ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/22/68
PI - G.A. BRANCHFLOHER(NLA) SPAR AEROSPACE ORBIT PERIOD- 95.92 HIN INCLINATION- 29.04 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 219. KH ALT APOAPSIS_ 726. KM ALT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The ATS $ Image Dissector Camera (IDOl was • camera PERSONNEL
system designed to (11 test the feasibility of using electrical PM - J.M. THOLE NASA-GSFC _v
scanning techniques tn en earth-cloud camera ond (2) provide P_ - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC _*
daylight ¢loudcover d•t• on e real-time basis with full earth
coverage. The camera was mounted with Its optical axis BRIEF DESCR!PTION
perpendicular to the spacecraft sp_n exts in such s manner that ATS 4 (Applications Techflolosy SatelZtte) was s
the camera produced a scan 1toe with each revoZutton of the 9ravttv-sr•dlent-stebtltzed spacecraft designed to (11 test new
spacecraft. The direction of the scan. north to south or east concepts In spacecraft design, propulsion, and stabilization.
to WeSt. was determined by around commend. The 1mass d_ssector (2) take high-quality eloud¢ovlr pictures. ($1 provide In SltU I
tub• consisted of I vla|ble WiVe|loath electrically so•tiding meesur•menta of the serosplce environment, and (41 test
photocathoda. S 0.018-mm scanning aperture, and • I2-st•ss lmproved ¢ommunlcltlon systems while In •o earth-synchronous L
electron multiplier. L_ght enteritis the ¢imerl MIs focused on orbSt. The eylifldrlclllY-Shiped Splcecrift measured 142 ¢m _fl
the face of the photocathode, ciustng ?hotoelectrons to be diameter end 185 cm In lensth. The spacecraft structure
emitted from the surface In proportion to the number of consisted primarily of e corrugated thrust tube with
ImPinging 11flht photons. The emitted photoelectrons wire honeycombed bulkheads secured to each end, Equipmentpropelled PeSt ths aperture by means of •n external mssflet[¢ components end payload were externally mounted on the outer
deflection coll. After pissing through the aperture, the surface of the thrust _ub• ms Mall Is on 3 structure that sled _c
stgn•l current wee amplified by the I2-stage multiplier. The 1ned the lnterlor of the thrust tube. Electric power MSS
signal WaS further amplified and then transmitted st 28 KHz to prcvtded by two solar Irrlye mounted on either end of the
I ground acqui$1tlon station. The 2.S_-om image dissector tube Ipacecrlft's outer shell Ifld bY tWO rechergeibls nickel-cadmium
h•d • resolution ©arability of |500 TV 11nat, which, it nominal batteries. Extending redlellv outward from the slde of the
spacecraft altitude, corresponded to I ground resolution of spacecraft were four 28.2-m-lone IdJustlhle BrevitY-gradient ?'
about 7 km It nadir. Successfully flown for the first time. booms. The splceerlft telemetry sYitem consisted of four 2.I-N
the IDE system on ATS S llrUld IS I =rototype for stmllar trlnamlttera, lewd Ik 156.47 HH¢ end two It 157.$5 HH¢), in
experiments on Nlmbul _ lad 4. Thl clmerl psrformld normally Iddltlon to a ml¢rowivl communications experiment. The second
until NlY |969. when the IDE svatem Was besot by arraS1© sedge Of the launch vehicle f•tled to ignite, and the planned
aplce¢rlft int•nnl performance. Rcutln| dltl IoquJs|tlan lynehPonoul orbit WII not achieved. The spsolcrlft sad lea
¢llsld after May $0. 1969. The IDC syat•m, iltheulh still Centaur booster roeklt wars left •ktlched together [n • parking _.
capable of operation, was left In en operationally off mode orbit. In spits of en snomellstt© attitude, some of the
since that time except for Rar$odic enelnaerlng testa. F•r e expertme,ts d/d psrform succ•esfully before the s•telllte and1latin| Ind dlsertptlon Of the different forms of ph•tolPIphlo 1el Ittlohld booltlr reehtlPed the larth'l Itmoiphlre on
dstl Iv•liable from this experiment, see _l_ "HeteaPolog|oll October 17. 19_8. The prSmary objective Of _n•ertlnl s [
Dltl Catalog far the Appltcsttons Teohnologv Setallttss" (TRF BrsvltY-$PadSent-etablllzad speeeer|ft 1ned a 9eoi_nehron0us
B09264), available from N_DC, Detl can he obtllned throuth orbit wss not b¢compltshad.
t
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Trans. on Aero•p. Electron. Cyst., v. AES-II, ft. 6, NovePber,
....... ATS 4, Hooey .................................... 1975, arid also the "AT$-6 Final Engineering Performance
Report," NASA_ RP-1080, Hash.* B.C,, November, 1981 (TRF _'_
INVESTIGATION NAHE- IHAGE ORTHICON (BAY/HIGHT) CAHERA B$$AZ7). _NgSDC ID- 68-008A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PRBGR .... AT$ 6* $HENK .....................................
CODE EC
INVESTIGATION NAHE- GEOSYNCHRONGU$ VERY HIGH RESOLUTIBN
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) RADIOHETER (GVHRR)
HETEOROLOGY
NSSDC ID- 74-039A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
PERSONNEL CODE EC
PI - J.¢, HOODY NASA-GSFC
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION HETEORBLOGY
The ATS 4 Image orthJcon (day/night) camera was designed
to determine the fe•slbtltty of simultaneous d•v/nl$11t lm•sins PERSONNEL
of cloudcover pattern• from In earth-synchronous spacecraft. PI - N.Eo SHENK NASA-GSFC
The camera, whose opttcal axl• was oriented perpendicular to OI - A.N. HCCULLOCH NASA-GSFC
the spacecraft'• spin a_J•, viewed the earth through a special OI - I.L. GOLDBERG NASA-GSFC
aperture in the spacecraft's •Ida. Camera optic• consisted of
• two-axis steerable primary mirror, an objective lens, a beam BRIEF DESCRIPTION
splitter, a photomulttpller tube (pmtI, • mechanical sun shade, The Geosynchronou• Very High Resolution Radiometer
_o variable density filter wheel•, end a 5.08-cm-dl•meter (GVHRRI experiment provided both day and nlsht cloudcover data
orthtcon tube. The two denslty filter• operated In con)unction for determlnln9 cloud motlon•, tropical and extretroplcal storm
with the pmt to •utomatlcally regulate the amount of light 11re cycle•, and mesoscale phenomen|. They were also used for
strlkln9 the h19hly light-sensitive orthlcon tube, The sun cloud climatology studies. The GVHRR had one Infrared channel
shade was also controlled bY the pmt and protected the 1mesa (10.5 to 12.5 micrometers) and one vl•lble channel (0.55 to
orthJcon camera from accidentally potntln9 the optic• toward 0.75 mJcrometers). The Jnstant•neous field of view was 3.0E-4
the sun. The optlc• were steerable by 9round commend. Steps red for the Infrared channel (I0.8-km resolution at
of 0.1 de9 through an angle of plus or minus 11.2 de9 tn both aub•stellite polnt) and ].SE-4 red for the vtslble channel
pitch and roll were possible. Thus the camera could track (S.4-km resolution at sub•atelllte point)° The dynamlc range
areas of meteorological interest, knowtn9 the spacecraft for the Infrared channel was from O to $40 de9 K and I to IO0_
altitude end location of the desired viewing •re•, The camera albedo for the Visible channel, The Infrared channel had •
had • $-deg field-of-view, which corresponded to an earth noise equivalent temperature difference of 1.5 des K at 200 de9
coverage of approximately 1700 SR km, with a horizontal K and 0 5 de9 K at ]00 deg K. Data from thts experiment were
resolution of batter than 4 _m at nadtr. Full earth coverage used to determine surface temperatures and horizontal wind
could be achieved by taking S series of overlapping pictures, vectors based on Cloud motions derived from sequential tmage•
The data were to be transmitted (60 kHz) Jn near real time. formed by both channels of the GVHRR. The experiment be_anle
ATS 4 failed to achieve Its planned 9eosynchronous orbit, The inoperable on August 15p 1974. For further details see Shank,
booster rocket remained attached to the spacecraft and hindered N. E., et el., 1EEE Tran•. on Aerosp, Electron. CYSt., v.
attltude control. Due to the spacecraft's anomalistic AES-II, n. 6, p. 1095, November 1975.
attitude, no plcturo• were obtained although telemetry did
indicate that the system was working,
Illtllialilil_iiliN_iilillNI ATS 6 IlaliliIiiNl_NNnKlilliM_iINII
SPACECRAFT CONHOH HAHE- ATS 6
ALTERNATE HAHES- PL-71A, ATS-F
7318
NSSDC ID- 74-0_9A
LAUNCH DATE- 05/30/74 HEIGHT- 930. KG _.
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN _.
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
INITIAL ORBIT PARAHETERS
ORBIT TYPE- _EOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05131/74 _._'_
ORBIT FERIOD- 1436._ HIN INCLINATION- 1.8 DEG _,_;PERIAPSIS- 35763.0 KH ALT APOAPSIS- 35818.0 KH ALT ,_
PERSONNEL
PH - C.H. MACKENZIE HASA-GSFC
_N - J.M. THOLE(NLA) NASA-GSFC
PS - E,A, NOLFF(NLA) HAGA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION '_
The primary ob)ecttve• of ATS 6 (Applications Technolog_
Satellite] were to erect in orbit a large htgh-flatn steerable _"
antenna structure capable of provldlnS a 9ood-qual|ty TV signal _
to • 9round-based receiver end to measure and evaluate the _,
performance of such an antenna. A secondary oblectlve was to
demonstrate new concePtS on space technolo9Y in the areas of
etrcraft control, laser communications, and vtsual •nd lnfrared _-
mapping Of the earthlltmosphere system. The spacecraft was
also capable of (l) measuring radio frequency Interference In
shored frequency bands sod prope9atlon charac_ertstlcs of L
millimeter waves, (2) performing spacecraft-to-spacecraft __.
communication and tracking experiments, end (3) making particle
and radiation measurements of the 9eosynchronous environment.
Configured somewhat like an open parasol, the ATS 6 spacecraft
consisted of four major assemblies: (1) a 9.IS-m-diameter dtsh a_
antenna, (2) two solar cell paddles mounted It rl9ht angles to r
each other on opposite sides of on upper equipment module, (5)
In earth-viewing equipment module (EVH) connected by a tubular
mast to the upper equipment module, and (_) an attitude controland stabilization system. The EVH, tn addition to housing the
earth-vlewlnB experiments, provided support fOr the propulsion
system sad tank•, batteries, I multtfrequency transponder, and L
the telemetry, command, and thermal control systems. The upper
equipment module provided a platform for the space-viewing _experiments, Insrtil wheels were the prime means for torqutn$
the spacecraft, with both hydrlzine and ammonia multt_et
thruster systems included to provide the necessary torques for
unloading the wheels, Also included was I small environment
meliurement pscka0e ¢ontalnln0 • HAG end several particle k
experiments, The satellite was turned off on June 30, 1979 and _..
boosted tnto s higher orbit, For detailed descriptions oF the
spacecraft and of the Indlvlduel experiments see the IEEE
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BHASKARA PROGRAM
t
Bhaskara is an experimental remote sensing program conducted by India. Two space.craft havebeen launched from a U.S.S.R. launch vehicle into a 525-km, near-circular orbit, one in June
1979, and the o_er in November 1981. Designated as part of India's Satellite-for-Earth- 1
Observation (SEO) Program, each of the two Bhaskaras carried two black-and-white television
cameras and a passive microwave radiometer. The cameras provided high-resolution (1 km)
images of cloud/earth surface during day0.me passes over India. The applications of TV images are
meteorology and land mapping for forests, water bodies, and earth physiography; namely, _.
mountain ranges and river basins with various degrees of vegetation. The radiometer provided
data on sea surface temperatures, sea surface winds, and atmospheric water vapor and liquid water _-
contents for passes over the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal.
Some engineering experiments, as well as a data collection system to collect meteorological data i
from remotely located platforms, were also aboard the spacecraft. Each spacecraft was designed
for a 2-year lifetime, and the performance of Bhaskara 2 was better than expected.
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INDIA ISRO
SPACECRAFT CANNON NANE- BHASKARA INITIAL ORBIT PARAHETERS
ALTERNATE NAMES- SEa, 11392 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/20/81
ORBIT PERIOD- 95.2 MIN INCLINATIDN- 50.6 DEG
NSSDC ID- 79-051A PERIAP$IS- B20. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 542. KM ALT
LAUNCH DATE- 06107/79 N_IGHT- 444, KG PERSONNEL
LAUNCH SITE- KAPUSTIN YAR, U.S.S.R. PD - K, KASTURIRANGAN ISRO SATELLITE CENTER
LAUNCH VEHICLE- INTRCOS PS - O.P.N,CALLA SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR
PS - G. JOSEPH SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INDIA ISRO BRIEF DESCRIPTION
U.S,S._. INTERCDS Bhlskara 2 was launched • part of Indle*s
Satallite-for-Earth-Obsarvattuns (SEOIeprosram. It was placed
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS in orbit By a Soviet vehtcle launched from i Cosmodrome in the
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/07/79 U.S.S.R. The mate objectives were to conduct earth observation
ORBIT PERIOD- 95.2 MIN INCLINATION- 50.7 DEO experiments for applications related to hydrology, forestry,
PERIAPSIS- 512. KM ALT _d_OAPSIS- 557. KM ALT and 9eoIoDY usin9 a two-TV-cemere system, end to conduct
ocean-surface studies using a three-frequency satellite
PERSONNEL microwave radiometer (SAMIR) system. Secondary objectives were
PD - K. KASTURIRANGAN ISRO SATELLITE CENTER to test engineering and date processing systems, end to collect
PS - D.P.N.CALLA SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR limited meteorological data from remote platform;. Bhaskara 2
PS - G, JOSEPH SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR was • 26-faced quasi-spherical polyhedron, It had a height o¢
1.66 m, end I diameter of I,S5 m. The satellite was named
BRIEF DESCRIPTION after the two "Bhaskaracharyas, '° astronomer-mathematlclan_ of
Bhasksra was the second Indian satellite (the first was ancient India. Information and data are available from the
Aryabheta with $ nonmeteorolosicel experiments). It was Space Application Centre. Ahmedabad. Indta.
launched Is part of the satellite-for-earth-observations (SEO)
program, and was placed In orbit bY a Soviet vehtcle launched ....... BHASKARA 2, CALLA ......................................
from a Cosmodrome !n the U.S.S.R. The main objectives were to
conduct earth observation experiments for ippllcatJons related INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (SAHIRI
to hydrology, forestry, and geology using i two-band TV camera
system, and to conduct ocean-surface studies using a NSSDC ID- 81-115A-02 INVESIIGATIVE PROGRAM
two-frequencY satellite microwave "sdiometer (SAMIR) system. APPLICATIONS
Secondary objectives were to test engineering and data
processing systems, to collect Ztmlcad meteorological date from INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
remote platforms, and to conduct scientific lnvestJga.tons in METEOROLOGY
X-ray astronomY. Bheskera was O 26-faced quasi-spherical OCEANOGRAPHY
polyhedron. It had a height of 1.66 m, end 8 diameter of l,SS
m. Named after the two "Dheskeracharyas," PERSONNEL
estronomer-methemettc)ans of ancient India, the set¢lltte was PI - O,P.N.CALLA SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR
formally turned off In March 1981. Information end data are
ivallable from the SPICe Application Centre, Ahmedabad° India. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this Investigation were to conduct
....... BHASKARA, CALLA........................................ studies over the Indian subcontinent and surrounding seas using
19.$5-, 22,2_5-, end $1.O-GHz microwave radlomet_lc systemINVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (SAMIR) i_a system monitored the changes In microwave radiation from
the sea surface, yielding Information on the sea state and the
NSSDC ID- 79-051A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM sea surfacz temperature. O
APPLICATIONS dl....... BHASKARA 2, JOSEPH- ....................................
INVE£TIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY INVESTIGATION NAME- DUAL TV CAMERA
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- 81-liSA-O! INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - O.P.N.CALLA SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR APPLICATIONS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
3he objectives of this Investigation were to conduct EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
studies over the Indian subcontinent end surrounding seas using
a 19- and 22-GHz microwave radio_etrlc system, Spatial PERSONNEL
resolutions were 150 km for the 19-GHz channel, and 230 km for PI - G. JOSEPH SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR
the 22-GHz channel. Swath widths were _OO km and 230 km.
respectively, BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this Investigation were to cnnduct
....... BHASKARAo JOSEPH- .................................... earth observation studies for applications related to
hydrology, forestry, end geology using tWO television cameras
INVESTIGATION NAME- TV CAMERA operating In visible (O.BA- to 0.66-mlcrometerl end
near-tnCrared (0.7S- to 0.85-mlcrometerI Wavelengths. Each
NSSDC ID- 79-051A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM picture frame had en area of $25 x $25 km. wlth a resolution of
APPLICATXONS | km. Thousands OF Images were collec=ed In both visible and
Infrared wauelengtPs. Subsequent to m component malfunction.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) the camera operating in the vl$1bZa bend was shut down about
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY two months after 1lUnCh.
PERSONNEL
PI - G, JOSEPH SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this lnvostl$ltJon ware to conduct
earth observation lewd|el for applications related to
hydrology, forestry, and Biology wains two television cameras
operstlnB in visible (0.S_- to O.GS-Ilcrometer) and
near-Infrared (0.7S- to 0.8S-micrometer) wlvelongths. About
one year of visSble Imssss were collected.
seslelealmemaeeaesamaeaa_ell BHASKARA 2elaaaeeallmeeulealasaeee
SPACECRAFT C_ NAH£- BHASKARA 2
ALTERNATE NAMES- 12968, 8AT. FOR EARTH 0BS. 2
SEO 2
NSSDC ID- 8I-IISA
LAUNCH DATF- 11120/81 HEIGHT- _44, KO
LAUNCH SITE- KAPUSTIN YARd U,S.$.R.
LAUNCH VEHICLE- C-I
S
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r_: COSMOS SATELLITE PROGRAM iThe Cosmos (or Kosmos) satellite series is a long, continuing series of U.S.S.R. satellites with
1837 having been successfully launched between March 1962 (Cosmos 1) and April 1987. T, le
Cosmos name is given to a wide variety of satellite missions and types. Known to have been
included are military missions, scientific missions, engineering tests, planetary launches that were
mission failures, and prototypes for navigation, communications, manned flights and extra-
terrestrial planetary satellites. The greatmajority of flights have been military missions, but there
have been a large number of scientific missions. These scientific missions have included
experiments related to meteorology, aeronomy, ionospheric physics, energetic particles, magnetic
fields, biology, and nonterrestrial planetary sciences. A number of the Cosmos meteorological
satellites are known to have been of a reconnaissance type mission with a relatively short lifetime.
Their payloads often included a data capsule that was designed to be physically recovered
subsequent to its separation from the satellite and reentry through the atmosphere.
A_least 16 other Cosmos satellites were closely related to the development, early operation,
testing, and demonstration of a prototype meteorological satellite system (Meteor 1). Cosmos i 22
was the first officially announced meteorological satellite and wa" the first U.S.S.I_. weather
satellite to provide data for the conventional weather communications circuits to the U.S. Several
of the early Cosmos meteorological satellites were prototype operational vehicles for the
subsequent Meteor 1 system. The orbits and hardware of Cosmos 144 and 156 (and their
replacements) were planned with orbit precession and imaging field-of-view to receive data from
half the ear_'s surface during a 24-h period, thus requiring two satellites to obtain once-per-day
global observations of cloud cover. Cosmos 149 and 320 included prototype narrow-angle
scanning telephotometers to measure the earth's radiation in the visible and near-IR regions and the
window regions of 8 to 12, and 10.5 to 11.5 micrometers. Cosmos 384 used a microwave
sensing instrument to obtain information about sea ice under all weather conditions, day or night.
An increasing emphasis on oceanographic observations continued with the launch of Cosmos
1076. It was launched on February 12, 1979, to obtain operational information about the world's
oceans using visible, infrared, and microwave sensor data.
Table 4 lists Cosmos satellites launched prior to 1976, which had, or were likely to have had,
payloads useful for meteorol,_gical purposes. The first U.S.S.R. operational meteorological __
r
satellite (Meteor 1-1) is included in the table to provide perspective. Prior to Cosmos 226, most of _.
the listed spacecraft usage has been verified as closely related to the development of meteorological
satellites. After 1976, virtually no intbrmation other than orbital characteristics has been found to
),
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TABLE 4 ._ _,_
SELECTED COSMOS LAUNCHES*
P..I.
NSSDC COSMOS LAUNCH INACTIVE OR ORBIT INFORMATION REMARKS _ ,
ID NUMBER DATt_ REENTRY DATE _ inc I_1 '-
(kin) (deg) (rain)
?
62-014A 4 04-29-62 04-29-62 317-285 65 91 A1
62-033A 7 07-28 08-01 369-210 65 90 C5 _(
62-048A 9 09-27 10-01 358-301 65 91 A1 _
63-010A 14 04-13-63 08-29-63 512-265 49 92 B1 _:
63-011A 15 04-22 04-27 371-173 65 90 A1 i
63-050A 23 12-13 03-27-64 613-240 49 93 B1 _'
64-053A 44 08-28-64 860-618 65 100 C4 _
64-055A 45 09-13 09-18 327-206 65 90 A2 _'_
65-014A 58 02-26-65 659-581 65 9'1 CI _-'
65-029A 65 04-17 04-25-65 342-210 65 90 A2 ""
h
65-083A 92 10-16 10-24 353-212 65 90 A2 _
650-650 65 98 C1 _65-106A 100 12-17
66-038A 118 05-11-66 640-640 65 97 C1 ;_
66-054A 121 06-17 06-25-66 354-210 73 90 A2 _-_
66-057A 122 06-25 625-625 65 97 C 1
* Launched prior to 1976 and likely to be of importance to meteorological programs !
t Estimates of satellite weight (kg), dimension in meters (dia. length), and shape are coded according to the i"_
following key (Ref. King-Hele, 1983). _"
COD__E WEI(_HT DIA-LENQTH SHAPE
L
A1 4750 2.4 - 4.3 Sphere + cylinder
A2 5530 2.4 - 5.0 Sphere + cylinder ,
A3 5700 2.4 - 5.0 Sphere + cylinder :,
A4 5900 2,4 - 5.9 Sphere + cylinder
A5 6300 2.4 - 6.5 Sphere + cylinder
B1 400 1.2 - 2.8 Ellipsoid
B2 400 1.2- 1.8 Ellipsoid ;
B3 300/400 1.2 - 6.5 Ellipsoid + annular tail
134 550 1.5 - 1.8 Octagonal ellipsoid
C1 2000 1.5 - 5 Cylinder + 2 vanes or panels !
C2 2200 1.5 - 5
C3 2500 1.5 - 5
C4 _ 1 - 3 i
C5 1440 2.6 - 3.8 Cylinder r,
D 1.5 Spheroid + paddles _ t,
COS-4 :
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TABLE 4 ,
SELECTED COSMOS LAUNCHES* (continued)
I"
NSSDC COSMOS LAUNCH INACTIVE OR ORBIT INFORMATIQN REMARKS% _.
ID NUMaER DAm IW,.I IlLY./26., a/a inc Ixl
(lan) (dog) (min)
67-018A 144 02-28-67 (09-14-82) 625-625 81 97 C1 !
67-024A 149 03-21 04-07-67 297-248 48 90 D
67-039A 156 04-27 630-630 81 97 C 1
67-102A 184 10-25 635 -635 81 97 C1 _
67-104A 185 10-27 01-14-69 888-522 64 99 D :.
68-019A 206 03-14-68 630-630 81 97 C1
68-049A 226 06-12 10-07 650-603 81 97 C1
68-060A 232 07-16 07-24-68 352-202 65 90 A2
68-080A 243 09-23 10-04 319-210 71 90 A4 ,
68-111A 258 12-10 12-18 325-210 65 90 A2
69-029A (METEOR 1-1) 03-26-69 .... 687-633 81 98 C2
70-005A 320 01-16-70 02.-10-70 342-240 49 90 D
70-105A 384 12-10 12-22-70 314-212 73 89 A4
70-113A 389 12-18 6,09-655 81 98 C3 _
72-020A 481 03-25-72 09-02-72 540-279 71 92 B2
72-028A 485 04-11 08-30 506-28-1 71 92 B1
72-033A 481 04-21 09-24 531-278 71 92 B1 _'
72-048A 497 06-30 11-07 812-282 71 95 B1
72-050A 498 07-05 11-25 511-282 71 92 B2
72-078A 523 10-05 03-07-73 507-283 71 92 B2 _
72-084A 526 10-25 04-08 511-282 71 92 B2 __73-004A 545 01-24-73 07-31 521-279 71 92 B2
73-020A 553 04-12 11-11 519-,9.82 71 92 B2
73-029A 558 05-17 12-22 526-279 71 92 B2 ,
73-035A 562 06-05 01-07-74 510-282 71 92 B2 ?
73-057A 580 08-22 04-01 518-283 71 92 B2 _.
73-091A 608 11-20 07-10 528-28 1 71 92 B2
73-099A 615 12-13 12-1"/-73 859-280 71 96 B2
74-010A 633 02-27-74 104)4-74 516-280 71 92 B2
74-047A 662 06-26 838-282 71 96 ra2
74-058A 668 07-25 02-21-75 519-28 1 71 92 B2
74-075A 686 09-26 05-01 303-208 71 92 B2
74-076A 687 10-11 02-05-78 698-286 74 94 B4
74-091A 695 11-20 07-15-75 493-283 71 92 B2
74-106A 701 12-27 01-09.75 314-170 71 89 A5
75-002A 702 01-17-75 01-29 313-205 71 90 A3
75-006A 705 01-28 11-18-76 524-281 71 92 B2
75-026A 725 04-08 01-06 508-283 71 92 B2
75-058A 745 06-24 03-12 540-274 71 92 B2
_1_ 75-067A 750 07-17 09-29-77 830-28 1 71 95 B2
COS-5
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aid in identification of U.S.S.R. Cosmos series satellites that were used for meteorological
observations. The orbital characteristics are available along with estimates of spacecraft shape and _4_
weight in King-Hele et al., "The RAE Table of Earth Satellites 1957-1982," Wiley-Interscience.
Over 60 spacecraft launches between January 1977 and December 1984 were found to have orbital
characteristics that were similar to the previously launched spacecraft shown in the table.
Descriptions of a few of these Cosmos spacecraft and experiments are included as typical
examples.
1
O
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@INiUUlinllulllllltlilllilalU CO_O_ 122uuuaauum_maulauuuumuuua ¢omunScetlon. The TV 1meSaS rice|red by these ground stations
were processed and transmitted to the Hydrometeorological
Center In Hos¢ow, where they were 8nalyzed end used In verloua
SPACECRAFT _ NA_E- COSHOS 122 forecast end analysis products. The pictures were 8rchlved et
ALTERNATE NAHES- KOSHOS 122, 02254 the Hydrometeoroloslcal Center. The Cosmos 122 cameras,
ilthough hevtng 2.5 times the resolution of those cerrled on _..
NSSDC ]D- 66-057A the ESSA _stellltet, could not provide continuous overlepplh$ !globe1 coverage Is do the ESSA cameras owing to the lower orbltLAUNCH DATE- 06/25/66 NE]GHT- KG of the Cosm=s 122 aotelllte (620 km compared tu 1400 km).LAL_CH SITE- TYURATAH (BAIKONUR COSHOZ_0HE), U.S.S.R. Thus, to close the gaps In coverage, It least two satellitesLAUNCH VEHICLE- A-1 were required In the weather satellite system. In addition,cloudcover mosaics were produced from I0 or more |ndividuel
SPONSORING CO(R_RY/AGENCY ¢lou_cover pictures it the Hydrometeoro_oglcsl Center to
U.S.S.R. _45 provlde 8 more comprehensive view of globe1 weather systems.
Some of the Individual pt¢tures end the cloud mosaics were
INITIAL ORBIT P/_AI4ETERS transmitted to various foreign mateorolosl:el centers as pert
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTR]C EPOCH DATE- 06/25/66 of 8n international meteorological dots exchange program. The
ORBIT PERIOD- 97.12 MAN INCLINATION- 65.1A DEG United States received some of these pictures It the National
PER]APS]_- 683. _ ALT APOAPSIS- 657. 10q ALT Environmental Satellite Service (NESS) in Suitland, Nerylend,
vim the "cold 1lee" facsimile link with Hoscow. Pictures were
PERSONH_L transmitted to hqESS from September 11, 1966, through October
PH - UNKNOt4N SOVIET ACAD OF SCI 26, 1966- These Plctures were archlved It NESS for ] yr end
PS - U_(NOI4N SOVIET ACADOF SCI then, unless of unusual Interest. were discarded. The
experiment terminated operations an October ]966.
BRIEF D[SCRIPTIOH
Cosmos 122 was the first announced Russlen meteorological .... COSHOS 122, Ut4KNOk_
satellite end the last In i series of prototype meteorological
satellites that Included Cosmos 44, 58. _0O, and 118. It wss INVESTIGATION HAHE- SCANHING P_IR
the list meteorolo9]csl satellite launched from tile Tyurltlm
site wlth In A-I launch vehlcle at a 6S-des orbital NSSDC ID- 66-057A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Inclination, and It provtded s transition from the prototype APFL]CAT]ONS
serles to the Cosmos "Harmer" experiments1 weather sltellite
system. Cosmos 122 was orbited tO test meteorolcgScol INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S) ,
lnstrunentstl_n designed for obtlSntng images of cloud cover,
snow cover, sad 1co fields on the doy end flight sldes of tee PERSONNEL
e_rth and for measuring fluxes of outgoln9 radiation reflected PI - UNKNOMN SOVIET ACAD OF SC]
and radiated hY the mirth-atmosphere system. The
Instrumentation consisted of (I) two vldicon cameras for BRIEF DESCRIPTION ;_S-"daytime cloudcover pictures, (2] I high-resolution scanning IR The Cosmos 122 high-rcsolut]on scanning IR radiometer was
radiometer for n_ghttime end daytime Jma91ng of the mirth and destgned to mike measurements of cloud distribution and snow ,:
clouds* end (_) in Irrly of nlrrobP- led wide-Ingle rodiometers led 1¢¢ cover on the deyside end nightside of the earth. The
covering the O,S- to 3- S- to 12-, end 3- to ]0-micrometer radiometer melsured the outgolng rldlitlon from the
channel for measuring the Intensity Of rldllt]On reflected from earth-atmosphere system In the 8- to I2-mlcrometer Itmospherl¢
the clouds end oceans, the surface temperatures of the earth window. Neasurements made tn this spectra1 region permitted _L
and cloud _ops, end the total flux of thermal energy from the constroction of brightness patterns of the thermal relief led
earth-atmosphere system into spice, rzspectlvely. The determination of equivalent radiation temperatures of the
satellite was In the form of I :ergo cylindrical capsule, 5 m earth's surface and cloud tops. The Instrument was m L_
lon5 and 1.5 m tn d$lme_er. Two large solar cell panels of narrow-angle scanning radiometer with in Instantaneous viewing
three segments elCh were deployed from opposite sides of the Ingle o_ ].5 hy 1.5 des. It was mounted tn the bise of the *
oyllnder after satellite separet$on from the launch vehicle, satellite in S sealed _nstrument compartment with its optlcal
The solar panels were rotated to constantly face the sun during exls dlrected 8long the local vertical and toward nadir, The
satellite oayttme by means of 8 su_ sensor controlled drive radiometer measured the intensity of the OUtgOing radiation by _
mechanism fitted in the top end of the center body. The comparing the earth's radiation flux with the radiation flux
meteorolnslc81 Instruments were housed in I hermetically sealed from space. Each type of redaction entered the red_ometer
compartment located tn the lower part of the capsule, while the through se0arate windows, which were oriented In mutually
basic sateZlSte servtcln$ systems were contained In e special perpendicular directions. The radiation from the
hermetically sealed compartment In the upper part of the earth-atmosphere system fell on e pline scannlng mlrror that
capsule. Data were transmitted to earth it a frequency of 90 was mounted et In ingle of 45 de9 to the satellite veloclty
HHZ by means of • steerable high-gain parabolic antenna that vector end scanned through In Ingle of plus or minus 50 des
was attached to the center sectlon of the satellite body by a from nadir. The radiation was reflected from the scanning
lon9 arm. The satellite was trtaxlilly stabilized by a sertes mirror through I stationary modulating dtsk and filter window
of Inertial flywheels, drlven bY electric motors, whose ktnetic onto I parabolic mirror that focused the parallel beam through _
energy was dampened by torques produced by electromagnets a movable modulating disk onto I thermistor bolometer. The
interacting with the earth's megnetto fteld. Cosmos 122 was stationery and movable modulating disks provided the channel
orlented by mirth sensors with one of Its axes directed switching, sendtn9 ftrst the earth-atmosphere radiation and
earthward lions the loc81 vertical, • second oriented aloes the then the spice radiation to the parabolic mirror end finally tO _*
orbital velocity vector, end a third orlented perpendicular to the bolometer. The bolometer converted the rodiant flux lets
the orblta} plane, This orientation ensured that the optical vartable electric voltages (0 to 6 V) whose frequency was equal _
axes of th_ Instruments were constantly directed earthward, to the modulator frequency and whose magnitudes were
Cosmos 122 ceased operations In late October 1966. proportional to the differences Ln the radiant flux Intensities
between earth and spice developed e_ the bolometer output.
....... COSHOS ]22, UNKNONN- .................................. During the movement of the scanning mirror through O plus or
minus 40-des sector, line scanning (40 lines/men} of the target
INVESTIGATION NAHE- DUAL rID]CON CANERAS Irel wos accomplished in a plane normal to the orbltal plsne
usln9 e forward end back path, while scanning olong the flight
NSSDC ID- 66-057A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH pith was provtded by the relative motion of the satellite with _"
APPLICATIONS respect to the earth. In elCh scan, with the Indicated viewing _
and scanntn9 angles from the satelltte's nrb]tel altitude, the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) radiometer recorded the moan radiation Intensities from I band _'"
about 1100 km wade with • resolution of about 15 km at nadir to
PERSONNEL about 24 to 27 km et the edges. The radiometer was ¢ipabll of
Pl - UNKNONN SOVIET ACAD OF SC! maosurin9 red]IliOn temperatures wtthln 2 to $ des for _
temperatures above 273 des K end w]thln 7 to 8 de9 fOr
BRIEF DESCRIPTION temperatures below 273 des K. The v]deo s19nels were amplified
The Cosmos ]22 duel vSdi¢on ¢lmtrl experiment WIS Ifld sent either tO the set/lilt/ memory unit for later
designed to test the ¢lPlbtl]ty Of Russlln weather satellites transm|sslon or to the radiotelemetry untt for direct
tO provlde daytime ptctures of the earth's cloudcover transmission to earth, depending on whether the satellite was
_lstrtbution. local stores, end _,lobal weather systems for use beyond or within the zone of radio communication with e ground
by the Soviet Hydrometeorulogtcel Service The receiving station, rasp/st]rely. Xhe ground receivers recorded L
Snstrumentltion consisted of two identical vidlcon remoras that the tronsmltted data In d]g]t81 fOr_ on magnetic tape sad
were mounted tn the satellite base and were directed toward the simultaneously on 80-mm photographic film in the form of e _.
mirth, Each camera viewed • 500- bY S00-km area -- one to the brightness lmlgt of the thermal relief of the earth-atmosphere
left end the other to the right of nldlr -- with e resolution _ystem. The data on mognetio tape were processed by cumputer _,Of !.25 km at nldtr from e slttllltl e)tttude of _00 to 700 km. et the Soviet Hydrometeorolo91cal Center led were used to
The cameras took e one-frame 1mesa of the eorth*s cloud cover produce e dtgttal map Of the equivalent redlit]Oh temperature
with slight overllpPSn9 of SUCCeSSive frames to pr0vldt field with o superposed geographic grld. The photographic film
continuous coverage. The olmerl$ awltched on lutomlttCllly 8my was developed end processed Into an IR ptcturq also with e _"
time the sun was more then 5 des Ibove ths horizon. Beoluse superposed arid. Thl pictures were irchlved it the "_"
the earth Illumination varied so much, lutomatic sensors Hydrometeorolog]col Center. Some of these p_¢tures were _"
a_lusted the camera apertures to produce high-quality pictures transmitted to various foreign meteorological centers is port
under • veriety of Illumination conditions. The ]mlge formed of en International meteorological dlta exchan9e program. The _
bY ee©h v]dl¢on tube e]thee _es transmitted directly to the Untted _tetes received these piotures et the Nitlonel
ground If the satellite was In radio contact with One of two Env]ronmeht81 Satellite Service (NE$$), 3ultlend, Horylend, vie
ground etltions or wes recordqd Oh magnetic tope for later ths "cold line" facsimile link with HOS¢OW, Pictures were
transmission tf the satellite was bqyond the zeal of rldlO transmitted to NES$ from mid-September until left October _966.
• i
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These IR pictures were kept it HESS for ]yr and then. unless of NSSDC %D- 67-02_A
_ unusual Interest, were discardad. The experiment terminated
operations In October 1966. LAUNCH DATE- 03/21/67 HEIGHT- 300. KG >
LAUNCH SITE- KAPUSTIH YAR, U.S.S.R.
..... COSHOS 122, UNVJ4OMN-............................... LAUNCH VEHICLE- B-I _
[HVESTIGATEON HAHE- ACTINOHETRIC IN_TRtR4ENT SPONSORIHG COUHTRY/AGENCY '2
U.S.S.R. SAS _ '
?4SSDC 1D- 66-057A-00 ZNVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH _;
APPLICATIONs INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS C
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05/25/67
ZHVESTIGATI0N DI$CIPLIHEIS) 0RBXT PERIO_ 89.76 HIH ]NCLINATIOH- 48.60 DEG _
PER]AP$I_- 263. KH N.T APOAPGIS- 285. KH ALT _
PE£_ONNEL
P! - UNKNOk_ SOVZET ACAD OF SC| PERSO_EL
PH - UNK_ONH SOVIET ACAD OF SCI _
BRIEF DESCRIPT%OH PS - UNKNOHN SOVIET ACAD OF SCI
The Cosmos 122 scttnometrio experiment was designed to ?
measure (21 the outgoin8 1unaware radiation (3 to 50 BRIEF DESCRZPTZOH
micrometers) from the eirth-atmosohere system, (2} the outgoins Cosmos 1_9 was the thirteenth Russian experimental _
near UV. ulsible, and near %R solar radiotlon (0.$ to $ meteorological satellite, the thlrd announced meteorological
micrometers} reflected and b•ckscaLtered by the satellite, and the third launched from the KaPUsttn Yar slte.earth-atmosphere system, and {3) the effect|re r•dt•Llon The satellite, which was basically on orbiting optical stilton
temperoture Of the earth's surface end cloud tops {8 to 12 mnd equipped with (1] t_o med}um-resolutlon, n0rrow-angl_. ).
micrometers). The Instrumentation consisted of four three-channel scanning telepbotomeLers oPerattns In the vlsible
radiometers: a _oir of scanning, nsrro_-an91e, two-channel spectral region to determ]ne the statistics1 u•lues of cloud
radlometars and d pair of nonscannlng, wide-angle, twO-channel fields and surface formaLtons, cloudtop heights, and
radiometers. The narrow-Ingle (_ by 5 de9 fleld of view (FOV)) atmospheric water Vlpor content, fl) a high-resolution,
radiometers measured ridl0tion In all three spectral bands, narrow-angle, |R radiometer operating In tha 8- Lo
whlle the _]de-ansle (I$6 to l_0 de9 FOV) radiometers operated il-mlcromeLer window to determine surface and cloudtop
only In the 0.$- to 3- and 3- to SO-micrometer bands, ]n Lha temperaturas, (31 _ patr of three-channel, wide-angle _nmrrow-angle radlomeLer, the 0.$- to S-micrometer band was radiometers to deL rmlne Lhe radiative boZance of the
meacured In one channel and the 8- to 12- and _- to earth-atmosphere system, and (41 m television camars SYstem to
SO-micrometer bends were combined In Lhe second channel. In provtde cloud¢over pictures for correlaLlon with the radiation
the second channel, the two bands were Separ•tad by tha data. 1he satellite was in the form of a domed cylJndor wlth _"
exchange of co_respondlns filters as the ri0}ometer sconned in an annular best and was 6.5 m long and |-2 m tn diameter.
olternate directions. The earth radiation entered the Mounted tn the top Of the domed nose section of the Spscacraft
narrow-angle r•dJometer through I cylindrical falrln9 (KRS-5 was one of the talePhotometers, which scanned In i plane
crystal} and fell onto a contcal scanning mirror. .he perpendicular to the fllghk path. The other telephotometer was
r•dJstton was reflected from the mirror through a three-lobed mounted on the left side of the cylJndr_c•l center section and
rotating mirror chopper that modulated the radiation flux at a scanned slung the fitght path. The television System was
frequency of 80 HI. The chopper alternately reflected earth housed in the slde of the domed nose section, and its optical _"
radiation and space radiation, which cntered throush • separate axis was dtrected parallel to nadir. The radiation balance
1
KRS-5 crystal window, onto one of three openings In • color sensor units were attached to booms that telescoped out from
fllter wheel -- one flltar for each spect_'il bind. The the lurer and upper sides of the satellite base. The lower
plr_cular sPectrll band that was passed through then fell on sensor untt faced nadtr, end the upper one viewed In the Zenith "_"_
on ,_f-axlS parabolic _lrror that focused the radiation flux direction. Also •ttoched to the base, by means of four lon9
one" a bolometrlc re¢aSver. Pertodtc ¢allbrlL1on was made when bars, was an annullr dynamlc sir stabilizer. This was the
the scanning mlrror moved to a 90-de9 ingle from nadir with first time such •n aerogyroscoptc system hid been employed for
simultaneous turnJnS on and 71e_ln9 of s silicon standard lamp. soLelllte stablllzotion0 and it w•s capable of providing an
The 0.3- to S-micrometer channel did noL USe the two-balm orientation In space with In error Zess thin 5 des relattve to ""
system or filter switching. The output from the modulated flow the three coordinate axes. The saLelltte's orientation was
of radiation on the bolometer was amplified, rectified, also regulated with rather high accuracy from the measurements
filtered, and fed into the radio-telemetry system over eight made by the sctantific instruments themselves. The orientation
channels. The wide-angle radiometers had Identical Optical and stabilization systems made It possible to relate data to
systems for both channels. The earth rodJotlon entered the geographical location with an accuracy of 10 to 15 km It nadir. _ _.
radiometer through a hemispherical shall composed of quart_ or All the instruments operated In alLhcr of two modes: (11 the ]KRS-5 crystal wJLh I coating that deter,_lned the passband. The "continuous cycle mode** or (2) the "d_ti storing mode," The
rodlatlon was then moduilted wJLh e frequency of 64 HZ and fall satellite instrumentation included a ProgrammJn9 and tJmtn_
on I bolometrJc receiver. AS In the nlrrow_lngle rad}0meters, device for controlling the various units and the telemetry
th_ bolometer output was processed end fed lnLo Lha system In both the dill storage mode ond the continuous cycle
radio-telemetry system. The wide-ingle radiometer was mode. The satellite transmitted data at 90 HHZ via an antenna
standardized simultaneously with the narrow-angle radiometers mounted on the upper side of the satellite base. The
by the lnput of a standard 64-HI ¢e_lbratin9 frequency into the temPeratures of the various Instruments _ere monitored bY i_
amplification clrc:_t. The relsttue rms measurtn9 error for resist•nee thermometers, and the data were used to ragulate the _e_
both types of radiometer3 was about 0.5_. To provide a backup temperature and to idJust the rasults of the basic
cspabll_ ty, one wlde-lnsle and one narrow-angle radiometer were measurements. In mineral, the equipment worked as planned.
held In reserve and could have been acLJvited on command from However, problems with the stabilization system developed
the around. The orient•Lion of the Cosmos 122 satellite during the early part of the flight. This resulted In
insured thlt the primary opt_caZ axes of the rldlomeLers were siLelZlte roll Ibout the longitudinal oxls and, consequentZy.
orlented vertlc•lly downward towarO nndlr. The survey of the the amount of data acquired was relatively ltmJted. Cosmos 149
earth's surface by both radiometers was carried OUt by the reentered the earLh': atmosphere on April 7, 1967, after 17
motion o_ the sete111ta relatlva to the earth. In a0ditJon, days In orbit.
the hlrrov_-ln$1e radiometer scanned 66 dig tO either side cf
nadir In a pl•ne normal to Lhe orbital plane by rocking Lhe ....... COSHOS |49, FARAPANOVA ................................ '_
scanning mirror about the optical axis. The rwdlomaters
covered i strip •bout 2500 km wtde uq the earth's surflce and INVESTIGATION NAHE- THREE-CHAN_EL HIDE-ANGLE RADIOHETERS
had e around resolution of S0 km at nidlr. The die• were
re4uced It the around stations lnd were transmitted In binary H$SDC ID- 67-024A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
form to the Hydrometeorolog|cal Center In No£cow, where they APPLICATIONS
ware recorded In digital form on magnetic ripe and were used to _[
br00uce various analysis products such Is earth-atmosphere INVESTIGAT%OH DISCIPLINE(S)
albedo charts Ohd radiation temperature maps, The data were _'_
archJved at the Hydrometeorologtcal Center, Some of these PERSONNEL
charts were trlnsmtttad In sraphJcsl form tO verl0us foreign PZ - G,P. FARAPANGVA SAS-IPA
meteorological centers, including the National Environmental Ol - _.P. KOZVREV SAG-IrA
Satellite Servtce (HESS1, Sultlsnd, HirYZmfld. These OI - E,F, KLIHCHUK SAS-IPA
• ¢tJnometrlc cherts were receJvad IL HESS vii the "cold 1the" 01 - A.I. PASHKOV SA$-IPA
facsimile Zlnk with Hoscow from mld-Auoust 1966 until late
October |966. The eh_rts wera microfilmed •nd srchlved eL the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Nation•l Climatic Date Center (NCDC), Ashavllle, North The Cosmos 149 three-channel, wlde-ansle rldlometer
Cerolin•. The experiment tarminoted oberstlons lh October experiment was desloned to determina tha global distribution of
|96_. the bll•nce bltWeeh lncomln0 solor radiation Ind outgoing
terrestrial Ind reflected solar rldJltto_. The Instrumentation
aaaaaaMaaaaa.s_uulalaa#a.ua C05H00 |49aaaa.aal.llala.eaaaaall COnSIsted Of tWO threl-Chlnnll w_de-lnSil (|80 deS) red}ometers
thor were pllcad In spe¢i•l containers to PrOVlOe optical Ind
thermal |sol•tl0h from the iltallite. Thav were mounted on
SPACECRAFT COHHON NAHE- COSHOS 149 teldscoplns booms thee extended from obboslte $_0es of tha
ALTERNATE HAH_S- KOSHOS 149, 02714 satellite beset wlth one directed toward the zenith •nd the
other tow|rd nldSr. Eoeh r•dlometer ¢oflt•ined three rodiotion
thermocouples, wh|ch mePsured the tote1 radiation flux In the
Shortwave (0.3 to S micrometers), nepr-|R (0,9 to $
micrometers), bnd longwavt (3 to 30 mlerometersl spectrll
b•nds, Elch red|•tton thermo¢Oubie, In turn, COhSlSted Of •
xenon-filled be|loon thor WOS ¢overed by • hem/spherlcol
5
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ir i_ fllt•r, with • radiation r•oo/vln9 •r•• and the thermoptle•mounted b•low •n • le•d b•se. Th• filters determined the _- CO,$1qOS 149, K4LKEV|CHPsi•band far mioh channels a UV-911•• filter for •hi shirt•ave
oh•nnol, • no. 5 IR-slo•s f/lear for the neor-ZR channel, and • INVESTIOATION NAHE- THR_E-CHAI_L NARROH-ANOLE
no. 5 crystal f|lt•r for the long•eve chonnol. The radiation TELEPHOTO_TERS
receiving •re• was divided Into the inner and outer aria•. The
inner Ire• was disc-shaped, w|• coated with block lfld whirl _ ID- 47-024A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PRiG•AN
paint, ond was attached to the hot thermopll• Junctions. The APPLICATIONS
outer lrll was •nnullr, ell also coated with black lad white
point* but WaS Eft•shed tO the ¢old thlrmoN]e _uncttons. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} ;..
Platlnum ri•l•t•nco thormometer• were IOClted neor the cold
Junctions lad hemisphertc•l filters to monitor their PERSOt_
temperoturel. The earth-oriented rldlOmeter leisured IOllr PI - H.S. MALKEVICH SAS-IPA
rldlmtion )n the 1on•wave end shortwave oh|noel• lad spice iS - V.I. SYACHINOV SAS-IPA
radiation or channel noise in the nelr-IR channel. The iX - L.G. ISTON%NA SAC-IrA
earth-oriented unit, however, did not remlln In the planned
orient|Olin. Instead. the optical lXeS of the rldiometers were BRIEF I_SCRIPTION
directed It In Ingle to the horizon and nelsured the sum of The Cosmos ]49 three-channel, norro_-sngle ktlephotometer
fluxes from both the satellite body lnd the earth. During the experiment •is designed primlrtly to measure quantitatively the
Initial phial Of the flight, when the satellite eli operlted In lngUllr, spiels1, lad spectre1 par•meters of the structure of
• n oriented •tote. the solar flux mo••uroment• were used to cloud fields, aerosols, and the underlying survive that _
estimate the efficiency end rollebll/ty of the dire from the determine the radiation field of the earth. Secondary 9ouls
earth-oriented radiometer lad to determine the •it/lilts _ere to me•sure reflected solar radiation in various sections
orientation with respect to the sun. After satelllto roll hid of the spectrum In order to determine cloud•up heights ond to
developed and the orientation SYstem was disconnected, however, test the feasibility of determining the moss of atmospheric ..
the zenith-oriented radiometer recelved radiation from zentth wooer vapor from measurements in the O.72-mlcrometer wirer
to nadir dot/n9 one rotltlon Of the sotelllto and melsur•d the vapor absorption hind. The Instrumentation consisted of two _..
relected solar, lncldent solar, outDoLng terrestrial thermal, three-channel, medium-resolution telephoto•stars that scanned
and spice rldlltlon. The sensitivity of the shortwave lad In two mutuellY orthoDon•l pleas• and produced two photometric
long•ave channels In this radiometer decreased grldullly by A0X proftle$ of the earth's brian•n/s• field tn nurrow Intervals of _..
during the ftr•t 10 days Of •hi ml$$1on. The radiometer the vlslble speotrol region. They both operated In the
resolution was such that •t nadir the radlomoter overog_d the Intensity fungi of 0.5 to 70 ml4/sq cer-ster-mlcr0meter, and each _:_
radiation be1•9 emLtted from • clrculor •Pea of 100 km rldJUS, hid a _-de9 fleld of vllw. The ftrst tolephotometer (TF-3A) _
In the continuous cycle (direct transmission) mode. dst• were was mounted on top of the nose S_¢tlon of •hi •ltelllte lid
o_talfled over • _-$ observing perlod wlth continuous scanned perpendicular to the flight tre|ectory. It measured
repetitions, whlle In the memory (delayed transmission) mode the intensity of reflectod solar r&dlutton In narrow bands ..*
toe observing period w|s 8 • long with • S-m1• pause. Owing to centered it 0,54, 0.47, and 0.74 mlcrometor. The second
the problem of so•allOts rotation, the volume of dltl •cqulred telephotometer (TF-IB) was mounted on tho left sJde of the _
was •m•11 but was considered to be qutte rellihle. Rosult• cylindrical center section end scanned 81on9 the fllDht _"
lad•cited that the ridlltlon balance durtn9 daytime for opttmll trlJectory. It measured the Intensity of reflected solar
sollr elevations vlrled In the range 0.S to 0.7 col/sq cm-mln, rldl•tlon In the lbsOrptlon blndS Of wooer vapor (0.76
A slmilar experiment was flown on Cosmos 520. micrometer) and molecular oxygen (0.75 micrometer3 lad In the
comparison hand of 0.74 mlcrometero Rodletlon flrst entered
....... COSMOS 1_$, GORODETSKIY ......................... the telephotometer through I synthetic quartz protective cop,
was reflected from • plone scannln9 mlrror that scanned tns
INVESTIGATION NAHE- HARROI4-ANGLE IR RADIOMETER clrculqr motlon, and passed through • protective tubular
diaphragm ¢onslstlng Of 1400 blackened tubes S0 mm lon9 end
N_SDC |D- 67-024A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM wlth • 6-mm lnner diameter. The radiation then oIssed throush _J'
APPLICATIONS one of three Interference filter• on to one of four openings tn L.
• rotltlng programming disk. The proDrlmmlng disk performed
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLIHE(S} four successive operations during the measurement cycle: (1I It
allowed each channel to record lts own zero level, (2) It
PERSOt_L opened the aperture for low 1lint flux measurements from earth,
PI - A.K. GORODETSKIY SAS-IPA space. •un_ lad satellite stabilizer, {5} It allowed the _
OI - H.S, NALKEVICH SAS-IPA vlewJn9 of e brightness stlnd•rd for sensltlvLty calibration, -
O! - E.F. KLIMCHUK SAC-SPA ond (4) It tnserted• neutrol |ttenuutlon filter for comparison %_
m asurements of the rid/melon fluxes. The radiation fluxes
BRIEF D_SCRIPTION that were passed through the programming disk aperture fell on "L
The Cosmos 1_ nitrite•ale IR radiometer experiment was one of three photomulttpl_ers, whose outputs were 0mp]tfled and
d/signed to determine surfuce lad C_OUdtop tempers•urns by _ent e_ther to the tolemltry system for d_rect tronsmtsslon or _
meisur_ng the outgoing rid|melon in the e- tO l_-m_cromlter to l recording device. Elch cycle of measurement begin with
window. The Instrumentation consisted of • high-resolution, the s¢innln9 mlrror positioned so that the optical axes of the
nurro_-ungl•, nonsconntns IR radiometer with I 2- bY 4-de9 three channel• devlated from the zenith by IS daD. The cycle
fleld of vlew. The radiometer was mounted with _tS 0ptJoul consisted of two full revo!utJons of the scan•to9 mtrrur and
iXtS directed along the 1oc81 vertical when the satellite lasted 3.6 S. Complete cycles were reoeuted continuouslY when
assumed tts normal orientation. The radiometer scanned the the experiment was In the direct trunsmlssl0n mode; whtle In
earth o_ln9 to the progression of the slte111te •1on9 its the memory mode, the cycles were sap•rated hY $-mln 1neutrals.
orbltol path. The main components of the rodlometer were (1} • Each cycle provtded 100 Individual meusurements of rodlat_on it
parebolLc mirror wlth u 30-mm focul lenD•h. (2) a chopper. ($) maximum sensltlv|tY lad 100 compirls0n measurements made with
• n Interference fllter. (4I a 1- by A-mm bolometer platform, the neutral •ttenu|tlng filter. After the flrst few cycles on
(51 • thermistor, and (6} blinds. Radiation from elrth and the first orbit, the absolute sensitivity of the
space entering the radiometer was comblned by the mirror, telephotometer• fell Off and thetr zero level• began to vary.
modul•tod bY the chopper, passed thr0uDh the interference The decllno In sensLtlvlty for TF-_A was caused bY • flesh of
filter, and focused on the bolometer. The •lsnol •is amplified sunlight overloading •hi photomulttpllor, partlculurly tn the
and sent elther to the telemetry system For direct transmission 0.74-micrometer channel. By the third orbtt, the sensitivities
or to a recordln$ devtce. A thermistor was mounted on the ware SO desrodld that reference st9nuls were no longer recorded
radiometer casing to detorm|ne the Instrument temperature, and die• on terrestrl•l brightness were not tillable. All
which allowed the dote to he corrocted based on the tempe_•turo three c|t•nnel• of TF-$B, however, produced terrestrial
dtpendenco of the radtomoter sensitivity. _11nds with a set of brlshtnoss profiles throughout the life of the experiment,
d|ephr•DmS In front of •hi loose• wero Used to reduc• the dump|to constdor•ble veriltion (up to $0_} In •hi absolute
effect of 1|tare1 exposure. In the continuous cycle mode, the $onsltivity. The error In t_e me•suremont of absolute
rldlomater had • 6-sac cycle observing period _lth continuous t•rrestrl•l brightness for tho$o channels plus the 0.34- and
repetitions, whtle In the memory mode the observation tntorvel 0.74-mJcromoter channols of TF-$A for ch|P•cterlsLlc
was 8 • with • S-m1• pause. During the letter part of the Intensities wos less than 5X lad no moro than 2_ for weok
fl|Dht, the stability of the Instrument zero level was tosted slDnals. The cross soctJons of the scanning bands It nadir
• s the •otelllto rotated •bout its longitudinal eX|S. Nhen •hi from an IVerlge satellite •1•Studs of 26S km were •bout 20 km
optical ext• of the radiometer was In the plane of •hi loc•1 wldo and 30 km •port. Hhen the optical axis of the instrument
horizon, rld|ltlOh from Specs rtlched both Inputs lad wig used wig shiftod fro_ nldlr through •n in$1e of more than 30 daD,
• s a zero reference slDn•l tn most of •hi melsuromont$. The the erase of successive scans ovorlepped lad Lndependent
Instrument zero was stoblo lad remained at Its calibration Inform•Olin w•• obtained. The 9round resolution Of the
value. Labor•tory calibration lndloeted that the radiometer t•lephotometer• was 10 to IS km •t nadir, Problem• with the
WaS capable Of moesurJng rldlltlon tomperlture• wlth en error satellite orient•Olin and stabilization systems further limited
of no more thin | dis for 2S0 to $20 des K end 2 to $ di9 for the imount of useful dlti obtllnod. A slmlllr experiment wls
200 to 250 des K. The rather high spat1•1 ro$olutlon of the flown on Cosmos 320.
radiums•or (10 to |S km •t nodlr) I•de _t POSSible to ob••rve
the d•t•lle of the t_ermel structure •f Oh• cloud cover and to ....... COSHOS |49, UNKNOI4N-..................................
• etlm•te the problems lnvolv•d In det•rmlnln$ the temporeture
of the underlytn$ •uvfoce, This high i¢curi©Y 11•o mad• It INVESTIGATION HAHE- TV CAHERA SYSTEH
poss|ble tO de•arm|he the contrlbutlon of the Oorosol componont
to _h• trio•formation of •hi thormol rldietton emitted from the
Ilrth*l surflcl end Oh• lo_er layer of the atmosphero. The
rld|Omltlr worked le Pllnned. However, after • foe dlyS |n
orbit, problems with tho sl_ellite st•b_lSzltlun ¢lused the
Ilttlllte to roll Ibout its lon$1tudlnel axls ind limited, the
• mount of U••fU1 d•t• •cqulr•d.¢
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NSSDC ID- 67-024A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH ---- COSHOS 156. UNKN0i4H-..............................
APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION NAME- OUAL VIDICON CN4[RAS
INVESTIGATION D%SCIPLII_(S)
NSSDC %D- 67-059A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSOt_qF-L APPLICATIONS
PI - UNKNOk_ •AS-IrA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Co•me: 149 TV comero •ysfem provided cloudcover end PERSONNEL
• orth pictures for use In •nolysl• of the v•rfou• measured PI - L_KNONN SOVIET ACADOF SCI
quint|ties of the r•diatton field of the eorth-•tmospnere
system obt•lned by the other three experiment• (1.e., • BRIEF i_SCRIPTION
three-ch•nnel telepflotometer end • narro_-•ngle and a The Cosmos 156 du•l vtdtcon camer• experiment w•s
wide-aisle %R radiometer). The comer/, whlch was mounted In deslsned to test the c•plbllltY of Russlen weather sotellltes
the lower side of the domed nose section, hod its optlcol •xls to provide daytime plctures of the earth's cloudcover
directed •1on9 nadir end produced television pictures with a distribution, loom1 storms, end 91obol weother systems for us•
30-de9 field of view at nadir. At the semi time, the camero by the Soviet Hydrometeorolo91cal Service. The instrument•tie•
save • picture of the tronsltlon •one between the eorth's consisted of two 1de•tics1 vtdlcon c•merls this were mounted In
• tmo•phere end spice tn four direction•. This allowed vtsuol the satellite base •nd were directed toward the earth. Eoch
control of the sotelllte's orientstlon. The system worked o• camera vlewed • S00- by 500-km are•, one to the left end the
planned. However, spacecraft stobt11•stton problems 11mlted other to the rlsht of nadtr, with • resolution of 1.25 km et
the omount of useful dote belns collected, n•dlr from • satellite eltltude of 600 to 700 km. The cameras
took • one-frame tmose Of the eerth*s cloud cover with sltsht
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm_mmmmmm COSMOS 1_6mmmlmmmmmmmnnmammmameM_ overloppSns of successlve fr•mes to provide contlnuous
coverage. The cameras switched on automatically eny ttme the
sun w•• more then 5 des above the horizon. Because the mirth
SPACECRAFT COHKON HAke- CO•HOB 156 illumination varied so much, outomotic sensors adjusted the
ALTERNATE HAHES- KOSHOS 156, 02762 ¢lmers apertures to produce hlsh-quollty pictures under a
vsrlety of 111vminotion conditions, The tmase formed by each
NSSDC ID- 67-059A vIdlcon tube either WOS transmitted directly to the around If
the satellite was In radio contect wtth one of two around
LAUNCH DATE- 04127167 kEIGHT- KO •t•tlons or was recorded on m•snetlc tape for later
LAUNCH SITE- PL[SETSK. U.S.S.R. transmission tf the satellite was beyond the zone of radio
LAUNCH VEHICLE- A-I communlc•tlon. The TV tml9eS recelved bY these 9round steele••
were processed and transmitted to the Hydrometeorolo91col
SPONSOR%HG COUNTRY/AGENCY Center in MOSCOW, where they were analyzed and used In various
U.S.S.R. SAS forecast and analysis products. The pictures were orchlved at
the Hydrometeorolo91cal Center. The Cosmos 156 cameras,
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS •lthoush havlns 2.5 tlmes the resolution of those carrled on
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04128167 the ESSA satellites, could not provide continuous ov•rlapPln9
ORBIT PERIOD- 96.96 MIN INCLINATION- 81.17 DEG slobel coverose as do the ESSA cameras deles to the lower orbit
PERIAPSIS- SOS. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 635. KH ALT of the Cosmos 156 satellite (614 km compa,'ed tO 1400 km).
Thus, to close the 0Bp• In cover•9e, •t 1most two •ote111te•
PERSONNEL were required In the weather ••t•Zllte system. In addition,
PH - UNKNOWN SOVIET ACAD OF SCI cloudcover mosaic• were produced from 10 or more Individual
PS - UNKNOHN SOVIET ACAD OF SCI ¢loudcover pictures at the llYdrometeorologi¢•l Center to
provlde • more comprehensive view of 91obol weather systems.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Some of the lndlvldu•l pictures end the cloud mosaic• were
Cosmos 156 was the fourth •nnounced Russian transmitted tO various foreign meteorolo91col centers as part
meteoroloslc•l satellite end the second lnterlm oper•tional of an International meteorolo91col date exchonse prosr•m. The
we•thor satellite In the experimental *'Meteor" system. It was United State• received some of these pictures It the Nations1
• 1so the second l•unch of • seml-operetionol smother satellite Envlronmentol Satellite Service (NESS) tn Sultlend, Morylsnd,
from the Plesetsk slte 1nee • nelr-pol•r, near-circular orblt, vii the "cold line" facsimile link with Moscow. The experiment
Unlike the U.S. Heather satellites, however, the orbit was appeared to hive l short useful life a• plctures were
proofed/ (not sun-synchronous) because, IS I result of transmitted to HESS For only 4 month•, from lote April to late 40
9eo9rlphic limitations, • retrosrsde orblt WnS not possible. Ausust 1967 it which time the experiment ls belteved to have &Cosmos 156 was orbtted to test. In • semi-operational mode, terminated operations. These plcture• were srchlved it NESS
meteoroZo91c•1 Instruments deslsned for obtain1•9 SmlSeS of for 1 yr and than, unless _ unusual Interest, were discorded.
cloud cover, snow cover, and toe flelds on the day and ntsht
• Ides of the earth dad for messurin9 fluxes of outsolns ...... CO•HOB 156, UNKNOk_I- .................................
radiation reflected •nd radiated by the vlrth-otmosphere
system. This lnstrumentotlon consisted of (1) two vldlcon INVESTIGATION NA_- SCANNING HRIR
clmer•• for dlytlme cloudcover pictures, (2) e hlsh-resolution
scannln9 %R radiometer for nLshttlme end deytlme lmsslns of the NSSDC %D- 67-099A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
mirth •nd clouds, and ($I an array of narrow- mad wtde-an91a APPLICATIONS
radiometers covertn9 the 0.3- to 5-, 8- to 12-. •rid 3- to
S0-mlcrometer channel• for measuring the intensity of radiation %NVEST|GATION DISCIPLINE(S)
reflected from the clouds lad oceans, the aurflce temperature•
of the earth and cloud tops, and the total flux of thermal PERSOHNEL
enersy from the earth-atmosphere system late apIce, PI - UNKHOHN SOVIET ACAD OF SCI
respectively. The satellite wa• in the form of • llrse
cyltndrlcll capsule, 5 m Ions ond 1.5 m In dllmeter. Two llrse BRIEF DESCRIPTION
solar cell ponels of four sesments each were deployed from The Cosmos 156 hlsh-resnlutlon scsnntns IR radiometer was
opposite sides of the cylSnder liter metallise seplrltlOfl from deslsned to mike measurements of cloud distribution end ShOW
the lounch vehlcl•. The •olaf panels wire rotated to end lee cover on the doyslde end nishtslde of the firth. The
constantly face the sun duties SO•lilies daytime by means of i rldiometer measured the outsoln9 POdia•ion from the
sun-sensor-controlled drive mechontsm fitted In the top end of earth-atmosphere system In the S- to 12-micrometer atmospheric
the center body, The mlteoroloil¢ll Instrumlntl, • window. Hlasurements mlde in thls spectral re$1on parmltted
mlSnltOlltlr* 4+S-_WtZ redid antenna•, and orbltsl control construction of brIshtfllaa plttlrnl Of the therllI relief lad
devices were housed In l hermetlcllly sealed cylinder lo¢ltld d/termination of equlvlllnt radiation temperatures of the
on the earthward-facies end of the cylindrical satellite body. earth's surface and cloud tops. The Instrument wan •
The satellite was trlaxlally stob111zed by | series of Seer•Am1 narrow-ensle scannSns radiometer with an instantaneous vlewtn9
flywheels, driven by electrtc motors, whose klnetlc enlrsy was anslo of 1.5 by 1.5 des. It was mounted In the bill of the
dampened bv torqutl produced bv ilectromlsnots lntersctlns with iltlllttl In • sl•led Instrument complrtmont with Its opt$col
the earth'• mesnetIo fleld. Cosmos IS6 was oriented by earth oxl• directed •1on| the locol vertlc•l end towlrd adder. The
llnlOrl wlth one of Itl iXll directed eorthward plon9 thl lOCll rldlOlltlr llllUred thl lntensltv of the outsolns redletlon by
vertl©ol, • second oriented •1on$ the orbital velocity vector, ¢omporlns •hi Ilrthel rldlltlon flux with the rodlot|oh flux
ind • thlrd orlented perpendicular to the orhltol Plsne, This from iplCt. Elch tYPe of rldtlt$Oh entered the radiometer
orient•tide ensured thee the optical axed of the lnstrumento throush _•naratl wlndows, whlch wore orlented In mutu•llv
wars cons•an•Iv directed vorticollv earthword olon9 the nadir, perpendicular dlreotlons. The redid•Son From thp
Nhen two of the "NsteoP lystom ootellltes were In operation •t esrth-otmosphere svstem fall on • plane scannln9 mirror that
the aome tima In neor-9olar orblts •nd MIth suit•hie m•s mounted ot en nn91e of 4S del to tha sot•lilt• velocity
difference• In the lonsltudes of the e•¢endln9 node•, data rooter end a©•nned through ah an91• of plu• or minus SO del
¢ouId bi ro¢elv•d from ono-hslf the oorth'• iurfl©l tn I 24-h from nadir. The rmdtstlon mll reflooted from the sosnnln0
period. It Is believed that the satellite indld oPerottens In mirror throulh a ototlon•rv module•In| dl•k dad filter window
late Aulust 1967, as Indicated bv the termination of dpta onto • peroboll¢ mirror that focused th9 porelltl ha|n throu|h
tronsmlsslon to the Unlted St•tea vl• the =©old line = re©simile I movohle module•laB dlsk onto e thermistor bolometer. The
link with Nos¢ow, Itlt|OhlrY Ind movlhll modulltlhl disks Provldld the chlnhll :
Iwltchlns, Ilndlnl flrlt the Ilrth-¢tmoephlrl rldlltIon iiid
thin thP speed rcdIetlon to the p•rebolt¢ mirror Ihd flnllly to
the bplomstar, Thp holompter converted the radtlnt flux Into
varlab19 olectrl© volt•l•• (0 to ¢ V) whose froquencv sos equol
to the modulctor frequency and shell mlsnltudll were p,
proportlonll to the dlffRrahce9 In the rldI•nt flux Intensities
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betwleM mirth and •pace dovelopld It tha bolometlr output, orSonted vortically downward toward nadir. The survey of ths
Durins the movement of thl scanning mirror throush e plus or elrth's ourflco by bath r•diometors was corrled out by tho
minus 40-deg sector, linl aclnnlng (40 lines/mini of thl tarstt motion of tho •atollito relltive to the earth. In idditlon.
arll Wal occomplishod In a pllno normal to tho orbltol plsnl the nlrrot_-inslo ridlolotor scanned 66 des to •tther side of
using a forward and back path, wh111 sc•nning aloha thl flight nadir tn • plona normal •o tht orbitll piano by rocking the
path w•l provided by thl rll•tlvo motion of tha satlllito with •canning mirror about the optlcml oxts. Thl radiometers
re•pest to the osrth. In olc scan. with thl Jndicstld viewing covered a str/p mbout 2500 km wldo on the olrth'l surface Gad
and scanning snails from thl Sltlllltl's orbttll altitude, the hid l ground resolution of 50 ks at alder. The data were
rad|omiter recorded the moln rldiltion Intensities From I band reduced st the ground stations and were trlnamitte4 in binary
about 1100 km wide with a resolution of ibout 15 km it nadir to form to the ttYdromoteoroloslcI1 Center In Moscow. where they
about 24 to 27 ks It the edges. The rldloletor was c•plble of wore recorded In dlgltll form on mssnotlc tape and were used to
measuring radiation temperaturts wlthin 2 to $ dis for produce verlous analysis products such Is llrth-ltmosphere
temperatures above 273 de9 K •nd within 7 to 8 dig for libido shirts and rldlltton timpersturo mops. The data wire
temperatures below 273 des K. The vidlo slsnsls worl omplifiod •rchivld it tho Hydrometeorolo91co1 Center. Some of these
lad sent either to the satellite memory untt for liter shirts wire trsflsllttid tn graphical form to various Foreign
translission or to the rldlotaleletry unlt for direct motoorologlcll center•, including the Hltionsl Environments1
transmission to earth, depending on whither the satellite was Sltellit• Service (NESS), Suitllnd, Haryllnd. These
beyond or within the zone of rldio communtcltion with I ground actinomltrlc charts, warl ricotvod It NESS vii the "cold Itnl"
rlcelvln9 station, respectively. The •round recatvers recorded facsimile link with Hoscow From may 1967 until Zeta August
the trlnsmltted dltI In diSitll form on magnetic tlpo end 1967, when, It Is believed, the experiment operations
sllultlnioualy on 80-1m photoBrlphlc film In the form Of I terlinlted. Tho cherts ware microfilmed end irchivid •t the
brightness 1lisa of the therlsl relleF of the elrth-ltmospherl Nsttonel Climatic Center (NCC), Ashevtlle. North Carolina.
system. Tho dltl on mlsnottc tope wore processed by computor
It the Soviet HydroleteorolosicsZ Center and were used to m.aiunMmaimmMimueliiaelmMile C0$HOS 384mMiNUMmNmMNMNemIUXMMmUM
produce s dIiitll map of the eouivllent rodlatlon temperatura
field with I suparposed seosrlphic arid. Thl photogrlphi¢ fill
wls developed and processed into an ]R picture also with I SPACECRAFT CONHOH _LSHE- COSHOS $84
superposad arid. Tho plctures were srchlved st tile ALTERNATE NAHES- KOSHOS $84, 04791
Hydromotoorologicll Center. Some Of these pictures were
transmitted to VIrlous forelgn mitlOrOlOSlCll centers l• port NSSDC ID- 70-i05A
0F In Internltlonll meteorological data exchange program. The
United StoOlS received these pictures st the Nitlonal LAL_H DATE- 12/10/70 NE|GHT- KO
Envlronlentll Satellite Service (I_SS), SuItllnd. Mlryllndo vii LAUNCH SITE- PLESETSK. U.S.S.R.
the "cold line" fscslllle link with Hos¢ow. Plctures were LAUNCH VEHICLE- A-2
transmitted to NES$ from early Hay unit1 late August 1967,
whom, It Is believed, tho experiment _perstlons terminated. SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
These IR pictures war• kept at HESS for 1 yr Ind then, unl•s• U.S.S.R. SAS
of unusull interest, wire dlSClrdl4.
INITIAL ORBZT PARANETERS
....... C_HOS 156, UI_NO_ ................................ ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/11/70
OROIT PERIOD- 89.5 MIN INCLINATION- 72,9 DEG
INVESTIGATION NAHE- ACTIONHETRIC INSTRUMENT PERIAPSIS- 212, KH ALT APOAP$1_e-- $14. KH ALT
NSSDC ID- 67-039A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH PERSOHNEL
APPLICATIONS PH - UNKNONN SOVIET ACAD OF ace
P$ - UNKNONN SOVIET ACAD OF SCI
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERSONNEL Cosmos _84 was the twentY-second Russian experimental
PI - UNKNONN SOVIET ACAD OF $CI meteorological sstelllts and tho nlnth launchad from the
Plesetsk sloe. Althou9h It wls prltlrlly part of the
BRIEF I_$CRIPTIOH recoverable payload rosonflltssance sertas, Cosmos $8_ also
The Cosmos 156 octtnolatric experiment was designed to carried s suppllmentol scientific poYload deslBnod to test
leisure (1) the OUtBOin9 lingo|re radiation (3 to 30 instruments that could be used to increase the viewing
micrometers) From tha earth-atmosphere system, (2) the out9olng capability of conventional weather sateZlitas and contlnua the
ne•r UV, visible, and near IR solar radiation (0.$ to $ lnvastl91tlons begun by Cosmos 2_$. Tho payload consisted of s
micrometers] reflected lad backsclt tarod by the nsrroH-ar, gle, nonscgnnin9. IR rsdlometor that ioesurod out9oin9
elrth-ltlospheno system, Ind ($) tho effoctive radiation terrestrial radiatio tn tha }0- to I2-mlcr meter wlndow and
temperature of the earth's surface and cloud tops (8 to 12 four microwave radiometers thlt lessured outgoing terrestrial
micrometers). The Instrumentation conslstod of four tflerlal radio (microwave) omissions at 0.8. 1.36. 3.4, and 8.5
radlometors# I pair Of scanning, nlrrow-snBIa, two-channel cm. Thl IR end mlcrowsvn radiometers made synchronized
radiometers iqd I pslr of nonsssnnlng, wide-Ingle, two-chsnnal aoasurament_ of the vortous brishtnass temperatures to provide
rodtometers. The nlrro_-an91o (4 by S do9 Flold of view (FOV)) surfsco lad otmospheric conditions, Is will is cloudcover
rsdiomitlr¢ measured rsdlotlon In 111 three spoctrll bonds, parameters. The data wero stored In I lemorv devise end then
while tho wide-snail (136 to 140 des FOV) rsdloloters oporated war• translltted bY teletetrY it 19.995 HHz. The ssta111to was
only In tha 0.$- to $- and $- to 30-1icrometir binds. In the tn the form of I cyllnder with hlllsphertcll ends and was 5 i
nlrrou-lngll radiometer, the 0.$- to $-atcrometor bind was lon9 and 2.44 m in dloleter. Cosmos 384 rlinterld the
leisured In one Chlnnll lad the 8- to 12- sad $- to itmosphere after more thin 11 days in orbit Ind was recovered.
$O-mlcromottr bands wore ¢ombtnod in the second channel. In On December l?. 1970. s 2- -diameter sphert¢ol capsule was
the second channel, the two binds were Seplrlted by the •_ected from the satallite and romstnod In orbit until December
exchange of corresponding re+tiPs Is tho radiometer scanned in 27. ]970.
alternate directions. The llrth rldiStlon entered the
morrow-ingle rsdtomet•r throush s cylindrical fslrtng (KRS-S ...... COSHO$ 384, BASHARINOV ...............................
crystal) and f•11 onto a conical scanning mirror. Thl
rodl•tion was r•flocted From the mirror through a three-lined INVESTIGATION NAHE- HICRONAVE RADIOHETERS
rotltlng llrror cbopplr that modulltod the radiation flux st s
fr•quency of 80 Hz. The chopper alternately reflected earth NSSDC ID- 70-105A-0| INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
radiation lad lpm¢l radiation, whlch entered through i SlplrStl APPLICATIONS
KR$-S trysts1 window, onto onl of throe Oplntng$ tn I color
filtlr wheal -- on• flltar fop each sp•ctral bind. Tho INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
pprticullr =peotral bind that WIs ppssed through then fell on
an off-axis pmraboli¢ mirror that Focused the rsdlatlon flux PERSONNEL
onto s bolomotrl¢ receiver. Pir$odlc colibrltion was aide when Pl - A.E. 8ASHARINGV SAS-IPA
tha s©annlng mirror mould to a 90-dis INS1• frel hsdlr with OI - A.S. GURV|CH $AS-IPA
slmultonsous turning on and vilwtng of a silicon standard 1sip.
rhs 0.3- tn $-mlcromoter ohonnll did not use the two-bum BRIEF DESCRIPTION
lyltll or filtor swltchlng. Thl OUtput from the lodulst•d Flow Thl Cosmos 384 iIcrOWlVl rldJoloter ixper111nt Wll
Of rldiltlon On thl bolOlltlr Wll lipllfild, rlctlfild, dallgnld to llllUrl thl llrthls thlrll_ rldlo (mlcro+iviI
flltlrld, lad lid Into thl r+diO-tllllltry lyltlm ovoP light smisston with Oh• purpool of dsvsloping techniques for thl
in•nails. Tha widl-lngls rldiOlltlrs had idonticsl opticll dltermimltion of thl ilOphysi¢ll plrlmltll'l of the stloSphlrl,
lylttlS fop both chlnnola. Thl earth rldlltlon lntlrod Oh• clouds, sad thl undlrlyin9 IUrflSl. It cohtinuld thl stUdill
rsdiomlt•r through s hsll•phsri¢ll Ihlll ¢ompol;sd of quirt1 oP blgun by thl COllOl 245 licrowlV! ixplrtllnto Thl
KRS-S crystll with • costlnM that detlrminld ths plSShlnd. Thl lnstrumsntotion conslstld of four radioletrl¢ rl¢llVIrl tuned
rsdlltlon WlS thin modulltsd with a frequency of 64 H_ and fail to four WSVlllnsth• (8.5, S.4, 1.35, lad 0.8 cm) by mlsns oF In
on a bolometr1¢ rlceivlr. AI In the nlrrew-Ingla rldiOmltlrs, intlnnl syStlm whoSl IXlS pointed toword nldi_. Tho rl¢llVlrl
the bolomstsr output was procelsld lad fld into thl lad +ntlnnl$ rlSlmblld IrOUnd-+alld rldlO tllSlCUpls in doslgh
rldio-tlllmltry sVItll. Thl widl-sngle rldiOlltlr WII but wit• fulIY sutomstld. The +nsitivitv of thl rlCltVlrS wn
• tondsrdizld S|lUltlnlOUS|y with the ntrroPingll rsdiOlltlr by about 0.7 din K For thl 8.S- Ind $.4-¢m blndl lad Ibout 2 dis K
the _nput of • utmndsrd 14-HI cslibrltlng frlqulncy into thl for the |.$§- ind 0.8-ci bands. The sntsnnsa hmd half-powIr
Iipllfl¢ltion oirsuit. The relative rms l••suring error for dtrlctionll p_tterm widths of Ibout 3.5 deg It 0.8, 1.$5. Ind
both tYplS Of rsdlometsrs was about O.SX. To provids s backup $.4 cl lad 8.1 dso It 8.S cm. Thl reference •tonal in the
¢Iplbility, onl WSdl-snlll lad Onl nlrrow-ln$11 rldiOlltlr Wlrl rldiOmltlrl Wll thl IplCa background rldIltlOn, which Wll
held tn PiiiPV+ sad could hsvl bile •ctivsted on commmnd frol r•celvid Oy small hOrnl directed towlrd the 11nith.
thl iround. Tha orientation of tha COllOl |51 satellite Cslthration In flight was providsd by switching thl rsdlolotlrs
insured that the prlllry @ptical axe• of Oh• radlpl•ters wlra frol tha antenna• to • nolle densrator at a telperatura of
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about 500 des K, which provided • zero level control. The fine
odJustmcnt of the radiometer scales was based on measurement•
• " mode over specific reference points with known brightness
temperatures end on over•go climatic data. These reference !
points made it possible to obtain relative radio brightness
temPerPtures accurate to within 1 to 2 des K and absolute radio _:_
brishtness temperatures to within 4 to O des K. The results of Wthe measurements were accumulated in a recordtns device and
_are transm|tted to the 9round bY rodlo telemetry when the
satellite pa_sed over the Soviet Union. For the most part, the
results of measurements made at 8.5 cm were used to esttmata
the letJtudtndl variations In the thermodynamic temperatures of
the surfoce o_ _he ocean, land. and ice fields. Heosurements
at 0.8 and $.q cm were used to account for tht effocts of cloud
droplet and ralndrop absorption on the measurements made 8t 8.[
cm. The 1.3S-cm measurements accounted for the obsorption duo
to water vapor at,d were used to obtain the tots1 atmospheric
moisture content over the oceans. Chansas In r•d_o brightness
temperatures Jn the 8.5- ond $.4-cm binds were 31so used to
detect sreos of roush seas and to delineate the boundaries of
lea-ice flelds. The measurements It 0.8 cm provtded a unique i
source of inform••ton on the latitudinal distribution of cloud
11quid water content (LNC) and alloyed In estimoto of the total
LNC |h the earth's atmosphere. The matn advantage of this
experiment wss that the total mo|sture content of the
atmosphere and the temperature of the undarlyins surface were
measured simultaneously with the cloud LNC. thus permitting
their correlation. "
....... COSHOS 584, GORODETSKIY ...............................
INVESTIGATION NAH[- NARRON-ANGLE IR RADIOHET[R
NSSDC ID- 70-105A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAN
APPLICATIONS i
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEIS)
PERSONNEL i
PI - A.K. GORODETSKIY SAS-IPA _,
OI - M.S. MALKEVICH SAS-|PA
BRIEF DESCRIPTIOH
The _osmoa 38_ narro_P-angle IR reducer _`r _riment was
dastsned to determine surflce end clou_ _emPeratures bY i_
measu_ln9 the outgo|n9 radiation in t_ o I2-micromcter
ulndow. The instrumentation consis$ d _l_h-resolutton.
narrot_-en91e, nons¢onntns IR radiomet=_" _hose basic princ_ples
cf deslsn and oceratlon were identical to the radiometers flown
o, Cos_o_ 149. 243. and $20. The _lLn components of the
radiometer were (1) a parabolic mirror. (2) • c_opper. (3) on [_
_mPro_cd Interference filter that eliminated possible effects
from water vapor, corbon dioxide, and ozone absorptior_ bands, _'
(_) a _lom¢_r platform, (5) • thermistor, and (6] bllnds. E
Earth a#d space radiation that entered the radiometer were
combined bY th_ mirror, modulated bY the _hopper, passed _
throush the _nterference filter, and focuse_ on the bolometer. _ ,?The signal was _mplifled apd s_rt to • memor_ device for later ,transm|ssion. An l_provement over the COS_aOS 149 and 320
instruments _r_S mace bY contro_l_q_ th_ ar_pl_cat_on factor,
which made it possitle to Introouce o correct|on when • change
In sensitivity occurred and thus Inrrccsed t_=c _eZlabtltty of
| ' tho measured values. The thermistor muu,-ted _n the radlon.etar
clsln_ monitored the 2nstrument _amper_ture ii_d provided _;
information for this correction. BZtn¢S with _ set of :_
dJophrasms |n front of the lenses were used to reduce the
effect of lateral exposure. Laboratory cll_bratton _ndicotcd _that the radiometer Was capable of meosurtng brlshtness
temperatures w_th In error of 1 tO 2 des In the _00- to 2S0-de9 L
K rmnse and 2 to 4 de9 In the 250- to 220-dog K rmnsa. The _
optical axis of the radiometer was altsned parallel to the
local verttoaZ and =ls directed toward nadir. The radiometer
viewed successive recEansule _trtps ]5 km wide and $00 km 1ors
as the satellite prosress_. Bluffs _ts orbit•l path It In
altitude of about _00 km. The high spiral1 resolution made it
possible to observe the details of the cloud cover's thermsl _-
• tructqre o_d tO determine the temperature of the underlvins
lurflce.
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DISCOVERER SATELLITE PROGRAM ._
The Discoverer satellite program was the early U.S. Air Force (USAF) effort in space. Discoverer
was intended to be an open-ended scientific research program to carry out preliminary and general
space research by men::: z,f a series of short-lived, low-altitude satellites. Much of the
experimentation on the 38 Discoverer satellites was classified, but unclassified reports indicate thata significant portion of the effort in this program could have been related to the development of ..
weather satellite technology. The horizon sensor (necessary for most instrumentation observingthe earth and the earth atmosphere) was first flown on Discoverer 2. Cameras were reportedly
flown on Discoverer 2 and 5. Discoverer 9, 21, and 26 were reported to have flown IR sensors. f
Although these we_'efor preliminary information in the development of missile launch detection t_
(MIDAS and SAMOS programs), it would be surprising if some of the information obtained was _-
not applied to meteorological IR sensor development. A scanning radiometer was carried on
Discove, er 35. As with most of the early programs, there were numerous launch failures (12 out
of the 38 launched).
The last of the series, Discoverer 38, was launched in February 1962. The ongoing USAF },
g program then became primarily a series of named, unpublicized launches with satellites of a variety .:
of configurations as contrasted with the short-tubular configuration of the Discoverers. The .,
descriptions of a Discoverer satellite and a meteorological experiment are provided here. Due to the !_
lack of specific information and its apparently rather casual relation to the meteorological satellite
development, no other experiment descriptions are provided. L
,,J
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SPACECRAFT CONMON NAME- DISCOVI_RER 3S
_d_TERNATE NAMES- 1961 ALPH_ ZETA 1, 00201 4it ]_
NSSDC ID- 61-050A
.r
LAUNCH DATE- ll/]S/61 WEIGHT- 1150. KO
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERO AFt, UNITED _TAT_$
LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR
SPGN_!t_ I NO COUtTTRY/AG_ICY
UNITED STATES DOD'-USAF ¢
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH _ATE- 1;/21/65
ORDIT PERIOD- 90, NIN INCLINATION-- 81.6 DEO _.
PERIAPSIS- 238. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 278. KH ALT :_
PERSONNEL ,_
PH - UNKNONN UNKNONN
DRIEF DESCRIPTION
Discoverer 35 (]_61 Alpha Zeta) progr|m objectives were _"
to evaluate refinements Ln deslsn cheeses to prior spacecraft.
T_)e spscecreft wes elso one o_ e series used to support spice
prairie e;'Perlmeflts. $pecJ|l melsur]ns dev]oes were on baird
to telemeter voltises, pressures, end other performance factors
In addition to normll telemetry equlpmehto The reentry capsule
was e_ected after 18 orbits end was rotor/rid In mid-lip bV I >
C-130 IIrerlft It 15,000 ft. _'
....... DISCOVERER 3S* JURSA--- ...........................
INVESTIGATION NAME- SCANNING RADIOHErER
NSSDC ID- 61-030A-02 INVESTZGATIVE PROGRAH
SPACE TEST PROGRAM q
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSONNEL
PI - A. JURSA USAF GEOPHYS LAB
OI - E.P, TODD U OF COLORADO
DRIE _ DESCRIPTION
The Discoverer 3S scanning radiometer WeS capable of
meesurIn9 both therm|l emissions end reflected sol|r radiation _
from the earth. The radiometer subsystem consisted of an
Optics turret utah appropriate filters and two flake-thermistor
bclometers, one sensitive to thermal radiation ($.S to 30
micrometers) and the other to visible and near Infrared
radiation (0._ to _.5 micrometers). Other components Included
• vlbretlnD-wand chopper, sn ec empZtfter, end telemetry. Apolished rotaries mirror located in the optics turret allowed
the radiometer to scan the earth from horizon to horizon. Each _ •
detector wee positioned It the base of e conlcel radiation
shield that restricted the ensul|r field of VteW tO about S
des. Similar radiometers were flown on MIDAS $ and _. A
complete description of the radiometer can he found In
"Transistorized radiometers and high altitude measurements***
ftnel report by Dr. E. Todd, University of Colorado, November
1965. Only the {harms1 detector functioned properly, However*
the experiment was • success, with 9Odd data obteLned for some
llO orbits (approximately 16S operational hours).
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G. DEFENSE METEOROLOGY SATELLITE PROGRAM (DMSP)
The Defense Metee_logy SatelliteProgram(DMSP), originally known as theDefense System
Applications Program (DSAP) and the Defense Acquisition and Processing Program(DAPP), is a
long-term USAF effort in space. Since 1966, datafrom DMSP satellites have been routinely
transmitted directly to Air Force and Navy ground terminals and Navy carriers. All spacecraft
launched (Table 5) have had a tactical (direct readout) as well as a strategic (stored data) capability.r_
Real-time data are provided to local AirWeatherService andNavy groundand shipbornetermi-
z_s. Air transportablereceiving terminalsareinstalled, at a numberof U.S. and overseas locations
toprovidet_cal commanderswithobservedand forecastmeteorologicald tabased oncurrent
observations.
In December 1972, DMSP data were declassified andmade available to the civil/scientific commu-
nity throughthe National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration(NOAA). DMSP spacecraft
history prior to July 1, 1965, is still classified. Since 1965, there have been two major spacecraft
models flown: Block 4, Versions A and B; and Block 5, Versions A, B, C, and D.
,1
The Block 4 version spacecraft employed a pairof vidicon cameras to acquire television pictures
showing the earth'scloud cover and some terrainfeatures as they appeared in the visible wave-
length region. The resolution of these pictureswas approximately 1.5 nautical miles (2.8 kin) at
nadir,but it degraded rapidlytoward the pictureedge. A supplementarysystem to observe albedo
was alse incorporated on later Block 4 spacecraft. This system of 16 thermopile sensors, known
as the "C" system, acquired data on energy emitted by large areas of the earth in two selected IR
intervals: 0.4 to 4.0 micrometers (energy from reflected sunlight) and 8.0 to 12.0 micrometers
(energy emitted by the earth). Resolution was on the order of 100 nautical miles (185 kin).
The first Block 5 version spacecraft was launched in February 1970. Block 5 versions A, B, and
C replaced the vidicon cameras and the "C" system with a new primary sensor known as the
Sensor Avenue Package (SAP) to gather visual and infrared data at improved resolutions. Visual
data and IR data were collected at l/3-nautieal-mile (0.6-kin) resolution and smoothed in real time
to 2 nautical miles (3.7 kin). The 1/3 nautical-mile (0.6-kin) data were available to Air Force
Global Weather Central, Omaha, Nebraska, while the smoothed data were routinely transmitted
directly to Air Force and Navy tactical sites around the globe. Versions B and C incorporated
various special sensors for obtaining vertical profdes of atmospheric temperature and density, and
for measuring precipitating electron activity at spacecraft altitude. Many of these .sensorpackages
have been improved for Block 5D.
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_[_ The first Block 5D spacecraft was launched in September 1976. Although anomalies in spacecraft
operation precluded collection of operational data immediately after launch, the satellite was re-
, stored to nominal operational condition and provided meteorological data of previously unmatched
quality. The second, third, and fourth Block 5D satellites have subsequently been launched and
placed in operation (Table 5). The fifth failed at launch. The 5D version included a new primary
sensor, the Operational Linescan System (OLS), which provided improved resolution of 0.3
nautical miles (0.56 kin) for both visual and IR f'me data, and 1.5 nautical miles (2.8 kin) for
smoothed data. The biggest improvement over the SAP was that the OLS had uniform resolution
along the scan line. At 800 nautical miles (1482 km) from nadir, the SAP experienced a degraded
resolution of 13 nautical miles (24 km), while the OLS maintained a resolution of two nautical
miles (3.7 km) or better.
Two spacecraft (F6 and F7) from the second generation Block 5D satellites (5D-2) were launched
in 1982 and 1983, respectively. The 5D-2 satellites provide an improved capability on orbit with
longer spacecraft structure (larger payload), increased power and data processing, and an increase
in reliability and mission lifetime. The primary sensor is the imaging operational linescan system
(OLS), as in the fhst Block 5D. Other meteorological instruments incl.ide: (1) the infrared tem-
_t perature and moisture profile sounder (SSH-2), (2) the microwave temperature sounder (SSM/T),
and (3) the microwave imager (SSM/I). The 16-channel SSH-2 sensor, which collects radiance
data in the IR spectrum for inversion into temperature and water vapor profdes of the troposphere,
is carried on at least three satellites. The SSM/T scans radiation in seven microwave spectra
(50-60 GHz frequency), providing temperature profiles from the earth's surface to above 30 km.
This microwave sensor complements the SSH-2 infrared sensor by providing temperature
sounding over previously inaccessible cloudy regions. It was fh'st carried on the F7 satellite and
will be aboard all the planned satellites in the series, except $9 (F9 when launched). Another
microwave sensor to be flown in the future mission is the microwave imagec (SSM/I), which
provides data on soil moisture, wind speed over the ocean, and the morphology and extent of sea
ice.
Besides the meteorological sensors mentioned above, there are also X-ray and gamma ray detec-
tors, a precipitating electron spectrometer, and an ionospheric plasma monitor carried on board the
Block 5D-2 spacecraft. Notice that the DMSP spacecraft structural design is utilized in the NOAA
series spacecraft subsequent to NOAA 5 and in the TIROS-N spacecraft.
¢
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Inquiries about data from the primary sensor (OLS) and the microwave imager (SSM/I) can be
directed to the National Snow and Ice Data Center, CIRES, Campus Box 449, University of
Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309. SSH-2 and SSM/T data are available from the National Climatic _-
Data Center, Satellite Data Services Division, NOAA/NESDIS, Washington, DC 20233.
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!******************************* 4A/F1-F4., ****-*****************************R
'_' Spacecraft Name- DMSP 4A/F1-F4, 4B/F1-F3 ]S/C NSSDC Launch Inc. Perig. Apog. Pd.
ID Date (deg) (kin) (kin) (rain)
DMSP 4AN1 66-082A 09/15/66 98.5 705 891 100.9 lDMSP 4AN2 67-010A 02/08/67 98.8 '796 865 101.5DMSP 4A/F3 67-080A 08/22/67 99.0 834 892 102.2DMSP 4A/F4 67-096A 10/11/67 99.2 667 866 100.2 "DMSP 4B/F1 68-O42A 05/22/68 98.9 817 904 102.2
DMSP 4B/F2 68-092A 10/22/68 99.0 797 855 101.4
DMSP 4B/F3 69-062A 07/22/69 98.8 787 857 101.4
PM - Space Division Staff USAF Space Division
Brief Description
The cylindrically shapeO Block 4 satellites incorporated two new one-inch diameter vidicon cam-
eras, two video, a large-capacity tape recorder, and an all-digital command subsystem with mag-
netic core memory, giving fully programmable coverage of either direct readout or readout of
recorded data without interference. Nominal satellite spin rate was decreased to reduce smear,
permitting a higher resolution TV system for improved picture quality. Dual cameras and a high
capacity recorder provided complete daily coverage of the entire Northern Hemisphere and tactical
coverage anywhere on the earth. An improved IR "C" system was incorporated on this spacecraft.
The Defense Meteorolcgical Satellite Program's Block 4 space segment consisted of satellites in
450-nautical-mile, sun-synchronous, polar orbits, each carrying a payload of meteorological
C sensors. Primary cloud imaging sensors capable of globally viewing the earth in the visible and
infrared spectrums were carried by every satellite. The ascending node of the satellites was either
in the early morning time period or at midday. The final data p[o_tuctwas a fdm product directly
usable for imagery analysis. Originally part of a classified syst..m of USAF weather satellites, the w
spacecraft mission was not revealed until March 1973. I|................................ DMSP 4A/F1-F4, 4B/F1-F3, AFGWC Staff ..............................
Investigation Name - Vidicon Camera System
Flown on - DMSP 4A/F1-4, 4B/F1-F3 :'
NSSDC ID - 66-082A-01, 67-010A-01, 67-080A-01, 67-096A-01,
68-042A-01, 68-092A-01, 69-062A-01
PI - AFGWC Staff AFGWC
Brief Description !-
The vidicon camera system fulfilled the requirement of the primary mission of the Block 4 satellites _
which was to acquire, store, and transmit television pictures of the earth's cloud cover ground _.
stations. The pictures showed clouds andsome terrain features as they appeared in the visible ,_
wavelength region. The resolution of these pictures was approximately 1.5 nautical miles. The
primary data subsystem consisted of two vidicon cameras with their associated electronics pack- ;_
ages and a tape wansport with its associated drive and signal electronics packages. The cameras
_1_ each had a 56 deg field of view (measured in the plane containing a line parallel to the satellite spin iaxis and the camera optical axis) whose axes were inclined approximately 26.5 degrees from the i-
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_ orbitplane.Thecameras,eachconsistingofacameraheadonacameraelectronicspackage,were '
lightweightdevicescapableofprovidingvideosignalsofimagesobservedfromthesatellites.The _i
camera head consisted of a lens, a vidicon, a deflection yoke, and a video preamplifier, and the
camera electronics consisted of the elecm)nic circuitry necessary to provide deflection potentials,
_ shutter pulses, and other operating potentials to the camera. The lens was a Kinoptic Apochromat
: fregea), f/1.8-9.8mm focal length lens. The camera data format had an aspect ratio of 8:7 with the
_. longer dimension of the format from left to fight of the scene referenced to the horizontal. The line
L
scan was along the longer dimension of the format from left to fight of the scene referenced to the _.
horizontal. The line scan rate was 76 lines/s with 1/18 scan period blanking. The frame consisted
of 648 active lines which were scanned in approximately 8.5 s. The camera reproduced seven
discemable gray levels. At the reference time in the desired spin period, the first camera's shutter
was operated, storing, on the vidicon target, the image of the area indicated. During the next spin
period, this image was read out as an electrical waveform and stored on magnetic tape. At the
reference time of the next spin period, the second camera was similarly exposed, and its signal was
read out during this second spin period. The result was a continuous video signal, lasting for two
spin periods, representing the sequential images from the two c_meras.
................................ DMSP 4A/F1-F4, 4B/F1-F3, AFGWC Staff ..............................
Investigation Name - C System
Flown on - DMSP 4A/F1-F4, 4B/F1-F3
NSSDC ID- 66-082A-02, 67-010A-02, 67-080A-02, 67-096A-02,
68-042A-02, 68-092A-02, 69-062A-02
PI - AFWGC Staff AFGWC
Brief Description _l_
i The "C" system fulfilled the supplementary mission of the Block 4 satellites to acqu._, share, and
transmit data on IR energy emitted by the earth's surface. This system consisted of 16 thermopile
sensors arranged in an array, e multicolor unit containing a solid state commutator, differential ap-
plifier and a/d converter, and a tape recorder. The "C" system normally operated in one of three
modes: record, calibrate, or playback. In the record mode, each sensor was sampled on alternate
spins of the satellite when the sensor pointed toward the earth. The data were digitized and stored
with auxiliary satellite data. In the calibrate mode, each sensor was sampled on alternate spins of
the satellite when the sensor axis looked at space. This provided a means for calibrating the sen-
sors against a known radiance source. The data were digitized and recorded as in the record" ode.
In the playback mode, data recording w_s stopped and recorded data were played back and tr_s-
mitted to the earth via the data transmitter. The radiometric calibration of the subsystem is accurate
to within 2%. Each sensor was an absolute radiometric device whose output was proportional to
the radiation exchange between it and the target in its field of view. In the 16-sensor array, equal
numbers of two types of sensors were used; the A type operated in the spectral range of 0.4 to
4.0 micrometers and the B type operated in the range of 8.0 to 12.0 micrometers. Individual
sensors were sized and positioned so that._hcvviewed nominal, equal 100-nautical-mile-square
areas on the earth across a continuous 800-nautical-mile width swath centered on the orbital track.
The data were digital, each number representing a sample of the average radiance from an area
approximately 116 nautical miles square. The coverage consisted of a swath of four such samples
on each side of the subsatellite track, giving a total width of 928 nautical miles. These data were
acquired continuously (except during playback).
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************************** 5A/F1-F3, 5B/F1-F5, ******************************
g Spacecraft Name - DMSP 5A/F1-30 5B/F1-F5, 5C/F1,F2
S/C NSSDC Launch Inc. Perig. Apog. Pd.
ID Date (deg) (kin) (kin) (rnin)
DMSP 5A/F1 70-012A 02/11/70 98.7 773 874 101.4
DMSP 5A/F2 70-070A 09/03/70 98.7 764 874 101.3
DMSP 5A/F3 71-012A 02/17/71 98.8 763 833 101.9
DMSP 5B/F1 71-087A 10/14/71 99.0 796 877 101.7
DMSP 5B/F2 72-018A 03/24/72 98.8 803 885 101.8
DMSP 5B/F3 72-089A 11/09/72 98.8 797 853 101.4
DMSP 4B/F4 73-054A 08/17/73 98.5 795 836 101.2
DMSP 5B/F5 74-015A 03/16/74 99.1 768 860 101.2
DMSP 5C/F1 74-063A 08/09/74 98.6 792 860 101.4
DMSP 5C/F2 75-043A 05/24/75 98.7 795 881 101.7
PM - Space Division Staff USAF Space Division
Brief Description
DMSP Blocks 5A, B, and C were a series of meteorological satellites developed and operated by
the Air Force under the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program. This program, previously
known as the Data Acquisition and Processing Program (DAPP), was classified until March 1973.
The objective of this program was to provide global visual and infrared (IR) cloud cover data and
specialized environmental data to support Department of Defense requirements. Operationally, the
_l_ program consisted of two satellites in 830-kin, sun-synchronous, polar orbits, with the ascendingnode of one atellite near the sunri e terminator and the other near l c l noon. The sat llite, shaped
like the frustum of a polyhedron, consisted of four subassemblies: (1) a solar array hat, (2) a base-
plate assembly, (3) a sensor AVE (aerospace vehicle electronics) package (SAP), and (4) a data
processing system. The primary sensor (SAP) was a scanning radiometer. Blocks 5B and C also
carried secondary sensors, which included a vertical temperature profile radiometer
(Supplementary Sensor E-SSE) and an electron spectrograph (Supplementary Sensor J or J/2-SSJ
or SSJ/2), that were mounted, along with the primary sensor, on the base assembly. Spacecraft
stabilization was controlled by a combination flywheel and magnetic control coil system so the
sensors were maintained in the desired earth-looking mode. The data processing system included
three tape recorders capable of storing a total of 440 min of data, which allowed full global
coverage twice daily. Either recorded or real-time data were transmitted to ground receiving sites
via an S-band transmitter. Recorded data were read out to tracking sites located at Fairchild AFB,
WA, and Loring AFB, ME, and relayed to Air Force Global Weather Central, Offutt AFB, NE.
Real-time data were read out at mobile tactical sites located around the world.
it
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DMSP 5A/F1-F3, 5B/F1-F5, 5CdF1,F2, AFGWC Staff .......................
Investigation Name - Scanning Radiometer (SR) r_
Flown on - DMSP 5A/F1-F3, 5B/F1-F5, 5C/F1,F2
NSSDC ID - 70-012A-01, 70-070A-01, 71-012A-01, 71-087A-01, _
72-018A-01, 72-089A-01, 73-054A-01, 74-015A-01,
74-063A-01, 75-043A-01 i
PI - AFGWC Staff AFGWC
Brief Description _i_
The three-channel scanning radiometer, designated the sensor AVE (aerospace vehicle electronics)
package (SAP), was the primary experiment on the DMSP 5A series. The purpose of this experi- i_
ment was to provide global, day/night observations of cloud cover and cloud temperature _,_
measurements to support Department of Defense requirements for operational weather analysis and _.
forecasting. The radiometer operated in two spectral intervals: (1) visible and near infrared (0.4 to
1.1 micrometers), and (2) infrared (8 to 13 micrometers). The radiometer was essentially two I:
scanning radiometers driven by a common motor. One radiometer produced high resolution (HR)
visual and infrared (IR) data with nadir resolutions of 3.7 and 4.4 km, respectively. The other ra-
diometer produced very high resolution (VHR) visual data with nadir resolutions of 0.63 km. _"
Beginning with 5B/F2, a fourth channel was added to produce very high resolution infrared I_
(WHR) data with nadir resolutions of 0.67 kin. Onboard recorders had a storage capacity of
210 min of both HR and IR data and a total of 20 min of VHR data. For direct readout to tactical i.
sites, the experiment was programmed so that VHR and IR data were obtained during the daytime, 4t
and HR and IR/WHR data were obtained at night. The infrared channels (IR and WHR) covered a _l_
temperature range of 210 to 310 K with an accuracy of 1 K. Electronic circuitry in the sensor
converted the sensed infrared energy directly into equivalent black body temperature (as opposed to
radiance) prior to transmission to ground sites. The HR channel included a zero resolution sensor
that measured solar input and was used to control channel gain, thereby producing an output signal
that represents scene albedo. This feature also made it possible to obtain useful visual data at _-
night. The sensor incorporated smashades and glare suppression devices in co_,junction with a i
long-scan automatic gain control which allowed the HR channel to provide usable data through the _
day/night terminator. Besides the earth surface/cloud cover imagery archived at the National Snow
and Ice Data Center, University of Colorado, Campus Box 449, Boulder, CO 80309, the auroral
imagery data are available from the National Geophysical and Solar-Terrestrial Data Center,
NOAA/National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NESDIS), Boulder, CO
80303. i_
I"
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......................... DMSP 5A/F1-F3, 5B/F1-F5, 5C/F1,F2, AFGWC Staff ...................... i'
Investigation Name - Vertical TemperatureProfile Radiometer _.(SSE)
Flown on - DMSP 5B]F2, F3, FS, 5C]F1, F2
NSSDC ID - 72-018A-02, 72-089A-02, 74-015A-02, 74-063A-02, 75-043A-02 ._
'3.
PI- AFGWC Staff AFGWC _i
2;
Brief Description _
The Special Sensor E (SSE) was a vertical temperature profile radiometer. The objective of this
experiment was to obtain vertical temperature and water vapor profiles of the atmosphere to sup-
port Department of Defense requirements in an operational weather analysis and forecasting. The .,_
SSE was an eight-channel sensor with six channels (668.5, 677, 695, 708, 725, and 747 cm-1) in _
the carbon dioxide 15-micrometer absorption band, one channel (535 cm-1) in a water vapor
absorption band, and one channel (835 cm-1) in the 11-micrometer atmospheric window. The
experiment consisted of an optical system, a detector and associated electronics, and a scanning
mirror. The scanning mirror stepped across the satellite subtrack, allowing the SSE to view 25
separate columns of the atmosphere every 32 s over a cross-track ground swath of 185 km. While
the scanning mirror stopped at a scene station, the channel filters were sequenced throughout the ,
field of-Aew. The surface resolution of the SSE was approximately 37 km at nadir. The carbon
dioxide band radiation data were Iransformed to a temperature profile by a mathematical inversion _.
technique. By a similar technique, this information could be combined with water vapor band data _.
_ to obtain a water vapor profile. No archival data were produced, due to lack of funds and storagefacilities in the operational environment.
i
i **************************'_ _**DMSP 5D-1/F1-F4******************************** '_,
Spacecraft Name - DMSP 5D/F1-F4
S/C NSSDC Launch Inc. Perig. Apog. Pd.
ID Date (deg) (kin) (km) (rain) }'
DMSP 5D/F1 76-091A 09/11/76 98.6 806 832 101.3
DMSP 5D/F2 77-044A 06/05/77 99.0 787 851 101.3 ;
DMSP 5D/F3 78-042A 05/01/78 98.6 802 815 101.1 _
DMSP 5D/F4 79-050A 06/06/79 98.6 806 825 101.2 :'
DMSP 5D-1/F1,F2 PM - J. J. McGlinchey USAF Space Division
DMSP 5D-1/F3,F4 MG - J. Rivers USAF Space Division
Brief Description
The DMSP 51)-1 series was one of a meteorological satellite series developed and operated by the
Air Force. Previously known as DAPP (Data Acquisition and Processing Program), it was
classified until March 1973. The objectives of this program were to provide global visual and
infrared cloud cove_ and specialized environmental data to support Department of Defense require-
ments for operational weather analysis and forecasting. The program consisted of two satellites in
planned 830-km, sun-synchronous, polar orbits, with the ascending node of one satellite in early
morning and the other at local noon. The 5.4:m-long spacecraft was separated into four sections: _
(1) a Precision Mounting Platform (PMP) for sensors and equipment requiringprecise alignment;(2) an Equipment Support Module (ESM) containing the electronics, reactio wheels, and some
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meteorological sensors; (3) a Reaction Control Equipment (RCE) support structure containing the
spent third-stage rocket motor and supporting the ascent phase reaction control equipment; and _ _i_
(4) a 9.29-sq-m solar cell panel. The Block 5D spacecraft stabilization was controlled by a
combination flywheel madmagnetic control coil system so sensors could be maintained in the
desired "earth-looking" mode. One feature of Block 5D was the precision-pointing accuracy of the :
primary imager to 0.01 deg provided by a star sensor and an updated ephemeris navigation system.
This allowed automatic geographical mapping of the digital imagery to the nearest picture element. _
The Operational Linescan System (OLS) was the primary data acquisition system that provided _:
real-time or stored, multi-orbit, day-and-night visual and infrared imagery at 0.6-km resolution for o_._
all major land masses, and 2.8-km resolution for complete global coverage. This series also had _
special meteorological sensors (SSC, SSD, SSH, and SSM/T) and other sensors to measure
electrons, gamma rays, ionospheric plasma, and X-rays. The data processing system included _i
three high-density tape recorders, each of which could store 400 min of data. Either recorded or
real-time data were transmitted to ground-receiving sites via two redundant S-band transmitters. _
Recorded data were read out to tracking sites located at Fairchild AFB, WA, and Loring AFB, ME, _
and relayed via Satcom to Air Force Global Weather Central, Offutt AFB, NE. Real-time data ,_'
were read out at mobile tactical sites located around the word. A more complete description of the _'
Block 5D spacecraft can be found in the report by D. A. Nichols, "The Defense Meteorological _:_"
Satellite Program," Optical Engineering, v. 14, n. 4, July-August 1975. For information on
meteorological data, users may contact SDSD. Forthe availability of unclassified environmental
data, users may direct inquiries to the National Geophysical and Solar-Terrestrial Data Center, '_
NOAA/National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NESDIS), Boulder, CO
80303.
..................................... DMSP 5D-1/F1-F4, AFGWC Staff .................................... ;
Investigation Name - Operational Linescan System (OLS) _
Flowr_on - DMSP 5D-1/F1-F4 !_,
| :,
NSSDC ID - 76-091A-01, 77-044A-01, 78-042A-01, 79-050A-01 :,
l_i - AFGWC Staff AFGWC
Brief Description
The Operational Linescan System (OLS) was the primary experiment on the DMSP Block 5D i
spacecraft. The purpose of this experiment was to provide global, day/night observations of cloud
cover and cloud temperature measurements to support Department of Defense requirements for
operational weather analysis and forecasting. The OLS employed a scanning optical telescope _"
driven in an oscillating motion, with optical compensation for image motion, which resulted in :_
near-constant resolution throughout the sensor field of view. The radiometer operated in two
("light" and "thermal infrared") spectral intervals: (1) visible and near infrared (0.4 to
1.1 micrometers), _nd (2) infrared (8 to 13 micrometers). With DMSP 5D-l/F4, the OLS IR
spectral band was changed from 8-13 micrometers to 0.5-12.6 micrometers to improve the sea-
surface temperature resolution. With onboard processing, the radiometer produced data in four i
modes: LF (light free) and TF (the_,'malfine) data with a resolution of 0.56 kin, and LS (light .
smoothed) and TS (thermal smoothed) data with a resolution of 2.8 kin. There were three onboard
recorders, and each had a storage capability of 400 mill of both LS and TS data or 20 rain of LF
and "IF data. For direct readout to tactical sites, the experiment was programmed so that LF and .
TS data were obtained at night. The infrared data ('IF and TS) covered a temperature range of 210 ,
to 310 K with an accuracy of 1 K. The LS data mode provided visual data through a dynamic
range from full sunlight down to a quarter moon. This mode also automatically adjusted the gain
_, along scan to allow useful data to be obtained across the tern,inator. Additional information on this _ :
;_ DMS-12
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experiment is contained in the report by D. A. Nichols, "Primary Optical Subsystems for DMSP
Block 5D," Optical Engineering, v. 14, n. 4, July-August 1975. Besides the earth surface/cloud
cover imagery at the National Snow and Ice Data Center, Campus Box 449, University of
Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309, the auroral imagery is available from the National Geophysical and
Solar-Terrestrial Data Center, NOAA/National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information
Service (NESDIS), Boulder, CO 80303.
....................................... DMSP 5D-1/F1-F4, AFGWC Staff ..................................
Investigation Name - Multispectral Filter Radiometer (SSH)
Flown on - DMSP 5D-1/F1-F4
NSSDC ID - 76-091A-02, 77-044A-02, 78-042A-02, 79-050A-02
PI - AFGWC Staff AFGWC
Brief Description
Special Sensor H (SSH), also known as a Vertical Temperature Profile Radiometer (VTPR), was a
cross-track scanning, multichannel filter radiometer similar to the HIRS/2 on the TIROS-N series.
The objective of this experiment was to obtain vertical temperature, water vapor, and ozone pro-
files of the atmosphere to support Department of Defense requirements in operational weather
analysis and forecasting. The SSH was a 16-channel sensor with one channel (1022 cm-1) in the
9.6-micrometer ozone absorption band, one channel (835 cm-1) in the 12-micrometer atmospheric
window, six channels 047, 725, 708, 695, 676, 668.5 cm-1) in the 15-micrometer CO 2 absorp-
tion band, and eight channels (535,408.5, 441.5, 420, 374, 397.5, 355.4, 353.5 cm-1) in the
_: 18- to 30-micrometer rotational water vapor absorption band. The experiment consisted of anoptical system, d t ctor nd associated electronics, and a scanning mirror. The scanning mirror
was stepped across the satellite subtrack, allowing the SSH to view 25 separate columns of the
atmosphere every 32 s over a cross-track ground swath of 2000 km. While the scanning mirror
stopped at a scene station, the channel filters were sequenced through the field of view. The sur-
face resolution was approximately 39 km at nadir. Radiance data were transformed into tempera-
ture, water vapor, and ozone profiles by a mathematical inversion technique. A more complete
description of the experiment can be found in the report by D. A. Nichols, "DMSP Block 5D
Special Meteorological Sensor H, Optical Subsystem," Optical Engineering, v. 14, n. 4, pp.
284-288, July-August 1975. SDSD has the archival data, and NSSDC has some ozone data.
...................................... DMSP 5D-1/F1-F4, AFGWC Staff ...................................
Investigation Name - Microwave Temperature Sounder (SSM/T)
Flown on - DMSP 5D-l/F4
NSSDC ID - 79-050A-06
PI - AFGWC Staff AFGWC
Brief Description
The special sensor microwave/temperature sounder was a seven-channel scanning radiotaeter
which measured radiation in the absorption band of molecular oxygen (50.5, 53.2, 54.35, 54.9,
58.4, 58.825, and 59.4 GHz) to provide data for vertical temperatures from the earth's surface to
G above 30 kin. It was designed to scan in synchronization with the Special Sensor H package, and
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_, it provided temperature soundings at higher altitudes and cloudy regions inaccessible to SSH. By
choosing frequencies with different absorption coefficients on the wing of the oxygen absorption _ '
band, a series of weighting functions peaking at preselected altitudes was obtained. The radiome-
_ ter scanned across the nadir track on seven scan positions and two calibration positions (cold sky '*
and 300 K). The dwell time for the cross-lrack and calibration positions was 2.7 s each. The total ,
scan period was 32 s. The instrument had an instantaneous field of view of 12 deg and scanned
plus or minus 36 deg from the nadir. Data are available from SDSD.
..................................... DMSP 5D-1/F1-F4, AFGWC Staff ....................................
_.
Investigation Name - Snow/Cloud Discriminator (SSC)
Flown on - DMSP 5D-1/F4 i.
NSSDC ID - 79-050A-08
PI - AFGWC Staff A:"GWC
I'
Brief Description
The Snow/Cloud Sensor was an experimental unit used in conjunction with the OLS sensor on
spacecraft F4. The experiment being performed by the simultaneous in-orbit use of these two
sensors is primarily that of proving the proposition that snow/cloud scene discrimination can be _
obtained through the combination of near IR sensor data and OLS 1-channel (visual) information. •
The snow/cloud detector was a "push-broom" scan radiometer that depended upon orbital velocity
of the spacecraft to provide the along-track scan and a linear array of 48 detector elements at the
image plane of a wide lens to provide a 40.2 deg cross-lrack scan. The sensor measured the A ,
reflected solar energy in the 1.51- to 1.63-micrometer spectral band. 9
t
************************ DMSP 5D-2/F6-F8, AFGWC Staff *************************]
Spacecraft Name - DMSP 5D-2/F6-F78 ;*
S/C NSSDC Launch Inc. Perig. Apog. Pd. :
, ID Date (deg) (kin) (kin) (min)
DMSP 5D-2/F6 82-118A 12/21/82 98.7 817 839 101.4
DMSP 5D-2/F7 83-113A 11/18/83 98.7 810 829 101.3
DMSP 5D-2/F8 87-053A 06/20/87 98.8 836 856 101.9
"5
DMSP 5D-2/F6-F7 MG - S. McElroy USAF Space Division
Brief Description
The DMSP 5D-2 series was one of a metexn'ological satellite series developed and operated by the
Air Force. This program, previously known as DAPP (Data Acquisition and Processing
Program), was classifia:l until March 1973. The objective of this program was to provide global
visual and infraredcloud-cover data and specialized environmentaldata to support Deparanent of
Defense requirementsfor operational weather analysis and forecasting. Operationally, the program
consisted of two satellites in planned 830-kin, sun-synchronous polar orbits, with the ascending
.lodeof one satellite in early morning andthe other at local noon. The 6.4-m-long spacecraft was
divided into four sections: (1) a precision mounting platform for sensors and equipment requiting
precise alignment; (2) an equipment support module containing theelectronics, reaction wheels,
and some meteorological sensors; (3) reaction control equipment to support structurecontaining the _l_
DM5-14
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spent third-stage rocket motor, and supportingthe ascent phase reaction control equipment; and (4)
a 9.29-sq-m solar cell panel. The spacecraft stabilizationwas controlled by a combination flywheel
and magnetic control coil system so sensors were maintained in the desired "earth-looking" mode.
One feature was the precision-pointing accuracy of the primary imager to 0.01 deg, provided by a
star sensor and an updated ephemeris navig°5on system. This allowed automatic geographical
mapping of the digital imagery to the nearest picture element. The operational linescan system was
the primary data acquisition system that provided real-time or stored, multiorbit, day-and-night,
visual and infrared imagery. This series also had special meteorological sensors, such as the SSH-
2 and the SSM/T, and - :her sensors to meazure electrons, gamma ray& ionospheric plasma, and
X-rays. Either recorded or real-time data were transmitted to ground-receiving sites by two
redundant S-band transmitters. Recorded data were read out to tracking sites located at Fairchild
AFB, WA, and at Loring AFt, ME, and relayed by SATCOM to Air Force Global Weather
Central, Offutt AFB, NE. Real-time data were readout at mobile tactical sites located around the
world. A more complete description of the satellite can be found in the report by D. A. Nichols,
"The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program," Optical Engineering, v. 14, n. 4, July-August
1975. For information on meteorological data, users may contact the National Snow and Ice Data
Center, CIRES, Campus Box 449, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309. For the
availability of unclassified environmental data, users may direct inquiries to the National
Geophysical and Solar-TerrestrialData Center, NOAA/National Environmental Satellite, Data, and
Information Service (NESDIS), Boulder, CO 80303.
..................................... DMSP 5D-2/F6-F8, AFGWC Staff ....................................
Investigation Name - Operational Linescan System (OLS)
Flown on - DMSP 5D-2/F6-F8
NSSDC ID - 82-118A-O1, 83-113A-O1, 87-053A-01
PI - AFGWC Staff AFGWC
Brief Description
The Operational Linescan System (OLS) was the primary experiment on the DMSP Block 5D
spacecraft. The purpose of this experiment was to ,_rovide global day-and-night cloud-cover
observations and cloud-temperature measurements." The OLS employed a scanning optical tele-
scope driven in an oscillating motion, with optical compensation for image motion that resulted in
near-constant resolution throughout the sensor field of view. The radiometer operated in two
("light" and "thermal") spectral intervals: (1) visible and near infrared (0.4 to 1.1 micrometers),
and (2) infrared (10.2 to 12.8 micrometers). The radiometer produced, with onboard processing,
data in four modes: LF (light fine) and "IT (thermal fine) data with a resolution of 0.56 kin, and
LS (light smoothed) and "IS(thermal smoothed) data with a resolution of 2.8 km. There were
four onboard recorders, each having a storage capability of 400 rain of both LS and TS data or
20 rain of LF and 'IF data. For direct readout to tactical sites, the experiment was programmed so
• at LF and "IS data were obtained at night. The infrared data (TF and 'IS) covered a temperature
range of 190 to 310 K with an accuracy of at best 2 K. The LS data mode provided visual data
through a dynamic range from full sunlight down to a quarter moon. This mode also automatically
adjusted the gain along the scan to allow useful data to be obtained across the terminator.
Additional information on this experiment is contained in the report by D. A. Nichols, "Primary
Optical Subsystems for DMSP Block 5D, "Optical Engineering, v. 14, n. ,_,July-August 1975.
Data can be obtained through the National Snow and Ice Data Center, Campus Box 449,
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309.
¢
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................................... DMSP 5D-2]F6-F8, AFGWC Staff ...................................... 1 '_'_,
Investigation Name - Infrared Temperature Profile Sounder (SSH-2) _.
Flown on - DMSP 5D-2/F8 _i
NSSDC ID - 82-118A-02, 87-053A-05 _
J.
PI - AFGWC Staff AFGWC 4
Brief Descfipfi_n _i_
"Iaaeobjective of this experiment was to obtain vertical temperature and water vapor profiles of the _
atmosphere at altitudes from 0 to 30 km. The infrared temperature and moisture sounder, SSH-2, !
was a 16-channel sensor with one channel (3.7 micrometers) in the 3.7-micrometer window, one _
channel (11.1 micrometers) in the 12-micrometer window, six channels (13.4, 13.7, 14.1, .14.4,
14,8, 15.0 micrometers) in the 15_micrometer CO2 absorption band, and eight channels (I,_ 5,
18.7, 20.1, 22.7, 23.9, 24.5, 25.2, 28.3 micrometers) in the 22- to 30-micrometer rotational
water vapor absorption band. The experiment consisted of an optical system, detector and
associated electronics, and a scan,ring mirror. The scanning mirror was stepped across the satellite ':,.
ground track, allowing the sounder to view 25 separate columns of the atmosphere every 32 s over _
a cross-track ground swath of 2204 km. While the scanning mirror was stopped at each of the '
25 positions, the channel filters were sequenced through the field of view. The cross-track _-
surface resolution was approximately 60 km at nadir. The radiance data were transfo,-med into _i'-
temperature and water vapor profiles by a mathematical inversion technique. The rms error of the
temperature was 2.5 to 3 K. Archival data are available from SDSD at the National Climatic Data ,_ :
Center (NCDC), Room 100, World Weather Building, Washington, DC 20233. ,8
..................................... DMSP 5D-2/F6-F8, AFGWC Staff ....................................
Investigation Name - Microwave Imager (SSM/I) ,:
,¢.
Flown on - DMSP 5D-2/F8
NSSDC ID - 87-053A-06 _
4
PI - AFGWC Staff ,_FGWC i_
Brief Description
The microwave imager was designed to provide day and night measurements of ocean surface
wind speed, ice coverage and age, area and intensity of precipitation, cloud water content, and land
surface moisture. An estimate of atmospheric attenuation at each of the four sensor Srequencies
wa,_also available. Microwave brightness temperatures were obtained with a seven-chat, ael
passive microwave radiometer operating at four frequencies, three with both vertical and horizontal
.polarization (19.35, 37.0, and 85.5 GHz) and one with vertical polarization (22.23 GHz). The
instrument scanned across the ground track to gather data over a 1400-kin swath width, with
horizontal resolutions of 13 to 50 km for different frequencies. Data were used for tropical storm
reconnaissance, ship routing in polar regions, agricultural weather, aircraft routing, and _'efueling.
11
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************************ DMSP 5D-2/F6-F8, AFGWC Staff ************************* -:
Investigation Name - Microwave Temperature Sounder (SSM/T) _.
t
Flown on - DMSP 5D-2/F8
NSSDC ID - 83-113A-03, 87-053A-02 _
PI - AFGWC Staff AFGWC :
Brief Description
The microwave temperature sounder SSM/T was a seven-channel scanning radiometer that mea- _
sured radiation in the 5- to 6-ram wavelength (50- to 60-GHz) region (specifically 50.5, 53.2,
54.35, 57.9, 58.4, 58.825, and 59.4 GHz) to provide data on the vertical temperature profile from
the earth's surface to above 30 kin. The SSM/T provided temperature soundings at higher altitudes
and over cloudy regions inaccessible to an infrared temperature and moisture sounder. By choos-
ing frequencies with different absorption coefficients on the wing of the oxygen absorption band,
a series of weighting functions peaking at preselected alti' ades was abtained. The radiometer
scanned across the nadir track on seven scan positions and two caT_brationpositions (cold sky and
300 K). The dwell time for the cross-track and calibration positions was 2.7 s each. The total !"
scan period was 32 s. The instrument had an instantaneous field of view of 12 deg and scanned
plus or minus 36 deg from the nadir. Archival data are available from SDSD at the National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC), Room 100, World Weather Building, Washington, DC 20233.
i
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DOD - OTHERS
In 1962 the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) began to launch many satellites having only 1
classified program names. This program has continued to the present as principally an Air Force
effort. By 1967 over 25 non-USAF satellites could be identified, and by December 1977 a total of
342 DOD unnamed satellites were launched. Many were undoubtedly reconnaissance satellites,
but it is relatively certain that a significant number were related to the development of the DMSP
meteorological satellite program, and others were early, still classified, launches of the same pro-
graze1.DOD has also announced certain named satellite series launches. Examples include Transit
(navigation satellites), the OV series (USAF Orbiting Vehicle research satellites), SESP and STP
(Space Environmental Satellite Program, subsequently named Satellite Technology Program), the
DMSP series (since 1967), DSCS and IDSCS, MIDAS, SAMOS, SECOR, LES, VELA, ERS,
SOLRAD, etc. Since unclassified descriptive material is not available on most early DMSP and
meteorology-related satellites, only the MIDAS satellite/experiment descriptions are provided here
as examples. (Note that MIDAS 1 failed to achieve orbit.) !
l
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aamunmmmn.nmnunanam.nmHuuuJ MIDAS 2auuuanannauaamam_nmnanaauna llfetSae of the battery pack.
.... MIDAS 3, JURSA-
SPACECRAFT COf_ NAHE- MIDAS 2 &ALTERNATE NAHE5- 1960 ZETA I* 0OO_$ IQ'NESTIGATION NAHE- SCANNING RADIOHETER "
NSSDC ID- 60-006A I_SDC ID- 61-018A-0¢ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
SPACE TEST PROGRAM
I AUNCH DATE- 05/26/_0 I_IGHT- 2300. KG
LAUNCH SITE- K_NNEDY _PACE CENTER. UNITED STATES INVESTIDATION DwSCIPLINE(SI
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS
PERSONk_J-
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY PI - A. JL_SA USAF GEOPHY$ LAB
UNITED STATES _D-t.t_F OI - E.P. TODD U OF COLORADO
INITIAL ORBIT PARAHETERS BRIEF DESCkIPTION
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05/24160 The scannlns radiometer WaS C•plble of melsurtns both
ORBIT PERIOD- 94._4 MIN INCLINATION- 33.0 DES thermal emissions •nd reflected solar r•dlatlon from the earth.
PERIAPSIS- /_. KM ALT APOAPSIS- all. KH ALT Tho cxpertment was desisned. In particular, to detect the
exhaust from a recently launched Intercontinental Salllstl¢
PERS(_L MSsstles (ICBM) and so provide an early warnlns aDaInst any
PM - U_NONN probable attack. The radiometer subsystem consisted of an
PS - t_4KNONN optics turret with appropriate filters; two fl•ke-thermtstor
bolometers: one sensitive to thermal r•dtatlon (5.5 to 30
BRIEF DESCRIPTION micrometers) and the other to visible and near Infrared
The HIDAS 2 [Htsstle Dafense Alarm System) satellite was r•diatton (0.2 to ¢.5 micrometer•); vibratJna-wsnd chopper; an
an earth-orbiting satellite desisned to measure IR backsround oc •mpltfier; •rid telemetrY. Each detector was positioned at
end define ]R sources. In addition, the satellite carried the base of a con$col r•dtatton shield that restricted the
experiments to measure cosmic radiation, atmospheric density, ansular field of view to about B des. The radiometer was
thermal emission •nd reflected •olaf radiation from the earth, mounted foclns earthward tn the nose cone of the spacecraft.
and m$cromateorltes. A plasma probe was tncluded too. The The radiometer was ldent$cal to those flown on HIDAS 1 and 2
spacecraft welshed 2268 ks (tncludtns the second stoma) add was with the excePtiOn of employSns • polished rotatinS mirror that
chemical-battery powered. IR radiation data were received for •1lowed the radiometer to •can the earth from horizon to
the ltfetlma of the battery pack. which powerod the final horizon. A complete description of the radiometer can be found
transmission on MaY 26. 1960. in "Tronsistv, iz_d radiometers and hSsh altitude measurements,"
Flnol Report bY Dr. E. Todd. University of Colorado. Novemher
..... MIDAS. 2. JURSA 196_. The experiment produced some data. However, neither of
th= _efectors functioned well enoush for the data to be useful
INVESTIGATION NAME- NON-SCANNING RADIOP._TER _. colculatins thermal emission or the albedo of the earth.
NSSDC ID- 60-006A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM aamm..nma..a.lmNmm.amlumm.am MIDAS _ml.a.m..mn...mmnn..wmmmnn
SPACC TE_T PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEiS) SPACECRAFT COHHON NAHE- MIDAS
ALTERNATE NAHES- ALPHA DELTA* 00192
PERSONNEL NEST FORD Ill
P/ - A. JURSA USAF GEOPHYS LAS
O/ - E.P. TODD U OF COLORADO NSSDC ID- 61-028A
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH DATE- 10/2I/6I WEIGHT- 1800. KG
This non-sclnntns radiometer experiment was capahle of LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBo UNITED STATES
mersurtng both thermal emtssion and reflected solar radiation LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS
from the earth. The rodlometer subsystem consisted of an
optics turret with appropriate filters; two flake-thermistor SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
bolometers: one sensitive to thermal radiation I$.5 to $0 UNITED STATES DOD-USAF &micrometers) and the other to visible and near loft•red
radiation (0.2 to _.5 micromaters}; • vibratins-wond chopper; INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
• n ac amplifier; and telemetry. Each detector was positioned ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/28/6I
et the base of a conical radiation shield that restricted the ORBIT PERIOD- I66. HIM INCL1NATIOH- 95.9 DEG
angular field of view to about 5 des. The ra_iometer was PERIAPSIS- $_96. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 37S6, KM ALT
mounted fo_ln9 earthward _n tha nose cone of the spacecraft. A
complete description of the radiometer con be found tn E. Todd, PERSONAL
"Radiometer for hlsh altitude radiation measurements," LASP
Pro_ect 176_-Ftnal Report, University of Colorado, Boulder, ERIEF DESCRIPTION
Colorado, 196_. The radiometer functioned satisfactorily for 2 The MIDAS _ (Missile Defense Alarm System) satellite was
days until the spacecraft lost electrical power. The satellite destDned primarily to detect the exhaust heat from a recently
foiled to achieve the appropriate "earthward" lookln9 launched ICBM by use of Infrared sensors. Secondary oh)arrives
orientation, lad the data could not bo used for dotermlnln9 the Included the measurement of cosmic radiation and the election
earth's thermal emlssion or ilbedo, of _50 million copper needles 1ned orbit around the earth
[Pro_ect Nest Ford}. The needles were to serve as an
n._._._._.._.._..._.._ MIDAS _m_ma_umalumluumml_mml_lmmmm artificial scatterlns medium for radio st9nals in the
canttmeter band. The spacecraft was cylindrical in shape and
measured approximately 6 m in lensth and 1.5 m tn diameter.
SPACECRAFT CONHON NAME- MIDAS _ The ;R sensors and communication subsystem were chemlcaZ
ALTERNATE NAMES- 1961 SIGMA 1, 00165 battery powered. Once In orbit, the spacecraft was stabilized
In e nose-down attttuda so that the IR sensors and telemetry
NSSDC ID- 61-018A _ntenna were always latin9 earthward. Tha satelltta was
ouccessfully launched into a near polar orbit on October 21,
LAUNCH DATE- 07112161 WEIGHT- 1600. KG 1961; however, the needles failed to release.
LAUNCH SITE- VAHDENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS ....... HIDAS _, TODD- .........................................
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY INVESTIGATION NAME- SCANNING RADIOMETER
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
NSSDO ID- 61-028A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INITIAL ORBIT PARAHETERS SPACE TEST PROGRAM
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/12/61
ORBIT PERIOD-- 1_1.5 MIN INCLINATION- 9],2 DEG INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERIAPSIS- 3558.00 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35_*00 KM ALT
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL PI - E.P. TODD U OF COLORADO
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MIDAS 3 (Missile Defense Alarm System) was a satellite The MIDAS 4 scennins radiometer was capable of measurtn9
placed tn • circular earth orbit to measure IR backsround End both thermal emissions and reflected solar radiation from t,_e
define IR sources. This was an overall test of a system for earth. The experiment WaS deslDned, tn particular, to detect
detection of missile launchinDs with satellite-borne IR the exhaust from e recently launched ICBM and so provide In
sensors, The payload was the same as for MIDAS 2, except that early warnIns against any probable attack, The radiometer
an Amens B replaced the Amend A Is the upper arise, The subsystem consisted of In optics turret with appropriate
satellite carried experiments o_, cosmic radiation, atmospheric f_lters; two flake-thermistor bolometers_ one sensitive to
density, radlometrtc measurement, end mtcrometeorlte detection, thermal radiation (3,5 to $0 micrometers) end the other to
and h_d a plasma probe. The spacecraft weish@d $SO0 lb visible end near _nfrared radiation (0.2 to _.5 micrometers);
(lncludJhs the second-stoma cessna], WaS ulb_atinO-wend ¢hopperl In oc amplifier; and t_!t,_ry. Each
chemical-battery-powered, and was launched from the paoif$¢ detector was positioned It the b:;e ote conical radiation
missile ronse. Useful IR radiation data were received for the shield that restrlctad the Insular field of v_ew to about 5 j_
' ...... ORIGINALPAGEIS
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deS. The r•dlometer w•s mounted facing eirthwerd Jn the nose Once In orbit, the spacecraft woe stmblllzed In • nose-down
cone Of the spacecraft. The rodlometer we• Identical to those •ttttude so that the IR sen•or• and telemetry antenna were
flown on MIDAS 1 god 2 with the exception Of employing e always faolns earthward. The ••teZllte continued In orbit
polished rotating mirror, which aZlowed the radiometer to •can until Aprtl 1977.
the e•rth from horizon to horizon. A complete description Of _.
t the rddlometer can be found In "Trpn•Jst0rJzed radiometer ; and .... MIDAS 6. TODD- ........................................
high •ltitude me•surements." Fins1 Report bY Dr. E. _odd.
University of Color•do. November |965. INVESTIGATION NAME- SCANNING RADIOMETER
• mmaum=ummla,aMaasnmsulm.m,a MIDAS 5"lm_al'mm"ssa=musmsm"=slm"a NSSDC ID- 65-01_A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
SPACE TEST PROGRAM
SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- MIDAS 5 INVEST;GATION DISCIPLINE[S)
ALTERNATE NAHE_- ]962 KAPPA I. 0027]
PERSO_0_EL
NSSDC ID- _2-010A PI - E.P. TODD U OF COLORADO
LAUNCH DATE- 0_/09/62 k_IGHT- 2000. KO BRIEF DESCRIPTION
LALm:_H SITE- VAN_NBERG AFB. UNITED STATES The MIDAS 6 • arming r•dtometer was capable of measuring
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS both thermal emission• end reflected so_ar radiation from the
mirth. The experiment was destined, In particular, to detect
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY the exhaust from a recently launched ICBH _nd so to provide an
UNITED STATES DOD-U_ early warnln9 lSaJnst probable Ittack. The radiometer
subsystem consisted of an Optic• turret with appropriate
INITIAL ORBIT PARAHETERS ftlters end two flake-thermistor bolometers, one sensitive to
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05/01/62 thermal radiation [$.5 to $0 micrometers) and the other to
ORB]T PERIOD- 153. NIN INCLINATION- 86.7 DEG vlslble and near Infrared radiation (0.2 to _.5 micrometers].
PERIAPSIS- 281_, KM ALT APOAPSIS- $$82- IO! ALT Other components included • vibrating-wand chopper, an ac
lmpZlfIer, and telemetry. A ooltshed rot•tin9 mirror located
PERSONNEL In the optics turret allowed the radiometer to scan the earth
from horlzon to horizon. Each detector was positioned at _he
BRIEF DESCRIPTION base 0f a conical radiation •hleld that restricted the mODular
The MIDAS S (His•lie Defense Alarm System] satellite was field of vlew to shout 5 d_g, Stmllar radiometers were flown
dasl9ned primarily to detect the exhaust heat from a recently on MIDAS 3, _, and S, A complete description of the radiometer
launched ICBH by use of Infrared sensors. Secondary objectives carl be found in "Transistorized radiometers lnd hJ9h altitude
Included measuring cosmlc rldtltlon, energetic particles, and measurements." Flnal RePOrt by Dr. E. Todd, Unlver•lty Of
the effect• of the •pace environment on certaln mete1• end Colorado, November 1963,
emulsion•. The •p•cecraft was cylindrically shaped, measurln9
approximately 6 m In length and l.S m In diameter. Once In
orbit, the SOiCecraft was stabilized In a nose-down attitude •o
that the IR sensors and •_tenno were •1ways faclns earthward.
....... MIDAS S, JURSA...................................
INVESTIGATION NAHE- SCANNING RADIOV_TER
NSSDC ID- 62-010A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST p_t,l_Od4
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEIS)
PERSONNEL
PI - A. JURSA USAF GEOPHYS LAB
OI - E.P. TODD U OF COLORADO
SRIEF DESCRIPTION
The MIDAS 5 scanning radiometer was capable of measuring
both thermal emissions end reflected solar radiation from the
esrth. The experiment was designed. In Particular. to detect
the exhaust from a recently launched ICBM and •o to provide an
early warntn9 •9alnst probable attack. The radiometer
• ub•ystem consisted Of en optics turret with appropriate
fllter• •rid two flake-thermistor bo1ometer•, one sensitive to
thermal radiation (_,5 to S0 micrometers) and the other to
vlstble and near Infrared radiation [0,2 to 4.S micrometers).
Other component• Included • vtbrstln9-wand ChOpper. en ac
amplifier, end telemetry. A pollshed rotating mirror located
In the optics turret allowed the r•dtometer to scan the earth
from horizon to horizon. Each detector was positioned It the
base of • conlcal radl•tJon shield that restricted the •nDular
field Of view to about S des. SlmJllr r•dlometer• were flown
on MIDAS $ end 4. A complete description of the radiometer can
be found In "Transistorized radiometers and high ¢ltJtude
measurements." Fln•l Report by Dr. E. Todd. University of
Colorado, November 1965. The experiment WaS considered pertly
successful slnce only the thermal detector functioned properly.
RldlOmeter date were obt•lned for only the first six orbits.
mmRmmmmammmmlUNmNamNmammmmmm MIDAS 6ammmlll=mmmvmmmmummamulmmma
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MIDAS 6
ALTERNATE NAHES- 0057_, k_ST FORD (2)
HSSDC ID- 6_-014A
LAUNCH DATE- 05/09/63 WEIGHT- 2000. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB* UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
PERSONNEL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The MIDAS 6 (MIIS]I D@f_n_ff _:&,.. _ystem] satellite w•s
designed ne_?:r;;y ¢0 detect the exh•u•t halt froa • recently
_wunched ICBH bY use of lnfrlred sen•ore. A secondmry
objective wss to elect SSO million copper needles Into earth
orbit (Pro_ect Nest Ford). The needles were to serve el an
ertlftolel scattering medium for radio elS,,els In the
centimeter bend. The spacecraft wee cvUndrlcally shaped
meesurln$ approximately 6 n In length and l,S • In diameter,
1
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DODGE SATELLITE I
The Department of Defense Gravity Experiment (DODGE) satellite was launched by the
Department of Defense primarily to study gravity-gr',_ent stabilization techniques. It was a single
engineering technology satellite, not intended to be part of a larger program. Placed into a nearly
earth-synchronous orbit on July 1, 1967, the satellite carried two vidicon cameras: one narrow-
angle (22 deg FOV) and one wide-angle (60 deg FOV). Both cameras were capable of black-and-
white imaging, but the narrow-angle camera was designed to include capability for color pictures.
To support the primary satellite mission, the cameras were directed to look earthward down the
satellite mast and its extendable 4.6-m long boom to observe the induced bending of the boom and
the alignment of the satellite with respect to the earth. Many meteorologically useful pictures were
obtained, including the first color pictures from near earth-synchronous altitude.
t
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twMnaaw_maumm=uma.t=umnnmaa=m ODGEMaamaamuwmiamaam_alaauunawwam damaSa. The normal sequence of operation consisted of e 200-s
charge cYCle end alternate exposures end 200-s readouts of the
60-de9 end 22-des FOV vldlCon tubes. In continuous operation, _ _.SPACECRAFT COMMONNAHE- DODGE I 60-des FOV camera exposure end read _ycle followed 9qm_
ALTERNATE NAHES- 02867 Immediately. Host of the Pictures taken were block-and-white. oOn occasion, however, a command was sent from the 9round to the
HSSDC |D- 67-066F satellite to Snitlate the solar photography sequence. Thts #,
sequence took 15.3 Bin and produced tltree frames, Which were
LAUNCH BATE- 07/01/67 HEfGHT- 195.05 KG used to generate a composite color picture. The sequence
LAUNCH S]TE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. UNITED STATES consisted of alternate 1.2-s exposures of the camera tube with
LAUNCH VEH|CLE- TITAN each of the color filters Placed Jn the optical path of the
camera. The information on the vidtcon tube Was read out for _"
SPONSOR]NO COUNTRY/AGENCY one color channel while the next color filter was moved into
UN%TED STATES HAS_-_SSA place. The video signals were then amplified, processed, and
UNITED STATES DOD-_,AVY transmitted to the APL 9round racel_tn9 s_atJon In Howard
County. Haryland. where the color picture WaS reconstructed.
ORBIT PARAHETERS The picture tncluded I spherical ¢olor standard mounted on the
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH BATE- 01/15/68 and of the A.6-m boom that extended out from the cylindrical
ORBIT PERIOD- ]$18.9 MIN INCLINATION- 6.2 DEG mast. An identically colored sphere was kept In the 9round
PERIAPSI$- $3270. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 33659. KH ALT acquisition station to monitor the accuracy of the colors
displayed in the PiCtUre. To obtain data needed fOr the
PERSONNEL dynamic boom bending studies, a specie1 fast scan (25 sac/scan)
PH - J. bASSOULAS APPLIED PHYGICS LAB mode w_s Included. Owln9 to the motion of the satellite across
PH - L.P. PRESSLER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB the face of the earth, pictures were taken for only 5.5 days
PS .- R.E. FISCHELL APPLIED PHYSICS LAB ou_ of its l].2-day Perlod, when the satellite was within
communication range of the ground receiving statton, Durln9
BRIEF DESCRIPTION this period, the satell|te programmer turned the camera system
The DODGE (Department of Defense Gravity Experiment) on every hour on the hour for ]0 min. In the normal mode 0f
satellite was orbited Primarily to study a number of advanced operation (slow scan), one picture per camera was obtained
blsxlal and trlaxlol gravity-gradient stabilization techniques every hour. The fast scan and color picture modes were
It near-synchronous altitudes. Secondary objectives included initiated and controlled bY 9round commands. The pictures had
obtatn2o9 measurements of the earth's magnetic field it a around resolution of 66.6 and 2_ km for the 60-des and 22-de9
near-synchronous altitudes and black-and-white and color TV FaY cameras, respectively. Separate sun sensors protected the
photography of the entire earth dtsk. DODGE Was launched as cameras when the sun was tn the FOV by preventing the shutter
pert of a multiple DaD satellite payload that lncluded PATS 1, from opening. Pictures token during the time when the sun uas
LEt 5. and IDCSP 14, ]7, and 18. The satellite was in the form eclipsed by the earth provided Information on alr91ow and
of in octagonal alumlnum shell wlth a truncated pyramld at the auroral phenomena, while normal pictures of the earth provided
top and a 25.4-cm-dtametar cylindrical mast extending 1.57 m data on cloud helght by correlating the color bands of
from the satellite bare. The satellite body WaS 2._] m long atmospheric scattering wtth altitude. The experiment was I
and 1.22 m In diameter. A tots] of 10 knobbed booms were success lfld produced over aS,000 pictures. On July 2_, 1967,
¢err ed On board. Upon radio commando these booms could be the DODGE 22-de9 FOV camera took the first color picture of the
lnc_pandentlv extended or retracted along three axes to various earth ever made From a near-synchronous altitude. The
limits out to 45.75 _. The cylindrical mast housed e 4.6-m negatives and positives of the pictures from ]967 and 1968 are
boom that extended tflrou9h the end of the mast, tuo kept at APL. About 300 PiCtures from the 1967-1968 period have .
15.2S-m-ion9 damper booms that extended In the x-y Plane, and been digitized and recorded on masnettc tape and are also kept _
trtaxlal vector masnetomcter sensors. The remaining seven at APL. Pictures from 1969 to 1971 are stored on magnetic tape
booms were contained In the satellite body alan9 with i in analog form end on _- by S-tn. Polaroid prints. Problems
two-camera (one color and one black-and-white) vtdicon camera with the spacecraft battery limited operations in 1971 to solar
system. The command system consisted of U dual command power _cqulsJtlon times only. The last Picture was taken in _
receiver, dual command Io9ic, and power switching circuitry. January 1971. Owing to limited funding, the experiment was
The telemetry system included two directional antennas mounted placed In an operational off mode In t_e first quarter of 1971.
on the mast, two 38-channel commutators for housekeeping data,
ar, d • dual transmitter system that transmitted analo9 data at a
frequency of 240 MHz and TV data at 136.8 HHz. The satellite
WaS successfully stabilized 12 days after launch by means of
the 9ravlty-$radlent booms and librarian dampening systems. It
WaS oriented with lts base and mast directed toward the center
of the earth's disk. The mission WaS a success and proved the
feasibility of achieving trtaxlal 9rarity-gradient
stebllizatl0o at synchronous altitudes using passive and
semtpasslve techniques. The satellite operated for over 3 yr
and took thousands of black-and-white and color pictures of the
earth. Early In 1971, problems with the batteries on board
11mired operation to only solar acquisition perlods. The
satellite was placed In an operational off mode In early 197].
....... DODGE, THONPSON- ......................................
INVESTIGATION NAHE- DUAL VIDICON CAHERAS
NSSOC ID- 67-066F-01 ;NVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
SPACE TEST PROGRAH
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL
PI - T. THOHPSON APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The DODGE dual vtdlccn camera experiment was designed
primarily to determine (1) the illsnment OF the satellite wtth
respect to the earth and (2) the amount of solar end
gravitationally Induced bendln9 of the downward-pointing
stabiliZation boom. In addition, the cameras were capable of
providing information on the structure end dvnnmtcs of global
cloud systems, cloud hel9hts, alr91ow, and auroras. The
camerus were mounted in the base of the sotelZlte and vlewed
down the I.ST-m-lon9 cy12ndrlcal mast toward the earth. The
earth remained flxed In the fleld of view (FOV) when Ill
vacillations were damped out end stabilization Wee ichleved.
The camera system consisted of two vtdtcon cameras, one with I
22-de9 FOV end the other with I 60"des FOV. and associated
electronics and power converters. Both cameras were equipped
with I 2.54-cm vldlcon tube (S12 lines/scan) and i special slow
scan (200 eec/e¢in) video PiCkUp. The 60-de9 FOV camera took
black-end-white pictures only end used e simple blade-type
shutter, The 22-de$ FOV camera, however, took both color and
block-and-white pictures. It USed a rotetln9 eight-channel
color wheal placed In front ef the camera, which provided
shutterin9 ICtioh. Three of the channels were equipped with
blue, green, end red filters, one channel was left blank, and
ReylolghItheram tnlnsfllters.fOur Htsh-purltvhedvarious shortwlvs cutoff (haze or PAGE
_uart=coverpldteswereplaced ORIGINAL
ever the opt1¢=1 fllters for pretectlon etalnst radiation
OF POOR QUALITY _,
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1990009927-078
e EOLE/PEOLE SATELLITE PROGRAM
This French-U.S. satellite program consisted of the initial preliminary EOLE (which was a feasi-
bility test of the EOLE satellite) and the subsequent operational version. Both were very similar in
design and appearance, since the PEOLE design proved to be successful. The spacecraft was
designed for gravity-gradient stabilization, and experimentation was primarily for weather
communications. The satellite would systematically interrogate a number of constant pressure
level, free-floating balloons to obtain meteorological data (altitude, pressure, temperature, and
humidity) fi'om baUoon-bome insmamentation. The EOLE experiment included Doppler equipment
which, in combination with satellite-to-balloon range measurements, could effectively track any
given balloon to obtain wind vectors. Balloons were flown in the Southern Hemisphere to reduce
problems of interference with commercial air traffic.
II
EOL-3
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1990009927-079
+ +eNINillllial|llleleliNilNlai BOLE l llii||ll|iill|llll|Mell|le|i Up m ilneral destruct commend Instead of the lnterrosmtlon
commend. The number of balloons sraduslly decreased durln9 the _.
experiment lifetime fdue to tcln9, leokoge, etc.). The lost _.'
SPACECRAFT COMNON NAHE- EOLE I balloons wire Intentionally destroyed 1- January 1973. The .v
ALTERNATE NANES- CAS-A, 0545S sxpnrlment ill st_bsequently used for trlokln9 end celiac(In3 4_.
BOLE dial from ocean buoys, Iceberss, and ships. _8 'f
NSGDC ID- 71-071R IlleeelilllllNNIIllillllNlll PEOLE 111mllmlNmIlllmililN"m""liim +3
LAUNCH DATE- 08116171 NEIGHT- 84.7 KG _'
LAUNCH SITE- NALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER, UNITED _TATES SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PEOLE l
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT ALTERNATE NAHES- PEOLE, PRELIMINAIRE EOLE C,
0_801, DIANANT-B NO 2
SPONSORING COUNYRY/AGENCY "
FRANCE CNES NSSDC ID- 70-I09A •
UNITED _TAIES NASA-OSSA _
LAUNCH DATE- 12/24/70 HEIGHT- 70, KG _,
INITIAL ORBIT PARANETERS LAUNCH SITE- KOUROU (CENTRE SPATIAL GUYANAI$I, FRENCH GUIANA
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/17/71 LAUNCH VEHICLE- DIAMANT _'
ORBIT PERIOD- 100.7 NIN INCLINATION- 50. OEG _
PERIAPSIS- 677, KH ALT APOAPSIS- 9_6. KH ALT SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
FRANCE CNES
PERSOKEL
PH - S.R. STEVENS NASA-OSFC INITIAL ORBIT PARANETERS _+
PS - N,R, BANDEEN NASA-GSFC ORBIT TYPE- GEOCEHTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/1_/70
ORBIT PERIOD- 9_.9 HIN INCLINATION-- 1_.98 DEG ,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERIAPSIS- 51_. KN ALT APOAP3IS- 7q9. KH ALT _
EOLE Io the second French experimental meteoro1091co1
satellite end the first launched bY NASA under a cooperative PERSONNEL
asreement with the Centre National d'Etuues Spatlales (CNE$), PH - UNKNOWN UNKNONN
was deslsned to function primarily as • communications PS - UNKNOHN UNKNOWN
satellite to acquire and reloy telemetered data on altitude.
pressure, temperature, moisture, end upper atm0spherlc wind BRIEF DESCRIPTION
velocities from Instrumented earth-clccltn9 constant density PEELE l (Prellmlnelre EOLE) was the first French
meteoroloslcol balloons, The octisonslly shaped satellite experimental meteorolo91cal satellite and the first launched by
measured 0.71 m lores; opposite corners and was 0.58 m Ions. the Centre National d'Etudes Spaktales (CNE_) from the Centre :'
Electrical power 120 H everase) was supplted by et9ht Spatial Guyanals near Kourou, French Guiana. The satellite was
rectonsulor solar panels deployed _5 de9 from the EOLE 1 upper placed trite • near-circular, near-equatorial orbit, Launched
octasonal structure after orbital insertion, end by 15 before the Initiation of France's aperattonal meteoroloslcal
rechar9eable silver-cadmium batteries. Constant earth satellite prosrom, PEOLE I was destsned to test the feasibility
orientation was maintained by e deployable ]O,06-m 9faulty Of scquIrtn9 data, tncludtn9 wind velocity, by reception of
9radiant boom. Satellite spin was near zero rpm In orbit, end telemetry and trackln9 data from Independent earth-clrclln9,
the attitude was prosrammed to remain stable wl_hln 9 des of constant-_ltltude, and meteoroloslcal balloons. Quallfyln9
local vertical. The data were stored on board the spacecraft tests were made of i 9ravlty-sradtent stobl/lzatlon end
and unloaded on command when the spacecraft was within rinse of ettttude system, onboard enslneerln9, and meteorolosIcal
the around station, The onboard telemetry consisted of (l] a experimental equipment that were later used on the EOLE
136.350-MHz downlJnk transmitter for relaylns balloon telemetry meteoroloslcal satellite. In oddit_nn, studies were made of
tO 9round sea,lens and also to serve is a tracktn9 beacon, [2) the effects of the space radiation environment on solar cellsI I48.25-NHz receiver for recelvtn9 spacecraft commands and composed of thin layers Of cadmium sulfide and cadmium
telemetry prosrams for balloon operations, and (3) a tellurtde, The satellite WaS tn the form of a resular
spacecraft-to-balloon transmitter [464.8_ MHz] and receiver octahedron 0.70 m across opposite corners and 0.55 m lon9 with
(401,7196 MHz]. The satellite operation was successful with elsht solar panels contalnin9 5920 solar cells, Which were _.
the exception of the inadvertent destruction _, 71 balloons by dePloYed _S des from the spacecrnft's Upper P-tasonal structure
an erroneous 9round command, The last balloon ceased after orbitai insertion. A 136.$S0-MHz (1 commend receiver
transmit(in9 In January 1973. However. the spacecraft was handled the command and prosrammlns telemetry. The
subsequently used to track and recelve date from ocean bUOyS, satellite-balloon and satellite-earth interro9atJon systems
| lceberss, and ships, were tested with a _00,]90-HHz [4-HI transmitter that owrated 4&throu3h en earth-oriented canted turn, stile on(anna mounted on
....... EOLE 1, BANDEEN- ....................................... the satellite base. PEELE 1 was a success, and nearly ell Of
i its systems were Incorporated into the deslsn of EOLE 1.; INVESTIGATION NAME- UPPER ATMOSPHERE WINDS AND WEATHER DATA
RELAY SYSTEM
NSSDC ID- 71_071A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAN t
CODE EE/C_-OP, APPLICATIONS
_
¢
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSONNEL
PI - N.R. BANDEEN NASA-GSFC
OI - A. KASAHARA NAiL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
OI - ,I. ANGELL NOAA
OI - Y, NINTZ U OF CALIF. LA
OI - P. HOREL CNRS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The EOLE I upper atmospheric winds and weather data relay
system consisted Of equipment desIsned primarily to collect
various meteoroloslcal _ta from balloons _n the Southern
Hemisphere floattn9 at pressure altitudes of about 200 mb, A
secondary objective was to develop techniques for accurately
determlnln$ balloon positions from an 0rbltlns spacecraft. The
satellite carried • modlflad Doppler system on board, which,
when combined wtth satellite-acquired rinse measurements, could
Iocete I balloon's horizontal position to within plus or m_nus
km. As many as 500 _.66-m, helium-filled, _0-day-llfetlme
cons(inS density balloons wore launched at the rate of three
per day from three sites In Arsenttna, with an additional 250
held In reserve to replace those that failed, Each balloon had
l frnn91ble 9.75-m Instrumentation line clrrylns temperature
a_d pressure sensors, solar cells end batteries for power
SUpplies, I telemetry receiver opera(Ins st 46_._86_ MHz, and a
4-H, _01.71796-NHz transmitter usln9 I linear sleeve antenna.
The spacecraft tnterrosited the balloons both day and ntght,
IndividuallY, In sequence+ or In a Prvsrammed 9roup (up tO 64
at I ttma). The balloon position and sensor data were reloyed
tO the 9round and were fed Into a computer program that
provided+ for operntloflal USa, wind speed and direction,
ambient temperature, ambient prllsure, and balloon
superprescurl. ElCh helicon was IIso equipped with In
explosive ¢hlrga for self-destruction, which ¢ould be trlssered
by around command If the balloon drifted beyond the
experiment', lltitudtn,1 limits ($0 de, S to 60 des S). On ORIGINALPAGESa (e ber 1|, 1971, 71 of he 115 balloons n operation were
• ccldentally de,(roved when ,round personnel lnldvertently sent OF POORQUALITY S
EOL-4
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EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT (ERBE) PROGRAM
The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) program was designed for observations of the
earth's radiation budget on global and regional scales in relation to long-term processes of the
earth's weather and climate. The ERBE system allows the entire earth to be observed at some time 1
of each day, and most of the earth at all times of day during every month. It consists of three.
satellites. Two of the satellites are the NOAA 9 _nd 10, advanced TIROS-N-class operational It
meteorological satellites, which are placed in 830-kin polar., sun-synchronous orbits. The third
satellite is NASA's Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS), which was launched in 1984 by a
Shuttle into a 610-kin circular, 57 deg-inclined orbit, covering nearly all pax_sof the earth from
57 deg S to 57 deg N latitude.
Each of the three spacecraft carries an ERBE nonscanner (ERBE-NS) instrument and a scanner
(ERBE-S) instrument for measuring incident and reflected solar energy, and the earth's emitted
radiation at different wavelengths, ranging from 0.2 to 50 micrometers. In addition, the ERBS
satellite carried a Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE II) sun-scanning radiometer
for measuring solar radiation attenuation caused by atmospheric constituents. Mapped vertical and
horizontal distributions of stxatospheric aerosol and ozone were related to the radiation budget
study. The SAGE II instrument was the fourth in a series of spaceborne stratospheric aero.';ol
monitors. Earlier models of the sensor were flown on the Apollo/Soyuz Test Project, Nimbus 7,
and SAGE (AEM-B).
For satellite and experiment descriptions of the other two ERBE experinlents, see NOAA 9 and 10.
A special issue of Rev. Geophys., v. 24, 1986, contains more details on the ERBE program and
some preliminary results.
ERB-3
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1990009927-082
_ mmmammmammmlmmallmmmm_m_mmem ERBSaalNmamamalnmmmM_maamlmm/nwmnl PEPSONNEL
PI - HoPo HCCOkHICK NASA-LARC
' OI - L. HCMASTERS NASA-LARC
SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- ERB$ 01 - W. VAUGHAN NASA-LARC
ALTERNATE NAHES- EARTH RAP BUDGET SAT, ERBS-A
15554 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The SAGE sensor was a multi-spectral channel radiometer 8NSSDC 19- B4-1OaB which measured the extinction of solar radiation Intensity
during solar occultation. AS the spacecraft emerged from the
LAUNCH DATE- 10105/84 HEIGHT- 2250. KG earth*s shadow durlnp each orbit, the sensor acquired the sun
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES and measured the solar intensity in seven wavelength Pand_
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE centered between 0.38S and 1.0 micrometers as It scanned the
sun vertically° AS the spacecraft continued in orbit, tne llne
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY cf sight from fhP spor$rrAft to the r_Jn9 FJn _r#nnmd he
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA earth'S atmosphere, resulting in a mea_ ement of .lie
attenuated solar intensity at different atm(sph_ric layrr:.
INITIAL ORBIT PARAHETERS The procedure was then rereated in l reverse sense during
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/.1/84 $packcraft sunset. Each sunrise or sunset event was monitored
ORBIT PERIOD- 96.8 HIN INCLINATION- 57. DEG from the top of the clouds to approximately IBO km above the
PERIAPSIS- 598. KH ALT APOAP_IS- 609. KM ALT aarth*s surface. The s_nsor had an lnstontaneous field of view
of approximately 0.5 km measured at the horizon For a 600-km
PERSONNEL orbit. The dy*amic range Of earn radlometric channel was
PH - C.L. WAGNER, JR. NASA-G$FC gpproximately _dO0, and the uncertainty in any radiomPtrlc
PS - M.D. KIKG NASA-GSFC measurement kas specified to be le_s than O.l_ of the
unattenuated solsr intensity (the sensor was part,ally
BRIEF DESCRIPTIOH self-calibrating in that a measurement of the unattenu_ted
The Earth Radiation Budget Satellite tERmS) was designed solar intensity was made prior to elch spacecraft _n_et _nd
to be @ 2-yr mission to gather required radiation budget data, follovJng each spacecraft sunrise}. Fu-thermore. zero
aerosol data. and ozone data to assess climate change and ozone intensity levels were reached every time the elevation mirror
depletion. The two experiments were the Earth Radtation Budget scanned off the sun. The instrument module consisted Of
Experiment IERBE] ind the Stratospheric Aerosol end Gas optical and electronic subassemblies mounted side by side. The
Experiment II [SAGE ]I]. An =RBE is also carried on two optical subassembly consisted Of a _lat _cann_p3 mirror°
TIROS-N series [NOAA 9 and NOAA-GI mlsqlons. Cassegrat n optics, and a detector package. The entJrp optical
subassembly was 9imbaled in azimuth. The azimuth servo
....... ERBS, BARKSTROH- ....................................... employed san sensors driven to null on the center of the sun to
tolerance of plus or minus i arc-mJn. At *lie beDinnJn_ of aINVESTIGAT" 4 NAME- EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIHENT [ERBE) unrise or sunset event, the instrument sl.wed In azimuth to a
PosItlo_ to acquire the sun. Upon acquisition in azimuth, the
NssDC ID- 84-10BB-OI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM mlrror _ervu _canned in elevation until the s_n was Pcquired.
CODE EE, APPLICATIONS The _c n r_nse _s then reduced to scanning ba(_ and forth
across the °olar in_Pge orlY. The solar input _a_ reflected
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINERS) from the scan m/_ror "hrough the Cassegratn telescope, which
METEOROLOGY pruduced l solar image upon the scJem:e detector aperture.
ATHOSPHERZC PHYSICS This image was scanned across the aperture by the motion of the
scan mirror, The radlatJ.n through the aperture was dispersed,
PERSONNEL and the beams representing the wavelength bands were then
EH - J.E. COOPER NASA-LARC collected and applied to silicon pin diode detectors. The
TL - B.R. BARKSTROM NASA-LARC outputs of the detectors were fed to signal-conditioning
amplifiers whose outputs went to the PCM encoder. The PCH
BRIEF DESCRIPTION encoder multiplexed and digitized the signals end then
The Earth Radiation BudDer Experiment (ERBE) was designed transferred the dtsltal data to the ERBS data _vstem. The
to measure the energy exchange between the earth-atmosphere radlometrlc data for each wavelength channel were sampled 64
system and space. The measurements of global, zonal, a,,d times per second or approximately four times per kilometer of
regional rldiation budgets on monthly Lime scales helped tn tangent altitude° and they were digitized to 12 bit_. These
climate Prediction and in the development of statistical data, plus science supporting data and instrument module
relationships between regional weather and r_diation budget housekeeping data. totalled approximately 6 kbps. See Appendix
anomalies. The ERiE consisted of two _nstrument packages: the B for a list of SAGE-II l_vestiflators.
non-scanner [ERBE-NS) instrument end the scanner [ERBS-S)
instrument. The ERBE-NS instrument had flve sensors, each
usin9 cavity radiometer detectors. Four of them were primarily
earth-viewing. ]wo wide fteld-ofmview [FOV] sensors viewed the
entire disk of the earth from limb to limb, approximately 1_5
des. TWO medium FOV sensors viewed a IO-deg region° The fifth
sensor was a solar monitor that measured the total radi,tton
from the sun. Of the four earth-viewing sensors, one wide and
one medium nOV sensor made total radiation measurements; the
other two measured reflected solar radiation in the shortwave
spectral band between 0.2 and 5 micrometers by using S_#rastl-W
filters. The earth-emitted longwove radiation component was
determined by subtracting the shortwave measurement from the
total measurement. The ERBE-S instrument was I scanning
radiometer which contained thrl_ narrow FOV channels. One
channel measured reflected solar radiation in the shortwave
spectral _ntervel between 0.2 and 5 micrometers. Another
channel measured earth-emitted radiation in the longwave
spectral region from S to 50 micrometers. The third channel
leisured total radiation with l wavelength between 0.2 and SO
micrometers. All three channels were located within I
Continuously rotitin_ scan drum which eClnned the FOV Ioross
trick sequentially }rum horizon to hot'lion, Each channel made
74 rldlOmetrlc melsurementa during each scan, Ind the FOV Of
each channel was _ by 4.5 dog that coy "d about 40 km It the
earth's surface. The ERBE-S also viewed the sun for
calibretiono Additional information can ba obtline, f-om the
"Earth Radiation Bud9_t Experiment [ERBE): An overview," J,
Energy. u. 6. pp. 141-146-(1982), by B. R. Blrkstrom and J. B.
Hall, Jr. See Appendix Be for a list Of ERDE investigators.
....... ERBS, HCCORMICK........................................
INVESTIGATION NAHE- STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL A_D GAS (SAGE)
NSSDC ID- 84-10_B-'2 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE* APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEIS)
HETEOROLOOY
UPPER ATWOSPHERE RESEARCH
ATHOSPH[RIC PHYSICS
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l
1990009927-084
]ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (ESS_) .
SATELLITE PROGRAM _
The Operational TIROS (OT) and TIROS Operational Satellite (TOS), more commonly known as
the ESSA program (Environmental Science Services Administration), grew out of the experience in
space technology gained through the TIROS R&D program. Built and launched by NASA and
operated and financed by ESSA, these satellites were designed to provide both local and global
daytime coverage of the earth's surface and cloud cover on a daily basis, end to obtain global heat-
balance data.
The program operation was initiated on February 3, 1966, with the launch of OT 3 from the
Eastern Test Range by a Delta rocket into the successful orbit of ESSA 1. Later sp_.cecraft in the
series were launched from the Western Test Range using an improved Delta rocket. A total of nine
ESSA spacecraft were successfully placed i_norbit with a tenth (TOS-H) built and placed in
storage.
All OT and TOS spacecraft were launched into circular, near-polar, sun-synchronous orbits, and
were spin stabilized in a cartwheel mode. Improved attitude configuration, higher orbits, and better
camera resolution gave ESSA spacecraft significantly improved photographic capabilities over the
'_ previously launched TIROS spacecraf,,. ESSA 2, 4, 6, and 8 were equipped with two identical
2.54-cm diameter, 800-line, vidi,'r,,l APT cameras to provide direct readout of daytime cloud cover
over specified locations. ESSA 3, 5, 7, and 9 were fitted with two redundant 2.54-cm diameter,
800-line, Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) cameras and a dual tape recorder for photo-
graphing and storing global cloud-cover data for subsequent transmission to ground acquisition
stations at Wallops Island, VA, and Fairbanks, AK. The cameras on ESSA 1 were identical to the
vidicons used on TIROS satellites. With the exception of ESSA 1, the cameras were mounted
perpendicular to the spin axis. All odd-numbered ESSA spacecraft after ESSA 1 also carried two
low-resolution infrared Flat Plate Radiometers (FPRs) that were mounted on the satellite baseplate
and used to monitor the intensity of emitted and reflected radiation hum the earth-at_ ,c:;,nhere
system on a global scale.
The operating system consisted of two ESSA satellites functioning simultaneously: one AVCS-
equipped spacecraft and one APT-equipped spacecraft. The system provided full daytime global
imagery of cloud systems on a daily basis. These spacecraft proved extremely reliable. Over
140,000 useful meteorological photographs were received from the AVCS experiment on ESSA 9,
before it was placed in an operationally offmode in November 1972. The APT experiment was a
ESS-3
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1990009927-085
great aid to operational meteorology at the local level; by 1971 nearly 600 stations throughout the
world were capable of receiving real-time, cloud-cover photographs from &PT-equipped ESSA "_
spacecraft. Although no historical APT data arc available, the experiment brief description is _ -
included here for completeness.
m'
i ESS-4
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******_**************************_,_k ESSA 1-9 ********************************* I'
JII _ Spacecraft Name- ESSA 1-9S/C Alternate NSSDC Launch Inc. Perig. Apog. Pd..
Name ID Date (deg) (km) (km) (min)
ESSA 1 OT 3 66-008A 02/03/66 97.9 702 845 100.4
ESSA 2 OT 2 66-016A 02/28/66 101.0 1356 1418 113.6
ESSA 3 TOS-A 66-087A 10/02/66 101.1 1393 i493 114.6
ESSA 4 TOS-B 67-006A 01/26/67 102.0 1328 1443 113.5
ESSA 5 TOS-C 67-036A 04/20/67 102.0 1361 1423 113.6
ESSA 6 TOS-D 67-114A 11/10/67 102.1 1410 1488 114.8
ESSA 7 TOS-E 68-069A 08/16/68 101.7 1432 1476 115.0
-- ESSA 8 TOS-F 68-114A !2¢i5/68 101.9 1410 1473 114.7
ESSA 9 TOS-G 69-016A 02/26/69 101.8 1427 1508 115.3
S/C PM PS
ESSA 1 R.M. Rados (Retired) Aero. and Meteo. Div.
NASA/GSFC NASA/GSFC
ESSA 2-9 W.W. Jones (NLA)
NASA/GSFC
Brief DescriptionESSA 1-9 (Environmental Science Services Administration) were spin-stabilized operational
_i_ meteorolo_cal spacecraft designed to take daytirne cloud-cover pictures and solar and terrestrial
radiation on a global basis. They were also known as Operational TIROS (OT) and TIROS !Operational Satellites (TOS). ESSA 1 had a redundant vidicon camera system. _ater odd-number
ESSA satellites were equipped with two A_; ar,c_d Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) cameras.
Even-numbered ESSA satellites had two Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) cameras. The |
AVCS satellites also carried a Hat Plate Radi'ometer (FPR) system. The satellites had essentially
the same configuration as that of'.he TIROS series; i.e., an 1g-sided fight prism, 107 cm across
opposite comers and 56 cm high, with a reinforced baseplatt carrying most of the subsystems and
a cover assembly (HAT). Electrical power was provided by approximately 10,000 1- by 2-cm
solar cells that were mounted on the cover assembly and by 21 nickel-cadmium batteries. A pair of
crossed-dipole command and receiving antennas projected out and down from the baseplate. A
monopole telemetry and tracking antenna extended up from the top of the cover assembly. Each
satellite was placed in a cartwheel orbital mode, with its spin axis maintained normal to the orbital
plane. The satellite spin rate and attitude were dete:rrtined primarily by a magnetic attitude spin coil
(MASC). The MASC was a current-carrying coil r.aounted in the cover assembly. The magnetic
field induced by the current interacted with the eard_'smagnetic field to provide the necessary
torque maintaining a desired spin rate of 9.225 rpm for odd-numbered ESSA and 10.9 rpm for
even-numbered ESSA. Five small solid-fuel thrusters mounted around the baseplate provided a
secondary means ot controUing the spacecraft spin r,_te.
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............................................. ESSA 1-9, NESS c .df .......................................... 3
Investigation Name - Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS)
Flown on - ESSA 3, 5, 7, 9 i_
NSSDC ID - 66-087-01, 67-036A-01, 68-069A-01, 69-016A_01
PI - NESS Staff NOAA/NESS
Brief Description
This system was a camera, tape recorder, and transmitter combination that could record and store a
series of remote daytime cloud-cover pictures for subsequent playback to a ground data acquisition
facility. The cameras and tape recorder system were essentially the same as those on Nimbus 1
and 2. The ESSA AVCS system consisted of two redundant wide-angle cameras with 2.54-_
vidicons. The cameras were mounted 180 deg apart on the side of the spacecraft, with their optical
axes perpendicular to the spin axis. The camera optical system employed a 180 deg lens with a fo-
cal length of 6.0 mm. Each camera was independently triggered into action only when it came into
view of the earth. A video frame consisted of 0.25 s of blanked video followed by 6.25 s of vidi-
con scan (833 lines) and a final 0.25-s period of blanked video. Concurrent with shutter actuation,
a 16-increment gray scale was included at the edge of each picture frame as a contrast check. A
four-track tape recorder could store up to 36 pictures. The data could be read out between picture-
taking cycles without losing a picture or interrupting a sequence. Six or 12 AVCS pictures per or-
bit could be programmed. At nominal attitude and altitude (approximately 1450 km), a picture
covered a 3100- by 3100-km square with a horizontal resolution of about 3 km at nadir. There
was a 50% overlap along the mack between successive pictures to ensure complete coverage. The '1_
experiment was a success. Data from this experiment are available through SDSD. For an index _lb
of available data, see the "Catalog of Meteorological Satellite Data - ESSA 3 Television Cloud '_
Photography," and the. "Catalog of Meteorological Satellite Data - ESSA 3 and ESSA 5 Television _
Cloud Photography," etc., for sale from the U.S. Superintendent of Documents.
.............................................. ESSA 1-9, NESS Staff ......................................... _
Investigation Name - Vidicon Camei-a System i!,
Flown on - ESSA 1 _
NSSDC lid - 66-008A-01 i
PI - NESS Staff NOAA/NESS _"
Brief Description
This system was a camera, tape recorder, and transmitter combination that could record and store a ;'
series of remote daytime cloud-cover pictures for subsequent playback to a ground data acquisition !_
facility. The system was similar to those flown on previous TIROS missions, consisting of two _
redundant 500-scan-line TV cameras with 1.27-cm vidicons. The cameras were mounted 180 deg
apart on the side of the spacecraft and were canted 75 deg from the spacecraft spin axis. The "
canleras were triggered into action only when they came into view of the earth. Each tape _'ecorder !
had two separate channels, one for storing video signals and one for sun-angle data, which served
as a time reference. Up to 32 pictures consisting of five levels of gray could be stored fc_
subsequent playback. At nominal attitude and altitude (approximately 1450 km), the cameras _ i; covered a 1200- by 1200-km square with a spatial resolution of about 3 km at nadir. The ;
:t
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experiment was a success. Data from this experiment are available through SDSD. For a corr.plete
index of data, see parts 1 and 2 of the "Catalog of Meteorological Satellite Data - ESSA 1Television Cloud Photography," for sale from the U.S. Superintendent of Documents.
.............................................. ESSA 1-9, Suomi ................................................
Investigation Name - Flat Plate Radiometer (FPR)
Flown on - ESSA 3, 5, 7, 9
NSSDC ID - 66-087A-02, 67-036A-02, 68-069A-02, 69-016A-02 -_
PI V.E. Suomi U. of Wisconsin
OI R.S. Parent U. of Wisconsin !_
Brief Description
This experiment was designed to provide a measurement of the global distribution of reflected _
solar and long-wave radiation leaving the earth. The FPR system was composed of four infrared
sensors, an analog-to-digital converter, a commutator, and a tape recorder. Two pairs of radio-
meters were mounted on opposite si_es of the spacecraft, with their axes perpendicular to the spin
axis. A cone shield was employed on two of the radiometers to isolate or reduce any response
due to direct solar radiation. The field of view on the other two instruments was unrestricted.
Both types of radiometers used a coated (either black or white) aluminum disk as the sensing
element. The disk temperature was measured by two thermistors mounted on the back surface of
the disk. The black-coated disk responded to the sum of the reflected solar, direct solar, and
_t emitted long-wave radiation. The white disk reflected in the visual range but absorbed in theinfrare (7- to 30-micrometer) range. Data from this experiment are available thr ugh SDSD.
¢
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............................................ ESSA 1-9, NESS Staff ...........................................
lInvestigation Name - Automatic Picture Transmission (APT)
Flown on - ESSA 2, 4, 6, 8
NSSDC ID - 66-016A-01, 67-006A-01, 67-114A-01, 68-114A-01
PI - NESS Staff NOAA/NESS
Brief Description
This experiment was a camera and transmitter combination designed to transmit real-time, daylight,
slow-scan ,elevision pictures of cloud cover to any properly equipped ground receiving station.
The camera system consisted of two redundant APT cameras with 2.54-cm-diameter vidicons.
Each camera had a 108-deg wide-angle f/1.8 objective lens with a focal length of 5.7 mm. The
cameras were mounted 180 deg apart on the side of the spacecraft, with their optical axes perpen-
dicular to the spacecraft spin axis. The cameras were progrmnmed to take four or eight APT
pictures per orbit. The actual photography required 8 s and the transmission 200 s. Earth-cloud
images retained on the photosensitive sin-faceof the vidicon were read out at four lines per second
to produce on 800-line picture. Two 5-W TV transmitters (137.5 MHz) relayed the pictures to
local APT stations within the communication range. The faceplate of tile vidicon had reticle marks
that appeared on the picture format to aid in relating the picture to its geographical position on the
earth's surface. A, nominal satellite attitude and altitude (approximately 1450 km), a picture
covered a 3100- by 3100-km square with a horizontal resolution of about 4 km at nadir. There
was a 30% overlap between pictures along the track to ensure complete coverage. APT data were
primarily intended for operational use within the local APT acquisition station.
O
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EXPLORER SATELLITE PROGRAM _'
The Explorer program had its beginnings _s a joint effort by the U.S. Army and Navy under pro- ._
ject "Orbiter." These efforts were terminated with approval of the Navy Vanguard program in
September 1955. On November 8, 1957, 35 days after the Sputnik 1 success and 28 days prior to
the fast Vanguard launch attempt, DOD announced Army participation in the satellite launch efforts
for the 1959 IGY. The resultant efforts based upon the project Orbiter experience and the
Redstone rocket as a first stage led to a successful launch of Explorer 1 by a four-stage (Jupiter C)
launch vehicle on February 1, 1958. The Explorer series continues to be used as a name for small,
usually rather sp,_,cializedresearch satellites primarily for astrogeophysical studies. Approximately
56 Explorer satellites had been launched as of 1985. Explorer 6 carded a cloud-cover experiment
similar to that on Vanguard 2, and Explorer 7 carded a radiometry experiment to observe both
incoming and outgoing thermal radiation. Further U.S. research work for meteorological applica-
tions was done primarily on the TIROS, Nimbus, and SMS/GOES satellite series.
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SPACECRAFT COHHON NAHE- EXPLORER 6 SPACECRAFT COMHON NAME- EXPLORER 7
ALTERNATE NAMES- ABLE $, 1959 DELTA t ALTERNATE NAMES- 1959 IOTA 1o S IA
00015 00022 1NSSDC ID- 59-004A NS_UC ID.- 59-009A '
LAUNCH DATE- 08/07/S_ NEfGHT- 64. KG LAUNCH DATE- I0/t3/59 NEIGHT- 41,50 KG
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY _PACE CENTER, UNITED STATES LAUNCH SITE- KENNECY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR LAUNCH VEHICLE- JUNO
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA UNITED STATES DOD-ARHY
UNITED STATES OOD-USAF
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/21/59
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/19/59 ORBIT PERIOD- 101,38 MIN INCLINATION- 50.27 DEG
ORBIT PERIOD- 754. HIN INCLINATION- 47.0 DEG PERIAPSIS- 573. KH ALT APOAPSI3- 1073, KM ALT
PERIAPSIS- 237.000 KH ALT APOAPSIS- 41900.0 KM ALT
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL PM - H.E. LAGONIRETIRED) NASA-GSFC
PH - J.C. LINDSAY[DECEASED) NASA-GSFC PS - H.E. LAGON(RETIRED1 NASA-GSFC
PS - J.C. LINDSAYIDECEASED] NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Explorer 7 was destgned to measure solar X-ray and
Explorer 6 was a small, spheroidal satellite destpned to Lyman-alpha flux, trapped energetic particles, and heavy
study trapped radiation of various enarsJes, galactic cosmic primary cosmic rays (Z>_), Secondary objectives Included
rays. 9eomagnetism, radio propsgatJon in the upper atmosphere, collecting data on mtcrometeorold penetration snd molecular
and the flux of mlcrometeorites. It also tested a scanning sputtering end studying the earth-atmosphere heat balance. The
device designed for photographing the earth's cloud cover, The spin-stabilized satelllte's external structure consisted of two
satellite WaS launched tnto a highly elliptical orbit with an truncated rr_tcal fiberglass shells _otned by a cylindrical ",_
lnitlol local time Of spogee of 2100 h. The sstelllte was sots aluminum cancer section. The spacecraft wag 75 cm wide at its
stabilized at 2.8 rps, with the direction of the spin sxls equator snd about 75 cm high, The spacecraft was powered bv _"
hevlns s right ascension Of 217 de9 and a declination of 23 approximately 3000 solar ceils mounted on both the upper and
deE, Four solsr cell paddies mounted near its equator lower shells. Additional power was provided by 15 _.
recharsed the storage batteries while In orbit, Each nickel-cadmium batteries that were positioned on its equator i:.
experiment except the television scanner had two outputs, near the outer skin as an aid in maintaining a proper spin
digital end analog. A UHF transmitter was used for the digital rate. Two crossed dipole (I N, 20 MHz) telemetry antennas
telemetry end the TV stsnal, Two VHF transmitters were used to prolected outward from the center section, and a 108-HHz
transmit the onalo9 signal. The VHF transmitters were operated antenna used for tracking Was mounted on the bottom of the _-
continuously, The UHF trsnsmttter was operated for only a few lower shell. Located around the periphery of the center _.
hours each day. Only three of the solar cell paddies fully section were five bolometars for thermal radiation measurements r
erected, and this occurred during spin up rather than prior to ond three cadmium su'lfide mJrrometeorotd detector ceils, A
spin up as planned. Consequently, lnitlal operation of the cylindrical _on chamber (llthlum flourld window) and a ?*
payload power supply was 63_ nominal, and this decreased with beryllium window X-ray chamber were located on opposite sides
time. The decreased power c:,,,sed a lower slsnal-to-nolse ratio of the upper cone, and 8 cosmic-ray Geiger counter was located
affecttn9 most of the data _speclally near apogee. One VHF On the very top, A primary cosmic-ray iontzatto, chamber WaS ""
tronsmltter failed on Septembe_ 11, 1959, and the last contact located wt.htn the center portion of the uppPr cone. Useful _
with the payload was made on October 6, 1959, st which time the real-time data were transmitted from launch throush February :_L
solar cell charging current had fallen below that required to 196I and Intermittently until Ausust 24, 1961, _#maintain the satellite equipment. A total of 827 h of analog
and 23 h of dJsJtol data was obtained. - ...... EXPLORE_ 7, SUOHI ......................................
....... EXPLORER 6, BAKER..................................... INVESTIGATION NAHE- THERMAL R _IATION _.
INVESTIGATION NAME- TV OPTICAL SCANNER NSSDC ID- 59-009A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM _ r_"I CODE EE, APPLICATIONS _,
NSSDC ID- 59-00_A. 05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ,"
CODE EE. APPLICATIONS INVE ,TIG_TION DISCIPLINEIS)
METEOROLOGY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} _'
METEOROLOGY PERSONNEL _,PI - V,E, SUOMZ U OF WISCONSIN
PERSONNEL
PI - K.D. BAKER UTAH STATE U BRIEF DESCRIPTION i
The Explorer 7 thermal radiation experiment was deszgned
BRIEF DESCRIPTION tO mecsure incident and refle, ted solar UV radiation and iThe TV optical scanner flown on Explorer 6 was an terrestrial IR radiation tn order to obtain a better
improved version of the TV system first employed on Pioneer 2, understanding of the drlvtn$ forces of the earth-atmosphere
The experiment consisted of sn optical unit containing a system, The primary instrumentation consisted of five
concave spherical mirror and phototrsnststor, o vldeo bolometers In the form of hollow silver hemispheres that were
amplifier, tlmin9 and logic circuits, and telemetry, The thermally Insulated from, but in close proximity to specla11_
experiment was designed to test the feasibility of usln9 such slumlni, ed mirrors, The hemispheres thereby behaved very much
Instrumentation t'. ohtatn low-resolution dayltsht cloudcover like t_olated spheres in space. Two of the hemispheres had
photographs, ',_ Explorer 6 scanner also served 8s s black coatings and responded about equally to solar and
forerunner to TV camera systems carrted on later, more terrestrial radiation, A third hemisphere, coated white, wig
advanced sltel _ _, The scanner's optical axls was directed more sensitive to terrestrial rsdlation than to solar
45 de9 away fru,,, the spacecraft spin axis, which was parallel radiation, A fourth, which had a 9old metal surface, was more
to the orbital plane. The vehicle's spln furnished the 11ne senslt.ve to solar radiation than to terreskrisl radiation,
scanning, end the spacecraft's forward motion lion9 its The fifth hemisphere, protected from direct sunlight, was used
trajectory provided the frame scanning. Durlns a scan (one to ffeasure the reflected sunllsht, A Slsss-coated bead [
spacecraft revolution), i single scan spot (element) on earth thermistor W0S mounted on the top of each hemisphere tO measure
Wig viewed and transmitted back to earth, Durln9 the next the temperature, A complete set Of four temperature
spacecraft revolution. In adjacent spot was scanned, This observations snd one reference sample required _0 a, Thus, in
procedure ass repeated until a line of 64 such spots was each orbit, about I80 temperature measurements could be
formed. Then the process was repeated to form an i Jacent line obtltned, The experiment was i success, and usable dsto were
of elements, and so on, until m frame, or picture, was obtained _rom launch until February 28, 1961.
obtained, The system could produce useful photographs only
when the spacecraft's velocity and orbits1 posttloo _ere such
that successive lines overlapped, {At apogee, for ;x.mple, the
TV lines were s_paratad bY a distance shout equal to their
length, end hence no meaningful picture coulO be obtstned. I
Data obtained from this experiment Ire limited and Of extremely
poor qualitY, Proper SpSCICrIft orientation was never
achieved, resulting tn l considerable amount of blink Space
between successlve scan 11nes. The scanner's 1oslc circuits
also filled to oplrstl ,.orllllY (only every fourth ,¢sn .pot ORIGINALPAGECould be successfully reproduced), further reducln$ the
resolution, The list useful dote were o0tlined on Ausust 25.
1,5, _)F POOR QUALITY
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GEMINI PROGRAM o.
The Gemini program (designed to carry two astronauts) was the second U.S. manned program and
was the follow-on to the Mercury manned plo_o.m (one.astronautcapability). Objectives of this
program were to develop long-duration manned flight and rendezvous capabilities, to de,,elop
precise reentrycontrol, to attainflight and ground crew proficiency, to develop extravehicular
capability, and to carry out selected scientific experiments.
The program was first approved in November 1961, with orbital flights occurring from April 1964
through November 1966. Gemini orbits were near 30 deg inclination with apogee/perigee
approximately 320/160 miles with the exception of excursions to 765 km by Gemini 10 and to
1370 km by Gemini 11. Four dockings and nine EVAs were successfully carried out. All
objectives were achieved, l
lAmong the scientific ex_rirnents included were a cloudtop spectroscopy experiment to determinecloudtop heights by oxygen absorption between 0.075 and 0.078 micrometer (on Gemini 5 and 8)and a space object radiometry experiment to study the spectrai irradiance of var_.oustargets such as
airglow, cloud cover, and selected terrain objects (on Gemini 5 and 7). A synoptic weather terrain
g photography experiment was also conducted on Gemini 8-12. On Gemini 3 through 9, a
Hasselblad 500C, 80-mm/f2.8 camera was used. For the Gemini 7 flight, a 250-mm/f4.5 lens
was added. For the Gemini 9 through 12 flights, two cameras (three for Gemini 9) were used: a
super wide-angle Hasselblad 70-mm camera with a 38-mm/f4.5 lens and a specially designed
Maurer 70-ram camera with an 80-mm/f2.8 lens. All cameras were hand-held. The same cameras
were used for both the synoptic terrain and synoptic weather (S005 and S006) experiments.
A complete index and a generous sample of prints from the Gemini photographs are contained in
NASA SP 129 (Gemini 3-5) and NASA SP 171. Over 2400 photographs were taken and are
available from the EROS Data Center. In addition to spacecraft andexperiment descriptions, a
summary table of the Gemini Program is appended (see Table 6).
e
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_ TABLE 6
' GEMLNI PROGRAM 1t '
4_
i
Gemini Vehicle Number"
NSSDC ID
Launch Date i
Flight Duration (DDHHMM) I
_Docking/R_endezvous/E_VA
Earth Photographf !t
Crew/Remarks i
I
t
i;
1 64-018A 04-08 03, 23, 15 Structural test _i
2 01-19 00, 00, 18 Systems and structural test '.i
3 65-024A 03-23 00, 04, 52 H Grissom, Young
4 65-043A 06-03 04, 01, 56 E H McDivitt, White
5 65-068A 08-21 07, 22, 56 H Cooper, Conrad
6 GEM6 10-25 Flight cancelled -
target failure 4b
7 65-100A 12-04 13, 18, 35 H Borman, Lovell 8
6A 65-104A 12-15 01,01,53 :.,'_ H Schirra, Stafford
J 8 66-020A 03-16 00, 10, 41 D H Armstrong, Scott
9TA GEM9TA 05-16 Target failure
9 GEM9 05-17 Flight cancelled - :
target failure
9TB 66-046A 06-01
9A § 66-047A 06-03 03, 01, 04 R, E H, H2, M Stafford, Cernan
10T 66-064A 07-18
10 66-066A 07-18 02, 22, 46 D, E H2, M Young, Collins
11T 66-080A 09-12
11 66-081A 09-12 02, 23, 17 D, E H2, M Conrad, Gordon
12T 66-103A 11-11
12 66-104A 11-11 02, 22, 37 D, E H2, M Lovell, Aldrin
L
* A = Rescheduledflight
TA,TB = Targetvehicle
t H = Hassclblad500c,80ram,12.8(also250ram,f4.5onGemini7)
H2 = HasselbladSuperwide-angle-C,38 ram,f4.5
, M = Maurer80mm,t2.8
, §Gemini9Ais oftenreeerredto asGemini9.
i GEM-4
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i,_,,_c_,_,_,_,_,_,,_:_ Gemini 3-12 **_:_,_***_:_,__c,_,_,:_
f
Spacecraft Name - Gemini 3-12 f
S/C NSSDC Launch Incl. Perig. Apog. Pd.
ID Date (deg) (km) (km) (min)
Gemini 3 65-024A 03/23/65 33.0 160 240 88.6
Gemini 4 65-043A 06/04/65 32.5 162 281 88.8
Gemini 5 65-068A 08/21/65 32.6 197 303 89.4
Gemini 6A 65-104A 12/15/65 28.9 258 271 89.6
Gemini 7 65-_ .e0A 12/04/65 28.9 292 298 90.3
Gemini 8 66-620A 03/16/66 28.9 285 298 90.2
Gemini 9 66-047A 06/03/66 28.9 270 272 89.8
Gemini 10 66-066A 07/18/66 28.9 391 400 92.3
Gemini 11 66-081A 09/12/66 28.8 161 280 88.8
Gemini 12 66-104A 11/11/66 28.8 243 310 89.9
PM - W. C. Schneider (Retired) NASA Headquarters _!
PM - C. A/. M_rhews (Retired) NASA/JSC
iI
Brief Description
The specific objectives of the Gemini m:ssions were (1) to determine how _aan performs in the •
space environment on flights of as much as 2 weeks; (2) to develo[; the capability to rendezvous
with another craft and dock with it; (3) to maneuver the combined vehicles; (4) *,oprovide a plat-
form for scientific, engineering, and medical experiments; (5) to develop methods of controlling
"_i, reentry flight paths to selected landing areas; and (6) to aevelop astronaut spacefhght experience,
including extravehicular activity. The experiments conducted during manned flights derived from a
variety of disciplines including aeronomy, astronomy, biology, physiology, geography, geology, ,_
meteorology, and space physics. The Gemini missions were highly successfid and produced sorn,:
significant experimental results. _
................................................ Gemini 3-12, Lowman ........................................
Invesugation Nasne - Synoptic Terrain Photography
Flown on - Gemini 3-12
NSSDC ID - 65-024A-d3, 65-043A-01, 65-068A-02, 65-10,+A-01,
65-1 )0A-01, 66-020A-01, 66-047A-05, 66-066A-02,
66-081A-06, 66-104A-02
PI - P. D. Lowman, Jr. NASA/GSFC
Brief Description
This experiment was designed to take hi_,h-quality color photographs of setected land and near-
shore _'reas of the earth by hand-held cameras for geologic, geographic, and oceanographic
studies. For Gemini 3-9, a 70-mm Hasselblad 500C camera with a Zeiss Planar 80-mm f/2.8 lens
was us_xl to obtain the photographs. The Gemini 7 b'_,__aothe_ Zeiss Sonnar 250-mm f/4.5 lens.
For Gemini 9-12, t_,o cameras were used. (Thus, with these two cameras plus the H_sselblad
C camera mentioned above, Gemini 9 had three cameras.) One camera wa_.a super _.ide-angleHasselblad 70-ram with a Zeiss Biogoh 38-ram f/4.5 lens, and the other one was a specially
GEM-5 I
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y,-
designed Maurer camera with a Xenotar 80-ram f/2.8 lens. Haze filters were used on all cameras
to reduce the intensity _f blue light scattering from the atmosphere. This experiment was not _.
formally scheduled on Gemini 3, but useful pictures were taken by the astronauts. Data from this :_
experiment are available from the EROS Data Center, U.S. Geological Survey, Sioux Falls, SD. _
The index of photographs _an be found in "Earth Photographs from Gemini I11,IV, and V" ;_
(NASA SP-129) and "Earth Photographs from Gemini VI through XlI" (NASA SP-171). ,_
................................................. Gemini 3-12, Nagler ..........................................
M.
Investigation Name- Synoptic Weather Photography ;)
Flown on - Gemini 3-12 _.
#
NSSDC ID - 65-043A-02, 65-068A-03, 65-104A-02, 65-100A-02, _t
66-020A-07, 66-047A-06, 66-066A-03, 66-081A-07, _
66-104A-03 _,_
PI - K. Nagler NOAA/NMC
OI - S. Soules NOAA/NWS
"2'
Brief Description _,
The synoptic weather photographs were taken by the same cameras used for the synoptic terrain
photography experiment. Color photographs of selected areas were taken when the spacecraft
were in a nearly vertical position. For Gemini 3-9, a 70-mm Hasselblad 500C camera with a _
Zeiss Planar 80-mm f/2.8 lens was used to obtain the photographs. Gemini 7 had another
Zeiss Sonnar 250-ram f/4.5 lens. For Gemini 9-12, two cameras were used. (Thus, with these ,o _
two cameras plus the Hasselblad camera mentioned above, Gemini 9 had three cameras.) One _
camera was a super wide-angle Hasselblad 70-mm with a Zeiss Biogon 38-mm f/4.5 lens, and the "_
other one was a specially designed Maurer camera with a Xenotar 80-mm f/2.8 lens. Haze filters _
were used on all cameras to reduce the intensity of blue light scattering from the atmosphere. This
experiment was not formally scheduled on Gemini 3, but useful pictures were taken by the
astronauts. The photograph_ are archived at the EROS Data Center, U.S. Geological Survey, ._
Sioux Falls, SD; the index can be found in "Earth Photographs from Gemini III, IV, and V" s
(NASA SP-129) and "Earth Photographs from Gemini VI through XII" (NASA SP-171). f
.................................................. Gemini 3-12, Saiedy ..........................................
i
Investigation Name - Cloud Top Spectrometer i
Flown on - Gemini 5, 8 _
NSSDC ID - _5-068A-04, 66-020A-04
/,
PI - F. Saiedy U. of Maryland _
OI - J. C. Alishouse NOAA/NESDIS
?
Brief Description
A hand-held spectrograph was used by astronauts to photograph clouds and, simultaneously, to
record an image of the spectrum of sunlight reflected from these clouds in the wavelength interval
from 0.75 to 0.78 micrometer. The spectra were recorded on high-speed infrared film. The
objective of the experiment was to deduce the cloudtop heights from the absorption of light by the
oxygen A band. which is centered at 0.7619 micrometer. By comparing the radiance at a certain 41_
GEM-6
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wavelength within the band 0.7631 micrometer for low- and medium-level clouds, 0.7606 microm-
eter for high clouds) to the radiance in an atmospheric window outside the band, the transmittance ofoxygen in the atmosphere above the cloud was obtained. (The transmittance of oxygen is a function
of the pressure altitude of the cloud.) The instrument functioned well and was operated properly.
Twenty-six good photograph-spectrograms were obtained by Gemini 5. No data were obtained by
Gemini 8 due to an early termination of the flight.
................................................. Gemini 3-12, Brentnall .......................................
Investigation Name - Space Object Radiometry
Flown on - Gemini 5, 7
NSSDC ID - 65-068A-06, 65-100A-05
PI - B. Brentnall NOAA/NMC
Brief Description
The space object radiometry experiment was designed to study the spectral irradiance from numer-
ous earth and atmospheric objects at wavelengths from 0.2 to 15 micrometers. The instrumen-
tation consisted of two interferometer spectrometers and a multichannel spectroradiometer, each
with a 2-deg field of view. This same instrumentation was used in experiment 65-068A-05 to
study celestial subjects. The radiometer system consisted of a 0.2- to 0.6-micrometer band photo-
multiplier tube, a 1- to 3-micTometer band lead sulfide detector, and a 4- to 15-micrometer band
bolometer detector. One spectrometer was a dual channel instrument patterned after the Michaelson
Interferometer. It consisted of a lead sulfide detector (1 to 3 micrometers) and a bolometer detector
(3 to 15 micrometers) that provided correlative information to the two similar channels of the spec-
troradiometer. The other interferometer spectrometer utilized a mercury-doped germanium detector
that operated in the 8- to 12-micrometer range. It was cooled with liquid neon to maintain a tem-
perature of-397 deg F for approximately 15 h. Some data from the experiment were stored on the
spacecraft. Real-time FM data were telemetered to selected ground statiors. Measurements of
nighttime IR radiation were obtained from water, clou:.ltops, various t_ _ of terrain and ground
cover, and several missile launches. Although there were mechanical problems during both mis-
sions, 3 h and 10 rnin, and 3 h and 11 min of data were gathered, respectively.
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_E GEOSTATIONARY METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM (GMS)
The GMS programconsisted of three geostationary spin-stabilized satellites stationed near 140 deg
E longitude. The first was launched in 1977, the second in 1981 as a replacement, and the third in
March 1984. The GMS satellites originated as Japan'scontributionto the intem;ttionalGlobal
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) and to the World Weather Watch (WWW), and they
occupied one of the five longitudinal positions defined for the program. A majorobjective of
GARP was to obtain synoptic global data sets for use in research directed toward meteorological
modeling improvement. The GMS aresimilar in configuration andinstrumentationto the other
four geosynchronous satellites in GARP. Other participantswere the European Space Agency
with Meteosat near the prime meridian and NOAA/NASA with SMS/GOES series satellites near
55 deg E, 75 deg W, and 135 deg W longitude.
The primary instrumentation on the GMS was a Visible and IR Spin-Scan Radiometer
, (VISSR) similar to the GOES VISSR, and secondary ones included a weather
communication facility (WEFAX) and a space environment monitor (SEM). Both day and
night IR (10.5 to 12.5 microm-eters) and day visible (0.5 to 0.7 micrometer) radiometric
images of the full earth disk were made by the VISSR at 30-min intervals with a resolution
of about 1 km in the visible channel and 5 km in the IR channel at nadir. Images are used
for cloud-cover location, wind determination, and sea surface temperature derivations.
Data and information are available from NASDA, Japan.
GMS-3/,
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_PACECR_ T C_ON NAME I G_S .... _ 21 J_ _T_FF ..................................
ALTERNATE NAMES- GEOSTATION.HETEOROL.SAT., HIIC_N/_I
NSSDC ID- 77-065A RADIOIEIER (VISSR) 8
LAUNCH DATE- 07/14/77 HEIGHT- 647. KO NSSDC ZD- 81-076A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY _PACE CENTER* UNITED STATES APPLICATIONS SATELLITE '_[
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY METEOROLOGV
JAPAN NASOA
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA PERSONNEL
PI - JMA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH BATE- 07/17/77 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ORBIT PERIOD- 1429._ MIN INCLINATION- 1.2 DEG The Vt•lble and Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) was
PERIAPSIS- $5531. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35779. KM ALT similar to VISSR experiments on other CARP [Global Atmospheric
Research Program) satellites Such as GOES I and GMS. The
PERSONNEL objectives were CO make observations Of the earth cloud cover
PM I Hi KODAIRA HETEOROL SATELLITE CTR loci)loft, land surface temperature, sea surface temperature,
P$ - JMA STAFF JAP_SE METEOROL AGCY and cloud top temperature. 16 made both night IR (]O,B to 12.5
micrometer•) end day IR measurements, plus visible (0.5 to 0,75
_RIEF DESCRIPTION micrometer) photometric observations of the •uhsetellite area !
The GeostetJonarv MeteoroIoglcal Satellite (G_} was mt $O-mln Intervals. The vlsible channeI hod a resolutlon of
J_pan's contribution to the international GARP CGloba_ about 1.25 km, and the IR channel had o resolution of about B
Atmospheric Research Program), One ma_or Drier)ire of GARP was km at nadir. Real-time transmission was eveilabZe to the data
tO obtain •yhoptlc 91obal meteorological d3ta sets for I year*• acquisition station in Japan, with additional data transmission
duration Ito include two optimized observing periods of • few Co other meteorological users as needed. Because of optical
weeks each). These data served IS raw material to optimtze failure since 1983, the experiment was subsequently replaced by
computer models for meteorological prediction. It was hoped it• successor on GMS 3.
that determtna2ton could he made of the ttme limitation for
short-term mo,:=,'_ns, This spececraft Was roughly cylindrical llm_mlli_NuuNmimlmiNlmUmmmml GMS _MINIINBNNMmflNUUNNMNNNIBiIEIUl
with a he19h'= of _45 cm and a dleme*er of 216 cm. The ._
cylindrl¢a] surface was covered with solar cells which could
provide 225 N. The satellite was spin-stabilized with e despun SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GMS $
earth-pointing antenna. The satellite was positioned near ]_0 ALTERNATE NAMES- HINANARI 3, 15152
des E. Designed to operate for 5 veers, the satellite was
turned off in 1981 after 4 1/2 years in orbit, NSSDC %D- 8_-080A
...... GMS, JMA STAFF ......................................... LAUNCH DATE- 08/02/84 NEIGHT- 681, KG
LAUNCH SITE- TANEGASHINA, JAPAN
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE AND INFRARED SPIN-SCAN LAUNCH VEHICLE- N-2
RADIOMETER (VISSRI
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
NSSDC ID- 77-06_A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM JAPAN NASDA
APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 09/17/84
METEOROLOGY CqBIT PERIOD- 1450.2 HIN INCLINA'ION-- 1.86 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 35783. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 36340. KM ALT
PERSONNEL
P] - JHA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY PERSONNEL
PM - Y. ICHIKANA NASDA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PS - JHA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY
The Visible and IR Spin-Scan Radlometsr (VISSR) wa_
similar to VISOR experiments on other GARP (Global Atmospheric BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Research Program) satellites such as GOES 1. The obtecttves The Geostattonary Meteorological Satellites (GMSI were
were to make observations of the earth cloud cover 1oration, Japan's contribution to the International Global Atmaspherlc
lend surface temperature, sea surface temperature, and cloud Research Program (GARPI. The spacecraft was rouBhtY
top temperature. It made both night IR (]0.5 to 12.5 cylindrical with a height of 36B cm and a diameter of 216 cm,
micrometers) and day IR, plus vlsJble (0,5 to 0.75 micrometer) The cylindrical our,ace was covered with solar cells which
photometric observations of the •uhsate!llte area at 3G-man provide 263 N. The satellite was spin-stabilized wlth a despun
Intervals. The vistbla channel had a resolution af about 1.25 earth-pointing antenna. The satellite was positioned near 1_0
km and the IR channe_ had a resolution of about 5 km at nadir, deg E and was designed to operate for 5 years. This WaS 8
Real-time transmission was available to the data acquisition follow-on GHS type spacecraft launched and controlled by NASDA
station in Japan, wlth additional data transmission to other of Japan.
meteorological users as needed,
....... GHS 3, JMA STAFF ........................................
IlliilMilllillllililitllllll GMS 2N_INNNNNM_NNNN_iNMNNN_IINI_
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE AND INFRARED SPIN-SPAN
RADIOMETER (VISSR)
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GMS 2
ALTERNATE NAMES- GEOSTATION,METEORO.SAT,2, HIMAWARI 2 N$SDC ID- 84-080A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
NSSDC ID- 81-076A
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
LAUNCH DATE- 0811018! NEIGHT- 653. KG METEOROLOGY
LAUNCH SITE- TANEGASHIMAo JAPAN
LAUNCH VEHICLE- N-2 PERSONNEL
PI - JMA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
JAPAN NASOA BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Visible and Infrared Spin-Scan Radtameter (VISSR) was
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS similar to VISSR experiments on other GARP (Global Atmospheric
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- _8/26/8] Research Program) satellites such as GOES I and GMS. The
ORBIT PERIOD- 1495,9 MIN INCLINATION- 0,2 DEG ob3actl yes were to make obaervatt ons of the earth cloud cover
PERIAPSIS- $5776. KM ALT APOAPSIS- _5792, KM ALT location, land surface temperature, sea surface temperature,
and cloud top temperature. It made both nt9ht IR (IO.S to 12.5
PERSONNEL micrometersl and day IR measurements, plus visible I0,5 tO 0,75
PM - N, KODAIRA METEOROL SATELLITE CTR micrometer) Photometric observations Of the subsatelllte area
PS - JMA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY at 50-mln intervals. The visible channe% had a resalut_on of
about 1.25 km, and the IR channel had a resolution of about $
BRIEF DESCRIPTION km at nadir. Real-time transmission was available to the date
The Gloats)toAsty Meteorological SateZlltes (GMS) were acquisition station in Japan, wltll additional data transmission
Japan's contribution to the International Global Atmospheric to other meteorological users IS needed.
Research Program (GARPJ. The spacecrnft WaS rouBhZy
cylindrical with a height of $_5 cm and i diameter of 216 cm,
The cylindrical surface was covered wlth solar cells which
provided 225 N. The sltell_¢e was spin-stabilized with a
despuh earth-pointing antenna. The satellite WaS post)toned
near ]40 des E end wla deslsned to operate for S veers, This
WaS a follow-on ORS type =pacecrlft launched and controlled by
ORIGINAL PAGE IS $OF POOR QUALITY
GMS-4
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GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE/
SYNCHRONOUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE (GOES/SMS)
SYSTEM
The GOES/SMS system of satellites is part of the National Operational Meteorological Satellite
System (NOMSS) that was originally funded by the United States in September 1961 to provide # :
continuous cloud-cover observations. In 1970 a contract was awarded to Philco-Ford, Inc. (now
Aeronutronics Ford, Inc.) for the production of three satellites, using the NASA Applications
Technology Satellites ATS 1 and ATS 3 as a basis for design. Two of the three satellites were
commissioned by NASA and were called Synchronous Meteorological Satellites (SMS); the third
and subsequent satellites were ordered by NOAA and were termed Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellites (GOES). Since the launch of SMS 1 in May 1974, these satellites have 31
provided continuous meteorological observations over the Western Hemisphere.
SMS 1 and GOES 1, 2, and 3 had been critical in the continuing success of the Global Atmos-
pheric Research Program (GARP). SMS 1 was originally located at 45 deg W for support of the
GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE). Upon completion of GATE, the satellite was moved
by NOAA to 75 deg W for operational observations of the eastern U.S. and the Atlantic Ocean.
4[_ GOES 1 was originally positioned at 75 deg W but was moved to 55 deg E longitude in
JNovember 1978, to provide Indian Ocean coverage in support of the First GARP GlobalExperiment (FGGE), a joint project under the auspices of the World Meteorological Organization(WMO) and the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU). Together with Japan's
Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) and Europe's Meteorological Satellite (Meteosat),
GOES 1, GOES 3 (the west coast satellites), and GOES 2 (the east coast satellite) provided global
coverage from approximately 60 deg N to 60 deg S for FGGE between November 1978 and
November 1979.
Since then, more GOES satellites have been launched to maintain an operational, two-satellite sys-
tem. GOES-East is located near 75 deg W and GOES-West is positioned near 135 deg W. A third :.lsatellite, GOES-Central, is located near 107 deg W and is used for weather facsimile broadcasts.
Table 7 shows the current and past operational locations, and the current status of the GOES/SMS i
satellites. _
l,
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TABLE 7 :_
SMS/GOES LOCATIONS 1975-1984
Approximate Longitudes
Year 75 deg W 90 deg W 110 deg W 135 deg W
1975 S1(01-12)75 $2(03-11)105
1976 G1(01-12)75 S1(02-12) 105 $2(01-12) 135
1977 G 1(01-08)75 S 1(01-12) 105 $2(01-12) 135
G2(08-12)75
1978 G2(01-12)75 S1(08-10)105 S1(01-07)105 S1(04-06)135
$2(07-12)110 $2(01-03)135
G3 (07-12) 135
1979 S 1(02-09)69-75 G2(01-12)100-110 G3(01-12)135
$2(04-12)75
G2(01)75
1980 $2(01-12)75 G1(03-08)89-90 G2(01-12)105-110 S1(03-12)130
G4(09-12)98 G3(01-12)135 1
1981 $2(01-07)75 G2(01-12)107 G1(01-12)126-131
G5(08-12)75 G3(01-03) 135
G4(03-12) 135
1982 G5(01-12)75 G3(01-12)89-91 $2(04-07) 107 G1(01-12)117-130
G2(01-12)106 G4(01-12)135
1983 G5(01-12)75 G3(01-12)91 G2(01-12)106-107 G1(01-12)129-130
G4(01-12) 135-140
G6(05-12) 135
1984 G5(01-12)75 G3(01-08)91 G2(01-12)107-114 G1(01-12)130
G6(08-12)97-108 G4(01-!2)138-139
G6(01-07)135
Legend: SS(MM)LL
SS = Satellite
(S2=SMS2, G4=GOES4, etc.)
MM = Monthson thatlocation
(01=Jan.,02,--Feb.,etc.)
LL = Longitude 4h
GOE-4
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The GOES/SMS spacecraft were cylindrical and weighed 578 kg (1384 lb) at launch. Spacecraft _;,
were placed in a geosynchronous orbit at about 35,800 km (19,31S nautical miles). The spacecraft :_
were controlled for proper earth imaging by an attitude control subsystem, which maintained the _:
t
spin rate at 100 rpm and aligned the spacecraft spin axis parallel to the earth's polar axis so that ,_i
2t
spacecraft spin accomplished the scan function required for imaging. "i
i!
These spin-stabilized spacecraft carried (1) a Visible-IR Spin-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) to provide ,Ji
high-quality, day/night cloud-cover da_a and to provide radiance temperatures of the !_
earth/atmosphere system; (2) a Space Environment Monitor (SEM) to measure proton, mectron,
and solar X-ray fluxes and magnetic fields; and (3) a meteorological Data Collection System (DCS)
to collect and distribute environmental data measured from remote data collection platforms. This _.
DCS also relayed processed data from central weather facilities to small APT-equipped regional _,_
,4
stations. Later spacecraft configurations (beginning with GOES 4) carried an improved version of t,
the VISSR, the VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS), which had an added capability for atmo- _
spheric sounding. i
The VISSR was a two-channel scanning radiometer. The visible channel (0.55 to 0.75 microm- _
eter) scanned with eight detectors to provide a resolution of 900 m at nadir. The IR channel (10.5 to :12.5 micrometers) provided resolution of 9 km at nadir and measured radiance temperatures between :_'.
180 deg and 315 K to a thermal resolution of better than 1.4 K. A full scan cycle required _.
20.2 minutes. The VAS capability provided IR radiance observations at 12 wavelengths between i
3.9 and 14.7 micrometers, and added two imaging modes and a sounding mode to the VISSR. The
VAS also made possible IR resolution of 6.9 or 13.8 km in the imaging modes, and 13.8 km in the
sounding mode. Meteorological parameters derived from the VISSR include cloud cover, earth/
cloud temperatures, cloud tyr,e, cloud-motion derived winds, and stereo-derived cloudtop heights.
Parameters added from the VAS capability include, for clear and partly cloudy areas, (1) water vapor :._
fields, (2) temperature fields, (3) improved surface temperatures, (4) improved cloud type speci- ,.
fication, and (5) temperature/moisture profiles. For cloudy areas, cloud type identification is
improved. The VAS improvement for VISSR is an experimental effort by NASA/GSFC, and work '
is presently in progress to adapt the new capabilities of VAS to operational applications. _,
GOE-5
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************************************ 1-7, SMS 1, ***************************** _
Spacecraft Name - SMS 1, 2; GOES 1-6
S/C Alternate NSSDC Launch Incl. Perig. Apog. Pd. _'
Name ID Date (deg) (km) (km) (min) -_
SMS 1 SMS-A 74-033A 05/17/74 1.9 32345 35439 1340 _
SMS 2 SMS-B 75-011A 02/06/75 1.0 35778 35799 1436 _
GOES 1 GOES-A 75-100A 10/16/75 1.0 34165 36458 1412 _
GOES 2 GOES-B 77-048A 06/16/77 0.9 35266 36304 1436 _:
GOES 3 GOES-C 78-062A 06/16/78 1.7 35469 36679 1450 _::
GOES 4 GOES-D 80-074A 09/09/80 0.2 35776 35800 1436
GOES 5 GOES-E 81-049A 05/22/81 0.3 35715 35769 1434
GOES 6 GOES-F 83-041A 04/28/83 0.3 35775 35796 1436
GOES 7 GOES-H 87-022A 02/26/87 0.2 35788 35788 1440 "_
S/C PM PS
SMS 1,2 T.J. Karras W.E. Shenk !:,
NOAA/NESDIS NASA-GSFC
A. Butera
NOAA/NESDIS :
D. V. Fordyce (Retired) '_
NASMGSFC
GOES 1-3 G.W. Longanecker W.E. Shenk
NASA/GSFC NASA-GSFC _;L
R. H. Pickard (NLA) _
NASA/GSFC
D. V. Fordyce (Retired) _ _,:
NASA/GSFC ,8 _
GOES 4-6 G.W. Longanecker W.E. Shenk _.
NASA]GSFC NASA-GFSC .',,
R. H. Pickard (NLA) i:
NASA/GSFC
Brief Description
The Synchronous Meteorological Satellite (SMS) and the Geostationary Operational Environmen,'al
Satellites (GOES) were geostationary and spaced in longitude over the equator to provide near- ii
continuous, timely, high-quality observations of the earth and its environment. SMS 1 and 2 were (
developed by NASA, and follow-on spacecraft GOES 1-6 were funded by NOAA. Each spin-
stabilized, earth-synchronous spacecraft carded three experiments: (1) a Visible Infrared Spin-scan ::'
Radiometer (VISSR), or a VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS), (2) a meteorological Data _:
Collection System (DCS), and (3) a Space Environment Monitor (SEM) system containing an i_
energetic charged particle monitor, a magnetometer, and a solar X-ray monitor. The cylindrically
shaped spacecraft measured 190.5 cm in diameter and 230 cm in length, exclusive of a
magnetometer that extended an additional 83 cm beyond the cylinder shell. The primary structural
members were a honeycombed equipment shelf and thrust tube. The VISSR telescope was
mounted on the equipment shelf and viewed the earth through a special aperture in the spacecraft's i
side. A support structure extended radially from the thrust tube and was affixed to the solar _
panels, which formed the outer walls of the spacecraft and provided the primary source of electrical
power. Located in the annulus-shaped space between the thrust tube and the solar panels were _
station keeping and dynamics control equipment, batteries, and most of the SEM equipment. The
spacecraft spun at approximately 100 rpm with a spin axis nearly perpendicular to the equatorial :,
plane. The spacecraft used both UHF-band and S-band frequencies in its telemetry and command Q
subsystem. A low-power VHF transponder provided telemetry and command during launch and
GOF_,.6
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1then served as a backup for the primary subsystem once the spacecraft had attained synchronous
S orbit. The satellites were relocated from time to time to support specific programs or to replace _ne 4
that was failing. SMS 1 was initially located at 45 deg W to support the Global Atmospheric
Research Program (GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE). After completion of GAT"7'in
September 1974, it was moved to 75 deg W. The follow-on spacecraft join_ the SMS ' c
ate at 75 deg W and 135 deg W, which were knowr, as GOES-East and GOES-West, r, " _
During the FGGE (First GARP Global Experiment) Operational Year, December 1978
November 1979, the GOES-East coverage was provided by GOES 2, SMS 1, and SM'_ ' .ri:_
GOES-West coverage was provided by GOES 3. GOES 1 served as the GOES-Indian at __' _-,
during May--August 1979. Beginning in 1979, a Weather Facsimile (WEFAX) experimental st..-
vice was provided by a satellite locatcd at 107 deg W, which was known as GOES-Central. This
service used ,mrlier GOES spacecraft that were ,nolonger suitable for imaging to retransmit GOES
image sectors to ground receivers.
....................................... GOES 1-7, SMS 1, 2, NESDIS Staff .................................
Investigation Name - Visual Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer
(VISSR)
Flown on - SMS 1,2; GOES 1-3
NSSDC ID - 74-033A-01, 75-011A-04, 75-100A-01, 77-048A-01, 78-062A-01
!
PI - NESDIS Staff NOAA/NESDIS
OI - W. E. Shenk NA_A/GSFC
Brief Description Ig The Visible Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) provided day/night observations of cloud
cover and ear,h/cloud radiance temperatures for use in operational weather analysis and forecast-
ing. The two-channel instrument was able to take both full and partial pictures of the earth's disk.
The infrared channel (10.5 to 12.6 micrometers) and the visible channel (0.55 to 0.70 micrometer)
used a common optics system. Incoming radiation was received by an elliptically shaped scan
mirror and collected by a Ritchey-Chretien optical system. The scan mirror was set at a normal
angle of 45 deg to the VISSR optical axis, which was aligned parallel to the spin axis of the space-
craft. The spinning motion of the spacecraft (approximately 100 rpm) provided a west-to-east scan
motion when the spin axis of the spacecraft was oriented parallel with the earth's axis. The latitu-
dinal scan was accomplished by sequentially tilting the scanning mirror north to south at the com-.
plefion of each spin. A full picture took 18.2 min to complete and about 2 min to retrace. During
each scan, the field of view on the earth was swept by a linear array of eight visible-spectrum
detectors, each with a ground resolution of 0.9 km at nadir. Two Hg-Cd-Te detectors (redundant)
sensed the infrared portion of the spectrum with a horizontal resolution of approximately 9 km at
nadir. The infrared detectors measured radiance temperatures between 180 and 315 K, with a sen-
sitivity of 1.2 K at 200 K. The VISSR output was digitized and transmitted to the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Command Data Acquisition (CDA) Station,
Wallops Island, VA. There the signal was fed into a "line stretcher" where it was stored and time-
stretched for transmission back to the satellite at reduced bandwidth for rebroadcast to data ufitli-
zation stations (DUS). The VISSR data, as with all operational type data, were handled by
NOAA, and the majority of data were archived by SDSD. NSSDC also has the data processed by
the Image Processing Facility, NASA/GSFC. A more detailed description can be found in "The
GOES/SMS User's Guide," available from NSSDC and SDSD.
tB
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..................................... GOES 1-7, SMS 1, 2, NESDIS Staff- ..................................... _.
!Investigation Name - VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS)
Flown on - GOES 4-7 _;
NSSDC ID - 80-074A-01, 81-049A-01, 83-041A-01, 87-022A-01 _:
PI - NESDIS Staff NOAA4NESDIS
OI - W. E. Shenk NASA/GSFC
;,
Brief Description
The Visible Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer Atmospheric So,.,der (VAS) operated in three distinct _
modes to provide parameter flexibility, spectral band selection, geographic location, and signal-to- 4
noise (S/N) ratio. The VAS had the original VISSR imaging capability plus additional thermal _"
bands in H20 and CO2 absorption regions for the determination of water vapor and temperature .,.
profiles. The VISSR mode was the same as the VWSR system on board GOES 1-3 except that the ,'.
FOV for the VAS infrared imaging was 6.9 km. The dwell-s, ',nding mode used up to 12 spectral :
filters in a wheel covering the range 678.7 per cm (14.74 micrometers) through 2535 per cm
(3.94 micrometers) positioned into the optical train while the scanner was dwelling on a single
N-to-S scan line. The filter wheel could be programmed so that each spectral band filter could
dwell on a single scan line for from 0 to 255 spacecraft spins. Either the 6.9-km or 13.8-km
resolution detectors could be selected for the seven filter positions operating in the spectral region _,
701.6 per cm (14.25 micrometers) through 1487 per cm (6.725 micrometers). For the remaining .:,
five spectral bands, the 13.8-km resolution detectors were used. Selectable frame size, position,
and scan direction were also programmable via ground command. For the VAS demonstration, 6
10-bit reduced resolution (3.5-kin) visible data were provided for imaging. In some of the spectral
regions, multiple-line data were required to enhance the S/N ratio. Typically, 167 satellite spins at
the same N-to-S scan line position were required to obtain the desired sounding data with a _:.
30-km x 30-km resolution. The multispectral imaging (MSI) mode could provide either (1) four
spectral channel observat,:on (the visible at 0.9-km resolution, the 11-micrometer window at 6.9-
km resolution, and any two selected spectral bands at 13.8-kin resolution), ot (2) five spectral
channel observation (the visible at 0.9-kin resolution and any four infrared spectral channels at
13.8-kin resolution). Unlimited N-to-S frame size and position selection, within the maximum N-
to-S FOV scan direction, could be selected. The VAS output was digitized and transmitted to the
NOAA Command Data Acquisition (CDA) Station, Wallops Island, VA. There the VISSR data
were fed into a "line stretcher," where the data were stored and time-stretched for transmission
back to the satellite at reduced bandwidth for rebroadcast to APT user stations. Data can be ,!
obtained through SDSD.
tl
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S INDIAN SATELLITE (INSAT) PROGRAM
The operational INSAT 1 satellite programwas designed m be a two-spacecraft system thatcon-
sisted of three-axis-stabilized spacecraft located in geostationary orbit near 74 deg E and 94 deg
E longitude with a host of ground stations throughout India. The objective of the n2s¢i_:ls was to
provide a combined telecommunications, direct TV broadcast, and meteorological service to India's
civilian comLanity over a planned seven-year, in-orbit lifespan. The _elecommunications and TV
packages provided two-way, long-distance telephone circuits and direct radio and TV broadcasting
to even the mo_,tremote areas of India.
The meteorology package was compos,-d of a scarm.ing, two-channel, Very High Resolution i
Radiometer (VHRR) to provide full-flame, full-earth coverage every 30 minutes. The visible
channel (0.55 to 0.75 micrometer) had a 2.75-km resolution while the IR channel (10.5 to
12.5 micrometers) had an 11-kin resolution. Using the INSAT TV capability, early warnings i
of imFending disasters, i.e., floods, storms, etc., directly reached the civilian population even in
remote areas. The LNSAT 1 satellites also had a data channel for relaying meteorological,
hydrological, and oceanographic data from unattended land or ocean data collection and i
transmission platforms.
Launched in April 1982, !NSAT IA was never operational The solar sail that was used to balance
7-
the spacecraft could not be deployed. Control of the spacecraft was lost in October 1982. _,
LNSAT 1B was launched by the Space Shuttle in August 1983 and has been operating as planned.
INSAT 1C is scheduled for launch in 1988.
k
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iwllllalllamluaaMmlalllmmmml INSAT 1AImlmuammmullllmallll_ummml telephone circuits a_d dSrect rodio and TV broadcasting to tht
remotest preps of India. The meteorology plckage Was comprised
of I scannln9 ver_hIgh-resolut_on, twcP-channel rsdlometer
SPACECRAFT L_ N- INSAT 1A (VHRR) to provide full-frame, full-earth coverage every 30 mln. "_
ALTERNATE _L_MES~ INDIAN NATIONAL SAT., 13129 The visual channel IO.55-0.7S micrometer] had s 2.?5-km _ _\
resolution while the IR channel [20,5-12.5 mlcrometersl had an 3NSSDC ]D- 82-031A lI-km resolution. Using the Inset TV Capability, early ._"
warnlnss of _mpandtng disasters (l.e., floods, storms, etc.) _"
LAUNCH DATE- 041]0/82 _IGHT- 115Z. KG can directly reich the ¢lwlZlin populaLlon, even In remote
LAUNCH SITE- K_DY SPACE CF._ER, UNITED STATES ireas. The Inset IB also had e dote channel for relaylng _
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA meteorological, hydrological, and oceanosrsphl¢ datl from
unattended land-based or ocean-based data collection and
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY transmission plstform_. _
INDIA ISRO
_ITED STAT_ _-_TO _-_ I_AT _B, I_D ST_F .................................
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS INVESTIGATION NAME- VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER [VPLRRIORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04111/82
ORBIT PERIOI_ 611.5 MIN INCLINATION- 28.1DEG NSSDC ID- 85-0898-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM _"
PERIAPSIS- 225. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 3578(. KH ALT APPLICATIONS
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PN - P.P. KALE INDIA DEPT OF SPACE I_TEOROLOGY
_RIEF DESCRIPTION pERSO_
The Insat~I satellite program Incorporated two three-axis PI - IMD STAFF INDIA I_TEOROLOG. DEPT
stabilized spacecraft In geostat_onary orbit IInsat-lA at 74 %
degrees E and Irsat-18 it g_ degrees E} with a host of grOund BRIEF DESCRIPTION ;_
_tat_ons throughout India. The Insat-lA satellite, built by The Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR) was a
the Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation, was designed two-channel scanning instrument. Both channels gave full earth
to provide combined telecommunications, direct TV broadcast, coverage wtt_ a full frame tma9e every _0 mln. The visible
anC meteorological service to India's civilian community over a channel C]0.5-]2.5 mlcrometersl had a 2.75-km resolution, and (1
7-year-In-orbit llfespan. The telecommunications package the IR channel had an ]i-km resolution. The half-hourly
provided two-way, long distance telephone circuits and direct observations were used for monitoring weather system= 3vet land
radio and TV broadcasting to the remotest areas of India. The and sea. _.e., observing cyclones and measuring sea surface and
_eteorolo9y package WaS composed of l scanning cloud top temperatures.
very-high-resolution, two-channel radiometer (_q4RRI to provlde _,
fu_l-frame, full-e_rth roverBge every 30 minutes. The Visual allllll_lllll_lllll IIIl_l_ INSAT-ICI_IilIIIIIIIIIIlIIII_IIIIchannel (0o5S-0.7S m_crometer] had a 2.TB-km resolution wh_le
the IR channel [10.5-I2.5 micrometers) had an ll-km resolution.
Using the Inset TV capabil_ty, early warnings Of impending SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- INSAT-1C
disasters (I.e.. floods, storms, etc. I could directly reach the ALTERNATE NAMES- INDIAN NATIONAL SAT.
civilian population, even _n remote areas. The Insat-IA also
had a data channel for relaying meteoroiog_caI, hydro!oBIcal. NSSDC ID- INSATIC
and oceanographic data from unattended land-based or ',
ocean-based data collectCon and trens_lssion platforms. LAUNCH DATE- 06/00/B8 NEIGHT- 1152. KG
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES
....... INSAT IA, UNKNGNN ................................... LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
INVESTIGATION NAME- VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRRI SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INDIA ISRO
NSSDC ID- 82-03]A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
INVESTIGATIBN DISCIPLINEISI ORBIT PERIOD- I_36. MIN INCLINATION- 0.0 DEG
METEOROLOGY PER1APSIS- _6000. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 36000. KM ALT t
4_PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
PI - UNKNONN PM - P.P. KALE INDIA DEPT OF SPACE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Very High Resolution Radio_eter (VHRR} was a The Inset-it IS the third spacecraft in the first
two-channel scanning instrument. Both channels gave full earth generation Indian National Satellite system, The geostatlonary
coverage with a full frame ]Base every 30 minutes. The visible (at 94 de9 E}, three-axis stabilized spacecraft Is functionally
channel I=d.f-12.5 micrometers) had a 2.?S-k_ resolution, and Identical to Intat ]A and lB. and iS designed to provide
the IR channel had an II-km resolution. The half-hourly comblned telecommunications, direct TV broadcast, and
observations were used for monitoring weather systems over land meteorological servlce to lndIa*$ civilian community over a
and sea, Z.e,. observing cyclones and measuring see surface and 7-year-_n-orbIt life span. The telecommunications packa9e
cloud top temperatures, provides two-way, lon9-distance telephone circuits and dlrect
radio and TV broadcastin9 to the remotest areas Of India. The
illllllll • II •• IIIIII • lilllll INSAT 1B III_IlI_IIII_RI_IIIIIII_II meteorology package Is comprised of a scanning
very-high-resolution, two-channel radiometer (VHRR] to provide
full-frame, full-earth coveraqe every 30 Bin. The visual
SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- INSAT 18 channel (0.5S-0.75 micrometer) has a 2,?5-km resolution While
_J-TERNATE NAMES- INDIAN NATIONAL SAT., 14318 the IR channel (10.5-12.5 m%crometers) has an ll-km resolution.
Using the Inset TV capability, Pzrly warnings of Impending C
NS_DC Ill- 83-089B d_sasters Cl.e., floods, storms, etc.) can dlrectly reach the
¢IvJllah population, even In remote areas. The Insat-lC also
LAUNCH bATE- 0B/31185 NCIGH_ - 1152. KG has a data channel for relaying meteorological, hydrological,
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES end ocean_9raphlc date from unattended land-based or
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE ocean-based data collection and transmission platforms.
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY ....... INSAT-1C, IMD STAFF ....................................
INDIA ISRO
INVESTIGATION NAME- VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER _VHRRI
INITIAL DRBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10115185 NSSDC ID.- INSAT1C-Ol INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ORBI_ PERIOD- 1440. MIN INCLINATION- O,0 DEG APPLICATIONS
PERIAPSIS- $5680. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35680, KM ALT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSDNNEL METEOROLOGY
PM - P.P, KALE INDIA DEPT OF SPACE
PERSONNEL t.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PI - IMD STAFF INDIA NETEOROLOG. DEPT
The Inset 18 was the second spacecraft In the first _"
generation Indian National Satellite System. The three-axis BRIEF DESCRIPTION
stabilized spacecraft, orlsJnally launched as an on-orblt The Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR] ls •
backup, replaced Inset ]A, which failed tn late 1982. It ups two-channel scanning Instrument. Both channels give full earth
positioned In a geosynchronous orbit at 74 deg E with a host Of coverage with a full frame image every 30 Bin. The visible
ground stations throuohout India. The Inset ID satellite, channel (10.5-12.5 micrometers) his P 2.?5-km resolution, and [
built by the Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation, was the IR channel ha_ In ll-km resolution, The half-hourly
designed to provide ¢omb_oed telecommunications, direct TV observations dre used for monJtorI_9 weather systems over land
broadcast, and meteorological service to India's civilian and sea, $.a., observln_ cyclones a_d measuring sea sueface and
community over I ?-year-in-orbit ltfespan, The cloud top temperatures.
telecommunications Package provided twO-way, long-distance
1
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INDIAN REMOTE SENSING (IRS) SATELLITE PROGRAM
The Indian Remote Sensing ORS) satellite system represents a major step for the Indian Space
Research Organization (ISRO) in its transition from an experimental (Bhaskara) to an operational,
satellite-based remote sensing system. A series of three axis-stabilized satellites will be launched
into near-polar, sun-synchronous orbits to acquire images for earth resources applications. The
first mission, IRS 1A, is designated for a 1987 launch.
Each IRS 1 series spacecraft carries three push-broom cameras, called Linear Imaging Self-
Scanning Sensors (LISS), that operate in four spectral ranges: 0.45 to 0.52 micrometer, 0.52 to
0.59 micrometer, 0.62 to 0.68 micrometer, and 0.77 to 0.86 micrometer. LISS I has a spatial
resolution of 73 m and a swath of 148 km. The two LISS II have a spatial resolution of 36.5 m
and a swath of 74 km each.
In terms of spatial and spectral resolutions, the IRS 1A sensors are meant to be compatible and
complementary with other remote sensing satellites, such as the U.S. Landsat and the French
SPOT. Higher resolution (15 to 20 m) and more spectral channels are being considered for
IRS lB. It is likely that some IR channels are included in the IRS 2 series.
Although the IRS system is mainly designed to contribute to the generation of resource information
, in agriculture, forestry, geology, and hydrology, and images with heavy cloud coverage are mostly
eliminated, some data may still be useful for meteorological studies, such as monitoring pollution
and severe storms and determining snow cover. Data products will probably be disseminated
through the Space Application Centre, Ahmedabad, India.
II
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SPACECRAF1 COMMONNAHE- TRS-IA
ALTERNATE NAHES- INDIAN REMOTE SENSNG SAT
NSSDC ID- IRS-IA I
LAUNCH DATE- 10/00/87 NEIGHT- 850. KG
LAUNCH SITE- U_K_ON_* U.S.S.R.
LAUNCH VEHICLE- bl_KNONN
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INDIA ISRO
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD- 103.2 HIN INCLINATION- 99. BEG
PERIAPSIS- 904. KM ALT APOAPSI_- 904. KM ALT
PERSONNEL
PD - K. KASTURIRANGAN ISRO SATELLITE CENTER
PS - R.R. NAVALGUND SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR
PS - V. JAYARAHAN ZSRO SATELLITE CENTER
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The indian Remote Senstn9 S|tellit•-1A (IRS-ZA) is the
first Of a series of semJ-operatton•l/operatton•l remote
sensins satellites d•veloped by India for lend-b•sed
• pplioottons such as agriculture, forestry, 9eol•gy, and
hydrology. The three-axts-st•btllzed sun-synchronous s•telllte
carries two line•r ]m•Sl•$ s•lf-scanned sensors (LISS) which
perform "pushbroom" scannins In visible •nd near IR hands t•
• cqt, tr• images of the earth. Loc•l equltort•l crosstn9 time is
fixed at around i0 a.m. The spacecr•ft platform, measurJn9
1.56 m x 1.66 m X 1.10 m, his the plylo•d module attached on
the top and _ d•ployable solar array stowed on either side.
Attitude controZ ls provided by four momentum wheels, tw•
magnetic torques, •nd a thruster system. Together they Siva In
• sttmat•d accuracy of better than plus or mtnu_ 0.10 des tn all
three •xes. Further tnf•rmatton can be found In "Th• IndJ•n
Remote Senstn9 Satellite: • Program Overview," Prec. Indian
Acad. Sci, v. 6, pp. _1_-$36, 1985, by R. R. Navalsund and K.
Kasturirangan.
....... IRS-IA* JOSEPH- .....................................
INVESTIGATION NAHE- LINEAR IMAGING SELF-SCAN SENSORS
(LISS I & II)
NSSDC ID- IRS-1A -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROC_AH
APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S]
OCEANOGRAPHY
EARTH RESOURCES SORVEY
PERSONNEL
PI - G. JOSEPIt ZSRO SATELLITE CENTER
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The IRS-1A Linear Imasln9 Self-Sc•nned Sensors ILISS)
provide repetitive multispectral lmases of the earth's surface
on • slobs1 basis for earth resources studies. One type of
sensor iS designated Is LISS-I, which yields a lOW spattal
resolution of 73 m. The other type, LISS-II, his two identical
comer•s, each of which h•s • medium resolution of 37 m. Both
types Of push-broom scannin9 sensors operate in the four
spectr•l binds: 0.45-0.52, 0.$2-0.59, 0.62-0.68° and 0.77-0.86
micrometer. IncomLn9 r•dietton iS electronically scanned bY •
Zlnear array of detectors of the charse-coupled device (CCD)
type wtth 2048 elements, which are located in the focal plane
of the system. The along-track scan is produced by the orbttal
motlon of the spacecraft. The Instantaneous field of view for
LISS-I is 80 microradtans and the swath width is 148 km; for
LIGS-II they Ire each 40 mJcroradtans and 74 km, respectively.
Data from both LISS-I and LISS-II •re transmitted in real time
to the data reception system at the Natlonal Remote Sans/n9
Asency, Hyderlbad, India.
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LANDSAT/ERTS (EARTH RESOURCES TECIINOLOGY SATELLITE) 1PROGRAM
The U.S. Landsat Program began with the launch of ERTS on July 23, 1972; ERTS was later
renamed Landsat 1. Landsat 2 through 5 were subsequently launched for additional earth
resources studies. The Landsat spacecraft serve as stabilized, earth-oriented platforms to obtain
information on earth resources in a near-polar orbit from altitudes of about 900 km for Landsat 1,
2, and 3, and 700 km for Landsat 4 and 5.
On Landsat 1, 2, and 3, visible and IR photographic images were provided by Return Beam
Vidicon (RBV) cameras. Landsat 1 and 2 used a three-camera system, one camera for each
spec.:ral band: blue-_een (0.47 to 0.575 micrometer), yellow-red (0.58 to 0.68 micrometer), and
near-IR (0.69 to 0.83 micrometer). Landsat 3 used a two-camera system covering the spectral
1
ba_J from 0.53 to 0.75 micrometer.
Each spacecraft (Landsat 1 through 5) also used a Multispectral Scanner (MSS) to obtain radio-
metric images of the earth with a ground resolution of 86 m over a 185 km swath. Landsat 1, 2,
and 4 used a four-channel MSS at frequencies in the visible band (0.50 to 1.1 micrometers).
Landsat 3 had an improved MSS that included a fifth channel in the IR band to give nighttimeradiome_ic sensing capabilities for the first time. This IR channel failed soon after the launch, and
little data were produced.
Both Landsat 4 and 5 were equipped with an improved radiometric sensor called the Thematic
Mapper (TM). It was a second-generation, multispectral scanning radiometer that had seven earth-
looking bands (six narrow frequency bands from 0.45 to 2.35 micrometers and one from 10.40 to
12.50 micrometers) with a 30-m ground resolution and a 185-km swath width.
Landsat 1, 2, and 3 had a Data Collection System (DCS) to collect and relay surface observed data
from remote, individually equipped ground stations to central acquisition centers. Two wide-band
videotape recorders provided 30 minutes of scanner or camera data storage to give the spacecraft
sensors a near-global coverage capability. Both Landsat 1 and 2 systematically provided earth
resources data over each of their more than 5-year lifetimes. Landsat 1 was retired on
January 6, 1978, Landsat 2 on January 22, 1980, and Landsat 3 on September 7, 1983, after
providing a combined total of more than one million images, l.andsat 4 and 5 provided a transition
for both foreign and domestic users of MSS data to the higher resolution and data rate of the TM.
The spacecraft and sensors were operated through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
e (TDRSS) to provide real-time acquisition of earth data worldwide. The Lantlsat 4 and 5 spacecraft
LAN-3
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were also Shuttle compatible for refurbishing and relaunch. Due to delays and problems in the 3
deployment of the TDRSS, Landsat 4 relied on ground transmissions after the launch in
June 1982. Two months later, the ,'M direct ground link (X-band transmitter) failed, but the _,
MSS data were routinely collected. While waiting for the TDRSS to become operational and to
;k
resume the receipt of TM data (through the Ku-band transmitter), two power cables failed and ,,
reduced the spacecraft power to half. In anticipation of losing additional power and spacecraft :,
;t
control, Landsat 5 was launched in March 1984, one year ahead of schedule, q
While the Landsat program was designed primarily to obtain information for earth resources stud- _
ies on agriculture, forestry, geology, hydrology, and cartography, the spacecraft sensors can also ;'_
be used to conduct meteorological studies, i.e., monitoring environmental pollution, determining ?_
snow cover, or monitoring severe storms. Most of the archived data at the Earth Resources Data ,:
Center in Sioux Falls, SD, were chosen with a priority for minimum cloudiness; thus, data taken in _.
cloudy situations was not normally retained. }_"At
£.
The Landsat program was the first spacecraft program transferred from the U.S. Government to _
the private sector in compliance with the Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act of 1984
(U.S. Public Law 98-365). Operation of Landsat 4 and 5 was assumed by the Earth Observation
Satellite Company (EOSAT), which is also responsible for the distribution of data. In addition, the _ _"
company is funded to construct the next generation, commercial Landsat spacecraft to be launched
in the late 1980's. !;
?
i
!
I
?
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,:!Spacecraft Name - Landsat 1-3 !
S/C Alternate NSSDC Launch Incl. Perig. Apog. Pd.
Name ID Date (deg) (km) (km) (min) ,
Landsat 1 ERTS-A 72-058A 07/23/72 99.1 897 917 103.1 iLandsat 2 ERTS-B 75-004A 01/22/75 99.1 907 918 103.3
Landsat 3 Landsat-C 78-026A 03/05/78 99.1 897 914 103.1 _.
t
S/C PM PS i
Landsat 1,2 C.M. MacKenzie S.C. Freden _
NASA/GSFC '.i
R. K. Browning W.P. Nordberg (Deceased) i_
NASA/GSFC NASA/GSFC _i
S. Sargent (Retired) _
NASMGSFC _,
S. Weiland (Retired) _
NASA/GSFC
Landsat 3 C.M. MacKenzie S.C. Freden _i_
NASA/GSFC NASA/GSFC
R. K. Browning
NASA/GSFC i_
Brief Description _
4
Landsat 1-3 were modified versions of the Nimbus series of meteorological satellites. The near- !:
I polar orbiting spacecraft served as a stabilized, earth-oriented platform for obtaining near-global _'
coverage of data on agricultural and forestry resources, geology and mineral resources, hydrology
and water resources, geography, cartography, environmental pollution, oceano_aphy and marine i_.
resources, and meteorological phenomena. To accomplish these objectives, e.achspacecraft was _.
equipped with (1) a two- or three-camera Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) to obtain visible and near _.
IR photographic images of the earth, (2) a four- or five-channel Multispectral Scanner (MSS) to _-
obtain radiometric images of the earth, and (3) a Data Collection System (DCS) to collect informa- ,_,
tion from remote, individually equipped ground stations and to relay the data to central acquisition ;
stations. Landsat 1-3 carried two Wide-Band Video Tape Recorders (WBVTR) capable of storing ._'"
up to 30 min of scanner or camera data. An advanced attitude control system consisting of horizon :
scanners, sun sensors, and a command antenna combined with a Freon gas propulsion system 7
permitted the spacecraft's orientation to be maintained within plus or minus 0.7 deg in all three ;:
axes. Spacecraft communications included a command subsystem operating at 154.2 and .;
2106.4 MHz, and a PCM narrow-band telemetry subsystem operating at 2287.5 and 137.86 MHz
for spacecraft housekeeping, attitude, and sensor performance data. Video data from the RBV
system were transmitted in both real-time and tape-recorder modes at 2265.5 MHz, while ,i_
information from the MSS was constrained to a 20-MHz bandwidth at 2229.5 MHz. More ;_:
information can be found in the "Landsat Data Users Handbook," available from the U.S. ;
Geological Survey, Arlington, VA. _.
I
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............................................. Landsat 1-3, Arluskas, BaUa...................................... _I"
Investigation Name - Multlspectml Scanner System (MSS) ' ;
S/C NSSDC ID PI i
Landsat 1 72-058A-02 J. Arluskas
NASA/GSFC
Landsat 2, 3 75-004A-02 J.A. Balla _;
78-026A-02 NASA/GSFC _.
;I
'!
Brief Description
The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) was designed to provide repetitive daytime acquisition of high-
resolution, multispectral data of the earth's surface on a global basis and to demonstrate that remote ,ii
sensing from space is a feasible and practical approach to efficient management of the earth's ,_
resources. In addition to obtaining data for use in earth resource type studies, the MSS system :_,,h
was used to conduct oceanographic and meteorological studies, i.e., to map sea-ice fields, locate _.
and track major ocean currents, monitor both air and water pollution, determine snow cover, _:
investigate severe storm environments, etc. The MSS consisted of a 22.86-cm double reflector- ;_!,
type telescope, scanning mirror, fiiters, detectors, and associated electronics. The scanner on
Landsat 1 and 2 operated in the following spectral intervals: (1) 0.5 to 0.6 micrometer, (2) 0.6 to :._
0.7 micrometer, (3) 0.7 to 0.8 micrometer, and (4) 0.8 to 1.1 micrometers. (These bands were _:
designated as bands 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively.) The Landsat 3 MSS had an additional band in
the 10.4- to 12.6-micrometer thermal region (band 8). This thermal band failed on July 11, 1978,
and produced little useful data. Incoming radiation was collected by the scanning mirror, which
oscillated 2.89 deg to either side of nadir and scanned cross-track swaths 185-km wide. The
along-track scan was produced by the orbital motion of the spacecraft. The primary image _
produced at the image plane of the telescope was relayed by fiber optic bundles to detectors where
conversion to an electronic signal was accomplished. Optical filters were used to produce the _
desired spectral separation. Six detectors were employed in each of the four spectral bands: ._
bands 4 through 6 used photomultiplier tubes as detectors, and band 7 used silicon photodiodes. _
Band 8 on Landsat 3 had two Hg-Cd-Te detectors. A multiplexer included in the MSS system ii
processed the scanner's 24 (26 for Landsat 3) channels of data. The data were time-multiplexed
and then converted to a pulse-code modulated signal by an A/D convener. The data were then
transmitted (at 2229.5 MHz) directly to an acquisition station or, in the case of remote areas, stored _,
on magnetic tape for subsequent playback the next time the spacecraft came within the communi- _
cation range of an acquisition station. The ground resolutions were 80 m for bands 4 to 7 and
240 m for band 8. Data are archived at the EROS Data Center, U.S. Geological Survey, Sioux
Falls, SD. '_
............................................. Landsat 1-3, Weinstein ............................................
Investigation Name - Return Beam Vidicon Camera System ;i
S/C NSSDC ID PI OI ,
Landsat 1 72-058A-01 O. Weinstein T.M. Raglan
NASA/GSFC NASA/GSFC
Landsat 2, 3 75-004A-01 O. Weinstein
78-026A-01 NASA/GSFC _"
Brief Description
The Landsat 1 and 2 Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) camera system contained three independent
cameras taking pictures of earth scenes simultaneously during the daytime in three different spectral
LAN-6
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bands from blue-green (0.47 to 0.575 micrometer) through yellow-red (0.58 to 0.68 micrometer)
to near IR (0.69 to 0.83 micrometer). While designed primarily to obtain information for earthresource type studies, the RBV camera system also conducted meteorological studies, i.e., to
investigate atmospheric attenuation an6 to observe me.soscale phenomena, winter monsoon clouds
(Japan), snow cover, etc. The three earth-oriented cameras were mounted to a common base, ,_
which was structurally isolated from the spacecraft to maintain accurate alignment. Each camera "_
contained an optical lens, a 5.08-cm RBV, a thermoelectric cooler, deflection and f "cuscoils, a
mechanical shutter, erase lamps, and sensor elecuonics. The cameras were similar except for the
spectral filters contained in the lens assemblies that provided separate spectral viewing regions. •
The viewed ground scene, 185 by 185 km in area, was stored on the photosensitive surface of the
camera tube, and, after shuttering, the image was scanned by an electron beam to produce a video
signal output. Each care.era was read out sequentially, requiring about 3.5 s for each of the spectral _
images. The cameras were operated every 25 s to produce overlapping images along the direction ii_
of spacecraft motion. Video data from the RBV were transmitted (at 2265.5 MHz) in both real-
time and tape recorder modes. From a nominal spacecraft altitude of 900 krn, the RBV had a i_
ground resolution of about 80 m. The Landsat 3 RBV system, consisting of two panchromatic
cameras, produced two side-by-side images rather than three overlapping images of the same
scene. Each camera had the same spectral band of 0.505 to 0.750 micrometer. The two cameras _
were aligned to view adjacent 98-km square ground scenes which overlapped slightly so that the i._
total width of the swath was 185 kin. The cameras were operated every 12.5 s to produce over-
lapping images along the direction of spacecraft motion. After shuttering, the image was scanned ._
by an electron beam to produce a video output signal. A 3.5-s offset was introduced between the i_
readouts of the two cameras, permitting sequential readout, and allowing the same tape recorder
and communications channel to be used. The Landsat 3 RBV had a be_ter ground resolution of
40 m. Data from this experiment are archived at the EI_OS Data Center, U.S. Geological Survey, _
Sioux Falls, SD. ;_
' I
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•********************************** Landsat 4, 5 ******************************* 'i_
Spacecraft Name - Landsat 4, 5
S/C Altemate NSSDC Launch Inc. Perig. Apog. Pd. i_
Name ID Date (deg) (km) (kin) (min.) _
Landsat 4 Landsat-D 82-072A 07/16/82 98.3 678 699 98.5
Landsat 5 Landsat-D 84-021A 03/01/84 98.3 683 698 98.6
Prime
PM L. Gonzales NASA/GSFC
PM J.R. Busse NASA/GSFC
PM E.E. Speaker NASA/GSFC
PM C.M. MacKenzie NASA/GSFC
PM R.K. Browning NASA/GSFC
PS V.V. Salomonson NASA/GSFC
Brief Description
The Landsat 4 was an earth resources monitoring system with the new powerful remote-sensing '1
capabilities of the Thematic Mapper (TM), and provided a transition for both foreign and domestic ¢'_
users from the Multispectral Scanner (MSS) data to the higher resolution and data rate of tile TM. :r
It had a complete end-to-end highly automated data system, which was designed to be a new _:"
generation system, and was a major step forward in global remote-sensing applications. The
Landsat ,_.mission consisted of an orbiting satellite (flight segment) with the necessary wide-band
data links and support systems, and a ground segment. The Landsat 4 flight segment consisted of
two major systems: (i) the instrument module, containing the two sensing instruments together
with the mission unique _ubsystems, such a_ the solar array and drive, the Tracking and Data _
Reiay Satellite (TDRS) antenna the Wide Band Module (WBM), and the Global Positioning
System (GPS); and (2) the Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) that contained the ....
n_odularized and standardized power, propulsion, attitude control, and communications and data
handling sub-systems. The flight segment was designed with 3 years nominal lifetime in orbit that _'._
could be extended through in-orbit replacement when the Shuttle became operational. The space-
craft was placed into an orbit having a descending node with equatorial crossing between 9:30 and ,_
10:00 a.n_.,local time. The spacecraft and attendant sensors were operated through the GSTDN _
stations before the Tracking and Date. Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) became available. Landsat
4 experienced failures of X-band transmission, primary command, and data handling computer,
arid two of its four _olar array panels after launch. Landsat 5 was forced to be launched earlier.
Landsat 5 was identical to Landsat 4 in all aspects, but with those anomalies repaired.
................................................... Landsat 4, 5, Banks ..........................................
Investigation Name- Multispectral Scanner System (MSS)
NSSDC ID - 82-072A-02, 84-021A-01
PI - G. F. Banks NASA/GSFC ':
Brief Description
The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) was designed to provide repetitive daytime acquisition of high-
resolution, multispectral data of the earth's surface on a global basis and to demonstrate that remote
sensing from space is a feasible and practical approach to efficient management of the earth's
resources. In addition to earth resource type stt,dies, the MSS system was used to conduct
LAN-8
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oceanographic and meteorological studies; i.e., to map sea-ice fields, locate and track major ocean :_
g currents, ", .dtor both air and water pollution, determine snow cover, investigate severe storm !environments, etc. The MSS consisted of a 22.86-c double reflector-type telescope, scanning
mirror, filters, detectors, and associated electronics. The scanner operated in the following spectral
intervals: band 1, 0.5 to 0.6 micrometer; band 2, 0.6 to 0.7 micrometer; band 3, 0.7 to _,
0.8 micrometer; and band 4, 0.8 to 1.1 micrometers (the band numbering was different from
Landsat 1-3). The Landsat 4 MSS was similar to the Landsat 1-3 MSS except for changes
necessary to accommodate the lower orbital altitude. The swath width of 185 km remained the
same by increasing the FOV of the sensors from 11.56 to 14.92 deg. The ground resolution was
approximately 83 m for all four bands. The primary image produced at the image plane of the
telescope was relayed by use of fiber optic bundles to detectors where conversion to an electronic
signal was accomplished. Optical filters were used to produce the desired spectral separation.
Six detectors were employed in each of the four spectral channels: bands 1 through 3 used
photomultiplier tubes a:,detectors, band 4 used silicon photodiodes. A multiplexer included in
the MSS system processed the scanner's video data. The data were time-multiplexed and then
converted to a pulse-code modulated signal by an A/D converter. The data were then transmitted
via the Tracking and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) and/or direct readout to local receiving stations.
Data are archived at the EROS Data Center, U.S. Geological Survey, Sioux Falls, SD. i_
.................................................. Landsat 4, 5, Linstrom ......................................
.g
Investigation Name - Thematic Mapper (TM)
NSSDC ID - 82-072A-01 _i
PI- 0. Weinstein Hughes Aircraft
E1Segundo, CA _!
Brief Description
The Thematic Mapper (TM) was a seven-band, earth-looking, scanning radiometer with a 30-m ,_
ground element resolution covering a 185-km ground swath frem a 705 km altitude. The instru-
ment consisted of primary imaging optics, scanning mechanism, spectral band discrimination
optics, detector arrays, radiative cooler, inflight calibrator, and required operating and processing
electronics. The scanning mechanism provided the cross-track scan, while the progress of the
spacecraft provided the scan along the track. The optical system imaged the earth's surface on a
field stop or a detector sized to define an area on the earth's surface 30-m square. Several lines
were scanned simultaneously to permit suitable dwell time for each resolution element. The varia-
tion in radiant flux passing through the field stop onto the photo and thermal detectors creates an
electrical output that represents the radiant history of the line. Seven spectral bands were used to
provide the spectral signatttre capability of the instrument: band 1, 0.45-0.52 micrometer; band 2,
0.52-0.60 micrometer; band 3, 0.63-0.69 micrometer; band 4, 0.76-0.90 micrometer; band 5,
1.55-1.75 micrometers; band 6, 10.40-12.50 micrometers; and band 7, 2.08-2.35 micrometers.
The information outputs from the detector channels were processed in the TM multiplexer for
transmission via the Ttacking and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) and/or direct readout to local
receiving stations. Data from this experiment are archived at the EROS Data Center, U.S.
Geological Survey, Sioux Falls, SD.
|
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_ MERCURY PROGRAM
The Mercury prog_ was the first U.S. manned spaceflight program and was somewhat
analogous to the U.S.S.R. Vostok program. The Mercury spacecraft was bell shaped, with a
convex disk-shaped ablative reentry base on a cone-shaped body. On the conical apex was
m_ L:nteda short cylinder used to house the descent parachutes. The spacecraft was designed for
one astronaut and included a reclining seal a downward looking (relative to the astronaut)
periscope in a central position on the console, and a small window above the console. The capsule
height was 2.9 m (9.5 ft) high, and its maximum diameter was 1.8 m (6 ft). The primary objective 1]of the program was to solve the engineering, technical, and support problems involved in
plachag/recovering a man in space and to study the effects of a space environment on man.
Program approval was given on October 7, 1958. There were seven boilerplate (dummy) tests, six
from August 21, 1959, to January 21, 1960, and another on March 24, 1961. Twenty-one
spacecraft were built, of which 5 were not used and 16 were used in 19 flights or tests. (Three
were used twice.) Thirteen tests/flights were suborbital (May 19, 1960 - July 21, 1961) and six
were placed in orbit (September 13, 1962 - May 15, 1963). Orbit inclinations were 32.5 to
32.8 deg, and apogees/perigees were 237-285/153-161 kin. Flights made were launched by
Little Joe, Redstone, and Atl:'_ launch vehicles.
Since manned flight was the primary emphasis, only biological experiments were given high
priority. Physical science experimentation, however, did include cameras for earth and cloud
photography. Photography was accomplished with slightly modified, standard 16-ram movie and
35- or 70-ram cameras with a limited number of supplementary filters and lenses. A specially
designed TV camera mounted near the window for additional photographs was included on the last
(MA-9 or 63-015A) flight. The Mercury program produced over 750 photographs that may have a
potential for meteorological use. Most were from MA-4 (or 61-025A, unmanned, 350 pictures)
and from MA-7 (or 62-019A, Carpenter, 200 pictures). No brief descriptions have been written,
but further summary information is found on pages 221 and 335 of NASA SP 45 "Mercury Project
Summary."
The project flights made with a Mercury spacecraft are listed in Table 8 and are commonly named
with the launch vehicle. The number "7" was included with the spacecraft name and is used in
reference to the fast seven U.S. astronauts. (Slayton was one of the seven but did not fly dunng
the Mercury program.)
11
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TABLE 8
MERCURY PROGRAM 1 !_
Mercury Vehicle Number"
Common Name (LaunchVehicle9 _
NSSDC ID }
unch Date (MMDDYY) 3
)uration (HHMM) i_
Photographyl
L [rew/Remarks :i_-_.,
g
1 BA-1 05-09-60 00-01 Abort systems test "-
4 MA-1 07-29-60 00-03 Exploded after 1 min ,_
3 LJ-5 11-08-60 00-02 Flight abort after 15 sec
2 MR-1 11-21-60 00-00 Launch failure ,.
2A MR-1A 12-19-60 00-16 H 235 mi suborbital launch "_
5 MR-2 01-31-61 00-17 H Flight abort w/chimp '.
Ham after 137 sec :.
6 MA-2 02-21-61 00-18 18 min flight _
14 LJ-5A 03-18-61 00-24 Malfunction after 20 sec
BP MR-BD 03-24-61 00-08 307 mi suborbital launch
8 MA-3 MERCA3 04-25-61 00-07 Aborted after 40 sec <]_
14A LJ-5B 04-28-61 00-05 Aborted after 33 sec
7 MR-3 05-05-61 00-15 H Shepard, Freedom 7
11 MR-4 07-21-61 00-15 Grissom, Liberty Bell 7
8A MA-4 61-025A 09-13-61 01-49 H Robot astronaut
14B M$-I 11-01-66 00-01 Destroyed after 43 sec
9 MA-5 61-033A 11-29-61 03-21 H Chimp Enos aboard
13 MA-6 62-003A 02-20-62 04-56 A Glenn, Friendship 7
18 MA-7 62-019A 05-24-62 04-56 R Carpenter, Aurora 7
16 MA-8 62-052A 10-03-62 09-14 H Schirra, Sigma 7
20 MA-9 63-015A 03-15-63 34-20 H Cooper, Faith 7
" A/B = Additionalspacecraftusage t M = Mercm3,
BP = BoilerPlate A = Arias
LJ -- LittleJoe0WILaunch)
H = Hasselblad,70mm R = Redstone
A = AnscoAutoset,35mm BA = BeachAbort
R = RobotRecorder,35mm BD = BoosterDevelopment
S = Scout
S
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S METEOR 1 PROGRAM
The operational phase of tt.e U.S.S.R. meteorological satellite program began in March 1969, and
consists of 31 launches of Meteor 1 and 15 launches of Meteor 2. The satellites were under opera-
tional conu ol of the Soviet Hydrometeorological Service. They were follow-on operational space-
craft resulting from design development made on experimental Cosmos spacecraft. All spacecraft
were similar in appearance, i.e., of cylindrical form (1.5-m diameter, 5 m-length), with two solar-
cell-equipped vanes, and weighing about 2200 kg.
Meteor sl:acecraft provided day and night imaging and radiation sensing capabilities. Meteors 1-1
through 1-7 were each equipped with a dual vidicon camera system, a scanning High-Resolution
Infrared Radiometer (HRIR), and an actinometric instrument, all of which were developed and
tested on Cosmos flights. Meteors 1-8 through 1-17 had an additional instrument: an atmospheric
sounder for obtaining atmospheric temperature and water vapor profiles.
In addition to the above experiments, Meteor 10 through 13, 18, and 19 were each equipped with
an Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) system. The system was controlled Iryground
command and was operated only when the satellite was within conmaunication range of APT
receiving stations within the Soviet Union. Infrared imagery could also be transmitted in real time
_I by using the APT capabilities.
All the Meteor launches prior to 1-29 were from the Plesetsk site, and the A-1 launch vehicle was
used to launch daem into near-circular, near-polar, prograde orbits with apogees between 555 and
932 km, and inclined at approximately 81 deg. Meteor 5, 9, and 14 through 30 were placed in
higher orbits (perigee>853 and apogee>903 km) to provide wider coverage. The cameras were
improved to prevent any loss in resolution with the expanded coverage.
Because of nonoverlapping cove.rage, at least two spacecraft were required to provide a complete
view of the earth-atmosphere system every 24 hours. The acquired data were either recorded for
later transmission or transmitted directly to one of the three ground acquisition stations: Obninsk
(near Moscow), Khabarovsk (near Vladivostok), or Novosibirsk (about halfway between) when
within commanication range.
An essentially new satellite development, in terms of mission, equipment and orbital path, made
its appearance with the launch of Meteor 1-28 on June 29, 1977, followed by the launch of
Meteor 1-29 on January 25, 1979, from Tyuratam, U.S.S.R. While also serving as a meteoro-
logical satellite, its primary mission was to p::ovidean earth resources observation platform. New
MEI-3
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types of onboard sensors, using either a 2- or 4-band scanning radiometer, were employed to _1 '
record the infrm-ed radiation of the earth for evaluation of the earth's subsurface layers. These
earth resources type of Meteor satellites were launched into sun-synchronous orbits at an inclina- i,
i
tion near 98 deg. The last Meteor I was flown in July 1981. Since there is considerable similarity ,_
between the Meteor 1 series satellites and limited descriptive information has been found, a listing ,:
of the launches (see Table 9) and a sample brief description (Meteor 1-10) are included here instead ..
of descriptions for each spacecraft, i_
!
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_[_ TABLE 9
METEOR 1 PROGRAM
NSSDC 1V_I'EOR LAUNCH ORBIT
ID NUMBER DATES inc _ od
(deg) (km) (min)
69-029A 1-1 03-26-69 81 687-633 98
69-084A 1-2 10-06-69 81 681-613 98
70-019A 1-3 03-17-70 81 635-537 96
70-037A i-4 04-28-70 81 710-625 98
70-047A 1-5 06-23-70 81 888-831 102
70-085A 1-6 10-15-70 81 648-626 97
71-003A 1-7 01-20-71 81 656-629 98
71-031A 1-8 04-17 -71 81 633-610 97 _[
71-059A 1-9 07-16-71 81 642-614 97 171-120A 1-10 12-29-71 81 874-859 102
72-022A 1-11 03-30-72 81 891-868 103
72-049A 1-12 06-30-72 81 905-889 103 !72-085A 1-13 10-27-72 81 891-869 10373-015A 1-14 03-20-73 81 892-873 10373-034A 1-15 05-29-73 81 920-852 102
t 74-011A 1-16 03-05-74 81 894-832 102
74-025A 1-17 04-24-74 81 894-865 103
74-052A 1-18" 07-09-74 81 893-865 103
74-083A 1-19 L0-28-74 81 907-843 102
74-099A 1-20 12-17-74 81 897-842 102
75-023A 1-21 04-01-75 81 893-867 103
75-087A 1-22 09-18-75 81 901-838 102
75-124A 1-23 12-25-75 81 902-942 102
76-032A 1-24 04-07-76 81 918-827 102
76-043A 1-25 05-15-76 81 895-846 102
76-102A 1-26 10-16-76 81 892-857 102
77-024A 1-27 04-05-77 81 897-854 103
77-057A 1-28 06-29-77 98t 670-601 97
79-005A 1-29 01-25-79 98 645-622 97
80-051A 1-30 06-18- 80 98 667-584 97
81-065A 1-31 07-10-81 98 671-610 98
i'
P
, t
Carriedan orbitadjustmentmotor '>
t FirstMeteorin sun-synchronousorbit [_
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anaaaaeaaaumnmumnaau=nln.anu HETEOR I (7|-120A)uann=um=maaRuaaa frames to provide continuous coverage. The onmeras ew|tched on. automatically nay time the sun was more than 5 de9 above thehorizon. Because the earth 111umlnption vnrled so much,
SPACECRAFT COFb4ONNAHE- HETEOR I (71-120A) mutometlc sensors adjusted the comers apertures to produce
ALTERNATE _L_r- _TF._ |-In. F_TEC_ 10 htgh-quil|tY plctures under m vPrl•ty of Illumination
¢ondltSons. The 1liSa farmed bY elch vidicon tube •1that was
NSSDC |D- 71-120A transmitted dtrectIy to the ground IF the set=litre uis In i
radio contact with one of the ground stetlons or Weu recorded &LAUNCH DATE- 12/29/?1 HEIGHT- KG on magnetic tape For later transmission If the satellite was
LALAqCH SITE- PLESETSK, U,S.S.R. beyond the zone of rodin communication. The TV 1meSas received
LAUNCH VEHICLE- At-1 hy these ground etatlons were processed end transmitted to the
Hydrometeorologlcel Center In Moscow where they were analyzed
SPC_4SORIKG COUNTRY/AGENCV mad used In vorlous forecast and enalysls products. The
U.S.S.R. SHS pictures were erchlved at the Hydrometenrolo91cal Center,
Althoush the Netenr 1-10 cameras had about Four times the
resolution at nmdIr of those carried on the ESSA satellites,
INITIAL ORBIT PARAHETERS they could not provlqe continuous overlapping 9lobe1 coy=rise
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/30/71 as dld the ESSA cemeros owtn9 to the lower orbit of the Her=or
ORBIT PERIOD- 102.7 MIN INCLINATION- 81.2 DEG 1 satellites (870 km compared to 1400 km). To close these 9ePS
PERIAPSIS- 880. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 905. YJ4 ALT In coverage, st least two satellites were used In the Heteor
systei. In addition, cloudcover mosalcs were produced from 10
PERS0_L or more Individual cloudcover pictures at the
PM - SHS STAFF SOVIET HYDROHET 3VC Hydrometeorolo91cal Center to provlde m more compr:henstve vlew
PS - SH$ STAFF SOVIET HYDROHET SVC of neor-91obal weather systeL;s. Some of the Individual
ptctures and the cloud mosoics were transmitted to vsrlous
BRIEF DESCRIPTION foralgn meteorological centers as _ert of an International
Meteor ]-i0 was the tenth Fully OplrltlOhll Russian meteorological data exchange propram. The United States
meteorological smte1111_ launched From the Plea=ask slte. The recelved these pictures sL the Natl._al Environmental Satellite
sltllltte wos pieced In i nemr-clrcullr, near-paler prosrldl Service (NESS) In Suttlund, Hsrylend, vle the "cold line"
orblt to provide near-globe1 observations of the earth's facsimile 11nk wlth Hoscow. These pictures were kept It NESS
weather sYstsms, cloud cover. 1¢e end snow Fields, vertlcol for 1 yr end then. unless of unusual Interest, were dlscerdsd.
profiles of temperature end moisture, and reflected end emitted The sYstcm had • scan rote of two lines per second, or half the
radiation from the deyside end nlghtside of the ESSA rate. and scanned from right tv left lnstead Of left to
oerth-otmosphero system for operational use bY the Sovlet right. The experiment was probably deactivated in June 1972,
Hydrometeorologlco1 Service. This W•s the second satellite of Is Indicated by the termination OF data trensmlss10ns to HESS.
the Noteor sertes to ba placed In • high orbit, about 240 km
highsr than most other Hat=or launches (the First WaS Net=or .... _ETEOR I (71-120A), SHS STAFF ........
1-51. The spacecraft Was equipped wlth two vldlcon cameras and
APT cameras For doyslde photography, • scennln9 high-resolution INVE3TIGATION NAP_- SCANNING HRIR
IR radiometer with AFT capability For daystde and nightsJde
photography, en ecttnometrIc instrument for measuring the NSSDC ID- 71-120A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
earth's radiation field lm the vlstble end Infrared regions, APPLICATIONS
end a nedlu_resoluttofl sce_nin9 diffraction spectrometer for
determining Indirectly the vertical proflles of atmospheric INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
temperoture Pnd humidity. The satellite wms :n the form of I H[TEOROLOGY
cylinder S m lon9 end ).5 m In diameter wlth two large solar
pens1= lttlChed to the sldIS. The solar plnels were PERSIDNNEL
eutometicmlly orlented toward the sun to Provlde the spacecraft PI - SHS STAFF SOVIET HYDROHET SVC
wlth the mlXimum amount of Sollr power. The spacecraft was
orlented toward eft, earth by m gravity-gradient trlaxiol BRIEF DESCRIPTION
stabilization system consisting of flywheels whose klnettc The Meteor 1-10 high-resolution sc.nntn9 IR radiometer
energy was dampened by the use of controlled electromagnets on made o0eretlonal measurements of cloud distrlbutl0n end snow
board that InS=rioted with the magnetic fleld of the earth, and toe cover on the doyslde and nlshtstde of the eorth, The
Ths Instruments were housed Jn the base of the satellite, whlch radiometer meIsured the outsoln9 rodlitton from the
pointed towIrd the earth, while the solar sensors were mounted earth-atmosphere system In the 8- to I2-mlcrometer atmospheric
In the top section. The operlttonel Hat=or weather satellite window. Heasurements mid= In this spectre1 region Permitted
system ideally consisted of •t least two satellites spaced It brightness patterns of ths thermal rellef to be constructed and
90-de9 Intervals In latitude to observe I 91ven area of the equivalent radiation temperatures of the earth's surface and
earth every 6 h. This lllowed the monitoring of the formation, cZoud to be determined. The Instrument Was 1 narrow-oral= &development, lad movement of ms_or weather systems. Nhen scannlng radiomet r wlth In lnstanto eo s vlewlng angle of 1.5
ulthtn communication rinse, the data acquired were transmitted by 1,5 dig. It was mounted In the base of the totslllte In =
dlrectZy to the 9round-receiving centers near Hoscow, sealed instrument compartment with 11= optlcel oxts directed
Novoslblrsk, Ind Vladlvostk or to APT-equipped stations wtthln along the 10CO1 vertical end toward nadir. The radiometer
the U.S,S.R. Over regions beyond communication range, Heteor meIsured the Intensity of the outsoln9 radiation bY comparing c
1-10 recorded the TV and IR pictures, spectrometer data. end the earth's radiation flux with the radiation flux from space,
ecttnometrlc dote end stored them on board untll the satellite Each type of radiation entered the radiometer through separate _'
passed over the receiving centers, The meteorolo91cnl data wlndows, whlch were oriented In mutually perpendicular _T
recelved at these centers were processed, reduced, end sent to directions. The radiation from the earth-atmosPhere system _
the Hydrometeoroloslcal Center In Moscow, where they were felZ on a plane scanning mirror that was m_unted et in angle of
onalyzed ind used to prepare various Forecast end onalysis 45 deg to the satellite veloclty vector end scanned through In
products. Some of the TV end IR pictures end analyzed angle of plus or minus 50 dee from nidir. The radiation was
ecttnometr$c data _c_e then distributed to various reflected from the scannln9 mlrror through o stittonary P
meteorological centers er_und the world. Some of these dots modulating disk and filter window cnto • poraboltc mlrror,
were transmitted from Hoscow to the National Environmental which Focused the parallel beam through • movable moduletln9
Satellite Servlce (HESS). It Is bslleved t_•t Net=or 1-10 Was dlsk onto a thermistor bolometer, The stationary end movable
deactivated In June 1972, as tndlcot•d by the termination of modulating disks provldvd the channel swttchln9, lending ftrst
data betn9 transmitted to NES$. the earth-atmosphere radiation anC then the space radiation to '_
the plrebolic mlrror end finally to the bolometer. The
....... HETEOR | (71-120A), SHS STAFF .......................... bolometeP converted the rldtant flux into vlrtmble electric _'
volt|9== (0 tO 6 V) whose frequency Wet equal to the moduietor|NVESTIGATION HA_- DUAL VIDICON CAHERAS frequency end Whose masnltudes were proportions1 to the
differences In the radiant flux Intensities between earth end "
N$SDC ID- 71-120A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM spice developed It the bolometer output. Durln9 the movement
APPLICATIONS of the •conning mirror through I plus or minus 40-d•$ sector, -:"
line scanning (40 _lnes/mln) of the target are• el• _,,
INVESTIGATION DISCIW.INE(S) lCCOmollshed In l plane normpl to the orbltlZ plan• ella9 •
NETEOROLOGY forward and back pith, whlle scanning ilong the fllsht path HIS
provided bY the relative motion of the •atel)_ _ with respect
PERSONNEL to the earth. In each scan, wlth the tn_ _d viewing and
Pi - SHS STAFF SOVIET HYDROH[T SVC scanning angles from the •atelltte's orbt_, a;'ttude, the
rldlometer recorded the main radtltlon int•hsltles ;om a bend
BR;EF DESCRIPTION =bout 1650 km wide wlth • resolution of about 15 km at nadir to
The Neteor 1-10 duel vidlcon camera system provided •bout 24 to 27 km •t the edges. The rodtomlter was c•pebZe of
daytime pictures of the earth's cloudcover distribution, loci1 measuring radiation temperatures within 0.5 to 0,6 des for
storms, and near-globe1 wemthsr systems for operational use by temperatures of 293 to 298 dee K end 1.5 to 2 dee for
the Soviet Hydrometeorologlcel Service. The lhstrumontaL.on temperltures •round 225 des K. Yhe video slgnels were
consisted of tWO 1dentine1 vldlcon c•msr=s that were mountsd In amplified gad •ant olthsr to the sot•lilt• memory unit for
the |•telllte bpso pnd war• directed towlrd the north, Neteor later transmission or to the rld$o telemetry Unit for direct _
1-]0 had slightly modlfl•d equipment wlth e vision bandwidth 50 tr•nsmt•slon to earth dependin$ On whether the s•t•11%t• was
percent are=tar than ths lower orbtttng •etellites of the beyond or within the cone Of radio communication with e ground
Het•or serl•s. Eoch comer• viewed • 750- bY ?50-km areo, one rio•lying or•finn or In APT-equipped station wlthln the
to the left end the other to the right of nodlr, with a U.S.S.R.. respsctlvely, The ground receivers recorded the
r••olution of l.IS km at nadir from e satellite altitude of tronsmitted dot• tn Ul$1t•l term on moan=tic top• end _-
about 870 km. The cam•ram took • one-frpmk Image of the •lmultoneously on 80-mm photographic film In the form of s
• •rth*s cloud ¢o¥•r with sllsht overlepptn$ of successive brlshtn•ss 1mile of the thermol tel/el of the earth-atmosphere
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system. The dlta on IlSnetJc tips Were processed by computers ...... HETEOR I (71-120A), SHS STAFF .........................
at the HydrometeorolosJoel Center and were used to produce a
dlsltel mop of the equivalent radiation temperature field with INVESTIGATION NAF_- ATMOSPHERIC THERMAL SOUN_ER
a superposed seosraPhlc arid. The photosraphic film Was
developed and processed 1nee in |R plcture else with a NSSDC %D- 71-120 -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
superposed arid. The pictures were srchived at the APPLICATIONS
Hydrometeoroloslcsl Center, Some of these Pictures were
transmitted to various forelsn meteoroloslcel centers as part INVESTTGATION DISCIPL]HEIS)
of in international meteoroloslcal data exchense prosrsm, The HETEOROLOGY
United States received these Pictures st the National
Environmental Satellite Service (HESS). Sultland, HD. via the PERSONNEL
"¢old ltne '° facsimile llnk with Moscow. These IR pictures were PZ - SHS STAFF SOVIET HYDROMET SVC
kept at HESS for I yr and then, unless of unusual interest,
they were discarded, The experiment was probably deactivated BRIEF DESCRIPTION
tn June 1972, ss Indicated by the termination of data The Meteor 1-10 atmospheric temperature sounder was en
transmissions to HESS, operational experiment designed to obtain vertical profiles of _.+
temperature and atmospheric humidity by indirect means under e
..... HETEOR 1 (7]-120A), SHS STAFF .......... variety of cloud¢over conditions. The instrumentation
consisted of a medium-resolution diffraction spectromet(r that
iNVESTIGATION NAHE- ACTINOMETRIC INSTRUMENT scanned continuously over a 20-s observlns cycle In the 10.5- t_
to 15-micrometer band. The resolvJn$ power of the spectrometer
NSSDC In- 71-120A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM In this spectr|l range was wtthtn _ to S mm. From an avcreSe "_
APPLICATIONS satellite altitude of about 870 km, the Instrument's field of
vlew covered • 53- by l$-km area on the earth's surface with
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEIS) the 1on9 side oriented parallel to the satellite trelectory.
METEOROLOGY The data were stored on board the spacecraft until a around
acquisition station came within communication rinse. The data
PERSONNEL Were then relaJed to the around station, reduced and processed,
PI - SHS STAFF SOVIE1HYDROMET SVC and transmitted directly to the Sovlet HYdrometeorolosicel
Center in Hosoow, where they were analyzed. Temperature
BRIEF DESCR|PT]ON proftles were conscructed from the spectral radiation date by
The Meteor 1-IO ictinometrl¢ Instrument measured (|) the means of msthematlcal inversion techniques for clear and L
outsoJns lonswave radiation I$ to $0 micrometers) from the uvercast cloudcover conditions. The overase error for these
earth-atmosphere system, (2I the outsoin9 near UV, visible, and profiles Was 2 to _ de9 celsius. Temperature proflles were
hear IR solar radiation (0.$ to $ micrometers) reflected end also constructed for partly cloudy conditions and, wht_e not Is _7+c_
blcksclttered hy the elrth-otmosphere system, and ($) the accurate as the clear and overcast results, proved promisin9.
+effective radiation temp_rlture of the earth's surface and Atmospheric humidlty proflles were statistically derived ustn9cloud tops (8 to 12 micrometers) for operltlOnal use by the measurements of the outsoIn9 rsdtltlon in the ]5-micrometerSoviet HydrometeoroloslcaZ Service. The Instrumentation band. The experiment was probably deactivated tn June I972 as
consisted of four radiometers; e pslr of scennins, Indicated bY the termination of IR and video data transmissions _
narrow-en9le, two-channel radiometers, and e pair of to the United States vla the "cold line" facsimile 11nk with
nonscannins, wide-Shale, two-channel radtomet ors, The MOSCO_. ._
narro_-snsle (4 by 5 des fleld of view) radiometers measured
radiation In 111 three spectral bends, whlle the wtde-ansle ....... METEOR I (71-120A), SHS STAFF ......................... _+
(156 tO 140 des field of vtew) radiometers operated only In the _
0.$- to 5- and S- to _O-micrometer binds. In the narrow-ansle INVESTIGATION NAME- AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION [APT)
radiometer, the 0.$- to S-micrometer band wee measured In one
channel and the 8- to 12- end 3- to SO-micrometer bands were NS_DC |D- 71-120A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
combined In the second channel. In the second channel, the two APPLICATIONS
bends were separated by the exchen9e of correspondtn9 filters
es the rldlometer scanned in alternate directions. The earth iNVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE[S)
radiation entered the norrow-onsle radiometer throush I HETEOROLOGY
cylindrical fslrln9 (KRS-5 crystal) and fell onto a conical COMHUNICATIONS
scanners mirror. The radlltlon was reflected from the mirror ._!
throush O three-lobed rotattn9 mirror chopper thee modulated PERSONNEL
the radiation flux at i frequency of 80 Hz. The chopper PI - SHS STAFF SOVIET HYDROHET SVC
alternately refllcted earth radiation Ind sPiCe radiation,
which entered throush a separate KRS-5 crystal window, onto one BRIEF DESCRIPTION ._
Of three openlnss In a color filter wheel, one fllter for elCh The automatic plcture transmission (APT) system first
spectral band. The particular spectre1 band that was parsed flown Oh Meteor 1-1U provided Soviet meteorolosJsts with
throush then han off-axis parabolic mirror that focused real-time cloudcover photosraphs. The system was controlled by
the radiation flux onto e bolometric receiver. Periodic 9round command end operated only when the spacecraft was within
calibration was made when the scanntns mirror moved to a 90-des communication rinse of APT recetvln9 starters wtthtn the USSR.
ansle from nadir with simultaneous turnlns on and vtewtn9 of | Little wps known lbOUt the experiment except that It employed
silicon standard limp, The 0,$- to 3-micrometer channel did lille scanning: the around scene was s¢lnned continuously, •
hot USe the two-beam system or Filter swltchins. The output line st a time, end transmitted directly to ground, probably at
from the modulated flow Of radiation on the bolometeP _IS 157o62 HHz. The experiment probably terminated operation tn
amplified, rectified, filtered, end fed into the radio June I972, Except fop the operetta9 frequencies, Identical
telemetry system over elsht channels. The wide-angle experiments apoear to have been flown on Meteors 11, 12, 13,
radiometers had Identical optical systems for both channels. 18, 19, end othe"o.
The earth radiation entered the radiometer throush e
hemispherical shell composed of quartz or KRq-S crystal with a
colttns that determined the passband. The radiation Was then
modulated with i frequency of 6_ HZ and fell on I bolometric
receiver. AS lh the narrow-angle radiometers, the bolometer
output was processed and fed Into the rpdlo telemetry system.
The wlde-nngle radiometer was standardized simultaneously with
the narrou-onsla radiometer bY lnputtlns i standard 6_-Hz
callbratlnS frequency into the pmpllflcstion circuit. The
relative r_s measurlns error for both types of radiometers was
about O.S percent. To provide n backup capability, one
wlde-ansle end one nsrrok_an$1e radiometer were held In reserve
and could be activated on command from the 9re,Ind. The
orientation of the Hetoor 1-10 oPte111te tnsurld that the
prlmorY optlcol axes of the radiometers were orientsd
vertically down toward nadir. The survey of the earth*s
surface bY both radiometers Wit carried out by the motion of
the satellite relative tO the earth, In addition, the
nnrrow-nh91e rodlometer scanned 66 des tO either side Of nldlr
Oh n pllnl .Orlll to thl oPbltll p11hl by rocklh9 thl $©InnJn5
loPPer ibout thl optI¢l; ixls, Thl rldlOmltlPl covered I ItrlP
about $S00 km wide on the earth's surface end had i around
resolution of SO km It nadir. The dies were reduced It the
around stPttonl and were transmitted tO the HYdrometeorolosioPl
Center In Moscow, where they wire recorded In d191t11 form on
ma9netic tape nnd wire used to produce various onlly$1l
products such nl llrth-ltmOaphlrl llbldo ¢hnrtl and rndllt$on
temperature +lOS, The dltl Wlrl nrchJuld nt the
HydrOmlteorololi¢ll Clntlr. The IXplriment was pPOblbly
deactivated in June 1972, IS Indlclted by thl termination Of
video nnd IR dots transmissions to the United States Via the
"¢old line" flcstmtlt llnk with Moscow.
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11 METEOR2P OG M i
The Meteor 2 satellites were designed to test and implement advanced weather sensors to become
the second generation Soviet operational meteorological satellite series. Fifteen Meteor 2 experi- _;
mental spacecraft have been launched since July 11, 1975. The Meteor 2 differs in external
appearance from Meteor 1 by carrying a solar panel of new design, having substantial modifica- _
tions to the sensor platform, and having a weight increase of 550 kg. The Meteor 2 spacecraft
have been launched from Plesetsk into near-circular, near-polar prograde orbits with apogees
approximately 900 km and inclination near 81 deg. A two- or three-spacecr_t system is required
for daily full global coverage. The data are processed and used by the U.S.S.R. Hydr_,r--
meteorological Center and the State Scientific Research Center for the study of environment and
natural earth resources.
All Meteor 2 spacecraft carry visible and infrared radiometers and Automatic Picture Transmission
(APT) systems, comparable in many respects to NOAA's ITOS systems. The visible scanner
(0.5 to 0.7 micrometer) has a ground resolution of 2 km over a 2100-km swath madthe IR scanner
(8 to 12 micrometers) has a ground resolution of 8 to 10 km over a 26,100-km swath. Tile APT
system transmits its data stream in the international frequency range of 137 to 138 MHz, and any
location that receives U.S. data should be able to receive Meteor 2 data. Two disadvantages of
Meteor 2 spacecraft are the inability to process simultaneous visible and infrared products, and the
low resolution of the IR product.
The spacecraft also have an interferometer spectrometer to measure the intensity of the atmospheric
absorption of infrared radiation from the earth surface in the range of 6 to 25 micrometers.
Some Meteor 2 spacecraft carry a two- or four-band earth resources multispectral scanner that
is probably also used for obtaining atmospheric sounding. The two-band sensor, operating in the
0.4- to 0.7- and 0.7- to I. 1-micrometer bands, has a 250-m ground resolution over a 2000-km
swath. The four-band instrument, operating in the same spectral bands used by Landsat, provides
a spatial resolution of 1000 m x 1600 m over a 2800-km swath. The resolution capabilities of
these instruments are nowhere near the 80 m provided by Landsat, but they have the advantage oi
providing repetitive coverage every 2 to 3 days, instead of every 9 days as in the case for the U.S.
two-spacecraft Landsat system.
Few additional details are presently available concerning these spacecraft and their instrumentation.
For this reason, separate spacecraft and experiment descriptions are not included here. Table 10
lists the known Meteor 2 spacecraft as of October 1985.
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TABLE 10 _:
METEOR 2 PROGRAM
NSSDC METEOR LAUNCH ORBIT
113 NUMBER _ inc _12 pad
(deg) (km) (min)
75-064A 2-1 07-11-75 81 882-851 102
77-002A 2-2 01-06-77 81 897-883 102
77-117A 2-3 12-14-77 81 886-847 102
79-021A 2-4 03-01-79 81 890-830 102
79-095A 2-5 10-31-79 81 884-865 103
80-073A 2-6 09-09-80 81 890-839 102
81-043A 2-7 05-14-81 81 889-849 103
82-025A 2-8 03-25-82 82 960-035 104
82-116A 2-9 12-14-82 81 888-805 102
83-109A 2-10 10-28-83 81 897-740 101 '_g _,:
'u
: 84-072A 2-11 07-18-84 82 962-945 104 _
85-013A 2-12 02-06-85 82 958-936 104 ,
-(
85-119A 2-13 12-26-85 82 958-936 104 ,
86-039A 2-14 05-27-86 82 958-936 104 ,_
87-001A 2-15 01-05-87 82 973-950 104
7'
r
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METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE (METEOSAT) PROGRAM
The European Space Agency (ESA), a consortium sponsored by several Western European
countries, developed Meteosat as its contribution to the Global Atmospheric Research
Program's (GARP) World Weather Watch observing network. This ESA satellite originated
as a French project called Meteosat. When ESA took over the project, the name Meteosat was
retained. The fast ESA spacecraft was Meteosat 1 which was launched from Kennedy Space
Center on November 12, 1977, into a geosynchronous orbit with an equator crossing near the
prime meridian. A second spacecraft, Meteosat 2, was launched on March ,9, 1981, from
Kourou, French Guiana, as a replacement for Meteosat 1 (whose imager/'ailed on November 24,
1979). A third spacecraft, Meteosat P2, will be launched in 1988 as a refurbished prototype of
Meteosat 2. The Meteosat spacecraft are similar in design and capability to the U.S. GOES/SMS
satellites. Meteosat, along with three U.S. GOES and one Japanese GMS, provides 24-hour
global coverage from approximately 60 deg N to 60 deg S.
The primary instrument on board the spin-scan stabilized spacecraft was the five-channel visible-IR
imaging radiometer. The two visible channels (0.5 to 0.9 micrometer) and the three IR channels
(two in the 10.5- to 12.5-micrometer region and one in the 5.7- to 7.1-micrometer region) used a
cowanon optics system. The 5.7- to 7.1-micrometer IR water-vapor channel (similar to the water-
vapor channel of the Nimbus THIR instrument) was flown for the fast time on an operational
meteorological satellite by Meteosat.
In addition to its normal payload, Meteosat 2 can'ied three special experiments. One, involving a
Hexfet power transistor, was conceived as a technology demonstration. The other two
experiments were the electron spectrometer (SSJ/3) and the Electrostatic Event Monitor (EEM)
which were to seek the correlation between the environment of the spacecraft and the electromag-
netic interference within it.
Meteosat also had a data collection and transmission platform (DCP) that collected data from various
earth-based observing platforms and provided WEFAX type transmissions to the Western European
users. The Metoosat 2 DCP malfunctioned four days after launch. Subsequent operations have used
Meteosat 1 for its DCP capability and Meteosat 2 for its in_ging experiment. Working in this
cooperative mode, the sp_ecmft are maintained near 0 deg OAeteosat 2) and 10 deg E (Meteosat 1)
longitude.
1
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The visible-el rsdlom•t•r flowp on Mst•Oe•t I We• cap•hie
of providin$ dey/nfsht observations of clouacouer end
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAHE- HETEOSAT I north/cloud rodiince temper•turn mtesuremente from •
ALTERNATE NN_S- HETEOROLOGICAJ. SAT-A, RETOSAT synchronous, spin-atab_llIed smtellit_ for use 1, (IT &
10489 operatJon•l weather •noly•i• and foroce•txn$ ehd (2] support of _ _'GARP. The five-channel Instrument was Ible to t•ke full
N_SDC ID- 77-108A plct_r•• of the ••rth's disk. The three IR chnnnel• (two in _-
the 10.5- to 12.S-micrometer rosier end one In the 5.7- tO
LAUNCH DATE- 1_/2S/77 k_IGHT- 625.8 KQ 7.l-micrometer r•slon), end the two visible ch•nnel• (0.4 to _o
LAUNCH SITE- KENM[DY SPACE CENTER, UNITED STATES 1.| micrometers) used n common optics system. Incomln9
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA r•dfetton was received hy n sc•n mirror end collected bY an
option1 system. The lc;n mirror we• set •t • nomin•l ensle ofSPONSORINS COUNTRY/AGENCY 45 des to the radiometer optical Ixl•. Which 'des altshed
INTERNATIONAL ESA par•llel to the •pin •_ls of the spacecraft. The ¢plnnln9
motion of the epececrsft (aPproximately 100 rpm) provided m
INITIAL ORBIT PARAHETERS west-east •can motion when the spJfl axis of the sp•cecreft was
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/26/77 oriented psrollel with the north's axis. The l•tttudinol scan
ORBIT PERIOD- 1411.5 HZN INCLINATIO_ 0.7 D_G w•a •CCOtApllshod by sequentlelly tiltIn9 the scsnnf,9 mirror it
PERIAPSI$- 56915. FJ4 ALT APOAP$IS- 55692. KN ALT the completion of each spin. R•solutlons •t the subsita11It•
point were 2.S km for the visible, and 5 km for the IR and
PERSONNEL w•t•r vapor channels. Date from t'tts experiment art •vatlabl•
PH - J. AASTED ESA-TOULOUSE throush the European Space Operatt. n• Center (EEOC), Darmstadt.
N. Germany.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Not•oset I woe • 9eo•totlon•ry Sbececroft this served ms mnm_amua_ixn_n_nm_aa,HaNam F_TEO_T 2nnr _m,_omon_n,ni,,aN_
pert of Euronoon 5pace A••ncy's (ESA_ contribution to the
Globe1 Atmospharlo ResR•rch Program (GARP). AS port Of GARP,
the S•t•111t$ helped to supply dote reqdlred for slobal dot• _PACECRAFT C014140N NAHE- H_TEOSAT 2
oets used In Improvement of m•chSne weather (orec••ts. In ALTERNATE HAHES- METEOROLOGICAL SATma, NETEOSAT-8
sneers1, the •p•clereft deslsn, instrumentation, and operation
were slmll•r to SHe/GOES. The spin-stabilized spacecraft NSSDC I!)- 81-0574
o•rrled (I) • visible-mR radiometer to PrOVide ht_t_-qu•llty
day/nlsht c)oudcouer dote end to take rmdionco temperatures of LAUNCH DATE- 06/19/81 WEIGHT- &25-8 KG
the earth/atmosphere system, end (2) • moteorolo_tcel data LAUNCH SITE- KOUROU (CENTRE SPATIAL GUYAHAI$)* FRENCH GUIANA
collection system tO disseminate tme•e data to user stations, LAUNCH VEHICLE- ARIANE
to collect diSH from various earth-based platforms, and to
riley deem from poler-orbltln9 satellites. The cyllndrlcslly SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
sh•pod •p•cecreft measured 210 cm tn diameter and 450 cm In INTERNATIONAL ESA
Zangth, lncludtnp the Iposoe boost motor. The primary
structural members were sn equipment pl•tform and • centre1 INITIAL ORBIT PARAHETER$
tube. The radiometer teleocope was mounted on the equipment ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/27/81
plltform lid viewed the earth thnoush I apecial aperture In the ORBIT PERIOD- 14_2.1MIN INCLINATION- 1.01 DEG
slde vf the •plClOrlfto A support structure extended rldJellY PERIAPSIS- 3S867. KM ALT APOAPSIS- $S973. KM ALT
Out from the cintra1 tube lid was affixed to the sol•r panels.
whtch formed the outer wills of the spncecraft end provided the PERRONNEL
primary source of electrical power. Loclted in the PH - J. /LASTED ESA-TOULOUSE
annulus-shaped spice botwee_ the central tube and the solar
panels were stotton-koeptns •nd dynamics control equipment and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
batteries. Proper spacecraft attitude end sptn rake Meteoset 2 Was s seo•tat$on•ry spacecraft whlch se_ved as
(ipproxJmltelY 100 rpm) were maintained bY _at thrusters part of the European Spice Asenr "s (E_A) contribution to the
mounted on the •plcocraft and lOtlvated by sround command. The GloboZ Atmospheric Research Pro•ram (GARP). As part of GARP.
spacecraft used both UP_F-hind and S-band frequencies In its the e•telltto helped to supPly dots required for 91_bol date
telemetry end command sudsy;toms. A lo_-power VHF tronaPonder sets used In Improvement of machine weather forecasts. In
provided telemetry and command _urln9 launch lid then served os senerll, the _•cacraft dolmen, lnst. umentltlon, lnd operotlon i_
I backup for the primiry subsystem once the Spacecraft otto•ned were slmtlar to SHe/GOES. The aptn-stob]ltzoc spacecraft
synchronous orbit. Heteoslt 1 wis orl$1nallY pieced In e carried (1) • visible-mR radiometer that provlded hllh-qualttY & ;"$eosYnchronou_ orbit near the prime merldien and was positioned day/niseiS cloudcover data end that took radiance temperituro_
liter between $ and 11 des E. o} the o•rth/atmosphlre system and (2) s meteorolo•t©ol de:
coll,.ctlon system that disseminated 1mayo data to usvr
....... NETEOSAT l, P_RA .................................. stations, collected data from various earth-based platforms.
and relayed data from pollr-orbltln9 setellttos. The
INVESTIGATIC.4 NAHE- DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM (DCp) cylindrically sh•ped sp•cscrlfk me•_ured 210 cm _n diameter an _
650 Cm tn lensth, tncludtn9 the Ipo•ee boost motor, The
NSSDC ID- 77-108A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM primary structurll members were in equipment platform and I
APPLICATIONS centre1 tube. The r•dLomatar telescope was mounted on the
equipment pl•tform end viewed the mirth throu•h e special
INVESTIGATION OlSUIPLINE(S) spe_ture In the •1de of the spacecraft. A support atructure
HETEOROLOGY extended r_dlilly out from the central tube end wJs •;flxod to
the SoIor panels, which formed the outer wells of the
PERSONNEL sp•cecroft end provtded the prlmary source of oleo.rice1 power.
PI - L. PERA ESA-TOULOUSE Located In the mnnulua-shiped apece between the central tube
lid t_s IOllr p¢nels ware stetlonkeePln$ and dynlmlcs control
I_IEF DESCRIP:ION equipment and batteries. Proper spacecraft attitude and spin
The date collection system Was doslsned to (1) rate (approximately 100 rpm) were malnta!ned by _et thrusters
disseminate 1mime dote to user stltlona. (2] oon,-ct data from mounted on the spacecraft and actlv•ted by sround c_mmind. The
various earth-based pIetforme, and ($) provide for I spiclcrlft used both UNF-bind and S-band frequencies In Its
spaco-tPspac• rally for d•ta iron polir-orbltln9 satellites, telemetry End command subsystems. A lo_-p_wer VHF transponder
This experiment was slmLllr to the metoorolo$1¢ll data pruvlded telemetry and command durtn9 launch and then •ervec ii
collection on_ transmission system (_FAX) flown on SHe I. iNS m hookup for the prlmlry subsystem after the spacecraft had
2, end GO_$ aeries spacecraft. This experiment operated on ittilnod synchronous orbit. HoSteler 2 was maintained on
S-bond frequencies for k_FAX-type transmissions end UHF for station between I dis E on6 1 009 N.
diem collection plitform report lid tntlrrolatlon.
.... I_TEOSAT 2. PERA......................................
.... METEOSAT 1. SERF.ME.----
INVESTIGATION HAHE- DATa. COLLECTION PLATFORM (bCP)
|NVESYIGATION NAME- IHAGING RADIOF_TER
NSSOC |D" 81-OS_A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
N_$DC %0"- 77-|00A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROG;tAH CONMUNICAT%ON$
APPLICATIONS
_NVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVEST)OAT 1ON DISCZPLIN_(S| METEOROLOGV
HETEOROLOGY
_ERSONNEL PI - L " " E5A-TOULOUSE
PI - I, SERENE E_L_-TOULOU_
BRIEF I_ESCR1PTION
The Oltl ¢clloctln_ lyetem wee doslsned tO (|)
_lesem_n•te tm•se dltl to user stetloos. (2) collect dote from
vsrlouS Ilrth-blled pletforis, end (_) provide for •
Ipl¢l-tl-lpi¢e rl_ly PO_ dltl from po_lr orblt|n$ Iltlll_ttl.
+ Thll ixplrlmlnt was sSm$11r to thl metloro_o+J¢ll dstl
¢o%lectlon lid trln_nll_on lyltld (kHEFA_) flown on _I_S 1, SM$
2, nn_ GO_S me-lee SOlcterlfto Thl_ experiment oPlrltld on
• -b•nd frequencies for HEPAX-t_pe trlnimlls_ons lad UHF for
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_t• collection platfor_ report and tmterr_.Jat_an. _ ID- HTSATI>2-_ ZNV_STIGAT|VE PROGRAM
APPLICATIONSHELOT 2. SERENE--
ZNVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEIS) ""
INVE_TIGATZDN NAME- IMAGING RA_;OIETER NETEOROLOGYNSSDC ID- Sl-OSZA-O1 INVES IGA_/VE PROEWJdl PERSONNEL
APPLZCATIC_C5 PI - L. PaiSA ESA-TOULOUSE
INVESTIGAT|_q DISCIPLINERS) _IEF DESCRIPTION
_-TE_Y The data collection system ts destsned (1) to disseminate
• meSa data _e user stations, (2) to cnIlect dete from var!ous
PERSONNEL earth-based platforms, and ($) to provide for • spin.to-space
PI -- I. _JEREA_. E_mer-TOLLOUSE relay for dots from polor-orbltlns sdtel_ltes. This experiment
1_ slmll•r to the meteorolosIcal data collection and
_IEF_f-_'RIPTION transmission system (MEFAX) flown on _ 1- _d_$ 2. and _S
The ulslble-ZR _•dlo_ter flown on _teosat 2 Was ¢Pp•ble •erie• spsoecraft. T_ls experiment operates on _band _"
mf provtdtn5 d_Y/nisht observations of ClOud cover and frequencies for k_'FAX-type traosmtsstons and U_F for data
earth/cloud radiance temmerat_re measurements from s colleotion platform report and ,nterro_ation.
synchronous. •pie-stabilized satellite for use in (1)
operational _•ther anslvsls and forecastlf09 _hd {2) for -- I(T_T_. _ERENE
SUpport to GARP. The ftve-{hannel l_strum_nt was able to take
• ul} Plcture_ ef the north's atsk. The three ZR channels {two ]N1/E_TIGAT[ON _- _L__TI_PECTR_ (VISI__E A_ INFRJU_)
]n the 10._- to 12._r-m_crometer re•Ion and one In the S.?- to I_INGRA_IO_TER
7.l-miorometer reSlon), and the tWD visible channels (0._- to
].i-micrometers) used j common Optics system. Incemln$ _ 113- _TSATP2-Ol II."__STIGATIVE PROGRkM
radiation was received _y a •can mirror and collected by •n APPLICATIOn3
nOtIon1 s_tem. The scan mirror _as set It a _omtnal ansle of
_S de9 to the radiometer optical axis. w_,Ich was sit•ned If_$T|GAT:O_ DI_IPLI_(_]
)arallel to the soln axis of the Spacecraft. The sptnntn9 elETE_OLOGV
_otlon of the spacecraft (•pproxt_tely 100 r_} orovtded a
tdest-east •can motion when the spin axis Of the spacecraft was PE_0N_
:rIented parallel _lth the earth's aXtSo The /atItud]nal scan PI - _. SEP.E_ E_A-_DULOU_E
_aa accomplished by sequentially tllttn9 the s_nnln9 mlrror at
the completion Of each spin. Resolutions at the sub-:atelltte BRIEF I_:SCRZPTZON
_otnt were 2.S km for the visible, and 5 Nm for the IR and The _eteosat P2 visible-IR radiometer i3 capable of
_ateP-eapor chGnnels. Data from this experiment ore avallabla provldlnS daY/ntoht observations Of cloud cover and earth/cloud
throush the Eur=pean Space OperaLtons_enter I_). D•l'estadt. radiance temperature measurements from a synchronous.
_. Gell_ny. spi_-stoblllzed satelllfe for use In operational Weather
analysts and forecasttn9. The five-channel )nstrument ]s able _.
maal_llm_lal_iml_ll_lllll_ _Tpi_iilla_ia_S_lm_all_lll to ta_e pictures of the full earth°s disk. The three IR
channels (too In the 10.5- to 12.S-micrometer restart and one Jn _-
the 5.7- to 7.l-micrometer redion), and the tWO vSstble
3PACECR&FT C_NAME- MTSATP2 ¢honnels (0._ to 1.1 micrometers) use I common optics system.
_._ERNATE NAH_ - _T_T-P2 Zncomlm_ radiation is received by I scan mirror end collected
bY an optical _ystem. T_e scan mirror is set at • nomlnal
N_ ID- ,_ITSATP2 an_le of _S de9 to the radiometer optical axis. which is
all•ned parallel to the spin skis of the spacecraft. The
LAU_ DATE- OD DO/87 &_IGHT- {25. KG sptnnlns motion of the spacecraft (approximately 100 rpm)
Ln_k_H 31TE- KOU_OU (1_-NTRESPATZ_d-GUYANAI_)o FRENCH GUI_daA provides • west-to-east scan motion when the spin axis of the
J-AU_CH VEHICLE- J_RIAkE-( spacecraft tS oriented parallel _dth the earth*s axis. The
latitudinal scan Is accompltstieO . sequentially tlltlns the
T_PO_0RING COL_dTRY/AGEN_Y • annIns -trrnr at the completion , each spin. Resolutions at
Zt_R_TIDNAL F-_ the SUPS _lllte Point are 2._ km for the visible, and 5 km
for the ZR and water-vapor channels. Data from thls experiment
PLANNED C_T PARAt_S Ire to be available throush the European _•ce Operations _--
_BIT TYPE- GEO_E_I£ Center (_O_). Darmstadt. N. Germany.
ORBIT PERIOD- 14_. MZN INCLINATION- 9.0 DEG
PERIAPSIS- _69D0. KM ALT APOAP_IS- 5_000. KM ALT
PERSONNEL
Plq - J_ AAST_D _-TOULOUSE
_BR]EF I_CR IPTI Okl
_eteosat P2 is a refurbished protoype =¢ Neteosat 2. In
_cner=l. the spacecraft Oeston. Instrumentation, _d operation
are similar to SMSIGES. The spin-stabilized. 9eost=ttonary
spacecraft carries [1) • v_slble-lR radiometer to pro_t_:
hloh-quali+y. _ay/nloht cloud-cover data and to ta_e radiance
temperatures of the earth/atmosphere system, and [2) a
_eteorolo$1oel ffot_ collection system to disseminate Image data
to riser stations, to collect data from various earth-based
)latforms. and to relay data from polar-orbttins satellites.
The cylindrically shaped splcecraft measures 210 Om In d_ameter
and _0 c_ In _ensth, tncZudin9 the loosen _oost motor. The
_rlmary structural members are In equipment platform and a L
central tube. The radiometer telescope ts mounted on the
equipment platfo_ and views the earth throush a speclaZ
aperture In the side Of the spacecraft. A support structure
extends radially out from the central tube and _S affixed to
the solar panels, WhiCh form the outer walls of the spacecraft
and provlde the primary source of electrical power° Located In
the annulus-shaped SpiCe between the central tube and the solar
panels _ra stattnn-_eepins and _Yn•mtcs control equipment and
_atterles. Proper spacecraft attitude and spin rate
(approK_mately 100 rum) are maintained bv _et thrusters mounted
• fl the _p•ceorlft and activated bY lroufld coBIhd. The
spacecraft Usla bnth LE_bahd and _-be_d frequencies In Its
telemetry •hd command SYStems. A lower power VHF transponder
_rov_des telemetry and command dutdn_ _aunoh •nO then serves as
• boc_uP for the primary subsystem once the spacecraft •St•Ins
synchronous orbit.
-- _TSATP2. P_RA
_NVE_TIGATZON_M_E- _AT&_LECTIONPLATFORN ([_'P)
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MOLNIYA I PROGRAM
The Molniya I (Lighming 1) series was a first generation communication satellite series that was
designed primarily to test and perfect a radio, telephone, andtelcvision communication relay
system using earthsatellites as active transpondersand to test the system for operationaluse.. The
satellites were all hunched from Tyuratamby A-2-E launchvehicles into highly elliptical orbits
with apogees near 40,000 km and having 12-h periods. Beginning in 1966, TV cameras were
included on several of the Molniya I satellites to supplement the more detailed but smaller-scale
picturesobtained by the lower-orbitingexperimental Meteor system satellites. These cameras were
equipped with interchangeablelenses andvarious light falters. They were carried on the third
through the tenth satellites of this series.
Taken at satellite apogee, the picturesprovided nearly full earth-diskcoverage and gave Soviet
meteorologists the opportunity m study large-scale cloud patterns over the NorthernHemisphere
from a single photograph. With the initiation of the operational Meteor system satellites possessing
global cloud cover monitoring capabilities, the TV camera system was not included on later
launches in the Molniya I series.
The description of a typical Molniya spacecraftis appended.$
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**************************** MOLNIYA I, 1-3 through 1-10 ************************
Spacecraft Name - Molniya I, 1-3 to 1-10
S/C NSSDC Launch Inc. Perig. Apog. Pd.
ID Date (deg) (km) (km) (hh/min)
Molniya 1-3 66-035A 04/25/66 6 5 499 39,500 11/50
1-4 66-092A 10/20/66 65 489 39,700 11/53
1-5 67-052A 05/24/67 65 460 38,810 11/55
1-6 67-095A 10/03/67 65 465 39,600 11/52
1-7 67-101A 10/22/67 65 456 39,740 11/54
1-8 68-035A 04/21/68 65 460 39,700 11/53
1-9 68-057A 07/05/68 65 470 39,770 11/55
1-10 68-085A 10/05/68 65 490 39,600 11/52
S/C PM PS
Molniya 1-3 through 1-10 Unknown Unknown
Brief Description .
The Molniya I series was a first-generation U.S.S.R. communications satellite orbited to test and
perfect a system of radio communications and television broadcasting using earth satellites as
active transponders and to experiment with the system in practical use. The _sic function of
the satellite was to relay television programs and long-distance, two-way: multichannel telephone,
phototelephone, and telegraph links from Moscow to the various standard ground-receiving
stations in the "orbita" system. The satellite was in the form of a hermeEcally sealed cylinder
with conical ends; one end contained the orbit-correcting engine and a system of microjets, and
the other end contained externally mounted solar and earth sensors. Inside the cylinder were(1) a high-sensitivity receiver and three 800-MHz 40-W transmitters (one operational and two
in reserve), (2) telemetering devices that monitored equipment operation, (3) chemical batteries
that were constantly rech_ged by solar cells, and (4) an electronic computer that controlled wall
equipment on board. Mounted around the central cylinders were six large solar battery panels and
two directional, high-gain parabolic aerials mounted 180 deg apart. One of the aerials was directed
continually toward ,he earth by the highly sensitive earth sensors. The second aerial was held in
reserve. Signals were transmitted in a fairly narrow beam ensuring strong reception at the earth's
surface. The satellite received telemetry at 1000 MHz. Television service was provided in a
frequency range of 3.4 to 4.1 GHz at 40 W. Moiniya 1-3, whose cylindrical body was 3.4 m long
and 1.6 m in diameter, was much heavier than corresponding U.S. Comsats, and it had about
10 times the power output of the Early Bird satellites. In addition, it did not employ a geosyn-
chronous equatorial orbit as have most U.S. communication satellites because such an orbit would
not provide coverage for areas north of 70 deg N latitude. Instead, the satellite was boosted from a
low-altitude parking orbit into a highly elliptical orbit with two high apogees daily over the
Northern Hemisphere (one over the U.S.S.R. and one over North America) and relatively low
perigees over the Southern Hemisphere. During its apogee, Molniya I series satellites moved very
slowly with respect to the earth below for nearly 8 of every 12 h. By placing three or more
Molniya I satellites in this type of orbit, spacing them suitably, and shifting their orbital planes
relative to each other by 120 deg, a 24-h/day communication system was obtained. Molniya 1-3
relayed color TV transmissions from Moscow to France in a test of the French-Russian Secam-III
television transmission system. In addition, Molniya 1-3 was the fast of the series to carry a
television camera to transmit cloud-cover pictures. The camera was externally mounted and was
equipped with various filters and interchangeable wide- and narrow-angle lenses. From its high tapogee over the North.era Hemisphere, the satellite transmitted detailed cloud-cover pictures of the
MOI.,-4
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entiredisk of the earth that were similar to the ATS picture.s. Such pictures from Molniya 1-3
through 10 were used in conjunction vAth cloud-cover pie:ares taken by the lower orbiting
satellitesoftheMeteorweathersatellitesystemtoobtainacomprehensiveanddctailcdviewof !
global weather systems. &
i
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t MARINE OBSERVATION SATELLITE (MOS) PROGRAM
MOS 1 is Japan's fhst earth observation satellite in a series of spacecraft to study the state of sea
surface and atmosphere, and to establish the fundamental remote sensing technologies for both
land and ocean observations. Launched in January 1987 into a near-polar and sun-synchronous
orbit, MOS 1 provides repetitive coverage of an area every 17 days and crosses the equator in a
descending node between 10 and 11 a.m. local time.
Three sensors are carried on each spacecraft: (1) the Multispectral Electronic Self-Scanning
Radiometer (MESSR), (2) the Visible and Thermal Infrared Radiometer (VTIR), and (3) the
Microwave Scanning Radiometer (MSR).
The MESSR measures sea surface colors in four spectral bands between 0.51 and 1.1 microm-
eters. Ground resolution of the earth images is 50 m x 50 m, and swath width is approximately
100 km along u'ack. Since the MESSR instrument is not meteorologically oriented, no experiment
description will be given.
The VTIR gathers information on sea surface temperatures and cloud cover. Both visible
(0.5 to 0.7 micrometer) and infrared (6.0 to 7.0, 10.5 to 11.5, and 11.5 to 12.5 micrometers)
radiometer images are produced with a swath width of 1500 km, and resolutions of 900 m (VIS)
and 2700 m (IR), respectively. Observed image data by the VTIR are combined with the data from
the MESSR into one data stream and transmitted in real time to the ground by a high speed data
transmitter.
Measurements of sea ice, snowfall, and water vapor content at the ocean surface and in the atmo-
sphere are made by the MSR in two microwave bands (24 and 31 GHz). Swath width is about
317 km along track, and ground resolutions are 32 km and 23 km, respectively. AU data are
transmitted in real time to ground stations in Japan and overseas.
With the launch of the MOS spacecraft, Japan is progressing toward the establishment of an
operational earth resources satellite program.
G
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immeauamaNaummaaaaoumemaaaam HOS laaaenlaumemaaooameaawaeaaemam photo-electric conY•retie. Siltcon pin deaden were selected
for 'the visible bend 10.5 to 0.? micrometer), end HS-Cd-T•
elements ware used for the throe Infrared bends (6.0 to 7o0,
SPACECRAFT CONF_ NAHE- _ I |0.5 tJ |I.S, end II.S to 12.5 micrometers]. The instantaneous _
ALTERNATE NA_S- NARINE O]BSERV. SAT. I, MOnA FOV of the •onsors were I arid for the v|sible rIston and $ _ _.
17527 arid for thl infrared, which corresponded tu around resolution• '_J_of 900 m end 2700 m, respectively. Image data In dlsltil
N_SDC |i)- 87-018A format were transmitted bY in 8000-MHz link to the Earth
Observation Center In Japan end to other for•Jan st•ttons forLAUNCH DATE- 02119/87 RIGHT- 7S0. KG proce•oln|.
LAIAqCH SITE- TANEGASHIHA, JAPAN
LAUNCH VEHICLE- N-II _ NOS 1. EARTH OBS CTR.......... i"
_hDO_;ORING C_)LII_rTRY/A_-F.NCY INVI_STIGATION NA_- MICROWAVE SCANNING RADIOMETER (MSR)
JAPAN _DA
k_OC ID- 87-O18A-OS INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM !,ORBIT pARAMETERS APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE-
ORBIT PERIOD- 105. MIN INCLINATIO_F- 99.1 PEG INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) /
PERIAPSIS- 909. KH ALT APOAP$1$- 909. KH ALT _¥EOROLOOY _,
PERSONAL PERSONNEL
PH - Y. ISHIZANA NASDA PI - EARTH GaS CTR NASBA
PS - NASDA STAFF NASDA PI - INVESTIGATION DROUP JAPANESE GOVT AGENCIES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Marine Observation S|telllte (MOS-I) was Japan's The Microwave $¢•nnln9 Radiometer (MSR) provided
first earth observetlort satellite. The three-IXIS stabilized perometor measurement on see Ice, snowfall, end the we_er vapor '_
spacecraft carried II) • Nultlspectr•l Electronic Self-scnnnln9 content at the ocean surf/ca end In the atmosphere. The system h
Radiometer (HESSR) that collected data from both lend end see. conslstod of en offset Cessosroin-type of antenna, a s_y horn, !-
(2) • Visible end Thermal Infrared Radiometer [VTIR) to measure two Dlcke-tyoe receivers, end detectors operatins at 24 GHz and r
see surf•ca temperature, (5) a Ntcrowlve Scanntns Radiometer $1 GHz. The antenna scanned mechanically, followln9 a conical
(MSR) to provide Inform•elan on see 1ca* snowfall, water repot path wlth m poriod of 3.2 •. It oscillated IO de9 to either
content at the ocean end In the atmosphere, end (4) m Date slde of ,edlr with beam wldths of less than 1.99 des For the ;_
Collection System (DOS) transponder t_ collect observation data 24-GHz hand end less than 1.45 des for the $)-GHz band. The _-
from drlftJn9 buoys. The spacecraft hid s box-type shape with correspondtn9 around rosolutlons were approximately 32 km and
deployable sollr panels. It wes composed of two cubes, a bus 23 km, respectively; end the swath width was $17 km elias
module end e mtsslon module, on which the three sensors were track. Dots from MSR, plus renDe end rinse rate siDnols, were :_s_
mounted. The spacecraft followed i sun-synchronous orbtt with transmitted It 2000 NHz directly to the Earth Observation
equatorial crossln9s In the descendJns node maintained b0tween Center In Japan end to other overseas earth observation
10:00 •.m. and 11;00 •.r. loci1 time. The mlsslon life WaS •tutlons for processtn9.
designed to be 2 years.
..... HIS I. EARTH GaS CTR.................................
....... NOS 1, EARTH 01_ CTR _"
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM TRANSPONDER _
INVESTIGATION NAME- MULTISPECTRAL ELECTRONIC SELF-SCANNING (DCS TRANSPONDER) >
RADIOMETER (HESSR) _.NSSDC ID- 87-018A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NSSDC ID- 87-018A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM APPLICATIONS SATELLITE _l
APPLICATIONS SATELLITE ._INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) METEOROLOGY _'
METEOROLOGY [_
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PERSONNEL
OCEANOGRAPHY PI - EARTH OBS CTR NASDA _ _"_
PI - INVESTIGATION GROUP JAPANESE GOVT AGENCIES _
PERSONNEL
PI - EARTH OBS CTR NASDA BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - INVESTIGATION GROUP JAPA_SE GOVT AGENCIES The experimental Dale Collection System (DCS) Transponder _
WaS used to locate Data Collection Platform (DCPs) such as ,_
BRIEF DESCRIPTION drlfttn9 buoys. Observational data from DCPs were transmitted _,
The MuZtlspectr|l Electronic Self-Scsnntn9 Radiometer •t 400 NHz to I down-converter in the transponder, and the y
IHESSR) experiment measured sea-surface color, the distribution output s19nol iS then transmitted with phase modulation by • "_
of Joe floes and chlorophyll, end the seneretton of red tides. I/O0-HHz llnk to the Earth Observation Statlon In Japan.
It was also used to detect mtnerll lad energy resources, crop ;_inventories, and other on-lend data. The push-bro m sconnins
.'idioms:tar operated In four •poctro1 bands: 0.51-0.59, _"
0.61-0.69, 0.72-0.80. end 0.80-1,10 micrometers. Incomln9
radiation was received by tWO optical systems. Each system was ,_
composed of a Gauss tYPe telescope, s prism to divide the ,,
incident ray into tuo ports dependtn9 on wpvelenDth, and two _s
detectors of the charse-_oupl d device (COD) type wlth 2048
elements. The instantaneous FOP Was 54.7 mtcroradlans
(approximately 50-m ground resolution) and the swath Wldth was
IO0 ka alan9 tracK. For increased reliability of data, two P_
sets of MESSRs were used; thus the swath width totaled 200 km.
Ime9e duto were converted by slsnS1 processors into d191tal
format, ond then were trinsmitted vte 8000-MHz transmitters to
the Earth Observation Center In Japan end to overseas around
stations.
....... M0S 1' EARTH OBS CTR ...............................
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE AND THERMAL INFRARED
RADIOMETER [VTIR)
NSSDC ID- 87-018A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL
PI - EARTH OBS CTR NASDA
PI - INVESTIGATION GROUP JAPANESE GOVT AGENCIES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Visible and Thermal Infrarod Radtomoter (VTIR) WaS e _:
mechanical IcInnlns radiometer that ssthered Information on
clouds end sea-surface te,peraturos. Incomlns rmdletlon Was ORIGINALPAGEIScollected by • refineries mirror, which rotated wtthe rate of
,._r....dc..n.Ocrcs.-tr.ck.w th.,,0-.wed..Th..Ion. _e.--"r_,_n"'^"QUALITYtrack s¢,J W•s provided by the motion of the spacecraft. The
pr;mory t_ose produced It the 1maDe plono was spectrally ,,
• eporitod by optical filters and relayed to detector• for ,_
¢
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NIMBUS PROGRAM
The Nimbus satellites were second-generation meteorological R&D spacecraft designed to serve as I
stabilized, earth-oriented platforms for the testing of advanced systems to sense and collect meteor- l
ological data. Seven Nimbus spacecraft have been launched into near-polar, sun-synchronous
orbits beginning with Nimbus 1 on August 28, 1964.
Nimbus 1 and 2 each carried an Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) system. The APT system
consisted of a camera and transmitter package designed to transmit local daylight, slow-scan
television pictures of cloud cover to special ground-receiving stations on a real-time basis. The
success of the APT system bolstered the decision to include it on future TIROS operational
satellites.
The Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) was a three-camera system with a recorder and
transmitter that could provide _I,,F _ daylight cloud-cover pictures. The AVCS was carried by
Nimbus 1 and 2. The AVe'_ ,,as replaced by an Image Dissector Camera System (IDCS) on
Nimbus 3 and 4. The IDCS provided daylight cloud-cover pictures that could be stored on mag-
netic tape for subsequent playback or transmitted in real time to APT stations. The image dissector
camera was a shutterless electronic scanning and stepping radiometer. No other daylight cloud--
cover imaging instn_ments were carried by Nimbus.
Several infrared imaging radi,_meters were flown on the Nimbus series. The High Resolution
Infrared Radiometer (HRIR) was carried by Nimbus 1, 2, and 3. Nimbl!s 2 and 3 also carried a
Medium Resolution Infrared Radiometer (MRIR). Nimbus 4 through 7 replaced these IR imaging
radiometers with r Temperature-Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR), which was a two-channel
IR imaging radiometer.
The Nimbus series also carried various experiments to obtain temperature, pressure, and water
vapor profiles in the atmosphere. Two of these were the Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
(IRIS) m_dthe Satellite Infrared Spectrometer (SIRS) flown on Nimbus 3 and 4. Nimbus 4 and 5
carried a Selective Chopper Radiometer (SCR) to observe radiances in the carbon dioxide band.
Nimbus 6 carried a High Resolution Infrared Sounder (HIRS), a limb radiance inversion
radiometer (LRIR), and a Pressure Modulated Radiometer (PMR). Nimbus 7 carried several
advanced profiling IR instruments, including the Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere
(LIMS) and the Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder (SAMS).
Microwave frequencies for imaging and profiling the atmospheric parameters were also explored
with instruments beginning with Nimbus 5, which had an Electronic Scanning Microwave
NIM-3
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Radiometer (ESMR) operating at 19 GHz Nimbus 6 carried a similar instrument but it operated at 3
37 GHz. Nimbus 7 carried an advanced microwave imager, the Scanning M,dtispectral
Microwave Radiometer (SMMR), with five dual-polarized frequencies between 6 and 37 GHz ;}
Nimbus 5 carried the first microwave spectrometer (NEMS), which was replaced by a Scanning
Microwave Spectrometer (SCAMS) on Nimbus 6 _g..
The Nimbus series carried additional instrumentation, such as the Tropical Wind Energy ._,_
Conversion and Reference Level Experiment (TWERLE) on Nimbus 6, Earth Radiation Budget :_
;2
(ERB) on Nimbus 6 and 7, Backscatter Ultraviolet (BUV) spectrometer on NIMBUS 4, and Solar
,,,4_
Backscatter Ultraviolet/Total Ozoae Mapping System (SBUV/TOMS) on Nimbus 7, the Surface _
Composition Mapping Radiometer (SCMR) on Nimbus 5, and a Coastal Zone Color Scanner ;_
(CZCS) on Nimbus 7 A special issue of the Journal of Geophysical Research (v 89, no D4, i;-
1984) contains papers on Nimbus 7 scientific results. :_r%+
&
¢
Nimbus was the In'st satellite series capable of providing both daytime and nighttime global cover- _,
age of the earth's cloud cover on a daily basis This series also included the ftrst US satellites to ;:'
routinely monitor the earth-atmosphere system ush_g the microwave pcrtion of the spectrum and
the first satellites to provide radiance measurements from which daily, worldwide temperature and ?.
moisture profiles (SIRS) could be derived. 1
Nimbus 4 through 7 have far exceeded their design lifetime, each having operated for over 8 years.
?
l
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SPACECRAFT COFe_)H NAME- NIHSUS I IHVESTIGATIOH HAXE- HIGH-RESOLUTIOH INFRARED RA_IOHETERN, TERNATE NA_ 00872, MI B -A (HRIR)
N_SDC In- 64-OS2A NSSDC In- 44-0S2A-05 |HVESTIOATIVE PROGRAH .
CODE DE, APPLICATIONS
LAUNCH DATE- 0R1_164 MEI_'IT- $74.4 KG ._
LALe_CH SITE- VANDEHBERG APE. UNITED STATES |NVESTIGATION DI'*CIPLIHE(S)
LAUt_Jt VEHICLE- THOR H£TEOROLOGY
SPONSORI HG COUNTRY/AGEHCY PERSOHHEL _
UHITED STATES HASA-O_SA PI - LoL. FOS/_EE USA ELECTRONICS CHD
+INITIAL ORBIT PARA/4_TERS BRIEF DESCRIPTIONORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/28/64 The Nimbus I Hlsh-Rosolutton Infrared Radiometer [HAIR) .
ORBIT PERIOD- _8.42 MIN I_LINATION- 98.46 DEC was deslgnad [1) to map the earth's nlshttJme cloudcovor cad
PERIAPSI$- 429. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 957. YJ4 ALT thus to complement the daytlme telovlsJon (AVCS] ¢overe9e and
{2) to moasuro tho radiative temparoturea of cloud tops dad
PEJ_HNEL surface terrain. Mounted on the earth-oriented eensorY rtn9,
PH - H. PRESS(F_.A) NASA-GSFC the radiometer measured thermal radiation In the S.5- to
PS - N.P. HORDBERG{DECEASED} NASA-GSFC 4.1-micrometer "wlndow" PiSton. The HaIR subsystem consisted
Of (|) In Optical aYstem. (2) on Infrared detector {lead
BRIEF DESCRIPTION sllenlde photoconductive motorfel), (3) electronics, (4} a
Nlmbus i, the first In l series of second-eanerotlon mlenetlc tape recorder, end [SI l flltar to mlnlmIze
metaorolo91cll research-and-development satellites. WlS attoflult]on effects of water vapor Ifld corhon dioxide. In
dlslSnod to serve IS a stabAllzod, earth-oriented elltform for contrast to tho kVCS clmera, no 1male via formed within the
the tlstln$ of ldVlnced neteoroloslcel sensor systems cad for radiometer. Tho HaIR sensor merely transformed the received
COllecttfl9 mOteoro1ostcal datl. The polaP-orbitlfl9 SpICOCrIFt radtotton into on lIectrlcal voItlse, which was recorded on the
consisted of three major elements; {1) I sensory riDS, (2) topo recorder for subsequent playback when the satellite came
lCIlr poddles, and {3} _hl control system houslnS. The solar within rlnSl of an acquisition station. The radiometer bed In
piddled and the control system houslns wore connected to the instantaneous flold of view Of lbout I.S des, which at i
sensory rims hy • trues structure, 91vim9 the iltllllto the nominal space¢rlft altitude corresponded to l 9round rlsoIutlon
appearance of in ocean buoy. Nimbus ! was nearly $.7 m t111, of lpproxImately 8 km It nadir. The radiometer was capable of
I.S m In diameter It the bale, lhd about 3 m across with solar moosurln9 radiance temPerltures from 210 to 330 K. Since the
Paddies extended. The sensory tinS. _,h_ch formed the satellite radiometer operstad 1_ the 3.S- to 4.l-micrometer resJon, the
base, housed the electronics equipment and battery modulel, dlytlml pictures include reflected solar rodlotlon In addition
The lower surface of the torus-shoped sensory Piny provided to the imttted surface IR radiation. However. the reflected
mountln9 Spice for sensors and telemetry Intenflll. An H-frame oolar rldlltlOn did not siturlta the lnstrumont, and • usable
structure P-unfed wlthln the center of the ecru; provided output was _t111 obtolned. In spite of l short ooeratlonel
support for the larser experiments end tope recorders. Mounted 11flttme (5.5 weeks), the HaIR system successfully demonstrated
on the control system houslns, which was ]doomed on top of the the feasibility of comPlete surveillance of surface and cloud
abscecroft, ware SUn seniors, horizon scanners, sis nozzles for footuras on l 91ohal scale doric9 ntshtttmo. Nlth los tmeroved
attitude control, dad • command antenna. Use 0¢ a spatial resolution, the rodlometer yleldod more detailed v_sual
otablllzotton end control systom allowed the spacecraft's dltl on the structure oF the Intertroptcll Convorsence Zone
orientation to he controlled to within elus or minus 1 des for (ITCZ) and on the formation of troelcal storms and front81
all three axis (pitch. roll, l_ yow). Tho spacecraft Clrrlad svstams than hid previously been possible. For 0 more det|tleU
(It In ldVOfl¢od vldlcon cslerl system (AVCS) for rocordln9 and description ohd an tndex Of the data. see "Nimbus I Hlsh
storln9 remote cloudcovor pictures, (2) on lutOmltl¢ plcturo Resolution RldJltlOfl Data Catllo9 end U$lra' Manual" (T_F
tronsmlaslon (APT) camera for erovldtnS rill-time cloudcovar B04500), lvalllble from _SDC.
ol¢tures, and (St I hlsh-resolutton lnfrlred radiometer IHRIR)
to compliment the dlytlml TV coYerlSl lad to mllSUrO ntshttlml .... NIMBUS I, HUHTER .................................
rid|lOire tlmperlturll Of CloUd tops cad outface terrain. Ashort second-lease burn resulted In In unplanned eccentric INVESTIGATIOH HAHE- AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION (APT]orbit. OthorwJse, the spacocrift one 1ms experiments operated SVSTEH
succeesFully until September 22, 1964. The SOllr paddles
became locked in position, resulttns tn lnodequote electrtcol NSSDC ID- 64-052A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
sower to contlnut operotlons. CODE EE, APPLICATIONS
----- NIMBUS 1. BURDETT .............. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S]
HETEOROLOGY
INVESTIGATIOH NAME- ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEH (AVCS)
PERSOHN_L
HSSDC In- 64-0S2A-01 _NVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PI - C.M. HUNTER NASA-GSFC
CODE EE* AFPLICATION_
BRIEF DESCRIPTI(M
INVESTIGATION DISCXPLIHE{S] The Nimbus I Automatic Plotura Transmission (APT) system
_TEOROLOGY was I cemora end transmitter comblnltlon destsned to trlnSmlt
loc01 dlytlml, alo_-scon television pictures of cloudcovlr
PERSOHS_3- conditions tO properly equipped around rac_Jvtns stations on I
PI - G.L. BURDETT NASA-GSFC roal-tLma bolls. The camera used o lO8-deS _lde-an91a f/l.8
obJoctlve 1oar with o focal 1Instil Of S.7 N* The camera WIS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION mounted facln9 oarthward on the H-frame Inside the sensory
The Nimbus I Advlncad Vldl¢on Comara System (AVC$I, whlch rtn9, with 1ms optical axis parallel to the seicecrlft spin
consisted of three calaros, i tape recorder, end off S-bend loll. The octull etcture takln9 required 8 s lad the
transmitter, rocorded and stored o series _f remote dayklmo tronsmlsalon 200 s. Earth-cloud lmasas retalned on tho
cloudcovlr )lotU)ll for lUbllqUlht playback to ll)OCtld 9round photo-llnllelvo IUrfOCl of tho _._4-(M-dlllOtOr vtdlcon wire
doto lCqUIsltlofl ltltiOnl+ The AViS CllOrOl wiFo mountid off rOld out It _our _lflel sir llCOnd to producl In _O0-11ne
the motel|lee llnSorv rtnS. fICInS llrfhwlrd cad dosloyld tn I slctUrl. A S-h TV trlnlilttlr (l_i.SS _ltZ) rlllyld the
far, like OrrlY t_ produce o thl'el--allllflt OOIpOSttO plcturt, pJcturol to locol APT ltltlCnl within Cogq_unJcltlcfl rinse. Thl
Elch ¢lllrl ¢ovirld • ST-des fleld of view with the center flClplltl ef tho uldlcon hid rotlcle marks thor oppeered on tho
c_orl palatine otrolsht down. Tho optl¢ol exoo of the othor ptcturo lariat to lid in rtlat|nS tho plcturl to los
t_l ¢llerll woro dlrectld 3S dis to ilthlr side. Elch of the 91osrlphl¢ll polltlon on the elrth'l eurflce, At thl nomlnll
¢lBeral employed an f/4 lend with a foccl lonsth of 14.S i. A satellite a|tttudl, o picture covered opproxlmutolY o |ddD- by
9at_ntiometer attlchsd td the oollr irrly controllod the lono ldeO-km Iquoro with a horlzontll rosolutlon of around S km at
oponlns from f/16 whom tho opIclCrlft eel ovor the equator to nadtr. The exporlment auppltad ovor 1600 hlsh-quollty
f/4 when It was nodr the polos. The 8On-loin-line, ¢loudcover Plcturel to _artl_lpatlns APT ototlons durlnS kho
2.S4-cm-dlamotar vtdlcon plokus _ubee yleldod o llnoar epictorlft'l S.S-wook lifetime. It sroved the ooeobl]lty of
rosolutlon of better thon I km It hldir from an altltudo Of 800 Welther oltolllto_ te provldo hlsh-quallty daytime local
kl. At this oltttuUi, thl ¢lllrl irrlY produced a oogpolltl cloudcovor dotl to oeorotlonll motoorolo91ste on in ileontlllly
Picture ¢ovorln9 an aroa of 830 by 270Q km. Up to 192 plcturoo rool-Umo basle, Xts success bolaterad the doclolon to lncludo
(two full orbits of data} ar 44 pt©tureo par ol_orl could bl ouch tnstrumontotJen In the TIRQ_ Oparatlonol Syltom (TO_).
etarld mn tlpo for eubeequent p%aybaok to an oequlsttlon For mere do_llled lnfdrmat_on of thl oxeerlmont, dee "APT
atotlon, UIInl a trenomlsaioh fra+,venoy ef 1707.S HH_, tho ten Uoere' Guido" (TRF |04499], eva_loblo from HSSDC, APT dotl ira
orb|te of plcturos could be tole_eterad to a iround 9tat_on tn prlmdrlly tntonded Cot operltlonol uoe w|thln the _ocal APT
4 m|n. Tho AVCS oxpIrlmont wlo htshly auo¢oooful. It provided ecquloltlen atetlon end are lenerally net available fir
the flrot near-91obol, hlsfl-reaolutlen cloudcover 91¢tures ever diatrlhutlon.
aole_tled end confirmed the deolelon te UOO thll partlcullr
Cmrl ilolm_ly Io a hoaia for tho flret aperationol eltell|ta
eYstem TO_/ESSA (TIROS Operet/onal Sy_tom/Envlronaentdl S¢1once
• lrvlcea A/tnletrat|on). Data frem thAo oxporl_ent can ha
ebtolnld throush _DSD. Fir an index Of tho data. see "Nle_uo !
Uilrl + CltllOll AVC_ In_ APT" (TRF 10445Y). iVll|lb;e frel
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mmammlmamNlm_lmaUnmmmmal_mll NIFBU_21aaaalaalialaaamaaalaxaamm OUtpUt el• •till obtained. The oxparlment m•• • succsSl, ,nd
Rood dot• worm obtoSnod until the HRIR tape rocordar failed on
November 15, 1966. Tha failure of thl apocecr•ft recorder on
SPACECRAFT CONNGq NAHE- NIMBUS 2 July 26, 1966, n•¢sositstod the uee Of th• HRIR recorder on •
ALTERNATE NAILS- 92175, NZHBU_C pirt-tims basis to rloord salacted telemetry diem, which &resulted in o 15X reduction of available HRIR deto therosftar.NSSDC ID- 16-940A For more detailed information of the experiment lad the Index
Of data, SOt Section 3 of MNlmbu• II Us•rs' Guide" (TRF
LAUNCH DATE- 95/15/66 NEIGHT- 414. KG B03406), "The Nimbus II High Rasolutton Infr•rad Data Morld
LALWJCHSITE- VANDENBERGAFB, UNITED S" .cS NO•elSe Cltllog" (TRF B06578), End "The Nimbus II Dl_a CltllOg M
LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR (TRF _065731, available frol NSSDC.
SPONSORING COLR4TRY/AGENCY _ NI_4BUS 2, HCCLLL(X_FF
UNITED STATES _Ar-_
INVI[STIGATION NN_- I_DIU?4-R_SOLUTION INFRARED RADIOHETER
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS (HRIR)
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DALE- 05/16/56
ORBIT PERIOD" 108.15 HIM INCLINATION- 100.35 DEG NSSDC ID- 6_-040A-94 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
PERIAPSIS- lIDS. KM ALT APOAP$IS- 1179. IO4 ALT CODE EE, _PPLICATIONS
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLIIEIS)
PH - H. PRESS{NLA) NASA-b._cC IET_OROLOGY
PS- N.P. NORDBERG(DECEA_D) NASA-GSFC
PERSON_/EL
BRIEF D_SCRIPTION PI - A.N. HCCULLOCH NASA-GSFC
Nimbus 2. the second In a mar/as of aacon_-genaration
mataorologtcsl raaalrCh-and-davalopmant sstellitas, was BRIEF DESCRIPTION
designed to airy• Is a stsbll$zed, Girth-oriented platform For Tha Nimbus 2 Hedtum-Rasolutton Infrlrad Radiometer (HRIR)
the testing Of advanced moteorc;o91cll sensor •ystems and tha OX_erimant maasurad the intensity and distribution Of
cnllacttn9 of lltaorolo91cll date. The polar-orbiting olectromagnatlc redlltion emtttad by and reflected from the
_psc•crsFt conslst•d of threw major alomentss (1) • sensory earth and its atmosphere in five selected wavol•n9th lntarv_l•
ring. I2| solar paddles, and 13) the control SYstem housing, from 0.2 to SU mic¢ometlrs. Data for halt bmlancl of the
The •elan paddles and the control system horsing wlra connected •pith-atmosphere system wore obtained, oa _ell •e maasurements
to thl sensory rSn9 by • truas structure, siring the satellite of water vapor distribution, suffice or naar-surFlca
the appearance of an ocean buoy. Nimbus 2 was nearly 3.7 m tamperoturea, and seasons1 changes of stratospheric temperature
tail, 1.5 m in diameter at the hill, and about $ m across with distribution. Tha fiva wavelength regions were (ll the 6.4- to
solar paddles extended. The •cheery ring, which formed _ha 6.9-micrometer shonnol, w_lch covered the 6.7-micrometer water
sltelltta bleW, housed the lllctronics equipment and battery vapor absorption band. (2) tha 10- _o ll-micrometar bind, which
modules. The lower surface of the torus-shapad SlnSOry ring operated |n the "at_ospheric _:ndow," ($) the 14- to
provided mounting spoce for sensors and talema_ry ontannas. An 16-micromatar band. which covered the 1S-mlcromatlr carbon
H-frame structure mounted within the center Of thl Serum dioxide absorption band, (41 the 5- to 30-micrometer band.
provldad support for the larger experiments and tape rlcordlrS° which measured the lmlttld long-w•veler, Dth tnfrared lnarsY for
Mounted on the control system housing, which was located on top heat budget purposes, and (5) the 9.2- to _.0-micrometev
Of the spacecraft, were sun sensors, horizon scanners, sis channel, which yieldad information on the intensity of
,ozzles for attitude control, end a commatld antenna. Use Of a reflected solar anarDy (albedot. Padlant energy from the earth
stabilization and control system permitted the SplclCrlft's was collected by a flat scan•in5 mirror Inclined at _5 des to
orlln.akion to be controlled to within plus Or minus I de9 for the optical lXl$. The mirror rotated •t 8 rpm and scanned tn a
all thrum axes (pitch. roll. and yawl. The sp•cecrlFt carried plane perpendicular to tha direction of motion Of the
(1) en advanced vldicon camera sYatem (AVCSI for racordlng and s•tellitl. Elch of the alva channels contained a
storln9 remota cloudcovlr pictures. (2) an automatic ptctura 4.$$-cm-dtlmeter _olded tellSCOpl with a 2.8-dad field of view
transmiasicn (APT) camaro For providing raal-tlme cloudcovar and a thlrmtstor-bolomltlr. Tha cellactad anerDy was modulated
01¢tures. and (3) both hish- lad medium-resolution tnfrlrad bv a machanical choppar to produce on nc signal. The signal
rldiOmeters (HRIR end HRIR) for mlasuring the intensity and was then amplifiad lnd racorded on sag•lilt tape for aubsequent
distribution of alectromlDnatlc radiation omitted by lnd playback to I grsund acquisition stitton. At a satallite
raf*ected from the earth and its atmosphera. The spacecraft altitude Of 1109 km. a horizontal resolution of 55 km could be
and experiments performed normally altar launch until July 26. obtained. Tha HRIR expariment was succlsSful, and seed data &1966. _hen the spacecraft tape recorder failed. Its function were obtltned from launch until tha recorder fatled on July 29.
waS taken over by the HRIR t_pe recorder until November 15, 1966, For moro detailed Informstlon of the experlment and the
196d* when It also failed. Some real-timl dltl ware collactld Index Of data. se_ Sectton _ of "Nimbus II Users' Guide" (TRF
until January 17, 1_69, when the spacecraft mission was B03_06). "The Nimbus II Hedlum Resolution Infrared Pictorial
terminated owing to daterioration of t_l horizon sclnna- usld Datl Cltalo9" (TRF B06580). and "The Nimbus el Dlta Catalog"
for earth rafarance. Hore detailed information cap be found in (TRF B_6573), available from NSSDC.
the "Nimbi; TI Users' Guide" (TRF B03A06), available from
NSSDC. - ...... NIMBUS 2, SCHULNAN- ....................................
....... NIMBUS 2, FOSHEE ...................................... INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED VIDICON CAHERA SYSTEM (AVCSI
INVESTIGATION NAME- 14IGH--RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMEIER N$SDC ID- 66-040A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
(HRIR I CODE EE, APPLICATIONS
NSS[X; ID- 66-049A-93 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
CODE EE, APPLICATIONS HETECROLOGY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(SI PERSONNEL
M_TEOROLOGY PI - J.R. SCHULHAN NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - L.L. FOSHEE USA ELECTRONICS CMD The N_mbus 2 Advanced Vidicon Camara System (AVCSI _ss s
combination of cameras, tape recorder, and transmtttlr thlt
BRIEF I_SCRIPTION could record und store l sarias of remote daytlma cloudcover
Tha Nimbus 2 Hlgh-Rasolution Infrared Radiometer (HRIR) picturas for subsequent ple_blck to • ground-data acquisition
_aa deolgned (1) to map tha earth's nighttime cloud cover and stiller. The AVCS sensors co•allied of three vidicon clmerls
thus to complement the dlyttma talavtslon (AVCS) coverage and lounted on the Satllltta sensory ring. Facing earthward and
(2) to lOISUr* the radAatJvo temper•taros of cloud t0ps and deployed :n a fan-like lrrly tO produce • throe-seamerS
s_*rfmce terrain. Mounted on the earth-oriented sensory ring, comoostta plctura. Each uamar• covered a 3S-deS field of vta_
the rodiometer moosurod thermal radiation In the $.5- to wlkh thv center ¢amarl pointing straight down, The optical
4.l-micrometer "window" raDion. The HRIR sublYatim consisted IXal of tha otnar the cam/rot ulrl directed SS did to litber
of (|) In optical system. (2} aft Infrared detector (lead side. Each of the cameras employed In f/4 lens with I focal
sale•Ida photoconductive ilterllll. (31 electronics, (4) a length of 18.2 am. A potantiometer attached to the solar array
magnetic tlPl recorder, and (51 • filter to minimize oontrollld the lens opining from f/I6 when thl lpaclsrlft was
attanuotion Offastl OF Wltlr vapor ind clrbon dioxide. In over the equator to f/4 when tt WlS nalr thl polls. Tha
¢ontrlat t¢ the AVCS elmira, no lllgl wl_ formad within tha 809-1©an-line. 2.54-om vldl¢oh Pickup tubes yielded • 1inapt
rldiometor. The HRIR sensor marlly trlnsformld thl rlsaived rlsolution of batter than I km It nadir from in ipproximatl
ridllt/on Into Un elactrical voltise, which was recorded on the Iltltuda of ll00 kl. At this altltuda, the Clmlrl arrly could
tape recordar for subsequent playback when tha aatalllta Clme producl I compositl picture covartng on Ira• of 720 by $409 kl.
within re•Do of on osqulsitlon steeler. Some HRIR date wet• Successive frllel wet• ksk•n ot 91-s lntorval_ providing obout
also tranamlttad in • roll-time moda by th• APT trlnamlttar. 20_ oulrllp in ¢ovorl|e. A 40-ma IXpoluro till Wla ulid, end
The rod_omotor hod Sh _nstoflkln_ous field Of view of about 0.b the 1maDe was •¢onn•d bY the olo¢trolt beam tn 6.5 I. The
des. which Ot In oltituda of 1109 kl ¢orr•lPondod to o ground rpsultlng _lgnll was froquancy iodUlltOd and rP¢ordod on throl
resolutlon of spproximct_lY B km at nodlr. Thp rldiometor wla tracks of • m•Rnotlc tope, one track fur eosh ¢llOrl.
capable Of iolsurtng rod|lace telpsrlturel from 210 to $30 K. Sufficiant tspa was provldtd for rocord_n$ 55 pictures (about
$1n¢• It operated In the $.5- to 4.1-mlsromatar region, the 1-2/3 orbits of 4•to). Th• AVCS data worm multiplexed with the
dove,me pictures included r•flacted aollr radiation In addition HlDh-Resolut$on lnfrarod Rodiomskar (HRIR) dots and. using •
tO trip omitted surface ]R radiation. However. the reflactod trenamlsslon freRuonoY ef l?07.S HHz, were talalotsrad to •
ogler rldiotlon d_d not sotursto kh• _nskrumen*, end • ui•blo Irnund •tailor _n 4 m_n. TB• •xportilnt opgro_pd nO'lplly
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until Auoust el, 1966, when the tape reoorder •elfun¢tionsd. on the control eYStom houoinb, which woe lo¢etmd on top of the
Sporadic ooorotJon was continued unt|l Soptmm0sr 2, 1966, when spacecr•ft, ware sun senooro, horizon scanners, See nozz_ms +or
the rscorde," failed completely, tar•InsOle9 date 8ooulsltJon ottltudo contrnl, end I oolqend antenna. Use Of the ttltude
except for direct readouts received over North C_roltno end control :u0oystom (ACS) permitted the spococroft*e ostentation
Alaska readout stations. The experiment was successful In to he controlled to Within plus or mlnuo ] d¢0 for 8;1 three
providln9 hlplt-quelltY oloudcover plcturms over .n entire Bees (Pttch, roll, end yaw). PrO,pry experiments consls_,Jd Of r.
pe en on i near-plebs1 basle end In confirmin0 tt._ rolio0111ty (I) m satellite Infrared spectrometer (SIRS) for dmterminins "
of the camera system far use In f_ture operations1 weather the vertical temperature proflle_ Of the •tmosphere, (2) In
satellites. Dote from this experiment con be obtained throu0h leer•red lntmrferomoter spectro•e_r (IRIS) for memiurJn0 the
SDSD. For nora detailed information of the expprJ•ont end the emission spectre of the earth-atmosphere system, (3) both hiph- ijIndex of the deem, 8oo Section 2 of the "Hi•bus II Users' end medium-resolution infrared radio•stere (HRIR end MRIR) _or
Guido" (TRF 003;06), "Nl•hus 2 AVC3 World Hontapo Cetolop" (TNF yieldJnl information on the distribution end intensity of
9065790, and "The Nlmb'Js 2 Dlti Cetelop" (TRF 806573). infrared radiation omitted end reflected 0Y the earth end Its
dvolloble fro• NSSDC. atmosphere. (_] s mo_l_or of ultraviolet solar enersy (HUS£)
for detectinp solar UV radiation, IS) on :maSt dissector ¢sm_ra
-*_ NIHBU$ Z, $CHULH_ system (IDCS) for providtr, p daytt•e cloudcover pictures in both
reel-time •ode, usln9 the real ti•O tr_nsmiisiofl system (RTT_),
INVESTIGATZON NN4E- AUTOHATIC PICTURE TRANSHISSION (,_PT) end taps recorder •ode, usins the hish dee= r•to storasr
8YSTEH Syltlm. (6) • radioisotope thermoelectric pentritor (RTG),
_Q)_P-19. tO allele thl Oplritlonll ¢spih|lity of radioisotope
NSSbC ID- 61-0A0_r'02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH power for space oppll=etioni, end (70 In lnterro0et%on,
CODE EE, APPLICATZOI_ rscordtns and location syste• (IRLS) experiment deslsned to
locate, lnterroseto, record, end rotr#nsmJt •eteorrlosical end
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) soophysleal eats from remo_e collection erosions. Nimbus $ .is
NET[OROI.OGY successful end performed normally Until July 22, 1969, when th_
IRIS experiment failed. The HRIR sad SIRS exParl•en(o wore
PERSOP_ ¢ermineted on January 25. 1970, and Juno 21, ]970.
PI - J,R. SCHULHAH NASA-G_FC respectivelY, The rsmainin9 exper%•ents continued operitlon
until September 25, ]970, when the rear horizon i¢annwr failed.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Without this horizon scanner, it _PS lmposolb)¢ to milntaln
The NtmbUI 2 Automat|c Picture Trlnsmisiion (APT) System proper •pa©ecreft attitude, thus •skins most experimental
wee 8 co•are and transmitter combination dosl0nod to transmit observations useless. All specs©rift operationQ were
loci1 daytime slotPecen television pictures of cloudcovmr terminated on January 22, 1972. _ore dmtalled Information can
conditions to properly eouiPPSd Jround recolulnp stations on • be found ih UTho Nimbus eli User*s Guide" (TRF 803A090,
rill-time basis. The Claire used I 108-de5 Wtdl-anpIl f/1.8 available from NSSDC.
lb_lCtlVI }lee with I F0¢11 )lnSth Of 6.0 I. Thl el•Ira wII
lOUntld flc|np IlrthWlrd on the _f-frlll JnlPdl thl Ienlory --_-- NIHBUS 5. _RANCHFLONER ........
tins. with its optics1 lXll perlllll to Oh( splcecrlft Spin
IXII. The actual photgprlphy rlqUtrl0 8 I lad the trlnlmilitOn |NVESTIGATION NAIl- 1HAGE DISSECTOR CAHERA JYSTE]4 (.L)CS)
200 s. altOn-cloud lilies rltlinld on the photosensitive
surface Of the 2.S(-cl_-dllmttlr rid)con were read out It four NSSDC IX)- S9-037A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PRC_=_AH
lines per second to Produce In 800-11nm picture. A S-N TV CODE EE* APPLICA,IONS
transmitter (137.5 141_) relayed Oh# Pictures to lOCll APT
stations within communication rinse, The flcepllte of the INVESTIGATION 31SCIPLIME(_)
vldlcon hid reticle •arks this appeared on the plcturm format HLTEOR_OGY
tO lid in rlletinS the picture to Its Plosrmphlcal POSition on
the elrth's surface. From the sitellit_ attitude end altitude PERSONNEL
(approximately 1100 km), • picturm covered i 1200- hY 1200-km PI - G.A. BRAI_L(_AER(NLA) SPAR AERD_PACE
8(uere with • horizontal resolution Of better thin 3 k• It
nldir. The APT system wee Oipl0le of trtPimlttinp thl IRIEF DESCRIPTION
ntphttl•l hipFrlloIUtlOfl lhfrlrld rldiomltlr (_l_IR) llhiOr The NlmbUl 5 l•l£l Dlsllctor Clllrl SYItl• (I_S) Wl_
OUtpUt throush the APT transmitter. Hlnel, with some minor dlSlSned to tlkl dlYtimt cloudcoulr photnsriphi. The picture.
modifications. O_ APT _tltion Within telemetry rinse could could be trinl•lttld to APT itltJons ustn9 the rlil-tJml
rlCllVl HR|P dieS in thl direct rlldOUt infrared rldiOmlttr trlnsmisslon lYltl• (RTT$) or stored on meinitlc tips for
(ORIR) modl. Thl experiment wee l success, lhd 900d dlti wire lU0SlqUlht piiybeck to sround acquisition Ititlonl. The Cl•lrl
O0tllnld durin$ Its opirlkionll 11fltllO. Note detllled WOl moun(ld on the botts• of the like)life IlhlC_*y rJn) end
information ¢lfl be found In Section S of Ohm "Nimbus IS Users' potnted vertically dow_ towlrd the firth it 811 tlffill. The
Guide" (TRF 803_060, euiileble _rom N_SDC APT/DRIR ata ire lease dissector woe I shutterZeee electronic Ic•n Illd ottp tube
prl•trlly |ntoll0ed for operaS|Otis1 usa within the loom1 APT mounted behind • wide-on91/ (108 doS;. S.?-M focal ltJlsth
acquisition station and ore penorelZy not available for lens. $¢ennins end stepplh9 functtono occurred continuously
distribution, wh_le the satellite prosrolsed llano its orbital pith. The
field of view cF the optlca Wll 73.6 de] tn thl direction of
mIOIINOImlNINIOINI_OaINOI'.I NIHBU$ 3lIOIOllllOIlllNliOilllllOI flisht end 98.2 des Ill S pllnl n{rmll t_ thl direction of
fl_pht. Thl 11101 Wii focuIid by thl optl¢l on •
_hotoeehs|tlYe iurficl Of ell lllpl dllllOtor runt. A
_ACECRAJ=T CI_4_ON NAHE- NIHBUS 3 lins-lClnnin$ bllm I¢lnhld thl photosensitive suffice et _ H_
ALTERNATE NAHEO- PL-684G, NIHBU_D2 with i frlle plrtOd of 200 Io At thl no•lnll Spl¢scrsft
03890 altitude of 1100 km, IlCh rei_,l(ln9 p_cturo WII Ipproxllltlly
]_00 km on • Ildo, w)th s 9round resolu(lon of 3 km a( blOOP,
NSSDE ID- 69-037A For a more detmllod description, 0oo Section 2 of "The Nl•0us
Ill UlOr'l OUIOe" (TRF 803d09). The sxoeriment wl_ • success
LALI4CH DATE- 04/10/69 NEIOHT- $76o KO lad produced pied dire until September 28, 1970, When
LAUNCH SITE- VANDEHP[RG AFS, UNITED STATES optrstion8 w,re termtneted cwlns to spacecraft yiw problems.
LA_H V_H]CLE- THOR Date fro• this experiment or8 available throush SDSD. The ]DCS
world •OntlStS were prssentvd In "The Nllhus III Dies CltllOl"
SPON_ING COUNTRY/AGF.N_ (TRF 1{6S_$)* evellebll frOl NSSX)Co
UNITED STATES NASA-O_SA
.... NIHSt_ 3, CHERRIX-
INZTZAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC L_GCH DATE- 04/20/69 |NVESTI_TZGN NA/4E- H]Gtt-R[S_LUTZON INFRARED RADI(_4ETER
ORBIT PERIOD- 107.40 SIN INCLINATION- 99.91 DEO (HRIR)
PERIAPSIS- 107S. KJ4 ALT APO_n$1S - 1138. KN ALT
NSSDC ID" 6_'037_r'02 ZNVESTIOATIVE PROGRAH
PERSONI_ C_D_ Fie. APPLICATIOJ_S
PM - H. PR[$S(NLA) NASA-GSFC
PS - N.P. _r.RG(DE_A_;O) _{L_CC INVESTIOATION DISCI_L/NE(8)
HET[ORGLOGY
BRIEF DE_CR IPTION
Nlmbu= 3, the tNrd tn • eJrtos of ee©oncl-lsnerot%on I_R_NNI_
mstoerole01osl resonroh-end-dovelopment 8otellltsp, wee PI - G.T. CHERRIX NAS_k=C
do811ned te |ervo o8 8 stabilized, oorth-srtentod platform for
Oh0 rossini ef mdvoncP4 letuorolol$oo; 8maser lyStoms end the B_IEF DESCRIPTION
oollocttnl of motooroloelcpl dltl, The polsr-erhJttnl Thl Ntmhus $ Hllh-Renolutl*n Infrlrtd Rtd_omotor (HRIR)
ipsclorlfk so•silted er thrll Jl_Ir illl_lntll (10 • iiRIory ell dslllnSd (In to lip the enrth'o nllhttllt cloud cover on0
rihl* (20 Se_lP plddlll_ led (_) t_t _lhtrl_ lYltll hlUllnl, thuI to Oill_ht thl ilVtllO t011Vlllln (AVC_) OOVlrlll In6
Thl IlllP plddltl Ihd t_l slntrll I_Itl• hlul_fll WOPI Ol_lOtld (_) tl _llUrl thl Pldllt_Vl tll_lPitur_l if aloud tlpl Ill
tt t_l ilhliPY P|hl lY S trWll itr_tUrl. IlVthl thl Iltlllltp IUrfl¢l tlrPl|n. Thl NIMuI I _lt _!1 • 1411fll4 Vlrlloh If
thl IppllrlhOl IS Ih eCllh bUIV. NIIhUI I wII hllrly 1.7 • RrlVllUI IXplPllMIhtl I_ N_I_UI | led _. It uIId • lull
tll_ |.§ m lh liIHr It thl hill. ihd lilUt | I IOrlll with tied-Rill fl_tlr wh|oh trlRIlitttd rof_lOtld Illlr rld_ltlO_ |h
Illlr RId_ll IXtlhill. T_O tlPMl_-ihl_li Ilillry rlmp. t_¢_ thl I.?- tl I.i-II{Pt4Ntlr lind II WO_ II lllttll thlrMl
ftrl_ld thl IOtlllitl Sill. hi,lid tht I)octrohlSl oqu_NqlRt Ihd rOdlltll_ Sit tho _.4- to 4._-ilsrllettr lind. ly Isttot_nl
ilttlry IIdU_ll. Thl _e_lP IUrfO_l nf thl ttPUI rl_l prlv|dld PlfllOtl4 iillP rldlltllh l_ thl 0._- tt l.l-liSrltlP ilmt_
luntlhl IpIOl fir itnllPI In0 tllllk_try IhtlNhll. _ _fPIl_l _hl rli_liNtlP olull 1111 IHIp t_l IIPth'l o_lui ¢lVlr dl_l
itru4turl leuntld wlthl_ thl othtlr tf thl torui Rrlv_dl4 the il_._ll_. _liPlnt I_IPly frel ORs mirth Wll oo|llotld by I
SUpPOrt for t_o lerloP iMplrlllentl ohl tlRl rlOlPdlPlo NIUhtl_ f_l( IOlhhlhl l$(roP lhO_$hdl It 4_ Ill tl thl IRtls011XII,
¢
NIM-7 U_ _00"_ qIj#kLX_
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION NS_C ZD- 70-02SA-02 INVEITIGATIVEP_Q_AN
T_ NimbUS 4 8elective Chipper Redlltnr (S_) observe4 CQ_E_, APPLICATIONS
the eultted infrared radiation in the IS-micrometer absorption
hand of c•rbon dioxide. Frmn these mwt_erements the IJ_/ESTIGATIONBISCIPLZNE($)
te_nretures Of six success/at lO-tm layers of the otmo•phart NETE_U].OGY
utrc dttarmlmod from earth or ¢loudtep level to dO-km height. IHelO&t resolvUen was obtained b_ • ce_lnttlen of optical PE_KN_EL
multS-l_or filter• end selective absorption of radiation uslng PI - A.N. NCCULLOCH NAS_OSFC
¢•rbea-dloxide-fSlled cells tdthin the experiment. The TW_R had 05 - Z.L. G_ k_
tax channels, which were arranJtd, ln three unite of two. The
four lower channels _tre celled single-cell channels. The BRI_ v IX_SCRIPTIOH
OptiOS of each chonnol con•lsted of a csntlltver-_unte4 blade The Nimbus 4 T_mernture-H_midity Infrared Rodloeoter
shutter that oscillated at 10 _ end successively chopped the (THIR) _ms deslsnad to 4ttoct emitted thermal rodlntion in both
field of vlow [FOV) betwseo earth and space. The chopped the lO.S- to 12.S-micrc::ter region (IR window} end tho 6.S- to
r•dlntien am• then goosed through 8 10-cm p•th length of carbon 7.0-mtcroieter region (water vapor1. The window channel
dltxSdt, tkt pro•earn belnl •at far each channel to define tht measured cltudtop tempernturtt day end night. The other
viowlnl depth of the ntme•pherc. Behind the csrbtn 41oxide channel *peret,d primarily at night to meg the water vapor
path _m• a narrow-band filter, the center• of _htch wart distrlPutlon in the upper tropo•phtre end stratosphere. The
different far each channel, end s llsht pips which focused the lnstrumnt consisted of g 12.7-ca Cas•ogreln sYstew, • •canning
radiation an • thtrltstor-bolmt•r detector. TO obtain Idrrer coamon to both channels, t betm splitter, filters, and
adequate height restlutlto lq the upper layers of the two ptrmonium-immerstd thermistor btlomtt•rt, in contra•t t•
atmosphere, the upper two chtnne;s operated on 8 ol|ghtly 1_, nn image wan forl_td within the rndloewtar. Incoming
different principle end were knolm as doobIe-¢ell channel•, radiant en•rgY WaS COllected by 8 flat scanning mirror inclined
The t•chnSqoe consisted of switching the r•dtatian between two st 45 dog to the optics1 axis. The mirror rotated throogh S60
half-cells* which kMtre semicircular in shape end of 1-¢w path dog at _ ram the sconnod in • plant norlel to the spacecraft
length, end kdlich contained different pressures of carbon velocity v•.tor. The energy wos then focused into •
dioxide. A 8arable 45-des mirror replaced the o•c111etlng dichrOmotl¢ bsa.8 splitter, w_lch dlvided the an•roY •Pectrelly
shutter used in the lower four channels. During one end apatielly into two channel•. Both channel• of the 33tIR
half-period, earth radiation PaSSed through ant half-cell and sensor transformed the r•celved radiation late en electrical
apace radiation through the other. The sltuotlon was reversed (voltoge) output with 8n lnforw•tlon b•ndwidth of 0.S to 360 HZ
during the other half-period. The radiation then passed for the 10.S to 12.5 micrometer chsnnel end 0.S to 120 Hz for
through a 1luSt pip• onto a thermi•lor-boloweter detector, the water vapor channel. The THIR tensor dltl wart normally
inflight calibration we• cerrled out by vlowlns of 8n interne1 recorded on tape for sub•aquaria playback to 8 ground
reference bl•ckbody of known temperature prier to the view of acquisition •tettnn. However, direct readout infrared
_poco. Ths output of nech channel was smled once every radiometer (DRIR) data could be tram•mitred to APT ground
second. The upper two channels had a clrculer FOV stations for both day and night Portions of the orbit using the
epproxllmtaly 160 hm in dilator, end the lower four had • Nlmbus 4 reel-time transmission system (RTTS). At s nominal
rectangular FaY about 112 kw square. For • complete spacecraft altitude, the window channel hod t ground retolution
description, ssa Section 9 in WThq Nlmbos IV Usor*s _td•" (TRF Of about 7 ke end the water vapor channel ahoot Z2 km at nadir.
B068611, available frown M_. The channel 1 temperature The THIR was 5"ittelly successful but felled on January 11,
monitoring system failed on June IS, 1970. thereby reducing the 1971 (nrblt 17311. It was restarted several times thereafter
accuracy of the _ data. Channels $ end 4 became noisy and for very short periods of time b•_ora It finsllY ceased ell
unusable on April 18. 1972. The remeinSns channels were usable operations In AUgUSt 1971. A similar experiment was flown on
until June 15, 1973. Nlmbus S. 6 and 7.
NIIqBU$ 4. HAYS= _ NIHBU_ 4. N4RK.
INVESTIGATION NN4E- FILTER _ SPECTROHETER (FM$1 INVESTIGATION N4HE- S4TF.LLITE INFRARED SPECTNOIE3_ER (SIRS)
NSSDC ID- 70-___k-09 INVESTIGATIV1E PROGRAN N_SDC ID- 70-0_SA-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRN4
•-F, APPLICATIONS _ EE. APPLICATION5
INVESTIGATION DI,_:IPLINE(S) Ik'VESTIGATION DISCIPLINe(S)
HETEOROLOGY H[T[OROLOGY
P(RSONNEL PERSONNEL
PI - N.A. HOVI_ NO_-NEIDIS PI - D.Q. HARK NOA_-NESDIS
01 - D.T. HILLEARY _NF.SDI$
JJ_IEF DESCRIPTION
The Nimbus 4 Fllt•r Hedge Spectrometer (FMS) experiment BRIEF DESCRIPTION
J Was designed to nccurntelY determine the radiance from ths The Nlebos 4 Sotelllte Infrared Spectrometer (SIRS)
eerth-etwotphere aystem as 8 function of wavelength by experiment was designed tO determine the vertical temearaturo
moo•wring the aeltted and reflected infrerec radiation in the end Water vapor profiles of the atmosphere bY using •
1.2- to 2.4- end 1.2- to 6._-microaeter hands. The Festlo-Ebert flxod-grating spectroweter. The internment
instrumentation consisted of (1) t telescope, (2) a rotating measured the infrared radiation (11 to 36 micrometers) emltted
disk choPPer, (31 a rotatl_9 (3.7S rpm) clrculer Interference from the earth ted set ttsosphern in 15 selected spectre1
filter wheel, end (4) 8 1ted teltnide detector. The filter Intervals in the carbon dloxlds and utter vapor bands plus one
wheel Was 8 tu_)-180-des-sasment (one per Pessbsnd) 100-layer channel in the |l-micrometer atwospherlc wlndou, The Ws|n
interference _llter with the layer thlchness linearly components of the •oectroaeter consisted of (11 • plans,
Increasing es a functlon of angular position, cousins the light-collecting alrror to provlde one fixed and tun variable
bsndpass to shift toward longer wavelength•. Incoming earth-viewing nnglas, (21 n rotating chopping mirror that
radiation Was reflected off t surface mirror and was collected served alternately to collect apace radiation and earth
by • telescope oriented normal tO the north's surface. The radiation, (31 n 2.S-ln. diffraction grating with 1250 11nas _'L"
telescope had s I-deS field of view directly belnw the par inch* (41 14 slits with atsoci•ted tnterfersnce filters,
satellite, and • pole-to-pole strip epproxlwetely _7 km wide (S) 14 thermistor bolownters, and (6) a bltckbtdy source for
was viewed on each satellite Paso wtth• 2461-ka separation ctltbrntion purposes. The SIRS used • scan mirror to observe
be_een successive strips at the equator. The telescope 12.5 des to either side of the subsntelllte track, The field
focused the collected radiation onto the edge of the of view dtrectlY bslow the SIRS was approximately 215 sq ke.
multitoothed chopper wheal that chopped the energy at 353 Ha. The carbon dloxldt band radiation data were transformed to a
After psssin$ through ths chopper, the energy was refocused temperature profile by m mathematical inversion technique. By
onto the edss of the circular variable filter tt tn aperture n •loller technique, this Information could then be combined
that acted as both spectrometer slit and a system field stop. with the water vapor band dote to obtain • utter vapor profile.The energy was then released on 8 lead eelthide detector The ll-wlcroneter atmospheric window date yielded surface
rsdtntively cooled to 17S des K. Ths incident rndittlon Wee and/or cioodtop temperatures. For • complete dsscrSbtion of
sampled 20 times par sscond, resulting In • spectre1 Intensity the SIRS experlnsnt, sot Sectlon S of "The Nlmbus IV User's
plot ef IS8 gaines for etch p•ssbend per rsvolutlon. Onbotrd Guide" (TRF B068611, evsllnbl¢ from NSSDC. The SIRS txperleent
celib;._lon was tccompll•htd by alternate viewing of the earth Ferforaed normally for severe1 aunths after 1conch but began tO
and calibration standards bY the detector. Spectre1 plots were deteriorate in t•rly 1971. Problems in ths SIRS instrument _.
analyzed by applying •n Inversion techniqoe to the radl•tlvt calibrttinn ef_er April 1971. in addition tO spacecraft yaw
transfer tqustions tO ebt_ln the water vapor content, At prthltas, slsnlftcnntly reduced tho nueber Of useful soundlnge _"
activation Of this experiment on orblt S, the data output was abe•lead. The archival date wsre produced through April 8,
degraded. •xhibitin$ let absorption Pttterne In both chnnn•ls. 1971, The experiment operated on • 11cited time basis until
On June 8, 1970, the F_ suffered mtchsn_tl failure when the Hatch 6, 1973, when it was pieced operationally off, Both
drive motor on the chopper wheel felledo No ubeful dote wsre HSSDC end S_D have data.
collected from this experiment.
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NSSDC liD- 72-097A N$S_ ID- 71o097A-05 IINESTIOATIVl[ PROGItAH
C09E EE, APPLICATIONS
LAUNCH DATE- 12/11/72 NEIGHT- 770. KO
LAUNCH SITE- V_G AFB, UNITED STATES INVESTIGATION DI$C|PLINE($1
LA_a_t VEHICLE- 9ELTA EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
NETEGROLOGY
SPON_I NO COUNTRY/AGF.J4CY
UNITED STATES NA_ P_
PI - M.A. HOVIS NOJ4A*N[SDIS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS OI - N. CALLAHAN FAIRFIF..I.D U
ORBIT TYPE- G(GCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/11/72
ORBIT PERIOD- 107.2 MlN INCLINATION- 99.9 D(G ItlEF DESCRIPTION
PF-qlAPSIS- lag. KN _LT APOAPSIS- 1101. KN ALT Yhe Surface Composition N•pplng Radiometer (SCHR) |meosurod (1) torro•trlol radiation in the 8.3- toPERSOt44E1 9.S-ml©rometor and 10.2- to ll.2-mlcromotor Intorvsl• and (2)
PH- C.M. MACKENZIE NASA-GSFC reflccted solar radiation tn the 0.B- to l.l-mlcrometer r•nso.
PS - A.J. FLEIG NASA-GSFC Surface composition end •am surface temperatures could be
obtained from these measurements. Tho SCHR had on
MIEF DESCRIPTION Instantaneous field of vlow (FAY| of 0.6 mred, equivalent to 8
Tho Nimbus S roseo_ch-and-doveloPmont set•lllto was ground rosolutlon of 660 • at nadir. Tho scan mirror rotated
doslennd to serve o• • stabilized, oorth-orlontod platform for ut 10 rps to provtdo scan llnos 800-km wide scrams the
the testine of advanced meteor 1oelc81 sensor system• •nd spacecraft track. For • complete description, sea Soctlon 3 In
oolloctlns metooroloeIcol and _ 91¢11 dote on a aloha1 "Tho Nimbus S User's Guide" [TRF BId?S81. nvelloblo from NSSDC.
see1•. The polar-athletes spscocr_,_ consisted of three ma$or The Instrument began m•lfunctJonIns soon after launch. The
structures: (1) • hollow, ring-shaped sensor mount. (21 sol•r last usable data were trensmlttod on January q, 1973. A
paddle=, and (S) • control system houslnp. Tho solar paddles modlflod Instrument, heat capacity mapplne rodiometero was
and control system how•In9 were connected to tho sensor mount flown on tho Heat Capacity Napalms Nls•ion (HCIdq) later.
by i truss otructure, llvIn$ the •otontto the appearance of on
ocean buoy. Nimbus S was nearly 3.7 • tell, l.S m In Clamorer _ NIMBUS S, _r-Cti-LOCh _
ot tho bOSe. and about 3 m wJdo with solar poddlos extended.
The torus-shoped sensor mount, which formed tho sotelllto bose, INVESTIGATION lUO4(- TEJ4PERATURE/HUHIDITY ;NFRAR_RADI014ETER
housed tho uloctronlcs oqulpmont end battery modules. Tho (THIR)
Xow•r •urface of the torus provldod mountlhd SMO¢O for sensors
and antennas. A box-boom structure mountod within tho cantor NSST)C ID- 72-097A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
of the torus provided support for the larger sensor COD[ FF. APPLICATIOH3
oxporlments. Nountod on the control systom housing, which was
Xocstod on top of tho spacecraft, were sun sensors, horizon INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINe(S)
scanners, and a ©amend antenna. An 8dv•nced ottltude-con_-ol METEOROLOGY ;_
system pormlttod tho sPncocreft orientation to bo controlle_ to !within plus or minus I dee In 811 three axes (pitch, ro11. end PERSONNELyaw). Primary experiments Sncludod (11 • tomperature-humldIty PI - A.M. NCCULLOCH NASA-GSFCinfrared rodiUNter (THIR) for moosurins day and night surfaceend cloudtop temperatures, us wall as tho water vapor ¢ontont gRIEF D_SCRIPTION
of the upper •tmosphore. (2) an 01metrically scennlne microwave The Nimbus 5 Tonmoroture-Humldtty Infrared Radiometer
radiometer (ESNR) for mopplne the mlcrou•vo radiation from tho (THIR) wos doslened to doto¢/ emitted thermal rsdlstlofl In both
earth's surface end atmosphere. (31 an Infrared temperaturo the 10.S- to 12.S-mlcro=otor region tim window) end tho 6.5- to
profile radiometer (ITPR) for obtolnInp vortical profiles of 7.0-mlcromoter roilon (voter vapor). The mlndow channel
temperature and molsturo, (4) m Nimbus [ mlcrovovo spectrometer messurod cloudtop temperatures during both day and niche. Yho
(NFJ451 for dotormlnln9 troposphorlc temperoturo profllos, other channel operatod primarily st night to mop the water
utmosphorlc water vapor abundances, and cloud lleuld water vapor distribution In tho upper troPOsphere and stretosPhoro.
¢ontonts, (S) • solectlve chopper rodlooetor (SCR) for Sensor data from these two channel• were prlnmrJly use4 to
obsorvlns the aloha1 temperature structure of the atmosphere, support the other more sophisticated metoorolo$tcal exporiments
end (61 • surface composition Bopping radiometer (SCHR) for on board Nimbus 5. The lnstrumont consisted of • 12.7-cm
moosvr]n$ the dlfforonces In the thermal emission Ctssegroln system. I sconnlne mirror c_on to both channels. •
chorsctorIat:¢s of thP earth's surface. A more detailed be•m splitter, filters, and two $ormoniu•-lmmersod thormlstor
description con be found In XTht Nimbus S User's Guide" (TRF bolomotors, in contrast to TV, no Image was formed within the
147581, available from NSSOC. radiometer. In¢omlnp radiant energy was collected by • flat
sconntne mirror tncltnod ok 41 des to the optical ixls. The
NIHBUS 5, HOUGHTON mirror rotated It (*8 rpm Ned scanned In a plsno porpondlculor
to h spacecraft velocity. The energy was focused on •
INVF.STTGA_ION HAHE- SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOHETER (SCR) dichromatic boom splitter, which divided th• energy spectrollY
and spatially 1eta the two channols. Both thermals of tho THIR
NSSDC ID- 72-097A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM sensor transformed the received radiation Into electrl¢ outputs
COD( EE/CO-0P. APPLICATIONS (voltasos). whlch wore recorded on mosnetIc tape for subsequent
playback to a ground acquisition station. For more detailed
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) information, see emotion 2 In "Th• Nimbus 5 Usor*s Guide m (TRF
HETEOROLOGY B1_7581. The THIR world montog•s werc presented In WTh• Nimbus
UPPER ATHOSPHERE RESEARCH S Data Catalog" (TRF B176971. Both document• ere available
from HSS]X;. A similar experiment was flown on Nimbus 4, 6, end
pERSONNEL 7.
P1 - J.T. HOUGHTON OXFORD U
01 - S-D. SHITH READING U _ NIHOU$ 5. SHITH
I_IEP 1M[SCRIPTION |NVESTIGATXON NAME- INFRARrn TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOIETER
The Nimbus 5 Selective Chopper Radiometer (SCR) was (ITPR)
desibned to (11 observe the globe1 temperature structure of tho
atmosphere up to SO km In altitude, (2) make supporting NSSDC ;D- 72-0eTA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PRGGRAH
observations of motor vapor distribution, and ($) dotormlno tho COD( EE, APPLICATIONS
density of Ice particles In cirrus clouds. To accomplish these
obSectlves, the SCR mtasursd omlttcd radiation in 16 spacers1 INVESTIOATIUN DISCIPLINE(S)
lntorvuls seporotod 1eta the followlns four groupss (11 four HE_tOROLOGY
CO_ channels betweon 13.8 and 14.0 mlcrometors, (2] four
channels st IS.0 mlcromotors, (3) an IR window channel st Ilol PERSOHNEL
• icromttors, a water vapor channel at 18.d micromotors, two PI - N.L. SMITH _N(SDIS
channols st 49.5 end 133._ micrometers, sad (41 four chsnnela Ol - D.Q. MARK NOAA-NESDIS
at 2.0_, 2.59, 2.65, and 3.5 micromotors. From an average
sato111to altltudo of 1100 km, the radiometer vlewod 8 48-km BRIEF DESCRIPTION
circlo on the oorth*s surface with s ground resolution of about The Nimbus S Infrorod Temperature Profllo Radiometer
25 ka. A smaller axperlmen_ _os flown on Nimbus 4. For • more (ITPR) experiment was deal|nod to measure the threo-dioenstonel
dotoilod description, see Section 6 in "Ths Nimbus S Usor's tomporaturo fleld In the eorth°s atmosphere with • spatial
Guide" (TRF B147181, avallablo from HSSDC. Both NS.iDC and SDSD resolution of S2 km. The radiometer sensed four tntorvals In
have data. the IS-micrometer C02 band, ono Interval In the water vapor
rotational band near 20 micrometers and two spectral intervals
NINmJ_S S, HOVI_ In ths atmospheric window rosions near 5.7 end lI microaetors.
The ITPR v_ewod tho earth successively it VlriaUI an|Its
INVI_I, TIGATIGtINANE- SURFACE COHPOS|TIC_4HAPPINGRADIQH(TER distributed svimttrlcslly about nadir In • Plant norms1 to the
(SCHR) orbital track. FortY-two deobrapflicolly independent scan spot•
ware taken elan| 8 ein|le strip. AS the satellite progressed
along its orbital path, tht radiometer observed 10 8UC|i 42-ep0t
stripe to form a matrix of Independent scan spots. Each matrix
was produced in 222 • with the whole 8connSn| sequence repeated
every 240 a. The ImtrSx data were recorded on meinetic tape
for 8uhsoquent playback to a braved acquisition oration.
_ltrix moesurements tekon In the (:02 and wPter vapor absorption
Bands stere used to calculate temperature profile8 and totdl
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_gr _ ¢o•tuJtt in tN tr_e _ l_ stratus, seseecssuslsamussnswnsgssssu N|_ •nssuausassuneseeau#nuuee*u
The _ _ aeuser_s J_lpe• tn _tect _ ellmiUts _.-
slued seet_lee t_f tJee radJ_ee, terns perMttlog Ktusl "=
dgteflJn#tt_m _ prdHF|lOs den0 tn ti_ em'tDJm am'face t• ell SPAC_C_WdrT _ M- NINM_ 6 _'+
c_lstel_ eversust oreus. Fer _re _t_le• In_tiom. _.T_m_m _ _-Tslw. mmus_ _
s#e _ct|_ S in _he _ S _#r's _" (_ _14_), 07_
evsll_ls from _. hc_ ef the err_Ss rater sf the
sc_ _cmJom _¢M _sl_• s_tlY _ _h, the _ i_ _
is•trust _d _e|y In the _|r _ d'xcept fd_r _tef _
_rsedso LAUV4_ DATE- 86/12t75 IG_4T- _. Kg -
LN_CH sITE- V_ _$, UmZTED _TATES
1WA'_TJDATJ_ N_f- N|_lQ4ti_. _.,_JI_Pi_TEJ_ (J_Pi_) _JN_ i_0UWJ'llt_/A_l_Y _
U_JTED _r4TES
114JM_ 1D- 720097A-•| iiNEMTIIieT|_
_, AiqPLICATIONM IMTI_ NIT P_ _"
|M_Y_STIDATI_ DIMCIPLINIE(S) GMM|T PMM_IOD- lig7.1 Film IIq_LIHATI_N- IMM. _ _'_+,_
I_ PENIAPS_ 1995° _ _T _ 11•io KM _T
Ol - F.T. I_ATH N4S_-_ PS- A.J. FLIEIO _ .
O! - N.£. _ IflWlm0N _ • TECH JNC _:
OJ - P. _ illA_A-_JN JMII_ r J_JK_N|PTION
01 - N.Jo LJ_N01ft NA_A-J_C Tf_8 Nl_ 6 rsse_rcJl_md-deuelePme•t satellite served 8s _..
u s_s_llx4d, e_rth-eris•ted pletfern for Pestle• 8dewed
JNlf7 BE_IPTI_ systm f_ usus$_ end collecting meteorological dsts on J .
Tf0d N58i_J g Wlcr_e _Psctr_t_ (MEH_) wee d#s|g_ed jlobJl scale. The pslsr-erbit5_ ap.'_ecrsft cessistsd sf tJ_ree
ffJwfly to _trste _ c_|l|tics _ ll_tstiess of _J_ structwrsss (l) s _llew teru_sh_ed sensor _nt, (2) "_
Mcr_e s_s f_ _|_ tr_t¢ t_erst_e selor p_ddls•. _d (S) s c_trel mains unit cnnnectsd te the "_
prefileso u_Jter roper g/_mef_SSo cle_4 levi• w_ter c_ttset, sensor meant _ J triP_ tress structure, Configured s_st
m_d peril0 J4fff_e t_rstew#s. TJu_ MB_S c_ld ceetim_e_ly ll_ us uses• beef, #lmous 6 w_s hourly S.7 • tall. I.S m in
meeltcr e_lttsd Jdcr_s r_diotie_ It fre_Jss ef 22o2_. •lmmter It the base. _m# mbeut 3 m wide wltM sslsr puddles \-|1°6, 5S _ _ 9 W N3 0H_. The t_es ¢ml• HK the _t_• Tke senssr _t that f_d the satellite MUSS
_sm _s_rptl_e O_ed uere gee• erJaerlly to _ts_ne _• the electren|cs s4uJpment _0 bstte_ modulus° T_s
the _s_rts t_r•te_'s Profiles, _ p_evJde# :_r s_rfsce sf t_ ter_s provide• _omtl_ specs f_ ssn_rs
8e_Jereme•ts _#n I• cl_ecever coeeitle#s ti_t m_rmllv oed m_tennss. A i_x-heom structure mounted _ithin tke center
restrict t_ _fvlomss ef ¢_vsntiemsl |M _ts lm _ ef tee t_us su_ted t_ l_rgsr sunset experiaents. _mttsd
sitsstt_ns. The tu_ w#tsr vol_ ¢_1s ne_- 10 mm Permitted _t the control J_ust•e eelS, J_tch wes located e_t tap ef the _-*
tit4 wter v_ os# cltMd 114_td I_f" cm0tnst ever N•_S te epKecrlft, _re sen sunsets, _l_rtzsn scsn_ers, _d g cN_d
he satinise _ sloe ts _sld M satiate• t_st_re _e Mt_, The specdcrsft spin axis US Pe|ntdd st the earth.
the surface emissieitv I_d bess csllbrutsd bY c,lmeerisem _itN A_ _dvd_oCed attitude-centre1 system p_rsdttsd the spacecraft's
direct Meswr_=s. TIM t_rsc _ c_mmelJ in#red • seame_ eYlestst|om to i_ csstr_llc• ts w_thl5 plus or adfms !dcg ts _-
• $J_ei me# refm'_e _tt#_0s. MeSh tmtsr v_r c_Is Nod •11 three 8xes (pitch, roll, end ym_)o The nl_8 ex#erime•ts .
their M Silmsl Imd reference _etem_s, From _ evsrs_e selected for Nimbi 6 wre (1) s_rth rsdlstiom budget (E_),
satellite height ef ii_ _-. the _ view• J _- dtlt_ (2) clcctricslly scgominj Jdcre_ve rs•l_cr {_), ($) :_
circle ee the #g_tb's Jeff,s. NE_J date _ers recorded e_ _•_-rcseletien infrared rsdtstie_q semqder CHIef). (_) limb
I_eMnetl¢ tope f_" se_ssem_nt plMevk to s grmmd KwSsitlom rodss_e l_w_slom rsdiemetsr fLAIR), (S) pressure medulsted _
statism. _ _tgll#d _riptSm elm he fond in Jectl_ 7 r_lmter (_9, (69 sc_t_ _cr_ve sPectr_tsr (_CMI_S),
la _TII_ N_mbgs 5 User's _lds" (TRI r B1_7_48), 8u•llsbls from (7) td_srsture-imlddity i•frare• rsd|_ter (TH|R). (8)
end dsts riley dxperiment (T*OI_), s•d (9) trspicsi /_
_, W J. J, _tt, St el.. _tr_tesp_44rric _sereetls_ t _kl_
fr_ Needs _n N_twre, e. 245, _p. 141-1_$, 1973. _t u_nd 4ndr_y cssuersl#s end reference lsuei axevri_ent (11_)°
sdvs_st ef this t_trwst, t_ _#MI_ _cr_e This cwl_nt ef advanced sunsets _s c_sbls of (1) mpSn•
Spectre#deer (JCA_IS), m flmm om N#m_es 6 liter, trepesphsrSc tempcretgrs, _mter roper sbundsKce, end cXeud _
tqnter ceeteet; (2) prsvtdi_ esrticsi prsftlss uf tmersters, _ '_-- NIPI_L_ S, N|LHE|T. 3iL m, Imd 148ter vapor; ($) t snmttlng reel-time 0sts te s
' _sst_tl_mery spscecrsft (*TS 6); end (_) Y_el•$ng dsts en the ,_
I_T|DATJ_ M- _|_Y _i_ MX_ earth's re#leSSen _udget, A _re SePalled descrtptinn c_ b;
J MAOIOMETEM (F._81) f_nd in _he ieJml_vs 6 User's BuS•s" (Ti_P $23261), 8reliable _,'
frm NSSEC. t'_ID- 72-097_W0_ lf_'YF.J_I_tTIVE _
COME mr, APPLICATIM _ NIMIMJ_ •, OILL_
IMfF.MTIDATIOM DIMI_|PLIME($) INVF.J_TiSATI0N IS- L|I_ MA_IANCE IN--ION RA_|OMETER
_r_e0L00Y (LRI_I
0C_M_mY
C0JI_ _, APPLICATION$
PI - T.T. NI_IT, J_. MOI - P. _ M INt_STI_tTION DISCIPLINECS)
Ti_ Prl_ mbjsctiues #f the MMm $ Lrlectrtcellv _
_mutJng Nlcrmme Itediemter (F._) were (1) te derive the PEN_eEL _
114uid uwtor co_te_ of clyde frees br|_twss tmretures P! - J.¢. OILL_ I_TL CTR F0N ATPJ_
ever ecslm_, (2) te 44)shrge dlffdl"e/_es 1_et_#• _ge Ice mr4 the O! - P.|. f4_ _KEL |NST OF TECH :'
ms m ever t_g pelm" sin, d_4 (|) to test the fsssibil|tY Ol - M.A. CK41O FLORIDA STATE U '-
OF l•f_'rlNlJ sl_'fsc# c_egltts• _ _Jl wJsture. To Ol - J.M. _ _, I_
ses_uplisJe t_H _bSectlUno tJte F._NN w_s ¢epoble ef •eetl_s
• leHl m_p_Sng e_ tim i.J_-_m fig.J6 gle_) Merewovn rsdl•tie_t NIP _i_C_IPTION _e_
_dCtsd bY tim egrtk/#mJPIN_s oYstem, 8_d c_fld f_tiom eve• The Nimbus • L_mb Rsdie_8 |evers|#n Ned|rater (J.qlM)
Ss tN prusomce ef elomd c_itloms t_et bleek semve•tle_.81 Provided calibrated re#tees# versus eltitude profiles by _"
entail|t4 infrared us•we. M J|._ bY _._ r_|eeNthr l_tlr¢#ptl_ redl_ten rotted fr#m 8m emspheric pstb _lcb _.
_tsm syst_u, deployed deter ImP, •creme0 the eortk ts ts._Je•tisl te 8 pertlsvlsr _ecehtfl# k•J•bt. The LRIR
svecoHiyely It eorleus NiP• Jm s pl_ perNMievlor te the sensed re#latium l• four spectrel |_tsruelsJ (11 tN 1_.6- to
speveersft er_Jtel trek, I_'e_k_l_l • _|_thes_t_et_e IS._er_ter _ bond, (2) the 1_.2- te 17._orlter _ r
mop e_ eke serf.s uP the d_tl0 mul its •trusSers• The b_ul, ||) the 8.S-- t• 1•.l-Mcrewter ozone b_d, and (_) eke
eveehl_ p_usese m_J ceetrelled by • s_ter e_ 0ehrd. amd At 20- to 2_-mlcreeeter weter vapor rotetieesl b_uf. Heusereaents ++,
_lstgd of 7t svmNtr|uelly _strihted lmMpj_8•t SUM ts_• in the two _ ef_s_els ned the _J_er uepee" s_tel were
• pets evts_d|Ju _J dee t# either side #f nadir. _lhr use• be esl©ulst# _lsbel tmpsrstur# eed weter cheer prsflles
seperet|om #f the s©_ ms• dll_d fur m0 8._ overlap in the strstusphors end lower 8esesP_Jre. 18 eddltlen, ugluee
bet_es• ulev Peeitlohg, Fre_ • Nee orb|ell NISei ef lieu ks. st tJ_ _eestrsPhic wihd mb to 1 mb (oPprexinmtely _ tin) wre
:_J radiometer 8_Jd ee _e_y of _t plus er Jd_s I dee C •oriue• eeslytScslly fre_ t_e d_d_sd tomperetor# profiles.
Idt_ J spsitel re_lvt|ee of _t _ J_ st _dir. Tde _ Tde .rddieOe_or Ihcluded us optical JlrstmJ, • sewS•| adrrer,
dots _r# dthred d_ mS•erie td_e fee" tre•gloJesiom to I_eg_J eJ_oppors, end _J•ecihted #levtreeles god eePX_d m0
OeqvisltJe• J,etlN° Fhr mere detailed lsfe_tl_, see _|_theog omglor svst_J for tt_-ee of t_ fomr detecter
_dtlee _ S_ _Y0_ NIW • fir's bide" (T_ MIEN). ##_als. M_lle ibe dodged tmsrsture st#files I_d in rm_ _
Selected _ lJ_deJ wdr# presented l• _Yf_ _mbe# • I_l_l 0ecure_Y Of J dug st heights #bore IS km, tBe values for e_me
Cstaleg." Je_ de, senti ee# sugJlsble frm NN_. were ege_'efe te wJtN|n 2_4 st I 8. N_ter vePer velues st tJ_ '*r
• ale 8_el_t _rs _tbih •_. Per • llore detailed deseriPUe•, [,.8n deetim 7 in "YkI ldmbus 6 I_er's guide m (T_P J212619,
sveiZubls Item _. T_ Seetr_t feesttomsd suceesfullv
_tll 3_ 7, 1976, _n t_ detester t_rgtore be_n to
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rise r_dly, mu0 tlw iNtrlm_t m turned •fd. tioe refere/k=es, tms stored lm Irtgitel fwl fro- _t
relw to • sromed i_emisltlN statimo. Tkc INI]lee•'• pesltlee
_ 6. HOU94TCN lad v_le¢Ity wra 4hrrigml free the relative metioe bet_mm the
platform m_ t_ satellite by me•satins Degpl•r shifts in the
IMfE_|GATION NM[- _ NGIXI_AllE]D RADIO_-IER (Pie) carrier sismol reeeleed frul the balleee. TNENLE m capable
of • ll_otlN Kcm of 5 km 8_d a pletferll _lKity accuracy
ID- 7S-OSIA_ Ik%_STIGATIb_ Pit0GRNq of i n/$. For more detailed lmfO_lmtiem, •88 SRctiade 9 im _The
• mCCmE EF.Jt:O-OP. APPLICATIN NSms • User s Guido ITRF 1_52611. For lmfe_amtiee
¢el_erelns TIdE]BJ[ d'tn• cOetl_t Dr. Paml R. Jullna. NCMto P.O.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{C) J_x _. Ikmlder, Color•de 88S85. In mlditims te tbe
Iq[T[Cit0LOGY helle experlomlt• mmlw other experiment• used RAHS. These
UPPER A_ _ axperimemts lied Kern0 bdleyS te iwasoro eceaeesrmi¢ sad
• kmo=pller_c porlmeters, lmferl_tiea about exp•rimts cue be
PEK$0N_I Obt•l•ed from principal luveqttsmtors listed as Nlms leAN5
PI - J.T. _ _ U Experllwot• ih the User's _16e me4 _ i_nbt_ • Dote Catolg_"
OI - C.D. I_DGERS _ U (TRF B26731)* beth areella&le free Ni_DC.
OI - [.J. NILLIANSCN _ U
Ol - G.D. PESI_TT _ _ -- NIN_S 6* RYLE
Oi - P. CI/t_rl,_ _ U
IINESTIGATI(M4 NAN[- FJdRTH MADIATION _ (ENJ)
JtlEF BE]lOt IPT IWI
The Nl_ 6 Pressure 14_dul•tor Radiator (PLY) NSS_ ID- 75-aSiA-aS INVESTIGATIVE PR_MAN
exPerimt teek rmiiemetri¢ B_aStN_elM•tc i• the li-micr_ttr _ F-F. APPLICATIONS
CQZ boa4 et 81titudes betweaa 4S lad 70 Inn am • global scala.
By Wopriete natbeNtical retrieval aetbeds, tide teL_erstorc IMVESTXGATIOH DISCIPLINE(S]
• trKtore• of the IqqJdh" str•t•oPd_re amd 1Mr weslmpak_ra i_r• JqETE_ROLOG_
ded_ed. Tlle pressore-ued_letion tecb•$q_8 perldtted the ATN_PtERIC PHYSICS
ateasie_ •f ulectiva cbePpln_ teclmiq_es te blpber altitudes ;_
where the pcess_e-br_ode_ed _dssies lim_• im the PERSONNEL
lS-a_cr_ter CO2 bad became s• narrow Umt ceev_tienol PI - H.L. KYLE NASA-GSFC
spectremetm's m_l I•terferemeters bad ln•_fflci_ltt spectre1 PI - H. J&CIDIM_I'I-Z NOAA-NESDIS
rasol•tilm, lm midittem t• pressure scmilrS (is discrete Ol - A.J. I_(_) EPPLI[Y LAB, INC _.
steps), the rodilm_ter else relayed Doppler o¢81mlas aloes the Ol - I. RUFF HUSh, dE,DIS _"
directtN of fllg_t. The N cmriaed tt_ s|mdler rsdi_lleter O) -- J.R. HICKEY _PPLEY _AB, INC _:
el,mira1•, each comslstlnp ef g plN seaming m_rrw, reference Ol - N.J. SCHOL_S EPPLEY LAB, INC
blackbody, pressur_modulater cell, mud detector osst_lbly. The 01 - L.L. STONE NOAA-NI_DIS
pine mirror teas _eld coated •_d mow•tad •t 45 de9 ea • 5qF-dep
st•PPII1 eater se tk•t the field of view of tide chrome1 cOUld _RIEF IN[SCRIPTION
be directed te sp_ce or te the i•t•rnal refer••co blackbody for The N_mbus 6 Earth RadlatSee lmdnet (ERB) experime•t _.
imfltsbt raise 8rod zero calibratl•m. The wetor tms 10stunted oe oeesored reflected 8_d emitted terrestrial radiation flu_es In
• pair of flexible pleats s• that the mirror could be rotated co•tunctiom uttb solar radiation. Th• results tmra used (1} t• *_
tlreusds plus or minus 7-1/2 des from its rest position to give determine thv earth rodSotiem budget, (2) to deter_dne the "
the red,Stud DoPPler scum. Hal•r ¢_me•ts in the e•gul•r distri_utSem •f terrestrial r•diutiem for various
pressure-modulator cell w_re a wovable piston, a diepbrodjm, end meteorological emJ _eegrlq_tic regimes, emd 13) t• c•rreI•te
• _etic drive ceil. The detector •ssmly consisted •f • me•surtments m• using identic•l bet lmdept_de•t channels
fl•ld lens• • co•de•sing light pips, end • pl*roelectrlc fluke calibrated to the slme ste_Jsrd. Ihcaml•S solar radiation from -_
beleaeter. Each radiometer bid • field of vir_ that lass 20 des 0.2 to SO m_crqmeters tms mo_mally me•Stored in 10 spectral
tmale-om9le across the cpacecroft*s line ef flight and 40 des intervals as the satellite orbited ever the Anto-ctic, lust _.
_ltele-e_le parallel te the line of flisht. The derived before it started its northward trip en the daYllpbt side of
temperature valves were within 2 des K et 65 I_ end about 0.2 the earth. Terrestrial rodistioa measure•eats t_era tube•
des K _er SO kl with • vertical resolution ef 10 km. For • continuously im the 0.2- to _-mJcremeter, 0.7- to 3-micrometer,
mere detailed description, see Section 8 in _Tbe Nimbus 6 and 4- te 50-_tcrmter lntervelSo l_e aeesureaents were token
User's G_I_e" (1RF B25261), available from NS_C. The in two ms. Four channels, usias fixed _de-angle optics /_
imstrml_nt performed satisfactorily. (135.3-dag field ef view), meesored the tots1 evtseih9
radiatio• _ntegratod ever the entire disk of the earth. The
-- NI_JS 6, JULIa._ Second set of measureneots _ms o_tained fr_ eisht /
hl_h_reselutl•• asrr_sr_a•Sle sc•nni•M channels thut w_•sured "_
INVESTIGATION NAPE- TROPICAL NIHD ENE]qb'Y COk_[RSION AND the terrestrial radiation esmnatins from • relatively sluiXl ._
REFERENCE LEVEL (TIdERI._) are• over a range of zenith end 8ZimJth Orioles. The :
multichennel radiometer eupleyed • bl-_xlel scanning mechlmisa
NSS_C lib- 7S-1_IA-0I INV[STIGAT|k_ PROGRAM tdl;ch co•bled measurements to be _btained from the forward ._
CODE FF, APPLICATIONS horizon to the oft horizon In • 64- iatervel. Each exls ofthe scannins wechanism contained fom shortt_lve channels (0.2 _
INVESTIGATION DI_IPLIN[($) te 4.0 micre_eter•) sad four )on_rove channels (4.0 to 59NE_ micrometers) With • O.lS-- by 5.1_-deg field of view. The
channels were erie•ted in • diractio••l fmn to cover 20 den to _
PDtSONN[L each side of the orbital plane. The 6_-s scan period allowed
PI - P. JULIAN NATL CTR F_t ATNDS RiP _h eree to be measured from up te 17 different o•sles as the
Ol - M.M. KELLGG6 NATL CTR FOR ATI_ _ spacecraft passed overhead. For • more detailed description, _;
Ol - V.E. SUOHI U OF MISCONS|N cue Section 6 la _Tha Nlld_us 6 User's 8_ide" [TRF B232613.
Ol - C.R. LAUGHLIN NASA-GSFC avatlabl• from HS_X_. & similar instrument tms flmm on Nimbus
OI - R,L. TALLEY $IGHA DATA $_tV CCItP 7 later. The solar end wide-ensla channels operated
Ol - N.h. BNdDEEN MASA-_SFC SUCCeSSf•lly and provided seed quality dote. The scanning _
Oi - C.[. COTE _ chan•el• developed mcbenlcel scan problems in Ausust 1_75 and _
operated emly In the nadir pesitie• after Narch 1976. Data ._
BRIEF DESCRIPTION prc¢ossla$ hid been delaYed duo te lock of funding. -
The gaols of the Nilus 6 Tropical 14_nd Energy Conversion
A_d Reference Level Experiment (TIf.RL_) mere closely cs•e¢lcted _ NINBUS 6, IqCCULLO_i
With the ebCactives of the Global Atmospheric Res•mrch PTegrm
(GARP) and Included (l) measuring upper atmospheric winds in ]I_R_.TIDATION N/dd_- _g_RATUR_/HUHIDITY INFRARED DIONEI_
the troPics, (2) study_m9 tbe relative sir nmUen along (THIR)
In,boric surfeccs to determine the rote of conversion of _'_
atmospheric Potential energy Sate kinetic oner_, lad iS) HSSDC ID- 7S-0S2A-12 INV_STIGATIV_ PRGGRN4 _,_
preeiding direct meosurellents ef various mteor•lesical (X_E E_, APPLICATIONS ,_
parameters that seroed as reference points in edCusting
indirect tmaretore seuedings Nde fre_ satellites. The |N_ESTIGATI(_N DI$CIPLIHE(S}
experiment consisted of two basic cmmonentst (11 epprex._nately HEIT.GROLQGY _.
300 constant-local meteereleslcal balloons to Yield ;_
measwmnts ef winds, temereture, and pressorc ia the tropics PERSONNEL {
ml st southern heuisphere nldlstitudes at lie ab iobout PI - A.N. 14CCULL(X_ _ ,
l|.k-lm altitude), sad (2) the N_nbus • r:;_m access _.
measurements eYst_ln (RAMS) to provide data colle_tioe ILqd ERIE]= INSCRIPTION
lo¢otioa determinations from the balloons. T_e 3.S-m-41am_ter The Nimbus • Tmerature-HumSdity Infrared Rodimter
pelpester-lwlor bellelm• were equipped with • (THIR) datcctad emitted thermal radiation in beth the 1O.S- te
t rensmi t ter_oscllletcr, solar peter cmmly, 12.S-mdcremeter resien lIR winded*} and the 6.S- te '_
digitizer/ooduletor, end sensors. The sensors consisted of a 7.0-micreeeter resign (_star vapor). The _lndew cho_nal
rmlSe altimeter having Im eccorecY of better than plus er minus preeidad an lmaht ef cloud cooer omd temperatures of the cloud
29 m, • baud tbermlstor meniterSn9 the ambient air telmeroture top•, ll_d, and ocean surface•. The ether channel mopped the '"
to Im accuracy of O.S des C. Imd • Pressure ec•ser ueusurlng water vapor distribution lm the upper troposphere and the ,_
the ISO-mb fliSht altitude te am accuracy ef O.S rob. & stratosphere. The around resolution st _dir tms 8.2 km for
mednetic cutdetm device w_s used to eliminate a_Y accidental the wlmdeu the•me1 end 22.S Jm for tbc water oepor theme1.
oeerfllghts into rcpiehs ef the Northern He•lap•ere north ef 20 Beth ¢hanncls presided daY end night hlebml coverage. Sensory _"
des N latitude. The RNG merely detected ouch balloon signal dots from those two chlnaels wart used Primarily to lUPpcrt [.1401.2 Ndz) and extracted the carrier frequeacy, balloon ether _dre sophisticated meteerelogScel experiments onbecrd
ldenUficutiou, mid s•usor data, Thin Onfermmtlen, clans with Nimbus 6. The lmstrtmont consisted of • 12.7-m CoSSCSrolh _.
t
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eyotem and eoenn|np mirror caiman to both cheneele, • boll _ N|MeiJ_ 6, N|LHEITJ JR.
spl|ttorr filters, end two lePmefllml-imlarsed thermistor
bolo_ters. In contrast to TV. no tioga was formed w=thln the %HVE3T=GAT:ONNA/C- ELECTR%CALLY SCANN%NGH:CRONAVE
rediomoter. %no•martS radiant eneray _s collected by • fl•t RADIOMETER (E$11t)
sconnlnp mirror tnclSnod eL 45 dab to tho optical •aSs. Tho
mirror rotated threuph 569 des at A8 rpm and scanned |n • plane _ ID- 75-952A-05 |NVEST%GATIVE PROGRAN
normal to tha spacecraft velocity. Tho onersy was then focused CODE EI_, APPL%CATZONS
on a dichromatic boom splitter which dlvidad the eneray
spectrelly and spatially into the two channels. Both channels |NVESTZGAT%0N DISCIPLINE(S)
of tho THIR sensor trensfornod tho rocolved radiation into HETEOR(X.OGY
electric outputs (volt•Sea), which ware recorded on mepnettc C_APHY
tape for oubsequent playback to s ground ecqu$oition atotion.
For more detailed information, sea Section 2 In "The Nimbus 6 PERSONNEL
User's G_Jds" (TRF S232611. Dally world mantises of the THIR P! - T.T. NILHEIT. JR. I_kSA-fSFC
were presented in "Tha Nimbus 6 Data Catalan" (TRF 26751). 01 - A.T. EIX)ERTC_4 AEROJET ELECTR0_YSTEHS
both docuaonts ore available fromNSSI)C. A samllor ihstromont
WO0 flown on Nimbus 4, S end 7. IRIEF DESCRIPT|0N
The Nimbus 6 Eloctrically •carmine HlcPowevo Radiometer
--_ NIP(BUS 6, SHITH (E_IR) measured the earth's microwave emission tO provide the
11qUid water content of clouds, the distribution and v0rlotlon
ZHVE3TZGAT%ON NAHE- HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIATION Of oil 1O0 cover, end sross characteristics of 1sad surfecos
SOUN_ (HIRS) (vosot|t|on. sol1 moloture, and snow cover). The two-chnnnol
sconnin$ rodiomoter operated In • 2S0-Hltz bend centered at 37
NSSDC 11)- 7S-0S2A-0Z INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH Gl_. Ono chonnol ass used to mlasura the vertical polarization
CODE F_, APPLZCATZO_ and the other measured the horlzont|l polertz|tlon. The
antenna beam array, • 90- by 20- bY |2-Cm box-llko structure,
]NVESTIGAT%ON D%SCIPLIHEIS) was mounted on top of the spacecraft sensory rln9 and woo
HETECROLOGY pointed tn tho direction of the eplcocroft'o forward motion und
tilted down 45 des from the satellite antenna IxSs. The
PERSON_ antenna beam scanned the earth in 71 dlscreta steps for various
Pl - M.L. SHITH NOAA-NESD%S anslas axtandln9 up to 55 dam on elthor side of tho orbital
OI - A.N. HCCULLOCH NASA-GSFC plane. Tho deduced brlahtnoss temperatures wore expected to be
OI - H. JACOBONITZ HOAA-NESDZ$ n¢curato to within 3-5 dip K. Spetlol rosolution was 20 km In
0I - 1. RUFF N(_HESDIS the cross-track direction and 45 km in the direction parallel
to the subpolflt track. For I more detellad description, sea
_RIEF DESCRIPT|0N Section S of "The Nlmbus 6 U:er's Guide" (TRF BZ326|),
The NlmbuO 6 Hlsh Reeolutlon Infrared Radiation Sounder •viOlable from HSSDC. The ESHR performance was satisfactory
(H[RS) supported the GARp data test set by provtdlh9 vertical until September IS, 1976, when the horizontal channel output
temperature profiles twl¢o dolly on o global basis, extondln9 was zero due to • failure of the Ferrlte-Dlcka switch.
Up to aPprOximately 40 km, and information on the water vapor Salocted ESHR lmeDes were presented In "The Nlmbus 6 Data
distribution th the tropospherl. The HIRS measured radiances Catalos" ITRF 826751). oleo available from NSSDC,
Primarily In alva spoctrsl raslons; (1) seven channels near the
IS-micrometer C02 absorption bind, (2) tWO channels (11.i and ammauaaamamwsnnanaammsmmsmlm HINGUS 7mmllililslinsmmawilaeilual
3.7 micrometers) In the IR window. ($) two che_nels (8.2 and
6.7 micrometers) in the water vapor absorption band, (4) five
¢honnols In the 4.a-micrometer bend, snd (5) one chinnol In tho SPACECRAFT COHHON NAHE- NIHBUS 7
Vlslbla 0.69-mJcromatcr resion. The sounder conslstsd of I ALTERNATE NAHE_- |1080, NIHBLEv'G
Cosseproln tolescopa, scanntn_ mirror, dichromatic beam
splitter, flltar wheel, chopper, end associated electronics. NSSDC ID- 78-0_1_A
The HIRS scanned the earth's surface tn I plant normal to the
SPICICrIft's Orbitll pith with I maximum scan aflSll of SO do9 LAUNCH DATE- |0/24/?8 HEIGHT- 852. KG
to either side of nadir to provtd¢ data with l Splttll LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES
resolution of 25 km. For I more detailed doscrtptiono see LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
Section 3 In "The Nimbus 6 User's Guido" (TRF 923261).
available from NSSDC. The Instrument was turned off aS m SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
precautionary move )n HOy 27, 1976. when the fllter chopper UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
motor fallad. Selected HIRS lilaCS were presented In "The _l_
Nimbus 6 Data Carol•s" (TRF B26731), avail•b1• from HSSDC. INITIAL _BIT PARAHETERS i: 0emIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- |0/2§/78
---- NZHBUS 6, aTAELIN C,RB%T PERIOD- 106.0 HIN %NCLINAT]CId- 99.5 IXEG
PERIAFSIS- 958. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 955. KH ALT _
! INVESTIGATIOH NAHE- $CA_ING HICROHAVE SPECTROHETER (_,N41) ,_
PERSONNEL
NSSOC ID- 75-052A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PH - C.H. HACKEHZIE N_SA-GSFC _"
CODE EE, APPLICATIONS PS - A.J. FLEIG NASA-GSPC |iNVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTIONHETEOROLOGY The Nimbus 7 research-end-development smtalTlts served asI stabilized, oerth-orlontod platform for the testlns of
PERSONNEl. advanced systems fop sensIfl9 and collocttn9 data In the
PI - D.H. STAELIN NASS INST OF TECH pollution, o¢sonosrophtc and meteoroloslcnl disciplines. The
OI - F.T. 8ARATH HASA-JPL pollr-orbttln9 spacecraft consisted of three me]or structurlsz !
0| - A.H. BARRETT HASP INST OF TECH (1) m hollow taros-shaped sensor mount. (2) solar piddles, and
Ol - N.B. LEHOIR NASA-JSC (3) o control houslnp unit that was connected to the sensor _"
O! - H. PHILLIPS NASa INST OF TECH mount by • tripod truss structure. Conftsured somewhat 11ke In
orion buoy. Nimbus 7 WlS nearly $.04 m till, 1.52 m In dllmltlrBRIEF DESCRIPTION et the base. end about $.96 m wtdo with solar paddles extended.
The Nimbus 6 Scanning Hlcrowlvl Spactrometor ISCAH$) was The sensor mount thee formed the satellite base housed the
desisned to mIp tropospheric temperature profiles, water vapor elqctronlcl equipment and battery modules. The lower surface
abundance, and cloud water content to be used for Weather of the torus provided mouhtinp spice for sensors end antennas.
prediction oven In the presence of clouds, which block A box-bell structure mounted within the center of the titus /
Conventional satellite Infrared sensors. The instrument was In provided support for the llrslr sensor experiments. Haunted on _,
advmncemont of the Nlmbus E mitt•way• spectrometer (NEHS) on tho control housin9 unit, which was located on top of the
Nimbus S. The SCAHS continuously monitored emitted microwave apecocrsft, were sun mohairs, horizon ecannere, end I co_ond
radiation It frequencloe of 22.255, 31.65, 52.85, 55.85 and antenna. The spacecraft spln axis was pointed it the earth.
SS._S GHz. The throe channels heir the 5.0-ma oxysen An advanced attitude-control system permitted the spacecraft's
absorption bend were used primarily to deduce atmospheric orientation to he controlled to within plus or minus I dis In
temperature Profiles. The two channels near 10 _ permitted •21 three axes (pitch, ro11, end yew). Eight oxporImonts wire
water vapor end cloud water cant•nO ovlr cllm ocflns to hi selected: (1) limb Infrared monitoring of the stratosphere
ostimotad separately, lho lnstrumont, m Dloke-superhoterodyno (L|HS), (2) strotoopheric lad mosophorlc sounder (SAHS), ($)
tYpI, scanned plum Or mlnuo 4S de9 normil to th0 urbttll plane colstol-zone ¢olor sclnner (CZC$), (4) otrltOaphiric lirOlOl
with a ]O-d0s field of vlow. The three nxyaen chennols shared moasuremont %! (SAM |%), (5) earth radiation budder (ORB). (6) i
common slDnol end reference intlhnll. Both Mltlr uepor sconnln$ multlchennol mtcrowlvl rodiometor (_), (7) miler
chennlls hod tholr own llDnlls Ind reference Intonnlo. The heckOClttlr UV end totll Ozone mlppln$ spectrometor
iblolutl rms iccurlcy of the OXYlIh chenhlie MII better than 2 (SBUV/T01_), lad (8) tlmparlture-humidlty lnfrerod rldlOmltlr
de9 KInd this of the WltOP vapor channels better thin | do9 K. (THIR). Thlsl SlnSOrl Mlrl capable of obstrvln9 klVlrll
The dynamic re•de for eli charm•Is was O-400 den K. The 9round parameters It lad below the mosospherlo levels. HoPe dot•Ill
rosolutlon woo •pproxlmltely 14S km neap nadtr and 330 km at con bo Found In "The Nlmbus 7 Users' Guldo u (TRF B$004S),
the scan limit. For • more detolled doserlptlon, see Sqctlon 4 •volleble from NSSDC,
in "The Nimbus 6 User's Guide" (TRF _252&1), Ivllllblo from
N_DC. Th0 lnskrumont ¢oased functlonln$ on Hey 11, 1976, duo
to $0_1n9 •f the scan mech•nlem. Sole©tad _,AHS lmlpel vePe
brlllnted In "Tho Nimbus 6 Dial CltllOl" ITRF B2671|), ale•
• yell•b1• from NSSDC.
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-- NIM_U_ ?, GLOF..RSE_ Ebert-Festio spectrometer wlth e fixed sretlng and en _rrev of
exit slits. Tee TONS step-scanned across the orbital track 51
|NVESTIGATIOH NAHE- SCAk_INO HULTISPECTRAL MICRONAVE dot from the nadir t,1 3-des steps with en FOV of approximately
RADIOMETER (SHHR) 0.052 red. At eoch eoan POSition, the earth radiance woe
monitored at six wevelonsths between 0.51 end 0.58 micrometer
NSS_ I_- 78-098A-08 |NVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH ($125 end 5800 A) to infer the tote1 ozone amount. The
CODE BE/CO-OP. APPLICATXON3 s!pnaZ-to-nolse retto of the SBUV wqs procter than S.ES. The ._
TOMS slsnaZ-to-noise title was are|tar then 1.85. For s more
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) detailed delcriptlon, see Sect!on 7 In "The Nimbus 7 Users'
NETEOROLCGY Guide" (TRF 8500451. avolleble from NSSDC.
OCEANOGRAPHY
.... NIHBUS 7, HOVI$
PERS4:X,t,EL
TL - P. GLO[R$EN NASA-GSFC INVESTIOATICW NA_- COASTAL ZONE COLOR SCAHHER (CZC$)
TM - R.O. RAHSEIR SURVEILLANCE SAT PROJ
TH - D.H. STA[LIN HASP INST OF TECH NSSDC ID- 78-098A-00 INVESTIGATIVE PRO_RAH _..
TN - N.J. CAHPB_LL US GEOLOOICAL SURVEY CODE E[. APPLICATIONS
TH - D.B. ROSS N_A-ERL
TM - P. GUDHAN$EN TECH U OF I_HHARK INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TH- F.T. DARATH NASA-JPL OCEANOGRAPHY
TH - T.T. NILHEIT. JR. NASA-GSFC EARTH RESOL_CES sURVEY _
TN - J.C. ALISHOUSE I_0AA-NESDIS 3
TM - D.J. CAVAL|ERI NASA-GSFC PER$ON_I_L lTN - A. CHANG NASA-GSFC TL - N.A. HOVIS NOAA-NESDISTM - O.N. JOHANNESSEN US NAVAL POST GRAD SCH TM - C.S. YENTSCH BIGELON LAB OCEAN SCI
TM - K. KATSARO$ U OF NASHINGTON TH - D. CLARK NOAA-NESDIS _
TM - K. KUNZI U OF BERNE TN - J.R. APEL APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
TN - E. LANGHAH RADARSAT PROJ OFFICE TH - S.Z. EL-SA_ED TEXAS A_M
TH - E.P.L.NINDSOR BRITISH AIR CORP, LTD TH - H.R. GORDON NOAA-PHEL
TM - R.C. MRIGLEY NASA-ARC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION TN - F.P. ANDERSON NATL RES INST OCEANOL
The primary purpose of the $Clnnlns Multichsnnel TH - R. AUSTIN SCRIPPS INST OCEANOGR "
Hlcroweve Radiometer (CHNR) usa to obtain lee surface TH - E. BAKER NOAA-PH£L
temperlture and nesr-surflc_ wlndl under all-weather conditions TH - J. NUELLER US NAVAL POST GRAD SCH
for developln$ end teatime slobeZ ocean cIrcuZstion models end TN - B. $TURH EUROPE JCR
other aspects of oceeo dynamics. Minds, wiser vapor.
11quid-water content, wean cloud droplet slzeo fateful1 rate BRIEF DESCRIPTION '_
end see ice parameters were also determined. Mtcrowoue The Coasts1 Zone Color Scanner Experiment CCZCS) ell
b¢lshtness temperatures were o_served with e 10-channel dosipned to lap chlorophyll concentration In water, sodlment
(flve-frequencv duoZ poZarlzed) sconnln9 radiometer operatlns distribution, pelbstoffo concentrltlons Itllorsl sallnltyat frequencies of $7, 21, ]8. 10.69. end 6.6 GHz. Slx Indicator, and temperature of COOltal W snd ocesn
Dtcke-tYpe radiometers were utilized. Thole operstins It the currents. Reflected Iolor enorpy wee measured tn six choonels
four longest wevelo_9ths leisured alternate polarizations to lense color caused hy absorption due to chlorophyZ1,
durlns successive scans of the antenna; the others operated sediments, ind selbstoffo in cuisse1 wetera. Spectre1 bands It
continuously for each polarization. The antenna Was • 0.4_$ led 0.670 micrometers centered on the most tn_ense
parabolic refleotor offset from the nadir bY _2 dog. Notion of absorption bends Of chlorophyll, while the bane st 0.550
the antenna rofZector provided observottuns from withln I micrometers centered on the "hlnpe point," thr wsveZenpth of
cunlcel volume Ilon9 the around track of the spacecraft. The minimum c_sorptlon. Rstlol of measured /notates in these
semi Instrument was fZown on SEASAT I. For _ complete thermals were shown to closely patella1 surface chZorophylZ
description, see Sectton 8 In "The Nimbus 7 Users* Guide" (TRF concentrations. Dsts from the scennln$ radiometer were
8500_51, svslloble from _SOC. processed, with ol$orithms deveZoped from the field experiment
dots. to produce maps of chlorophyll absorption. The
..... NIHBUS ?. FEATH temperatures of relieS1 waters end ocean currents were measured
In a spectre1 band centered It 11.5 micrometers, Observetlonl
|NV[STIGATION NA_- SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET/TOTAL were made else in two other spectral bands. 0.520 micrometers
l OZONE NAPPING SPECTROH_TER (SBUV/TOHS) for chlorophyll correlation end 0.750 micrometers for surface
visitation. To evold sun sZJnt, the sclnner mirror was tilted
NSS[X_ I_- 78-098A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH about the sensor pitch exls on command so thlt the line Cf
CODE _J[/CO-OP. APPLICATI0_4_ stpht of the sensor wee moved in 2-des Increments Up to 20 des
Wlth respect to the nodlr. The scon w_dth was 1556 km centered
IK_ESTIGATION DIS_IPLIk_(S} on nadir end the around reiolutlon was 0.825 km _t nedlr. For
METEOROLOGY • more detailed description, nee Sectlon 2 an "The Nimbus 7
UPPER ATHOSPHERE RESEARCH Users' Guide" (TRF 8500151, available from NSSDC. Date Ire
erchived it SDSD. Slnc_ mld-198_, the Instrument experienced
PERt_I_I_ occasions1 start-up probZems. It was finaZ1v turned Off In
TL - D.F. HEATH NASA-GSFC December 1986.
114 - C.L. NATEER ENVIPCK_ENT CANADA
TN- A.D. BELHONT CONTROL DATA caRP .... NIMBU_ 7. KYLE- ...............................
TM- A.J. MILLER NOAA-I_B4C
TN - A.E.S.GREEN U OF FLORIDA INVESTIGATIOH NAJ_- EARTH RADIATION _.,.DGET (ERE)
TM - D,M. CUI_OLD GEORGIA INST OF TECH
TM - N.L. IMItOF LOCKF_ED PALO ALTO NSSDC ID- 78-098A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
T14 - A.J. _RUEGER HASA-GSFC CODE EE. APPLICATIONS
114 - P.K. BFL_RTIA SYST $ APPL SCI CGRP
TN - A.J. FLEIG NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLIH_(S)
TM - V.G. KAVEESHNAR SYST • APPL SOl CORP HETEOROLOGY
TM - K.F. KLEHK SYST S APPL _CI CORP ATHOSPHERIC PHYSICS
TM - R. MCPETERS NASA-GSFC
TM - H.N. PARK SYST S APPL SCI CORP PERSONNEL
TL - H.L. KYLE NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION TL - H. JACOBO_ITZ NOAA-)_SDI$
The objectives of the Solar Dackscatter Ultraulolet and TH - T.H. VOHDERHAAR CC£ORADO STATE U
Tire1 Ozone Mapplns Spectrometer (SBUV/TOHS) were to determine 114 - F.B. HOLED DREXEL U
the vertical distribution of ozone, map the tote1 ozone TH - K.L. COULSON U OF CALIF, DAVIS
content, and monltor the ln©ldent solar 31trmvlolet (UVl TN - J.R. hICKEY EPPLEY LAB, IN(:
trradianco end ultraviolet radiation backscmttered from the TM - L.L. STOk_ HOAA-HESDIS
earth. The SBUV constlted of a double Ebert-Festle TM - A.P. INGERSOLL CALIF IHST OF TECH
Ipeetromotar and e filter photometer similar to the BLN on TH - G.L. SMITH NASA-LARC
Nimbus 4. The SBUV spectrometer leisured solar UV TM - A. ARKING NASk-GSFC
Plcklcattared by the earth's atmosphere at 12 wpvelensths TM - G. CAMPBELL COLORADO STATE U
between 0.28 and 0.$_ micrometer, with m spectral bpndpaes of TH - R. HASCttHOFF OUt.TON INdUSTRIES,INC.
0.001 micrometer. The instrument's field of vlaw (FOV) of 0.20
red was dtrected It nadir. Both channels ella viewed the sun BRIEF DESCRIPTION
for calibration throuph the use of a dtffusar plots deployed The obiective ef the Earth Radiation B_._ot (ERB)
,air the terminator. The contribution functions for the eipht experiment, e continuation of Nimbus i ERB, was to determine,
shortest wevalensths were centered at levels Pimples from 55 to ever I period of e yllr, the earth radiaL;on Pudset on both
2_ km and were used to infer the vertical ozone profile. The oynoptl¢ and planetary scales by slmultsneoqs leelur:msnte of
four lonpast wevelen|the hid contribution functions tn the lncomlnP solar radiation and outso_n$ carth-reflautod
troposphere which were used to compute the total ozone llQUnt. (shortwave) end omitted (1unaware) radioS|on. Both (11 fixed
The SBW spectrometer had • second mode of operation that wide-InDia ssmpllns of terrestrial flu_es ot the satellite
allowed I ¢ontlnuoua spectre1 scuff from 0.Is to 0.4 micrometer eXtltude end (2) scanned nerrow-an|le ao_Plinb of *he _e_i_0-
for detailed examination Of the extraterrestrial solar spectrum radii,ca components, were used to datorline oute,_n, fs_tetlu:,
and lta temporal variations. A parallel photaloter channel at (reflected and omitted). The _RB suhy'._,., co:,_tad of •
0.545 micrometer leisured the refZectivltY of the atmosphere's 22-channel radiometer ¢ontolnln| ¢,c..4_ e_bezscmbliol to
lOWer boundary lh the same B.21-rad FOV, The I_ was 8 stfl|le perform the roqulrod solar, _pr_flux (old} _|1C), and
O_ _OORQUALITY
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IlZgP I:EId:XIPT ION
TN eb$octJwe of tim Otr_tespl_r|o _w8 Nese_piNirJ_ ;_.'
Seqmd_ CM) m tt edl_ervo eldis|ee #rm the 15_ _ t_
otle0._IIdN'I tikre_i_ J2-¢l#mlcl prosi•ro-tutNIq|et•_" riNl|olmrt#ro |#
oriHIr to 44t_N tmlPorstw'e _xl rift|col ¢dmC_tTOtJLeeS
H20, N20, O114, CO. me4 NO In tie streteoP_m'g M4 mesesoI;dro.
hlswmatp of NIl _41 |, |fill red|Pc to 's sttlmptod by
_vim; the Oet_lor s_|ft of etmesp_r|¢ (llJSl_eit 111M8.
R_/st|_ from tiN; l|a_ of tote e_DOSc_ere tins i_i_ _ 8
tel0leiqPI ef ]_cll IINIrtiT•. IS frimt If _ t•lllee/_, •
plume litter _¢mmod the l|ai, _|lr_d IIPm for ••lib'ltt_l,
Ira4 v|eved the otnellmlrl eillimely te pit•On wc,rticol
-_ profiles. Tf_reo _lJec.o_t f!_1_ of _t_, o,.-'_ Z_ _y 2_ _':_
(cirre•Pimd|nt tl I#0 lull IW 11 J_ lit tile l|ll)), lectured mite I
f2el_-$dlJtt|ng _rrer _lc_ directed reiJltlml te ISx
II/tictero. Th• rune|•log d|vlO$Otl $•te •lllm_l• wl•
occlllell•llod t_mi_ IIItc_iic Ill Imlit*•Ti. 111ore were IOVII
PfieOUfl lIUll_r CIIII I_lll_ {Ill ¢lmtlll$tl (:0_, the
rlm_JnNr filZO, HO, _4_, _, 14120. PrieuKI in the •O11• could
he rifled e4t cmld h chgetl|ntJ tNl tomPlrltt_l If • Nll
co•tiller cf milcculm" IJ•vl mitorll'- ittl_l_d to 0_ Iq_.
The Ip0¢tr•_ eirwtors fur the HZO CNIIMeI wire 2.7
• _crellilters end 25 te 111 ml•rllet0rs. A11 Ither chmm•_• lly
within the tinge 4.1 t0 15 m|crmtors. Nltltt_ the tol_•lpl,
I chipper ImoratSn9 •t _ HI mllluld mosurlment of t_e
ItPirlto slllt•ll fro •11 dltocte/'•, eN It Z_I HI I_NI _ It
tho _ froql_l_y. Ctm_lrl•oe if toil• lt_l_ll• pirldttlld the
t_I{FI_I|O_ l_ II1 lllilI f r fill l_ttor flrlFtp loll• W_{JOIN I
Portlculer Ipll;_r•l Jnterv•l, IN fre_It If the clNIpl_lr, • i11
Pl•ch IDedY •t _nmm tlm_orctlr• clmld he _ntrldlcgll for
cllJiritlon, _ .'utl I_lllrllNnt of tlte itlmspllerl• pill•Ilk'•
It the levi1 beOnp vtU_llell ill IIItoinid frlm the twt •lllallS
frlm O_O C02 •1111t_ol. Fit" • I_ro Purl|lid dllcrlpt_ell, lop
$cct|0fl 6 IN _hl NI Idlll 7 U_lrl" ikAldlr _ (_rl__ _}_
1
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NOAA (I-S)/ITOS PROGRAM
The ImprovedTIROS OperationalSatellite (rros) representeda second generation of operational
satdStes. AswithmeTOSsystemitrep_c_ _e NOAA/rrOSseries_
satellitesbuiltandlaughedinthe 197ffsbyNASA,butoperatedandfinancedbyNOAA.
Each NOAA/ITOS _ was launched into a circular, near-polar,sun-synchronons orbit.
Nominal s_ altitude was 1450 km with an inclimfion of 102 deft
All NOAA/ITOS spacecraft were three-axis stabilized. The initial versioq, TIROS-M (rIOS I after
launch), and the ITOS-A (NOAA 1 afterlamgh) were each fitted with dualAutomatk
T_ (_d_') andAdva_l V'_ Camera system (AVCS) _, therebye"hminating _
the need for two spacecraft to operate simulumeously in otJoitas in the case of the TOS system.
Each spacecraftalso carrieda Scanning Radiongter (SR) and a Flat PlateRadiometer (FPR)
system, giving them both high- andlow-tesolutioo _ imaging capability. The two-channel
SR had.both daytime and nighttime capability andcould either readout datadirealy to a ground
receiving stationor store the informationon magnetic tape for subsequent _ depending
on whether the satellite was within or beyond ¢otmmmicafion range of the station.
Four mo_ spa_'ra_ were included in the series: 1TOS-D (laterNOAA 2), lannched in October
1972, and ITOS-E through43 (laterNOAA 3 through5). All the satellites carried a modified dual
insmunent payload thatincluded _ SR, a Ve_ High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR), anda
Vertit:alTemperature Profile Radimnet_ (VTPR). These improved spacecraft replacedTV cameras
with radi_ for earth-cloud imagery. The SR was identical to that flown _y on the
TIROS series. The two-channel VHRRoperated in a.cimilarmanner to the SRbut with a much
betterresolution. "['he_ was designed to takeradiation _ around the globe that
permitted the _ of vertical _ lXofiles over selected points every 12 11.These
radiongters provided, for the first time, nighttime monitoring of the earth-_ system.
The resolution of the SR was 4 km in the visible and IR at nadir, while the VHRR incotptratcd in
the latermodels had a resolution ofabout I kmin the visible andIRchannels, and 4 km in the
water v_,_uorchamw_ The fooqxim oftbe VTPR was approximately 50 by 50 kin.
The NOAA/ITOS _ was subsequently replaced by a thirdand fourthgeneration of ngtecm_
logical satellites. Tlgir descriptions can be found mtd_ "NOAA (6, 7, D_[1RO_N Ptogxam" and
"NOAA (8-10, H-I)/ATN Program,"ncspectively.
t
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*********************************** 1, NOAA *********************************
Spacecraft Name - ITOS 1, NOAA 1-5
SIC Alternate NSSDC Launch Inc. Perig. Apog. Pd.
Name ID Date ((leg) (kin) (km) (rain)
ITOS 1 TIROS-M 70-008A 01/23/70 102.0 1432 1478 115.0
NOAA 1 1TOS-A 70-106A 12/11/70 101.9 1422 1472 114.8
NOAA 2 1TOS-D 72-082A 10/15/72 101.8 1448 1453 114.9
NOAA 3 ITOS-F 73-086A 11/I)6/73 102.1 1500 1509 116.1
NOAA 4 1TOS-G 74-089A 11/15/'74 101.7 1443 1457 1t4.9
NOAA 5 ITOS-H 76-077A 07/29/76 102.1 1502 1520 116.2
S/C PM PS
ITOS 1, NOAA 1 W.W. Jones (NLA) I.L. Goldberg
NASA/GSFC NASA/GSFC
NOAA 2, 3 S. Weiland (Retired) I.L. Goldberg
NASA/GSFC NASAJGSFC
NOAA 4, 5 G.A. Branchflower (NLA) I.L. Goldberg
NASA/GSFC NAS AJGSFC
A. Butera
NOAA/NESDIS
S. Weiland (Retired)
NASA/GSFC
Brief Description
The primary objective of the ITOS 1/NOAA 1-5 three-axis stabilized, sun-synchronous meteoro-
logical satellites was to provide improved operational infrared and visual observations of earth
cloud cover, surface/cloud top temperatures, and global atmospheric temperature soundings for
weather analysis and forecasting. The secondary objective was to provide solar proton flux data
on a _gular daily basis. ITOS I and NOAA 1 each had five experiments: (1) Advanced Vidicon
Camera System (AVCS), (2) Automatic Picture Transmission (APT), (3) Scanning Radiotaeter
(SR), (4) Flat Plate Radiometer (FPR), and (5) Solar Proton Monitor (SPM). NOAA 2-5 were
redesigned to incorporate two instruments and tt, eliminate the APT and AVCS cameras as well as
the FPR. With the addition of the Very High Resolution Radiorneter (VHRR) and the Vertical
Temperature Profile Radiometer (VTPR), NOAA 2-5 entirely relied on scanning radiometers for
images and carded an operational instrument capable of obtaining vertical temperature profiles of
the atmosphere. The nearly cubical spacecraft measured 1 by I by 1.2 m. The spacecraft was
equipped with three curved solar panels that were folded during launch and deployed after orbit
was achieved. Each panel measured over 4.2 m in length when unfolded and was covered with
3420 solar cells, each measuring 2 by 2 cm. The attitude control system maintained desired space-
craft orientation through gyroscopic principles incorporated into the satellite design. Earth orienta-
tion of the satellite body was maintained by taking advantage of the precession induced from a
momentum flywheel so that the satellite body precession rate of one revolution 0er orbit provided
the desired "earth looking" attitude.
NO1-4
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...................................... 1TOS 1, NOAA 1-5, NESDIS Staff ..................................... '_,E *
Investigation Name - Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS)
Flownon-ITOS I,NOAA I
/,
NSSDC ID -70-008A-04,70-I06A-04 _i-
PI - NESDIS Staff NOAA/NESDIS ,:
Brief Description
t
The Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) was a redundant camera and tape recordercombi-
nation designed to record a series of wide-angle, high-resolution television pictures of the earth and
its cloud cover during daylight. The AVCS operated in three nxxles: record, playback, and direct
readout. The AVCS system was essentially the same as that used on all TOS/ESSA spacecraft
(ESSA 3, 5, 7, and 9). The two major elements of the system were (1) the camera sensor assem-
bly, which contained lens, shc*ter, gray scale calibrator, vidicon, deflection yoke, camera
electronics module, and power cncuits, and (2) a preamplifier for converting optical images into
electrical signals. The earth-oriented camera used a 108-deg wide-angle lens (5.7-ram length) with
an f/1.8 apertureand a 2.54-cm-diameter vidicon with 833 scmi lines. A video frame consisted of
0.25 s of blanked video, fol!owed by 6.25 s of vidicon scan video (833 lines), and a f'mal 0.25-s
period of blanked video. Eleven pictures were taken at 260-s intervals to cover the sunlit po:lion
of the earth (sun elevation greater than 15 deg). The tape recorder could be read out between
photographic cycles without losing a picture or interrupting a sequence. At nominal satellite
altitude (1,450 km), the AVCS pictures covered a 3000- by 300_km square with a ground
t resolution of about 3 km at nadir. There was a 50% picture overlap along the track to ensurecomplete coverage, The recor er could store up to 38 pictures (three orbits of d ta) in a ingle
start-stop operation. Data are available through SDSD.
....................................... ITOS 1, NOAA 1-5, NESDIS Staff-..................................
Investigation Name - Automatic Picture Transmission (APT)
Flown on - ITOS 1, NOAA 1
NSSDC ID - 70-008 A-05, 70-106A-05
PI - NESDIS S',aff NOAA/NESDIS
Brief Description
The Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) experiment was designed to amomancally take wide- ,
angle, slow-scan television pictures of the earth and its cloud cover during daylight. This experi-
ment consisted of two APT subsystems. The photographic operations of APT were ,.:,mtrolled by
program commands transmitted to the satellite by the comm_qd and data acquisition (CDA) sta-
tions. A complete APT picture sequence lasted approximately 46 rain, during which 11 pictures
were taken at 260-s intervals. These pictures were transmitted by 137.62-MI-Iz real-time transmit-
ters to APT-equipped ground stations w_thincommunication range of the satellites. The APT sub-
system was essentially the same as that used on the TOS/ESSA spacecraft (ESSA 1, 4, 6, and 8).
The major elements of the subsystem were the e,arncra sensor assembly, video amplifier, camera
electronics module, and power circuits. The earth-oriented camera used a 108-deg
t (5.7-ram focal length) aide-angle lens with a maximum aperture of f/1.8 and a 2.54-cm-diametervidicon with 600 scan lines. At the nominal satellite aldtudo of 1450 kin, each pictm_ covered
NO1-5 _:;.,,
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approxhmtcly 3140 km across timtrack and 2400 km along the track with a ground rcsolu6on of
about 3 km at nadir. There was an approximate 20% overlap between pictures along the track to
ensureconmlctcoverage.APT datawereintendedprimarilyforlocalopcrationa!usewithinan
AP'racquisitionstationa dgenerallyarenotavailablefordistribution.
ITOS i,NOAA I-5,NESDIS Staff
InvestigationName -ScanningRadiometer(SR)
Flown on - 1TOS 1, NOAA 1-5
NSSDC ID - 70-008A-03, 70-106A-03, 72-082A-02, 73-086A-02,
74--089A-02, 76-077A-03
PI - NESDIS Staff NOAA/NESDIS
Brief Description
i
TheScamningRadiomctex(SR)experimentconsistedoftwoscanningradiometers,adualproces-
sor,and two recorders. This subsystem permitted the determination of surface temperaturesof the
ground, the sea, or cloud tops viewed by file radiometers. The radiometer measured reflected
radiation from the earth-atmosphere system in the 0.52- to 0.73-micrometer band during the day
and emitted radiation from the earth and its atmosphere in the 10.5- to 12.5-micrometer band day
and night. The SR on NOAA 2 and 5 had an additional channel in the 0.50- to 0.94-micrometer
region. Unlike a camera, the SR did not take a picture but instead formed an image using a contin-
uously rotating mirror. The mirror scanned the earth's surface perpendicular to the satellite's
orbital path at a rate of 48 rpm. As ;he satellite progressed along its orbital path, each rotation of _
the mirror provided one scan line of picture. Radiation collected by the mirror was passed through
a beam splitterand spec' d filter to produce the desiaxl spectral separation. Up to two full orbits
; of data (145 rain) could be stored on magnetic tape for subsequent transmission (! 697.5 MHz) to
one of the two acquisition stations. The data could also be transr::.ittedin real time to local Auto-
matic Picture Transmission (APT) stations. Once the signal was received by the ground station, a
continuous picture was formed by using a facsimile recorder whose scan was in phase with the
sate'.lite's forward motion. At nominal spacecraft altitude (approximately 1450 kin), the radiometer
had a ground resolution of better than 4 km at nadir. The radiometer was capable of yielding radi-
ance temperature between 185 and 330 K to an accuracy of 4 and 1 K, respectively. Data from this
experiment are available throughSDSD.
ITOS 1, NOAA 1-5, NESDIS Staff .................................
Inw,stigafion Name - Very High-Resolution Radiometer (VHRR)
r
Flown on - NO._ 2-5 ':
NSSDC ID - _2-082A-03, 74-089A-03, 76-077A-01, 73-086A-03
PI- NESDIS Staff NOAA/NFSDIS
Brief Description !
The Very High-Resolution _diometer (VHRR) experiment was designed to continuously measure
surfacetcmpcraturesoftheearth,sea,andcloudtopsdayandnight.Thedataweretransmittedin
realtimetoHighRcsohfionPictureTransmission(HRPT)receivingstationsthroughouttheworld ,lib
for local weather forecg-'hg. In addition, 8 mill of data perorbit were programmed for storage in _ :
. NOI-6
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the satellites for later playback to cor,-anandanddataacquisition (CDA) stations. The experiment
included two radiometers, recorder, and associated electronics. The two-scanning a magnetic tape
channel VHRR operation was similar to that of the scanning radiometer (SR) but with much greater
resolution (0.9 km compared to 4 kin for the SR at nadir). One VHRR channel measured reflected
visual radiation from cloud tops in the spectral range of 0.6 to 0.7 micrometer. This provided
more contrast between the earth and clouds than the SR by reducing the effect of haze. The second
channel measured infrared radiation entitled from the earth, sea, and cloud tops in the 10.5- to
12.5-micrometer region. This spectral region permitted both daytime and nighttime radiance mea-
surements. The VII formed an image by using a scanning mirrortechnique similar to the SR
except that both radiometers operated simultaneously. As the satellite proceeded in its orbit, the
400-rpm revolving mirrors scanned the earth's surface 180 dcg out of phase (one mirror at a time)
and perpendicular to the orbit path. The visible and infrared datawere time-multiplexed so that the
scan of the infrared channel transmitted first, followed by the earthscan portion of the visible
channel. This process was repeated 400 times per minute (equivalent to the scan rate). If one
radiometer failed, the system was still capable of meastaJng both visible and infrared radiation
using only the remaining radiometer. Data from this experiment are presently maintained at SDSD.
ITOS 1, NOAA 1-5, NESDIS Staff-
Investigation Name - VerticalTempemmxeProfile Radiometer (VTPR)
Flown on - NOAA 2-5
NSSDC ID - 72-082A-04, 73-086A-04, 74-089A-04, 76-077A-02
PI - NESDIS Staff NOAA/NESDIS
Brief Description
This experiment consisted of two VerticalTemperature Profile Radiometer (VTPR) subsystems.
The VTPR sensed the radiance energy from atmospheric carbon dioxiae in six narrow spectral
regioas centered at 15.0, 14.8, 14.4, 14.1: 13.8, and 17,.4micrometers. The atmospheric total
water vapor content was determined from measurements centered at 18.7 micrometers.
Measurements were also taken in the 12.0-micrometer spectral region to determine surface/cloud
top temperatures. The VTPR consisted of an optical system, a detector and associated electronics,
and a scanning mirror. The scanning mirror looked at the earth's surface perpendicular to the
satellite orbital path. As each area was scanned, the optical system collected, filtered, and detected
the radiation .from the earth into the eight spectral intervals. The field of view contributing to one
profile was approximately 50 sq km at the ground. The radiometer operated continuously, taking
measurements over every part of the earth's surface twice a day. The data were recorded through-
out the orbit and played back on command when the satellite was within commum'cation range of a
command and acquisition station. Ground personnel used the data to compute temperature-
pressure profiles to altitudes as high as 30 kin. Data from this experiment are presently maintained
at SDSD.
II
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•1TOS 1, NOAA 1-5, Suomi. 1t
Investigation Name - Hat Hate Radiometer (FPR)
Flown on - ITOS 1, NOAA 1
NSSDC ID - 70-008A-02, 70-106A-02 i
IPI - V. E. Suomi U. of WisconsinBrief Description
The Hat Plate Radiometer (FPR) system was designed to provide a measurement of the global dis-
tribution of reflected solar and longwave radiation leaving the earth. The FPR system consisted of
four detectors, an analog-to-digital converter, and a tape recorder. The detectors had a hemispheric
field of four detectors, an analog-to-digital converter, view of 2 pi sr, and were mounted on the
s,,ellite baseplate facing the earth. The detectors used coated aluminum disks as a sensing element.
Two of the disks were white and responded only to infrared energy (7 to 30 micrometers) radiated
from the earth and its atmosphere. The other two disks were painted black and had a broader band
sensitivity (0.3 to 30 micrometers). Two disks (one of each type) had a thermistor bolometer _i
mounted on the back surface to measure the disk temper"dure. The other two disks used themao-
1
piles. A similar experiment was flown on ESSA 3, 5, 7, and 9. For a full description of the FPR
system, see "Studies in Atmospheric Energelics Based on Aerospace Probings, Annual Report -
1967," pp. 179,-189, Dept. of Meteorology, University of Wisconsin, March 1968.
S
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NOAA (6, 7, D)/TIROS-N1
\
NOAA (6, 7, D)tTIROS-N PROGRAM
The TIROS-N type space,craft were third-generation operational, polar-orbiting, meteorological
satellites for nse in the National Operational Environmental Satellite System to support the Global
Atmospheric Research Program (GAP,P). Originally, this program was planned for NOAA-A
through NOAA-G. Later, NOAA-E, -F, and -G (NOAA 8, 9, and 10 after launch, respectively),
and NOAA-H through -J were modified to compose an Advanced TIROS-N (ATN) series.
HROS-N and the three follow-on satellites (NOAA 6, 7, and -D) provided an economical and sta-
ble, sun-synchronous platform for advanced opera.tionalinsmunents to measure the earth atmo-
sphere, surface, cloud cover, and near space environment. The name "HROS-N refers to both the
general spacecraft type as well as the specific sixth satellite in the NOAA series. Considering ITOS
1 and TIROS-N, NOAA 6 was thus the eighth satellite in the NOA A series."
Unake the NOAA 1 through 5 that were flown one satellite at a time, all follow-on NOAA satellites
were maintained in orbits two at a time (at 90 dog apart) for increased coverage and redundancy.
Normally, one spacecraft would cross the equator at 7:30 a.m. local time in the descending node,
while the other would cross at 2:30 p.m. local time in the ascending node.
Each satellite was a modified USAF DMSP Block 5D spacecraft bus which carried the Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) to observe emitted and reflected radiation in visible
(0.55 to 0.9 micrometer), near IR (0.725 to 1.3 micrometers), and IR (10.5 to 11.5 micrometers,
3.55 te 2.93 -'Z'.2-.'2___m_et_r_)wavelengths. NOAA 7 had a fifth channel in the 11.5 to 12.5 microm-
eters range. From these observations made in a scani,h;g __,ru_de,global day and nighttime sea-
surface temperatures, ice, snow, and cloud-cover information can be derived. Spatial resolution of
1.1 km (high) or 4 km (low) w_ attained. Thermal resolution for the two IR channels was 0.12 K
at 300 K.
Also, each satellite carried a hybrid vertical tempem_.n,.n-eand humidity sounder known as the
"I_ROS Operational Ver'dcal Sounder (TOVS). This sounder was a composite of three instruments
observing reflected and emitted radiances in a total of 27 channels ranging from 3.7 to i
57.9 micrometers. The instraments were a 20-channel, high-resolution, iR spe_ia_,cter
(I-IIRS/2), a 3_channel Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU), and a 4-channel Microwave Sounding
Unit (MSU). From the observed radiances, temperature and humidity profiles from the ea._h's
surface up to the stratosphere (approximately 1 mb) were obtained. |
* For a complete listing of prelaunch and postlaunch equivalent spacecraft
names, see Table 14 appended to the TIROS program summary.
NO6-3
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Two additional packages were also on all TIROS-N type satellites: the Space Environment
,qp
Monitor (SEM) and the Data Collection System (DCS). The SEM was an extension of the so!at
proton monitoring experiment on the ITOS spacecraft series. The DCS was designed to receive
low-duty cycle transmissions of meteorological observations from fre_-floating balloons, ocean
buoys, other satellites, and fLxed,ground-based sensor platforms distributed around the globe.
TIROS-N was turned off in the spring of 1981 due to budget restraint. For the same reason,
NOAA-D was put into storage to be used as a backup for other spacecraft in this series. NOAA 7
was retired in June 1986 after 5 years of service, while NOAA 6 operated for 7 years until
January 1987.
i
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S/C Alternate NSSDC Launch Incl. Perig. Apog. Pd.
Name ID Date (deg) (km) (kin) (rain)
TIROS-N 78-096A 10/13/78 98.9 846 862 102 :
NOAA 6 NOAA-A 79-057A 06/27/79 98.7 833 844 101.5 !
NOAA 7 NOAA-C 81-059A 06/23/81 98.9 845 863 102
S/C PM PS
TIROS-N, NOAA 6 G.W. Longanecker A. Arking _i
NASA/GSFC NASA/GSFC i
J. Muller, Jr.
NASA/GSFC _
G. A. Branchflower (NLA)
NASA/GSFC ._
(
NOAA 7 G.W. Longanecker J. Susskind _
NASA/GSFC NASA/GSFC
G. A. Branchflower (NLA)
NASA/GSFC "
'_ Brief Description
i
i The TIROS-N/NOAA series was the third generation of operational polar-orbiting meteorological ,
' satellites for use iu the National Operational Environmental Satellite System (NOESS), which
supported the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) during 1978-84. The spacecraft ,i,
design provided an economical and stable sun-synchronous platform for advanced operational
instruments to be used in making measurements of the earth's almosphere, its surface and cloud _
cover, and the near-space environment. Primary sensors included an Advar.ced Very High i
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and a TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS). Secondary i_
experiments consisted of a space environment monitor (SEM) and a data collection system (DCS).
The NOAA 7 had an additional contamination monitor to obtain contamination sources, levels, and i,
effects for consideration on future spacecraft. The spacecraft was based upon the DMSP Block 5D
spacecraft bus developed for the U.S. Air Force, and was capable of maintaining an earth-pointing _"
acctu__cyof better than plus or minus 0.1 deg with a motion rate of less than 0.035 deg/s. For a _
more detailed description, see A. Schwalb, "The TIROS-N/NOAA A-G Satellite Series," NOAA
Tech. Mem. NESS 95, 1978.
r
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..................................... TIROS-N, NOAA 6-7, NESDIS Staff .................................. ::
Investigation Name - Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) !
Flown on - TIROS-N, NOAA 6-7 *:
NSSDC ID - 78-096A-01, 79-057A-01, 81-059A-01 _!
PI - NESDIS Staff NOAA/NESDIS ,"
OI - W. E. Shenk NASA/GSFC ,
Brief Description -4
The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) was a four- or five-channel scanning "_
radiometer capable of providing global daytime and nighttime sea-surface temperature and infor- _!_
marion about ice, snow, and clouds. These data were obtained on a daily basis for use in weather ._analysis and forecasting. On TIROS-N and NOAA 6, the radiometer measured emitted and :_
reflected radiation in the following spectral intervals: channel 1, 0.55 to 0.9 micrometer (visible); _
channel 2, 0.725 to 1.1 micrometers (near IR); channel 3, 3.55 to 3.93 micrometers (IR window);
a_d channel 4, 10.5 to 11.5 micrometers (IR window). The AVHRR on NOAA 7 had a fifth _
channel in the 11.5- to 12.5-micrometer (IR window) region. All channels had a spatial resolution ._'_
of 1.1 km at nadir, and the IR-window channels had a thermal resolution of 0.12 K at 300 K. The _
AVHRR was capable of operating in both real-rime or recorded modes. Direct readout data were _.
transmitted to ground stations of the Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) class at low resolution i_*
(4 km) and to ground stations of the High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT) class at high _.
resolution (1 km). Data recorded on board were available for processing in the NOAA Central _-
Computer Facility. They included global area coverage (GAC) data, with a resolution of 4 km, _t_ :_
and local area coverage (LAC) data that were from selected portions of each orbit with a l-km ._. i,
resolution. Archival data are available from SDSD. _
...................................... TIROS-N, NOAA 6-7, NESDIS Staff-................................ ;,,
Investigation Name - TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS)
Flown on - TIROS-N, NOAA 6-7
:de
NSSDC ID - 78-096A-02, 79-057A-02, 81-059A-02 _
PI - NESDIS Staff NOAA/NESDIS
?'
_!_:Brief Description
1"
The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) consisted of three instnm,ents designed to pro-
vide temperature and humidity profiles of the atmosphere from the surface to the stratosphere
(approximately 1 mb). The first instrument was the second version of the High Resolution
Infrared Spectrometer (HIRS/2). The HIRS was originally tested on board the Nimbus 6. The _-
HIRS/2 had 20 channels in the following specwal intervals: channels 1 through 5, the 15-micro- _
meter CO2 bands (15.0, 14.7, 15.4, 14.2, and 14.0 micrometers); channels 6 and 7, the 13.7- and i
13.4-micrometer CO2/H20 bands; channel 8, the 11.1-rnicrometer window region; channel 9, the
9.7-micromezer ozone band; channels 10, 11, and 12, the 6-micrometer water vapor bands (8.3, i
7.3, and 6.7 micrometers); channels 13 and 14, the 4.57- and 4.52..micrometer N20 bands;
channels 15 and 16, the 4.46- and 4.40-micrometer CO21N20 bands; channel 17, the
4.24-micrometer CO2 band; channels 18 and 19, the 4.0- and 3.7-micrometer window bands; _,
t
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and channel 20, the 0.7-micrometer window region. The HIRS/2 provided data for calculations :_
S of temperature profiles from the surface to 10 mb, watervapor content atthree levels of the
atmosphere, and total ozone content. The second instrument, the Stratospheric Sounding Unit
(SSU), was provided by the British Meteorological Office and was similar to the Pressure
Modulated Radiometer (PMR) flown on Nimbus 6. The SSU operated at three 15.0-micrometer
channels using selective absorption, passing the incoming radiation through three pressure v_
modulated cells containing CO2. The SSU provided temperature information in the stratosphere.
The third instrument, the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU), was similar to the Scanning Micro-
wave Spectrometer (SCAMS) flown on Nimbus 6. The MSU had one channel in the 50.31-GHz
window region and three channels in the 55-GHz oxygen band (53.73, 54.96, 57.95 GHz) to
obtain temperature profiles which were free of cloud interference. The instruments were cross- ._
course scanning devices utilizing a step scan to provide a traverse scan, while the orbital motion of
the satellite provided scanning in the orthogonal direction. The HIRS/2 had a field of view (FOV)
30 km in diameter at nadir, whereas the MSU had an FOV of 110 km in diameter. The HIRS/2 _
sampled 56 FOVs in each scan line about 2250 km wide, and the MSU sampled 11 FOVs along
the swath with the same width. Each SSU scan line had S FOVs with a width of 1500 km. For a
more detailed description, see W. L. Smith, "The TIROS-N Operational Vertical Sounder," Bull.
Am. Meteorol. Soc., v. 60, pp. 1177-1187, 1979. Archival data are available from SDSD.
1
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NOAA (8-10, H-J)/ATN
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S NOAA (8-10, H-J)/ATN PROGRAM
The Advanced TIROS-N (ATN) program is a modified version of the NOAA 6, 7,
and NOAA-D/TIROS-N series to add payload capacity without changing the basic environmental
mission of the original program. Additional satellites are being added to the initial program to _]
extend the lifetime of the program to the end of the decade. This series, sometimes referred to at
NSSDC as the NOAA-X series, includes NOAA-H, -I, and -J.
The spacecraft are similar to the NOAA 6, 7, and NOAA-D/TIROS-N series, with the exception
that the Equipment Support Module (ESM) is stretched 48 cm to allow integration of the new pay-
load. Each spacecraft includes the AVHRR, TOVS, DCS, and Search And Rescue (SAR)
systems. The sensor characteristics of TOVS and DCS are the same as those in the preceding
series; the AVHRR is a five-channel version. Both the SSU in the TOVS and the SEM are flown
on every other spacecraft only. The SAR can receive, process, and relay distress signals
transmitted by beacons carried by civilian aircraft and some classes of marine vessels. The SAR
program is a cooperative eftort of the U.S.A., Canada, France, and the U.S.S.R.
Both NOAA 9 and 10 carry an Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) to make high-latitude
observations. This is an eight-channel radiometer designed to measure the ene LY exchangeO
"_1_ between the earth-atmosphere system a_d space. The instrument consists of a five-channel non-
scanner package and a three-channel scanner package. The scanner package has four channels
pointing directly at the earth. Two channels observe the 0.2- to 5-micrometer earth/atmosphere
radiance, one at wide-angle (135 deg) and the other at medium-angle resolution (32 deg). The
other two channels, also one wide and one medium FOV, observe total radiance from 0.2 to
>50 micrometers. All four channels are designed primarily for nadir operation. The fifth channel
(0.2 to >50 micrometers), with an 18-deg FOV, provides a reference observation of the sun and
periodically measures the solar constant. The scanner package observes radiances in short wave
(0.2 to 5 micrometers), long wave (5 to >50 micrometers), and total radiance (0.2 to
>50 micrometers). Each channel makes cross-track scanning from horizon to horizon with a
3- by 4.5-deg FOV. This experiment is also flown concurrently on the the Earth Radiation Budget
Satellite (ERBS), which makes mid- and low-latitude observations. Starting with NOAA 9, a
Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet radiometer (SBUV/2) is carried on every afternoon-ascending
satellite. It is a nonscanning, nadir-viewing instrument designed to measure the xadiance in the
160- to 400-nanometer wavelength for determining the total ozone and the vertical distribution of
ozone in the earth's atmosphere and the solar irradiance. The SBUV was originally flown on the
Nimbus 7.
tB
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NOAA 8 suffered a premature failure after orbiting for only one year. Following an 11-month 1
maneuver by NASA/Goddard engineers, the spacecraft resumed operations for another 5 months
before a permanent shutdown in January 1986. :_
i
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************************************* **************************************
_l_ Spacecraft Name - NOAA 8-.10
S/C Alternate NSSDC Launch Incl. Perig. Apog. Pd.
Name ID Date (deg) (km) (kin) (min)
NOAA 8 NOAA-E 83-022A 03/28/83 98.8 806 829 101.2
NOAA 9 NOAA-F 84-123A 12/12/84 98.9 841 862 102
NOAA 10 NOAA-G 86-073A 09/17/86 98.7 807 826 101.2
S/C PM PS
NOAA 8-10 G.W. Longaneckei J. Susskind
NASA/GSFC NASA/GSFC
G. A. Branchflower (NLA)
NASA/GSFC
Brief Description
The advanced TIROS-N/NOAA series was the fourth generation of operational polar-orbiting
meteorological satellites for use in the National Operational Environmental Satellite System
(NOESS), which supported the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) during 1978-84.
The spacecraft design provided an economical and stable sun-synchronous p!afform for advanced
operational instruments to be used in making measurements of the earth's atmosphere, its surface
and cloud cover, and the near-space environment. Primary sensors included an Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and a TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS).
Secondary experiments consisted of a Space Environment Monitor (SEM) and a Data Collection
_l_ System (DCS). The NOAA 9 carried two other instruments: the Earth Radiation BudgetExperiment (ERBE) and the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer (SBUV/2). 'U..,espacecraft
were also equipped with a Search And Rescue (SAR) system to receive, process, and relay distress
signals which were t,'ansmitted by beacons carried on civil aircraft and some classes of marine
vessels. The spacecraft was based upon the DMSP Block 5D spacecraft bus developed for the
U.S. Air Force, and was capable of maintaining an earth-pointing accuracy of better than plus or
minus 0.1 deg with a motion rate of less than 0.035 deg/s. For a more detailed description, see
A. Schwalb, "The TIROS-N/NOAA A-G Satellite Series," NOAA Tech. Mem. NESS 95, 1978.
............................................. NOAA 8-10, Barkstrom ...........................................
Investigation Name - Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
Flown on - NOAA 9, 10
NSSDC ID - 84-123A-05, 86-073A-05
PI - B. R. Barkstrom NASA/LaRC
Brief Description
The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) was designed to measure the energy exc1"nge
between the earth-atmosphere system and space. The measurements of global, zonal, and ,egional
radiation budgets on monthly time scales helped in climate prediction and in the development of
statistical relationships between regional weather and radiation budget anomalies. The ERBE con-
sisted of two instrument packages: the nonscanner (ERBE-NS) instrument and the scanner
t (ERBS-S) instrument. The ERBE-NS instrument had five sensors, each using cavity radiometer
NO8-5
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detectors. Four of them were primarily earth-viewing: two wide field-of-view (FOV) sensors
vie_,_ the entire disk of the earth from limb to limb, approximately 135 deg; two medium FOV 1 '_
sensors viewed a 10-deg region. The fifth sensor was a solar monitor that measured the total radi- _
ation from the sun. Of the four earth-viewing sensors, one wide ant] one medium FOV sensor i_'-
made total radiation measurements; the other two measured reflected solar radiation in the short-
wave spectral band between 0.2 and 5 micrometers by using Suprasil-W f'tlters. The ea th-emitt_-,d
longwave radiation component was determined by subtracting the short wave measurement from _
the total measurement The ERBE-_ instrument was a scanning radiometer containing _ree nar- _
row FOV channels. One channel measured reflected solar radiation in the shortwave spectral _
interval between 0.2 an6 5 micrometers. Another channel measured earth-emitted radiation in the _
lo_gwave spectral region from 5 to 50 micrometers. The third channel measured total radiation
with wavelength between 0.2 and 50 micrometers. All three channels were located within a con- _
tinuously rotating scan drum that scanned the FOV across track sequentially from horizon to hori-
zon. Each channel made 74 radiometric measurements during each scan, and the FOV of each
channel was 3 by 4.5 deg that covered about 40 km at the earth's surface. The ERBE-S also
viewed the sun for calibration. Additional information can be obtained from a special i'sst:eof the
Review of Geophysics, v. 24, no. 2, 1986.
............................................... NOAA 8-10, Cu, _ninTham......................................
Investigation Name - Solar Backscattered Ultraviolet Radiometer (SBUV/2)
Flown on - NOAA 9 ,]
NSSDC ID - 84-123A-07 _I
PI - F. G. Cunningham NASA/GSFC
Brief Description 1
The Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer (SBUV/2) was designe6 to map total ozone concen- _i
trations on a global scale and to provide the vertical distribution of ozone in the earth's atmosphere.
The instrument design was based upon the technology developed for the SBUV/TOMS flown on
Nimbus 7. The SBUV/2 instrument measured backscattered solar radiation in an 11.3-deg field of
view of the nadir direction at 12 discrete, 1.1-nm wide, wavelength bands between 252.0 and
339.8 nm. The solar irradiance was determined at the same 12 wavelength bands by deploying a
diffuser that reflected sunlight into the instrumer,t's field of view. The SBUV/2 also measured the
solar irradiance or the atmospheric radiance with a continuous spectral scan from 1(_3to 400 nm in
increments of 0.148 nm. The SBUV/2 had another narrowband filter photometer channel, called
the Cloud Cover Radiometer (?CR), that continuously measured the earth's surface brightness at
380 nm. The CCR field of view was 1'_.3deg.
S
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NOAA 8-10, NESDIS Staff .................................
Investigation Name- Advanced Very High Re._alution Radiometer (AVHRR)
Flown on - NOAA 8-10 _
NSSDC ID - 83-022A-01, 84-123A-01, 86-073A-01
PI - NESDIS Staff NOAA/NESDIS
OI - W. E. Shenk NASA/GSFC
Brief Description
The Advanced Vely High Resolutioh Radiometer (AVHRR) was a feur- er five-channel scanning
radiometer capable of providing global daytime and nighttime sea-surface temperature and infor-
marion rbout ice, snow, and clouds. These data were obtained on a daily basis for use in weather
analyfis and forecasting. On NOAA 8, the radiometer measured emitted and reflected radiation in
the following spectral intervals: channel 1,13.55to b.9 micrometer (visible); channel 2, 0.725 to
1.1 micrometers (near IR); channel 3, 3.55 to 3.93 w,icrometers (IR window); and channel 4,
10.5 to 11.5 micrometers (IR window). The AVHRR on NOAA 9 had a fifth channel in the
1i.5- to 12.5-micrometer fIR window) region. All channels had a spe.tiall,.:,c_utior,of 1.1 km at
nadir, and the IR-window channels had a themml resolution of 0.12 K at 300 K. The AVHRR
was capable of operating in both.:real-timeor recorded modes. Direct readout data were transmitted
to ground stations of the Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) class at low resolution (4 km) and
to ground stations of the High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRVD class at high resolution
(1 kin). Data recerded on board were available for processing in the NOAA Central Corr,euter
Facility. They included global area coverage (GAC) data, with a resolution of 4 kin, and local areacoverage (LAC) dam which were from selected po.,'tionsof each orbit with a 1-km resolution.
Archival data are available frnm SDSD.
, - ........................................ NOAA 8-10, NESDIS Staff ....................................
InvesJSgationName- TIROS O_ erational Vertical Sounder (TOVS)
Flow on - N'DAA 8-10
NSSDC ID - 83-022A-02, 84-123A-02, 86-073A
PI - NESDIS Staff NOAA/NESDIS
-i
Brief Descfiptien
The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) consisted of three instruments designed to
provide Temperatureand humidity profiles of the atmosphere from the surface to the stratosphere
(approximate!y 1 cab). The fi,'st instrument was the second version of the High Resolution
Infrared Spectrometer (HIRS/2). The HIRS was originally tested on _oard the Nimbus 6. The
I-IIRS._ had 20 channels in the following spectral intervals: channels I through 5, the 15-micro-
meters CO2 bands (15 0, 14.7, 14.5, 14.2, and 14.0 micrometers); channels 6 and 7, the 13.7-
and 13.4-micron_ter C'O2_:_20bands; channel 8, an 11,1-micrometer window region; channel 9,
the 9.7-micrometer ozone bands; channels 10, 11, and 12, the 6-micrometer water vapor bands
(8.3, 7.3, and 6.7 micrometers); channels 13 _nd 14, the 4.57- and 4.52-micrometer N2C,_ands;
channels i5 and i6, the 4.46- and 4.,10-micrometer CO2/N20 bands; channel 17, the 4.24-mica>-
meter CO2 band; channels 18 and 19, the 4.0- and 3.7-micrometer window bands; andchannel 20,
NO8-7
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: the 0.7-micrometer window region. The HIRS/2 provided data for calculations of ten_aera_
prof'des from the surface to 10 mb, wa._-rvapor content at three levels of the atmosphere, arm .oral 8
ozone content. The second immanent, the Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU), was provided by
the British Meteorological Office and was similar to the Pressure-Modulated Radiometer (PMR)
flown on Nimbus 6. The SSU operated at three 15.0-micrometer channels v sing selective
absorption,passing the/ncoming mdJatior,through tl.'_ l_ressure-modulatedcells containing C02.
The SSU provided temperature information in the stratosphere. The third instnmaent, the
Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU), was simila,"to the Scanning Microwave Spectrometer
(SCAMS) flown on Nimbus 6. The MSU had one channel in the 50.31-GHz window region and
three channels in the 55-GHz oxygen band (53.73, 54.96, 57.95 GHz) to obtain temperature
profiles that were free of cloud interferen_. The i'_struments were cross-coarse scann;,_g devices
utilizing a step scan to provide a traverse scan, while the orbital motion of the satellite provided
scanning in the orthogor_l direction. The HIRS/2 had a field of view (FOV) 30 km in diameter at
nadir, whereas the MSU had an FOV of 110 km in diameter. The HIRS/2 sampled 56 FOVs in
each scan line about 2250 km wide, and the MSU sampled 11 FOVs along the swath with the same
width. Each SSU scan line had 8 FOVs with a width of 1500 km. For a more detailed description,
see W. L Smith, 'The TIROS-N Cperational Vertical Sounder," Bull. Am. Meteor. Soc., v. 60,
pp. 1177-1187, 1979. Archival data are available from SDSD.
3,
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S SALYUT _-
_ The Salyut program ("Salute" to the 10th anniversary of spaceflight) is the U.S.S.R space station _'_
program. A generally accepted definition of "space statioa" infers: 1) high enough orbit (or suffi- :2
cient orbit boosts) so that time before decay will permit visits and work by more than one space- -_:
craft crew, 2) provision other than EVA for personnel _ansfer to the station, and 3) sufficient work
volume for three or more as_nauts. The Salyut program spacecraft generally fit this definition;
thus, Salyut 1 launched in April 1971 was the world's tirst space station. Salyut 6 and subsequent
- flights remained active for years and accommodated many dockings and long-term visiting crews.
The Salyut were generally cylindrical in shape, 14 m long with diameters varying from 2.0 to '
4.15 m. Salyut 1 and 2 had four wings appended while subsequent Salyut spacecraft had only
three wings or vanes appended. In all cases, these appendages were for the purpose of providing
power from surfaces covered with solar cells. Weight varied from 18,500 to 20,000 kg. The
early versions through Salyut 5 had only one docking port, but sabsequent versions had two ports.
Docking vehicles have docked, redocked at the alternate port, occupied both ports simultaneously,
m,ddocked manually and automatically, with manned and unmanned spacecraft.
As would be expected, the primary emphasis on the first few Salyut missions (Salyut 1 through 5) _
was on developing technique, experience, and hardware to make space stalaon rendezvous, "
docking, and operation a routine activity. Biology relating to man in space, photo reconnaissance, _
and earth resources imagery appear to be a secondary emphasis. Although meteorological
observations were not primary activities, there were meteorological observations made on all
successful Salyut flights. These observations should contribute significantly to meteorological i_
research. Meteorology related work from the Salyut included observations coordinated with '_
weather research field programs; occultation observations; imagery in UV, visible and IR; and _-
multispectral photography for earth resources studies. Due to the limited information available on T
Soviet spacecraft, Table 11 is substituted for individual brief descri0tions of the Salyut satellites
- and their meteorological experiments.
L
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TABLE 11 1
SALYUT PROGRAM
NSSDC COMMON NAME AND
/D ORBIT INFORMATION REMARKS
71-032A Salyut 1
• Soyuz 10 (71-034R) docked for 5.5 h on
Launch 04-19-71 4-23-71, but none of the crew boarded.
Performance 6 mo • Soyuz 11 (71-053R) docked on 6 -71 for
a/p 208/198 km 22 days. Weather data taken on 9 days
inc 52 deg included:
pd 89 min
1) Visual observations coordinated
with Meteor satellite data and
aircraft observations
2) Volga valley cloud cover image:-y
3) Solar occultation studies
4) Earth resources photography.
= 73-017A Salyut 2
• Station did not achieve intended orbit
Launch 04-04-73 and exploded on 4-24-73.
Performance 10 days
a/p 248/207 km
inc 52 deg
pd 89 min
74-046A Salyut 3
• Soyuz 14 (74-051A) docked for 14 days
Launch 06-25-74 on 7-14-74 and was a docking
Performance 214 days demonstration for the subsequent
a/p 269/266 km ApoUo-Soyuz. Weather data taken
inc 52 deg included:
pd 90 min
1) Coordinated observations for TROPEX 74
(tropical weather experiment)
2) Day horizon and occultation spectrography
3) Amlospheric cloud imagery.
• Soyuz 15 (74-067A) rendezvous on
8-27-74, but docking was not accomplished. _.
• Film pod was returned to earth and
recovered in September 1974.
',,
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TABLE 11
SALYUT PROGRAM (continued)
, NSSDC COMMON NPME AND
ID ORBIT INFORMATION REMARKS
74-104A Salyut 4
• Soyuz 17 (75-001A) docked for 29 days on
Launch 12-26-74 1-11-75. Weather observations included
Performance 25 mo UV and IR data to derive ozone and water
a/p 350/337 km concentrations.
inc 52 deg • Soyuz 18A (April 5 anomaly) orbit not
pd 91 min achieved. -_"i
• Soyuz 18B (75-044A) docked for 62 days on
5-25-75. Weather data included:
1) Earth multispectral photography on _
June 8-11 _
2) Use of new sounding method using UV
and IR observations to map upper _
atmosphere ozone, water vapor, and 7_
nitrous oxides
3) Spectrographic photography of
luminescent clouds and aurora.
• Soyuz 20 (75-106A) accomplished an
unmanned docking for 89 days on 11-17-75.w
77-057A Salyut 5
• Salyut 5 was thought to be primarily a
Launch 06-22-76 military photo-reconnaissance mission.
Performance 14 mo Data collection which may be weather
a/p 245/230 km related included:
inc 52 deg
pd 89 min 1) IR spectrometry to study the nitric
oxide-ozone interactions above 20 km
2) IR observations in the 2-15 micrometer
band to obtain land and water
temperatures
3) Occultation experiments to observe the
vertical composition of the atmosphere
4) Observation of pollutants with 500-800 m
vertical accuracy
5) Participation in "Polar Experiment-
North-76" that involved a coordinated
observation program with ships to study
the climate of E. Greenland and adjacent
ocean areas.
° Soyuz 21 (76-064A) docked on 7-06-76 for
48 days.
t±
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TABLE,, 1 1
SALYUT PROGRAM (concluded)
NSSDC COMMON NAME AND
ID ORBIT INFORMATION REMARKS
• Soyuz 23 (76-100A/, launched on 10-15-76,
made 33 earth orbits but did not dock as
planned. An unscheduled successful water i:_
recovery was made on Lake Tengis. ",_L
• Soyuz 24 (77-008A) docked on 2-09-77, _
for 16 days. _._.
• Film pod ejected and recovered 10 days after
Soyuz 24 recovery.
77-097A Salyut 6 ._
• Salyut 6 was an improved model space _,
Launch 09-29-77 station with two docking ports. There were ;i_
Performance 58 mo 33 dockings v4th visiting crews, of which
a/p 380/391 km five crews stayed for long terms. Of the ,_
inc 52 deg 58 months of operation, there were 676 days _i
pd 92 min or about 22 1/2 months of occupancy. About
one-third of the occupancy time included
earth observations using a new multi- _ ._!
spectral camera tested on Soyuz 22. _
82-033A Salyut 7 _'
• Salyut 7 structure and operation were similar
Launch 04-19-82 to Salyut 6. Numerous dockings have
Performance 44 mo occurred, including Salyut 26 through
a/p 2!2/260 km 33 and Progress 1 through 12 (excluding
inc 52 deg 7 and 11).
pd 89 min
11
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S SEASAT (OCEAN DYNAMIC SATELLITE) PROGRAM
The Ocean Dynamic Satellite, Seasat 1, was a proof-of-concept mission whose objectives included
demonstration of techniques for global monitoring of oceanographic phenomena and features, pro- i_
vision of oceanographic data for both applications and scientific users_ and the determination of
key features of an operational ocean dynamics monitoring system.
Seasat 1 was launched on June 27, 1978, and injected into a 790 km, near-circula", polar orbit
with an inclination of 108 degrees. Seasat 1 was designed to monitor oceanographic phenomena '_
over a 3-year period, but spacecraft power malfunctions ended the mission prematurely after only
4 months.
The Seasat 1 sensor complement comprised a radar altimeter (ALT), a Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR), a Seasat-A Satellite Scatterometer (SASS) that was a microwave imaging radiometer, a
Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) identical to the one on Nimbus 7, and a
Visible/IR Radiometer (VIRR) identical to the Scanning Radiometer (SR) on NOAA 5.
The compressed pulse radar altimeter (ALT) measured the altitude between the spacecraft and the
ocean surface with a precision of ± 10 cm. Other derived parameters include wave height, ocean-
surface slope, ocean-surface currents and sea state.
The microwave wind scatterometer (SASS) operated at 14.6 GHz with a pulse repetition frequen W
of 34 pulses per second. Radar signal strength returns ,_ere observed across a 1500-km wide
subsateUite swath with the 250-km outer edges of the swath providing only high wind speeds.
There was a 400-km wide swath directly below the spacecraft where ao measurements were made.
Observations over the remaining portion of the swath were interpreted up to an accuracy of
± 2 m/s for wind speezJand ± 20 deg in direction for wind velocities that ranged from 4 to
26 m/s.
The Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) produced images in botla clear and cloudy areas. It operated
at 1.275 GHz or the L-band (bandwidth 19.0 MHz) with pulse repetition frequencies of 1464,
1540, 1580, or 164"_pulses per second. Returns of wave form and signal strength of the radar
signal were interpreted as images of the ocean stu'face. Wave properties (direction and height) for ,_.
wavelengths between 50 and 1000 m were determined. Some meteorological features, such as '_
?
severe storms, squall lines, rain cells, and windrows over sea surface, were imagexl. Ice, oil
spills, current patterns, and other similar features were also identified. Identical SAR observing _
equipment was later carried on the Shuttle STS-2. :.
SEA-3
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"I_'.eScanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) was a 10-channel (five frequencies: _ :;i:
37, 21, 18, 10.69, and 6.63 GHz duN-polarized) scanning radiometer to observe microwave
brightness temperatures at wavelengths of 0.8, 1.4, 1.7, 2.8, and 4.6 cm. From these observa-
tions, sea-surface temperature, surface wind magnitude, low-level winds, water vapor, liquid
water content, mean cloud-droplet size, and ocean ice were determined. These ocean-momentum
and energy-transfer parameters were obtainable on a near!y all-weather basis.
The Visual and Infrared Scamling Radiometer (V1RR) was a two-channel radiometer used to
• • • O"observe reflected radiation in visible wavelengths (0.52 to 0.73 mzcrometer) dunn_, the day, and
emitted IR radiation (10.5 to 12.5 micrometers) during day and night. Derived observables include
surface temperatures (earth, sea, and cloud top) and imagery of visible and thermal features, svch
as clouds and ocean currents.
•_ A second spacecraft, Seasat-B, was proposed to continue the proof-of-concept for ocean monitor-
" ing. However, t/-Asflight had been deferred to the National Oceanographic Satellite System
(NOSS), which was to be launched in the late 1980's, but was then cancelled. Two special issues
of the Jounlal of Geophysical Research (87, no. C5, 1982, and 88, no. C3, 1983) contain papers
all of the Seasat instruments and some data analyses.on
I1
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aaaamnaeaaeaam_aaaaualMeaana SFJ_AT laaNaakeaanaauaaaaananaaaaa PERSONNEL
11.- N.J. PIERSON CUNY IHST HAR*ATHOS SC
TH - N,L. GRANTHAH NASA-L_RC
SPACECRAFT COqHON NAV4_- SEASAT I TH - _. FLITTN_R NOAA-kNS
ALTERNATE HAHE_ OCEAN DYNAHICS SAT-A, SEA SATELLITE-A TH - L. BAER. OCEAN + ATHOSP SERVICE
rl i09_7P S_AT-A TH- I.H, HALBERSTAN NASA-JPL
TN- H.L, JONES, _R. ;_Sk,L_RC
NSSDC ID- 78-0_4A TN - D. MOORE U OF KANSA_
LAUNCH DATE- 06127178 k_II;_.T- 1800. KG BRIEF _CRIPTI_N
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB, UHITED STATES The $e•sat-A $•t•llite $ca;terome_ar ($#,S.;) v×perimsnt
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS-AOEN wa• da•lgned to Usa an active r¢dar •ys'ae_ _o measure •e•
surf•ca wind•. The instrument, developed from the Skylab
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY vxperlmant•l •cafteromat_-, determined wind d_r_tion wlthln 20
UNITED STATES NASA-OSTA des Gad wind speed from _ to 26 m/s w_th _n accuracy of 2 m/_.The transmitted fraduancY was 14.6 GHZ. The SASS _11umlnatad
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS _he sea surf:ca Wl_h four fan-shaped beams (two orthogonal
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE-- 06/28/78 be•_•, each 500 k_ wide, on each side of the 9r)und track).
ORBIT PERIOD- 1_0.7 HIN I_CLINATION- 168.0 BEG Th_ ht9h wind •waSh• added an additional 250 km to each side,
PERIAPSIS- 769, KN ALT APOAPSIS- 7#9. KH ALT The spatial resolution _•s 50 km over a rlslon _f 200 to 700 km
etthpr side of the spacecraft. Fo. more dat•tledon
PERSONNEL Information, •as J. N. Johnson, at al., "Seasst-A sotelZtte
PM - N.E. GIBERSON NASA-JPL sc•tterometer instrument evaluation," IEEE J. of Ocean/c _ng.,
PS - J.A. DUNNE HASA-J?L v. 0E-5, pp, 138-1_4, 1980. The SASS began operetin$ on July
6, i9_O, and gathered data for approximately 2290 h. Date are
BRIEF DESCRIPTION available from SDSD.
The Ocean Dynamics Satellite (Se•sat 1) was designed to
provide measurements of sea-surf•ca winds, sea-surface ....... SEASAT |* ROSS- ......................................
temperatures, wave halghtz, internal waves, atmospheric liquid
water co,tent, sea lea features, ocean features, ocean INVESTIGATION NAME- SCANNING HULTICHANNEL HICRONAVE
topo9rephy, and the marine geo_d. Seasat 1 provided 95_ _lobaZ RADI( _TER (SNNRI
coverage every 36 h. Tha instrument payload consisted of (1)
In X-band compressed pulse radar altimeter (ALT), (2) a NSSDC ID- 7_-06_A-0S INVECTIGATIVE PROGRAM
_oherent synthetic aperture radar (SAR), (3) I $llsat-A CODE EE_ APPLICATIONS
s©atteromater system (SASS), (_) • scanning multichannel
microwave radiometer (SHHR), and (5_ I visible and Infrared INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
r_dtomater (VIRR). The accuracies obtained were distance OCEANOGRAPHYbetween spacecraft and ocean surface to 10 cm, wind speeds to 2 METbOROLOGV
m/_, and surface temperatures to 1 des C. For more information
• bout So•sat 1, see "So•sat mission overvtaw," Sctcnca, v. 204, PERSONNEL
pp, r405-1_2_, )979, end • special issue on the Seasat 1 TL - D._. ROSS NOAA-ERL
sensors. IEEE J. of Oceanic Eng., v. OE-5, 1980. On October TN - J.N. SHERMAN. el! NOAA-NESDIS
10, 1978, Seasa{ l failed due to a massive short circuit in its TH - F.T. BARATH NASA-JPL
e_ectrtcal system. During most of its lOS days in orbit, TM - J. HATERS NASA-JPL
S=•sat I returned a unique and extensive set of observations of TN - J.P. HOLLINGER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
TH - T.T. NILH_IT, JR. NASA-GSFC
the earth's ocean•. TN - N. HUANG NASA-GSFC-NFF
TM - C.T. SHIFT NASA-LARC
....... SEASAT 1, HCLAIN- .....................................
TM - W.J. CAHPBELL US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
INVESTIGATION NAHE- V1SIBLE A_D INFRARED RADIOP_TER (VIRR) TH -- V.J. CARDO_E OCEAN MEATHER INC
NSSDC ID- 78-064A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
COD2 EE, APPLICATIONS The primary purpose of the Scanning Nultlchannel
Microwave Raulomater (SMNR) experiment was (1) to provide
INVESIIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) eli-weather measurements of ocean surface temperature and wind
_ METEOROLOGY speed, lad (2) to obtalr, Integrated 11qvid water column content
t OCEANOGRAPHY and atmospheric water vlpor Column content for path length and
attenuation corrections to the ALT Ind SASS observations.
PERSONNEL Mlcrowava bright•ass tamperuturas were observed with i
TL - E,P. MCLAIN NOAA-NESOI_ lO-cnon_al (five-frequ_ncy du_l polarized] scanning radiometer
TH - R. BERNSTEIN SCRIPPS INST _CEANOGR operating at 0.8-, 1.4-, 1./-. 2.8-, and 4.6-cm wavelengths
TN - O.K. HUH LOUISIANA STATE U (_7, 21, IN, 10.7, and 6.6 GHz). The antenna _as a uarabollc
TH - ¼.L, BARNES NASA-GSFC raflector off_et from nadir by 0.75 rod. Motion of the antenna
TH - F.H, VUKOVICH RESEARCH TRIANGLE INST reflector provided observations from within a conical volume
1H - K.b. FELLcRP._N NASA-GSFC along the ground track Of the spacecraft. The SHMR had a swath
ktdth cf about 600 km and the spatial resolution ranged from
BRIEF DESCRIPTION about 22 k,, at $7 GHz to about tO0 km at 6.6 GHz. The absolute
The Visible end Infrared Radiometer (VIRR) experiment accuracy of sea surface ten, peratura obtained was 2 K deg with a
provided (1) cloudcover and (2I clear air see surface relative accuracy Of 0.5 K deg. The accuracy of the wihd speed
•nd ClOUd top brightness temperatures. This measurement• was 2 m/s for w_nds ranging from 7 tO about S01 termperatures
lonsor, nearly ldenclcal to the Scanning Radiometer (SR) flown m/s. The same experiment el• flown on Nimbus 7. A more
on the ITOS/NC_A series spacecraft, consisted of two scanning detailed description car, ha found in E. N_oku, et el., "The
radiometers, a dual SR orocessor and two SR recorders. The Seasat Sc_n_ln_ Nultlchannel Microwave Radiometer ISNNR):
rl_' ,tter measurad reflected rldlatln, from the instrument description and performance," IEEE J. Oceanic Eng,,
• ar_,latmoaphera system in th_ 0.49- to 0,94-mtcrometel" reslon v, OE-S. p_ IO0-llS, 1980. The instrument operatedduring the day and emitted thormal IR radiltion from the earth contl_)uouslv orbit from July 6, 1978 for a period of 95
and its etmosqhera in the 10,5- to ]2.S-micrometer raglan days. un_tl the spacecraft felled on October 10, 1978. Dlta
during both daytime and nighttime. The melsurements were used ore available f,'om SDSD.
to lid In Interpreting the measurements from the mlcroklve
lnstrufnants. The spatial resolution WaS 9 km for both ....... SEA3AT 1, TA_LEV ......................................
ch*_n_ls. _ore detailed information _ln be found in P,
_e_leln, "Vlilbla and infrared radiometer on Salsat-.1," IEEE J. INVESTIGATION NAME- RADAR ALTIHETER (ALT)
Oceanic Eng., u. OE-S, pp. 164-I68, 1980. The In_.rument
performance w_v better than specified until August 27, 1978, NSSDC ID- 78-064A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA_
,hen the scab drive ¢=•sed fun¢tlonln9. _ltl are available CODE EE, APPLICATIONS
from SDSD. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OCEANOGRAPHY
...... SEASAT 1, PIERSON- ................................... METEOROLOGY
INVESTIGATION NAME- SEASAT-A SATELLITE SCATTEROM_TER (SASS) PERSONNEL
NSSOC I7}'- 78-064A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM TL - m.D. TAPLEY U OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
CODE DE, APPLICATIONS TH - S.L, SHITH, IIl USa SURFACE NE_PNS CTR
TM - D.H. CF_VITZ NOAA-NOS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(SI TM - H.F. TOWNSEND NASA-GSFC-NFF
METEOROLOGY TN- J.T. NCGOOGAN NASA-OSFC-NFF
OCEANOGRAPHY TN - H.M. BYRNE NOAA-PHEL
"1 TN - E.M* GAPOSCHKIN SAO
TN - P. OCLEONIBUS US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
TH - B. YAPLEE US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
TH - C,J. COdEN USa SURFACE I,_APNS CTR
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MIEF I_.SCR%PTION
The Rqder Altlleter (ALTt experiment maaaure4 (1) the
cp|clceaft hiS|he above mean sea 11vll end (2) the significant
Wave ha_sht lad backscmttar coefficient Of the ocean lurface
beneath the spacecraft. The altimeter wee a more accurate
version of tha Sky]lb _ader Altlletar, end Was similar to the 4_ _
altimeter flown on GEOS 3. Two of Its unique f_eture_ were • /81their FN transmtttar with a $20-MHz bandwidth, i'hlch yleldad •$.125-na tlme-del|y re|olutton, and mlcreproce|sor-lmplemented 4"
cloae_-loop rinse trackin$, automatic |all control, and _..
resl-tl_e e_ttm_tlon of elgntf_ccnt wave height. The .=
lnstrullnt operated It 1$.§ OHz ustnl s |-I plrabcltc antenna
pointed _t nld|r end ,lid a swath width which var|ed frol 2._ tn J_
|2 kl, depond_n| on |am state. The prlclclon o_ the hlJsht
mlolureelnt _el iO ¢m (rim), The utllst• of s_lnlflclnt wave '_i
height waa sccur|te to 0.5 m or 10_, wh!chavlr was 9rletar, _nd _+_
the ocean backscattlr coefficient had an accuracy of 1 dB. For _; I
a lore detailed dascm!ptlon, lie H. Townsend, "At t_ltt|l "_!
alllllFeht Of _hl plrforlancl achieved by the Sllllt-_ rider _
l_tllltlr_" IEEE J. of OCllnlC, Enl,* v. OE-S, pp. 80-92, 1900.
The ALT was turned on for the first tile on July _," 1978, end ._
-, declared oplrattonal on July 7, 1978, Tha ALT _plratad
succassfully until October 10, X978, when _hc sP;c_creFt
prelaturely tlrl_cltad the ill•ton. Data are ava_Xabll from _
SDSD. "_
----- SEASAT 1, TELEKI _]
INVESTIGATION NAHE- SYNTHI_TIC APERTURE RADAR (SAR) _.
NSSDC ID- 78-06_A-02 %_STZGATIVE PROGRAH '_
CODE EE, APPLICATIONS
'_
INVESTIGATION DISC_PLINEIS) ....
OCEANOGRAPHY
14ETEO_OLOGV
PERSONNEL
TL - P.O. TELEK% US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY '_
TM - D.B. ROSS NOAA-ERL
TM - M,J, CAMPBELL US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
TN - A. LOOHIS NASA-JPL
TM - M.E. BRONN, JR. NASA-JPL
TM - F.T. BARATH NASA-JPL
TH - _.H, ROO3ERS NASA-JPL
TM - C.L. RUFENACH NOAA-ERL
TN - J.N. SHERHAN, III NOAA-NESDIS
TM - R. STENART SCRIPPS INST OCEANOGR
TM - J. 2ELENKA ENVIRON RES INiT OF HI
TM - O.H, SHEMDIN NA3A-JPL
BRIEF D_SCRIPTION
The coherent Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) was d_alsned
to use wove pattern end dynamic behavior information to Oatlln
|miles Of the ocean. The SAR, lmastnfl in the L-band (1,275
GHz) looked tO the starboard side of the lubaatellite track
with • swath IO0 km wide at a 20-dis Incidence ansle. The d_
JmeSes hid e spatial resolution of 25 I. The Instrument, flown
] on Apollo 17 as the Apollo lunar sounder, yielded Images of
waves wlti: wave ]lnsth In the rlnge of 5G to iO00 m and could
datermtne wave o;rectlon w_trtn 25 de9 with the possibility of
a 180-des |mblsuttY for one-side lmegls. Nero height could
! also be determined from the dial for fully dlvelo_ed sees. The
Ime$1n_ ride- facctloned th{ )u_h clouds and n_l_Inal rain to
provide Wave patterns near shoreline and pictures of ice, oil
spills, Gorrent patterns, end ,lmllar felt,'res. For e more
derailed description, see R. L, Jordan, "The Selsat-A
synthetic-opera,ire radar systems," %EEE J. Oceanic En9.. v.
OE-S, pp. 154-16_, 1980. This experiment sin/rated I very hish
letl of dote ())C Hbp$). The SAR date wire not rlcOrdld on
board tha satlll_ta, but were transmJtted to _he mirth and
recorded at $rou_d Stltlons. Dial were ¢nllected _rom about
_00 gas;Is, with In overlie pass duration of S mln, For in
index of diem, lee "Sea$at views oceans end lee ice wi_h
synthetic-aperture radar," JPL 81-120, NASA-JPL, 1981. DI¢I
ere Ivillable from SDSD and ESRIN-Earthnlt Prcsralml OFfice,
Via Galileo Gllllel, 0_0;_ Frascatt, Italy.
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SHUTTLE REMOTE SENSING PROGRAMS (I)
1
' The NASA Space Transportation System (STS) orbiters, more commonly known as the Space
Shuttle, have carried experiments and payloads since 1982 that are designed to obtain remote- |
sensing measurements of the earth. Despite the fact that the flights were short (usually several f,
days) and the paths were limited to low- to mid-latitudes, some exciting data were c_.,_ted. Ot ;:
particular interest to meteorologists, besides those data obtained from the Spacelabs which are
described in the Shuttle Remote Sensing Programs (2), _."ethe Night/Day Optic'el Survey of
Lightning (NOSL., _xpefiment data and the numerous pho_ographs taken with hand-held cameras.
The NOSL experiment was performed by astronauts on the STS 2, 4, and 6 flights. Its main
objective was to relate storm development to lightning structure and occurrence. The experiment
consisted of a camera with a zoom lens, a photocell sensor, and a connected tape recorder. The 11
camera was a 16-mm motion picture, Data Acquisition Camera (DAC) that had been flown on 1
Apollo and Skylab missions. The zoom action of the camera ranged from a 40-deg FOV (222-km
ground coven" :0 for object locations, 'o a 6.._._ FOV only (32-km ground coverage) for closed
up observations. The diffraction grati'Jg attached to the lens provided lighming spectrographs :|
during nighttime observations from which temperature, pressure, molecular species, electron
density, and percent of ionization in the path of lightning were derived. The pbotocell system
mounted beside the.camera acquired lightning stroke data, through the recorder, to correlate with
the photography of daylight li+ghtningflashes or nighttime lightning strokes.
,t
Because the STS 2 flight was curtailed by orbiter system problems aod available crew time was 1
very limited, very few data were collected the first time the experiment was conducted. The NOSt_ 1on STS 4 and 6 operated nonhnally and obtained a large quantity of data.
During other Shuttle flights, thousands of photographs were taken with hand-held cameras. Some
were specifically des+gnated for meteoro!ogical use, sucb as he series of cloud photographs taken
during the STS 4 I-D mission. Besides the NOSL data and the hand-held camera photographs,
there were data from other Shuttle experiments that may be applied to the study of atmospheric
chemistry and meteorology.
An experiment called Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellites (MAPS) was conducted on the
STS 2 and 41-G flights. It measured the distribution of carbon mortoxid._in the troposphere by
means of _ two-chmmel (4.67-micrometer) gas filter radiometer. The Shuttle imaging radars SIR-A
and SIR-B were flown on the same flights with M A,,)_. Thc._ were the follow-on experiments of
the Seasat Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). The instrumc,nt operated at L-band (1.278 GHz) with
SH1-3
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varying viewing angles of 15 to 60 deg (47 deg for SIR-A) to create two-dimensional images of the _ _
earth's surface. SIR-A obtained a total of 8 h of data with a swath width of 50 km and a spatial "--"
resolution of 40 m x 40 m; SIR-B obtained about 7 h of data with a swath width of 20 to 50 km and
;4
a spatial resolution of 25 m x (17 to 58) m Although most images are used for geoscientific
studies, several were interpreted for fronts and wind and wave patterns in the ocean incurred by
severe storms.
Another imaging instrument, the Modular Optoelectric Multispectral Scanner (MOMS), was flown
on the Shuttle Pallet Satellite (SPAS) onboard the STS 7 and 11, respectively. The two-channel
scanner measured earth targets at 0.6 and 0.8 micrometer, with a swath width of 140 km and a
ground resolution of 20 rn. About 250 visible and IR images were collected from each of the two
missions. Lastly, the large format camera (LFC) flown on the STS 4143 obtained thousands of
stereographic photographs with a 10-m grounu resolution. Although most test sites were imaged
under optimum weather conditions, and both the MOMS and the LFC data are primarily for earth
resources studies, some may be applicable to meteorological studies.
No individual spacecraft and experiment descriptions are included here. Instead, a listing of Shuttle 1
remote sensing programs follows to identify the contacts for data (see Table 12). _
1
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TABLE 12
SHUTTLE REMOTE SENSUqG PROGRAMS (1) 4
EXPERIMENT SHU'I'ILE FLIGHTS DLI(_HTDlerRATION CONTACT _
Hand-held Multiple Vary EROS Data Center ._
camera photo '_"
LFC STS 41-G 10/05/84-10/13/84 EROS Data Center
MAPS STS 2 11112181-11114181 NSSDC]WDC-A-R&S _
STS 41-G 10/05/84-10/13184
MOMS STS 7 06/18/83-06/24/83 German Remote Sensing _.
STS 11 02/03/84-02/11184 Data Center, r
Oberpfaffenhofen ,
NOSL STS 2 11/12181-11/14/81 Dr. Bernard Vonnegut, ;_
STS 4 06/27/82-07104/82 State University of _
STS 6 04/04/83-04/09/83 New York at Albany -_
SIR-A STS 2 11/12181-11/14181 NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S _
SIR-B STS 41-G 10/05184-10]13184 ;i._
},
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SHUTTLE 2: SPACELAB
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SHUTTLE REMOTE SENSING PROGRAMS (2): SPACELAB
The Spacelab, always remaining attachedto a Space Shuttle, serves as a near-earthplatform for
scientists participatingdirectly in the experiments for periods of I to 4 weeks. The Shuttle/
Spacelab system, ajoint effort of NASA and ESA, offers a new capability fur investigating the
earth's environment, solar-terrestrialrelationships, and the physics of the solar system and beyond.
Experimentscarried out by the payloads range from passive observation of remote astronomical
energy sources, to in situ active probing of the earth's atmosphere and magnetosphere, to the
examination of the processing of materials in space.
Initial Spacelab missions were planned as multidisciplinary flights, and later missions were dedi-
cated to a particular scientific discipline. On a given flight, the Spacelab configuration can consist
of a module only, a pallet only, or a combination of a module and pallet. Spacelabs are launched
into circular 250- to 370-km orbits with 50- to 57-deg inclination. The first Spacelab was launched ,_
on September 30, 1983, for a 10-day duration, iS
Experiments of meteorological interest included a metric camera and a Microwave Remote Sensing
,_. Experiment (MRSE) on Spacelab 1. The metric camera provided over 1000 black and white, "
color, and color IR images of the earth's surface with a ground resolution of 20 m. The MRSE
was a rada.,-facility that operated at a frequency of 9.65 GHz in three modes: (1) a two-frequency
scatterometer for measurement of ocean wave spectra at wavelengths within a range of 5 to 500 m, :_
(2) a Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) for imaging earth surface at a 25-m resolution over an
8.5-km swath, and (3) a passive microwave radiometer for observing naturally emitted microwave
radiation from the earth to provide sea surface temperatures to an accuracy of ±1 K. Due to some
operational problems, the MRSE was able to work only in the passive sensing mode and, con-
sequently, had collected very few data. Images from the metric camera can be obtained from
Dr. M. Reynolds, ESTEC, Postbus 299, 2200 AG Noordwijk, Netherlands.
¢
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a,nHeaw.amawmwaa.ma.ww.n. $T$ 9/SP'AC.ELAB I,aS.mHNHaIaaam.J _ ST$ 9/S, PACELAdB 1. REYNOI._
%_STIC ITION _- REI'RIC CANERA EXPERI_NT ;
/_.ECRAF_r _)F_ NJ_- ST$ 9/SPA_LAB I
_IER'bI_TE I_INE_' _ACE_IIB I/STS 9, SPACE TRANSPORT SYS'-9 NSSDC ZD" e_-l16A-S8 X_STIGATIVE PROGRAM
IAS2_* PA(SLAB 1 COD4E F_E/CO-OF, APPLICATIONS
NSSDC ID- 85-116A INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
F.ARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
LAUNCH DATE- 11/28/85 RIGHT- 1_30. KG _:
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CEHTER, UNITED STATES PERSONNEL
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE PI - H. REY_K)LDS ESA-TOULOUSE
PI - G. KONECNY TECH U OF HANNOVER _'
SPONSORI NG COI_TRY/AGF-NCY
INTERNATIONAL ESA BRIEF DESCRIPTION
UNITED STATES NASA-O_ The purpose of the metrlc ¢•mera experiment was to test
the mapping c•pab:11ty of h!gh-resolutton _pace photography. C
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS The experiment used • Zelas RNK A$0/25 aerial survey camera and {
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/29/83 a Skylab Optical window having the followtn$ ch•recterlstlcs; f
ORBIT PERIOD- 89,S HIN IHCLINATIOt_ 57. DEG • SOS mum; f-stops avallable--f/5.6o f/8, f/11; •hurter
PERIAPSIS- 242. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 25_. KM ALT ap••ds--1/100* 1/250, I/S00, •rid 1/1000 s| negatlve size--23 x
23 cm Ilength for SSO photos par megaztne); angle of field--S6 -'
PERSOHNEL da_; and ground r_solutlon--20 m. _lack-end-whlte, color, and
HH - J.A, IX_AqNEY, SRD NASA-MSFC color IR films were used, To obtain 80X longitudinal overlap 3'
143 - C.R. CHAPPELL NASA-HSFC 0¢ subsequent photographs at a Spacalab veloctty of 7.7 km/s, _
PN - H.G. CRAFT, JR. NASA-MSFC there w•• a time lnterv•l of about 5 s between two successive _"
exposurps, StrSpe 1800 to 2500 km In length war• covered on _,
_L_IF_F DESCRIPTION the 9round In each sequence, kpproxlm•teZv 80X of the pZonned
The first Spacelab mlsslon was a Joint NASA •nd European ob_•ctlu•• were •¢compZlahed.
Space Agency (ESA) mission. SpaceZab l consisted of e
prassurlzed compartment (modula) for housing equSpmeflt and
flight personnel end • spece-axposed platform to eccoaodate
Instruments. The compartment and pZatform were flown thee
spice and returned lflslde the payload compartment Of the Spoce
ShUtt'_' The mission Iasted 10 days, Gad whlle Jn apace, the
_hutt;: payload camp•rim•at doors were opened to allow vlewln$ -_
Of tha aarth, sun, and deep spice. Spacalab ] was a
multtdlsclpllne mlsslon compristns flus broad areas of
lnvestt_stton| Atmospheric Physics Bhd Earth Observations,
Space PZosms Physlcs, Astronomy and Solar Physlcs, Hwterl•l
Sciaticas and TechnoZosy, end Ltfe Sciences. The Atmospheric
Phyalc• Investigations conducted •tudlas of the earth's
anvtron_ept through survays Of temperature, composltlono and
motion of the atmosphere. The Earth Observations
lnvsst19attons used end ausZueted the capability of advanced "_
me•surIn9 systems for making tcposraPhtc and thematic mops from
high-resolution photographs and from remote-so-sing data.
Investigations In the Space PZssme Physics group studled the
charged pertlcle or plasma anvIronment of the earth. The
Astronomy lnvest19sttons studied astronomical sources Of _"
radiation In the ultraviolet and X-ray wavelensths. The Solar
PhysiCS Investigations measured the totaZ ener9$ output OF the _,:
son uslng three different methods wltfl the Instruments cross
calibrated so that meaningful comparisons could be made. Ths ;"
Materiel Sclenoes and Technology Investigations took advsntoge _
of the mtcrogravJty conditions to perform studlea In such areas
• S crystal 9rowth, metallurgy, trtbology, fluid physics, and
ce rsmtcs technolosY. The Life Sciences lnvestIsattons were
concerned wlth the effects of the Spsce environment (zero
sravtty and high-energy redlotJon) on human PhYSIOlOgy and on :_
the growth, development, and orglnizattol_ of blologlcoZ
systems. Tha mlsslon was considered very successful.
...... STS 9/SPACELAB 1, OIETERLE ....
INVESTIGATION NAME- NICRONAVE REMOTE SENSING EXPERIMENT "_
NSSDC ID- 8_-116A-_9 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM L
CODE ZE/CO-OP. APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
HETEOROLOGY
OCEANOGRAPHY
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
PERSONNEL
PI - G. DIETERLE ESA-TOULOUSE
PI - G.P. DE. LOOR TNO PHYSICS LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Tha ob_ectlvas of tha microwave remote senslns experiment
were to develop alZ-wosther remote sensing methods, study
eensor-ob_ect l_terectlon by measurement of ocean surface wave
spectra wlth • two-frequency scattaromater, and varify
synthetic aperture rider behavior, Tha mlcrowiva remote
sansln$ experiment Instrumentation WlS i radar facility. In
tha active mode•, the Instrument tr•nsmtttad mlcrowova energy
In W-bind (9.65 GHz) tO earth targets. A sensitive low-noise
recetver detected tfla backscsttered rldlr signals, The '_
Instrument uperated In three modes; (1) • main mode as •
two-frequency s¢ltteromater (2FS), (2) • high-resolution mode
as a synthetic aperture radar (SAR), Gild (5) • passive mode as
l passive microwave radiometer. In the 2FS mode, the
Instrument measured the ocean surface WaVE spectra at
wavelengths within m rinse of 5 to 500 m by usln9 the complex
backscattartn9 Of the ocean surfers at two adSscent mlcrowava
frequencies. In the SAR mode, iraal of tha earth's surface
were lmlsed. The blckscattarad data were cuherently recorded
lad off-line processing provldad tmaBerY wtth • around
resolutlun of 25 m bv 25 m, The radiometer mode, whtch
melsured naturally emitted mlcrOWlVa radiation from the earth
to pl'oVtdl ocean IU'fICl temperlturel, HiS used lh tJml
multlpl•x with other modes. Dua tO equipment malfunction, unlv
20_ of the planned ob_actlve• were oc¢ompllehed.
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SKYLAB PROGRAM
8
Skylab, with experiments developed through cooperative efforts with the world's scientific
community, was the first space station. An extension of the manned Mercury-Gemini-Apollo
space programs, Skylab was designed to expand our knowledge of long-duration space flights of
men and systems and to accomplish selected scientific investigations and observations from earth
orbit. Skylab, consisting of four major assemblies (the orbital workshop, the airlock module, the !
multiple docking adapter, and the Apollo telescope mount), was launched into a 430-km orbit on i_
May 14, 1973. At three subsequent times, three-man crews in a modified ._,pollo command and
service module were launched into rendezvous orbit to dock with Skylab. These crews operated
Skylab experiments for periods ranging from 1 to 3 months over a total period of 9 months. Over '_l
50 experiments were carried out in areas of life sciences, earth resources, solar physics, _
astrophysics, material sciences, engineering, and technology. Some solar observations were
m
]l
continued during two unmanned periods. |
Five experiments in the Earth Resources Experiment Package (EREP) on Skylab permitted simul- !
taneous remote sensing of ground-truth sites in the visible, infrared, and microwave spectral bands
ifor a coverage of the entire contiguous United States and much of the world. The experimentswere: (1) the Multispectral Photographic Facility (S190), (2) the Infrared Spectrometer (S 191),
t (3) the Multispectral Scanner (S 192), (4) the Microwave Radiometer/Scatterometer/Altimeter _
(S 193), and (5) the L-band Microwave Radiometer (S 194). ]
The Multispectral Photographic Facility had two parts. One, a multispectral photographic camera
(S190A) was used for medium-resolution (about 75 m) black and white and color infrared photos
and for higher resolution (about 38 m) black and white color photos in visible spectral bands. The 4t
second part, an earth terrain camera (S190B), was a single-lens camera that produced black and
white, color, and color infrared photos with a much finer resolution (17 to 30 m). This experiment
provided valuable photographs for large-scale observations of croplands, forests, watersheds,
geological formations, etc. The cloud and snow cover in the pictures were used for meteorological
study.
The other four experiments in the EREP provided valuable data for meteorological use. The
Infrared Spectrometer (S 191) was observed in the visible through near-infrared (0.4 to
2.5 micrometers) and in the far-infrared (6.0 to 16.0 micrometers) spectral bands. This experiment
provided data to study the extent and health of surface vegetation, geological structure, atmospheric
density distribution, and the sea surface temperature field. The Multispectral Scanner (S 192) .
,¢
t operated in 13 spectral bands from 0.4 to 12.5 micrometers. Data were used for spectral signature
SKY-3 _'
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identification and mapping of ground truth targets in ,_griculmre, forestry, geology, hydrology, and Q
ocea,'aography. The fourth experiment in EREP was a Microwave Radiometer/Scatterometer/
Altimeter (S193). This passive radiometer and active radar scatterometer operated at 13.9 GHz
jointly or separately and shared one antenna with the altimeter. The radiometer/scatterometer
experiment was suitable for establishing sea-surface brightness temperature and ro,_ghness (related
to sea-surface winds). The altimeter was a compressed pulse radar system operating at 13.9 GHz.
It measured average sea-surface elevations with a resolution of about 0.9 m. The fifth experiment
was an L-band experiment (S194) that supplemented the measurement results of the microwave
radiometer by taking into consideration the effect of clouds on radiometric measurements.
During launch, a solar panel sustained severe damage. This damage was corrected with the con-
struction of a makeshift awning by the f'n'stvisiting crew. It was planned to boost the Skylab orbit
for further scientific use with a boost rocket that would rendezvous and be joined to the Skylab.
Due to unpredicted rapid orbit decay, the timetable for completion and orbit of the booster was over
one year late, and the plan had to be cancelled. Reentry occurred in the Indian Ocean area, and
some debris was recovered in Australia. Queries about data can be directed to the EROS Data
Center in Sioux Falls, SD.
1
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aasaaaaaamlaamae-aammmmmmaaa SKYl_A_amaammmmlt laaealamsaamaammmm PEJRSO_N_I-
PI - K. DEMEL NASA-JSC
SPACECRAFT COHI4ON NAHE- _KYLAB BRIEJ" I_SCRIPTIOt4
ALTEN_TE HN4E._- 6635 The S190 Skylab _xperlsent was designed to photosraph
I re|Ions of ths asrth'a 5urfaoe, tncludlns oceans. In m range of
N3SDC ID- 75-027A wavelengths from nelr infrared through ths visible. The
feclllty had two perle; the multtspectrsl photosreph|o cameras
LAUNCH hATE- 05/14/75 HEIGHT- 90607, KG (S190AI that alwoltaneously photogrephad the same Ires, each
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEhY SPACE CENT£R, UNITED STATES viewlns • olffsrent wavelength, and the earth Lerraln camera
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SATURN (SI90B) which waa • mingle-lens clmerao The SIDOA experlsent
consisted of al_ high-precision 70-ml cameras. The matched
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY dlstortlon and focal length camera array contained forward
UNITED STATES NASA-OHSF muLlah compansstlon to correct for sppcecraft motlon. The
f/2.8 lenses, wlth a focal length of 6 ln., hod • flsld of view
INITIAL ORBIT PARAH_TERS Of 21,1 dam pray/dins I squ_re surface coverage of about 165 k•
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH hATE- 0S/14/73 on each $1de from the 435-km altitude. The system was dssignad
ORBIT PERIOD- 93.4 NIN INCLINATION- 50.00EG for the following wavelength/film combinattons* (1) 0,5-0,6
PERIAPSIS- 454.0 KN ALT AFOAPSIS- 442.0 KH ALT wicrometsr, Panltoslc-X B*N. (21 0,6-0,7 mlorometer,
Panstomlc-X h'N, (31 0.7-0.8 stcrometar, IR B*N. (4) 0.8-0.9
PERSONNEL llcrosatar, IR B.H, (5) 0.5-0.88 micrometer, IR color, and (6)
PH - O,G, SM-[H NASA-JSC 0.4-0.7 slcromstsr, hlgh-rssolutlon color. The spsctral
regions dsstsnltad wire selected to leplrlte ths vlslble end
BRIEF DESCRIPTION photographic lnfrersd spectrum into bonds that were expected to
Ths SKylab (SL) was I manned, orbitlng I¢|cecreft hi most useful for wultlspectral anelysls of earth surface
composed of five parts, the Apollo telescope mount (ATHI, the failures. Further spectral refinements ware side bY usinS
mcltlPle docking ldlptlr (MDA), the lirlock module (AH), the different filter combinations, This Claire system provldsd
Instrument unlt (IU}. end the orbltal worksho.) (OHS). The photos with I sround resolution o" 30 to 46 m In the vistbll
Skvlab was tn the form of a cylinder, with the ATH bales wlvelansths led 73 to 79 m tn the infrared wsvelsnsths. Tha
positioned 90 dig from ths longitudinal axis Ifter Insertion SIDOB camera utilized • single 18-tn focal length lens wlth
Into orbit. Tha ATH WlS a solar obssrvatory, and It provided S-tn, film. Its fiald of view Of 14.2 de9 pr;vldsd • surfscs
attitude control and experiment potntlng for the rest of the covereD/ of shout 109 k• bY 109 km. Thls timers wig destsnad to
cluster. It was attached to the HDA and AH st one end of the use high-resolution color flls and was operated from the ONS
OHS, The retrieval led installation of film used tn the ATH ash window, productng photos with s ground resolution of 17 to
was accomplished bY astronauts durln9 extravehicular Ictlvity 30 w. The timers compensated for spacecraft forwPrd motion
(EVA}. The HDA served IS I dock for the commlnd and sarvice through programmed ca•mrs rots(ton. Shutter speeds were
modules, which served as personnel tlXiS to the SkYllb, The AH allectable st S, 7, end 10 mate with I curtain velocity of 110
provided in sSrlock between the HhA and the OHm, and contained in.Is. For Information of dill availability, contact the EROS
controls end instrumentation. The IU. whlch was used only Data Center, U.S. OenlogtclZ SurveY, Sloux Falls. South Dakota.
during haunch and the lnltlsl phases of operation, provlded
guidance and sequencing functions for the tntttsl dePloymant Of .... SKYLAB, EVAH_3-................................
the ATH, solar Irrlvs, etc. The Ot4S WaS a modlfted Saturn 4B
$tlga sultebll for long duration msnned habitation in orbit. I,_IVESTIGATIOH NAME- HICROHAVE RADIOHETER/SCATTEROHETER/
It contalnad provisions end crew quarters necessary to support ALTI_TER
three-person crews for periods of up to 84 dSY$ seth. All
Plrts wars also capable of un•lnned, In-orbit storPse, NS_OC ID- 73-027A-20 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
reiotivltion, end reuse. The SkYlib It.self was llunchod on Hay CODE EE, APPLICATIONS
14, 1973. It WaS first manned duties the psrtod Hay 25 to June
22, 1973, bY thS crew of the SL-2 stsslon (73-0S2A}. Next, It INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
was Ksnned during the period July 28 to September 25, 1973, bY OCEANOGRAPHY
the craw of the SL-3 •lsston (73~0S0A). The final manned METEOROLOGY
Period '_ss fro• November 16, 1975, to February 8, 1974, when it EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
was •armed bY the craw frow the $L-4 mission (73-090A},
PERSONNEL
...... _YLAB, BARNETT................................... PI - D.E, EVANS NASA-JSC
INVESTIGATION NAHE- INFRAREh SPECTROMETER BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The obiecttves of thts S195 Skylab experiment were (II to
HSSDC ID- 73-027A-18 INVESTIGATIV PROGRAM provide th_ near-simultaneous measurement of the radlr
CODE EE, APPLICATIONS differ entlal bsckscatterJn9 cross section Ind the passive
microwave thermal emlsslon of the land and ocean on a globs1
INVESTIGATION hISCIPLINE(SI scale, and (2) to provtde englnserln9 data _or psi In designing
OCEANOGRAPHY space radar altimeters. The S1_3 was ussful in studying
METEOROLOGY vlrYlng ocean surfaces, WiVe conditions, Sal lnd lake 1ca. snow
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY cover, seasonal vegetational changes, flooding, rainfall and
ooil types. The sensor gsnsrally oparated over ocaan and
PERSONAL ground areas where ground truth data were available, but
PI - T.L. BARNETT NASA-JSC additional targets of opportunity, such IS hurricanes and
storms, were viswad when the OOportunlty arose, S193
BRIEF DESCRIPTION lncorporoted I radio•star, s scatterometer, end l radar
The primary 9oil of Skylsb sxperlment S191 was to make In altimeter, ell operating It tho same Frequency of 13.9 GHZ.
evaluation of the appll¢lbllltY and usefulness of lansing earth The equipment shared s coe_on gtmballed antenna mounted on the
resources fro• orbits1 altitudes In the visible through outslde of the multiple dockln9 adapter, The scstterometsr
near-infrared led in the far infrared apectrll restons, measured the bsckscatterin9 coefficient of ocssn and terrain Is
Another specific 9osl wit to lSSeSS the value of real-time i function Of lnctdshce en91e rsnsln9 from 0 to 4d diD. The
identification of ground sites by In istronlut. The $191 wls I rldlo•eter WaS s passive sensor which measured the brightness
dual spectral bind system, wtth Its short-wavelength bond at temperature, from s cell on the earth's surface, as s function
0,4 to 2.5 micrometers, end its long wavelength sPectral band of incidence Insla from tha surface. Tho altimeter WaS i
st 6.0 to 16.0 micrometers. The "ld of view Of the systs• compressad-pulse radar system to measure avarase ocesn-surfscs
was one wtlllrsd (0.435-k• dlemetsl rculsr fOOt print}, with elevation variations with a resolution of about 0.9 km. The
I spactr81 resolution Of I to 5_, Ibm experiment tncludad I S193 ground ¢overaga was 48 des forward and 48 des to either
vtewflnder tricktn9 systa• which s crewman used in acquiring side of the spacecraft ground track. All dlta were recorded on
and tracking desirsd sites for SI9I use. providing the IbllitY masnettc tihe on one digitized chennsl. The
tO look It ralstively s•lll 9round tlrplts about 0.44 ks In redio•eter/scsttero•eter datl were recordod at S,S$ kbs, the
SiZl, A 16-mm oe•srl WlS used to photograph thess mites, The elttmater datl It 10 kbs, For information of dl_l
primary dltl were recorded on magnetic tsbe aIong with dsts Ivalllblltty, contact the EROS hits Center, U.$, Geolo$1cel
from other sensors In the earth rssources sxpertment pockaDs Survey, Sloux Falls, South Dakota.
(EREP). Ths magnetic tape led thl film fro• the viswfindsr
camsra were returned with each craw rotltion. For reformation _- SKYLAB. EVA_3 ........................................
Of dire availability, contact the EROS hetl Center. U.S.
01olo9i¢11 Survev, Sioux Falls, South hakota. INVESTIGATION NAHE- L-BAND HICRONAVE RAhIOHETER
...... SKYLAB, O_H_L ................................... NSSOC ID- 7_-027A-21 ZNVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
CODE EE. APPLICATIO_
INVESTIGATION HAHE- HUt.TISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITY
ZHVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
I_SDC 111- 7_F-O27A"I7 INVESTIOATIVE PROORAH _CEAN4_3RAPHY
CODE EE, APPLICATIONS METEOROLOGY
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLIHE(S)
OCEANOGRAPHY
HETEOROLOGY
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
I ORIGINALPAGEIS ,OF POORQUALITY
SKY-5
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PERSOI#4EL
P1 - D,E. EVANS _JSC i]
BRIEF I_SCR IPTION
This SkYlsb •xperlment (S194) was _o supplement
explrlment 5193 (73-027A-20) in m•asurln9 the brlshtn•so 4_
terJpareture of the earth's outface liOnS ths spacecraft track,
which would provide ocean surface features, v•ryln9 wtnds over
O_e•n arias, and earth suffice flltUreS lnformitlon. The $194
experiment Wl• • pI••_VIp non-•clBntnS M_crowavl IlnlOr that
utilized I fixed pllnlr lrr•y •nt•nnl. The brl_htnls•
romp•refute Of the earth was recorded In the L-bind r•n$• from
1.4 t 1.427 GHz w_th I d:sttoZ output g|V|h9 •n Ibaolute
• ntonne temper•Sure to sn accuracy o_ 1 des K. The system
uttllz•d • butlt-ln Clllbrltton scheme this sampled known
sources, The lpmtlsZ ChlrlCterlltlcs were • half-power beam
width Of 15 dis, first null helm width of 57 des (97X of power)
and a ctroular footer|nO of opproxlmltely 124-km dlem.
(hllf-poMe'}. All data wire recorded on mlsnltlc tIPIS. The
dltl OUtpUt WaS at 200 bps. For /nformltton of dltl
lVl_llb_lti:y, contlct thl EROS DItl Clntlr, U,S. GlOlOllcll
SUrVly, St)UX Fills, South Dakota°
...... _:YLAB, KORB.
ZNVESTIG4TION NA_E- HULTISPECTRAL SCANNER
NSSDC _O- 75-027A-19 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH
CODE EE, APPLZC_I=ONS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
HETEOROLOGY
OCEANOGRAPHY
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
PERSONNEL
PI - C,L. KURB NASA-JSC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The prlmlry 9Oll of SkYlab experiment S192 •Is to assess
the feasibility of multlspectra] techniques, developed in the
• _rcraft prosrom, for remote sensln9 of elrth resources from
SpiCe. Specifically, attempts were made at spectrll stgnlture
Identification and mapptn9 of around truth tarsets In
lDrlculture, forestry, SIO109Y, hydroloDy, end oc_onosr_phY,
The S192 lnstrulent hid 12 sPeCtrll bends w_th Wlvelensths
rlnD_n9 from 0.41 to 2.43 micrometers tn the vlslble and nest
IR reslons, and I band In the 10.2-12.S micrometer thlrmll IR
re91on. The system sathered quantitative
htsh-spotJal-rssolutton line-scan 1misery data on radiation
reflected and emitted bY selected around sites In the U,$. lnd
other parts of the world. The motion of the sensor was •
ctrculor scan ulth e radius of 41.8 km. Data of around scenes
were recorded as the scan SWEpt • track 74 km wlde In front Of
the spacecraft, Yleldln9 a 79-m 9round resolution, The $192
opttcal mechlnlcal scanner utlllzed i $O-cm reflectlns
telescope wlth a rotltln9 mirror. The telescope and mirror _q_P"
were mounted outslde the multiple dockln9 edapter. Information 4bon days of operation and area of coveraDe of experiment can be
obtetned from the EROS Data Center, U.S. GeoloDlcal Survey,
SIOUX Falls, South Dakota.
$
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11 soYuzP oG AM I
The Soyuz program is the U.S.S.R. solution to transportation of crews and material to and from
their space station (Salyu0 satellites. The major emphasis of the project is to develop ferry craft
technology and use/docking techniques in concert with analogous development in the Salyut and
Progress programs. Other experimental emphasis included medical/biological experiments, manu-
facturing, and surveys related to geology and earth resources. In addition to the Soyuz spacecraft,
an unmanned program (Progress spacecraft) was developed to transport fuel and supplies to space
stations.
The Soyuz satellites were nominally made up of two or three sections. The cylindrically shaped
(approximately 7 feet in diameter by 9 feet in length) service module has been launched in at least _
four major variations and has always been one component of the Soyuz spacecraft. The command _.
module was headlight shaped (paraboloid of revolution) with dimensions similar to the service '4
module a,_dhas been launched in at least th','eemajor versions. The small end of the conunand _,
module was usually connected to the spherical (over 2 m diameter) orbital module. This has flown
in at least four versions and has contaioed equipment, food, and supplies in addition to the docking
port. On occasion, the orbital or the command module was omitted. The three connected compo-
nents made up a roughly cylindrical spacecraft about 2.5 m in diameter and 8 m long. The term
"Sovietsky Soyuz" is translated as "St.viet Union," but the term Soyuz may also refer to the project
mission of making union (docking) with the space station craft.
With the exception of Soyuz 2 (target for docking test) and Soyuz 20 and 34 (unmanned docks
with Salyut 4 and 6), most flights appear to have included some mamuer of meteorological
observations in their planning, many of which may have been only logged visual observations.
Soyuz 22 was an 8-day test of a newly developed six-channel, multispectral, high-speed camera
(MKF-6) with stereo capabilities. This equipment was a joint U.S.S.R.-Democratic Republic of
Germany development manufactured by Zeiss of the DRG. This Raduga (rainbow) experiment had
two IR and four visible channels. It was intended to photograph earth surfaces for studies
primarily in geology, geography, agriculture, and forestry. Secondary considerations were
meteorological, oceanographic, and cryospheric studies. This experiment was similar to the Skylab
Experiment S109.
In nearly all flights, successfully docked equipment and experiments used the Soyuz for trans-
portation and accomplished the observations during their Salyut residence. Flights of less than
l 4 days were usually readezvous, tests, or failed docking flights. Flights of 4 to 8 days usually
SOY-3
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consisted of successful dockings and visiting crews. Long-term residence on the Salyut space
station ranged from 16 days (Soyuz 14 and Salyut 2) to 185 days (Soyuz 35/37 and Sa!yut 6). 6
Salyut 4 and 5 each had two long-term visiting cr-,.wsfor over 70 hours total on each space station.
Salyut 4 occupancy was during early and mid-1975, while Salyut 5 was occupied during periods :_,A,
from mid-1976 to early 1977. Salyut 6 was the fast truly operational space station. Its equipment :;
t
and activities included two docking ports, frequent docking of two spacecraft at one time, _.
15 visiting crews, unmanned supply and refueling clockings, and three long-term scientific crew
residencies. Considering only Salyut 6 and 7, observations have been made frequently ever since _
Dr,cember 1977.
The first 11 Soyuz were designed for three astronauts. Subsequent to crew deaths or_Soyuz 11,
the spacecraft were redesigned to allow for only two crew members. The last numbered Soyuz _
(Soyuz 40) was flown in May 1981 to dock with Salyut 6. The new T (transport) series Soyuz,
redesigned for crews of three, was first flown in December 1979, and Soyuz T-5 was the first
spacecraft docked to Salyut 7. I
Since the Soyuz flights are related to meteorological research only indirectly through supply to, and i
residence on the Salyut series, no spacecraft listings or ,_escriptions are provided here. it is sug- i
gested that the interested reader investigate references to Salyut spacecraft (especially Salyut 6 and _
7) for more detail on meteorological experiments and observations related to ti_eSoyuz program, i
Table 13 lists known Soyuz flights with related information, including identification of those with ._
meteorological experiments, ii
t
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8 TABLE 13 ._
SOYUZ PROGRAM "_
NSSI_ SOYUZ DATES SCIENCE SALYI.rr _"
ID NUMBER LAUNCH RETURN MISSION* CONTACT_ CREW REMARKS
67-037A 1 67-04-23 to 04-24 1 Descent parachute failure.
Astronaut killed during -_
reentry/landing. '_
68-093A 2 68-10-25 m 10-28 0 Target for Soy_ 3. -
684)94A 3 68-10-26 to 10-30 M A 1 Rendezvous with Soyuz 2. }
69-004A 4 694)1-14 to 01-17 M A 1-3 Received 2 cosmonauts by :
EVA from Soyuz 5.
69-005A 5 694)1-15 to 01-18 A 3-1 Docked with Soy_z 4. :
69-085A 6 69-10-11 to 10-16 G 2 Soyuz 6, 7, 8 rendezvous. _:
694)86A 7 69-10-12 m 10-17 G 3 Soy_ 6, 7, 8 rendezvous.._
694)87A 8 69-10-13 to 10-18 2 Soyuz 6, 7, 8 rendezvous.
70-041A 9 70436-02 to (ff-rl9 M A 2
714)34A 1C 71-04-02 to 04434 1,d,5 1/2 hours 3 Salyut not boarded. ,
714)53A 11 71436-06 to 06-30 M G 1,d,3 weeks 3 Astronauts killed during
reentry/landing, i_
73-067A 12 73-09-27 to 09-29 G 2 .,..
73-103A 13 73-12-18 to 12-23 G 2 \-
74-051A 14 744)7-03 to 07-19 A G 3,d,16days
74-067A 15 744)8-26 to 3,r _(.
744)96A 16 74-12-02 to 12-08 2 Al_llo-Soyuz checkout. _
754)01A 17 75-01-11 to 02-09 M A G 4,d,30days 2 ._
75-044A 18 754)5-24 to 07-26 M A 13 4,d,63days 2
!,
M = Meteorologicalobservations
A = other Atmospheric observations
G = Geology, geography, earth resources, biology, etc.Salyut ID, rendezvous (r)or docked (d), lime docked.
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TABLE 13 1
SOYUZ PROGRAM (continued)
NSSDC SOYUZ DAIES SCIENCE SALYUT
ID Nq,JMBER LAUNCH RETURN MISSIQN* (_ONTACTt CREW REMARKS
75-065A 19 75-15-07 to 07-21 M A G 2 Apollo docking.
75-106A 20 75-11-17 to 76-02-16 4,d,91 days 0
76-064A 21 76-07-06 to 08-24 M A G 5,d,48days 2
76-093A 22 76-09-15 to 09-23 M A G 2 Test flight for new multi-
spectral camera MKF-6.
76-100A 23 76-10-14 to 10-16 5,r 2 Docking system malfunction.
77-008A 24 77-02-07 to 02-25 M A 5,d,16days 2
77-099A 25 77-10-09 to 10-11 6,r 2 Docking problems.
77-I13A 26 77-12-10 to 01-16 M G 6,d,37days 2 Crew returned in Soyuz 27
after 96 days in Salyut 1.
78-003A 27 78-01-10 to 03-16 6,d,65 days 2 Crew returned in Soyuz 26.
Dual docking ports both in 4D
use.
78-023A 28 78-03-02 to 03-10 A G 6,d, 8 days 2
78-061A 29 78-06-15 to 09-03 M G 6,d,80 days 2 Reactivated Salyut 6 after
3-month shutdown. Crew
returned to Soyuz 31.
78-065A 30 78-06-27 to 07-05 A G 6,d, 7 days 2
78-081A 31 78-08-26 to 11-02 M A G 6,d,94days 2 Crew returned in Soyuz 29
after 140 days in Salyut.
79-018A 32 79-02-25 to 06-13 M G 6,d,109 days 2
79-029A 33 79-04-10 to 04-12 M G 6¢, 2 days 2
79-049A 34 79-06-06 to 06-14 6,d, 8 days 0
79-103A T-1 79-12-16 to 80-03-26 6,d,10 days 0
80-027A 35 80-04-09 to 06-03 M A G 6,d,55 days 2 Crew returned in Soyuz 37.
80-041A 36 80-05-26 to 07-31 M G 6,d 2 Crew returned in Soyuz 35.
80-045A T-2 80-06-05 to 06-09 6,d,4days 2
1
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S TABLE 13
SOYUZ PROGRAM (concluded) _|iNSSDC SOYUZ DATES SCIENCE SALYUT
ID NUMBER LAUNCH RETURN MISSION* CONTACTt GREW REMARKS i
I80-064A 37 80-07-23 to 10-11 M G 6,d,80 days 2 Crew returned in Soyuz 36.
80-075A 38 80-09-18 to 11-27 G 6,d, 9 days 2 Repair mission. [
b, I80-094A T-3 80-11-27 3
81-023A T-4 81-03-12 M A G 6,d 2 __]81-029A 39 81-03-22 G 6,r 2
81-042A 40 81-05-14 6,d 4
82-042A %5 82-05-13 7,d 2
82-063A T-6 82-06-24 7,d 3
82-080A %7 82-08-19 7,d 3
83-035A T-8 83-04-20 7,r 3
1 83-062A T-9 83_5-27 7,d 2 ii
84-014A T-10 84-02-08 7,d 3
84.-032A T-11 84-04-03 7,d 3
84-073A T-12 84-07-17 7,d 3 :_
i;
?
4,
i
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S TIROS (TELEVISION AND IR OPERATIONAL SATELLITE) PROGRAM
The development of a meteorological satellite was first begun by the Advanced Research Projects q
Agency (ARPA) of the Department of Defense and was later transferred to NASA. On
April 1, 1960, TIROS 1, the first full-time meteorological satellite, was launched. TIROS 1 and
nine TIROS spacecraft subsequently launched were equipped with a dual "_" zamera system each
consisting of a camera, a vidicon tube, a tape recorder, and a transmitter. _ctures could either be
stored on board or transmitted directly to a command and data acquisition (CDA) station depending
on whether the satellite was beyond or within the communication range of a ground statior.
TIROS 2, 3, 4, and 7 each carried, in addition, a five-channel scanning medium-resolutio:_ infrared
radiometer for measuring emitted radiation from the earth and its atmosphere. Two other infrared
sensors were also flown on TIROS spacecraft: a wide-field radiometer (TIROS 3 and 4) and a
low-resolution omnidirectional radiometer (TIROS 3, 4, and 7). These last two sensors provided
low-resolution infrared data for radiation budget studies.
The first four TIROS satellites were launched into near-circular orbits with an orbit inclination of
48 deg, which provided TV coverage of the sunlit portion of the earth between 55 deg N and
55 deg S latitude. The orbit inclination on TIROS 5 through 8 was increased to provide TV
l coverage for the area between 6:5deg N to 65 deg S latitude. The orbits of TIROS 9 and 10 were
intended to be near-polar and sun-synchronous to extend the sensor coverage to the entire sunlit
portion of the earth and also allow observations to be taken over areas at approximately the same
local time each day. Only TIROS 10 achieved this desired orbit. A failure in the guidance system
placed TIROS 9 in a nonsynchronous elliptical orbit.
All ten TIROS satellites were spin stabilized. With the exception of TIROS 9, TIROS satellites had
both of their "IVcameras mounted on the satellite base with their optical axes parallel to the space-
craft spin axis. Since the spin axis lay in the orbital plane, the cameras were directed earthward for
only approximately one fourth of each orbit. To overcome this problem, TIROS 9 was placed in a
cartwheel mode in which the spacecraft spin axis was normal to the orbital plane. The two TV
cameras were relocated with their optical axes normal to the spacecraft spin axis so the earth could
be viewed once during each satellite revolution. With this arrangement, it was possible for the first ':i,
time to naonitor the daytime global cloud cover on a nearly continuous basis.
'rlF,OS 8 was the first satellite to be equipped with Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) _.
canabilities. On the previous TIROS satellites, direct TV transmission was possible only when the
satellite was in communication range with either of two ground stations (Wallops Island, VA, and i"
e the Western Test Range). The APT system on TIROS 8 was capable of transmitting local, r.
t
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daytime, cloud-cover picturesdirectly to any properlyequipped ground station in the global APT 1
network.
The TIROS research and development program was intended to produce "research" satellites
constructed and operated for the purpose of developing an "operational" satellite for use by the
Weather Bureau. The inunediate realization of the operational utility of TIROS 1 products led to
the adoption of the TIROS satellites as an operational facility soon after TIROS 1 was launched.
These first 10 TIROS satellites yielded information on global cloud cover, extended man's knowl-
edge of the distribution and formation of various cloud systems, provided valuable data on global
heat balance and water vapor distribution, and supplied meteorologists with near real-time pho-
tographs of weather systems influencing their local areas, thereby permitting more accttrate fore-
casts. These satellites were also responsible for the detection of many hurricanes long before con- _
ventional meteorological observation networks could have done so, thus enabling the National _
Weather Service to issue timely storm advisories and warnings that saved countless lives. The _
,('4
TIROS name continued to be used as a series satellite name for two satellite types; namely, the _
TIROS-N/NOAA series and the ADVANCED TIROS-N (ATN) series, whose descriptions can be
found under "NOAA (6-D)/TIROS N" and "NOAA (8-J)/ATN," respectively. A summary of the
usage of the name "TIROS" in various programs is included in Table 14. 't
_L
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S TABLE 14
TIROS-RELATED SATELLITE NAMES
Six different acronyms have been used with satellites related to the TIROS meteorological satellite
development. Acronym definitions are noted below, followed by a listing identifying these satel-
lites and the relationship of the prelaunch names to the postlaunch names.
ATN Advanced TIROS-N, funded by NOAA. Refers to NOAA 8-10, H-J.
ESSA Funded by Environmental Science Services Administration.
ITOS Improved TOS.
NOAA Funded by the National !)ceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(successor to ESSA).
OT !2pemtional TIROS.
TIROS _Televisionand I_nfraR_ed_OperationalSatellite.
TOS TIROS .OperationalSatellite.
PRELAUNCH POSTLAUNCH
NAME NAME
TIROS A through I TIROS 1 through 9
OT 1 TIROS 10
OT 2, 3 ESSA - 2, 1
TOS A through G ESSA 3 through 9
TIROS M ITOS 1
ITOS A, D, F, G, H NOAA 1 through 5
TIROS N TIROS N
NOAA A, C, E, F, G NOAA 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
NOAA H, I, J, K, L, M (to be launched)
S
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********************************** TIROS 1-10 ********************************* Q
Spacecraft Name - TIROS 1-10
S/C Alternate NSSDC Launch Inc. Perig. Apog. Pd.
Name IE Date (deg) (kin) (km) (min)
TIROS 1 TIROS-A 60-002B 04/01/60 48°4 693 750 99.2
TIROS 2 TIROS-B 60-016A 11/23/60 48.6 609 742 98.3
TIROS 3 TIROS-C 61-017A 07/12/61 47.9 742 812 100.4
TIROS 4 TIROS-D 62-002A 02/08/62 48.3 712 840 100.0
TIROS 5 TIROS-E 62-025A 06/19/62 58.1 586 972 100.0
TIROS 6 TIROS-F 62-047A 09/18/62 58.3 686 713 98.7
TIROS 7 TIROS-G 63-024A 06/19/63 58.2 621 649 97.4
TIROS 8 TIROS-H 63-054A 12/21/63 58.5 691 765 99.3
TIROS 9 TIROS-I 65-004A 01/22/65 96.4 705 2582 119.2
TIROS 10 TIROS-J 65-051A 07/02/65 98.6 751 837 100.8
S/C PM PS :;
TIROS 1 W.G. Stroud H.I. Butler !_
NASA/GSFC NASA/GSFC _;
TIROS 2 R.A. Stampf (NLA) Aero. and Meteor. Div. '
NASA/GSFC NASA/GSFC _
TIROS 3-10 R.M. Rados (Retired) Aero. and Meteor. Div. i
NASA/GSFC
Brief Description S
TIROS 1-10 (Television and Infrared Observation Satellite) were spin-stabilized meteorological
spacecraft designed to test experimental television techniques and infrared equipment. The satel- .
lites were in the form of an 18-sided right prism, 48 or 56 cm high and 107 cm in diameter. The
top and sides of the spacecraft were covered with approximately 9200 1- by 2-cm silicon solar
cells. The TIROS satellites were equipped with a television camera system and an automatic pic-
ture transmission system for taking cloud-cover pictures, three radiometers (two-channel wide- _
field, omnidirectional, and five-channel scanning) for measuring radiation from the earth and its
atmosphere, and an electron temperature probe. The satellite spin rate was maintained between i
8 and 12 rpm by the use of five diametrically opposed pairs of small solid-fuel thrusters.
TIROS 2-10 were equipped with a magnetic attitude-control device. The fLrstfour "iTROSwere _,
launched into near-circular orbits with an orbit inclination of 48 deg to prcvide TV coverage of the _.
sunlit portion of the earth between 55 deg N and 55 deg Slat. The orbit inclination on TIROS 5-8
was increased to provide TV coverage between 65 deg N to 65 deg S lat. The orbits of
TIROS 9-10 were intended to be near-polar and sun-synchronous to extend the sensor coverage to the
entire sunlit portion of the earth, but only TIROS 10 achieved this desired orbit. A failure in the
guidance system placed TIROS 9 in a nonsynchronous elliptical orbit. TIROS 1-8 and 10 were
designed for a fixed attitude relative to space. TIROS 9 was placed in a cartwheel mode in which the
spacecraft spin axis was normal to the orbital plane. With two TV cameras on its rim, the TIROS 9
spacecraft rolled along its near-polar orbit at a rate of 10 revolutions a minute to provide daily global
cloud cover on a nearly continuous basis. A more detailed description and performance summary can _
be found in A. Schnapf, "TIROS: The Television and Infrared Observation Satellite," J. of British
Interplanetary Society, v. 19, pp. 386-409, 1963-64, and R. M.Rados, "The Evolution of the
TIROS Meteorological Satellite Operational System," Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., v. 48, pp. 326-337,
1967.
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Investigation Name - Scanning Radiometer (SR) l
1
S/C NSSDC ID PI OI
TIROS 2, 4 60-016A-02 J.D. Bark_ale
62-002A-03 NASA/GSFC
TIROS 3 61-017A-03 R.M. Rados (Retired) J.D. Barksdale
NASAJGSFC NASA/GSFC
TIROS 7 63-02AA-02 J.D. Barksdale
' Brief Description NASA/GSFC |This radiometer measured the emitted and reflected radiafiot,,of the earth and its atmosphere. Thefive-channel radiometer scanned the earth and space as the satellite spun about its axis. The
radiometer's bidirectional optical axes were inclined to the satellite spin axis at angles of 45 and
135 deg. The sensor used bolometer detectors and filters to limit the spectral response and to pro-
vide comprehensive data by measuring radiation intensities in selected portions of the infrared
spectrum. The spectral bands of five channels were: (1) 6.0 to 6.5 micrometers (water vapor
absorption), (2) 8.0 to I2.0 micrometers (atmospheric window), (3) 0.2 to 6.0 micrometers,
(4) 8 to 13 micrometers (TIROS 4 used this channel to transmit a redundant time reference signal),
and (5) 0.5 to 0.75 micrometer for reference and comparison with the TV systems. The water
vapor absorption band was replaced by a 14- to 16-micrometer carbon dioxide band on TIROS 3:
The major limitation of the experiment was the uncertainty in the absolute value of the measure-
ments, resulting from the degradation of the sensors. A more detailed description of the instrument
_t was given in R. W. Astheimer, et al., "Infrared Radiometric Instruments on TIROS II," J. of Opt.
Soc., v. 51, pp. 1386-1393, 1961.
.................................... TIROS 1-10, Butler, NESDIS Staff ......................................
Investigation Name - Television Camera System
S/C NSSDC ID PI OI
TIROS 1, 2 60-002B-01 H.I. Butler
60-016A-03 NASA/GSFC
TIROS 3 61-017A-04 NESDIS Staff R.M. Rados (Retired)
NOAA/NESDIS NASA/GSFC
TIROS 4-10 62-002A-04 NESDIS Staff
62-025A-01 NOAA/NESDIS
62-047A-01
63-024A-04
63-054A-01
65-004A-01
65-051A-01
Brief Description
The TV system was developed to obtain cloud-cover pictures for operational meteorological use.
The experiment consisted of one ^r two independent camera chains, each containing a television
camera, a magnetic-tape record,.,, md a television wansmitter. The two sensor units were capable
[
e of concurrent or independent operation. Three different lens systems were used on the TIROSspacecraft. On TIROS 1 a d 2, the TV system had one narrow-angle (12-deg) lens and one wide-
&
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angle (104-deg) lens. TIROS 3, 7, 9, and 10 had two wide-angle lens systems. TIROS 4, 5, and i
6 had one medium-a.-,le (78-deg) lens system and one wide-angle system. TIROS 8 had only one l !wide-angle lens. Excep: on TIROS 9, the cameras were mounted on the baseplate of the spacecraft qw,
with their optical axes parallel to the spacecraft spin axis. Since the spin axis lay in the orbital
plane, the cameras were directed earthward for only approximately one-fourth of each orbit. The
two cameras on TIROS 9 were mounted 180 deg apart on the side of the spacecraft and canted
64 deg from the spacecraft spin axis. The cameras were automatically triggered into action only
when they came in view of the earth. The "IV pictures were transmitted directly to either of two
ground-receiving stations or stored on magnetic tape for later playback, depending on whether the
satellite was within or beyond the communication range of the station. The TV cameras used 500
scan-line, 1.27-cm vidicons. Each recorder could store up to 32 (48 for TIROS 9) frames of
pictures. Transmission of the 32-frame sequence was accomplished in 100 s of a 3-W FM
transmitter operating at a nominal frequency of 235 MHz. At nominal attitude and altitude
(approximately 700 km), a picture taken by the wide-angle camera covered a 1200- x 1200-km
square with a spatial resolution of 2.5 to 3.0 km at nadir. The medium-angle camera covered a
725-km x 725-km square and had a resolution of 2 km. Data from this experiment are available
through SDSD. For a complete index of these data, see "Catalog of Meteorological Satellite Data -
TIROS 1 Television Cloud Photography," "Catalog of Meteorological Satellite Data - TIROS 2
Television Cloud Photography," etc.
............................................. TIROS 1-10, Hanel ...............................................
Investigation Name - Widefield Radiometer
Flown on - TIROS 2, 3, 4
NSSDC ID - 60-016A-01, 61-017A-02, 62-002A-02
o
PI - R. A. Hanel NASA/GSFC
Brief Description
The low-resolution, ncnscanning, two-channel radiometer measured the thermal and reflected solar
radiation from the earth-atmosphere system. The radiometer consisted of two detectors: one black
and one white thermistor bolometer. Each of the detectors was mounted in the apex of a highly
reflective Mylar cone. The black detector responded equally to reflected solar radiation and long-
wave terrestrial radiation (0.2 to 50 micrometers). The white detector reflected solar and v._sible
radiation and measured only long-wave thermal radiation (5 to 50 micrometers). The optical axis
of each detector was parallel to the satellite spin axis. The field of view (50 deg) of the detectors
when viewing the earth directly below the satellite was a circle of 832 km diameter. This area was
within the field observed by the wide-angle television camera, and thus a direct measure of the heat
balance of the earth-atmosphere system viewed in any of the pictures was provided. The radiation
data were rec,orded on a continuously running endless loop magnetic tape that completed its cycle
in about 100 min. Data older than 100 min were erased as newer data were recorded. The experi-
ment performed normally, but the quality of the data was very poor because of decreased sensitiv-
ity of the detectors, detector-spacecraft thermal coupling, and less than nominal radiative charac-
teristics. Thus, the collected data were too ambiguous for reduction or analysis. The experiment
was described in "The TIROS Low Resolution Radiometer," NASA TN-D-614, 1964.
i
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............................................. TIROS 1-10, Hunter ..............................................
S Investigation Name - Automatic Picture Transmission (APT)
Flown on - TIROS 8
NSSDC ID - 63-054A-02
PI - C. M. Hunter NASA/GSFC
Brief Description
This system was a camera and transmittercombination designed to test the feasibility of transmit-
ting local daytime picturesof cloud cover to properlyequipped ground-receiving stations on a real-
time basis. The system consisted of a single camera with a 2.54-cm-diameter vidicon. The camera
used a 108-deg wide-angle f/1.8 objective lens with a focal length of 5.7 mm, and was mounted on
the satellitebaseplate with its optical axis parallelto the spacecraftspin axis. The actualpicture
taking required 8 s and the transmission 200 s. Earth-cloud images retained on the photosensitive |
surface of the vidicon were read out at four lines per second to produce an 800-1ine picture. A 5-W JTV transmitter (136.95 MHz) relayed the pictures to lo:al APT stations within communicationrange. The faceplate of the vidicon had reticle marks that appeared on the picture format to aid in
relating the picture to its geographical position on the earth's st:rface. At nominal satellite attitude
and altitude (approximately 700 km), a picture covered a 1200-km x 1200-km ._.luarewith a hori-
zontal resolution of 7.5 km at nadir. The experiment performed normally, and good quality pic-
tureswere obtained until the experiment was terminatedowing to degradation of ,'heAPT camera.
The APT experiment successfully demonstrated the feasibility of using weather satellites to provide
meteorologists with local cloud-cover data on a near real-time basis, requiring only the use of a
photofacsimile machine and.a relatively inexpensive antenna and receiver. APT data were primm-
ily intended for operational use by the local APT acquisition stations and generally are not avail-
able for follow-on scientific studies.
............................................. TIROS 1-10, Suomi ..............................................
Investigation Name - Onmidirectional Radiometer
Flown on - TIROS 3, 4, 7
NSSDC ID - 61-917A-01, 62-002A-01, 63-024A-01
PI - V. E. Suomi U. of Wisconsin
Brief Description
This experiment was designed to measure the amount of solar energy absorbed, reflected, and
emitted by the earth and its atmosphere. The experiment consisted primarily of two sets of
bolometers in the form of hollow aluminum hemispheres, mounted on opposite sides of the space-
craft, whose optical axes were parallel to the spin axis. The bolometers were mounted on mirror
surfaces so that the hemispheres behaved very much like isolated spheres in space. One bolometer
in each set was painted black, and one was painted white. The black bolometer absorbed most of
the incident radiation while the white bolometer was sensitive mainly to radiation with wavelengths
longer than approximately 4 micrometers. The reflected and emitted radiation could thus be sepa-
rated. The sensor temperatures were measured by thermistors fastened to the inside of the hollow
hemispheres. The sensor temperatures, ",akenevery 29 s, were an average of the two temperatures
from the matched thermistors. A similar experiment was carded on Explorer 7.
TIR-9
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TOPEX PROGRAM :',
The Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX) is a joint U.S.-France mission which provides pre- _
cise global observations of the oceans. Managed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for NASA, the '_:
project was developed in file early 1980's and expanded in 1984 to include both U.S. and French _
instrumentation. The approved TOPEX/Poseidon mission will be launched in 1991 by an Ariane
launch vehicle. _:.
The main objective of the mission is to measure _e satellite-to-sea-surface range, from which the
topography of the sea surface can be computed to an accmacy of 14 cm. This will enable _
oceanographers to determine the ocean's general circulation as well as its mesoscale variability.
This effort is closely coordinated with the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) and the _'
Tropical Oceans Global Atmospheres Experiment (TOGA).
The key instrument on the TOPEX satellite is the NASA dual-frequency (13.7 and 5.3 GHz) radar
altimeter. It is an upgraded version of the altimeters previously flown on GOES 3 and Seasat. _;
Besides making precise and accurate range measurements, the altimeter can also provide ice edge "
!,
location, ice profiles, wave height, and surface wind speed from the shape and amplitude of the ;
t reflected of the and wind is that obtained frompulse. Accuracy wave height speed comparable tO
in situ measurement.
Besides the NASA altimeter, there is also a French-supplied, single-channel altimeter that will be
sharing the NASA altimeter antenna and operating at 5% of the time. This sensor plus the DORIS
dual-frequency tracking system receiver will make up the Poseidon portion of the satellite payload.
There are four other sensors that belong to the NASA payload: 1) a three-channel microwave
radiometer for water vapor measurements; 2) a TRANET doppler beacon for tracking by the :
Defense Mapping Agency; 3) a laser retroflector array for height verification; and 4) a Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) demonstration receiver.
By acquiring a comprehensive description of the global scale ocean circulation, climatologists and
meteorologists hope to more precisely parameterize the effect of the oceans on clin_ate and weather.
tl
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|NVE,TIGATION NAHE- CNE$ RADAR ALTIMETER
SPACECRAFT CONHON HAHn- TOPEX
ALTERNATE NAMES- OCEAN TOPOGRAPHY EXF'ER. NSiDC ID- TOPEX -07 INVESTIGATIVE pROGRAM
CODE EE/CO-OP. APPLICATIONS
N3SDC ID- TOPEX &INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)LAUNCH DATE.- 00400490 NEIGHT- KO OCEANOGRAPHY
LAUNCH SITE,- NAVIGATION
LAUNCH VEHICLE- _IANE rdEODESY
SPONSORING COUHTRY/AGENC¢ PERSONNEL
UNITED STATES NASA PI - UNKNONN
FRANCE C.NES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PLANNED ORBIT PARAHETERS The CNES rsdsr :Jlttmeter on TOPEX Is s •tngla-chlnnel
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC (Ku-Blnd) Instrument used to m ,re see s,lZflCe height. It ls
ORBIT PERIOD- 120. WIN INCLINATIOI¢- 63.4 DEC l solid-state, loP-power, snd lolP-m_s_ instrument of i new
PERIAPSIS- 1534. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1334. KM ALT design. One of tl_e goals lS tO have the= oltim _er is the
forerunner Of _ubsequent CNES designs. The CNES lltZ..'er w111
PERSONNEL _hlre the NASA altimeter sntenna by operating spproximately _P
PM - C.A. VAMARONE NASA-JPL of the tlme with the NASA altimeter operatln, 95_ of the t15,..
PS - R.H. STENART NASA-JPL Measurement accuracy ls lxpe:.ed to be within IO cm.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Ths OClSn ToPosraphy Experiment (TOPEXI sste11]tl ts psrt
of a project pllnned to coincide uith the NorZd •cain
CircuS,riCh Experiment to be conducted in the early 1990'_.
Th_ seteZZite II designed to collect slttmetry dsta for
deLermtntng precise ,lobol /el-surface elevs_lons. The
lplCeCrsft carries a NASA payload st well l, s French CNES
plylold. The NASA paylol4 consists of eve primary instruments!
• dull-frequency lltlmeter sad a three-channel, nonsclnnln,
nicrOWlVe radiometer. Other NASA in_trumente include lsser
retroreflsc_ors, s Doppler be,con, sad In experimental ors
receiver. The CNES plY;01d consists of I rsder altimeter and I
high-precision Doppler trncktn, system (DORIS). The =pscecrlft
orbit is designed tO cover the same ground track approximately
every i0 dayS. The 11fettme of the satellite ls expected to be
S to 5 Yesrs.
...... TOPEX, UNKk_ ......................................
INVESTIGATION HAHE- DUAL-FREQUENCY ALTIHETER
NSSDC ID- TOPEX -01 INVESTIGATIVE PR(Y',_RAM
CODE EE. APPLICATIONS.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(SI
OCEANOGRAPHY
NAVIGATION
GEODESY
PERSONNEL
PI - UNKNOk_
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 1The TOPEX dual-frequency altimeter measures the
satellite-to-sol-suffice rsnse, wive heisht, snd ulnd speed
dlrectly beneath the spacecraft. The prlmiry malsurement
frequency ls 15.7 GHz (KU-BInd). and the secondary frequency Is
S.S GHz (C-Band). The subsequent rsnse difference messured st
these two frequencies Provides i first-order correction for the
Influence Of the ionosphere. Corrected accuracy ls expected to
he 2,4 cm. Thl lnltrument ts an upgraded version of thl type
of altimeter that wss flown on the OEO5 3 9eodetlc satetllte
Ind tho 5EASAT oceanographic sateZlite. Measurement precision
Is between I shd 2 cm. Sharing Its sntehno with ths CNE$ rsdir
llttllter, the NASA experiment Mill be Oplrltln, 9S_ of the
time. wtth the CNES experiment operstln, spproxlniteZy 5_ of
the tins,
...... TOPEX, UNK_NN- ...............................
INVESTIGATION HANE- MICRONAVE RADIOHETER
NSSOC I%- TOPEX -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE, APPLI_:ATION3
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OCEANOGRAPHY
I,IETEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL
PI - UNKNOk_
BRIEF DE_CRIPT_0N
Ths non-lconnin, _lcrouave rsdiometer on TOPEX neseures
radistion emitted from voter vapor bstveefl the Istelllte end
the ocesn. The Instrument Is a refurbished Nimbus 7 ell,hi
aPlrs radiometer With tWO chlnnlis rslovld, retlinlns three
chsnnllS t[ist Oplfote st |8. 21. lad $7-GHz. resPectively. Each
oh,ntis1 his vertical pplsrlzetion, and I rsdundant 21-GH¢
¢hlnnll w111 be turned on If the pr|llry ehlnnel fills° The
rlOlomatsr uses I 7_-cn Nadir-pained offset ParobololO
rsflectln, antenna tO lOalUrl ltlPS,hlrl¢ ellsslvltY. It else
US¢I l Pald bllckbodv ¢slihrstlon ulth I sky horn looklnl It
rleh_ anslag to ths sun line. The fsotprlnt of the 2I-GHZ
ehPnnll IS about $5 kn. Hsssurlleflts of the ¢olumnlr vstlr
vapor lion, the .ltelIttl ,round trick Ire IxFected to hsv. In PAGE
• CCUPICy of 0.2 In/l, ¢, over . rlh,, of 0.2 to 6.0 In/s, ¢n. ORIGINALThey COb provide correctional to altimeter he|she dote for the
affects e, etnesphorI© uster vapor to an ,npprtetnty of 1.2 ca. OF pOOR QUALITY
S
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VANGUARD SATELLITE PROGRAM
The Vanguard program was the initial U.S. (Navy) effort to launch satellites. It consisted of 11
satellite launch attempts, of which three were successful. Five of the launchattempts were made
with test vehicles (TV) and their backups (BU), of which two were successful (Vanguard 1 and 3).
The remaining attempts were made with the satelli_ launch vehicle (SLV). All launch attempts
were made between December 6, !957, and September 18, 1959. The initial success was with
Vanguard 1 on March 17, 1958.
The program was authorized in September 1955, with the primary emphasis placed upon the
technology of orbiting a satellite from a newly designed launch vehicle (based upon the Viking
rocket design) and on operational experience. Vanguard 2 experimentation was directed toward
study of earth cloud cover, while the other two successfully launched satellites carried
experimentation designed to study micrometeorites, energetic particles, and magnetic fields.
In addition to Table 15, which summarizes the Vanguard program, the descriptions of Vanguard 2
and its experiment are included here.
1
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TABLE 15 l
VANGUARD PROGRAM
i
NSSDC OTHER LAUNCH LAUNCH ORBIT
ID NAMES VEHICLE DATE _I2 p._d. in.___c REMARKS
VAGT3 VanguardTV-3 12-06-57
VAGT3B VanguardTV-3BU 02-05-58
58-002B Vanguard1 VanguardTV-4 03-17-58 3968-650 34.3 134 1.47 kg, 0.16 m
1958 132 dia. sphere
VAGT5 Vangua.atTV-5 04-28-58
VAGSL1 VanguardSLV-1 05-27-58
VAGSL2 VanguardSLV-2 06-26-58
59-001A Vanguard2 Vanguard3 09-26-58
1959 '_1 Vanguard4 02-17-59 3320-559 32.9 126 9.8 kg, 0.5 m
dia. sphere
VAGSL5 Vanguard5 04-13-59
VAGSL6 Vanguard6 06-22-59 l
59-007A Vanguard3 VanguardTV-4BU 11-18-59 3744-512 33.4 130 Satellite did
not separate
1959rl from rocket;
45 kg (23 kg
payload), 0.5 m
dia., 2.5 m long
cylinder/sphere
t
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_PACECRAFT COHH(O NAHE- VANGUARD 2
ALTERNATE HAI_S- 1959 ALPHA ], 00011
S VAHGUARD SLV 4NS$1_ %D- S_'-001A
LAUNCH DATE- 02/171S9 k_IGHT- 9.8 KG
LAUNCH SITE- KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. LW!TED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- VANGUARD
SPONSORIHG COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02117159
ORBIT PERIOD- 125.60 HIN INCLINATION- 32._ DEG
PERIAPSI._'- 559. KH N-T APOAPSIS- 3320. KH ALT
PERSONt_EL
PH - J.P. HAGEN[NLA) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
PS - J.P. HAGEN(NLA] US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
_IEF DESCRIPTION
Vanguard 2 Was In earth-orbltln9 Sltelllte designed to
Peasura cloud-cover distribution over the dayllsht portlon of
lts orhlt. The spacecraft was a 9.8 ks mlsneslum sphere 50.8
cm In diameter. It contained two opttcol telescopes with two
photocells. The sphere was Internally sold-plated and
externally covered with an alumlnum daposlt coated with sll]con
oxlde of sufficient thickness to provide thermll control for
tPe Instrumentation. Radio communication was provlded by a
I-H, 108.0$-MHz telemetry trensmLtter and a IO-mN. I08-Httz
beacon transmitter that sent a continuous signal for trecklns
purposes. A coahmand receiver was used to activate a tape
recorder that relayed telescope experiment dill to the
telemetry transmitter, Both transmitters functioned normally
for 19 days. The satellite was spin stabilized st 50 rpm, but
telemetry data were poor because of aft unsatisfactory
orientation of the spin axls. The power SUpplY for the
Instrumentation Was provtded by mercury batteries.
..... VANGUARD 2. STROUD
INVESTIGATIOH NAME- OPTICAL SCANNER
H3SDC 1D- 59-001A-01 %NVEST[GATIVE PROGRAN
CODE EE. APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S]
METEOROLOGy
PERSONNEL
PI - N,G, $TROUD NASA-GSFC
BRIEF D_SCR IPTIONThe Opttcal scanner experiment was deslsned to obtain
cloud-cover dill between the equator and 35 to 4S des N
latitude, As the satellite circled the earth, two photocells
located st the focus of two optlcal telescopes limed In
diametrically opposite directions, measured the Intensity of
sunllsht reflected from clouds [about 80_). fr0m land messes
115 to 20X), and from sea areas (_%). The satellite motlon Pnd
rotation caused the photocells to scan the earth In successive
"1lass." Separate solar batteries turned on a recorder 0nly
when the earth beneath the satellite was in sunZ15ht and about
50 lift Of data per orhtt were obtained. The measured
reflection Intensities were stored on tape, Ground stattons
Interrogated the satellite by stsnalln9 _tS command receiver,
which caused the anttre tape to be played back tn 60 s. The
tape was then erused and rewound. Experiment equipment
functioned normally, but data were poor beosuse Of In
unsatisfactory satellite spln axis orlentatlono
ORIGINALPAGEIS
OF POORQUALITY
8
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._ VOSKHOD (SUNRISE) PROGRAM
I
The Voskhod program was an extension of the Vostok program, utilizing a modified Vostok
spacecraft. The major change was a replacement of a rather heavy ejection and descent system,
f
with seating space for two or three astronauts. Parachute descent of individual astronauts was _
replaced by parachute descent of the capsule supplemented by braking rockets used during the final _
°
moments before landing. As many as five flights, including Cosmos 47, 57, and 110, utilized this
modified Vostok spacecraft and may be included in this series. Only two were manned and pro-
vided meteorological data. As with the Vostok series, primary emphasis was upon biological
studies related to the space environment. Voskhod 1 was the first multimanned spacecraft, and the
Voskhod 2 flight included the first EVA in its schedule.
Engineer K. Feoktistor, the science observer on the Voskhod 1 flight, had a movie camera avail-
able; specific reference has been made to his visual observations of earth, cloud cover, and photo-
metric studies during orbits 5 and 6. During the Voskhod 2 flight, A. Leonov carried a three-lens
movie camera on his 20-.rtinute EVA. It is doubtful that a significant number of meteorological
photographs were obtained, since Leonov's space suit was quite cumbersome, and only 10
minutes (on tether) were spent free of me spaceship. Postflight publicity statements, however,
indicated that "observations and studies of the earth's atmosphere" were made and that earth
photographs were made during the EVA. Since the information on meteorological observations is
so very limited, the spacecraft and experiment description for this program is replaced by
Table 16.
e
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TABLE 16 _*
VOSKHOD PROGRAM i_
2
z.',
NSSDC COMMON NAME AND _.
ID ORBIT INFORMATION REMARKS
64-062A Cosmos 47 _
Launch 10-06-64 i_
Performance 1 day :_,
a/p 413/177 km ii"
inc 64 deg
pd 90 rnin !
64-065A Voskhod i Astronauts V. Komarov, Y. Yegarov, and
K. Feoktistor. Visual observations were
Launch 10-12-64 made of nighttime thunderstorms over Africa. i
Performance 1 day _
a/p 409/178 km _..
inc 65 deg i
pd 90 min _,
65-012A Cosmos 57 Probably exploded in space. '-
Launch 02-22-65 41_ :
Performance 1 day
a/p 512/175 km
inc 64 deg !,
pd 91 min
65-022A Voskhod 2 Astronauts P. Belyayev and A. Leonov
(first EVA). _i
Launch 03-18-65
Performance 1 day
a/p 495/173 km _
inc 65 deg
pd 91rmn
66-015A Cosmos 110 Dogs Veterok and Ugolek recovered.
Launch 02-22-66
Performance 23 days
a/p 904/187 km
inc 52 deg
pd 95 min
VOD-4 "
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6 VOSTOK (EAST)
The Vostok series of six manned spacecraft was the U.S.S.R.'s first manned flight program
(11 spacecraft total) and is somewhat analagous to the U.S. Mercury program. Its fh'st manned ,
orbital flight preceded A. Sheppard's first U.S. suborbital flight by about 3 weeks and J. Glenn's
first U.S. orbital flight by about 10 months. Both programs were completed in the early summer
of 1963, each with six successful manned orbital flights. Four Vostok flights with dogs preceded
t
the manned flights. The Vostok 1 flight with Y. Gagarin was the sixth spacecraft of the U.S.S.R. i
man-in-space program. As in the case of the Mercury program, the major emphasis of the Vostok
program was biological, i.e., research into the effects of spaceflight on man. Cameras and televi- ![
sion equipment were used primarily to obsewe the astronauts. _
The spacecraft and reentry vehicle was spherical, and approximately 2 1/2 meters (6 ft) in diameter. _:
It was connected to a double cone-shaped (base-to-base) support module with spherica 1gas
-'2
cannisters between the spacecraft and the support module. There was a fairing enclosing both
structures that gave the total appearance of a cylinder capped by a cone with a rounded apex. An
escape and landing system allowed ejection of the astronaut for parachute descent.
_; No evidence has been found in the literature referring to earth or cloud photography from Vostok 1. i,
This is not at all surprising in view of the short, one-orbit duration of the flight. On flights 2
through 6, a hand-held movie camera was used. For the Vostok 2 flight, the camera was identified i
as a Konvas cine, three-lens (presumably 16 mm) camera loaded with color film. Cloud and earth
photography are reported to be of good quality, and a few of the pictures have been published. It i
should be noted that flights 3/4 and 5/6 were tandem flights, Vostok 5 and 6 coming as close as i
5 km to each other in flight. Also to be noted is that the Vostok 6 astronaut was the first female
astronaut, that her primary qualification was that of a parachutist (no pilot training), and that she ,'
made specific reference to visual observation of a thunderstorm during the sixth orbit. _
r
Since little information is available on these spacecraft and their cloud photography experiments, i;
the individual spacecraft and experiment descriptions will be replaced by Table 17 which contains a
tabular summary of the manned flight program, i!
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TABLE 17 g-
-,qp,
VOSTOK PROGRAM ,.
!.
NSSDC COMMON i_
N/IE$ ?RBrr iNFORMATiON RE tARt S
60-005A 60-Epsilon 1 Launch 05-15-60 Recovery failed. _
Korabl Sputnik 1 Performance 4 days _J,
Spumik 4 a/p 369/312 km i_Kedr me 65 deg
pd 91.2 rain !E
60-011A 60-l_ambda Launch 08-19-60 Dogs Belka and
Korabl Spumik 2 Performance 1 day Strelka recovered.
Spumik 5 a/p 339/306 km
me 65 deg
pd 90.7 min "-
60-017A 60-Rho 1 Launch 12-01-60 Dogs Pchelka and
Korabl Spumik 3 Performance 1 day Mushka (recovery
Spumik 6 a/p 265/187 km failed).
me 65 deg >
pd 88.6 rnin
60-008A 61-Theta 1 Launch 03-09-61 Dog Chemushka l
Korabl Sputnik 4 Performance 1 orbit recovered.
Sputnik 9 a/p 249/184 km
me 65 deg
pd 88.5 rain
61-009A 61-Iota 1 Launch 03-25-61 Dog Zvezdochka
Korabl Sputnik 5 Performance 1 orbit recovered.
Spumik 10 a/p 241/178 krq
mc 65 deg
pd 88.4 min
61-012A 61-Mu 1 Launch 04,-12-61 Astronaut
Vostok 1 Performance 1 orbit Y. Gagarin,
Spumik 11 a/p 327/181 km
mc 65 deg
pd 89.1 rain
61-019A 61-Tau 1 Launch 08-06-61 Astronaut
Vostok 2 Performance 1 day G. Tito.
Spumik 12 a/p 257/178 km
mc 65 deg
pd 88.6 min
$
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TABLE 17
VOSTOK PROGRAM (concluded)
NS SDC COMMON
ID NAMES ORBIT INFORMATION REMARKS
62-036A 62-Alpha Mu 1 Launch 08-11-62 Astronaut
Vostok 3 Perfetmance 4 days A. Nickolayev.
a/p 251/183 km
inc 65 deg
pd 88.5 rain
62-037A 62-Alpha Nu 1 Launch 08-12-62 Astronaut
Vostok 4 Performance 3 days P. Popovitch.
a/p 254/180 km
inc 65 deg
pd 88.5 rain
63-020A Vostok 5 Launch 06-15-63 Astronaut
Performance 5 days V. Bykovskiy.
a/p 222/175 km
inc 65 deg _'
pd 88.3 rain
63-023A Vostok 6 Launch 06-16-63 Astronaut
Performance 3 days V. Tereshkova.
_l_ a/p 233/183 km
inc 65 deg
pd 88.3 rain
tl
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ZOND PROGRAM
8
The Zond (probe) program developed out of a series of launch attempts to Venus and Mars begin-
ning in 1961. With Zond 4 launched in 1968, the program became identified as an effort toward
manned planetary (lunar) flight. All of the successful flights were unmanned, and the program
produced several important accomplishments, including the fn'st circumlunar flight, first far-side
lunar pictures, first U.S.S.R. water recovery, complex skip-reentry, and stereographic lunar
photos. Zond 5-8 laid heavy emphasis on technical problems associated with lunar flight and
reentry. On these flights, there was also considerable emphasis on the biological aspects of space
flight. A variety of biological specimens (including turtles, worms, flies, and seeds) was flown.
Earth photographs were taken from Zond 5-8, although as in the U.S. Apollo program this
photography was from a relatively distant location, was subordil_atc in importance to the lunar
photography, and was accomplished with the same cameras used for the lunar photos. Use of the
limited earth photograph), from these flights has probably provided only minor contributions tc
meteorological research. For this reason and due to the lack of more detailed information about the
earth photography, the experiment descriptions for this program are replaced by Table 18, which
summarizes and describes the Zond flights.
t
t
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TABLE 18
ZOND PROGRAM
NSSDC COMMON NAME AND
ID ORBIT INFORMATION REMARKS
64-016D Zond 1 Venus proOe/systems test.
Launch 02-04-64
Orbit Heliocentric i,
64-078A Zond 2 Mars probe/systems te_t. _";
Launch 11-30-64 "
Orbit Heliocentric
65-056A Zond 3 25 tar-side lunar pictures obtair ed from
Launch 07-18-65 approximately 10,000 km were trans-
Orbit Heliocentric mitted to earth by radio facsimile.
68-013A Zond 4
Launch 03.-02-68
Orbit Unknown
68-076A Zond 5 Earth full disk (centered on E. Africa) .
Launch 09-14-68 photography frora 90,000 km.
Performance 6 days
Trajectory circumlunar High-quality lunar (and Evrth) pictures. '9 i
8 z
First U.S.S.R. water recovery, Indiai,
Ocean.
First lunar fly-around.
68-101A Zond 6 Lunar pictures from 3500 to 10000 km,
Launch 11-10-68 a few lunar ste,'eographic pictures, and
Performance 7 days earth pictures from 388,000 km. ;
Trajectory circumlunar
Standard 13x18 cm frame, 400 mm aeri_d
camera with resolution 50 lines per ram.
69-067A Zond 7 Color and B/W pictures taken on Aug. 8, ,
Launch 08-07-69 from about 70,000 kin, were centered on
Performance 6 days central Asia near the Caspian Sea.
Trajectory circumlunar
Lunar and earth pictures centered on the
" "!an Ocean were taken on August 11.
70-088A Zond 8 t, ive TV earth images made on Oct. 21-23.
Launch 10-20-70
Performance 7 days Lunar color and B/W pictures taken on
Trajectory circumlunar Oct. 24.
$
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S APPENDIX A
LISTING OF PROPOSED AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT TENTATIVE AGENCY OR
NAME LAUNCH DATE COUNTY REMARKS
DMSP 5D-_SO8 USAF
DMSP 5D-2/S 10 USAF
DMSP 5D-2/S 11 USAF
DMSP 5D-2/S 12 USAF
DMSP 5D-2/S 13 USAF
DMSP 5D-2/S 14 USAF
ERS- 1 12/00/89 ESA sea surface
temperature, wind
GOES-I 10/01/89 NASA/NOAA
GOES-J 03/01/90 NASA/NOAA
9OES-K 02/01/92 NASA/NOAA
1NSAT-2 India
IRS-1 series India Landsat type
g JERS- 1 Japan
Landsat 6 U.S.
Landsat 7 U.S.
Meteosat-2 series ESA
MOS-1 series Japan
NOAA-K NOAA
NOAA-L NOAA
NOAA-M NOAA
RADARSAT
SIR-C 00/00/91 U.S./Europe
00/00/92
SPOT-2 12/00/87 France Landsat type
TRMM 00/00/94 U.S./Japan
A-3
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APPENDIX B _.
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
A/D analog to digital !
AEM Applications Explorer Missions (NASA)
At'-]3 air force base t-
AFGL Air Force Geophysical Lab" "atory
AFGWC Air Force Global W-,ather Central (USAF-AWS) {
AFFAC Air Force Technical Application Center (USAI-"-AWS) ,
ALT altitude, radar altimeter
APL Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University
APT Automatic Picture Transmission _
apog apogee i
a/p apogee/perigee _,
ARDC Air Research and Development Command, now Air Force Systems :
Command
ASTP Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (U.S.-U.S.S.R.)
atm atmosphere :i
ATN Advanced TIROS-N (NOAA)
ATS Applications Technology Satellite (NASA)
AVCS Advanced Vidicon Camera System
AVHRR Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
AWS Air Weather Service (USAF)
t BUV Backscatter Ultra,Aolet Spectrometer :"B/W black and white _,
CAS Cooperative Applications Satellite, more commonly referred to as EOLE
CCD charge-coupled device
CCR Cloud-Cover Radiometer
CNES Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (French space agency)
COSPAR Committee on Space Research (ICSU)
CZCS Coastal Zone Color Scanner
DAC data acquisition camera
DFVLR Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt
(Research Laboratory for Aeronautics and Astronautics, Federal Republic
of Germany)
DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (USAF)
DODGE Department of Defense Gravity Experiment (DOD satellite)
DRG Democratic Republic of Germany
DRID Direct Readout Image Dissector
DRIR Direct Readout Infrared Radiometer
DSCS Defense Satellite Communications System
EOLE French meteorological satellite
ERBE Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (also program name)
ERBS Earth Radiatio. Budget Satellite (NASA)
EREP Ea_rthResources Experiment Package
ERL Environmental Research Laboratory (NOAA)
t EROS Earth Resources Observation System
B-1
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ERS Earth Remote Sensing Satellite (ESA)
ERTS ,EarthResources Technology Satellite, now Landsat _:.
ESA European Space Agency, formerly ESRO qp,
ESMR Electronic Scanning Microwave Radiometer (NASA)
ESRO European Space Research Organization, now ESA
ESSA Environmental Science Services Administration, now NOAA(sateUite or
agency)
ESTEC European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESA)
EVA extravehicular activities
FGGE First GARP Global Experimer t
FOV field of view
FPR Flat Plate Radiometer
GAC global area coverage
GARP Global Atmospheric Research Program
GATE GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
GISS Goddard Institute for Space Studies
GMS Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (NASDA)
GOES Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (NASA-NOAA)
GSFC Goddard Space Flight C._nter(NASA)
GSTDN Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (NASA)
HCMM Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (NASA satellite)
HIRS High-Resolution Infrared Sounder
HRIR High-Resolution Infrared Radiometer
HRPT High-Resolution Picture Transmission ,_
ICSU International Council of Scientific Unions
IDCS Image Dissector Camera System
IDSCS Initial Defense Satellite Communications System
IGY International Geophysical Year
inc or incl inclination
INSAT Indian Satellite System (ISO)
IR infrared
IRIS Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
IRS Indian Remote Sensing Satellite Program
ISRO Indian Space Research Organization
ITOS Improved TIROS Operational Satellite (ESSA)
IU instrument unit
JERS Japanese Earth Remote Sensing
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA)
JSC Johnson Space Center (NASA)
kbs kilobits per second
KSC Kennedy Space Center (NASA)
LAC local area coverage
Landsat Land Resources Satellite, formerly ERTS (NASA-NOAA)
LaRC Langley Research Center (NASA)
lat latitude
LES Lincoln Experimental Satellite (USAF) Q
LFC Large Format Camera
B-2
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LIMS Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere
S LISS Linear Imaging Self-Scanning Radiometer
LRIR Limb Radiance Inversion Radiometer
MAC Military Airlift Command
MAPS Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellites
mb millibar, also abbreviated as mbar
MBB Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm
MESSR Multispectral Electronic Self-Scanning Radiometer
Meteosat Meteorological Satellite Program (ESA)
MOMS Modular Optoelectric Multispectral Scanner
MOS Marine Observation Satellite (NASDA)
MRSE Microwave Remote Sensing Experiment
MSC Manned Space Center, now Johnson Space Center
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA)
MSR Microwave Scanning Radiometer
MSSCC Multicolor Spin-Scan Cloud-Cover Camera
MSU Microwave Sounding Unit
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administaation
NASDA National Space Development Agency of Japan
NCAR Nation',d Center for Atmospheric Research (NSF)
NCC National Climate Center, now NCDC (NOAA)
NCDC National Climate Data Center, formerly NCC (NOAA)
NEMS Nimbus-E Microwave Spectrometer
NESDIS National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service,
formerly NESS (NOAA)
NMC National Meteorological Center (NOAA)
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, formerly ESSA
(satellite or agency)
NOESS National Operational Environmental Satellite System (NOAA)
NORAD North American Air Defense Command
NOS National Ocean Survey (NOAA)
NOSL Night-Day Optical Survey of Lighting
NKL Naval Research Laboratory
NS F National Science Foundation
NSSDC National Space Science Data Center (NASA)
NWS National Weather Service (NOAA)
OSSA Office of Space Science and Applications (NASA)
OSTA Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications, now part of OSSA (NASA)
OT Operational TIROS (U.S. Weather Bureau; subsequently ESSA and
NOAA)
OV orbiting vehicle, also a DOD satellite series
PEOLE Preliminary EOLE (NASA-France satellite)
PCM pulse-coded modulation
pd period
perig perigee ,
PMEL Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory (NOAA)
PMR Pressure Modulated Radiometer
P.BV Retum Beam Vidicon Camera
B-3
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SAGE Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Exper_.ment(NASA spacecraft or
experiment)SAMOS Satellite and Missile Observation System (DOD)
SAMS Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder
SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (Smithsonian Institution)
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar; Search and Rescue
SARSAT Search and Rescue Satellite-Aided Tracking
SAS Soviet Academy of Science
SASS Seasat-A Satellite Scatterometer
SBUV Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer
SCAMS Scanning Microwave Spectrometer
SCEL Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories
SDSD Satellite Data Services Division (NOAA)
Seasat Ocean Dynamics Satellite (NASA)
SECOR Sequential Collection of Range (DOD)
SEM Space Environment Monitor
SESP Space Environmental Satellite Program (DOD-USAF)
SIR Shuttle Imaging Radar
SIRS Satellite Infrared Spectrometer
SMMR Scanning Multispectral Microwave Radiometer
SMS Synchronous Meteorological Satellite (NASA)
SOLRAD Solar Radiation Satellite (DOD-USAF)
SR Scanning Radiometer
SSU Stratospheric Sounding Unit
STP Space Test Program (DOD-USAF)
STS Space Transportation System
STDN Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (NASA)
S/C spacecraft
S/N signal to noise
TDRS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (NASA)
TDRSS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (NASA)
THIR Temperature-Humidity Infrared Radiometer
TIROS Television and Infrared Observations Satellite (NASA)
TM Thematic Mapper _..
L
TOGA Tropical Oceans Global Atmospheres Experiment
TOMS Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer ,,
TOS TIROS Operational Satellite or System (NASA) _!
TOVS TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder
TRMM Tropical Rainfall Mapping Mission (NASA-NASDA) m
TWERLE Tropical Wind Energy Conversion and Reference Level Experiment _.
USAF United States Air Force ._,
USN United States Navy
UV ultraviolet :
VAS VISSR Atmospheric Sounder i
VHRR Very High Resolution Radiometer .,
VIRR Visible/IR Radiometer _.
VIS Visual Imaging Spectrometer i_
VISSR Visible Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer
VTIR Visible and Thermal Infr,tred Radiometer
VTPR Vertical Temperature Profile Radiometer
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C WDC World Data Center
WDC-A-R&S World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
WEFAX weather facsimile
WFC Wallops Flight Center (NASA)
WFF Wallops Flight Facility (NASA)
WMO World Meteorological Organization (UN)
WOCE World Ocean Circulation Experiment
WSMR White Sands Missile Range
WTR Western Test Range
Z
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APPENDIX C
g DEFINITIONS UNIQUE TO NSSDC FILES
Investigative Code of the cognizant NASA Headquarters office, or name of other
Program sponsoring agency program. Code EE stands for Earth and Science
Applications. "CO-OP" added to a code indicates a cooperative effort with
another agency or a foreign country.
MG Program Manager. For NASA missions, "Program" usually refers to the
NASA Headquarters level.
NLA No longer affiliated. Used in the spacecraft personnel section to indicate
that the person had the specified affiliation at the time of participation in the
project but is no longer there. Used in the investigation personnel section to
indicate that the affiliation si,own is the last known scientific aff'fliation and
that the given person is no longer there.
NSSDC ID An identification code used in the NSSDC information system. In this
system, each successfully launched spacecraft and experiment is assigned
a code based on the launch sequence of the spacecraft. Subsequent to 1962, "
this code (e.g., 66-008A for the spacecraft ESSA 1) corresponds to the i_
COSPAR international designation. The experiment codes are based on _
the spacecraft code. For example, the experiments carried aboard the ,.
spacecraft 66-008A are numbered 66-008A-01, 66-008A-02, etc. Each i_
prelaunch spacecraft and experiment is also assigned an NSSDC ID code _;_D
_lk based on the name of the spacecraft. Prior to launch, for example, the /
approved NASA launch Earth Radiation Budget Satellite was coded ERBS.
The experiments carried aboard this space,.mft were coded ERBS-01 and rO,
ERBS-02. Once it was launched, its prelaunch designation was changed to }
a postlaunch ID: 84-108B.
OI Other Investigator. ,,i
PI Principal Investigator. _
PM Project Manager. If a spacecraft has had several project managers, the ini-
tial and latest project managers are both indicated in the spacecraft personnel :;
section. For NASA missions, "Project" usually refers to NASA field center
(e.g., GSFC) level. For international programs, there is usually a project :_.
manager in each of the two or more participating nations. The current or _-
more recent PM is listed fh'st. _
PS Project Scientist. The above comments for project managers also apply to _-
project scientists. _.
i:
SC Program Scientist. The above comment for MG (program managers) also
applies to program scientists. _,
"IL Team Leader.
TM Team Member.
C-1
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APPENDIX D
INDEXES
i,
f
For convenient access to records of interest, three sets of indexes are included: two each for _.
(A) the entire file, (B) spacecraft only, and (C) experiments only. A master index was created, -;:,
and all other indexes are resorted and edited copies of this master index. When using any _.f
index, the location of the text desired is found by use of the "project" designation, i!
A. Spacecraft and Experiment (SE) Indexes ,,
1. SE-PRO: The project (PRO) index is the only hldex containing all entries mentioned in i:
the text. It is in the same orde.r as the text material. ,.
2. SE-CO: The country (CO) index duplicates the index SE-PRO except that all U.S. and _.
U.S.S.R. spacecraft are omitted, and the remaining entries are sorted by the sponsoring
country. The abbreviation "CO" includes Europe in the case of ESA sponsorship. _-
B. Spacecraft (S) Indexes i_.,
1. S-LD: This index includes all spacecraft entries and is sorted by launch date (LD). The _
launch date order is identical with the ID order except for planned satellites. _
2. S-SC: This index duplicates index S-LD except that it is sorted by spacecraft zzame '• :_
(SC). _
C. Experiment (E) Indexes ,_
1. E-EX: This index alphabetically lists all experiment (FX) entries. Parentheses are used
to note commonly known acronyms and descriptive titles (when no other title is known). _
These parenthesized titles appear ftrst. Following are all named experiments listed ,,
alphabetically, which have no commonly known acronym.
2. E-PI: This index duplicates E-EX except that it is sorted alphabetically by principal _-
investigator (PI). Entries have been omitted when the principal investigator is unknown.
¢
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INDEX OF SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
SORTED BY PROJECT (lUll) AND LAUNCH DATE (22222)
SE-PRO
,1 22222 11111
NSSDCID L-DATE PROJECT SIC NAMES EXP NAME PVAGENCY CO
78-041A 04126178 A[5_I HCMM LIS
78-041A 04/26/78 AE_, AEM-A (SEEHCMM) US
78-041A-01 04/26/78 AEM _ (HCMM)HEAT CAPACITYMAP PAD BARNES US
79-013A 02/18/79 AEM SACE US
79-013A 02/t 8/79 AEM AEM-B (SEESAGE) US
79-013A-01 02/18/79 AEM SAGE (SAGE)STRATAEROSL &GAS EXP _ICK US
67-113A 11109/67 APOLLO APOLLO 04 US
67-113A- 11/09/67 APOLLO APOLLO04 (EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY) NASA US
68-025A 04/04/68 APOLLO APOLLO06 " US
68-025A- 04/04/68 APOLLO APOLLO 06 (EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY) NASA US
68-089A 10/11/68 APOLLO APOLLO 07 US
68-089A-01 10/11/68 APOLLO APOLLO 07 EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY ALLENBY US
68-118A 12121/68 APOLLO APOLLO 08 US
68-118A-01 12/21/68 APOLLO APOLLO 08 PHOTOS, 70 MM & 16 MM ALLENBY US
69-018A 03103169 APOLLO APOLLO 09 US
69-018A-01 03103169 APOLLO APOLLO 09 SPECTRALTERRAIN PHOTO_ ALLENBY US
69-043A 05118/69 APOLLO APOU_C.10 US
69-043A-01 05/18/69 APOLLO APOLLO 10 PHOTOS,70 MM & 16 MM ALLENBY US
69-059A 07/16t69 APOLLO APOLLO 11 US
6g-059A.01 07/16/69 APOLLO" APOLLO 11 PHOTOS, 70,16 & 35 MM ALLENBY US
69-099A 11/14169 Ar ._ APOLLO 12 US
69-099A-01 11114169 ._.O APOLLO 12 PHOTOS, 70,16 &35 MM ALLENBY US
69-09-.JA-09 1_./14/6e.. APOLLO APOLLO 12 PHOTOS,MULTISPECTRAL,70 MM GL'_'T'Z_ US
70-029A 64111/70 APOLLO APOLLO 13 US
7G-029A-01 04/11/70 APOLLO APOLLO 13 PHOTOS,70MM & 16MM ALLENBY US
71 _08A 01/31/71 AOOLLO APOI LO 14 US
71-008A-01 01/31/71 APOLLO APOLLO 14 PHOTGGRAR-IY ELBAZ US63 7 26 5
71-063A-01 07/26/71 AI-OLLO APOLLO 15 HANDHELDPHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE US
t 1-,.3_3A-_2 0"//2_;71 APr,_LO APOLLO 15 PANORAMICPHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE US
71-0£3A-03 07126171 APC,t.LO APOLLO 15 METRICPHOT_R,'._:_-W DOYLE US i-.
72-031A 04/17/72 APC_--LO APOLLO 16 US
!"
72-031A-01 04/17/72 APOLLO APOLLO 16 HANDHELDPHOT_ DOYLE LS _,
72-031A-02 04/17/72 APOLLO APOLLO 16 PANORAMICR.K:)TCGRAPHY DOYLE US
72-031A-03 04/17/72 APOLLO APOLLO 16 METFIICPHOTOGRAf-%HY DOYLE US
72-096A 12/07/72 APOLLO APOLLO 17 US
72-096A-05 12/07/72 APOLLO APOLLO 17 HANDHELDPHOTC'r'_._W'( DOYLE US _,
72-096A-06 "2107172 APOLLO APOLLO 17 PANORAMICPHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE US
72-096A-07 12/07/72 APOLLO APOLLO 17 METRICPHOTOGRAPHY _ US
75-066A 07/15/75 APOLLO APOLLO 18 (SEE ASTP-APOLLO) LE;
75-066A 07/15/75 APOLLO ASTP APOLLO LG '_
75m066A-19 07/15/75 APOLLO ASTP APOLLO STRAT AEROSOLS(MA-007) PEPIN US
75-066A-21 07/15/75 APOLLO ASTP APOLLO EARTH OBS & PHOTG6(MA-136) EL BAZ US
66-110A 12/07/66 ATS ATS 1 US _'
66-110A- 09 12/07/66 ATS ATS 1 (SSCC)SPINSCANCLOUD CAMERA _ US _'i_t'
67-031A 04/06/67 ATS ATS 2 US _,
67-031 A- 10 04/06/67 ATS ATS 2 (AVCS)VIDICONCAMERA SYSTEM RCA US "
67-111A 11/05/07 ATS ATS 3 US
67-111A-01 11105/67 ATS ATS3 (_)MULTI COLORSSCC _ US t:
67-111A-03 11/05/67 ATS ATS 3 (IDC)IMAGEDISSECTORCAMERA BRANO'IR.OWER US f,
68-068A 08/10/68 ATS ATS 4 US
68-068A-03 08110168 ATS ATS 4 IVlAGEORTHICONCAMERA HAZELTINE US _,,
74-039A 05130174 ATS ATS 6 US
74-039A-08 05130/74 ATS ATS 6 (VHRR)VERY HIGH RES PAD SI-IB4K US
79-051A (,8107179 BH RA BHASKARA INDIA
i 79-051A-01 06107179 B.IASKARA BHASKAFIA (_:;AMIR)SATELLITEMW RAD J36EPH INDIA2 8/07/79 H II _RA "IVCAMER OSB:=H
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81-11 5A 1 :/20/81 BHASKARA BHASKARA2 INDIA
81-11 5A-01 11/20/81 BHASKARA BHASKARA2 DUAL TV CAMERA CALLA INDIA
81 -115A-02 11/20/81 BHASKARA BHASKAFIA2 (SAMIR)SATELLITEMW PAD CALLA INDIA
66-057A 06/25/66 _ _122 USSR
66-057A-01 06/25/66 COSMOS COSMOS122 DUAL VIDECON CAMERAS USSR
66-057A-02 06/25/66 COSMC_ COSMOS122 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
66-057A-03 06/25/66 COSMOS COSMOS122 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT L.E_R
67-024A 03/21167 _ _ 149 LISSR
67-024A-01 03/21/67 COSMOS COSMOS149 3-CHANNELTELEPHOTOMETER USSR
67-024A-02 03121167 COSt,..t3_ COSMOS149 NARROWANGLEHRIR LISSR
67-024A-03 03/21/67 COSMOS COSMOS149 3-CHANNELRADIOMETERS LISSR
67-024A-04 03121/67 COSMOS _149 TV CAMERASYSTEM USSR
67-039A 04/27/67 _ COSMOS156 USSR
67-039A-01 04/27/67 CCSMOS _156 DUALVIDE_ CAMERAS USSR
67-039A-02 04/27/67 COSMOS _ 156 SCANNINGHRIR RADIOMETER USSR
67-039A-03 04127/67 COSMOS COSMOS156 ACTINOMETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR
70-105A 12/10/70 COSMOS _384 USSR
70-105A-01 12/10/70 CO6M3S _.'C3S 384 MICR(.WVAVERADIOMETER USSR
70-105A-02 12110/70 _ _',,tOS 384 IR RADIOMETER USSR
61-030A 11/15/61 DISCOVERER DISCOVERER35 US
61-030A-02 11115/61 DISCOVERER DISCO_'ERER35 SCANNINGRADIOMETER JURSA US
66-082A 09115/66 DMSP DMSP 4A/F1 US
66-082A-01 09/15/66 DMSP DMSP 4NF1 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
66-082A-02 09/15/66 DEEP DMSP 4A/F1 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
67-010A 02/08/67 DMSP DMSP 4NF2 US
837-010A-01 02/08/67 DMSP DMSP 4A/F2 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
67-010A-02 02/08/67 DMSP DMSP 4A/F2 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
67-080A 08/22/67 DMSP DMSP 4NF3 US
67-080A-01 08/22/67 DMSP DMSP 4NF3 VIDICONCAMERA SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
67-080A-02 08/22/87 DMSP DMSP 4NF3 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
67-096A 10/11/67 DMSP DMSP 4NF4 US
67-096A-01 10/41167 DMSP DMSP 4NF4 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
67-096A- 02 10/11/67 DMSP DMSP 4A/F4 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
68-042A 05122/68 DMSP DMSP4B/F1 US
68-042A-01 05122/68 DMSP DMSP4B/F1 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
68-042A-02 05/22/68 DMSP DMSP 4B/F1 C-S_'STEM AFGWCSTAFF US
68-_92A 10/22/68 DMSP DMSP4B/F2 US
68-092A-01 10/22/68 DIWSP DMSP 4B/F2 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
68-092A-02 10 ' _2/68 DIVE_ DMSP4B/F2 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
69-062A 07J22/69 DMSP DMSP 4B/F3 US
69-062A-01 07/22/69 DMSP DMSP 4B/F3 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
69-062A-02 07/22/69 DMSP DMSP4BIF3 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
70-012A 02/11170 DIVISP DMSP 5NF1 US
70-012A-01 02/11/70 DMSP DMSP 5/VF1 SCANNING RADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US
70-070A 09/03/70 DMSP DMSP 5A/F2 US
70-070A-01 09/03/70 _ DMSP 5/VF2 SCANNINGRADICMETER AFGWC STAFF US
71..012A 02/17/71 DMSP DMSP 5NF3 US
71-012A-01 02117171 []MSP DMSP 5A/F3 SC,ANMNG RADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US
71-087A 10114/71 DMSP DMSP 5B/F1 US
71-087A-01 10/14171 DMSP DMSP 5B/F1 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US
72-018A 03124172 I_MSP DI_SP 5B/F2 US
72-018A- 01 03/24/72 DMSP DMSP ,SB/F2 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US
72-018A-02 03/24/72 B_SP DMSP 58/1=2 (SSE)VERTTEMP PROFILEPAD AFGWC STAFF US
72-089A 11109172 DMSP DMSP 5B/F3 US
72-089A-01 11109172 _ DMSP 5B/F3 SCAM_NG RADIOMETER /_,FGWCSTAFF US
72-089A-02 11109172 13MSP DMSP 5B/F3 (SSE) VERT TEMP PROFILEPAD AFGWC STAFF US i
73-054A 08/17173 DMSP DMSP 5B/F4 US _
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73-054A-01 08/17/73 DMSP DMSP 5B/F4 SCANNINGRADK_/IETER AFGWC STAFF US
74-015A 03/16/74 DMSP DMSP 5B/F5 US
74-015A-01 03/16/74 DMSP DMSP 5B/F5 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US
74-015A-02 03/16/74 DMSP DMSP 5B/F5 (SSE)VERTTEMP PRORLERAD AFGWC STAFF US
74-063A 08/09/74 DMSP DMSP 5C/F1 US
74-063A-01 08lug//4 DMSP DMSP 5C/F1 SCANNING RADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US
75-043A 05/24/75 DMSP DMSP 5C/F2 US
75-043A-01 05/24/75 DMSP DMSP 5C/F2 SCANNING RADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US
76-091A 09/11/76 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F1 IJS
76-091A-01 09/11/76 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F1 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESCSYS AFGWC STAFF US
76-091A-02 09/11176 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F1 (SSH)MULTICH FILTERRAD AFGWC STAFF US
77-044A 06/05/77 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F2 US _'_
77-044A-01 06/05/77 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F2 (OLS)OPERAT1ONALLINESCSYS AFGWC STAFF US i
77-044A-02 06/05/77 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F2 (SSH)MULTICH FILTERRAD AFGWC STAFF I,JS
78-042A 05/01/78 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F3 US
78-042A-01 05/01178 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F3 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESCSYS AFGWC STAFF US
78-042A-02 05/01178 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F3 (SSH)MULTICH FILTERRAD AFGWC STAFF US
79-050A 06106/79 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F4 US '_._
79-050A-01 06/06/79 DMSP DMSP 5D-1_F4 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESCSYS AFGWC STAFF US _.
79-050A-02 06106/79 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F4 (SSH)MULTICH FILTERPAD AFGWC STAFF US ,_
79-050A-06 06106179 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F4 (SSM/T)MW TEMPSOUNDER AFGWC STAFF US ,_
79-,_50A-08 06/06/79 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F4 (SSC)SNOW/CLOUDDISCRIM AFGWC STAFF US __
82-118A 12/21/82 DIvGP DMSP 3D-2/F6 US !82-118A- 01 12/21/82 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F6 (OLS)LINESCAN SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US82-118A- 02 12/21/82 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F6 (SS;-I-2)IRTEMP PROFSOUNDER AFGWC STAFF US83-113A 11/18/83 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F7 US
83-113A-01 11/18/83 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F7 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESCSYS AFGWC STAFF US i;:.-
l 83-113A-03 11/18/83 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F7 (SSM/T)MW TEMPSOUNDER A":GWC STAFF US87-053A 06/20/87 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F8 US
87-053A-01 06/20187 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F8 (OL,S)OPERATIONALLINESCSYS AFGWC STAFF US
87-053A-05 06/20/87 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F8 (SSH-2)IR TEMP PROFSOUNDER AFGWC STAFF US !"
87-053A-06 06/20/87 CMSP DMSP 5D-2/F8 (SSM/I)MW IMAGER AFGWC STAFF US
66-082A 09/15/66 DMSP DSAP (SEE DMSP) US
67-080A 08/22/67 DMSP DSAP (SEE DMSP) US
67-096A 10/11167 DMSP DSAP (SEE DIVE;P) US
68-042A 05/22/68 DMSP DSAP (SEE DMSP) US
68-092A 10/22/68 _ DSAP (SEE DMSP) US
69-062A 07122/69 DMSP D,.,%_P (SEE DIVlSP) US
70-012A 02/11/70 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
70-070A 09/03/70 (]VEP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
71-012A 02/17/71 £_SP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
71-087A 10/14/71 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
72-018A 03124/72 0MSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
72-089A 11/09/72 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
73-054A 08/17/73 DMSP DSAP (SEEDIVE;r') US
74-015A 03/16/74 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
74-063A 08/09/74 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
75-043A 05/24/75 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
60-006A 05124160 DOO(OTHER) MIDAS 2 US
60-006A-03 05/24160 DOO(OTHS=R) MIDAS 2 NON,SCANNINGRADIOMETER JURSA US
61-018A 07/12/61 DOO(OTHER) MIDAS 3 US
61-018A-04 07/12/61 DOD(OTHER) MIDAS 3 SCANNING RADICMETER JURSA US
61-028A 10/21/61 DOD(OTHER) MIDAS 4 US
61-028A-02 10/21161 DOO(OTHER) MIDAS 4 SCANNINGRADIOMETER TCCO US
62-010A 04/09/62 DOO(OTHER) MIDAS 5 US
62-010A-04 04/0_/62 DOO(OTHER) MIDAS 5 SCANNINGRADICMETER JURSA US
63-014A 05/09/63 DCO_OTHER) MIDAS 6 US
t 63-014A-02 05/09/63 DOO(OTHER) MIDAS 6 SCANNINGRADICMETER TC(X) US
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67-066F 07/01/67 EEX)G£ DOD_ US
67-066F-01 07/01167 DOD_ DODGE. COLOR TV OF EARTH "I]-IC_PSCN US
71-071A 08/16/71 EQ.E/PECCE _1 FRANCE/US
71-071A-01 08/16/71 EOLFJPEOLE EOLE1 UPPERATMOS WEARELAYSYS MOREL,I_M_DEE.N FRANCEJUS
70-109A 12/24/70 _ PEQ.E FRANCE/US
84-108B 10/05/84 _ _ US
84-108B-01 10/05/84 ERBE _ (ERSE)EARTHRADBUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US
84-108_3-02 10/05/84 _ _ (SAGE)STRAT AEROSL& GAS EXP MCCORMICK US
84-123A 12/12/84 ERBE NOAA 09 US
84-123A-05 12/12/84 ERBE NOAA 09 (EF_E)EARTH RADBUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US
86-073A 09/17/86 _ NOAA 10 US
86-073A-05 09/17/86 _ NOAA 10 (EFIBE)F._RTHPADBUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US
66-008A 02103/66 ESSA ESSA1 US
66-008A-01 02103/66 _ ESSA1 (VCS)VIDICON CAMERA ,._YS. NESSSTAFF US
66-016A 02/28/66 _ ESSA2 US
66-016A-01 02/28/66 _ ESSA2 (APT)AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS JONES US
66-087A 10/02/66 ESSA ESSA3 US
66-087A-01 10/02/66 ESSA ESSA3 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS ES,.qA US
66-087A-02 10/02/66 ESSA ESSA3 (FPR)FLATPLATE RADIOMETER SUCMI US
67-006A 01/26/67 ESSA ESSA4 US
67-006A-01 01/26/67 ESSA ESSA4 (APT)AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS ESSA US
67-031_A 04/20/67 ESSA ESSA5 US
67-036A-01 04/20/67 ESSA ESSA5 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS ESSA US
67-036A-02 04/20/67 ESSA ESSA5 (FPR)FLATPLATE RADIOMETER PARENT US
67-114A 11/10/67 ESSA ESSA6 US ,It
67-114A-01 11/10/67 ESSA ESSA6 (APT)AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS ESSA US J_
68-069A 08/16/68 _ ESSA 7 US
68-069A-01 08/16/68 ESSA ESSA 7 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS ESSA US
68-069A-02 08/16/68 ESSA ESSA 7 (FPR)FLAT PLATE RADIOMETER PARENT US
68-114A 12/15/68 ESSA ESSA8 US
68-114A-01 12/15/68 ESSA ESSA8 (APT)AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS ESSA US
69-016A 02/26/69 ESSA ESSA9 US
69-016A-01 02/26/69 ESSA ESSA9 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS ESSA US
69-016A-02 02/26/69 ESSA ESSA9 (FPR)FLATPLATE RADIOMETER _1 US
US
59-004A 08/07/59 EXPLORER EXPLORER6 US
59-004A-05 08/07/59 EXPLORER EXPLORER6 TELEVISION BAKER US
59-009A 10/13/59 EXPLORER EXPLORER7 US
59-009A-01 10113/59 EXPLORER EXPLORER7 THERMAL RADIATION _1 US
US
65-024A 03/23/65 _INI GEMINI 03 US
65-024A-03 03/23/65 GEMINI GEMIMI 03 SYNOPTICTERRAINPHOTOS LOWMAN US
65-043A 06103/65 GEMINI GEMINI 04 US
65.043A-01 06103165 GEMINI GEMINI 04 SYNOPTICTERRAINPHOTOS LOWMAN US
65-043A-02 06/03/65 GEMINI GEMINI 04 SYNOPTICWEATHERPHOTOS NAGLER US
65-068A 08/21/65 GEMINI GEMINI 05 US
65-068A-02 08/21/65 GEMINI GEMIH105 SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
65-068A-03 08/21/65 GEMINI GEMINI 05 SYNOPTICWEATHERPHOTOS NAGLER US
65-068A-04 08/21/65 GEMINI GEMINI 05 CLOUOTOPSPECTROMETER SAIEDY US
65-068A-06 08/21/65 GEMINI GEMINI 05 SPACEOeJECTRADIOMETRY BRENTNALL US
65-104A 12115165 GEMINI GEMINI 06 US
65-104A-01 12/15/65 GEMINI GEMINI 05 SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
65-104A-02 12/15/65 GEMINI GEMINI 06 SYNOPTICWEATHER PHOTOS NAGLER US
65-100A 12104165 GEMINI GEMINI 07 US
65-100A- 01 12/04/65 GEMINI GEMINI 07 SYNOPTIC TERRAIN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
65-100A-02 12104165 GEMINI GEMINI 07 SYNOPTICWEATHERPHOTOS NAC.CER US I
65-100A-05 12/04/65 GEMINI _EMIN107 SPACEO_IECT RADIOMETRY BRENTNALL US
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66-020A 03/16166 GEMi_II GEMINI 08 US
66-020A-01 03/16/66 GEMINI GEMINI 08 SYNOPTICTERRAINPHOTOS LOWMAN US
66-020A-04 03/16/66 GEMINI GEMINI 06 CLOUDTOPSPECTTtOMETER ed.J.SHOLGE US
66-020A-07 03/16/66 GEMINI GEMINI 08 (SIDS)CLOUDPHOTOC_d:_PHY NAGLER US
66-047A 06/03/66 GEMINI GEMINI 09 US
66-047A-05 06/03/66 GEMINI GEMINI 09 SYNOPTICTERRAINPt-K)TOS LOWMAN US
66-047A-06 06/03/66 GEMINI GEMINI 09 (SIDS)CI.OUDPHOTOGRAPHY NA_ US
66-066A 07/18/66 GEMINI GEMiNi 10 LS
66-066A-02 02118/66 GEMINI GEMINI 10 SYNOPTICTERRAINPHOTOS LOWMAN US
66-066A-03 07/18/66 GEMINI GEMINI 10 SVNOPTICWEATHERPHOTOS NAGLER US
66-081A 09/12166 GEMINI GEMINI 11 US
66-081A-06 09/12/66 GEMINI GE-AIN111 SYNOPTICTERRAIN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
66-081A-07 09112/66 GEMINI GEMINI 11 SYNOPTICWEATHERPHOTOS NAC-LER US
66-104A 1 tll 1/66 GEMINI GEMINI 12 US
66-104A-02 11111/66 GEMINI GEMINI 12 SYNOPTICTERRAINPHOT(.JS LOWMAN US
66-104A-03 11/11/66 GEMINI GEMINI 12 SYNOPTICWEATHERPHOTOS NA_ US
77-065A 07/14/77 GMS GMS JAPAN
77-065A-01 07/14177 GMS G,,_S (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER Jk=-_STAFF JAPAN
81-076A 08/10/81 QMS GV_2 JAPAN
81-076A-01 08/10/81 QMS GMS-" (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER JMA STAFF JAPAN
84-080A 08/02/84 (3MS _ 3 JAPAN
84-080A-01 08102184 GMS GMS3 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER Jl',_ STAFF JAPAN
74-033A 05/17/74 GOES,.SMS SMS 1 US
74-033A-01 05/17/74 GOEStSMS SMS 1 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESSSTAFF US
75-011A 02/06/75 GOES/S_]S SMS2 US- -04 / / C.._OE /S_ (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER HESSSTAFF
75-100A 10/16/75 LtOES/SIVIS GOES1 US
75-100A 10/16/75 _S/SMS SW,S 3 (SEEGOES1) US
75-100A-01 10/16/75 GOESF3MS GOES1 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESSSTAFF US
77-048A 06/16/77 GOES/SMS GOES2 US
77-048A-01 06/16/77 GiOESASMS GOES2 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESSSTAFF US
78-062A 06/16/78 GOERS GOES.'1 US
78-062A-01 06/16/78 GOESSMS GOES3 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIC,METER NESSSTAFF US
80-074A 09109/80 GOES,SIMS GOES4 US
80-074A-01 09109/80 G(_S/SMS GOF..S4 (VAS)VISSR ATMOS SOUNDEA NESDIS US81-049A 05122/81 GOES,SMS GOES5 US
81-049A-01 05/22/81 QOES/SMS GOF_S5 (VAS)VISSRATMOS SOUNDER NESDIS US83-041A 04/28/83 GOES_SMS GOES6 US
83-041A-01 04/28/83 QOES/SMS GOES6 (VAS)VISSRATMOS SOUNDER NESDIS US87-022A 02126/87 GOE_ GOES7 US
87-022A-01 02/26/87 GOES/SMS GOES7 (VAS)VISSRATMOS SOUNDER NESD_S US
82-03 IA 04/10/82 INSAT INSAT 1A INDIA
82-031A-01 04/10/82 IN,SAT INSAT 1A (VHRR)VERYHIGH RES RAD ISRO INDIA
83-0898 08/31/83 IN,SAT INSAT 1B INDIA
83-0898-01 08/31/83 INSAT IN,SAT 1B (VHRR)VERYHIGH RES RAD ISRO INDIA
INSAT1C 06/00/88 IN,SAT INSAT 1C INDIA
INSATIC-01 06100/88 INSAT INSAT "*C (VHRR)VERYHIGH RES RAD ISRO INDIA
IRS-1A 10100/87 IRS IRS IA INDIA
IRS-1A-01 10/00/87 IRS IRS IA (LISS)LINIMG SELF-SCN SENC *SRO INDI_
72-058A 07/23172 LANDSAT ERTS-A (SER lANDS,AT) L._
75-004A 01122/75 LANDSAT ERTS-B (BEE lAND,SAT) L_
78-026A 03/U5/78 LANDSAT ERTS-C (SEE lANDSAT) US
72-058A 07/23172 lANDSAT L/_NDSAT 1 US
72-058A-02 07123/72 LAND,SAT LANDSAT 1 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCAN ARLUSKAS US
75-004A 01/22/75 LAND,SAT LANDSAT 2 IZ
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75-004A-02 01/22/75 LANDSAT LANDSAT 2 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCN_ _ US
7_-026A 03/05/78 L,_NDSAT LANDSAT 3 US
78-026A-02 03/05/78 LAND.RAT LANDSAT 3 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCAN _ US :>
82-072A 07116/82 LANDSAT LANDSAT 4 US
82-072A-02 07116/82 LANDSAT LANDSAT 4 (MSS)MULTLSPECTSCAN SALMONSEN US _
84-021A 03/01/84 LANDSAT LANDSAT 5 US
84-021A-02 03/01/84 LANDSAT LANDSAT 5 (MSS)MULTLSPECTSCAN SALMONSEN US
_1-025A 09113/61 MB:ICURY MA-4 US
61-025A-01 09/13/61 MB:K3URY MA-4 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US _-
61-033A 11/29/61 _ _A-5 US ;_
61-033A-01 11/29/61 MERCURY MA-5 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US
62-003A 02/20/62 MB:tC1JRY MA-6 US .-
62-003A-01 02120/62 _ MA-6 EARTHFHOT_ NASA US
62-019A 05/24162 MB:IC1JRY MA-7 US
R2-019A-01 05124/62 MB:tCURY MA-7 EARTHPHOTOG,RAPHY NASA US :,
62-052A 10/03/62 MB:tCUF_ MA-8 US i:
62-052A-01 10/03/62 _ MA-8 EARTHPHO_ NASA US
63-015A 03/15/63 MB:ICURY MA-9 US
63-015A-01 03/15/63 MB:ICURY MA-9 E.,R]H PHOTCX3RAR-W NASA US
69-029A 03126169 METEOR1 METEOR 1-01 USSR
69-029A-01 03/26/69 METEOR1 METEOR 1-01 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
69-029A-02 03126169 ME'I'EOR1 METEOR 1-01 _ING HRIR RADIOMETER USSR
69-029A-03 03126/69 M_ 1 METEOR 1-01 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
69-084A 10/06169 METEOR1 METEOR 1-02 USSR
69-084A-01 10/06/69 M_I METEOR 1-O2 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR
69- 084A- 02 10/06/69 METEOR1 METEOR 1-02 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR t
69-084A-03 10/06/69 METEOR1 k'_ETEOR1-02 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
70-019A 03/17/70 METEOR1 METEOR 1-03 USSR
70-019A-01 03/_ 7/70 ME-TEOR1 METEOR 1-03 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR
70-019A-02 03/17/70 METEOR1 METEOR 1-03 SCANNINGHRIRRADIC_.ETEP USSR _-
70-019A-03 03/17/70 M_ 1 METEOR 1-03 AC_ETRIC INSTRUMENT LISSR
70-037A 04/28/70 M_I METEOR 1-04 USSR
70-037A-01 04/28170 METEOR1 METEOR 1-04 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR
7_-037.A-02 04128/70 IdEIEOR 1 ME1"EOR1.04 SCANNING HRIRRADIOMETER I.JSSR
7U-037A-03 04/28/70 Mb-T1BOR1 METEOR 1-04 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR _
70-047A 06/23/70 M_ 1 METEOR 1-05 USSR --
70-047A-01 06/23/70 METEOR1 METEOR 1-05 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR ._
70-047A-02 06123/70 METEOR1 METEOR 1.05 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR :
70-047A-03 06/23/70 ME'IT:OR1 METEOR 1-05 AC_RIC INSTRUMENT USSR
70-085A 10115170 _1 METEOR 1.06 USSR ;"C
70-085A-01 10115/70 _ 1 METEOR 1-06 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
7L)-085A-02 1 0115/70 IUILCI1EC_1 METEOR 1-06 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
70-085A-03 10115/70 MEIEOR I METEOR 1-O6 AC_ETRIC INSTRUMB_f'I" USSR
71-003A 01/20/71 Mb'I1E,OR 1 METEOR 1.07 USSR
71-003A-01 01/20/71 Iv_=llE-'OR1 METEOR 1.07 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR i
71-003A-02 01/20/71 MEI1EOR1 METEOR 1.07 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR :-
71-003A-03 01/20/71 MEllEOR1 METEOR 1.07 AC_ INSTRUMEWT USSR
71-031A 04117171 MEI'EORI METEOR 1-08 USSR
71-031A-01 04/17171 MEI1E(3R1 METEOR 1_8 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
71-031A-02 04117171 ME'_'CR I METEOR 1-08 _ HRIR_ USSR
71-031A-(_3 04117/'71 ML=IEOR1 METEOR 1.0e ACTINOMETRICINSTR_ UISSR
71-059A 07116/71 I_E'I1EOR1 METEOR 1-09 USSR
71-059A-01 07116/71 MEr/=OR1 METEOR 1-09 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
71-059A-02 07116/71 MElnEORI METEOR 1-09 SC,ANNt4G HRIR_ USSR
71-059A-0J 07116171 ME'IT=OR1 METEOR 1.0Y AC_ INSTRUMB_r
71-059A-04 07116/71 WEfEOR1 METEOR 14){) AIMO6 _ _OUNDER USSR
71-120A 12129171 MElT=OR1 METEOR _-10 USSR _Q
71-120A-01 12129/71 ML=11B3R1 METEOR 1-I0 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR _,1_ '
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71-120A-02 12/29/71 METEOR1 MEl_'F(--(--(--(--(--OR1-10 SCANNINGHPIR RADIOMETER USrQ
71-120A-03 12/29/71 ME'[EC_ 1 METL-OR1-10 AC_ETRIC INSTRUMENT U_
71-120A-04 12129/71 METEOR1 METEOR 1-10 A_ THF_RMALSOUNDER USSR
71-120A-05 12/29/71 ME'FcOR1 METEOR 1-10 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION USSR
72-022A 03/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-11 USSR
72-022A-01 03/30/72 ME'I'IEOR1 METEOR 1-11 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR
72-022A-02 03/30/72 MET1EORt METEOR 1-11 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
72-022A-03 03/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-11 AC_ETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR
72-022A-04 03/30/72 M_I METEOR 1-11 A'I'MO6THEF_V.ALSOUNDER USSR
72-022A-05 03/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-11 (APT)AUTO PIC TRAHSMISSION _SSR
72-u49A 06/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-12 USSR
72-049A-01 06/30172 METEOR1 METEOR 1-12 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
72-049A-02 06:30172 ME'fEOH1 ;JETEOR 1-12 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
72-049A-03 06130/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-12 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT U_SR
72-049A-04 06/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-12 A_ERMAL _ER USSR
72-049A-05 06/2n/; 2 ME_-GR 1 METEOR 1-12 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION USSR
72-085A 10/27172 METEOR1 METEOR 1-13 USSR
72-085A-01 10/27/72 ML=I_-CR1 METEOR 1-13 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
72- 085A-02 10127172 METEOR1 METEOR 1-13 SCANNINGHRIRR,*.DIOMETER USSR
72-085A-03 10/27/72 MET-L-OR1 METEOR 1-13 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
72-085A-04 i0/27/72 ME'I'EOR1 METEOR 1-13 ATMOS"THERMALSOUM_ER USSR
72-085A-05 10/27!72 METEOR1 METEOR %13 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION USSR
73-015A 03/20173 METECRI METEOR 1-14 USSR
73-015A-01 03/20/73 ME'I_-OR1 METEOR 1-14 DUALVIDI_ CAMERAS USSR
73-015A-02 03120173 M_ 1 METEOR 1-14 _ING HRIRRADIOMETER L'SSR
73-015A-03 03/20/73 METEOR1 METEOR 1-14 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
7._-015A-04 03/20/73 METEOR1 METEOR 1-14 ATMOSTHERV.AL_ER USSR
g 73-034A 05129/73 METEOR1 METEOR 1-15 USSR
- -01 /29/73 - DUP.LVIDICONCAMERAS
73-034A-02 05/29/73 MFTEOR1 METEOR 1-15 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
73-034A-03 05/29/73 METEOR1 METEOR 1-15 AC_ETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR
73-034A-04 05/29/73 METEOR1 METEOR 1-15 ATMOSTHEPMALSCKJNDER USSR
74-011A 03/05/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-46 USSR
74-011A-O 1 03/05174 METEOR1 METEOR 1-16 DUAL VIDICONCAMERAS USSR
74-011A-02 03/05/74 M_ 1 METEOR 1-16 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
74-011A-03 03/05/74 M_ 1 METEOR 1-16 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
74-011A-04 03/05/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-16 A"_MOS1HEF_IALSOUNDER USSR
74-025A 0 ,;/24/74 M_ 1 METEOR 1-17 USSR
74-025A-01 04/24174 METEOR1 METEOR 1-17 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
74-025/_.-02 04124174 METECR1 METEOR 1-17 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
74-025A-03 04/24/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-17 AC_ETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR
74-025A-04 04/24/74 ME'FL-OR1 METEOR 1-17 A't_IOS THERMALSOUNDER USSR
74-052A 07/09/74 M_ 1 METEOR 1-18 USSR
74-052A-01 07/09174 METEOR1 METEOR 1-18 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
74-052A-02 07/09/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-18 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
74-052A-03 07109174 ML='I_K_1 METEOR 1-18 ACTINC_ETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR
74-052A-04 07/09/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-18 A_ THEF_IALSOUNDER USSR
74-052A-05 07/09/74 MElt-OR 1 METEOR 1-18 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION USSR
74-083A 10/28/74 ME_ROR1 METEOR 1-19 USSR
73-083A-01 10128174 METEORi METEOR 1-19 DUN. VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
74-083A-02 10/28/74 ME11E(_1 METEOR 1-19 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
74-083A-03 10128174 METEOR1 METEOR 1-19 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
74-083A-04 10128/74 METECR1 METEOR 1-19 A1Mo6"rHERMAL SOUNDER USSR
74-083A- 05 10128/74 METEOR1 METEO_ 1-19 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION USSR
74-099A 12/17/74 ME'IEOR 1 METEOR 1-20
74-099A-01 12/17/74 ML='I1[-O_1 METEOR 1-20 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR
74-099A-02 12117174 METEORI METEOR 1-20 _ HRIR RADIOMETER I.BSR
74-099A-03 12/17174 MEflEC]RI METEOR 1-20 AC_ETRIC INSTRUMBCF USSR
74-099A-04 12117174 METEOR1 METEOR 1-20 A'I3/IO6TH_ SOUNDER USSR75-023A 04101175 MEllECR1 METEOR 1-21 USSR
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75-023A-01 04/01/75 MEIEOR 1 METEOR 1-21 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
75-023A-02 04/01/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-21 _ HRIRRADIOMETER
75-023A-03 04/01/75 ,METEOR1 METEOR 1-21 ACTB4OMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
75-023A-04 04t01/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-21 A3'MOSTH_ _EFI USSR
75-087A 09118/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-22 USSR
75-087A-01 09/18/75 M_ 1 METEOR 1-22 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
75-087A-02 09118/75 ML=_EOR1 METEOR 1-22 SC.,AM_INGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
75-087A-03 09/18/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-22 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
75-087A-04 09/18175 METEOR1 METEOR 1-22 A'flMO61HERMALSOUNDER USSR
75-124A 12/25175 METEOR1 METEOR 1-23 USSR
75-124A-01 12/25/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-23 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
75-124A-02 12125/75 M_I METEOR 1-23 SCAM_NG HRIRRADIOMETER USSR
75-124A-03 12/25/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-23 ACTINOMETRICblSTRUMENT USSR
75-124A-04 12/25/75 M_I METEOR 1-23 ATMOS11-lEFMALSOUNDER USSR
76-032A 04/07/76 _ 1 METEOR 1-24 USSR
76-032A-01 04/07/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-24 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
76-032A-02 04/07/76 METECR1 METEOR 1-24 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
76-032A-03 04/07/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-24 AC_ETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR
76-032A-04 04/07/76 METECRI METEOR 1-24 ATMOSTHERMAL_ER USSR
76-043A 05115/76 METEORI METEOR 1-25 USSR
76-043A-01 05/15/76 M_ 1 METEOR 1-25 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
76-043A-02 05/15/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-25 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
76-043A-03 05/15/76 M_ 1 METEOR 1-25 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
76-04," A.-04 05115/76 METEORI METEOR 1-25 A_ TH_ SOUNDER USSR
76-102_ 10/I 6/76 METEORI METEOR 1-26 USSR
76-10zA-01 10/16/76 M_I METEOR 1-26 DUAL VIDI_ CNVC.RAS USSR
76-102A-02 10/16/76 METEC_ 1 METEOR 1-26 SCANNINGHRIRF_")_METER USSR
76-102A-03 10116/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-26 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR 4_
76-102A-0_, 10/16/76 METEOR_ METEOR 1-26 ATMOSTHEFMALSOUM3ER USSR 4_
77-024A 04/05/77 METEOR1 METEOR 1-27 USSR
77-024A-01 04/05/77 METEOR1 METEOR 1-27 DUAL VIDICONCAMERAS USSR
77-G24A-02 04/05/77 M_ 1 METEOR 1-27 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
77-024A-03 04/05/77 METEL-CR1 METEOR 1-27 ACTB4OMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
77-024A-04 04/05/77 METEOR1 METEOR 1-27 ATMOSTHER_L_L,SO_WDER USSR
77-057A 06/29/77 METEOR1 METEOR 1-28 USSR
77-057A-01 06/29/77 METEOR1 METEOR 1-28 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
77-057A-02 06/29/77 ME_-OR 1 METEOR 1-28 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
79-005A 01/25/79 M_ 1 METEOR ;-29
79-005A-01 01/25/79 METEOR1 METEOR 1-29 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
79-005A-02 01/25/79 METE(3:t1 METEOR 1-29 SCANNINGHRJRRADIOMETER USSR
80-051A 06/18/80 M_I METEOR 1-30 USSR
80-051A-01 06/18/80 METEOR1 METEOR 1-30 DUAL VIDI_ CAMERAS USSR
80-051A-02 06/18/80 MEllECR 1 METEOR 1-30 SCANNINGHRIR RADIOMETER USSR
81-065A 07/10/81 METEOR1 METEOR 1-31 USSR
81-065A-01 07/10/81 METEOR1 METEOR "_-31 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR
81-065A-02 07/10/81 ME11EOR1 METEOR 1-31 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
75-064A 07/11175 M_2 METEOR 2-01 USSR
77-002A 01/07/77 METEOR2 METEOR 2-02 USSR
77-117A 12/14/77 _2 METEOR 2-03 USSR
79-021A 03/01/79 METEOR2 METEOR 2-04 USSR
79-095A 10/31/79 METECR2 ML=TEOR2-05 USSR
80-073A 09/09/80 _2 METEOR 2-06 USSR
81-043A 05114/81 METEOR2 METEOR 2-07 LISSR
82-025A 03/25/82 ME11EOR2 METEOR 2-08 USSR
82-116A 12/14/82 ME11EOR2 METSOR 2-09 USSR
63-109A 10/28183 MEllEOR 2 METEOR 2-10 USSR
84-072A 07/I 8/84 IVEIEOR 2 METEOR 2-I I USSR
85-013A 02/06185 ME'IRE.OR2 METEOR 2-12 USSR A
85-119A 12/26185 MEI1EC,_2 METEOR 2-13 USSR _4F
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86-039A 05/27/86 ME'I1EOR2 METEOR 2-14 LIISSR
87-001A 02/15/87 METEOR2 METEOR 2-15 USSR •
77-108A 11123177 METEOSAT METEOSAT 1 BJROPE
77-108A-01 11/23/77 klET1E-C_T ML_rlEC_6AT1 IMAGINGRADIOMETER SERENE BJROPE
77-108A-02 11/23/77 METEOSAT ME'I1EOSAT1 (DCP)DATA COLLPLAT PERA 8JROPE _
81-0_7A 06/19/81 METEOSAT METEOSAT2 EI.FIOPE
81-057A.01 06/19/81 METEOSAT METEOSAT 2 _ RADIOMETER _ ELROPE
81-057A-02 06119/81 _T METEOSAT 2 (DCP)OATACOLL PLAT PERA
MTSATP2 01/00/88 METEOSAT METEOSATP2
MTSATP2-01 01/00/88 METECTAT METECSATP2 IMAGING RADIOMETER EUROPE
MTSATP2-02 01/00/88 METEDSAT METEOSATP2 (DCP)DATA COLl. PLAT
66-035A 04125166 MOLMYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 03 USSR
66-035A- 04/25/66 MOLMYA I MOI_NIYA I- 03 (EAR'THCLOUD PI-IOTOGR_ USSR
66-092A 10/20/66 MOLNIYA 1 MOi.NIYA 1- 04 t.EW:,R :
66-082A- t 0120166 MOLMYA 1 _F'_NIYA 1- 04 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
67-052A 05/24/67 MOL_gYA1 M(._LNIYA1- 05 USSR
67-052A- 05/24/67 MOUNIYA1 MOL.NIY_ I- 05 (EARIHCLOU_PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
67-095A 10/03167 MOLNIYA1 MOLNIYA 1- 06 USSR
67-095A. 10103167 MOi.NIYA 1 MOLNIYA I- 06 (EARll_CLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) tJ6SR
67-101A 10122167 MOIJ_IYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 07 USSR :
67-101A- 10/22/67 MOLNIYA I MOLNIYA 1- 07 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTO(3qAPHY) USSR
68-035A 04121/68 MOLNIYA i MOLNIYA 1- 06 USSN
68-035A- 04/21/68 MO,.NIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1-05 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPH_) USSR
68-057A 07105168 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 09 USSR
_ 68-057A- 07/05168 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA I- 09 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTCGRAPHY) USSR68-085A 10/05/68 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1-10 USSR
68-085A- 10/05/68 MCX.NIYA1 MOLNIYA 1-10 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
8"1-018A 02/19187 MC6 MOS 1 JAPAN
87-018A-01 02/19/87 MOS MOS1 (MESSR)MSP ELESELF-SCANRAD. NASDA JAPAN
87-018A-02 02/19/87 MOS IX',3S1 (VTIR)VIS & THERMAL IR RAD NASDA JAPAN
87-018A-03 02/19/87 MOS MOS1 (MSR)MICROWAVESCAN PAD NASDA JAPAN
87-018A-04 02/19/87 MOS MCS 1 (DCS)DATACOLl. SYS TRANSPNDR NASDA JAPAN
64-052A 08/28164 NIMBUS NIMBUS1 US '_
64-052A-01 08128/64 NIMBUS NIMBUS1 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS BURDETT US .
64-052A-02 08128164 NIMBUS NIMBUS I (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION HUNTER US
64-052A-03 08128164 NIMBUS NIMBUS I (HRJR)HI(_'IRES IR RADIOMETER Iq_HEE US
66-040A 05/15166 NIMBUS NIMBUS2 US
66-040A-01 05115/66 NIMBUS NIMBUS2 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS SCHULMN_ US
66-040A-02 05115166 NIMBUS NIMBUS2 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION SCHLI.MN_ US _'_.
66-040A-03 05115166 NIMBUS NJMBUS2 (HRIR)HI(3_ RESIR RADIOMETER _ US
66-040A-04 05/15166 HIMBUS NIMBUS2 (MRIR)MEDRES IR PADtOMETER MCCULLOCH US
69-037A 0,6114169 NIMBUS NIMBUS3 US
69-037A-02 04/14169 NIMBUS NIMBUS 3 (HRIR)HIGHRES IR RADIOMETER CHERR_ US :
69-037A-03 04;i 4169 NIMBUS MMBUS 3 (IRISJlRINTERFEROMETERSPECT HANEL US
69-037A-04 04114169 NIMBUS NIMBUS3 (SIRS)EAT IR SPECT WARK US :
69-037A-05 04114160 NIMBUS NIMBUS3 (MRIR)MEDFLIESIR PADIOME'rER _ US
69-037A-06 04114168 NIMBUS NIMBUS3 (IDC)IMAGE DISSECTORCAMERA BPACI-FLOWER US
70-025A 04108170 NIMBUS NMBUS4 US ,
70-025A-02 04108170 |aMBUS NIMBUS ¢ (THIR)TEMP-HUMIDITY |R PAD _ US ;
70-025A-03 04100170 NIMBUS NIMBUS4 (IRIS)IRINTERFEqoMErER SPECT HN_EL US
70-025A-04 04108170 NIMBUS NikmlJS 4 (SIRS)SAT IR SPECT WARK US _*
70-025A-05 04108/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS4 (BU_TTER UV SPEC HEATH US |
70-0_.5A-06 04100170 NIMBUS NIMBUS 4 (IDC_ DISSECTORCAMERA BN_I-IFLOWER US [
70-025A-08 04108170 NIMBUS NIMBUS 4 RLTB:I WEDGESPECT HOVIS US
70-025A -I 0 04108/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS4 (SCR)SEL-I=CTIVE_ PAD _ UK
72-007A 12/! 1172 MMBUS NMBU_6 US
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72-097A-01 12111172 NIMBUS NIMBUS5 (ITPR)IR TEMP PROFILE RAD SMITH US
72-097A-02 12/!1172 NIMBUS NIMBUS5 (SCR)SELECTIVECHQPPERRAD HOOGHTCN LK
72-097A-03 12/11/72 NIMBUS NIMBUS5 MICROWAVESPECTROMETER STAELIN US
72-097A-04 12/11172 NIMBUS NIMBUS5 (ESMR)ELECSCAN MICRORAD WILHEIT US
72-097A-05 12111172 NIMBUS NIMBUS5 (SCMR)SFCCOMP MAPPINGRAD HOVIS US
72-097A-08 12/11/72 NIMBUS NIMBUS5 (THIR)', AMP-HUMIDITY IR HAD MCOJ_CCH US
75-052A 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 US
75-052A-01 06112175 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (1WERLE)TRPWND ENGCONV JULIAN US
75-052A-02 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (HIRS)HIGHRES IR SOUNDER 3MITH US
75-052A-03 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (ESMR)ELECSCAN MICROPAD WILHEIT US
75-052A-04 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (LRIR)LIMB RAD INVER RAD GILLE US
75-052A-05 06/12/75 MMBUS NIMBUS6 (ERB)EARTHRADIATIONBUDGET SMITH US
75-052A-09 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (PMR)PRESSMODULATEDRAD HOUGHTON US
75-052A- 10 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (SCAMS)SCAN MICROWAVE RAD STAELIN US
75-052A- 12 06112/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (THIR)TEMP-HUMIDITY IR RAD _ US
78-098A 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 US
78-098A-01 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (LIMS)LIMB IR MON STRATO RUSSELL US
78-098A-02 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (SAMS)STRAT+ME-SOSOUNDER _ON LK
78_098A-03 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (CZCS)COASTZONECOLORSCAN HOVIS US
78-098A-06 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (SAM-II)STRAT AEROSOL MEA _[CK US
78-098A-07 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (ERB)EARTHRADIATIONBUDGET JACOBOWITZ US
78-098A-08 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (SMMR)SCAN MICROWAVERAD GLOERSEN US
78-098A-09 10124178 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (SBUV/TOMS)-BACKSC UV/OZONE HEATH US
76-098A- 10 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (THIR)TEMP-HUMIDITY IR RAD STOWE US
70-008A 01/23/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITO6 1 US
70-008A-02 01/23/7P NOAA 1-5/ITOS IT06 1 (FPR)FLATPLAT._-RADIOMETER SUOMI US
70-008A-03 01/23/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITOS 1 SCJ_IMNG RADIOMETERSYSTEM G[gAUNDER US 41_
70-008A-04 01123170 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITG61 (AVCS)ADVVICICONCAMERASYS NESSSTAFF US 4P
70-008A-05 01123176 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITOS 1 (APT)AUTO PICTRANSMISSION NESSSTAFF US
70-106A 12111170 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 US
70-106A-02 12/11170 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 (FPR)FLATPLATE RADIOMETER SUOMI US
70-105A-03 12111170 NOAA 'i-5/ITOS NOAA 01 (SR)SCANNINGRADIOMETER GEMUNDER US
70-106A-04 12111170 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS NESDIS US
70-106A-05 12/11/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA01 (APT)AUTOPICTRANSM NESDIS US
72-082A 10/15/72 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 02 US
72-082A-02 10115/72 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 02 (SR)SCANNING RADIOMETER NESDIS US
72-082A-03 10115/72 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 02 (VHRR)VERY HIGH RESRAD NESDIS US
72-082A-04 10/15/72 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 02 (VTPR)VERTTEMPPRFLRAD NESDES US
73-086A 11106/73 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 US
73-086A-02 11/06/73 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 (SR)SCANNING RADIOMETER NESDIS US
73-086A-03 11/06/73 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 (VHRR)VERY HIGH RES RAD NESDIS US
73-086A-04 11/06/73 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 (VTPR)VERT TEMP PRFL RAD NESDIS US
74-089A 11115/74 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 04 US
74-089A-02 11115/74 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 04 (SR)SCANNINGRADIOMETER NESDIS US
74-089A-03 11/15174 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 04 (VHRR)VERY HIG_IRES RAD NESDIS US
74-089A-04 11115/74 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 04 (VTPR)VERT TEMP PRFL RAD NESDIS US
76-077A 06/27/76 NO/U_ 1-5/ITOS NOAA 05 US
76-077A-01 06/27/76 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 05 (VHRR)VERYHIGH RES RAD NESDIS US
76-077A-02 06/27/76 NOAA 1-5/IT(3_ NOAA 05 (VTPR)VERT TEMP PRFL RAD NESDIS US
76-077A-03 06/27/76 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 05 (SR)SCANNINGRADIOMETER NESDIS US
78-096A 10113178 NOAA 6-D/T-N TIRO6 N US
78-096A-01 10113178 NOAA 6-D/T-N TIRO6 N (AVHRR)AOV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
78-096A-02 10113178 NOAA 6-O/T-N TIROSN (TOVS)OPERNLVERT SOUNDER _ US
79-057A 06127179 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 05 US
79-057A-01 06127179 NOAA 6-O/T-N NOAA 05 (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
79-057A-02 06127178 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 05 (TOVS)OPERNLVERTSOUNDER NESD_ US
81-059A 06123181 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 07 US
81-059A-01 06123181 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 07 (AVHRR)AOV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS U5 '4P
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81-059A-02 06123181 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAh. 07 ('rcvs)OPERt_. VERTSOt._DER NESD_ L6
NOAA-D NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA.D US
NOAA-D-01 NOAA 6-DrF-N NOAA-D (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES PAD NESDIS US
NOAA-D-02 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA-D (TOVS)OPEF_ILVERT SOUNDER NESDIS US
83-022A 03/28/83 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 08 US
83-022A-01 03/28/83 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 08 (AVHRR)ADVVERY HI RES PAD NESDIS US
83-022A-02 03128183 NOAA 8-JIATN NOAA 08 (TOVS)OPEF_LVERTSOUNDER NESDIS US
84-123A 12/12/84 NOAA 8_J/ATN NOAA 09 US
84-123A- 01 12112/84 NOAA 8-J,'ATN NOAA 08 (AVHRR)ADVVERY HI RES PAD NESDIS US
84-123A-02 12/12/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAh. 09 (TOVS)OPERNLVERTSOUNDER NESD4S US
84-123A-05 12/12/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 09 (ERBE)EAR'rHRADBUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US
84-123A-07 12112/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 09 (SBUV/2)SOLR BKSCTR UV RAD CUNN_C4-1AM US
86-073A 09/17/86 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 10 US
86-073A-01 09/17/86 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 10 (AVHRR)ADVVERY HI RES PAD NESDIS US _,
86-073A-02 09117/86 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 10 ('rovs)OPERNLVERTSOUNDER NESDIS US
86-073A-05 09/17/86 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 10 (_EARTH RADBUDGETEXP BAF_STROM US
NOAA-H 02/00/88 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAh,H US
NOAA-H-01 02/00/88 NOAh. 8-J/ATN NOAAH (AVHRR)ADVVERY HI RES PAD NESDIS US
NOAA-H-02 02/00/88 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAAH (TOVS)OPERNLVERT SOUNDER NESDIS US
NOAA-H-05 12112/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAAH (SBUV/2)SOLR BKSCTR UV PAD _ US ;
NOAA-I 06/00/90 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA I US :
NOAA-I-01 06100/90 NOAA 8-JIATN NO/_ I (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES PAD NE_DIS US
NOAA-I-02 06/00/90 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA I (TOVS)OPERNLVERTSOUNDER NESDIS US ;
NOAA-J 09/00/91 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA J US
NOAA-J-01 09100/91 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAh, J (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES PAD NESDtS US
S NOAA-J-02 09/00/91 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA J (TOVS)C_OERNLVERT SOUNDER NESDIS USNOAA-J-05 12/12/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 09 (SBUV/2)SOLR BKSCTR UV PAD CUNN1NC4-1AM US "
71-032A 04/19/71 SALYUT SALYUT 1 USSR
71-032A- 04/19/71 SALYUT SALYUT 1 (CLOUD IMAGERY &VISUAl OBS) USSR ;
74-046A 06/25/74 SALYUT SALYUT 3 USSR ;
74-046A- 06/26/74 SALYUT SALYUT 3 (CLOUD IMAGERY) USSR
74-104A 12/26;74 SALYUT SALYUT 4 USSR '
74-104A- 12/26/74 SALYUT SALYUT 4 (MULTISPECTRALIMAGERY) USSR
74-104A- 12/26/74 SALYUT SALYUT 4 (A_PHERIC SOUNDING) USSR
76-057A 06/22/76 SALYUT SALYUT 5 USSR
76-057A- 06/22/76 SALYLIT SALYUT 5 (IROBSERVATIONS:SFCTEMP) USSR
77-057A- 06/22/76 SALYUT SALYUT 5 (POLLUTIONSTUDIES) USSR
77-097A 09/29/77 SALYUT ',3ALEUT6 USSR
77-097A- 09/29/77 SALYUT SALYUT 6 (MULTISPECTPAL IMAGERY) USSR
82-033A 04/19/82 SALYUT SALYUT 7 USSR
78-064A 06127178 SEASAT SEA,SAT1 US
78-064A-01 06/27/78 SEASAT SEASAT 1 (ALT)RADAR ALT SMITH US
78-064A-02 06/27/78 SEASAT SEA,SAT1 (SAR)SYNTHETIC AP RADAR 'W=LEKI US
78-064A-03 06/27/78 SEASAT SEASAT 1 (SASS)SEASAT-A-SAT SCATMTR PIERSON US
78-064A-04 06/27/78 SEASAT SEA,SAT1 (VIRR)SCAN VIS/IR RADIOMETER FELLERMAN US
78-064A-05 06/27/87 SEASAT SEA,SAT 1 (SMMR)SCAN MICROWAVEPAD STEPHANIDES US
83-116A 11/28/83 SHUTTLE SPACELAB1 US
83-116A-38 11128183 SHUI"II.E SPACELAB1 METRIC CAMERA FACILITY REYNOLDS B.IRCPE
83-116A- 39 11/28/83 SHUTTLE SPACELAB1 (MRSE)MICROWAVE FACILITY D(ETERLE _
81-111A 11112181 SHU1TI.E STS-02 US
81-111A-01 11112181 SHU17LE STS-02 (SIR-A)SHUTrLE IMAGING RADAR ELACHI US i.
81-111A-04 11/12/81 SPtJT]IJE STS-02 (MAPS)MEASAIR POLL FROM SAT REICHLE US
81-111A-06 11/12/81 SHUTrLE STS-02 (NOSL)NIGHT/DAYSURV OF LGTG VCNNEGUT US
82-065A 06127/62 SHU'I'rLE STS-04 US t.
S 82-065A-01 06127/82 SHUTTLE STS-04 (NOSL)NIGHT/DAYSURV OF LGTG VONNEGUT US83-026A 04104/83 SHUTrI.E STS-06 US
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83-026A-01 04104183 SHUTTLE STS-06 (NO6L)NIGHT/DAY SURV OF LGTG VONNEQUT US
83-059A 06/18/83 SHUT/I.E STS-07 US
83-059A-06 06/18/83 SHUI"n.E STS-07 (MOMS)MOOLR_ M_'_SC MBB GERMANY
83-116A 11/28/83 SHUTTLE STS-09 (SEE SPACELAB1) US
84-011A 02/03/84 SHUTTLE STS-11 US
84-011A-01 02103/84 SHU'rRE STS-11 (MOMS)I_XX.R OPTOELECMSPSC MBB GERMANY
84-108A 10/05184 SHUTTLE STS-41G US
84-108A-01 10/05/84 SFCJI"fl.E STS-41G (SIR-B)SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR ELACHI US
84-108A-02 10/05/84 SHUTTLE STS-41G (LFC)LARGEFORMAT CAMERA _ US
84-108A-03 10/05/84 SHUTrI.E ST,S-41G (MAPS)MEASAIR POLL FROM SAT RBCI4.E US
73-027A 05114/73 SkYLAB SKYLAB US
73-027A- 17 05/14173 SKYLAB SKYLAB (EREP)M-SPECT. PHOTOG.(S-lgO) DEMB. US
73-027A- 18 05/14/73 SKYLAB SKYI.AB (EREP)IR SPECTROMETER(S-191) BAF_EI"r US
73-027A-19 05114173 SKYLA8 SKVLAB (EREP)BAND SCANNER(S-192) KORB US
73-027A.20 05/14173 SKYI.AB _ (EREP)MICROWAVE SCATTCS;-193) EVANS US
73-027A-21 05/14/73 SKYLAB SKYLAB (EREP)L-BAND RADIOMTR(S-194) EVANS US
68-094A 10/26/68 _ SOYUZ03 USSR
68-094A- 10/26/68 SOYUZ SOYIJZ03 (ME_ OBS) USSR
69-004A 01/14/69 9OYt_ SOYUZ 04 USSR
69-004A- 01114169 SOYt_ SOYUZ 04 (M_ OeS) USSR
70-041A 06/02/70 SOYt_ SOYUZ 09 USSR
70-041 A- 06102/70 _ SOYUZ 00 (ME'IEOROtDGIC_ OBS) USSR
71-053A 06106/71 SOYtJZ SOYUZ 11 tJGSR
71-053A- 06106/71 SOYUZ SOYIJZ 11 (M_ O_S) USSR
75-001A 01/11/75 SOYUZ SOYUZ 17 USSR
75-001A- 01/11/75 SOYUZ SOYIJZ 17 (METEOROt.OGICALOBS) USSR 49
75-044A 05/24/75 _ SOYIJZ 18 USSR 41,
75-044A- 05/24/75 _ SOY1JZ18 (ME'rEOROLOGIC.ALO8S) USSR
75-065A 07/15/75 SOYUZ SOYUZ 19 USSR
75-065A- 07/15/75 _ SOYUZ 19 (M_ OBS) USSR
76-064A 07/06/76 SOYUZ SOYUZ 21 USSR
76-064A- 07/06/76 SOYt._ SOYUZ 21 (METEOFK_OGICALOBS) USSR
76-093A 09/151"_6 SOYUZ SOYUZ 22 USSR
76-093A- 09/15/76 SOYL_ SOYUZ 22 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
77-008A 02/07/77 S,._YL_ SOYUZ 24 USSR
77-008A- 02/07/77 SOYI,_ SOYUZ 24 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
77-113A 12/10/77 SOYt_ SOYUZ 29 USSR
77-113A- 12/10/77 SOYL_ SOYUZ 26 (METEOROL_ OBS) USSR
78-061A 06/15/78 SOYUZ SOYUZ 29
78-061A- 06/15/78 SChtt_ SOYUZ 29 (M_ OeS) USSR
78-081A 08/26178 SOYUZ SOYUZ 31 USSR
78-081A- 08/26/78 SOYt._ SOYUZ 31 (METEORIOLOGtCALOBS) USSR
79-018A 02/25/79 f_OVUZ SOYUZ 32 USSR
79-018A- 02/25/79 SOYUZ SOYUZ 32 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
79-029A 04/10/78 _ SOYIJZ 33 USSR
79-029A- 04/10/79 SOYUZ SOYUZ 33 (METEOFK_OGICALOBS) USSR
80-027A 04/09/80 _ SOYUZ 35 USSR
80-027A- 04/09/80 SCNUZ SOYUZ 35 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
80-041 A 05/26/80 SOYI._ SOYUZ 35 USSR
80-041A- 05126180 SOYI.J_ SOYUZ 36 (METEOROLOGICALC6S) USSR
80-064A 07123/80 SOYUZ SOYUZ 37 USSR
80-064A- 07/23/80 SOYUZ SOYUZ 37 (M_OGICAL O6S) USSR
81-023A 03/12/81 SOYUZ SOYUZ T-4 USSR
81-023A- 03112/81 SOYUZ SOYUZ T-4 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
60-002B 04/01/60 TIRO6 TIROS 01 US
60-002B-01 04/01/60 TIROS TIROS 01 TELEVISION BUTLER US _!_
60-016A 11/23/60 TIROS TIROS 02 US
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60-016A-01 11123160 TIROS TIROS 02 WIDEFIELDRADIOMETER HANEL US _.
60-016A- 02 11123160 TIROS TIROS 02 (SR)SC,,_ININGRADIOMETER BARKSDALE US
60-016A-03 11123160 TIRO6 TIROS 02 IP-J.EVISION BUTLER US [,
61-017A 07112161 TIROS TIROS 03 US
61-017A-01 07112161 TIRC_ TIROS 03 OMNIRADIOMETER SUOI_ US
61-017A-02 07/12/61 TIROS TIROS 0_ WIDERELDRADIOMETER HANEL US
61-017A-03 07/12/61 TIROS TIROS 03 (SR)SCANNINQRADIOMETER RADOS US _
61-017A-04 07112161 TIROS TIROS 03 TELEVISION RADOS US _+
62-002A 02/08/62 TIROS TIROS 04 US
62 002A-01 02/08/62 TIROS TIROS 04 OMNI RAD_ETER SUOMI US t_
62-002A-02 02108162 TIROS TIROS 04 WlDEFIELDRADIOMETER HANEL US
62-002A-03 02/08/62 TIFIC_ _ROS 04 (SR)SCANNING RADIOMETER BARKSDALE US
62-002A-04 02108162 TIROS TIROS 04 TELEVISION P,NX_ US _.
62-025A 06/19/62 TIROS TIROS 05 US
65-025A-01 06/19/62 TIROS TIROS 05 TELEVISION RADOS US
62-047A 09118162 111:::105 TIROS 05 US
62-047A-01 09118/62 TIROS TIROS 06 TELEVISION NESSSTAFF US '_
63-024A 06/19163 TIROS TIROS 07 US
[63-024A-01 06119/63 TIROS TIROS 07 OMNI RADIOMETER SUOMI US
63-024A-02 06/19/63 TIR06 TIROS 07 (SR)SCANNING RADIOMETER RA[X3S US
63-024A-04 06/19/63 TIROS TIROS 07 TELEVISION NESSSTAFF US ;
63-054A 12121/63 TIROS TIROS 08 US P
63-054A-01 12/21/63 TIROS TIROS 08 TELEVISION O'SULLIVAN U5
63-054A-02 12/21163 TIROS TIROS 08 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION _ US i"
65-004A 01122/65 TIROS TIROS 09 US
65-004A-01 01122165 TIROS TIROS 09 TELEVISION NESSSTAFF US
65-051A 07/02/65 TIROS TIROS 10 US !
65-051A-01 07102/65 TIROS TIROS 10 TELEVISION NESSSTAFF US
00/00/90 _ _ US
TOPF.X-02 00100190 TOPEX _ MICROWAVERADIOMETER US '
59-001A 02117159 VANGUARD VANGUARD 2 US :
59-001A-01 02117159 VANGUARD VANGUARD 2 (OPTICALSCANNER) _ US +
f
64-065A 10112/64 VO_IR.K3D VOStO,IOD1 USSR :
64- 065A- 10/12/64 VG610¢30 VO6KHO01 (EAR1HCLOUD PHOTCGR,a'.'-IY) USSR !'
65-022A 03/18/65 _ VO6KHO0 2 USSR
65+022A - 03/18/65 V061OC)D VOSKHOD2 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
61-019A 08/06/61 VOSTOK SPUTNIK 12 (SEE VOSTOK 2) USSR
61-019A 06106161 VO6TOK VOSTOK2 USSR
61-019A- 08106161 VO6TOK VO6TOK 2 (HANDHELDCINE PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
62-036A 08/1 I162 VC6TOK VO6TOK 3 UE_R
62-036A- 08/11/62 VO6TOK V@STOK3 (HANDHEL0 CINE PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
62-037A 08/12/62 VO6TOK VO6TOK 4 USSR
62-037A+ 08112/62 VO6TOK VO6TOK 4 (HANDHELDCINE PI-K3TOGRAPHY) t._SR
63-020A 06/15163 VO6TOK VOSTOK 5 USSR
63-020A- 06115/63 VO6TOK VOSTOK 5 (HANDHELDCINE PHOTOGRAPI.W) USSR
63-023A 06116163 VO6TOK VOSTOK6 USSR
63-023A- 06/16163 VO6"I'Q( VO6TOK 6 (HAM:)FIELDCINE PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
68-076A 09114/68 a0ND Z0ND5 USSR
66-076A-02 0911416e Z0ND Z0ND 5 (EARTH-CLOUDPHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
68-101A 11110168 ZOND ZONO6 USSR
68-I01A-01 11/10/68 Z0ND Z0ND6 (EARII4CLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) UISSR
69-067A 08107169 ZOND ZCND7 USSR
69-067A-01 08107169 ;UOND Z0N07 (EARTHCLOUO PHOTOGR_T+I_ USSR
70-066A 10/20170 Z0M) ZONO8 U6SR- 8 -01 120/ _ NI) D (EARll.t.Q.OUD ,I_-:OTOGRAPHY)
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77-108A 11/23/77 METEOC_T METEOSAT 1 ELAOCPE _,.
77-108A-01 11/23/77 METEOSAT METEOSAT 1 IMAGING RADIOMETER SERBqE _ '_
77-108A-02 11/23/77 METEOSAT METEOSAT 1 (DCP)DATA COLLPLAT PERA _ _.;.
81-067A 06/1_3/81 METEOSAT METEOSAT2 _ _...
81-067A-01 06/19/81 METEOSAT METEOSAT 2 IMAGINGRADIOMETER SERENE EUROPE -:
81-067A-02 06/19/81 METEOSAT MET_T2 (DCP)DATA COLLPLAT PERA EUROPE
83-116A-38 11/28/83 £,-t-flJTP..E SPACELAB1 METRIC CAMERA FACILITY _ EUROPE i{
83-116A-39 11/28/83 SI-flJTILE SPACELAB1 (MRSE)MICROWAVE FACILITY DIETEFLE EUROPE
MTSATP2 01/00/88 METEOSAT M_T 1>2 _ _
MTSATP2-01 01/00/88 METEC6AT METEOSATP2 IMAGtNGRADIOMETER BJROPE _
MTSATPZ-02 01/00188 METEC6AT METEOSATP2 (DCP)DATA COLLPLAT _ ?'
70-109A 12/24/70 ECLE/PEOLE PECLE FRANCE/US _"
71-071A 08/16/71 ECL_ ECt.E1 FRANCE/US :i
71-071A-01 08/16/71 ECL_ EOLE1 UPPERATMOSWEARELAYSYS MOREL/BANDEEN FRANCEJUS
83-059A-06 06118/83 SHUTTLE STS-07 (MOMS)MODLROPTOELECMSPSC MBB GEFIMANY _
84-011A-01 02103/84 SHUTTLE STS-11 (_)MOOLR OPTOELECMSPSC MBB G_
79-051A 06107179 BHASKARA BHASKARA INDIA
79-051A-01 06/07/79 BHASKARA BHASKARA (SAMIR)SATELLITEMW RAD JOSEPH INDIA .?
79-051A-02 06/07179 Bt'IASKARA BHASKARA TV CAMERA JOSEPH INDIA .;_._
81 - 115A 11/20/81 BHASKARA BHASKARA 2 INDIA _::
81- 115A-01 11/20/81 BHASKARA BHASKARA2 DUALTV CAMERA CALLA INDIA
81 -115A-02 11/20/81 BHASKARA BHASKARA 2 (SAMIR._SATELLITEMW RAD CALLA INDIA _'_
82-031A 04/10/82 INSAT INSAT 1A INDIA :_
t 82-031A-01 04110182 INSAT h_ISAT1A (VHRR)VERYHIGH RES RAD ISRO INDIA _.83-089B 08131183 INSAT IN.SAT IB INDIA
83-089B-01 08/31/83 INSAT INSAT 1B (VHRR)VERYHIGH RES RAD ISRO ;_IDIA
IRS-1A 10/00/87 IRS IRS 1A INDIA :
IRS-1A-01 10100187 IRS IRS 1A (USS)LIN iMG SELF-SCN SENS ISRO INDIA _-
INSAT1C 06/00/88 INSAT INSAT 1C INDIA
INSAT1C-01 06/00/88 INSAr INSAT 1C (VHRR)VERY HIGH RES RAD ISRO INDIA
77-065A 07/14/77 GMS GMS JAPAN
77-065A-01 07/14/77 ElMS GMS (VISSR)VI_ & IR RADIOMETER JMA STAFF JAPAN
81-076A 08/10/81 GMS GMS2 JAPAN J
81-076A-01 08/10/81 GMS GMS2 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER JMA STAFF JAPAN _"
84-080A 08/02/84 GMS GMS3 JAPAN _
84-080A-01 08/02/84 QMS Ob,4S3 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER JMA STAFF JAPAN
87-018A 02/19/87 MOS MO61 JAPAN '
87-018A-01 02119/87 MQS MOS1 (MESSR)MSPELE SELF-SCANRAD. NASDA JAPAN _"
87-018A-02 02/19187 IViOS MO61 (VTIR)VIS & THERMAL IR PAD NASDA JAPAN
87-018A-03 02119187 MOS MO61 (MSR)MICROWAVESCAN RAD NASDA JAPAN i
87-018A-04 02119187 MOS MOS1 (DCS)DATA COLLSYS TRANSPNDR NASDA JAPAN
70-025A- 10 04/08/70 NIMBU_ NIMBUS4 (SCR)SELECTIVECHOPPERRAD I-ICX.k3HTC_ LK ;
72-097A-02 12/11172 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (SCR)SELECTIVECHOPPERRAD HOUQHTCN UK I:
78-098A-02 10124/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (Sd_IS}S'rRAT + MESO SOUNDER _ LK
I,
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59-001A 02/I 7/59 VANGUARD VANGUARD 2 US ;,
_-004A 08107150 E_LORER EXR.OPF.R6 US
59-009A 10113159 EXPLORER EXPU3FER7 US _"
60-002B 04/01160 TIROS TIROS 01 US _"
60-006A 05/24/60 IXX)(OTHER) MIDAS 2 US
60-016A 11/23/60 TIRG6 TIROS 02 US
61-017A 07/12/61 TIROS TIROS 05 US
61-018A 07112161 DOD(OTHER) MIDAS 3 US _.
61-019A 08/06/61 VOSTOK SPUTNIK 12 (SEE VOSTOK2) USSR ._
61-019A 08/06/61 VO6TOK VOSTOK2 USSR
61-025A 09/13/61 MERC/JRY MA-4 US
61-028A 10121/61 DOD(OTHER) MIDAS 4 US ....
61-030A 11115/61 DISCOVERER DISCOVERER35 US
61-033A 11/29/61 MERCURY MA-5 US .,
=.
62-002A 02/08/62 TIROS TIROS 04 US
62-003A 02/20/62 _ MA-6 US _.
62-0t 0A 04/09162 D(X)(OTHER) MIDAS 5 US
62-019A 05/24/62 MERCURY MA-7 US
62-025A 06119/62 TIROS TIROS 05 US
62-036A 08/11/62 VOS'fOK VOSTOK 3 ussr-I
62-037A 08/12/62 VOSTOK VO$TOK 4 USSR
62-047A 09/18/62 TIROS TIROS 06 US
62-052A 10103/62 MB:ICURY MA-8 US i
._P 63-015A 03/I 5/63 MERCURY MA-9 US
63-014A 05/09163 DOO(OTHER) MIDAS 6 US !
63-U20A 06/15/63 VO6TOK VOSTOK 5 USSR
63-023A 06/16/63 VOSTOK VOSTOK 6 USeR ',
63-024A 06/19/63 TIROS TIROS 07 US
63-054A 12/21163 TIROS TIROS 05 US ,
64-052A 08/28/64 NIMBUS NIMBUS 1 US
64-065A 10 ,-_/64 VOSK}-K)D VOSKI4OD1 USSR
65-004A 01/22/65 TIRO6 TIROS 09 US ,
65-022A 03/18/65 VO6_HOD VOSKHOD2 USSR
65-024A 03/23/65 GEMINI GEMINI 03 US
65-043A 06/03/65 GEMINI GEMINI 04 US
65-051A 07/02/65 TIRO6 TIROS 10 US
65-068A 08/21/65 GEMINI GEMINI 05 US
65-100A 12/04/65 GEMINI GEMINI 07 US
65-104A 12/15/65 GEMINI GEMINI 06 US
66-008A 02/03/66 ESSA ESSA1 US
66-016A 02/28/66 _ ESSA2 US
66-020A 03/I 6166 GEMINI ,3EMIN108 US
66-035A 04/25/66 MOLNIYA 1 MOL,qlYA 1- 03 USSR
66-040A 05/15166 NIMBUS NIMBUS2 US
66-047A 06/03/66 GEMINI GEMINI 09 US
66-057A 06/25/66 O06MOS _ 122 USSR
.:6-066A 07/18/66 GE'JVlql GEMINI 10 US
66-081A 09/12/66 GEMINI GEMINI 11 US
66-082A 0911 5/66 DMSP D6AP (SEEDMSP) US
66-082A 09/I 5/66 DMSP DMSP 4A/FI US
66-087A 10/02/66 ESSA ESSA 3 US
66-092A 10/20/66 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 04 USSR-104 1 / 11/66 GEMI I GEMINI 12
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66-110A 12107166 ATS ATS 1 US
67-006A 01/26/67 ESSA ESSA4 US
67-010A 02/08/67 _ DMSP 4A/F2 US
67-024A 03/21/67 COSMOS _149 USSR _
67-031A 04/06/67 ATS ATS 2 US _"
67-036A 04/20/67 ESSA ESSA 5 US !_,
67-039A 04/27/67 CCE;ME_ COSMOS156 USSR ',
67-052A 05124167 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 05 USSR
67-066F 07101167 DCOGE DODGE US
67-080A 08122/67 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US :
67-080A 08/22/67 UMSP DMSP 4A/F3 US '
67-095A 10103167 MOLNIYA I MOLNIYA I - 06 USSR :'
67-096A 10111/67 13MSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
67-096A 10111167 DMSP DMSP 4Aft:4 US
67-101A 10/22/67 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 07 USSR
67-111A 11/05/67 ATS ATS 3 US ._
67-113A 11 I09/67 APOLLO APOLLO 04 US _"
;,67-114A 11/10/67 ESSA ESSA6 US :
68-025A 04104168 APOLLO APOLLO 06 US '_'
68-035A 04/21/68 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 08 USSR _
68-042A 05122168 DM_P DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
68-042A 05122168 DMSP DMSP 4B/F1 US
68-057A 07/05/68 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 09 USSF_
68-068A 08110/68 ATS ATS 4 UR
68-069A 08/16/68 ESSA ESSA7 US "_,,
68-076A 09114/68 2DND ZOND5 USSR q_" _'
68-085A 10/05/68 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1-10 USSR O ':
68-089A 10/11/68 APOLLO APOLLO07 US
68-092A 10/22/68 DMSP DSAP (SEE lYMSP) US '_
68-092A 10122168 DMSP DMSP4B/F2 US _i
68-094A 10/26/68 SOYUZ SOYUZ03 USSR
68-101A 11/10/68 ZOND ZOND6 USSR :
68-114A 12/15/68 _ ESSA8 US
68-118A 12121/68 APOLLO APOLLO 08 US
69-004A 01/14/69 SOYL_ SOYUZ04 USSR
6_-016A 02/26/69 ESSA ESSA9 US
69-018A 03/03/69 APOLLO APOLLO 09 US
6_;-G29A 03/26/E9 METEOR1 METEOR 1-01 USSR
69-037A 04/14/69 NIMBUS NIMBUS3 US
69-043A 05/18/69 APOLLO APOLLO10 US
69-059A 07/16/69 APOLLO APOLLO11 US
69-062A 07/22/69 DMb_ DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
69-062A 07122169 DMSP DMSP 48/F3 US
69-067A 08/07/69 ZOND ZOND7 UGSR
69-084A 10/06/69 METEOR1 METEOR 1-02 USSR
69-099A 11/14169 APCtLO AP(.&LO 12 US
70-008A 01/23/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITOS 1 US
70-012A 02/11170 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
70-012A 02/11/70 DMSP DMSP 5A/F1 US
70-019A 03117/70 METEOR1 METEOR 1-03 USSR
70-025A 04/08/70 NIMBL,3 NIMBUS4 US
70-029A 04/11/70 APOLLO APOLLO 13 US
70-037A 04/28/70 MEIECFI 1 METEOR 1-04 USSR
70-q41A 06/02/70 SOYUZ SOYUZ09 USSR
70-047A 06123/70 METEORI METEOR 1-05 LISSR _;
70-070A 09103170 DMSP D6AP (SEEDMSP) US
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70-073A 09/03/70 DMSP DMSP 5A/F2 US .{
70-005,_ 1011 5/70 biE7EOR'i METEOR 1-06 USSR
70-088A 10/20/70 ZOND ZOND 8 USSR _-
70-105A 12110170 _ COSMO6 384 LISSR _:,_
70-106A 12/11/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 US
70-109A 12/24/70 ECt.F./PEOLE PECt.E FRANCE/US
71-003A 01120171 METEC_ 1 METEOR 1-07 USSR
71-008A 01131171 APOLLO APOLLO 14 US "
71-012A 02/17/71 B_ISP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US i_.
71-012A 02/17/71 DMSP DMSP 5A/F3 US i_[
71-031A 04/17/71 METEOR1 METEOR 1-08 uSSR _
71-032A 0411 9171 SALYUT SALYUT 1 USSR ;
71-053A 06/06/71 SO¥H7 SOYUZ 11 USSR ._
71-059A 07/16/71 METEOR1 METEOR 1-09 USSR
71-063A 07/26/71 APOLLO APOLLO 15 US
71-071A 08/16/71 EQ.E/PEQ_E EQ.E1 FRANCE/US
71-087A 1011 4/71 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP_ US
71-087A 10114/71 DMSP DMSP 5B/F1 US _"
71-120A 12/29/71 METEOR1 METEOR 1-10 U6SR
72-018A 03/24/72 0MSP DSAP (SEE DMSP) US _
72-018A 03/24/72 DMSP DMSP 58/F2 US _;_j
72-02PA 03/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR I-11 USSR _
72-031A 04/17/72 APQ.LO APOLLO 16 US
72-049A 06/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-12 USSR
72-058A 07123/72 LANDSAT ERTS-A (SEE I.ANDSAT) US
1 72-058A 07/23/72 LANDSAT LANDSAT 1
US
72-082A 1011 5/72 NOAA 1-5/IT@S NOAA 02 US
72-065A 10/27/72 MP-_EOR1 METEOR 1-13 USSR
72-089A 11/09/72 DM6P DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
72-089A 11/09/72 DMSF DMSP 5B/F3 US
72-096A 12107172 APOLLO APOLLO 17 US
72-097A 12111/72 NIMBUS NIMBUS5 US
73-015A 03/20/73 METEOR 1 METEOR 1-14 USSR
73-027A 05/14/73 SKYI_AB SKYLAB US
73-034A 05/23/73 _1 METEOR 1-15 USSR
73-054A 08/17/73 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
73-054A 0_/17/73 DMSP DMSP 5B/F4 US
73-086A 11/06/73 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 US
74-011A 03/05/74 _ 1 METEOR 1-16 USSR
74-015A 03/16/74 DMSP 0SAP (SEEDMSP) US
74-015A 03/16/74 DMSP DMSP 5B/F5 US
74-025A 04/24/74 _ 1 METEOR 1-17 USSR
74-033A 05/17174 _ o'MS1 US
74-039A 05130174 ATS ATS 6 US
74-046A 06125174 SALYUT SALYUT 3 USSR
74-052A 07109174 _ 1 METEOR 1-18 USSR
74-06tJA 08109174 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
74 063A 081t_,,174 £_SP DMSP 5C/F1 US
74-083A 10/28/74 _ 1 METEOR 1-19 U6SR
74-089A 11115174 NOAA I-5/ITOS NOAA 04 US
74-0_9A 12/I 7/74 _ I METEOR 1-20 USSR
74-104A 12126/74 SALYUT SALYUT 4 UESR
75-001A 01/I 1175 SOYI.IZ SOYUZ 17 U6SR
75-004A 01/22175 LANDSAT ERTS-B (SEE LANDSAT) US
75-004A 01/22/75 I.ANDSAT LANDSAT 2 US
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75-011A 02106175 GIOES/_MS SMS2 US
75-023A 04/01/75 METEORI METEOR 1-21 U6SR _,-
75-044A 05/24/75 SOYUZ SOYUZ18 USSR ._.
75-043A 05124175 DMSP [ _._ (SEEDMSP) US _
75-043A 05/24/75 DMSP DMSP 5CIF2 US *."
75-052A 06112175 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 US
75-064A 07/11175 METEOR2 METEOR 2-01 USSR
75-065A 0711 5/75 _ SOYUZ 19 USSR _"
75-066A 07/1 5/7_ APOLLO APOLLO 18 (SEE ASTP-APOLLO) US :-
7£-066A 07/1 5/75 APO_LO ASTP APOLLO US
75-087A 09/18/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-22 U"-_R '_,
75-I00A 10/16/75 _ SMS3 (SEEGOES 1_ US
75-100A 10/16/75 _ GOES1 US
75-124A 12/25/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-23 USSR ,.
76-032A 04/07/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-24 USSR
76-043A 05/1 5/76 METEC_ 1 METEOR 1-25 USSR
76-057A 06/22/76 SALVUT SALYUT 5 USSR _',
76-064A 07/06/76 SOYUZ SOYUZ21 USSR
76-077A 07/29176 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 0S US _
76-091A 09/11/76 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F1 US *'
76-093A 09/15176 SOVt._ SOYUZ22 USSR
76-102A 10/16/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-26 USSR
77-002A 01/07/77 METEOR2 METEOR 2-02 USSR
},77-008A 02/07/77 SOYtB SOYUZ24 USSR
77-024A 04/05/77 METEORI METEOR 1-27 USSR
77-044A 06/05/77 _ DMSP 5D-l/F2 US t
77-048A 06/16/77 _ GOES2 US _D
77-057A 06/29/77 METEOR1 METEOR 1-28 USSR
77-065A 07/14/77 QMIS QMS JAPAN
77-097A 09/29/77 SALYUT SALYUT 6 USSR
77-108A 11/23/77 METECEAT METEOGAT1 E_qCFE
77-113A 12110/77 _ SOYUZ26
77-117A 12114/77 ME'I1B:_2 METEOR 2-03 USSR _.
78-026A 03/05/78 LANDSAT LAND,SAT3 US
78-026A 03/05/78 LANDSAT ERT&-C (SEE LANDSAT) US
78-041A 04/26/78 ABd HIOUM US
78-041A 04/26/78 AEM AEM-A (SEEHC_ US
78-042A 05101178 I]dSP DMSP 5D-1IF3 US
78-061A 06/1 5/78 _ SOYUZ2B USSR
78-062A 06116/78 _ GOF.S3 US
78-064A 06127178 SEASAT SEA,SAT_. US
78-081A 08/26/78 _ SOYUZ31 USSR
78-096A 10113178 NOAA 6-D/T-N TIROGN US
78-098A 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIdBUS 7 US
79-005A 01/25/79 _1 METEOR 1-29 ;,ISSR
79-013A 02/I 8/79 _ AEM-B (SEESAGE) US
79-013A 02/18/79 ABA SAGE US
79-018A 02/25179 _ SOYUZ32 UGSR
79-021A 03/01/79 METBDR2 METEOR 2-04 USSR
7g-029A 04110179 SOYUZ SOYUZ33 USSR
79-050A 06106/79 0MSP DMSP 51)-I/1:4 US
79-051A 06/07/79 EHASKARA IBHNSKARA INDIA
79-057A 06/27/79 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOA_ 06 US
79-095A 10/31/79 _ 2 METEOR 2-05 USSR
80-027A 04/09/80 8OYt._ SOYUZ 35 I.IGSR *l
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80-041A 05126180 SOYUZ SOYUZ 36 USSR
80-051A 06118180 METEORI METEOR 1-30 USSR
80-064A 07123/80 _ SOYUZ 37 Ub_R
80-074A 09/09/80 QOF.S/SMS GIOES4 US
80-073A 09109;80 METEOR2 METEOR 2-06 I,_SR
81-023A 03/I 2/81 SOYUZ SOYUZ T-4 tY'_R
81-043A 05/14181 _2 METEOR 2-07 USSR
81-049A 05/22181 _ QOES5 US
81-057A 06119/81 METEOSAT METEOSAT2 EUROPE
8t-059A 06/23/81 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 07
81-065A 07/10/81 HETEOR1 METEOR 1-31 USSR
81-076A 08/10/81 GMS G_AS2 JAPAN
81-111A 11/12/81 SHUTTLE STS-02 US
81-1_5A 11/20/81 BHASKARA BHASKARA2 INDIA
82-025A 03/25182 METEOR2 METEOR 2-08 USSR
82-031A 04/10/82 IN6AT INSAT 1A iNDIA
82-033A 04/19/82 SALYUT SALYUT 7 _R
82-065A 06/27182 SHUTTLE STS-04 US
82-072A 07/16/82 LANDSAT LANDSAT 4 'JS
82-116A 12/14/82 _2 METEOR 2-09 L,_SR
82-118A 12/21/82 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F6 US
83-022A 03,"28183 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOA,*,08 US
83-026A 04/04/83 SHUTTLE STS-06 US
83-041A 04128/83 GOES,'SMS GCES6 US
K 83-059A 06/18/83 _ STS-07 US8 B 8/311 INSAT INSAT 1B INDIA
83-109A 10/28/83 METEOR2 METEOR 2-10 LISSR
83-1_3A 11/f8/83 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F7 US
83-116A 11/28180 SPKJT_LE STS-09 (SEE :_°ACELAB1) US
83-116A 11/28/83 SHUTTLE SPACELAB1 US
84-011A 02/03/84 SHt.rr'I1.E STS-11 US
84-021A 03/01/84 LAND,SAT LANDSAT 5 US
84-072A 07/t 8/84 METEORP METEOR 2-11 USSR
84-080A 08/02/84 GMS GIve3 JAPAN
64-108B 10105/84 ERBE EPBS US
84-108A 10/05/84 SHUTTLE STS-41Q US
84-123/L i 2/12/84 ERBE NOAA 09 US
84-123A 12/I_'/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 09 US
85-013A 02/06/85 METEGR2 _JETEOR2-12 USSR
35-119A 12/26/85 METEOR2 METEOR 2-13 USSR
86-CJ39A 05/27/86 METEOR2 METEOR 2-14 LISSR
86-073A 09/17/86 BEE NOAA 10 US
86-07_A 09117/86 NOAA 8,J/ATN NOAA 10 US
87-0C1A 02/15/87 kC=TECR2 METEOR 2-15 USSR
87-018A 02/19/87 MOS MOS1 JAFAN
87-022A 02,26/87 GOES/SMS GCES7 US
87-053A 06/20187 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F8 US
IRS-1A 10100187 IRS IR$ "iA INDIA
MTSATP2 01/00/88 METEO6AT METEO6ATt=2
INSAT1C 06/00/88 INSAT INSAT 1C INDIA
t NOAA-H 02/00188 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAAH US
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TOPEX 00/00/90 I"OPEX TOREX US '#
NOAA-I 06100190 NOAA 8-JIATN NOAA I US
NOAA-J J9/00/91 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA J US
NOAA-D NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA-D US
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i
78-041A 04126178 AEM AEM-A (SEEHC/VI_ US _.
79-013A 02118179 AEM AEM-B (SEE,SAGE) US
67-113A 11109167 APOLLO APOLLO 04 US ,,
!68-025A 04/04/68 APOLLO APOLLO 06 US68-089A 10111168 APOLLO APOLLO 07 US68-118A 12/21/68 Al:_tJ.O APOLLO(]8 US
69-018A 03/03/69 APOLLO APOLLO 09 _ US
69-043A 05/18169 AP(X.LO APOLLO 10 US ;_
69-059A 07116169 APOLLO APOLLO 11 US
69-099A 11/14/69 APCt.LO APOLLO 12 US _"
70-029A 04/11170 APOLLO APOLLO 13 US ;
71-008A 01131/71 APOLLO APOLLO 14 US
71-063A 07/26/71 APOLLO APOLLO 15 US
72-031A 04/17/72 APOLLO APOLLO 16 US :
72-096A 12/07/72 APOLLO APOLLO 17 US
75-066A 07/15/75 APOLLO APOLLO 18 (SEE ASTP-APOLLO) US ]
75-066A 07/15/75 APOLLO ASTP APOLLO US
66-110A 12/07/66 ATS ATS 1 US "
67-031A 04/06/67 ATS ATS 2 US .,
67-111A 11/05/67 ATS ATS 3 US
68-068A 08/10/68 ATS ATS 4 US
74-039A 05/30/74 ATS ATS 6 US
79-051A 06/07/79 BHASKARA BHASKARA INDIA8 81-115A 11120/81 BHASY,.ARA BHASKARA2 INDIA ;4
66-057A 06/25/66 _ _ 122 USSR
67-024A 03/21/67 COSMOS _ 149 USSR
67-039A 04127167 _ COSMOS 156 USSR
70-105A 12110/70 COSMOS COSMOS384 LISSR
61-030A 11/15/61 DCSCOVERER DISCOVERER35 US
66-082A 09/15/66 DMSP DMSP 4A/F1 US
67-010A 02108/67 L_SP DMSP 4A/F2 US
67-080A 08/22/67 DMSP DMSP 4A/F3 US :
67-096A 10111167 DMSP DMSP 4A/F4 US
68-042A 05122168 DMSP DMSP 48/F1 US •
68-092A 10/22/68 DMSP DMSP 4B/F2 US
69-062A 07/22/69 DMSP DMSP 48/1:3 US '
70-012A 02/11/70 DMSP DMSP 5A/F1 US
70-070A 09/03/70 DMSP DMSP 5A/F2 US
71-012A 02117171 DMSP DMSP 5A/F3 US
71-087A 10114171 DMSP DMSP 5B/F1 US =.
72-018A 03124172 DMSP DMSP 53/F2 US
72-089A 11109172 OMSP DMSP _ US
73-054A 08117173 DMSP DMSP 5B/F4 US
74-015A 03/16174 DMSP DMSP 5B/F5 US
74-063A 08109/74 DME_ DMSP 5C/F1 US
75-043A 05124175 _ DMSP 5C/F2 US
76-091A 0911 I176 OMSP DMSP 50-I/I=I US
77-044A 05105/77 DMSP DMSP 5D-I/F2 US
78-042A 05101178 []MS/> DMSP 5D-I/F3 US
79-050A 06106179 BVlSP DMSP 5D-l/F4 US
82-118A 12121162 DMSP DMSP 5D-WF6 US
83-113A 11118/83 DMSP DMSP 5D-2JF7 US
87-053A 06120187 _ DMSP 5D-2/F8 US
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67-066F 07/01/67 _ [X]:X3E US
66-082A 09/15/66 _ D_P (SEEDMSP) US
67-080A 08/22/67 DM_P DSAP (SEEDMSP_ US
67-096A 10111167 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP} US
68-042A 05/22/68 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
68-092A 10122168 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
69-062A 07/22/69 DM_ D6AP (SEEDMSI_ US
70-012A 02/11/70 DMSP _ (SEEDMSP) US
70-070A 09/03/70 _ [)SAP (SEEDMSP) US
71-012A 02/17171 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
71-087A 10/14/71 _ D_P (SEEDMSP) US
72-018A 03/24/72 CMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
72-089A 11/09/72 _ DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
73-054A 08/17/73 L"MSP DSAP (SEE DMSP) US
74-015A 03/16/74 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
74-063A 08109174 DMSP [,,SAP (SEEDMSP) US
75-043A 05124175 DMSP DSAP (SEEDMSP) US
71-071A 08116/71 EQ.E,PEQ.E ECLE1 FRANCE/US
84-108B 10/05/84 B::BE B:IBS US
72-058A C7/23/72 LAND,SAT ERTS-A (SEE LANDSAT) US
75-004A 01122175 LANDSAT E.RTS-B (SEE LAND,SAT) US
78-026A 03105178 LANDSA r F.RTSC (SEE LANDSAT) US 41b
66-008A 021031£6 ESSA ESSA1 US 8
66-016A 02/28/_6 ESSA ESSA2 US
66-087A 10102/66 BSSA ESSA3 US
67-006A 01/26/67 ESSA ESSA4 US
67-036A 04120167 ESSA ESSA 5 US
67-114A 11110167 ESSA ESSA6 US
68-069A 08/16/68 ESSA ESSA7 US
68-114A 12/15/68 ES_ ESSA8 US
69-016A 02126169 ESSA ESSA9 US
59-004A 08/07/59 EXPLORER EXPLORER6 US
59-009A 10/13159 B(]R.ORER EXPLORER7 US
75-100A 10/16/75 _ G0£$1 US
65-024A 03123/65 GEMINI GEMINI 03 US
65-043A 06103165 GIEMINI GEMINI 04 US
65-068A 08/21165 GEMIM GEMINI 05 US
65- 104A 12115165 GEMINI GEMINI 06 US
65-100A 12104/65 GEMINI GEMINI 07 US
66-020A 03116166 GEMINI GEMINI 08 US
66-047A 06103166 _ GEMINI 09 US
66-066A 07/18166 GEMINI GEMINI 10 US
66-081A 09112/66 GEMINI GEMINI 11 US
66-104A 11111166 _ GEMINI 12 US
77-065A 07114/77 QMS GMS JAPAN
31-076A 08110181 GMS GMS2 JAPAN
84-080A 08/02184 QMS GMS3 JAPAN
77-048A 06116177 _ GKTc.S2 US _ _
78-062A 06/16/78 _ GOES3 US ",_IIF
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80-074A 09109/80 GOES,_MS GOES4 US
81-049A 05122181 _ GK_=-S5 US
83-041A 04/28/83 _ GOES6 US
87-022A 02/26/87 GIOES_MS GOES7 US
78-041A 04126178 AEM _ US
82-031A 04110/82 INSAT IN,SAT 1A INDIA
83-089B 08/31/83 INSAT INSAT IB INDIA
INSATIC 06100/88 INSAT IN,SAT1C INDIA
IRS-1A 10/00187 IRS IRS 1A INDIA
70-008A 01123170 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITC6 1 US
72-058A 07/23172 LANDSAT LAND,SAT1 US '
75-C,_4A 01/22/75 LANDS,AT LANDSAT 2 US
78-026A 03105178 LANDSAT LAND,SAT3 US
82-072A 07116/82 LAND,SAT IAND,SAT 4 US
84-021A 03101184 LAND_::_AT LANDSAT 5 US
61-025A 09113161 _ MA-4 US
61-033A 1 I120161 _ MA-5 US _
62-003A 02120162 MB:P-,t.FW MA-6 US
62-019A 05/24/62 _ MA-7 US
62-052A 10/03/62 MB:P..,LF_ MA-8 US _'
63-015A 03115163 MBgCURY MA-9 US
69-029A 03/26/69 _ 1 METEOR 1-01 US,SR -
69-084A 10/06/69 METEOR1 METEOR 1-02 USSR ;
70-019A 03/17/70 METEOR1 METEOR 1-03 USSR
70-037A 04/28/70 METEC_ 1 METEOR 1-04 USSR
70-047A 06123170 METEOR1 METEOR 1-05
70-085A 10115170 METEOR", METEOR 1-06 USSR
71-003A 01/20/71 ME'rEOR1 METEOR 1-07 USSR
71-031A 04/17/71 METEOR1 METEOR 1-08 US,.%cI . -
71-059A 07116171 METEOR1 METEOR 1-09 USSR
71-120A 12/29171 METECR1 METEOR 1-10 USSR
72-022A 03/30/72 ,',_"_[EOR1 METEOR 1-11 USSR
72-049A 06130172 METEOR1 METEOR 1-12 USSR
72-085A 10127/72 ME'nEOR1 METEOR 1-_.3 USSR
73-015A 03120/73 METEORI METEOR 1-14 USSR '-
73-034A 05129/73 MEIE-ORI METEOR 1-15 USSR
74-011A 03105174 _ I METEOR 1-16 USSR ;
74-025A 04/24/74 ME11EOR1 METEOR 1-17 USSR
74-052A 07/09/74 ME'IEOR1 METEOR 1-18 USSR
74-083A 10128/74 ME'rEORI METEOR 1-19 USSR
74-099A 12117174 _ I METEOR 1-20 USSR
75-023A 04/01/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-21 USSR
75-087A 09118175 METEOR1 METEOR 1-22 USSR
75-I 24A 12125/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-23 USSR
76-032A 04/07/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-24 USSR
76-043A 05115176 MEIIEOR1 METEOR 1-25 USSR
76-102A 10116176 METECR1 METEOR 1-26 USSR
77-024A 04105177 MEIEOR 1 METEOR 1-27 USSR
77-057A 06129177 METEORI METEOR 1-28 USSR
79-005A 01125179 |.'¢E-OR 1 METEOR 1-29
80-051A 06118180 AEIIEORI METEOR 1-30 USSR
81-065A 07110181 ME"I1EOR1 METEOR 1-31 LF._SR
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75-064A 07111/75 METEC_2 METEOR 2-01 USSR
77-002A 01/07/77 ME'IEGR2 METEOR 2-02 USSR
77-t17A 12114177 ME'T1EOR2 METEOR 2-03
79-021A 03/01/79 METEOR2 METEOR 2-04 USSR
79-095A 10/31/79 blE'IC-C_2 METEOR 2-05
80-073A 09/09/80 MET1E(_2 METEOR 2-06 USSR
81-043A 05/14/81 _2 METEOR 207 USSR
82-025A 03/25/82 METEOR2 METEOR 208 USSR
82-116A 12/14/82 ME'IEC_ 2 METEOR 2-09 USSR
83-109A 10/28/83 MEIEC_ 2 METEOR 2-10 USSR
84-072A 07/18/84 METEOR2 METEOR 2-11
85-013A 02106185 ME'I_-O=I2 METEOR _-12 USSR
85-119A 12/26/85 _2 METEOR 2-13 USSR
86-039A 05/27/86 ML_IEOIR2 METEOR 2-14 USSR
87-001A 02/15/87 MEIEOR 2 METEOR 2-15 USSR
77-108A 11/23/77 METEOSAT ML='IT:OSAT1
81-057A 06/19/81 M_T ML=TB3SAT2
MTSATP2 01/00/88 METEOSAT METEOSAT P2 BA::K2PE
60-006A 05/24/60 DOD(OTI'_R) MIDAS 2 US
61-018A 07/12/61 [X_OTHER) MIDAS 3 US
61-028A 10/21/61 DOO(OTHER) MIDAS 4 US
62-010A 04109162 DOO(OTHER) MIDAS 5 US
63-014A 05/09/63 DCO(OTHER) MIDAS 6 US
66-035A 04/25/66 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 03 USSR
66-092A 10120166 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 04 USSR Q
67-052A 05/24/67 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 05 USSR 45
67-095A 10103167 MOt.NIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 06 USSR
67-101A 10/22/67 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1.07 USSR
68-035A 04/21/68 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1- 08 USSR
68-057A 07/05168 MOLNIYA 1 MOLNIYA I- 09 USSR
68-085A 10/05/68 MOI.NIYA 1 MOLNIYA 1-10 USSR
87-018A 02/19/87 _ MOS 1 JAPAN
64-052A 08/28/64 NIMBUS NIMBUS 1 US
66-040A 05/15/66 NIMBUS NIMBUS 2 US
69-037A 04/14/69 NIMBU6 NIMBUS 3 US
70-025A 04/08/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS 4 US
72-097A 12/11/72 NIMBUS NIMBUS 5 tS
75-052A 06/12175 NIMBUS NIMBUS 6 US
78-098A 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 US
70-106A 12/11/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 US
72-O_J2A 10/15/72 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 02 US
73-0t16A 11/06/73 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 US
74-0f,19A t 1115/74 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 04 US
76-077A 06/27/76 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 05 US
79-057A 06/27/79 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 05 US
81-0_9A 06/23/81 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 07 US
83-022A 03/28/83 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 08 US
84-123A 12112/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 09 US
84-123A t2/12/84 B::IBE NOAA 09 US
86-073A 09/17/86 _ NGAA 10 US
86-013A 09/17/86 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 10 US i
NOAA-H 02/00/88 N_AA 8-J/ATN NOAAH US l
NOAA-I 06/00/90 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA I US _i_
NOAA-J 09/00/91 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA J US '_
i
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NOAA-D NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA-D LIB ,,_
70-109A 12/24/70 ECt.E/PEOLE PECLE FRANCF,JUS _,"
79-013A 02/18179 AEM SAGE US _'_
71-032A 04/19171 SALYUT SALYUT 1 USSR ,i_
74-046A 06/25/74 SALYUT SALYUT 3 USSR
74-104A t2/26/74 SALYUT SALYUT 4 USSR .
76-057A 06/22/76 SALYUT SALYUT 5 USSR
77-097A 09/29/77 SALYUT SALYUT 6 USSR :_
82-033A 04/19/82 SALYUT SALYUT 7 USSR e
78-064A 06/27/78 SEA,SAT SEASAT 1 US
73-027A 05/14/73 SKYI.AB SKYLAB US _
74-033A 05/17174 GOF_S/SMS SMS1 US
75-011A 02/06/75 GOES/SMS SMS2 US _t_
75-100A 10/16/75 C._ES/SMS SMS3 (SEEGOES 1) US ",
1-
68-094A 10126168 SOYUZ SOYUZ03 USSR _,69-004A 01114/69 SOYL_ SOYUZ04 ?
70-041A 06/02/70 SOYIJZ SOYUZ09 USSR
71-053A 06/06/71 SC_UZ SOYUZ 11 USSR ._
75-001A 01/11/75 SOYUZ SOYUZ17 US_ :;
75-044A 05124175 SOYUZ SOYUZ18 USSR '-
75-065A 07/15/75 SOY_ SOYUZ 19 USSR
S 76-064A 07/06/76 SOYUZ SOYUZ21 USSR _-93 9 15 ',_ 2 _ .
77-008A 02/07/77 SOYUZ SOYUZ24 USSR :,
77-113A 12/10/77 SOYUZ SOYUZ26 USSR '_
78-061A 06/15/78 SOYUZ SOYUZ29 USSR C,
78-081A 08/26/78 SOYUZ SOYUZ31 USSR
79-018A 02/25/79 SOYUZ SOYUZ32 USSR ;,.
79-029A 04/10/79 SOYI._ SOYUZ33 USSR "
80-027A 04/09/80 SOY_ SOYUZ35 USSR
80-041A 05/26/80 SOYUZ SOYUZ36 USSR
80-064A 07/23/80 SOYUZ SOYUZ37 USSR _.
81-023A 03/12/81 SOYUZ SOYUZ T-4 USSR
83-116A 11/28/83 _ SPACELAB1 US z
61-019A 08106161 VO6TOK SPUTNIK 12 (SEE VOSTOK 2) USSR
81-111A 11112/81 SPK.q'TtJE STS-02 US _,
82-065A 06/27/82 SHUTTLE STS_04 US
J
83-026A 04/04/83 SHUTI1.E STS-06 US
83-059A 06/18/83 SI-&ffTLE STS-07 US
83-116A 11/28/83 SI-RrrTLE STS-09 {SEE SPACELAB1) US '
84-011A 02103/84 SHUT_E STS-11 US
84-108A 10/05/84 SHUTILE STS-41G US ,_
60-002B 04/01160 TIRO6 TIROS 01 US
60-016A 11123/60 TIROS TIROS ro US ["
61-017A 07112161 TIROS TIROS 05 US _,
62-002A 02108162 TIROS TIROS 04 US
62-025A 06119162 TIRC6 TIROS 05 US
62-047A 09/18/62 TIFiOS TIROS 05 US
e 63-024A 06/19163 TIROS TIROS 07 US63-054A 12121163 'T1RCi6 TIROS 08 US I"
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65-004A 01122165 TIROS TIROS 09 US
65-05IA 07102/65 TIROS TIROS 10 US
78-096A 10/13/78 NOAA 6-D/T-N TIROSN US
TOPEX 00/00/90 _ TIOPEX US
59-001A 02117159 VANGUARD VANGUARD 2 US
64-065A 10112/64 VC61Q'EX) VOSKHOD1 USSR
65-022A 03/18/65 VC_KHOO VOSKHOD2 USSR
61-019A 08/06/61 VOSTOK VOSTOK2 USSR
62-036A 08/11162 VOSTOK VOSTOK3 USSR
62-037A 08/12/62 VOSTOK VOSTOK4 USSR
63-020A 06/15/63 VOSTOK VOSTOK5 USSR
63-023A 06/16/63 VC_TOK VOSTOK6 USSR
68-076A 09/14168 ZOND _5 USSR
68-101A 11/10/68 ZOND ZONO6 USSR
69 067A 08/07/69 ZOND ZOND7 USSR
10-088A 10/20170 Z0ND ZOND8 USSR
3
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78-064A-01 06/2;'/78 SEA,SAT SEA,SAT1 (ALT IRADAR ALT SMITH US
72-085A-05 10/27/72 METEOR1 METEOR1-13 (APT AUTO PICTRANSMISSION USSR
74-052A-05 07/09/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-18 (APT AUTO PIC TRANSMiSSiON _R
74-083A-05 10/28/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-19 (APT AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION USSR
64-G52A-02 08/28/64 NIMBUS NIMBUS 1 (APT _AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION HUNTER US
66-040A-02 05/15/66 NIMBUS NIMBUS2 (APT _AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION SCHULMAN US
70-106A-05 12111/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 (APT bAUTOPIC TRANSM NESDIS US
71 - 120A-05 12/29/71 METEOR1 METEOR 1-10 (APT ,AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION USSR
72-022A-05 03/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-11 (APT ,AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION USSR
72-049A-05 06/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-12 (APT ,AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION USSR
70-008A-05 01/23/70 NOAh. 1-5./ITOS ITOS 1 (APT ,AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION NESSSTAFF US
63-054A-02 12/21/63 TIRC_ TIROS 08 (APT AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION HUNTER US
66-016A-01 02/28/66 ESSA ESSA 2 (APT AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS JONES US
67-006A-01 01/26/67 ESSA ESSA4 (APT AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS ESSA US
67-114A-01 11/10/67 ESSA ESSA 6 (APT AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS ESSA US
68-114A-01 12/15/68 ESSA ESSA8 (APT AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS ESSA US
74-104A- 12/26/74 SALYUT SALYUT 4 (ATMOSPHERICSOUNDING) USSR
70-008A-04 01/23/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITOS 1 (AVCS)ADV VICICON CAMERA SYS NESSSTAFF US
66-087A-01 10102166 ESSA ESSA3 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS ESSA US
67-036A-01 04/20/67 ESSA ESSA5 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS ESSA US
68-068A-01 08/16/68 ESSA ESSA7 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS ESSA US
69-016A-01 02126/69 ESSA ESSA 9 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS E,S,_._ US
64-052A-01 08/28/64 NIMBUS NIMBUS 1 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS BURDETT US
66-040A-01 05/15/66 NIMBUS NIMBUS2 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS SCHULMAN US
70-106A-04 12111/70 NOAh, 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS NESDIS US
67-031 A- 10 04/06/67 ATS ATS 2 (AVCS)VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM RCA US
78-096A-01 10/13/78 NOAA 6-D/T-N TIRC_ N (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US79-057A-01 06/27/79 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 06 (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
81-059A-01 06/23181 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 07 (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES PAD NESDIS US
NOAA-D-01 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA-D (AVHRR)AOV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
83-022A-01 03/28/83 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 08 (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
84-123A-01 12/12/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 09 (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
86-073A-01 09/17/86 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 10 (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
NOAA-H-01 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA H (AVHRR)ADV VERY H',RES RAD NESDIS US
NOAA-I-01 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA I (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
NOAA-J-01 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA J (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
70-025A-05 04/08/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS4 (BUV}BACKSCATI'ERUV SPEC HEATH US
71-032A- 04/19/71 SALYUT SALYUT 1 (CLOUD IMAGERY & VISUALOBS) USSR
74-046A- 06/25174 SALYUT SALYUT 3 (CLOUD IMAGERY) USSR
78-098A-03 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (CZCS}COASTZONE COLORSCAN HOVIS US
77-108A-02 t 1/23/77 METEOSAT METEOSAT 1 (DCP)DATA COLLPLAT PERA EUF1CPE
81-057A-02 06/19/81 METEOSAT METEOSAT2 (DCP)DATA COLL PLAT PERA EL,¢_PE
MTSATP2-02 01100188 METEC6AT METEOSATP2 (DCP)DATA COIL PLAT EUt.__,,.-_E
87-018A-04 02/19/87 MOS MOS 1 (DCS)DATACOLLSYS TRANSPNDR NASDA JAPAN
66-035A- 04/25/66 MOLNIYA MOLNIYA 1- 03 (EARTHCLCUD PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
66-082A- 10/20/66 MOLNIYA MOLNIYA 1- 04 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
67-052A- 05124167 MOLNIYA ' MOLNIYA 1- 05 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
67-095A- 10103/67 MOLNIYA ' MOLNIYA 1- 06 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
67-101 A- 10/22167 MOLNIYA ' MOLNIYA 1- 07 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
68-035A- 04/21/68 MOLNIYA ' MOLNIYA 1- 08 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) LISSR
68-057A- 07105/68 MOLNIYA MOLNIYA 1- 09 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
68-085A- 10105168 MOLNIYA MOLNIYA 1-10 (EARTHCLOUD Pt"K3TOGRAPHY) USSR
64-065A- 10/12/64 VO6K]..IO0 VO6tG..tC_1 (EARTHCLOUD Pt-K_)TOGRAPHY) USSR
65-022A- 03/18/65 VC6KHO0 VOSKHOD2 (EARTHCLOUD PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR67-113A- 11/09/67 Af'_LLO APOLLO 04 (EARTH _TOGRAPHY) NASA US
66-025A- 04104168 AFOLLO APOLLO 06 (EARTH PHOTOGRAPHY) NASA US I
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68-076A-02 09114/68 2]DND ZONO5 (EARTH-CLCUDPHOTOGRAPHY) USSR t
68-101A-01 11/10/68 _DND 2X_NO6 (EARTH-CLOUDPHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
69-067A-01 08107169 _DND ZOND7 (EARTH.CLOUDPP.K_TOGRAPHY) USSR
70-088A-01 10/20/70 ZDND ZONO8 (EARTH-CLOUDPHOTOGRAPHY) _R
75-052A-05 06/12/75 NIMeUS NIMBUS6 (ERB)EARTHRADIATIONBUDGET SMr'IH US
78-098A-07 10/24/76 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (ERB)EARTH PADIATION BUDGET JACE_OWlTZ US
84-108B-01 10105/84 ERBE ERBS (ERBE)EARTHRADBUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US
84-123A-05 12/12/84 B:::IBE NOAA 09 (ERBE)EARTHRADBUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US
86-073A-05 09/17/86 ERBE NOAA 10 (ERBE)F-J_tTH RAD BUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US i
84-123A-05 12/12/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NO/_ 09 (ERBE)F-'_,RTHRADBUDGETF-XP BARKSTROM US
86-073A-05 09/17/86 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 10 (ERBE-)EARTHRADBUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US
73-027A- 19 05/14173 SKYLAB SKYLAB (EREP)BAND SCANNER(S-192) KORB US
73-027A- 18 051! 4/73 SKYI.AB SKYLAB (EREP)IR SPECTROMETER(S-191) BARNETT US
73-027A-21 05/14/73 ;SKYLAB SKYLAB (EREP)L-BAND RADIOMTR(S- 194;, EVANS US
73-027A-17 05/14/73 SKYLAB SKYLAB (EREP)M-SPECT. PHOTOG.(S-190) DEMEL US
73-027A-20 05/14/73 SKYI.AB SKYLAB (EREP)MICROWAVE SCATT(S.-193) EVANS US
72-097A-04 12/11172 NIMBUS NIMBUS 5 (ESMR)ELECSCANMICRO RAD WILHEIT US _'
75-052A-03 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (ESMR)ELECSCANMICRO RAD WILHEIT US
66-087A-02 10/02/66 _ ESSA3 (FPR)FLATPLATE RADIOMETER S_I US i_
67-036A-02 04/20/67 ESSA ESSA 5 (FPR)FLATPLATE RADIOMETER PARENT US !_
68-069A-02 08/16/68 ESSA ESSA7 (FPR)FLAT ,':)LATERADIOMETER PARENT US i
69-016A-02 02/26/69 ESSA ESSA 9 (FPR)FLATPLATE RADIOMETER SUC_I US !'_
70-008A-02 01/23/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITOS 1 (FPR)FLAT PLATERADIOMETER SUOMI US
70-106A- 02 12/11/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 (FPP.)FLATPLATE RADIOMETER S_I US
61 -019A- 08/06/61 VOSTOK VOSTOK2 (HANDHELDCINE PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR :
62-036A- 08/11/62 VOSTOK VOSTOK 3 (HANDHELDCINE PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR Z _"62-037A- 08/I 2/62 VOSTOK VOSTOK 4 (HANDHELD CINE PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
63-020A- 06/15/63 VO6TOK VOSTOK 5 (HANDHELD CINE PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR il
63-023A - 06/16/63 VOSTOK VOSTOK 6 (HANDHELDCINE PHOTOGRAPHY) USSR
78-041A-01 04/26/78 AEM HCMVI (HCMM)HEAT CAPACITYMAP RAD BARNES US .;
75-052A-02 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (HIRS)HIGHRES IR SOUNDER SMITH US
64-052A-03 08128164 NIMBUS NIMBUS 1 (HRIR)HIGHRES IR RADIOMETER FOEHEE US _
66-040A-03 05/15/66 NIMBUS NIMBUS 2 (HRIR)HIGHRES IR RADIOMETER _ US i
69-037A-02 04/14/69 NIMBUS NIMBUS3 (HRIR)HIGH RES IR RADIOMETER CHERRIX US ,
67-111A-03 11105/67 ATS ATS 3 (IDC)IMAGEDISSECTORCAMERA BRANCHFLOWER US I'
69-037A-06 04/14/69 NIMBUS NIMBUS3 (tDC)tMAGEDISSECTORCAMERA BRACHR.OWER US ;,
70-025A-06 04/08/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS4 (IDC)IMAGE DISSECTORCAMERA BANCHFLOWER US i-
77-057A- 06/22176 SALYUT SALYUT 5 (IR OBSERVATIONS:SFCTEMP) USSR i
69-037A-03 04/14169 NIMBUS NIMBUS 3 (IRIS)IRINTERFEROMETERSPECT HANEL US i,
70-025A-03 04/08/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS 4 (/RIS)IR INTERFEROMETERSPECT HANEL US
72-097A-01 12/11172 NIMBUS NIMBUS 5 (ITPR)IR TEMP PROFILE RAD SMITH US
84-108A-02 10/05184 SHUT'R.E STS-41G (LFC)LARGE FORMATCAMERA MOI.LBERG US
78-098A-01 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (LIMS)LIMB IR MON STRATO RUSSELL US
IRS-1A-01 10/00/87 IRS IRS 1A (LISS)LINIMG SELF-SCN SENS ISRO INDIA
75-052A-04 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (LRIR)LIMB PAD INVER PAD GILLE US
81-111A-04 11/12/81 SHUTTLE STS-02 (MAPS)MEAS AIR POLL FROM SAT RFJCI"I.E US
84-108A-93 10105/84 _ STS-41G (MAPS)MEAS AIR POLL FROM SAT R_ US
87-018A-01 02/19187 MC6 MOS 1 (MESSR)MSP ELESELF-SCANPAD. NASDA JAPAN
68-094A- "0/26/68 ROYUZ SOYUZ03 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
69-004A- 01114169 SOYUZ ,_C)YUZ04 (METEOROLO(_ICALOBS) USSR =
70-041A- 06/02/70 8OYUZ SOYUZ 09 (METEOROLOGICALC_BS) _R
71-053A- 06106171 ¢GOYL_ SOYUZ 11 (METEOROLOGICALOEIS) IJSSR
75-001A- 01/11175 SOYI._ _)YUZ 17 (METEOROLOGICAL(_eS) USSR _"
75-044A- 05124/75 SOYL_ ,_K)YUZ18 (METEOROL_ OBS) _R ,_'75-065A- 07/15/'/5 _ ,$OYUZ 19 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) LLSSR
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76-064A- 07/06/76 SOYUZ SOYUZ 21 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
76-093A- 09/15/76 SOYIJZ SOYUZ 22 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
77-008A- 02107177 SOYUZ SOYUZ 24 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
77-11 3A- 12110/77 SOYUZ SOYUZ 26 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
78-061 A- 06/I 5/78 SOYUZ SOYUZ 29 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
78-081A- 08/26/78 SOYUZ SOYUZ 21 (METEORCLOGICALOBS) USSR
79-018A- 02/25/79 SOYUZ COYUZ32 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
79-029A- 04i10/79 SOYUZ SOYUZ33 (METEOROLOGICALC_3S) USSR
60-027A- 04/09/80 SOYIJZ SOYUZ 35 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
60-041A- 05/26180 SOYUZ SOYUZ 36 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
80-064A- 07/23/80 SOYL_ SOYUZ 37 (METEOROLOGICALOI_S) USSR
81-023A- 03/12/81 SOYUZ SOYUZ T-4 (METEOROLOGICALOBS) USSR
83-059A-06 06/18/83 SHUTTLE STS-07 (MOMS)MOOLROPTOELECMSpSC MBB GERMANY
84-011A-01 02/03/84 SHUTTLE STS-11 (MOMS)MOOLROPTOELECMSp SC MBB GEF_
66-040A-04 05/15166 NIMBUS NIMBUS2 (MRIR)MEDRES IR '*_,DIOMETER MCCIJJ.CX3H US
69-037A-05 04/14/69 NIMBUS NIMBUS3 (MRIR)MEDRESIR RADIOMETER MCCU_LOCH US
83-116A-39 11/28/83 SHUTTLE SPACELAB 1 (MRSE)MICROWAVE FACILITY DIETERLE EURCPE
87-018A-03 02/19187 MCS MOS1 (MSR)MICROWAVE SCAN RAD NASDA JAPAN
72-058A-02 07/23/72 LANDSAT LANDSAT 1 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCAN ARLUSKAS US
75-004A-02 01/22/75 LANDSAT LANDSAT 2 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCAN FRED_ US
78-026A-02 03/05/7S LANDSAT LANDSAT 3 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCAN FREDEN US
82-072A-02 07/16/82 LANDSAT LANDSAT 4 (MSS)ML_.TISPECTSCAN SALMONSEN US
84-021A-02 03/01/84 LANDSAT LANDSAT 5 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCAN SALMONSEN US
67-'] 1 IA-01 11/05/67 ATS ATS 3 (MSSCC)MULTICOLORSSCC SLIO_I US
74-104A- 12/26/74 SALYUT SALYUT 4 (MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY) USSR
77-097A- 09/29177 SALYUT SALYUT 6 (MULTISPECTRAL IMAGERY) USSR
1 81-111A-06 11/12/81 SHUTTLE STS-02 (NOSL)NIGHT/DAYSURV OF LGTG VONNEGUT US
82-065A-01 06/27/82 SHUTTLE STS-04 (NOSL)NIGHT/DAYSURV OF LGTG VONNEGUT US
83-026A-01 04104/83 SHUTTLE STS-06 (NOSL)NIGHT/DAY SURV OF LGTG VONNEGUT US
82-118A-01 12/21/82 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F6 (OLS)LINESCAN SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
76-091A-01 09/11/76 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F1 (OLS)OPERATIONAL LINESC SYS AFGWC STAFF US
77-044A-01 06/05/77 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F2 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINE,O_SYS AFGWCSTAFF US
78-042A-01 05/01/78 BClSP DMSP 5D-l/F3 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESC SYS AFGWC STAFF US
79-050A-01 06/06/79 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F4 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESC SYS AFGWC STAFF US
83-113A-C 1 11/18/83 DMSP DMS° 5D-2/F7 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESC SYS AFQWC STAFF US
87-053A-01 06120187 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F8 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESC SY_° AFGWC STAFF US
59-001A-01 02/17/59 VANGUARD VANGUARD 2 (OPTICALSCANNER) STROUD US
75-052A-09 U6/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (PMR)PRESSMOOULATEDRAD _ US
76-057A- 06/22/76 SALYUT SALYUT 5 (POLLUTION STUDIES) USSR
79-013A-01 0;.'/18/79 A¢3_ SAGE (SAQE)STRAT AEROSL& GASEXP MCCORMICK US
84-108B-02 10/05/84 B:IBE _ (SAGE)STRATAEROSL &GAS EXP M(_ICK US
78-098A-06 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (SAM-II)STRAT AEROSOL MEA _ICK US
79-051A-01 06107/79 BI'IASKARA BHASKARA (SAMIR)SATELLITEMW PAD JOSEPH INDIA
81 - 11 hA-02 11120/81 BHASKARA BHASKARA 2 (SAMIR)SATELLITE MW PAD CALLA INDIA
78-098A-02 10/24178 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (SAMS)STRAT+ MESO SOUNDER HOJGHTCN LK
78-064A-02 06127/78 SEASAT SEA,SAT1 (SAR)SYNTHElIC AP RADAR TEl.lEVI US
78-064A-03 06127178 SEASAT SEASAT 1 (SASS)SEASAT-A-,_AT SCATMTR PIE SCN US
84-123A-07 12112/84 NOAA 8_J/ATN NOAA 09 (SBUV/2)SOLR BKSCTR UV RAD C_ US
NOAA-H-05 12/12/84 NOAA 8_J/ATN NOAA-H (SBUV/2)SOLR SI_SCTR UV RAD C_ US
NOAA-J-05 12112184 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA-J (SBUV/2)SOL_ BKSCTR UV RAD C_ US
78-098A-09 10124178 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (SBUV/TO_S)-BACKSC UV/OZONE HEATH US
75-052A- 10 06112175 NIMBUS NIMBUS 6 (SCAMS)SCAN MICROWAVE PAD STAELIN US
72-097A-05 12111172 NIMBUS NIMBUS 5 (SCMR)SFCOOMPMAPPINGRAD HOVIS US
i 70-025A- 10 04108170 NIMBUS NIMBUS4 (SCR)SELECTIVECHOPPERRAD _ LK2- 97 -02 I P! 11172 I I 5 ( ) I e H[XJGHrCN
66-020A-07 03/16/66 GEMINI GEMINI 08 (SIDS)CLOUDPHOTOGRAPHY NAGLER LE
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66-047A-06 06103/66 GEMINI GEMINI 09 (SIDS)Ct.DUD PHOTOGF_.PHY NAGLER US
81-111A-01 11112/81 SHUTTLE STS-02 (SIR-A)SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR ELACHI US
84-108A-01 10/05/84 SHUTTLE STS-41G (SIR-B)SHUI-I1.E IMAGING RADAR ELACHI US
6g-037A-04 04/14/69 NIMBUS NIMBUS 3 (SIRS)SAT IR SPECT WARK US
70-025A-04 04/08/70 NIMBUS NI?._BUS4 (SIRS)SAT IR SPE( T WARK US
78-098A-08 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (SMMR)SCAN MICROWAVE RAD GLOERSF_.N US
78-064A-05 06/27/87 SEASAT SEASAT 1 (SMMR)SCAN MICROWAVE PAD STEPPC4_tIDES US
70-106A-03 12/11170 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 (SR SCANNINGRADIOMETER _ US
72-082A-02 10/I 5/72 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 02 (SR SCANNINGRADIOMETER NESDIS US
73-086A-02 11/06/73 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 (SF SCANNINGRADIOMETER NESDIS
74-089A-02 11115/74 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 04 (SF SCANNINGRADIOMETER NESDIS US
76-077A.03 06127/76 NOP_A1-5/ITOC NOAA 05 (SF SCANNINGRADIOMETER NESDIS US
60-016A-02 11/23/60 TII:[_ TIROS 02 (SF SCANNINGRADIOMETER BARKSDALE LIS
61-017A-03 07/12/61 TIROS TIROS 03 (SR SCANNINGRADIOMETER FIADOS US
62-002A-03 02/08/62 TIFIC6 TIROS 04 (SR tSCANNINGRADIOMETER BARKSDALE US
63-024A-02 06/19/63 TIFIC6 TIRG3 07 (SR _SCANNINGRADIOMETER RADOS US
79-050A-08 06/06/79 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F4 (SSCkSNCR/V/CLOUDISCRIM AFGWC STAFF US
66-110A-09 12/07/66 ATS ATS 1 (SSCC)SPINSCAN CLOUDCAMERA SLID,'41 US
72-089A.02 11/09/72 DMSP DMSP 5B/F3 (SSE VERTTEMP PROFILE PAD AFGWC STAFF US
V2-018A-02 03/24/72 DMSP DMSP 5B/F2 (SSE VERT TEMP PROFILERAD AFGWC STAFF US
74-015A-02 03/16/74 DMSP DMSP 5B/F5 (SSE VERT TEMP PROFILEPAD AFGWC STAFF US
76-091A-02 09/11/76 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F1 (SSH MULTICH FILTERPAD AFGWC STAFF US
77-044A-02 06/05/77 DIVlSP DMSP 5D-l/F2 (SSH MULTICHFILTER PAD AFGWC STAFF US
78-042A-02 05/01/78 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F3 (SSH MULTICH FILTER RAD AFGWC STAFF US
79-050A-02 06/06/79 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F4 (SSI- MULTICH FILTER RAD AFGWCSTAFF US
82-118A-02 12/21/82 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F6 (SSH-2)_RTEMP PROF SO(JNDER AFGWC STAFF US
87-053A-05 06/20/87 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F8 (SSH-2);RTEMP PROF SOUNDER AFGWC STAFF US
79-050A-06 06/06/79 _ DMSP 5D-l/F4 (SSM/_MW TEMP SOUNDER AFGWC STAFF US83-113 - 03 11 / 18/83 DMSP -2/F7 ( _M
87-053A-06 06/20/87 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F8 (SSM,1)MWIMAGER AFGWC STAFF US
70-025A-02 04/08170 NIMBUS NIMBUS 4 (THIR)TEMP-HUMIDITY IR RAD IVlCCOU.Cx:_ US
72-097A-08 12/11172 NIMBUS NIMBUS 5 (THIR)TEMP-HUMIDITY IR PAD _ US
75-052A- 12 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS 6 (THIR)TEMP-HUMIDITY IP PAD _ US
78-098A- 10 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (THIR)TEMP-HUMIDITY IR PAD STOWE US
78-096A-02 10113/78 NOAA 6-D/T-N TIROS N (TOVS)OPERNLVERTSCX3_DER NE,SDIS US
79-057A-02 06127179 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 06 (I"OVS)OPERNLVERTSOUNDER NESDIS US
81-059A-02 06123181 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 07 (TOVS)OPERNLVERTSOUNDER NESDIS US
NOAA-D-02 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA-D ('rovs)OPERM. VERTSO(JNDER NF..,SDIS US
83-022A-02 03/28/83 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 08 (TOVS)OPERNLVERT SOUNDER NESDIS US
84-123A-02 12112/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 09 (TOVS)OPEF_L VERTSOUNDER NESDIS US
86-073A-02 09/17/86 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 10 (TOVS)OPEI:_L VERTSOUNDER NESOIS US
NOAA-H-02 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAAH (TOVS)OPERM. VERT SOUNDER NESDIS US
NOAA-1-02 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA I (TOVS)OPERM. VERT SOUNDER NI_SDIS US
NOAA-J-02 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA J ('TOVS,_)_ERNLVERT,SCUNDER NESO6 US
75-052A-01 06/12/7_ NIMBUS NIMBUS 6 (TWERLE)TRPWND ENG_ JULIAN US
80-074A°01 09109/80 GOES/3MS GOES4 (VAS)VISSR A'I_K)S SOUNDER NESDIS US
81-049A-01 05122/81 GOES/SMS GIOES5 (VAS)VISSRATMO6 SOUNDER NESDIS US
83-041A-01 04128/83 GOES/_JMS OO_$6 (VAS)VISSRATMO6 SOUNDER NF._ US
87-022A-01 02126187 _ GICIF..,S7 (VAS)VISSRATMO6 SOUNDER NESDIS US
66-008A-01 02/03/66 ESSA ESSA1 (VCS)VIDICON CAMERASYS. NESSSTAFF US
74-039A-08 05130174 ATS ATS 6 (VHRR)VERYHIGH RES RAD _ US
82-031A-01 04/10182 INSAT IN,SAT IA (VHRR)VERY HtQH RES RAD ISRO INDIA
83-089B-01 08/31183 INSAT INSAT 1B (VHRR)VERY _ RES PAD ISRO INDIA
INSAT1C-01 06100188 INSAT INSAT 1C (VHRR)VERY HIGH RE$ RAiD ISRO INDIA
72-082A-03 10115172 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 02 (VHRR)VERYHIGH RF_ RAD NIESOIS US
73- 088A-03 11108173 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 (VHRR)VERY HIGH RES PAD NESDIS US
74-089A-03 11115/74 _ I-5/ITOS NOAA 04 (_/HRR)VERYI'a(3HRF.8RAD NESDIS U8 _F76-077A-01 06/27176 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 05 (_IRR)VERY _ RE,SRAD NES06 US
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78-064A-04 06127178 SEASAT SEA,SAT1 (VIRR)SCAN VIS/IR RADIOMETER FB.LERMAN US
77-065A-01 07114177 (]MS GMIS (VISSR)VIS & #R RADIOMETER JMA STAFF JAPAN
81-076A-01 08/10/8t GMS GMS2 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER JMA STAFF JAPAN L84-080A-01 08/02184 _ OMS3 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER ,J,,&*STAFF JAPAN
74-033A-01 05/17/74 GOES_MS SMS 1 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESSSTAFF US
75-011A-04 02106175 GOES,SMS SMS2 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESSSTAFF US
75-100A-01 10/16175 GOES_AS GOES1 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESSSTAFF US
77-048A-01 06/16/77 GOES/SMS GOES2 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESS STAFF US
78-0(,2A-01 06116176 GOESP3MS GOES3 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESS STAFF US
87-018A-02 02/10/67 MOS MOS1 (VTIR)VIS & THERMAL IR PAD NASDA JAPAN
72-08':A-04 10115/72 NOAh, 1-5/ITOS NOAA 02 (VTPR)VERT TEMP PRFL PAD NESDIS US
73-086A-04 11106173 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 (VTPR)VERT TEMP PRFL PAD NESDIS US
74-089A-04 11/15/74 NOAA 1-5/#TOS NOAA 04 (VTPR)VERT TEMP PRFL PAD NESDIS US
76-077A-02 0612"1176 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 05 (VTPR)VERT TEMP PRFL PAD NESDIS US
67-024A-03 03/21/67 CC6M:_ COSME_ 149 3-CHANNEL RADIOMETERS LLSSR
67-024A-01 03/21/67 CC_IUlCS COSMOS149 3-CHANNELTELEPHOTOMETER USSR -
66-057A-03 06/25/66 COSM3S _ 122 ACTINOMETP,IC INSTRUMENT USSR
67-039A-03 04/27/67 CCEIvlOS _ 156 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
69-029A-03 03/26/69 METEOR1 METEOR 1-01 ACT_ETRIC INS1RUMENT USSR
69- 084A-03 10/06169 METEOR1 METEOR 1_ ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
70-019A-03 03/17/70 ME11EOR1 METEOR 1-03 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
70-037A-03 04/28/70 METEORI METEOR 1-04 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
70-047A-03 06/23/70 METEOR1 METEOR 1435 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
70-085A-03 I 0/15/70 METEOR1 METEOR 1-06 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
71-003A-03 01/20/71 M_I METEOR 1-07 ACTINOMETR_CINSTRUMENT USSR- 31 - 4/17/ ETEOR1 - 8 I ICI
71-059A-03 07/16171 METECR1 METEOR 1-09 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT IJSSR
71 - 120A- 03 12/29171 METECR1 METEOR 1-10 ACTINOMETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR
72-022A-03 03/30/72 ME/EE_ I METEOR 1-11 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
72-049A-03 06,'30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-12 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
72-085A-03 10/27/72 ME'_OR 1 METEOR 1-13 ACTWOMETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR
73-015A-03 03120173 METEOR1 METEOR 1-14 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
73-034A-03 05/2g/73 METEOR1 METEOR 1-15 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
74-011A-03 03/C5/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-16 ACTWOMETRICINSTRUMENT _R
74-025A-03 04/24/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-17 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
74-052A-03 07/09/74 METEC_ 1 METEOR 1-18 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
74-083A-03 10/28/74 MEllEOR1 METEOR 1-19 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
74-090,A-03 12/17/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-20 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
75-023A-03 04/01/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-21 ACT_OMETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR ,
75-087A-03 09118/75 ME'/EE_ 1 METEOR 1-22 ACT_ETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR
75-124A-03 12/25175 METEOR1 METEOR 1-23 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
76-032A-03 04/07/76 METEOR 1 METEOR 1-24 ACTINOf_ETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
76-043A-03 05/15/76 M_ 1 METEOR 1-25 ACTINOMETRICINSTRUMENT USSR
76-102A-03 10/16/76 M_ 1 METEOR 1-26 ACTINOMETRIC INSTRUMENT USSR
77-024A-03 04105/77 M_ 1 METEOR 1-27 ACTINOMETRIC INSTRUMENT LLSSR
71-059A-04 07/16/71 METIB3_1 METEOR 1-09 ATMC_ THERk'_. SOUNDER USSR
71 -120A- 04 12/29/71 METEOR1 METEOR 1-10 AI'MOS THERMALSOJNDER USSR
72-085A-04 10/27/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-13 ATMOS THERMALSOUNDER USSR
73,015A-04 03/20/73 M_I METEOR 1-14 ATMOS THERMALSOUNDER USSR
74-011A-04 03/05/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-16 A1MOS THERMALSOLINDER USSR
74-025A-04 04/24/74 MEI'ECR 1 METEOR 1-17 ATMO6 THERMALSOUNDER USSR
74-052A-04 07109174 METEOR1 METEOR 1-18 ATMOSTHERMALS(X,_DER USSR
74-083A-04 10/28/74 METEOR1 METEOR 1-19 ATMOSTHERMALSCX,INDER USSR
74-099A- 04 12/17/74 M_ 1 METEOR 1-20 A_ THERMALSOUNDER USSR
75-023A-04 04/01/75 METEQR1 METEOR 1o21 ATMO6 THERMALSOUNDER _R
O 75-087A-04 0{)/18/75 METEORI METEOR 1-22 ATMOSTHERMAL,SOUNDER USSR75-124A-04 12/25/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-23 ATMOSTHERMALSOUNDER USSR
76-032A-04 04/07176 METECRI METEOR 1-24 A_ THERMALSOUNDER USSR
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76-043A-04 05/15/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-25 ATMOSTHEF_ted._5OUNDER USSR ,j
76-102A-04 10/16/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-26 ATMOSTHEF_4ALSOUNDER USSR
77-024A-04 04/05/77 METEOR1 METEOR 1-27 ATMOSTHEF_,4ALSOUNDER USSR
72-022A-04 03/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-11 A'rME_THERMALSOUNDER USSR
72-049A-04 06/30/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-12 A'T'MO6THERMALSOUNDER USSR
73-034A-04 05/29/73 METEOR1 METEOR 1-15 ATMOSTHERMALSOUNDER USSR
66-082A-02 09/15/66 _ DMSP 4NF1 C-SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
67-010A-02 02/08/67 DMSP DMSP 4NF2 c-sYsrEM AFGWC STAFF US
67-080A-02 08122/87 DMSP DMSP 4NF3 C-SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
67-096A-02 10/11/67 DMSP DMSP 4NF4 C-SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
68-042A-02 05/22/68 DMSP DMSP ,_B/F1 C-SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
68-092A-02 10122/68 DECcP DMSP 4B/F2 C-SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US ._
69-062A-02 07/22/69 DMSP DMSP 4B/F3 C-SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US _ =
65-068A-04 08/21/65 GEMINI GEMINI 05 CLOUDTOPSPECTROMETER SAIEDY LIS
66- 020A-04 03/16/66 GEMINI GEMINI (38 CLOUDTOPSPECTROMETER ALISP_USE US t..
67-066F-01 07/01/67 DCOGE DCCT..,-£ COLOR rv OF EARTH THOMPSON US
81 -11 5A-01 1 1/20/81 BHASKARA BHASKARA 2 DUAL "IVCAMERA CALLA INDIA :'
66-057A-01 06125166 _ COSMOS122 DUALVIDECON CAMERAS USSR
1
67-039A-01 04127167 CO6IVK3S COSMOS156 DUAL VIDECON CAMERAS USSR
69-029A-01 03/26/69 METEOR METEOR 1-01 DUAL VlDICON CAMERAS USSR
69-084A-01 10/06/69 METEOR METEOR 1-02 DUALMIDICONCAMERAS USSR
70-019A-01 03/17170 METEOR METEOR 1-03 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
70-037A-01 04/28/70 METEOR METEOR 1-04 DUAL MIDICONCAMEF:_,S USSR
70-047A-01 06123170 METEOR METEOR 1-05 DUAL VIDICONCAMERAS USSR
70-085A-01 10/15170 METEOR METEOR 1-08 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR Z '71-003A-01 01/20171 METEOR METEOR 1-07 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR
71-031A-01 04/17/71 METEOR METEOR 1-08 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
71-059A-01 07/16/71 METEOR METEOR 1-09 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
71 - 120A-01 12/29/71 METEOR METEOR 1-10 DUAL VIDICONCAMERAS USSR
72-022A-01 03/30/72 METEOR METEOR 1-11 DUAL VIDICONCAMERAS USSR ,'
72-049A-0_ 06/30/72 METEOR METEOR 1-12 DUALVIDICX3NCAMERAS USSR
72-085A-01 10/27/72 METEOR METEOR 1-13 DUAL VIDICONCAMERAS USSR
73-015A-01 03120/73 METEOR METEOR 1-14 DUALVIDICON C/'MERAS USSR ;
73-034A-01 05/29/73 METEOR METEOR 1-15 DUALVIDICON GAMERAS USSR
74-011A-01 03/05/74 METEOR METEOR 1-16 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
74-025A-01 04/24/74 METEOR METEOR 1-17 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
74-052A-01 07/09/74 METEOR METEOR 1-18 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR "
73-083A-01 10/28/74 METEOR METEOR 1-19 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
74-099A-01 12/17/74 METEOR METEOR 1-20 DUALVIDICON CAMERAS USSR
75-023A-01 04/01/75 METEOR METEOR 1-21 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
75-087A-01 09/18/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-22 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
75-124A-01 1 2/25/75 ME'FEC_1 METEOR 1-23 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
76-032A-01 04/07/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-24 DUAL VIDICON CAMERAS USSR
76-043A-01 05/15/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-25 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR
76-102A-01 10/16/76 METEOR1 METEOR 1-26 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR
77-024A-01 04/05/17 METEOR1 METEOR 1-27 DUAL VIDICONCAMERAS USSR
77-057A-01 06/29/77 METEOR1 METEOR 1-28 DUAL VIb£-3N CAMERAS USSR
79-005.t,-01 01/25/79 METEOR1 METEOR 1.28 DUALVIC{'CONCAMERAS USSR
80-051A-01 0£/18/80 METEOR1 METEOR 1.30 DUALVIDICONCAMERAS USSR
8", -065A-01 071 , ^:81 METEOR1 METEOR 1-31 DUAL VIDIuON CAMERAS LISSR
68-089A- 01 10/11/68 APOLLO APOLLO 07 EARTHCLOUDPt-_TOGRAPHY ALLENBY US
75-066A-21 07/15/75 APOLLO ASTP APOLLO EARTH OBS & PHOTOS(MA-136) ELBAZ US
61-025A-01 09113/61 MERCURY MA-4 EARTHR-.K_TOGRAPHY NASA US
61-033,_-01 11/29/61 MEFIOJRY MA.5 EARTHPt.K_TOGRAPHY NASA US
52-003A-01 02/20/62 MF.RQIRY MA-6 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US
F2-019A-01 05124162 MERCURY MA-7 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US I
62-052A-01 10/03/62 MERCURY MA-8 EARTHPt.._TOGRAPHY NASA US
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63-015A-01 03/15/63 MEFICURY MA-9 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US
70-025A-09 04108170 NIMBUS NIMBU,¢;4 FILTERWEDGESPECT HOVIS US "_
71-063A-01 07/26/71 APOLLO APOLLO 15 HANDHELDPHOTOGRAPHY t_..Wt.E US -¢;
72-031A-01 04 '17/72 APOLLO APOLLO 16 HANDHELDPHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE t.x_, J
72-0_6A-05 12/07/72 APCLLO APOLLO 17 I-IANDHEL.DPI-_TC.GRAPt-W DOYLE US '_
68-068A-03 08/10/68 ATS ATS 4 IMAGEORTHICCN CAMERA HAZELTINE US
77-108A-01 11/23/77 METEOSAT ME'3EO°-_T 1 IMAGINGRADIOMETER SE:FES_:.
81-057A-01 06/19/81 METEOSAT METEOSAT 2 IMAGING RADIOMETER SEFE_NE EURCPE
MTSATP2-01 01/00/88 METEOSAT METEOSAT?2 IMAGING RADIOMETER
70-105A-02 12110170 O06MOS _ 384 IR RADIOMETER 'J3SR
83-116A-38 11/28/83 SHUT'n.E SPACELAB1 METRIC CAMERA FAC:LITY RE-YNE_DS
71-063A-03 07/26/71 AFOLLO APOLLO 15 METRICPHOTGGRAPHY DOYLE US
2-031A-03 04/17/72 APOLLO APOLLO 16 METRIC PHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE US _._
72-096A-07 12/07/72 APOLLO ','_POLLO17 METRICPHO'IOGRAPHY DOYLE US _,_
70-105A-01 12110/70 COSMC_ COSbX_S384 MICPOW.4VERADIOMETER _R
TOPEX-02 00/00/90 TOPEX TOPEX .=.=.!_.RO_,_VERADIOMETER US
72-097A-03 12/11/72 NIMBUS NIMBUS 5 MIC_AVt- SPECTROMETER STAELIN LE;
67-024A-02 03/21/67 CC_IVlOS COSMOS 149 NARF,OW ANGLEHRIR _R
60-006A-03 05/24/60 DOD(OTHER) MIDAS 2 NON-SCANNINGRADIOMETER JURSA US
61-017A-01 _}7/12/61 TIROS TIROS 03 OMNIRADIOMETER SUGMI US
62-002A-01 02/08/62 TIROS TIROS 04 OMNIRADIOMETER SUCMI US
_1 63-024A-01 06/19163 TIRO6 TIROS 07 OMNIRAD_METER _1 US
L
71-063A-02 07126/71 APOLLO APOLLO 15 P_IC PHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE US _=;
1
72-031A-02 04/17/72 APCLLO APOLLO 16 PAP,K3RAMICPHOTCGRAPHY _ US
72-096A-06 12/07/72 APCI.LO APOLLO 17 PANORAMICPHOTOGRAPHY _ US
71-008A-01 01/31/71 APOLLO APOLLO 14 PHOTCGRAPHY ELBAZ US
66-118A-01 12/21/68 APOLLO APOLLO 08 PHOTO_, 70 MM & 16 MM ALLENBY US
69-043A-01 05118169 APOLLO APOLLO 10 PHOTOS,70 MM & 16 MM ALLENBY US
69-059A.01 07/16169 APOLLO APOLLO 11 PHOTOS, 70,16 & 35 MM AllENBY US
69-099A-01 11114/69 AP(X.LO APOLLO 12 PHOTO_, 70,16 & 35 MM ALLENBY US
70-029A.01 04/11/70 APCLLO APOLLO 13 PHOTOS, 70MM & 16 MM ALLENBY US
69-099A-09 11/14/69 APOLLO APOLLO",2 PHOTOS,MULTI,SPECTRAL,70 MM _OETZ U5 :_
66-057A-02 06/25/66 CCSMOS COSMCJ6122 SCANNINGHRIR RAD;OMETER USSR
67-039A-02 04/27/67 CC6MC6 _ 156 SCANNINGHRIR RADK;METER USSR _,
69-029A-02 03/26160 MET1B3R1 METEOR 1-01 SCANNINGHRIR RA:_4(_ME'.'ER USSR _,_
69-084A-02 10/06/69 METEOR1 METEOR 1-02 SCANNINGHRIR RAOI_METER USSR _
70-019A-02 03/17/70 M_ 1 METEOR 1-03 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR _
70-037A-02 04/28/70 METEOR1 METEOR 1-04 SCANNINGHRIRRAI_ETER USSR
70-047A-02 06/23/70 M_ 1 METEOR 1-05 SCANNINGHRIRRAD,OMETER USSR ..;.
70-085A-02 10/15/70 METEOR1 METEOR 1..0(" SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER _ _ :
71-003A-02 01/20/71 MEIEOR 1 METEOR 1-07 SC&NNING HRIRRADIOMETEP USSR
71-031A-02 04117/71 M_I METEC_ 1-08 SCANNINGHRII'_RADIOMETEN USSR
71-05'_A-02 07/16171 METEOR '_ METF.OR 1-00 SCANNING HRIR RAOK_METER USSR _.
71 - 120A-02 12/29/71 METEOR1 METEOR 1-10 SCANNINGHRIRRADK_k;ETER USSR
72-022A. 32 03/30172 M_ 1 METEOR 1-11 SCANNINGHRIR RAOK_AETER USFR
72-049A-02 06130/72 METEOR1 METEOR 1-12 SCANNINGHRIRRADK31,_ETER USSR
72-085A-02 10/27172 METIEL'_.4 METEOR 1-13 SCN'4NINGHRIR RAOR_METER tJSSR
73-015A-02 03120/73 M_ 1 METEOR 1-14 SCANNINGHRIRRAOK_:,<'R USSR
73-034A-02 05/29/73 ME'rEQ_ 1 METEOR 1-15 SCANNINGHRIRRA_ETEP US_FI
74.011A-02 03105/74 I_='rEOR] METe-OR1.16 SCNqNINGHRIR RADIOMETER LISSR •
74.025A-0R 04/2_174 METEOR1 METECR 1.17 SC.ANNINOHRIR RA_E'TER USSR74-052A-02 07/09/74 MEI1B3R1 METEOR 1.18 SCANNINGHRIR RADK,IMET1ER LI6SR
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74-C8_A-02 10/28/74 _ 1 METEOR 1-19 SC,ANNIM_ HRIRRADIOMETER USSR
74-099A-02 12117/74 MErEC_ 1 METEOR 1-20 SCANNINGHRIR RADIOMETER USSR
75-023A-02 04101175 ME'IE:OR1 METEOR I-ZI SCANNINGHRIR RADIOMETER USSR
75-0_7A-02 09/18/75 _ 1 METEOR 1-22 SCANNINGHRIR RA_OMETER USSR
75-124A-02 12/25/75 METEOR1 METEOR 1-23 SCANNINGHRIR RADIOMETER USSR
76-032A-02 04/07/76 ME/1EOR1 METEOR 1-24 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETF__I USSR
76-043A-02 05115/76 METEGR1 METEOR 1-25 SCANNINGHRIR RADIOMETER USSR
76- 102A-C2 10116176 IVlEI"E,OR I METEOR 1-26 SCANNINGHRIR RADIOMETER LISSR
, 77-024A-02 04105/77 METEOR! METEOR 1-27 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
77-057A-02 06/29/77 k_-IEOR 1 METEOR 1-28 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
79-005A-02 01/25.79 ML=TEOR1 METEOR 1-29 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMErER USSR
8u-051A-02 06/18180 METEOR1 METEOR 1-30 SC4_NNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
81-065A-02 07/10/81 HIE11EOR1 METEC._,1-31 SCANNINGHRIRRADIOMETER USSR
61-030A-02 11/15/61 _R DISCOVERER35 SCANNINGRADIOMETER JURSA US
70-012A-01 02/11/70 DMSP DMSP 5A/F1 SCANNINGPADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US
70-0_0A-01 09103170 DMSP DMSP 5A/F2 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWCSTAFF US
71-012A-01 02/17/71 DMS_ DMSP 5AR-3 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWCSTAFF US
71-087A-01 10/14171 []MISD DMSP 58/F1 SC,Ah_ING RADIOMETER AFGWCSTAFF- US
72-018A-01 03/24/72 _.tSP DMSP 58/62 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWCSTAFF US
72-089A-0, 11/00/72 _ DMSP 58/63 _ING RADIOM_L-TER AFGWC STAFF US
73-054A-01 08117/73 DMSP DI_SP 58/F4 _ING RAD::_t,IETEI-_ AFGWCSTAFF US
74-015A-01 03/16174 DMSP DMSP 5BJF5 SCANNINGRAD_IETER AFGWCSTAFF US
74-063A-01 08109/74 DMSP DMSP 5CJF1 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US
75-043A-01 05124/75 DMSP DMSP5C/62 SCANNINGRADIOMET'_R APGWC STAFF US
61-018A-04 07112161 DOD_OIHER) MIDAS 3 SCANNINGRADIOMETER JURSA US
61-028A-02 10i21161 DOD(OTPER) MIDAS 4 SCANNINGRADIOMETER TCOn US
62-010A-O4 04109162 DOD(OTHER) MIDAS 5 SCAMPINGRADIOMETER JURSA US
63-014A-02 05109163 DOO(OIHER) MIDAS 6 SCANNINGRADIOMETER TODD US "1
70 008A-03 01/23/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITOS1 SCANNINGRADIOMETERSYSTEM _ US
65-060A-0E 08121165 GEMM GEMINi 05 SF"_E OBJECTRADIC_ETRY BREN'ITC_CL US
'i , 65-100A-05 12/04165 _,_1 GEMINI 07 SPACEOBJECTRADIOMETRY BRENTNALL US
69-01CA-01 03/03/69 /C'_OU.O APC,LLO 09 SPECTRALTE RP,AINPHOTO_ ALLENBY US
75-066A- 19 07/15175 &r_OLLO ASTP APOLLO STRAT AEROSOLS(MA-O07) PEPIN US
65-024A-03 03123165 GEMINI GEMIM103 SYNOPTICTERRAINPHOTOS LC;WMAN US
65-043A-01 06103165 GB,AB_I GEMII_I_,4 SYI_OPTICTERRAINPHOTOS LOWMAN US
65-068A-02 08/21165 _ GEMINI 05 SYNOPTICTERRAINPt-K)TOS LOWMAN US
65-104A-01 12115165 GEMINI GEMINI 06 SYNOPTICTERRAINR-K)TOS LO_IAN US
65-10bA-01 12/04/65 (3eVll_ll Gl_qN107 SYNOPTICTERRAINPHOTOS LOWMAN US
66-020A-01 03116166 GEMN GEMINI 08 SYNOPTICTER!_,IN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
66-066A-02 07/18166 GEMINI GEMINi 10 SYt.IOPTICTERRAINPHOTOS LCWMAN US
66-081A-06 09112/66 _ GEMINI 11 SYNOPT_ TERRAINPHOTCS LONMAN US
68-1_,_A-02 11/11/66 _ GEktlN112 SYNOPTICTERRAINR.,K)TOS LOWMAN US
66-047A435 06/03166 GE]VlN GEMINI 09 SYNOPTICTERRAINPHOTOS LOW'MAN US
65-043A-02 06/03r65 GEMIM GEMN 04 _W'NOPTICWT*=A'fHERPHOTOS NAGLER US
65-068A-03 08121/65 _ GEMINI C5 SYNOPDC W_THER PHOTOS NN3LER US
65-104A-02 12115165 GEMN GEMIM 06 SYNOFqICWEATHE_RPHIOTOS N/_I_ER US
65-100A-02 "2/04/65 _ GEMIM 07 _ WEAIHER R-IOTOS NAGLER US
66-066A-0_ 07118166 _ GEM;M 10 bWNOPTICWEAII.ER PHOTOS NAGUE_ US
66-081A-07 0911216f_ _ GEMINI 11 ,_,WNOPTICWF=ATHB:IPHOTOS NAPJ.B_ US
6_;-104;.-03 1111 !166 _ GEMINI 12 SYNOP'I'ICWEARIER PItC_0_ NN3LER US
59-004A_05 081071f _ B(R.OFER EXR.ORER6 TELEVISION BAKER US
60- 0C_B-01 04101160 "_IROS TIROS 01 TELEVISION BUTLER US
60-016A-0 _ 11123/60 lnlROS TIROS 0_ _ _ US
: 61-017A-94 07/1216 _ 1_*_ TkgOS 03 TELEVISION RNX_ US r
62-0G2A-04 02108162 _ _ROS 04 T_LEV_SION RNX_ US
65-025A-01 _)6119162 lriR06 TIRO_ 05 TB.EVISK_N RN)OU US
6_, U47A-01 09118,'$2 TtJ=_6 TIROS 06 _ EVISIOId hESS STAFF US A
6;_-0_.4A-_4 06119163 "RROS TIRO6 C/ TB.EVISION NESSSTAFF US
_3-054A-01 12121163 TIROS TIROS 08 "fB.EVISION O'SULLNAN US
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65-004A-01 01/22/65 TIROS TIROS 09 TELEVISION NESSSTAFF t_
65-051A-01 07/02/65 TIROS TIROS 10 TELEVISION NESSSTAFF US
59-009A-01 10/13/59 EXR.ORER EXPLOFIER7 THERMAL RADIATION SUOMI US
79-051A-02 06/07179 B-IASKARA BHASKARA TV CAMERA JOSISR-I INDIA
67-024A-04 03121167 _ _149 TV CAMERASYS]F..M USSR
71-071A-01 98/16/71 _ EOLE1 UPI:_R ATMOSWEARELAY,SYS MORELEb6NDEEN I-,.ANCF_/US
66-082A-01 09/15/66 DMSP DMSP 4A/F1 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
67-010A-01 02/08/67 DMSP DMSP 4A/F2 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
67-080A-01 08/22/67 OMSP DMSP 4A/F3 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
67-096A-01 10111167 _ DMSP 4A/F4 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
68-042A- 01 05122/68 DMSP DMSP 4B_1 VIDICONCAMERA SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
68o092A-01 10/22/68 OkE_ DMSP 4B/F2 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
69-062A-01 07122169 DMSP DMSP 4B/F3 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
60-016A-01 11/23/60 TIROS TIRC6 (_ WIDERELDRADIOMETER HANEL US
61-017A-02 07112161 TIROS TIROS O3 WlDEFIELDRADIOMETER HANEL US
62-002A-02 02108162 TIROS TIROS 04 WIDEFIELD_ HANEL US
¢
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78-041A 04/26/78 AEM AEM-A (SEEHC&_ US :"
86-082A-02 09/15/66 DMSP DMSP 4A/F1 C-SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US =,
66-082A-01 09/15/66 DMSP DMSP 4A/F1 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US _,c
67-010A-02 02/08/67 DMSP DMSP 4/VF2 C-SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US ";_
67-010A-01 02/08/67 DMSP DMSP 4A/F2 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US _"
67-080A-02 08122167 DMSP DMSP 4A/F3 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
67o080A-01 08122167 DMSP DMSP 4A/F3 VIDIC(:_ CAMERASYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US _'_
67-096A-02 10111167 UMSP DMSP 4A/F4 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
67-096A-01 10111167 EMSP DMSP 4A/F4 VIDICONCAMERASYS'W.M AFGWCSTAFF US _68-042A-02 05/22/68 DMSP DMSP 4B/F1 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
68-042A-01 05/22/68 DMSP DMSP 4B/F1 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US .,.:="
68-092A-02 10122/68 DMSP DMSP 4B/F2 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
68-092A-01 10/22168 CMSP DMSP 4B/F2 VIDiCONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
69-062A-02 07122/69 DMSP DMSP 4B/F3 C-SYSTEM AFGWCSTAFF US
69-062A-01 07/22169 DMSP DMSP 4B/F3 VIDICONCAMERASYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
,r
70-012A-01 02111170 DMSP DMSP 5A/F1 SCANNI',JGRADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US :
70-070A-01 09103170 DMSP DMSP 5A/F2 _I;_G RADIOMETER AFGWCSTAFF US
71-012A-01 02117171 DM_P DMSP 5A/F3 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US L,
71-087A-01 10114171 DIVE_ DMSP 5B/F1 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWCSTAFF US
72-018A-02 03/24/72 DMSP DMSP 5B/F2 (_,_._)VERTTEMP PROFILEPAD AFGWC STAFF US '"
72-018A-01 03/24/72 DMSP DMSP 5B/F2 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWCSTAFF US
72-089A-02 11/09/72 DMSP DMSP 5B/F3 (SSE) VERTTEMP PROFILERAD AFGWCSTAFF US
72-089A-01 11/09/72 DMSP DMSP 5B/F3 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWC STAFF US _':
73-054A-01 08/17/73 DMSP DMSP 5B/F4 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWCSTAFF US :"
74-015A-02 03/16/74 DMSP DMSP 5B/F5 (SSE)VERTTEMP PROFILE RAD AFGWCSTAFF US _,
74-015A-01 03/16/74 DMSP DMSP 5B/F5 SCANNINGRADIOMETER AFGWCSTAFF US _.
74-063A-01 08/09/74 DMSP DMSP 5C/F1 SCANNINGRADIOIV,ETER AFGWCSTAFF US
75-043A-01 05/24/75 DMSP DMSP 5CIF2 SCANNINGRADIC_METER AFGWCSTAFF US"- 76-091A-01 09/11176 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F1 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESC SYS AFGWCSTAFF US
76-091A-02 09111/76 Div_= DMSP 5D-l/F1 (SSH)MULTICH FILTERPAD AFGWC STAFF US
77-044A-01 06/05/77 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F2 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINE.SCSYS AFGWC STAFF US
77-044A-02 06/05/77 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F2 (SSH)MULTICH FILTERRAD AFGWC STAFF US
78-042A-01 05101178 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F3 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESC SYS AFGWC STAFF US _"
78-042A-02 05/01178 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F3 (SSH)MULTIC,H FILTER PAD AFGWC STAFF US :_
79-050A-01 06/06/79 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F4 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESCSYS AFGWC STAFF L6
79-050A-08 06/06179 DMSP DMSP 5D-'i/F4 (SSC)SNOW/CLOUDDISCRIM AFGW_ STAFF US
79-050A-02 06/06/79 DIU33P DMSP 5D-l/F4 (SSH)MULTICH FILTERPAD AFGWC STAFF US
79-050A-06 06/06/79 DMSP DMSP 5D-l/F4 (SSM_ TEMP SOUNDER AFGWC STAFF US
82-118A-01 12/21/82 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F6 (OLS)I.INESCAN SYSTEM AFGWC STAFF US
82-118A-02 12/21182 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F6 (SSH-2)IRTEMP PROF SOUNDER AFGWC STAFF US
83-113A-01 11/18/83 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F'7 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINES(:;SYS AFG'NC STAFF US
83-113A-03 11118/83 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F7 (S_ TEMP SOUNDER AFGWC STAFF US
87-053A-01 06/20/87 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F8 (OLS)OPERATIONALLINESC SYS AFGWC STAFF US
87-053A-05 06120187 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/F8 (SSH-2)IRTEMP PROF SOUNDER AFGWC STAFF US
87-053A-06 06/20187 DMSP DMSP 5D-2/1:8 (SSM/I)MW IMAGER AFGWC STAFF US
66-020A-04 03116166 GEMINI GEMINI _8 CL(:X.IDTOPSPECTROMETER _ US
69-018A-01 03103169 APOLLO APOLLO 09 SPECTRALTERRAINPHOTOS ALLENBY US
68-089A-01 1011 I168 _O APOLLO 07 EARTHCLOUOPHO_ ALLENBY US
68-118A-01 12/21/68 APOLLO APOLLO 08 PHOTOS,70 MM & 16 MM ALLB4BY US -
69-043A-0, 05/I 8/69 APOLLO APOLLO 10 PHOTOS,70 MM & 16 MM ALLENBY US
69-059A-01 07116169 APOLLO APOLLO 11 PHOTOS, 70,16 & 35 MM ALLENBY US
69-099A-01 11114/69 APOLLO APOLLO 12 PHOTOS, 70,16 & 35 MM ALLENBY US
70-029A-01 04111170 APOLLO APOLLO 13 PHOTOS.70MM & 16 MM ALLENBY US
72-058A-02 07123172 U_NDSAT LANDSAT 1 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCAN APLUSKAS US
59-004A-05 08107159 EXPLORER E)(PLORER6 TELEVISION BAKER US
70-025A-06 04/08/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS4 (IDC)IMAGEDISSECTORCAMERA BANCHR.OWER US
60-016A-02 11/23/60 TIROS TIROS 02 (SR)SCANNING RADIOMETER BARKSDALE US
62-002A-03 02108162 TIROS TIROS Q4 (SR)SCANNINGRADIOMETER BARKSDALE US
84-1080-01 10105/84 B:IBE ERBS (ERSE)EA._(IHRAD BUDGETEXP t_,RKSTROM
D..41
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84-123A-05 12112184 _ NOAA 09 _F_E)EARTH RADBUDC_-I"F_XP BARKSTROM US
84-123A-05 12/12/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 09 (ERBE)F_.A.RTHPAD BUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US
86-073A-05 09/17186 ERBE NOAA 10 (EFBE)EARTHRADBUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US
86-073A-05 09/17/86 NC,AA 8-J/ATN NOAA 10 (ERBE)EARTHRADBUDGETEXP BARKSTROM US
78-041A-01 04/26178 AEM HCIVM (HCMM)HEAT CAPACITYMAP RAD BARNES US
73-027A-18 05/14/73 SKYI.AB SKYLAB (EREP)IR SPECTROMETER(S-191) BARNEI-r US
69-037A-06 04/14169 NIMBUS NIMBUS 3 (IDC)IMAGEDISSECTOR CAMERA BRACHFLOWER US
67-111A-03 11/05/67 ATS ATS 3 (IDC)IMAGEDISSECTOR CAMERA BRANCHFLOWER US
65-068A-06 08/21/65 GEMINI GEMINI 05 SPACEOBJECTRADICMEl RY BRENTNALL US
65-100A-05 12/04/65 GEMINI GEMINI 07 SPACEOBJECTRADIOMETRY BRENTNALL US
64-052A-01 08/28/64 NIMBUS NIMBUS 1 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA ,SYS BURDETI" US
60-002B-01 04/61/60 TIROS TIROS 01 TELEVISION BUTLER US
60-016A-03 11/23/60 TIROS TIRO_ 02 TELEVISION BUTLER US
81-115A-02 11/20/81 BHASKAPA BHASKARA 2 (SAMIR)SATELLITE MW PAD CALLA INDIA
69-037A-02 04/14/69 NIMBUS NIMBUS 3 (HRIR)HIGH RESIR RADIOMETER CHERRIX US
8 _' 123A-07 12/12/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 09 (SBUV/2)SOLR BKSCTR UV PAD CUNNI_ US
NOAA-H-05 12112/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA-H (SBUV/2)SOLR BKSCTR UV PAD _1_ US
NOAA-J-05 12/12/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA-J (SBUV/2)SOLR BKSCTR UV RAD _INGHAM US
73-027A- 17 05/14/73 SKYI.,AB SKYLAB (EREP)M-SPECT, PHOTOG (S-190) DBVIEL US
83-116A-39 11/28/83 SHUTTLE SPACELAB1 (MRSE)MICRO_IAVE FACILITY DIETEFCE
67-066F-01 07/01/67 DODGE DCOGF__ COLOR TV OF EARTH OCO3E US
72-031A-0_ 04/17172 APOLLO APOLLO 16 HANDHELDPHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE US
72-031A-03 04117172 APQ_LO APOLLO 16 METRIC PHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE US
72-031A-02 04/17/72 APOLLO APOLLO 16 PANORAMICPt-_TOGRAPHY DOYLE US
71-063A-01 07/26/71 AP('X.LO APC'.LO 15 HANDHB.D PHO_PHY DOYLE US
71-063A-03 07126171 APOLLO APOLLO 15 METRIC PHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE US _]_
71-063A-02 07/26/71 APOLLO APOLLO 15 PANORAMICPHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE USI
72-096A-05 12/07/72 APOLLO APOLLO 17 I-IANDHI=ID PHOTOGRA?HY DOYLE US
J 72-096A-07 12/07/72 APOLLO APOLLO 17 METRIC PI,._TOGRAPHY DOYLE US
; 72-096A-06 12/07/72 APOLLO APOLLO 17 PANORAMICPHOTOGRAPHY DOYLE US
71-008A-01 0'_/31/71 APOLLO APOLLO 14 PHOT_PHY ELBAZ US
75-066A-21 07/1 5/75 APCCLO ASTP AF_LLO EARTH OBS & PHOTOS(MA-136) EL BAZ US
81-111A-01 11/12/81 SHUTTLE STS-02 (SIR-A)SHUTTLE IMAGING PADAR ELACHI US
84-108A-01 10/05/84 SHUTTLE STS-41G (SIR-B)SHUI-I'LE IMAGING RADAR ELACHI US
66-087A-01 10/02/66 ESSA ESSA 3 (AVCS)ADV VIDICOH CAMERA SYS ESSA US
67-006A-01 01/26/67 ESSA ESSA 4 (APT)AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS ESSA U_
67-036A-01 04/20/67 ESSA ESSA 5 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS F.SSA US
67-114A-01 11110/67 ESSA ESSA 6 (APT)AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS ESSA US
68-069A-01 08/16/68 ESSA ESSA 7 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS F.SSA US
68-114A-0"i 12115/68 ESSA ESSA 8 (APT)AUTOMATIC PIC TPANS _ US
69-016A-01 02126169 ESSA ESSA 9 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS ESSA US
73-027A-21 05114,'73 SKYI.AB SK'YL/_ (EREP)L-BAND RADIOMTR(S-194) EVANS US
73-027A-20 05/14/73 SKYLAB SKYI.AB (EREP)MICROWAVE SCATT(S-193) EVANS US
18-064A-04 06127178 SEASAT SEASAT 1 (VIRR)SCAN VI$/IR RADIOMETER FELLERMAN US
64-052A-03 08128164 N!MBUS NIMBUS I 0-1RF:t)HIGHRES IR RADIOMETER _ US
66-040A-03 05115166 NIMBUS NIMBUS2 (HRIR)HIGHRES IR RADIOMETER FO_HBE US
75-004A-02 01122175 I..._,A4D&J.T LAND,SAT2 (MSS)MULTISPECT_r-C.,AN _ US
78-025A-02 03105178 LANDSAT LANDSAT 3 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCAN _ US
70-008A-03 01/23/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITOS 1 SCANNINGR/_P'_METER SYSTEM QB_UNDER US
70-106A-03 12111170 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 (SR)SCANNINGRADIOMETER _ US
75-052A-04 061'_2175 NIMBUS NIMBUS 6 (LRIR)LIMB RAD INVER PAD GILLE US
78-098A-08 10124178 NIMBUS NIMBUS7 (SMMR)SCAN MICROWAVE RAD GIOF.I:ISI_ 1.6
69-099.A. -09 11114169 APOLLO APOLLO 12 PHOIOS,MULTISPECTRAI. 70 MM GIOEIZ US
t. 60-0 ! 6A-01 11123160 TIROS TIRO6 0_ WIDEFIELD_ H_NEL US _
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61-017A-02 07/12161 TIROS TIROS 03 WlDERELDRADIOMETER HANEL US
62-002A-02 02/08/62 TIF:IC6 TIROS 04 _.%qDERELDRADIOMETER H.e_IEL US
69-037A-03 04/14/69 NIMBUS NIMBUS 3 (IRIS)IRINTERFEROMETERSPECT HANEL US
70-025A-03 04108170 NIMBUS NIMBUS 4 (IRIS)IRINTERFEROMETERSPECT HANEL US
68-068A-03 08/10/68 ATS ATS 4 _MAGEORTHICONCAMERA HAZELTINE US
70-025A-05 04/08/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS4 (BUV)BACKSCATTERUV SPEC HEATH US
78-098A-09 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (SBUV/TOMS)-BACKSC UV/OZONE HEATH US
70-025A-10 04/08/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS 4 (SCR)SELECTIVECHOPPERRAD _ON LK
72-097A-02 12111/72 NIMBUS NIMBUS5 (SCR)SELECTIVECHOPPE:RRAD HOUGHTCN L,K
75-052A-09 06/12175 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (PMR)PRESS MODULATEDPAD _ US
78-098A-02 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (SAMS)STRAT+ MESO SOUNDER _ IJK
70-025A-09 04/08/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS 4 FILTERWE[X3ESPECT HOVIS US
72-097A-05 12/11/72 NIMBUS NIMBUS 5 (SCMR)SFCCOMP MAPPINGPAD HOVIS US
78-098A-03 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (CZCS)COASTZONECOLORSCAN HOVIS US
63-054A-02 12121/63 TIROS TIROS 08 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION HUNTER US
64-052A-02 08128i64 NIMBLL_ NIMBUS 1 {_,PT),A,UTO PIC TRANSMISSION I-kJN'TER US
82-031A-01 04/10/82 IN,SAT INSAT 1A ,tVHRR)VERYHIGH RES PAD ISRO INDIA
83-089B-01 08/31/83 INSAT INSAT 1B (VHRR)VERY HIGH RES RAD ISRO INDIA
INSATIC-01 06/00/88 IN,SAT INSAT 1C (VHRR)VERY HIGH RES PAD ISRO INDIA
IRS-1A-01 10100187 IRS IRS 1A (LISS._UNIMG SELF-SCN SENS ISRO INDIA
78-098A-07 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (ERB)EARTHRADIATIONBUDGET JACOBOWITZ US
77-065A-01 07/14/77 GMS GMS (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER JMA STAFF JAPAN
81-076A-01 08/10/81 GMS C-JV_2 (VISSR)VIS &IR RADIOMETER JMA STAFF JAPAN
84-080A-01 08102184 GMS GMS3 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER JMA STAFF JAPAN
66-016A-01 02/28/66 ESSA ESSA 2 (APT)AUTOMATIC PIC TRANS JCNES US
79-051A-01 06/07/79 BHASKARA BHASKARA (SAMIR)SATELLITElVP,N RAD JOSEPH INDIA
S 7_-051A-02 06/07/79 BI-.IASKARA BHASKARA
TV CAMERA JOSEPH INDIA
81 - 115A-01 11/20/81 BHASKARA BHASKARA2 DUALTV CAMERA CALLA INDIA
75-052A-01 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS 6 (TWER_E)TRPWND ENGCONV JULIAN US
60-006A-03 05124160 DOD(OTHER) MIDAS 2 NON-SCANNINGRADIOMETER JURSA US
61-018A-04 ")7112/61 DCO(OTHER) MIDAS 3 SCANNINGRADIOMETER JURSA US
61-030A-02 11115/61 DISCOVERER DISCOVERER35 SCANNINGRADIOMETER JURSA US
62-010A-04 04109162 DOO(OTHER) MIDAS 5 SCANNINGRADIOMETER JURSA US
73-027A-19 05114/73 S;Ot'LAB SKYLAB (EREP)BAND SCANNER(S-192) KORB US
65-024A-03 03/23/65 GEMINI GEMIM103 SYNOPTICTERRAIN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
65-043A-01 06/03/65 GEMINI GEMINI 04 SYNOPTICTERRAIN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
65-068A-02 08/21165 GEMINI GEMINI 05 SYNOPTICTERRAIN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
65-100A-01 12/04/65 GEMINI GEMINI 07 SYNOPTICTERRAIN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
65-104A-01 12/15/65 GEMINI GEMINI 06 SYNOPTICTERRAIN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
66 020A-01 03/16/66 GEMINi GF,MIN108 SYNOPTICT==RRAINPHOTOS LOWMAN US
66-047A-05 06/03/66 GEMINI GEMINI 09 SYNOPTICTERRAIN PI-K_TOS LOWMAN US
66-066A-02 07/18/66 GEMINI GEMINI 10 SYNOPTICTERRAIN PHOTOS ,..OWMAN US
66-081A-06 09/12/66 GEMINI GEMINI 11 SYNOPTK,_TERRAIN PHOTOS LOWMAN US
66-I04A-02 11111166 GEMINI GEMINI 12 SYNOPTICTERRAIN PHOTOS LENVMAN US
83-059A-06 06118183 _ STS-07 (MOMSJMODLROF;OELEC MSPSC MBB GERMANY
84-011A-01 02103/84 81"IUTII.E STS-11 (MCMSJM(XX.ROPTOELECMSPSC MEB
78-098A- 06 10124178 NIt(BUS NIMBUS 7 (SAM-II)STRAT AEROSOL MEA _ US
79-013A-01 02/18/7_, _ SAGE (SAGE)STRAT AEROSL&GAS EXP _ US
84-I08B-02 10105/84 ERBE BIBS (SAGE)STRATAERO_L &GAS F..XP _ US
66-040A-04 05/15166 I_MBUS NIMBUS 2 (MRIR)MEDRESIR RADIOMETER MCCU,LOCH US
69-037A-05 04114169 NIMBUS MMBUS 3 (MRIR)MF.J)RESIR RADIOMETER MCCU.LOCH US
7G-025A-02 04/08/70 NIMBUS MMBUS 4 (THIR)TF_.MP-HUMIDITYIR RAD MCCULLOCH US
72-097A-08 12111172 NIMBUS NIMBUS 5 (THIR)IT=MP-HUMIDITY IR RAD _ US
76-052A-12 08112/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS6 (THIR)TEMP-HUMIDITY IR RAD klI::X_IL/.OQ_ US
O 84-108A-02 10105184 8HU'n'LE GTS-41G (LFC)LAI:_E FORMAT CAMERA MOU..BEF_ US
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71-071A-01 08/16/71 ECN.E,I:E-CA.E EOLE1 UPPERATMOSWEA RELAYSYS _DEEN FRANCE/US _.
65-043A-02 06/03/65 GEMINJ GEMINI 0,4 SYNOFrrlcWEATHERPHOTC6 NAGLER US '_;
65-068A-03 08/21165 GEMINI GEMINI 05 SYNOPTICWEATHERPt-K_TOS NAGLER US i!,.
65-100A-02 12/04165 GEMINI GEMINI 07 SYNOPTICWF-.ATHERPHOTOS NAGLER US
65-104A-02 12/15165 GEMINI GEMINI 06 SYNOPTICWEATHER_TOS NAGLER US ",_
66-020A-07 03/16165 GEMINI GEMINI 08 (SIDS)CLC4JDPHOTOGRAPHY NAP_FR US
66-047A-06 06103/66 GEMINI GEMINI 09 (SIDS)CLOUDPHOTOGRAPHY NAGLER US
66-066A-03 07/18/66 GEMINI GEMINI 10 SYNOPT_ WEATHERPHOTOS NAGLER US
66-081A-07 09/12166 GEMINI GEMINI 11 SYNOPTICWEATHERPHOTC6 NAr_FR US _66-104A-03 11/11/66 (3F_.MINI GEMINI 12 _ WEATHERPHOTOS NAGLER US
61-025A-01 09/13161 _ MA-4 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US ;"
61-033A-01 11/29/61 MB:k3tJRY MA-5 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US ,_
62-003A-01 02/20/62 E'tEFK:d.JRY MA-6 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US _,
62-019A-01 05/24162 MERCURY MA-7 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US ;;
62-052A-01 10/03/62 M_ MA-8 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US _"
63-01 5A-01 03/15/63 MERCt,IRY MA-9 EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY NASA US ._.
67-113A- 11/09/67 APCLLO APOLLO 04 (EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY) NASA US :
68-025A- 04/04/68 APOLLO APOLLO 06 (EARTHPHOTOGRAPHY) NASA US
87-018A-04 02/19/87 M3_ MC_ 1 (DCS)DATA_ SYS TRANSPNDR NASDA JAPAN i_
87-018A-01 02/19/87 MOS MOS1 (MESSR)MSPELESELF-SCANRAD. NASDA JAPAN
87-018A-03 02/19/87 _ MOS 1 (MSR)MIC_AVE SCAN PAD NASDA JAPAN _
87-018A-O2 02/1 9/87 MOS MCX_I (VTIR)VIS &THERMAL IR PAD NASDA JAPAN ",
70-106A-05 12111/70 NOAA 1-5/ITO6 NOAh. 01 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSM NESDIS US ,,70-106A-04 12111/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS NESDIS LS
72-082A-02 10/1 5/72 NOAh, 1-b/ITOS NOAh. 02 (SR)SCANNING RADIOMETER NESblS US _:_
72-082A-03 10/1 5/72 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 02 (VHRR)VERY HIGH RES PAD NESDIS US '_"
72-082A-04 10/15/72 NOAA 1-5/,TOS NOAA 02 (VTPR)VERTTEMPPRFLRAD NESDIS US _ )i3- 6 - 2 1/06/ 3 - /I 3 (SR)SCANNING RADIOMETER t
73-086A-03 11/06/73 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 (VHRR)VERY HIGH RES PAD NESDIS US _
73-086A- 04 11/06/73 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 03 (V'TPR)VERTTEMP PRFL PAD NESDIS US -:
74-089A-02 1111 5/74 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 04 (SR)SCANNINGRADIOMETER NESDIS US :_
74-089A-03 11/15/74 NOAA I-5/_TOS NOAA 04 (VHRR)VEFY HIGH RES PAD NESDIS US _"
74-089A-04 1111 5/74 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NO,_A 04 (VTPR)VERT TEMP PRFLPAD NESDtS US "_
78-096A-01 10/13/78 NOAA 6-D/T-N TIROS N (AVHRR)ADVVERY HI RES RAD NESDI,S US _"
78-096A-02 10/13/78 NOAA 6-D/T-N TIROS N (TOVS)OPERNLVERT SOUNDER NESI_S US
79-057A-01 06127179 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 06 (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US -_
76-077A-03 06/27179 NOAA 1-511TOS NOAA 05 (SR)SCANNINGRADIOMETER NESDIS US ;.
79-057A-02 06/27/79 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 06 (TOVS)OPERNLVERTSOUNDER NESDIS US ,_
76-077A-01 07/29/76 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 05 (VHRR)VERYHIGH RES PAD NESDIS US _"_i
76-077A-02 06/27179 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 05 (VTPR_VERTTEMP PRFLPAD NESDIS US _.
80-074A-01 09/09180 GOES,SMS GOFS4 (VAS)VISSR ATMOSSOUNDER NESDIS US ;.
81-049A-01 05/22/81 QOES/SMS GOES5 (VAS)VISSRATMOS SOUNDER NESDI3 US _.:
81-059A-01 06/23/81 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 07 (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RESRAD NESDIS US
61-059A-02 06/23/81 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA 07 (TOVS)OPERNLVERTSOUNDER NESDIS US
83-022A-01 03128/83 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 08 (AVHRR)ADV VERYHI RES RAD NESDIS US _
83-022A-02 03/28183 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 08 (TOVS)OPERNLVERTSOUNDER NESDIS US
83-041A-01 04/28/83 GOES/SMS GOES6 (VAS)VISSRATMOS SOUNDER NESDtS US _..
84-1 ?3A-01 12112/84 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAh, 09 (AVHRR)ADV VERY h',lRES RAD NESL">IS US
84-123A-02 12112/84 NOAA 8"J/ATN NOAA 09 (TOVS)OPERNLVERT SOUNDER NESDIS US
86-073A-01 09/17/86 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA 10 (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
86-073A-02 09/17186 NOAA 8-JIATN NOAA 10 (TOVS)OPERNLVERT SOUNDER NESDIS US .,
87-022A-01 02/26/87 GOE,._SMS GOES7 (VAS)VISSRATMOS SOUNDER NESDIS US
NOAA-D-01 NOAA 6-D/T-N NOAA-D (AVHRR)A£'V VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US !'
NOAA-H-01 NOAA 8"J/ATN NOAAH (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES RAD NESDIS US
NOAA-I-01 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA I (A_-q'IRR)ADVERY HI RES PAD NESDfS US ,
NOAA-J-01 NOAA 8-J/ATN NO/U_,J (AVHRR)ADV VERY HI RES PAD NESDIS US ;
NOAA-D-02 NOAA _-D/T-N NOAA-D (TOVS)OPERNLVERT SOLI_IDER NESDIS US i
NOAA-H-02 NOAA 8..J/ATN _ H (TOVS)OPERNLVERT SOUNDER NESOIS US ._lb [
NOAA-I-02 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA I (TOVS)OPERNLVERTSOLINDER NESD_ US ,4r
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NOAA-J-02 NOAA 8-J/ATN NOAA J ('TOVS)OPERNLVERT SOUNDER NESDIS US
62-047A-01 09/18/62 TIROS TIROS 06 TELEVISION NESSSTAFF US
63-024A-04 06/19163 TIW'J6 TIROS 07 TELEVISION NESSSTAFF US
65-004A-01 01122/65 TIFIO6 TIROS 09 TELEVISION NESSSTAFF US
65-05 _A-01 07102165 TIROS TIROS 10 TELEVISION NEC.SSTAFF LS
66-008A-01 02/03/66 ESSA ESSA 1 (VCS)VIDICON CAMERA SYS. NESSSTAFF US
70-008A-05 01/23/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITOS 1 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION NESSSTAFF US
70-008A-04 01/23/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITOS 1 (AVCS)ADV VlCtCON CAMERA SYS NESSSTAFF US
74-033A-01 05/17/74 GOES_SMS SMS 1 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESSSTAFF US
75-011 A-04 02/06/75 GOES/SMS SMS 2 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOk;ETER NESSSTAFF US
75-100A-01 10/16/75 GOES_MS C.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-._ES1 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOME'TER NESSSTAFF US
77-048A-01 06/16/77 GOES/SIvlS GOES2 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESSSTAFF US
78-062A-01 06/16/78 GOES/SMS GOES3 (VISSR)VIS & IR RADIOMETER NESSSTAFF US
63-054A-01 12/21/63 TIROS TIROS 08 TELEVISION O'SULLIVAN US
67-036A-02 04/20167 ESSA ESSA 5 (FPR)FLATPLATE RADIOMETER PARENT US
68-069A-02 08/16/68 ESSA ESSA7 (FPR_z'LATPLATE RADIOMETER PARENT US
75-066A-19 07/15/75 APOLLO ASTP APOLLO STRAT AEROSOLS(MA-007) PEPIN US
77-108A-02 11/23/77 METEOSAT METEOSAT 1 (DCP)DATA C,(_L PLAT PERA
77-108A-01 11/23/77 METEOSAT METEOSAT 1 IMAGINGRAOIOMETER SELENE
81-057A-02 06/19/81 METEOSAT METEOSAT 2 (DCP)DATA COI.L PLAT PERA
81-057A-01 06/19/81 METEOSAT METEOSAT 2 IMAGINGRADIOMETER SES_ENE EUFIOPE
78-064. d3 06127178 SE,_SAT SEASAT 1 (SASS)SEASAT-A-SAT SCATMTR PIERSON US
61-017A-03 07/12/61 TIROS TIROS 03 (SR)SCANNING RADIOMETER RADOS US
61-017A-04 07/12/61 TIFIOS TIROS 03 TELEVISION RADOS US
_ 62-002A-04 02/0R/62 TIROS TIROS 04 TELEVISION RADOS US65-025A-01 06/19/62 TIROS TIROS 05 TELEVISION _ US
63-024A-02 06/19/63 TIROS TIROS 07 (SR)SCANNING RADIOMETER P._DOS LS
67-031 A- 10 04106167 ATS ATS 2 (AVCS)VIDICONCAMERA SYSTEM RCA US
81 - 111 A-04 11/12/81 SHUTTLE STS-02 (MAPS)MEAS AIRPOLL FROM SAT REY'J-I.E US
84-108A-03 10/05/84 SHUTTLE STS-41G (MAPS)MEAS AIRPOLL FROM SAT REK31-L.E US
83-116A-38 11/28/83 SHUTTLE SPACELAB1 METRIC CAMERA FACILITY REYNOLDS
78-098A-01 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (LIMS)LIMB IR MON ST"-tATO RUSSELL US
65-068A-04 08/2_/65 GEMINI GEMINI 05 CLOUDTOP SPECTROMETER SAIEDY US
82-072A-02 07/16/82 LANDSAT LANDSAT 4 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCAN SALMONSEN US
84-021A-02 03/01184 LAF'.D£.AT LANDSAT 5 (MSS)MULTISPECTSCAN SALMONSEN US
66-040A C2 05/1 3/66 NIMBUS NIMBUS2 (APT)AUTO PIC TRANSMISSION SCHULMAN US
66-040A-01 0511 5/66 NIMBUS NIMBUS2 (AVCS)ADV VIDICON CAMERA SYS SCH_ US
74-039A-08 05/30/74 ATS ATS 6 (VHRR)VERY HIGH RES PAD SHEN< US
72-097A-01 12/11/72 NIMBt IS NIMBUS 5 (ITPR)IR TEMP PROFILE PAD SMITH US
75-052_%05 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS 6 (ERB)EARTH RADIATIONBUDGET SMITH US
75-t)52A-02 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS 6 (HIRS)HIGH RESIR SOUNDER SMrrH US
78-064A-01 06/27/78 SEASAT SEASAT 1 (ALT)RADAR ALT SMmt us
72-097A-03 12/11/72 NIMBUS NIMBUS 5 MICROWAVESPECTROMETER STAELIN US
75-052A- 10 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS 6 (SCAMS)SCAN MICROWAVE RAD STAELIN US
78-064A-05 06/27/87 SEASAT SEASAT 1 (SMMR)SCAN MICROWAVE RAD STEPHL_NIDES US
78-098A- 10 10/24/78 NIMBUS NIMBUS 7 (THIR)TEMP-HUMIDITY IR RAD STOWE US
5_,-001A-01 02/17/59 VANGUARD VANGUARD 2 (_PTICAL SCANNER) _D US
59.009A-01 16/13/59 EKt'I.ORER EXPLORER7 THERMAL RADIATION SUOMI US
61-017A-01 07/12/61 TIROS T_ROS03 OMNIRADIOMETER _1 US
62-002A-01 02/08/62 TIROS TIROS 04 OMNIRADIOMETER SLIGbll US
63-024A-01 06/I 9/63 TIRG6 TIROS 07 OMNIRADIOMETER SUGMI US
66-087A-02 10/02/66 ESSA _SSA 3 (FPR)FLATPLATE RADIOMETER SLk3vll US
66-110A-09 12/07/66 ATS ATS 1 (SSCC)SRN SCAN CLOUD CAMERA SLX)M_ US
67-111A-01 11/05/67 ATS ATS 3 _,_.-'-',CC)MLILTICOLORSSCC SiX)M1 US
69-016A-02 02126163 _ ESSA9 _YPR)FLATPLATERADIOMETER SIX)IVll US70-006A-02 01/23/70 NOAA 1-5/ITOS ITOS 1 (FPR)FLATPLATE RADIOk:_TER _ _._
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70-106A-02 12111170 NOAA 1-5/ITOS NOAA 01 (FPR)FLAT PLATERADIOMETER _ US =
78-064A-02 06/27/78 SEASAT SEASAT 1 (SAR)SYNTHETIC AP RADAR TELEKI US i
61-028A-02 10/21/61 DOO(_R) MIDAS 4 SCAMP,lING FIADIOMETER TODO US
63-014A-02 05/09/6R IXX)(O'rI-ER) MIDAS 6 _ING RADIOMETER 1"C00 US
81-111A-06 11/12/81 SHUTTLE STS-02 (NOSL)NIGHT/DAYSURV OF LGTG VONNEGUT US }
82-065A-01 06/27/82 SHUTTLE STS-04 (NOSL)NIGHT/DAYSURV OF LGTG VOM'qEGUT US i!
83-026A-0t 04/04183 SHUT/LE STS-06 (NOSL)NIGHT/DAYSURV OF LGTG VONNEGUT US
6g-O37A-04 04114169 NIMBUS NIMBUS 3 (SIRS)SAT IR SPECT WARK US i!
70-025A-04 04/08/70 NIMBUS NIMBUS 4 (SIRS)SAT IR SPECT WARK US !_
72-097A-04 12111172 NIMBUS N_MBUS5 (ESMR)ELECSCANMICRO RAD W1LHEIT US i,
75-052A-03 06/12/75 NIMBUS NIMBUS 6 (ESMR)ELECSCAN MICRORAD WILHEIT US _
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